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SITTING OF MONDAY,21 OCTOBER 1985
Contents
I
I
1. Resumption of the session
Mr Chambeiron; Mr Staes; Mr Cassidy
Agenda
Sir Henry Plumb; Mr Klepsch; Mr tVijsen-
beek; Mr Cornelissen; Mrs Scioener; Mr
Tomlinson
Application of Commanity hw 
- 
Report
(Doc. A 2-112/8t) by Mrs Vaysade
Mrs Vayssade; Mrs Boot; Mr Turner; Mr
Bananti; Mr Vijsenbeeh; Mr Schualba-
IN THE CFIAIR: MR ALBER
Vce-President
(Tbe sitting uas opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
Prcsident. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 11 October 1985.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) My friends and I
are still suffering from the widely-felt shock caused by
the hanging of the young black American, Benjamin
Moloise. The racist regime of Pretoria remained stub-
bornly heedless of all the humanitarian appeals made
to it, notably by numerous noables and authorities of
the European Community.
This fresh challenge to universal values, to the univer-
sal conscience and to our Parliament 
- 
for Mr Pflim-
lin himself inrcrvened 
- 
is in our view intolerable. As
an institution elected by universal suffrage, we have
moral obligations to the public opinion of our respec-
tive countries. \7e must, of course, express our feeling
Hoth; Mrs Dury; Mr Kuijpers; Mr Clinton
Daois (Commision); Miss Tongue
Harmonization of the age of majoity under
cioil laut 
- 
Report (Doc. A2-113/85) by
Mrs Fontaine
Mrs Fontaine; Mrs Van Hemeldonck; Mr
Lambias, Mr Pice; Mr Barzanti; Mr Don-
nez; Mrs Lemass; Mr Tortora; Mr Rafiery;
Mr Ulburghs; Mr Clinton Daois (Commis-
sion); Mr Elliott; Mr Hutton
in ways compatible with our parliamentary rules. I
therefore ake leave, Mr President, to suggest that you
consult the Assembly on a possible suspension of pro-
ceedings for a few short minutes during which we
might mark our indignation and express our reproba-
tion at the hanging of Benjamin Moloise.
Thank you, Mr President, for your indulgence.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
President. 
- 
The President of the European Parlia-
ment, Mr Pierre Pflimlin, has already voiced the dis-
pleasure of this House in a telegram to the South Afri-
can Government.
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I agree with
what Mr Chambeiron has said, and I would point out
that the German Bundestag observed a minute's si-
lence and the French National Assembly suspended its
proceedings for five minutes as a tribute. These are
national parliaments of Member States of the Com-
munity. I therefore support this proposal, and I should
like to see this sitting suspended for five minutes.
4.
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Presidcnt. 
- 
I would ask Members to rise and observe
one minute's silence in memory of all those who have
lost their lives through violence in South Africa.
(Parliamet rose and obsemed one minate\ silence)l
Mr Cassidy (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I gave norice rhar
I intended rc raise a point of order. It is the same one
as I raised at our last pan-session here in Strasbourg.
The list distributed at the beginning of each pan-
session of the representatives of Member States' gov-
ernmenr who usually attcnd Council meetings is, for
the third time, out of date as far as the British Govern-
ment representatives are concerned.
Vould it be possible, Mr President 
- 
if this informa-
tion is to be of any use at all 
- 
to have it brought up
to darc in time for the next pan-session?
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
You will be gering this list in rwo days
time. fu from November, however, your sutgesrion
will be adopted.
2. Agenda
Presidcnt. 
- 
At its meerint of I October 1985 the
enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda which you
will find before you. At their meednt this morning the
polidcal group chairmen authorized me to propose to
Parliament the following amendments m the draft
agenda.
(Tbe hesidcnt read out the amendments to the agendas
for Monday, Tuesday and We&tesday)2
Thursday:
I have received from the European Democratic Group
a request that the repon (Doc. A2-90/85) by Mr
Filinis be postponed.
Sir Hcnry Plumb (ED). 
- 
Mr President, wirhout
wishing to detract from the imponance of the Filinis
report, I am asking on behalf of my group that consid-
eration of the repon be postponed. It refers specifi-
cally to table olives and the esablishment of a register
of olive cultivation in Greece. Therefore one might be
inclined to assume that this is only a Greek item. In
fact, of course, it will affect the whole of the olive
business throughout the Community. The reason why
I am asking for the delay is to enable our Spanish col-
leagues in panicular, once they join in January, to take
pan in this panicular debate and to give their opinion.
That way Parliament would, perhaps, reach a better
overall opinion than it would do now if it went ahead
with the report instead of allowing the Spaniards to
give their point of view at a larcr darc.
I therefore ask the House not to refer the repon back
to committee but at least to leave it on the table until a
later date.
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, my Group
has instructed me to speak against this request.
Vhat we are concerned with here is the Greek regis-
ter, and it has aken quite a long time for this marrcr ro
come up for decision. It is in the interests of the Com-
muniry and the people concerned that this regisrer
should be drawn up as early as possible. It cannot
serve those interests if we now delay the matter for
half a year, merely so that a number of people who
have.absolutely nothing to do with it may express their
oPrnron.
There is another reason: if we accept the argument
that the Spaniards should also be able to express rheir
opinion on this question, the same argumenr could be
used on every subject which we shall be considering in
the immediate future. ![e therefore feel rhat the Filinis
repon should remain on the agenda.
(Parliament rejected the request)
Mr Miscnbeck (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in this
case I am literally referring to the Rules of Procedure.
You should have declared Sir Henry Plumb's request,
now rejected, inadmissible because, according to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, a
request for referral back to commirtee may nor be
made at this rime.
President. 
- 
SThat Sir Henry Plumb requested vas
not referral back to committee but a postponemenr.
His request was therefore admissible.
Friday:
I have received from the Commitree on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Industrial Poliry a request rhar
the repon (Doc. A 2-123/85) by Mr Chiusano and the
repon (Doc. A2-126/85) by Mr Cornelissen be
included in Friday's agenda.
Mr Cornelissen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should like to compliment you on the energy with
which you have soughr to place my report on Friday's
agenda, because the Commitree on Budgem only
adopted it lasr \Tednesday. However, Mr President, it
was also only last Vednesday that I received the opin-
Approoal of min*es 
- 
Petitions 
- 
Transfer of appropia-
tions 
- 
Authoization to draw uo reDofis 
- 
Nefeial to
committees 
- 
Texts ol treaties fonitarlcd by the Council 
-Docametts receioed 
- 
Refenal back to committee of the
Nordmaan report: see Minutes.
See Minutes.
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Cornelissen
ion of the Coun of Auditors. I therefore feel obliged
to ask you not to take the repon this week but to wait
until the budget debate at the next part-session. This is
an extremely complex matter, Mr President, and the
opinion of the Court of Auditors is such that funher
consultation will be necessary. Hence my request, Mr
President, with all due respect and appreciation for
your efforts, to agree to this report being held over
until the next part-session and debated at the same
time as the budget.
Mrs Scrivcner (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I go along
with Mr Cornelissen. These are very imponant
reports. Also, we know how few of us there often are
on Fridays. It was not a very good idea to place on the
agenda for Friday morning such a very imponant sub-
ject, and I fully support the request just made.
(Parliament agreed to tbe reqaest for the inclusion of Mr
Chiasano's rEort (Doc. A 2-123/85) in the agenda and
rejeaed the request for tbe inclrsion of Mr Comelisen\
report (Doc. A2-126/8t). h adopted the agenda thas
amended)l
Mr Tomlinson (S).- Mr President, two part-sessions
ato we heard from the Commission about their delib-
erations on South Africa. Since then there have been
very rapid developments about which we are all con-
cerned. It is, of course, inconceivable that the Com-
mission should not have funher discussed the rapidly
deteriorating situation in South Africa.
Has there been any Commission request to make a
satement to this House? If not, by what mechanisms
can we encourage them to make one during this pan-
session?
Presideat. 
- 
Since this subjbct is going m be debated
in the topical and urgent debate on Thursday, we may
take it that the Commission will be making its position
knourn at that dme.
3. Application of Community laat
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A 2-
ll2/85) by Mrs Vayssade, on behalf of the Committee
on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, on the monitor-
ing of the application of Community law by the Mem-
ber States.
Mrs Veyssadc (S), rapporteun 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
the European Parliament is today, for the first time, to
debate a report on monitoring the application of Com-
munity law by the Member States. It v/as on the initia-
tive of its Legal Affairs Committee that the European
Parliament, in February 1983, adopted a resolution on
the responsibility of the Member States for applying
and complying with Community law, and paragraphs
17 and 18 of this resolution are the point of depanure
for the present report. Paragraph 17 states that the
European Parliament
requests the Commission in addition to submit
annually a written repon on all instances of failure
by Member States to fulfil obligations under the
Treaties which must state which national au-
thorities have infringed Communiry law and what
sate the procedure has reached.
And paragraph 18 of this resolution states that the
Parliament
hopes, if applicable, to adopt an opinion on this
annual report in a repon of its own rc be submit-
ted by the Legal Affairs Committee and to for-
ward both reports . . . to the parliaments of the
Member States for information and for use as
seems appropriate.
It is therefore by vinue of this resolution that we find
ourselves mday debating the first report of the Legal
Affairs Committee.
I should like to stress straight away that this study of
the results of monitoring the application of Com-
munity law is in no uiay directed against the Commis-
sion's right of initiative, nor does it underestimate the
imponance of this right: on the contrary, what we
want 
- 
in view of the fact that in numerous sectors
Community law is still incomplete 
- 
is to maintain the
legislative drive and to ensure that the application of
what is akeady law is properly monitored. The pur-
pose of the present report is therefore to assess the
work already done by the Commission and to contri-
bute to the drawing up of criteria suitable for use in
the future.
First of all, one or two formal points on the submission
of the two reports which we are debadng today. In
June 1983, President Thorn promised the kgal
Affairs Committee that it would have the first annual
repon on monitoring the application of Community
law by early 1984. In fact, however, it was not for-
warded to us until 16April 1984, by which time we
were very close to the elections, and so the Legal
Affairs Committee decided to defer its discussion of
the document until after the elections. By that time,
however, we were expecting the second repon, which
had been promised us for the beginning of t985 but in
fact was not forwarded until 7 May 1985. This
explains why they decided to take the two reports
together and why the debate on them is taking place at
this rather late date.
Meanwhile, an imponant question was settled when
we received the second repon, for this was described
1 Dea"dline for tabling amendments 
- 
Speahing
Minutes.
time: see
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as an annex to the Commission's annual general
repon. By vinue of this fact, the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, pursuanr to Rule 29 (2), automatically receives
the document for consideration and is entitled, rhough
not obliged, ro draw up a reporr. This was one of the
matrcrs that had been left in suspense on the first
occasion.
The fact that we are presenring a single reporr on two
reports from the Commission is thus explained by rhe
delays incurred, and it raises rhe question wherher we
should in future automatically submit a repon every
year. In my view 
- 
although this will be discussed
every time a reporr is submitted by the Commission 
-two or three repons in the life of every Parliament
should suffice and would, indeed, by enabling us ro
underline the mosr imponant fearures, point up the
work done in the field of application of Community
law.
I now come to the substance of these annual reporcs.
Ve have made a compararive analysis of the report for
1984 and that for 1985, and have attempted to draw
some conclusions on their value and on some features
that would be desirable in rhe future.
The European Communities are founded upon law,
and the application of thar Community law is there-
fore essential if it is to take effect and if a legal com-
munity is to exist and to lasr. Community law is uni-
formly applicable throughout the Communiry, save
derogations or exceprions laid down in this law itself.
This application, however, is largely rhe responsibiliry
of nadonal authorities and the instirutions of the
Member States.
The efficary of Communiry law therefore depends to
a very large exrenr upon its application by the national
execudve or adminisration, judicial sysrem or legisla-
tive authority; but there are profound differences in
the way authorities in the Member States are organ-
ized and also in the practice thar has grown up in the
various Member States. This may give rise to such a
dispariry that the application of Community law may
end by nullifying the Community as a legal body. The
express decision to moniror the applicadon of this law
is therefore essential for the very existence of the
European Communities.
These annual repons, of which we are debating rhe
first two rcday, are therefore an indispensable mol for
assessing the extent rc which Community law is
applied. They serve as a good baromerer for measur-
ing the degree of integration and are a necessary con-
dition for taking poliiical and legislative actioq both
on the Communiry level and at the national level, to
mainuin and strengthen the European Communities
and their poliry.
These annual reports rherefore deserve ro be
approached with good will. This is not to say that
closer study will not reveal the need for criticism, but
this criticism should always be received as an encour-
agement to improve funher the quality of subsequent
repofts so as to make possible a more precise judgment
of the state of inrcgration.
The repons are in rwo parrs, rhe one analytical, the
other composed of smtisrics. I shall begin with the sta-
tistics, which make up the greater pan of each repon
- 
pages 24 to 78 of the 1983 report and pages 22 to
95 of that for 1984. The Commission has greatly for-
malized the steps laid down in Article 169 of the EEC
Treary and stored large sections of the perfectly
rational sysrcm rhereby created. It is therefore possible
to recall the latest sarisrics a[ any dme.
The Parliament has called for access ro rhese data, and
this access has not yet been provided. In my view, it is
becoming indispensable, and I take literally the Com-
mission's promise 
- 
of which I hope we shall have
confirmation 
- 
that the Asmod6e data will be rrans-
posed to Sector 7 of the Celex data-system by the end
of this year. As I said, I await confirmation of rhis
announcement, as I think it will be imponant.
The increase in the number of statistics is due to the
addidon of new synoptic tables not contained in the
first annual repon. Table 5 of rhe second annual
report, on judgments of the Coun of Justice which
have not been complied with, classified by Member
State, had already been requested in paragraph 53 of
the explanatory srarcment [o the report drawn up byMr Sieglerschmidt. This rable contains additional
information on rhe execurion by the Member Srarcs ofjudgmenm delivered by the Coun of Justice. A new
Table 4 on complaints and infringemenm detecred by
the Commission's own inquiries has been added.
The statistics in the first annual repon cover the
period from 1978 to 1983. The second annual repon
moves the period covered forward, extending it fiom
1979 to 1984. It might be desirable for the Commis-
sion to apply the analysis to a longer period than that
chosen, and since the statistics and the tables are there,
it should be possible ro exrend them without omitting
earlier years.
In its introduction, the Commission makes a secror-
by-secror analysis. In the first reporr, the analysis was
by branches of economic acriviry, while in the second
repon it proceeds by sectors and also contains a num-
ber of improvemenrs over rhe firsr.
Generally speaking, rhe second repon gives the names
of the Member States concerned, thus complying with
the request made by the Legal Affairs Cornrnirte.
during an earlier debate, for in any case rhe names of
the Member Snres concerned could be found in these
satistical tables. The new method obviates unneces-
sary research within the report.
The cases in which secrecy is still employed in the
second annual reporr are surprising. The Commission
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is requested in all instances to give an express sate-
ment of the reasons why it feels the need to be so dis-
creet.
The analysis by branches of economic activiry corres-
ponds closely to the statistical tables and now contains
a chapter on competition and another on development
cooperadon poliry. The chapter on external relations,
which is also new, covers the chapter on commercial
policy contained in the first annual report.
The analysis by economic activity describes briefly in
each case the proceedings initiated or pursued and the
measures taken or still rc be taken. In addition, there is
for each sector a paragraph of comments which is per-
fectly adequate in relation m the restricted field which
it covers, since the reader expects a more comprehen-
sive assessment elsewhere. In the first repoft, however,
such more comprehensive assessments are likely to dis-
appoint the reader, being fairly short, not to say per-
emptory and sketchy. The second repon surprises
even more by saying even less: it abstains from making
any overall judgment of the legal or political situation
and serves chiefly to explain the tables. If it is true that
the publication of the report was held up by work on
this introduction, this was no doubt due to a desire to
soften it to the maximum. It is therefore to be desired
that the Commission's explanations should be more
thorough and that one should be able to go funher
with the report.
'!7e have aheady pointed out some positive features,
but I should like to say that it would be imponant for
the Commission, in future, to classify the infringe-
ments incurred by Member States according to their
degree of graviry and to draw up criteria for this pur-
pose, because at the moment everything is thrown into
the same pot and this makes it difficult to form any
judgment on the attitude of any particular State. Even
so, it should be pointed out rhar of 700 directives,
some 500 posed no problems. Monitoring is a difficult
business and demands a Breat deal of time in view of
the procedures followed within each Member Sate; it
is therefore remarkable that the Commission should
not yet have notified the budgetary authority of a sup-
plementary budget for staff to improve the speed and
efficacy of monitoring in many cases.
\7e have also been made aware of the difficulties that
arise when directives are applied in national law: very
often Member Sates merely make additions ro their
existing legislation, and this often complicates the
business of monitoring. This suggests the need for
closer relations with the national parliamena: perhaps
they themselves might get in touch with the Commis-
sion when they take up the question of applying a
directive in national law. In this connection, the Legal
Affairs Committee invited the chairmen of the appro-
priate parliamentary committees to a discussion, which
brought the difficulties encountered to light. Mrs Boot
has tabled an amendment on this question, whose
wording does not satisfy me completely but which
seems to go in the right direction.'S7e can come back
to it when we stan vodng.
Finally, I should like to say that this repon proyes, on
occasion, to be a little optimistic. Vhen compared
with other documenm such as cenain reports emanat-
ing from the Member States themselves, the reports of
a parliamentary committee of inquiry into toxic sub-
stances or certain other reports of the Commission, it
proves ro have light but too little shade and gives the
impression that Community law is relatively well
applied by the Member States. I think the Commis-
sion, in subsequent reports, should not be afraid rc
bring out the shade.
So here you have my presentation, a very rapid one, of
this first report on the state of Community law. Many
other things could have been said, but I will just add
these final points: Member States' recourse to
Article 177 and the attitude nken by the different
judiciaries; also, the question of sanctions m be
imposed when Member States fail to apply Com-
munity law. At the moment the situation is still inde-
finite, in spite of the Tindemans report, and only the
draft treary on European union proposes any proce-
dures. I think the Commission should give us its opi-
nion on this matter and prepare some solutions.
(Appkuse)
Mrs Boot (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on 6 May
1985 the Commission published its second annual
report on the application of Communiry law. Today
we are debating Mrs Vayssade's report, in which Par-
liament delivers its official opinion not only on the
second but also on the first of the Commission's
annual reports. On behalf of my group I should like to
congratulate Mrs Vayssade very warmly on [he
exhaustive commentary on the two annual repons that
is contained in her repon.
I find it a piry that the European Parliamcnt 
- 
partly
because of the Bureau's decision, as you know 
- 
has
taken so long to deliver its opinion on the first annual
report, which was published as long ago as April 1984.
This is afrcr all an imponant subject: the enforcement
and uniform application of Community law. The
Member States and the institutions of the Community
itself are concerned. The European Communiry is a
Community governed by the rule of law. This is not
only a sound basis for political development: the
observance of this law is also a gauge of the will of our
peoples to construct a strong Europe.
In the second repon the Commission gives a more
detailed description of the procedures adopted in the
case of infringements. In addition to indicating the
legal basis, it analyses each sector. The second report
also reviews the complaints received and infringements
detected by official means. It is sriking that most of
the complaints were received by DG III, Internal Mar-
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ket, and DG VI, Agriculture. A cause of serious con-
cern is the fact that the Member Sates are increasingly
neglectful of complying with the judgments of the
Court of Justice. From the Commission's review of
1984, however, it is impossible to obtain a clear picture
of the extent to which the Member Smrcs do or do not
comply with the Court's judgments. This becomes
more apparent when the two reports and the list ori-
ginally compiled by Mr Sieglerschmidt are compared.
The Commission is thus sdll rather caudous, I would
say, about disclosing all the facts. Ve can conclude
from the figures that the situation as regards compli-
ance with the Court's judgments is in fact even s/orse
than at the time of the Sieglerschmidt reporr.
The monitoring of Community law has long gone
unnoticed. I might perhaps refer Members to ah excel-
lent work by Dr Audretsch on the Commission's
supervisory task, which was recently published in Eng-
lish. ft explains in a really remarkable way that this
Parliament, which originally exercised control mainly
through its written questions and later through its oral
questions, has acquired, in its committees of inquiry, a
completely new instrument to strengthen its political
and legal responsibility for exercising control. Ve all
know that the Pruvot report was one of the first exam-
ples of this instrument being used. It revealed that the
enforcement of the Seveso directive is proving rc be
quite troublesome in the various Member States.
There are other aspects of the observance and applica-
don of Communiry law to be considered. \7hen we
talk to national parliamentarians, we are often asked
what happens when Community law is introduced.
National parliamentarians feel that control over this is
slipping from their grasp.
I have therefore tabled an amendment, to which Mrs
Vayssade has in principle agreed, although she does
not like the present wording very much. The amend-
ment calls for a suitable parliamentary procedure that
will enable the Commission's monitoring to be scruti-
nized rather more effectively. This might, for example,
be seen as an extension of the asks of the subcommit-
tee set up by the Political Affairs Committee ro con-
sider the interpretation of the Treaties. I would refer
here to the political and legal aspects. In view of the
imponance of this matter, I think it would be appro-
priate to set up a similar subcommittee within the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Righm to
monitor Communiry law. That is the object of my
amendment. I hope all the political groups will give
sufficient thought to this aspect.
In addition, Mr President, we very clearly need a
European government.
(Apphusefrom tbe centre and the ight)
Mr Turner (ED).- Mr President, we wish to sup-
pon this report by the chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee. I am panicularly concerned with the
implementation of EEC directives in the Member
States. At the moment each Member State is bound to
send in a report of what it has done with a directive in
the form of notes as to what legislation it has taken to
put into effect the directive in question. It is impossible
for the Commission to check any of these at all proba-
bly, and cenainly it is impossible for them to do so
speedily. I urge the Commission to ask the Member
States to give a much more detailed rundown of how
they have put the directives into effect 
- 
or how they
say they have done so.
They could, for instance, do it by putting against each
phrase or sub-clause of a directive exactly what part of
what act of Parliament, satutory instrument or what-
ever they have employed to put it into effect. That, of
course, does not ensure correctness by the Member
State in question, but it does concentrate their mind a
bit, and it also makes it easier for the Commission later
on to do the donkey work of checking up whether or
not directives have been properly put into effect in
each Member State.
I believe it is only possible rc do this by spot checks on
particular directives and, generally speaking, one
should do it in each Member State for a panicular
directive, so that one has a complete cross-section, on
that directive at least, as to what has happened. I say
that because of our experience in the Pruvot report,
which is referred to in paragraphs 16 to 18 of Mrs
Vayssade's report 
- 
the Pruvot report on the Com-
mittee of Inquiry into the Seveso Directive, as it was
called. In that panicular case q/e asked the Commis-
sion what they had done to find out what each Mem-
ber State had actually done to put the Seveso directive
into effect. In the case of the United Kingdom, they
had, in fact, hired an expert to go right through the
whole of the directive and see what had happened in
Britain. He was not a lawyer as it turns out. He uras an
expert in pollution. He did a very thorough job.
'!7e found that in some cases rhe Commission had not
taken any steps at all with regard to a particular coun-
try, and so we decided in the European Parliament
that we would do it ourselves. Ve appointed expens
of our own for most countries, and I happened to do
the United Kingdom and Ireland because it was
thought that I might know the law of Britain and Ire-
land. I must stress here that it is quite impossible for a
German to go through English acts of Parliament, sta-
tutory instruments, amendments and all the resr of it
to find out whether or not Britain has put into effect a
direcdve. And it is equally impossible for an English-
man to go through German law to find out if they
have. It can only be done accurately by an expert of
the Member Starc in question.
Vhen I did this for Britain, I found that, generally
speaking, one-half of the directive had not been pur
into effect because one half of the directive referred to
the environment. Ir said at rhe beginning: This con-
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cerns safery of persons and the environment. The envi-
ronment appeared to have been almost completely for-
tott€n, at any rate as regards the details of registration
of lorries and loads, etc. Then when one came to a
cenain schedule of dangerous subsunces, of which
there were thirry, the Bridsh schedule left out three of
them. Vith regard to the definition of what is toxic,
which in the directive was quite general and said
'harmful rc the human', in the British Act it said that
something is toxic if 5 cubic centimetres thereof would
be harmful to the tissue of a child who weighs less
than 20 kilograms, which was a rather special interpre-
tation of the rather general words in the directive. I am
quite sure the British thought they had done a very
good job on it, and I am quirc sure all the other coun-
tries did too.
In Appendix 3 of the Pruvot report, which I hope you
will all look at, the expens, who were voluntarily
working for Parliament in this case, set out the short-
comings in each country. Germany and France both
had a whole page of shoncomings, Belgium and Bri-
tain both had a page and a half, Italy had a quaner of
a page, because they had only just put the thing into
effecr Ireland was not referred rc at all because I
found that the Irish had done a marvellous thing. They
had taken the directive which said'EEC Directive No
such-and-such', they had crossed out the words 'EEC
Directive' and written in 'Irish Act of Parliament', and
it had gone through just like that. The lesson from this
is that you can put the law into effect perfectly if you
want to. And we must make sure that that happens. It
is an entirely separate matter to police the law once it
is in effect. It is wholly irrelevant to say that the polic-
ing may not be perfect in Ireland although the law is
perfect. That is irrelevant. Ve are only concerned, at
rhe moment, with the putdng into effect of the law.
The other thing is this. Although I said that Germany
had a whole page of what one might call errors and
Britain had a page and a half, those errors were some-
times very small and sometimes very big. So that you
cannot just say that with 21 errors in Germany and 2l
errors in Britain, they are both equally good or bad. It
depends on how bad each error is.
May I conclude by srying that I believe the Commis-
sion must employ legal expens from Member States to
look at their own implementation of cenain directives
and they should use spot check methods. They should
report in great detail, legalistically, not with a broad
brush as rc general intent, but absolutely in great
detail as to whether or not the directives are being put
perfecd into effect.'Ve are concerned with law here
and not just with general good intentions. Ve must
make sure that in each case where a spot check is
done, we know precisely where the country has gone
wrong. Then when the expens repoft to the Legal
Affairs Committee, v'e can take the matter up. Fur-
thermore, the Legal Affairs Committee should be enti-
tled to ask the Commission to carry out this spot
check on any particular directive it wants. I know it
can only be a spot check system, but I believe it is
absolutely vital that there should be some legalisdcally
perfect method of ensuring that, in cases where we
choose to have a look, we can find out whether or not
the law has been perfectly put into effect or not.
(Appkuse fron the benches of the Earopean Democratic
Group)
Mr Barzanti (COM). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the debate now taking place on the
basis of the Vayssade report on the application of
Community law in the Member States is of great sig-
nificance. The two repofts the Commission has sub-
mitted to Parliament represent in our opinion an
imponant objective and a valuable analytical tool,
notwithstanding any deficiencies it may have.
There is a cenain reticence in these reports, panicu-
larly in the first. Furthermore, little light is shed when
it comes to spelling out exactly responsibilities and
acdons, with precise names and dates. The immediate
result will be that production will go up again so that
rwo years of sacrifice will have gone for nothing; the
Council's irresolute attitude should therefore be con-
demned. The \Toltjer report takes a cautious step in
this direction. I shall therefore vote for the resolution.
In addition 
- 
and here we agree with what Mrs Vays-
sade has said in her repon 
- 
there is a need in our
opinion for greater specificity, Breater capacity for fine
analysis of breaches within the various Member States
in the application of Community law. But the overall
tone of the repon displays a greater optimism than is
justified, in our view, by the facts. Regarding the
application of Community law, we have a situation
which plainly demonstrates the need for energetic
consolidation of the work of the Commission and the
work of our ov/n Parliament to ensure that a Com-
muniry, which above all is a Community of law, is
fully realized.
I should now like to raise four points.
First, we feel that we must increase checks on the
application of Communiry law. The procedure laid
down by Anicle 159 of the EEC Treary, even if widely
implemented, guaranrces neither to the Commission
and even less to Parliament an active role of stimula-
tion, of encouragement. This active role must in ess-
ence be 
- 
and I repeat 
- 
one of stimulation and
encouragement, given that it is imponant to streng-
then the role of Parliament which, with this report,
opens a whole new chapter in such complex and basic
subjects.
Furthermore, we feel that in regard to the process of
developing the various legal instruments, and in pani-
cular the directives, we must achieved a capacity 
-but this is a problem which primarily concerns the
Member States 
- 
to decentralize , especially where the
application of directives is effected, as in Italy,
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through bodies such as the Regions which have an
aubnomy of their own.
I would also underline the imponant passage in the
Vayssade repon which srresses the need for citizens of
the Communiry to be guaranteed the rights recog-
nized by Community legislation backed up by
recourse to [he national couns. This too is most cer-
tainly a step in the righr direction. I would conclude by
pointing out the need to improve the disciplinary
machinery for the violation by Member Sates of
Community law itself. Ve feel thar the provisions in
Anicles 43 and 44 of the draft Treary for European
Union are of profound imponance and an objective to
be pursued.
Finally, I should like to affirm the need for all Com-
munity Member States, the Commission and Parlia-
ment to implement all machinery, all initiatives aimed
at ensuring that declarations proclaiming a European
spirit, very often rhetorical, are followed up by gen-
uine and continuous monitoring activity, together with
a consistent determination to apply the requirements
of the Communiry of law, which is the European
Community.
Mr Viisenbeck (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I join
with other speakers in congrarulating the rapporreur,
and chairman of our committee, on her report, in
which she carefully examines the rwo annual reporrs
drawn up by the Commission following the initiative
taken by Mr Sieglerschmidt, a former Member of this
Parliament. I should also like to congratulate rhe
Commission on rhe way in which it has taken up the
request made by Parliamenr and, more specifically, the
Committee on legal Affairs and Cidzens' Rights.
However, the rapponeur is unfonunately right in con-
cluding that the Commission does not paint a com-
plete picture of the application of Community law in
the Member Stares. Ve musr rherefore ask ourselves,
Mr President, how we are now going to proceed.
There are two methods. Mr Turner has said that ar
least a page and a half could be written abour the
application of Community directives in each Member
State. Unfonunately, this applies nor jusr ro one case
but to almost every case. On the other hand, it might
be asked whether we should nor in facr be saying: a
directive is no more than a directive and 
-ore or less
variety in its application at national level is admissible
as long as the idea underlying it is applied.
Mr President, here again we must, of course, ask our-
selves: what do we do in this Parliament? Some of the
subjeccs we have to consider are so intricate that a
national parliament would feel insulrcd if it was
expected to pass judgment on rhem. Let me give you
an example: the height of steps orr wheeled agricul-
tural vehicles or the tipping devices on such vehicles.
These are, of course, subjecrs that any self-respecting
parliament disposes of with a smile if they are submir-
ted for its consideration. Ve must ask ourselves if it
would not be far better for us to concentrate on, let us
say, framework legislation, and in the case I have
quoted that would best be framework legisladon on
the harmonization of safery regulations governing all
types of wheeled vehicle.
Mr President, the content of Mrs Vayssade's report is
another matter, of course. fu regards the application
of secondary legislation and the acrion taken on it by
our national legal authorities, we naturally find major
disparities in our Member States. I would point out in
this connection, as paragraph 31 says, rhar there are
legal authorities in our Member States which actually
manage to ignore Communiry legislation. !7e have
had an example of this. My predecessor, Mr Geunsen,
even put a quesrion ro rhe Commission on rhis subject
once, in which he referred to a courr of appeal 
- 
nor
even a court of the first instance but one of the second
instance 
- 
in France which had said in a judgment:
'Ve don't have anphing to do with Communiry law.
\7e decide how the law is to be interpreted.'There is
no point in discussing a specific case, bur is does show
what happens in practice.
Mr President, rhat is, of course, wrong and the Com-
muniry should nor let it pass. As a Communiry we
must also place far more emphasis in this respefi on
the need for joint consultations, for the uniform appli-
cation of the rules and therefore for closer contacr
among the national courts, as I requested in my repon
on comperirion last year. At that time the Commission
promised to work on rhis, but so far we have seen
hardly any results. So that is another aspecr I wanr to
refer to.
Mr Schwalba-Hoth (ARCI,- @E) Communiry law
serves to harmonize legislation in the Member Srates,
but also rc equalize it, i.e. in cenain spheres sover-
eignry is granted to a cenral aurhoriry, in this case
Brussels/Strasbourg. Bur this runs counrer to our fun-
damental conceprion thar powers should be devolved
- 
decentralized 
- 
so that those concerned may have
a larger say and a form of legislation exists rhat is
graduated, but not equalized, and adapted to regional
needs.'Where decisions are decentralized in this way,
there is a higher degree of acceptance of each adminii-
trative act by the local population.
Over. and against the positive effects of Communiry
law there are various areas where EEC legisladon hjs
acted as a brake. As an example of the posirive there
was everything connected with the 'STater Directive,
e.g. the reduction of nitrate conrent. Equally positive
was the directive on dangerous goods and the directive
on equal trearmenr for men and women. Mighr I be
permitted, however, ro pu[ a question that will surely
seem heredcal to this half-empry hemicycle, but it is
none the less necessary: could we not have achieved
similar results and arrangements in most of the Mem-
ber States through pressure from society?
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On the negative side is the long list of areas in which
EEC legislation has slowing, obstructive or even dam-
aging effects. Take for instance lead in petrol and the
niw iatalytic convenor 
- 
in the meandme the forests
are dying. Even though the people and political offi-
cials in many EEC States are in favour of the introduc-
tion of lead-free petrol and the catalytic convertor,
EEC legislation forbids such go-it-alone solutiorts.
Another example might be the attempt to bring in a
mortBage directive. By means of Communiry law
mongages could be offered across Europe. The result
would be the squeezing out of competition, monopo-
lies, cartel atreements, in the short term doubdess
dumping, and in the medium and longterm higher
morttage charges and rising land prices.
Although we have such fundamental criticisms and
res.*aiions regarding Communiry law 
- 
not anti-
European, mind you, but anti-cenralistic, Pro-
regional sentiments 
- 
we consider the observance of
Community law essential.
So our position may be summed up in this way. First:
if we are to have Communiry law, then there must at
least be supervision by the European Parliament.
Second: if there is to be control by the European Par-
liament, the there must at least be punctual communi-
cation of the Commission's annual reports. This was
not the case in 1984.
Third: if there are to be Commission rePorts, then
there must at least be precise data in the analytical sec-
tion as to who has infringed Community law 
- 
in the
first repon this was generally not given, in the second
repon it was lacking in one instance.
Founh: if specific infringements of direcdves are to be
indicarcd, then we Members must at least be given full
and direct access to the relevant documents 
- 
this is
at Present not the case.
How else can we make inrclligent judgments?
Fifth: if there is to be an evaluation by Members and
by the European Parliament, then we also need an
evaluation by the Commission itself' The Commission
has not come through with its own evaluation. This is
a political black mark. The next rePort must contain
such an evaluation.
I believe that Mrs Vayssade's rePort comcs at exactly
the right moment. Today an intergovernmental con-
ferenci is trying to rejuvenate the somewhat tired and
scowling face of Europe. I believe that if we apply
existing Community law we shall have already taken a
big step towards the Europe we seek.
For my own part I fully support this repon and with
my group I congratulate Mrs Vayssade o1 a number
of suggestions shl has made. As a Belgian I regard this
r.po.t 
"t very useful. 
I shall give examples-of what I
mean. The first concerns a directive agreed at Euro-
pean level, transposed to national level but not imple-
mented. I am thinking panicularly of directives con-
cerning women 
- 
direitives on equal reatment and
equal pay. I am sure you have heard of the Bekaert
afiair where a number of women were forced to work
part-time under threat of losing their, jobs. It took
energetic acdon by the Commission to show Belgium
that lt was in the wrong and to bring relief to these
women's problems.
The second example concerns directives which exist at
European level but which have not been transposed to
national level. The list of these is frightening. It is
frightening in the case of many countrie.s, but in this
raCe between snails Belgium is almost the last. I am
taking as an example all the directives on the enviro-
mentbecause of which Belgium has already been con-
demned for non-implementation by the Coun of Jus-
tice.
Despite the rulings of the Court of Jusdce, Belgium
has not moved in very many areas. I have to admit that
I have heard cenain colleagues speaking of their own
countries, and there are many striking examples there
as well. ln 1978 Belgium was conlemned for non-
implementation of six directives on the environment,
as was Italy. Afrcr three months Italy put its house in
order. I think that four directives have not been taken
over by Belgium.
Finally, there is the case where Community law is
flouted, where the Coun of Justice has given a ruling
which is simply forgotten or even ignored by the
Member State. To ake another example from my own
country, there is the Graoier decision which rules that
Community students are no longer required to pay
registration fees to enter university. Despite the Coun
oflustice's ruling, Belgium has continued to demand
them. Belgium has been asked to refund the fees which
have been paid unnecessarily. Until now it has done
nothing. Not only has Communiry law been flouted
but the rulings of the Court of Justice do not count in
our country. I appear to be pointing the finger at my
olrn country, but I believe that there are similar exam-
ples elsewhere.
The question we have to ask is why Member States are
able completely to ignore not only the Community law
but also the judgments of the Coun of Justice. There
is, I believe, at least one reason, namely, that for prac-
IN THE CFIAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Vice-President
Mrc Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I intend to
speak today not as a lawyer but as a convinced Euro-
Pean.
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ticd purposes there are almost no sancrions, that the
sysrcm of 
,sancrions is inadequate and there is nothingto intimidate a counrry which fails to apply Com-
munity law or if it is condemned for non-application.
That is why I feel that one of rhe paragraphs in Mrs
Vayssade's report is panicularly important and that
the Commission should take note of it as a basis for
proposals on sancrions. As long as a judgment exists
without a penalry, I can see no reason why countries
should take any norice of Communiry law.
Moreover, instead ol like the Member States, treating
Community law as something of merely secondary
imponance, both the Commission and the European
Parliament should exercise greater vigilence in this
regard. Our concern, for example, with setting up
committees of enquiry, drawing up own-initiative
reports on the non-application of Communiry law is
the right choice. Moreover, I would ask the Commis-
sion to give some thoughr rc sening up monitoring
machinery in the Member Stares and to po*rers of
investigation. I believe that better monitoring, grearcr
povers of sanction and interrogation to ensure rhat
Member Sates finally demonstrate the political will to
build Europe would enable Mrs Vayssade's repon ro
produce concrete results.
(Apphuse)
Mr Kuijpcrc (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenq ladies
and gentlemen, I fully agree with what Mrs Vayssade
and many Members have said here. In the very little
speaking dme allocated to me I wanr ro draw attention
to a specific problem facing Belgium in connection
with rhis reporr.
The rwo annual reporrs from the Commission show
that Belgium has rightly had ir knuckles rapped sev-
eral times for not applying various environmental
directives correcdy. However, legislation on rhe envi-
ronment is no longer introduced by the central parlia-
ment in Belgium but by the legislative chambers of the
two communities recognized by the Constitution. Ve
thus have the odd situarion of Flanders having now
brought its legislation on wasrc disposal inro lini with
the Communiry direcdves, while the French-speaking
community has so far failed rc do so. Seen from the
Community standpoint, therefore, Belgium has yet to
fall into line, whereas the situation iJ not in fact so
straightforward.
I therefore urge once again that all constitutionally
recognized regions 
- 
and their number will increase
with the accession of Spain and Ponugal 
- 
be permit-
ted to make direct contacr urith the Commission on all
issues for which they bear legislative responsibility.
This applies not only to Communiry law bur also 
-and perhaps even more so 
- 
ro contacr on rhe opera-
tion of rhe Regional or Social Fund. Such conlacrs,
Mr Presidenr, which recognize the variety of Europe,
will eventually srrengthen the uniry of Europe.
Mr Clinton Dais, Member of the Commission 
- 
Mr
President, I am replying to rhis debarc on behalf of
President Delors because, as honourable Members will
be aware, his atrendance at an extremely imponant
conference prevenr him from being here this evening.
So it is my task ro convey to Parliament the views of
the Presidenr and of the Commission on the opinions
and recommendations contained in the Vayssade
report on the extremely imponant quesrion of the
implementation of Community law
The Commission is extremely pleased at the consider-
ation which Parliament is giving to the paniculars the
Commission has been supplying for the last rwo years
in the rwo annual repons on rhe monitoring oi rhe
implementation of Communiry law. It is gratifying
that Parliament feels that there has been consideiabli
improvement as far as the presentation of the second
report is concerned.
As you know, the Commission has taken this course ar
the request of Parliament, in addition to providing a
great variery of other information when this has bJen
sought through oral and written questions. Ve have
on occasions also had full-scale parliamentary enqui-
ries into compliance by Member Srates with Com-
munity law.
Vhen this excellent report v/as before the Committee
on lcgal Affairs and Citizens' Rights on 23 May,
President Delors gave rhe committee an account of the
poliry which the Commission intended ro pursue on
the monitoring of the implementation of Cbmmuniry
law: a policy comprising, first, consranr urging and
prodding ro comply with that law and, secondly, sysrc-
matic proceedings against any breaches which have
been detected. So President Delors had the opporrun-
ity to speak of rhe effects which the Commission,s
work is having in rhe contexr of consolidation of the
internal market and the all-imponant division of
labour among the insritutions in achieving thar objec-
tlve.
One of the Commission's day-co-day tasls 
- 
mir-
rored, of course, also by Parliament's own work 
- 
in
working rowards the establishment of one large mar-
ket is to identify all the obstacles to free movement
and to get them promptly ironed out so as ro prevent
them from recurring and, above all, to avoid prblifera-
tion. This is essential not only so lhat business may
prosper on a secure basis but also so that ordinary
people may be able to feel pan of the European enter-
prise- In fact, to carry out its task of enfoicing Com-
muniry law, the Commission does not have officials
who are. able to go and see what is happening on the
ground in the Member States 
- 
a poinr, incidenmlly,
raised by Mr Turner. If Parliament is prepared to ass-
ist us in.obtaining more officials, we shali be only too
glad and we shall cenainly consider the proposai that
he has put forward concerning the way in wiich offi-
cials from-panicular narions should invigilatc imple-
menmdon by the individual Member Satci concerned.
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But that is rather putdng the cart before the horse'
Nevenheless, we welcome the ideas that have been put
forward in that regard.
Vhat we have to do, however, is essentially to base
our actions on information received, on complaints
which we receive from, among others, individuals,
firms, trade unions, consumer organizations and, of
course, Members of the European Parliament and the
national parliaments. In this field, therefore,,there is a
very imponant and direct link betc/een the Com-
muniry and the people of EuroPe.
One of the weapons in the Commission's armoury is
legal proceedings for infringements under Anicle 169,
"nd 
tir. purpose of the annual repons on monitoring
the implimentation of Community law is to acquaint
Parliament with the use made of that weapon.
Also basic to the establishment of the single market is
harmonization. Here the Commission's line is clear:
where it is not necessary actually to harmonize
national rules, Member States must refrain from plac-
ing any obstacles in the way of trade. But.harmoniza-
tiJn is- not a panacea. Directives have to be adopted,
transposed and properly implemented. The-fact is that
this, as a numbir of honourable Members have stated
and as stated in the repon, simply does not always
happen. In this field Parliament's help can. be invalua-
ble,-panicularly the help given through national parlia-
ments, which h many cases have a very active role to
play in the transposition of directives.
In this connection I would like to digress briefly to
speak of the situation concerning Greece and.the two
incoming Member States, Spain and Ponuga!' As far
as Greeci is concerned, the line taken by the Commis-
sion in the last two years can be described as one of
encouragement to observe the law. I think it has paid
off, as the next annual repon will illustrate.
fu far as the incoming Member States are concerned,
the Commission has given its officials strict instruc-
rions that everything ii to be done to give the Spanish
and Portuguesl aut[orities all the assistance they need
in transpoiing the huge volume of Community legisla-
tion into their own law.
President Delors also spoke to the Committee on
Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights about the roles of
the- institutions and, more Particularly, that of the
Commission in the matter of adherence to Community
law. The Commission is the sole custodian of the
Treaties by virtue of its independence, its function in
promoting the common interest and its political res-
ponsibilities. In this capaciry it worls in andem with
ih" Cou., of Justice. But we really do not feel that the
Court shoulilbe asked to do too much. I should like in
this respect to be quite frank' The Commission has no
intention of sharing its right of initiative under the
Treaties with anyonl. It will continue to do its job' It
will table propoials with the Council where problems
can be resolved by harmonization, and it will open
infringement proceedings where the Communiry patri-
mony-is in danger. I believe that that boundary could
hardly be more clear-cut.
As far as the last point is concerned, the Commission's
annual reports to Parliament on monimring the.imple--
mentation of Communiry law are, in effect, reviews of
infringement proceedings under Anicle 169. As such,
they riflect the facts olthe infringement proceedings
alriady opened. This, I feel, is their outstanding func-
tion, and i would remind the House that the Commis-
sion has, in response to the most ProPer concern indi-
cated by this Fiouse, made sure that the coun's judg--
,"nt, 
"r. 
strictly complied with. It has taken all
necessary steps to srcP uP its monitoring'. In this field
in panicular, the unique forum in which I am nou/
rp."king 
- 
and I rnentioned just now-Parliament's
irrfluenci on the national parliaments, affecting, as it
does, everyone in the Communiry 
- 
is, in consequ-
ence, also ih. ptop.. place for Communiry public opi-
nion to be voiced.
I would say that most of the points in. the resolution
which Pariiament is now being asked to adopt are
valid and that they are justified reactions to what is, by
and large, apretty negative picture, since the Commis-
sion's a-nnuai tepo.ts, after all, record only the prob-
lem cases, and I-am afraid it will have to stay that way
unless your annual analysis of the Commission's work
overall is to suffer. It would, of course , be theoretically
possible to add to the repon, as the motion reques6, a
to.rn.nt"ry on the qu"lity of the implementalion of
Communicy law in each individual Member State' But
the resourtes required rc do this properly lie far
beyond the call of the Commission. Moreover, a Pro-
longed scrudny of the performance of.-each Member
Staie may well serve to obscure generally experienced
difficulties in the implementation of Communiry law,
difficulties on whicfi the Commission repon should
focus for the benefit of parliamentarians who, quite
properly, demand such information and, indeed, for
the benefit of the public at large.
The Committee on kgal Affairs and Citizens' Rights,
in its motion for a risolution, complains about the
delay in forwarding the repon. Obviously the Com-
mission retrem that any such delay has occurred'
Unfonunaiely, many deails have to be garnered
before the report could be fully prepared. Ve will
make every effort in future to PrePare the repon by
the end of March, but I think that the essential thing is
that it should be an effective and deailed rePort.
The committee has also repeated its request for direct
access to the fumodee data base. I can inform the
House that the Commission is happy to agree to this
request. Direct access will be made available as soon as
all the necessary preParatory work has been com-
pleted.
I just want to turn from that, Mr Presiden-t, to- some of
the other points which have been specifically raised
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dyTng the course of the debate. I have already dealt
with the point raised by Mr Turner, as far as thi ques-
don of staff is concerned, but there are rwo points'that
I would like to mke up which were raised by the rap-
Porteur.
I am asked whether the next repon will also record
what has been happ-ening with rigard to proceedings
under Anicle 177 of the EEC Treary. Ve feel thatlt
would be beter to keep separate things quirc separare
and to leave.the repon as it is, i.e. conierned primarily
to give Parliament an accounr of proceedingi ro datl
under Article 169.
Then I was asked whether it was possible rc classify or
distinguish berween infringements according' to
degrees.of gravity.-I think itls a fair enough requesr
but all breaches of Community'law are se-rious and
reprehensible. Some, however, do more harm than
others to the working of Community policies or of the
internal market. The comments in tire reporr do try [o
bring out the differences. 'S7e will continue ro try ro
give emphasis to that, but it is not always .rry to ,il..t
different areas of graviry as far as this ii conclrned.
A 
.number of. orher points were raised during thedebate to which I ought to refer. Mr Vijseibeek
raised imponanr quesdons about the failure of Mem-
ber States to apply Communiry law and abour the act-
ion which the Commission should take in that respecr.
'!fle have only had three occasions when the Commis-
sion felt obliged formally ro warn Member States for
failure to apply Communiry law. Two of these warn-
ings were addressed to Germany and one last year ro
France. \7e have never had recourse rc Aniiletlz,
paragraph 3, in that context.
Mrs Boot raised a quesdon about followins up Coun
of Justice judtmenrc. There is a table settini out judg-
ments which have not been followed up, aid I would
refer her rc page 28 and succeeding pages.
Mrs Dury raised questions about whether sancrions
might be imposed against Member States. \Zell there is
a possibility, of course, as far as rhe Coal and Steel
Treaty is concerned, to impose financial sanrions. Bur
the realiry is that these powers have never been used
because of the need to go through the Council. Ve
have strong doubts that Member S-tates would atree ro
include sanctions in rhe EEC Treaty. Mrs Dufu ako
referred to the Graoielcase, an important observation.
The Commission acted very swiftly in that instance.
Urgenr proceedings were staned-in June and theCourt was seized of this matter this month. The Com-
mission has also asked the Coun to order a suspensive
1cliqn, in-other words, that interim measures againstBelgium should be taken pending the ourcome Jf the
case. I think rhat v/as an important development and
one which I think will have sitisfied her.
I, cannot possibly d.eal with all the points raised during
the course of rhe debate, but I have ried to select thI
main issues and to take up some of the other essenrial
points underlined by Honourable Members.
Mr President, we shall conrinue rc keep the House
informed as fully as possible of infringements against
which we have proceeded and *e hopi that this-par-
liament will, for its pan, use its influince, its political
will, its political power and the public esreem in which
Parliament is held ro ensure that the Communiry,
which is a Cglnmynity of law, as was stated at the very
beginning of the debate, is able rc live up to the hopes
reposed in ir.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
\7e shall now proceed ro rhc vore.
Explanation ofaote
Miss Tonguc (S). 
- 
Mr President, I welcome the
repon of Mrs Vayssade with cenain reservarions. I
will be abstaining, although I agree with many of the
sugtestions for correcting procedures thar she made in
her speech. I also would give a cautious welcome to
the.Commission's reports ind praise particularly their
underlining of the need to impiove legal redress, but I
regret that rhey were nor very specific and contained
very insufficienr references to equal trearment between
men and w'omen.
The United Kingdom Governmenr was found ro have
infringed the equal pay directive and has since made
the law even more unintelligible and made it more dif-
ficult for women to seek .idress under ir. I trust the
Commission will in future expose this kind of practice.
Law should be a vehicle for change, not a roadblock
to it.. The United Kingdom Govirnmenr was again
found_guilry on 8 November 1983 of failure to aiply
the EEC Direcrive on equal rrearmenr. There harl
been no changes made since 1983 in the Unircd King-
dom law and there is insufficient mendon of this in rf,e
Commission's report. And there is no reference to
breaches of the social security directive where again
the United Kingdom Governmenr is in breach, pini-
cularly as retards the invalidity care allowance in
operarion in rhe Unircd Kingdom.
I trust that the Commission will also in future make
more of the indirect discrimination which still contin_
ues to conravene EEC laws. The EEC direcdves on
equal treatmenr are the jewel in the Communiw crown
and I hope rhe Commission will, in future, do more to
ensure rheir full application.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
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4. Harmonization of the age of majoity ander civil law
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A 2-
ll3/85), by Mrs Fontaine, on behalf of the Committee
on kgal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, on the harmoni-
zation of the age of majority under civil law and the
legal capacity of young people in the Community.
Mrs Fontaine (PPE), rdpporteul. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the International Youth
Year has almost run its course. It was the wish of our
Assembly that something wonhwhile should be done
for young Europeans to mark this special year. Some
measures were adopted in Luxembourg last July. The
report which the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citi-
zens' Rights submits today for your approval, on the
basis of a motion for a resoludon abled by Mrs Van
Hemeldonck on 11 September 1984, draws its inspira-
tion from the same source.
Mrs Van Hemeldonck found that when young people
within the Community wanted to work in a Member
Stare other than that of which they were citizens, they
found themselves up against various difficulties arising
from the differences in national legislation reladng to
them. The first problem of all was that the age of
majoriry under civil law, which is surely a central fac-
tor, has not yet been uniformly fixed at 18 years of age
throughout the entire Community. The Commimee on
Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights felt therefore that
the first thing that needed to be done was to bring
about uniformity in this matter. All that is needed is a
simple measure which would nevenheless constitute
the essential prerequisite for forging a consistent and
unified charter for young people within the Com-
munity. The repon before you is the first attemPt to
blaze a trail towards a chaner of this kind and concen-
trates mainly on access to work for young people and
on all the related measures calculated to achieve this
objective.
There is no point in all Member States jointly fixing
the age of civil majority at 18 if the rights and dudes
attached to majority differ appreciably from one
Member State to another or if the attainment of
majoriry is hedged about by all manner of unjustified
restrictions, as is sometimes still the case. Vhen a
young person attains his majority, he should be in a
position to enjoy it fully; thq responsibiliry given to
him with one hand should not be taken away with the
other.
In order to be as clear as possible about all this, ladies
and gentlemen, let me give you very briefly three
examples out of the many that could be given to illus-
trate what we have been trying to do.
An 18-year-old Luxembourger living in Luxembourg
is recognized in his own country as having reached the
age of majority. He is empowered to engage in all the
legal acts pertaining to civil life and inay enter into
contracts and undertakings in his own name. How-
ever, if he decides to cross the frontier rc go to work
in Belgium, he is regarded there as a minor and will
have to go to all kinds of trouble to secure recognition
for the majority rights which he enjoys by vinue of his
nationality. Vhy is this? Quite simply because in Bel-
gium the age of majority is still fixed at 2l years of
ate.
In the case of a 2O-year-old Belgian who goes to Lux-
embourg, the position is reversed and he too will find
himself having to overcome all kinds of legal and
administrative obstacles.
To give a further example, in Spain both boys and girls
can marry at 14 provided they have their parenrc'con-
sent. If they were Danes or Luxembourgers, 15 would
be the minimum age limit. They would have to be 16 if
they were Irish, Ponuguese or English and 18 if they
were Greeks. In France and Belgium the minimum age
is 15 for girls but 18 for boys. In the German Federal
Republic one of the two spouses may be 15 provided
the other is 18.
The question I would put to you then, ladies and gen-
tlemen, is this: Are some people, solely by vinue of
their nationality, bewer fitted or less well-fitted than
others to take on the responsibility of marriage and
the contractual commitmenr that flow therefrom?
Can such differences in the lower age limit be justi-
fied? Cenainly not! On the conrary, of their very
nature they considerably hamper the free movement of
young people throughout the Community.
One last example: this is the dme of year when young
and old converge on the vineyards of Beaujolais to
find seasonal employment picking grapes. An English,
Greek or German 2O-year-old may get a very unpleas-
ant surprise when he finds that his wage is 2070 less
than that of an adult worker. The young Frenchman,
however, will already be two years into his majority at
20 years of age.
The work done by these young people requires neither
training, experience nor particular physical srength to
justify such inequaliry. The fact is that it is the law that
permits the young foreigner to be penalized. The
employer is perfectly within his rights in making a
deduction in his wages on the pretext that he is not yet
2l years of age.
These three examples are very revealing. Since the
Communiry was set up, customs barriers have been
broken down, trade has been opened up and various
kinds of discrimination based on sex or nationality
have happily been proscribed, even if in the latter area
much remains to be done by way of implementation.
As far as young people are concerned, however,
nationl legislations continue to be too divergent, too
compartmentalized and sometimes actually discrimina-
tory. The wide-ranging but cohesive spread of propo-
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sals being put before you today by the Commiwee on
Legal Affairs and Cidzens' Rights aims ar correcring
this state of affairs. In setting about this, we are natur-
ally concerned that whatcver is done should be
founded on a proper legal base, and it seems to us thar
the Treaties are solid in their supporr, independendy
altogether of the incontestable legal base afforded by
Anicle 235.
The main principles at the hean of the matter we are
considering today are as follows: the free movemenr
of persons within the Communiry, no discrimination
based on nationality, bur even more rhan that the har-
monization of social sysrems and the approximation of
social policy provisions laid down by law, regulation
or administrative action, as set our in Articles ll7 and
118 of the Treaty. Along the same line of thinking, the
task entrusted to the European Social Fund is to
promote the geographical and occupational mobility
of workers.
By analogy with the provisions of Anicle 119 of the
Treacy concerning discrimination based on sex, y/e
would hope to see a parallel proposal for a directive
aimed at eliminating forms of discrimination based on
age, where such forms of discrimination do nor rest on
any objective basis. Thus rhe capaciry of the Com-
muniry institutions to take our proposals on board is
sufficiently well established. In this connecdon I would
add one last remark. It would seem rhar the national
legislations of the Communiq/s Member Srates are so
far apan as to make rhese harmonization measures
neoessary and yet, at the same time, in principle suffi-
ciently close or parallel ro one anorher as ro pose no
insurmountable problems in bringing about this har-
monization, provided there is a shared resolve to do
so.
In order to enable this shared political will to be trans-
lated into something positive and practical, the Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights suggests
action that is at once realistic and yet respecm the prin-
ciple of voluntarism. The motion for a resolution sub-
mitted for your approval distinguishes rwo kinds of
measures m be put in train by different legal means
and implemented in successive suges.
First of all, there is a direcdve which could be adopted
quite quickly and which concerns rhe attainment of
civil majority and the rights deriving therefrom, with
particular reference to remunerarion for work done by
young people as well as the exercise of their rights to
freedom of expression and their right to vote in and
smnd as candidates in professional and political elec-
trons.
Secondly, there is a recommendation designed to clar-
ify, harmonize and prorecr the position of minors.
This recommendation covers f,wo stages of youth. The
first is the period extending from the end of compul-
sory education m rhe attainment of civil majoriry. This
is a pardcularly difficult dme for the young person,
who must be guided safely through the ransirion from
the minor's dependence on his parents rc the personal
independence of the young person who has attained
his majoriry. The proposed harmonization would
centre around cenain aspecr of the work or business
affairs of young people: definition of the kinds of
work from which young people are barred, their capa-
city to conclude a contract of employment, conditions
of work and holidays, salaries, freedom to dispose of
work earnings, medical prorccdon, the ability ro marry
with the consenr of the parents.
Action in all these areas would do several things at
once. It would furnish young people and employers
who might be inclined to give them work with clearcut
information, promorc the free movemenr of young
people throughout all rhe Member States and obviate
the present uncertainties with regard to the legal valid-
iry of contractual engagements entered into by young
people, where the age limit for entering into such con-
tracts varies berween the country of origin, the coun-
try where the young person goes to work and the
counry where he has his main place of residence.
The second stage is the period preceding the end of
compulsory education. During this period young peo-
ple may occasionally do paid work. Uniformiry would
be essential also in this area.
In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, I would hope
that we would all broaden our horizons to look well
beyond the panicular measures that are being pro-
posed here. The all-imponant rhing is that we should
demonstrate thar we really do wanr ro take new and
meaningful steps towards European uniry, that we
want to make the People's Europe something really
wonhwhile, that we want our young people to believe
in the building up of Europe and rc be associared with
this process in an active and responsible manner. They
are the furure of this ourc/ard-looking united Europe
that we all want to bring to fruition. They are mobile
and they are ready for anything. The motion for a
resolurion tabled by the Committee on Legal Affairs
and Citizens' Rights reflects the special arrenrion we
are giving to the positive image that Europe musr pro-ject in their daily lives, the practical inreresr it must
awaken in them, the way it can respond to their pro-
fessional aspiradons, the ideal of freedom and of
human, economic and cultural inrerrelationships that it
must represent for them, the opponunities for initia-
tive and responsibiliry that it will open up ro rhem.
On behalf of our committee, I would express the wish
that this common political resolve which, I am quite
sure, is shared by all of us will be reflected in the kind
of overwhelming approval 
- 
indeed why should one
not hope that it will be unanimous? 
- 
rhat such a bold
venture as this for the future and the onward march of
Europe undoubtedly calls for . . .
President 
- 
Mrs Fontaine, you have gone well over
your time and it does not sound ro me as though you
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are winding up. I really must ask you to sit down so
that I can call the next speaker.
Mn Van Hcmeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like to thank Mrs Fon-
taine on behalf of my group for the particularly tho-
rough and balanced repon she has drawn up on the
basis of my motion for a resolution. In all major res-
pects this report meets a number of fundamental
requirements that must be satisfied if a People's
Europe is to be exrcnded to include the young people
of Europe. In International Youth Year this may
therefore be a significant achievement in the legal
field, and I should also like to thank her for drawing
up this report so quickly.
The rapponeur has taken up my ProPosal that some-
thing should now really be done about harmonizing
the age of majority at political level, at economic level
and possibly before the courts. Unfonunately, the situ-
ation in my own country is rather absurd: while the
age of majoriry is 21, people have the right to vote
from the age of 18 or 21 depending on the kind of
election, local, national or European.
'!7e hope that the adoption of this resolution by the
European Parliament will prompt the Belgian legisla-
ture to implement the 1972 Council of Europe resolu-
tion, because its tardiness in other areas, such as
natural parenmte, where Belgium was condemned by
the Coun of Human Rights as long ago as 1979 and
has sdll not made the necessary adjustments, and legis-
lation on abonions, on which it is still dragging its
feet, may continue for some time to come.'$7e have no
reason to be proud of the fact that one Member State
of the Community still has no legislation on children
born out of wedlock or even legislation that recog-
nizes natural descent.
Vhat makes Mrs Fontaine's report so attractive is that
it focuses primarily on the way in which powers are
progressively granted to minors in all the Member
Statis. From the dme of birth, when a child is utterly
incapable of action and in need of toal Protection, to
the age of majority, which we want to be 18, there is a
wholi period of evolution, which should be gradual.
Young people gradually become independent, and
they must have some protection in what they do, but
they must also be able to assume full responsibiliry if
sociery gives them the same opponunities and rights as
any other inhabitant of the country.
'!7hat absract legisladon often overlooks is that strict
rules sometimes fail to take account of reality. If we
consider young artists, like Mozan, yount inventors,
young spons champions and stars, we realize we have
no right to adopt a patronizing attitude towards tal-
enrcd young people. People under 18 also live in our
culture. They spend more and more money, they play
with computers as if they were toys 
- 
we say, but an
adult couldn't 
- 
they sometimes succeed in penetrat-
I am thinking, for example, of the 'toucbe pas d mon
pote'campaign with which young people showed that
ih.y are f"rless easily influenced by pernicious ideas
from the past and that they can still save democracy in
Europe.
One imponant aspect that the legislator in Europe-
usually does kno*-what to do about is the problem of
the sexuality of young people. It is evidently a subject
the legislator does not want to consider. Vhat is
*o.s., h. often acts as if sexualiry v/as an evil that
must be combated, especially among young people, as
if this were an erea in which requirements could be
imposed on people. Some European countries sdll
have a 'squealing law', which requires a doctor to
inform theparents when a minor asks him for contra-
ceptives. In another Community country the attempt
has only recently been made to outlaw the prescription
of contiaceptives for minors. All that is achieved with
such measuies, of course, is an increase in the number
of abonions among teenagers and the number of preg-
nancies. The law then provides for only one solution,
and that is marriage, but only for women: girls of 15
are allowed to marry, but boys only when they are 18.
Various counries have this age dispensation, which is
completely outdarcd and absurd.
Mrs Fontaine, I should just like to draw your attention
to the fact that you say in your rePort that in Belgium
the Prooneur du Roi. . .
(The President urged the speaker to conclude)
Mr President, when such absurd teenage marriages,
which might be called 'shotgun marriages', fail, and
sociologists and prychologists believe there is a causal
link here, there are also minimum ages for divorce. In
Belgium, for example, while you can get married at
15, you have to be 23 before you can get a divorce by
murual agreement. This is, of course, absurd. Many
school-leavers are still minors when they stan work,
although staning work is in itself the act of someone
who has reached the age of majoriry. This aspect is
discussed at length and very clearly in Mrs Fontaine's
report, but my group would like to point out that
many school-leavers do not go into factories and off-
ices: they join the dole queue.
Just one brief comment to conclude. In her explana-
tory sBtement the rapponeur says that, by analogy
with the provisions on discrimination on the grounds
of sex, there should be a directive prohibiting discrimi-
nation on the grounds of age without good reason. I
welcome the principle, but what I find disrurbing, of
course, is the implication that discrimination against
women would be allowed if there was a good reason.
It is, for example, a fact that a woman can become
ing secret data banks, they have their ovn ideas on
wf,at is good and bad in the world and they stand up
for them.
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pregnanr, but in no way may this be seen as a reason
for discriminating against her.
Mr Lambrias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr Presidenq ladies
and gentlemen, I rhink we should both thank and con-
gratulate our rwo distinguished colleagues, Mrs Van
Hemeldonck and Mrs Fontaine, for their inidadve and
for their proposals which Parliament is called upon rc
approve. Ve are indebted to Mrs Van Hemeldonck
for the modon for a resolution on rhe harmonization
of directives relating to the age of majority within the
Communiry's Member States. In the repon by Mrs
Fontaine that we are debating today, she broadens the
stope of the proposed resolution and endows the
directives relating ro rhe ate of majority and the legal
capacity of young people with their true economic and
social dimension.
The European Community, a group of countries aspir-
ing to make up a single and undivided area of human
acdvity 
- 
economic, social and culrural 
- 
and whose
fundamental principles include freedom of movement
for individuals, with special emphasis on freedom of
settlemenl and the provision of sewices, this European
Community will never fulfil its mission if it remains a
complex of heterogeneous sratutory islets, if each
quasi-insular state insists, by vinue of force of habit
and inenia, upon preserving national laws different
from those of the other islem in secrors of panicular
relevance to European Integration.
Even in these times the European Communiry still ins-
ists on personifying Pascal's well-known saying: 'Ir is a
strange jusrice that is imposed from the frontiers.'
Truth from one side of rhe Pyrenees, error from rhe
other. \fle musr yer again grasp the point thar harmon-
izaion of the national laws of Member States in sec-
rcrs directly relevant to the functioning of the com-
mon market and rhe Communiry is a viml necessity.
From this standpoint Mrs Fontaine's proposals for the
harmonizadon of civil law relating ro rhe age of
majoriry should not merely arrrac our arrcnrio;, bu[
in panicular the attention of the Commission and of
the Council.
However, in my opinion rhe greatest contribution of
the repon we are debadng lies in an extension of the
scope of its subject-marter. The rappofteur does not
only propose a uniform age of majority in all rhe
Member Sares, somerhing that has in any case largely
been achieved by rhe definition of 18 years as the agl
of majority by most Member States. Mrs Fontaine alio
advocares the broadening and harmonization of social
sucurity for young people, both before and immedia-
tely after they attain their majority, with the abolition
of discriminarion on the grounds of age when assess-
ing earnings and other social provisions. This supple-
ments rhe civil sense of adulthood, which entaili full
le-gal capacity in civil law, with a kind of social coming
of age that would entide young working people tJ
equal occuparional and social treatment.
The repon and its associated motion for a resolution
contain fruitful ideas in the area of legislative initiative .
It remains for the Commission and Council to make
the most of these by being as courageous as rhe rap-
porteur in interpreting the manifold legal bases offered
by the EEC Treary. The political group to which I
have the honour to belong adopts tha rapponeu/s
views withour reserve and will support them with its
vote.
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, the main reason
why I suppon this excellenr reporr is that it deals wirh
how we enable young people to feel pan of the Euro-
pean Communiry and m benefit from its existence. I
regard the needs of young people as being central to
the whole purpose of our Community.
Mrs Fontaine has prepared a very useful summary of
how the position of young people in different Member
States varies gready. It shows how free movement is
made more difficult for young people, who are the
. most mobile Europeans. I have tabled two amend-
ments which I hope the House will suppon. The first
adds experience as one of the objective-factors which
needs to be taken inro accounr when assessingpay for
young people. It is imponant to include this objective
factor, since otherwise young people risk being priced
out of the labour market.
The motion for a resolution calls for a programme of
action. It will obviously take a long time to implement,
and my second amendment draws attention toan issue
which could be dealt with first. Ir concerns the right of
young people under the age of majority to enter into
contracm. This right is differenc in the various Member
States. If a young person posrs a conrracr'from his
home Member Stare to someone in another Member
State concerning work in a third Member State, which
national law applies? He may actually not be a minor
under the law of one Member State, but he will be
under another and even if he is a minor, his rights to
enter inro contracm will be quite different in eich of
the Member Srares concerned. This uncenainty could
and should be removed by getting rid of thesi unne-
cessary differences and having a harmonized Euro-
pean law on the subject.
I understand thar this amendment will be acceptable to
the rapponeur if it is treated as a recital instead of an
operative,paragraph. I am happy ro agree ro thar
course. I hope the House will be able to accept rhe
amendments. As I say, Mr Presidenr, I suppon this
excellent repon.
Mr Barzanti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr president, ladies
and gentlemen, the problem raised by the Fontaine
repon is, in our opinion, rather more imponant than
might appear at first glance.
Vith the.exception of Belgium, which is on the point
of changing its law anyway, the age of majoriry is
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apparently the same throughout the Member States.
But behind this facade are serious anomalies and dif-
ferences.
Any action, accompanied by the necessary flexibility
and realism, to harmonize the basic elements which
make up the rights attaching to the age of majority, or
deriving from them, is in our opinion useful and posi-
tive, but also urgent. The anomalies and differences
that at present characterize the status of young people
in Europe, including their legal status, are in our view
unjusdfiable. There are imponant differences as to
percentage reductions in pay; there are unacceptable
anomalies in regard to freedom of movement in the
Community.
As regards the right to vote and the right rc stand for
public office, this area is marked, again, by unaccepta-
ble discrimination. Take the right [o marry, for inst-
ance, or the school-leaving age which varies within the
Community from 14 to 18.
Ve believe, therefore, that one is bound m agree with
what the report proposes: namely, a directive on the
age of majority linked to the standardization of the
correponding fundamental rights and at the same time
a recommendation, of a more flexible character, har-
monizing the status of young people before the age of
majority.
\7e should like to point out the need to underline
forcefully the absolute necessity rc adhere to the
school-leaving age by scrapping the numerous and
scandalous exceptions which are creating absolutely
unacceptable situations.
If the Communtiy can do all this, if on the basis of the
report, with which we agree, it can give greater subst-
ance to the right of young Europeans to enjoy equal
smtus among themselves, to be able rc benefit from
common principles on an equal footing, a step forward
will have been taken in a struggle that cannot fail to
deeply concern this Parliament.
Mr Donnez (L). 
- 
(FR) To the phrase in Mrs Fon-
taine's report 'Young people are the future of Europe'
I would simply add, for my own part, that they are
also its hope since they believe in Europe, perhaps
because unlike their elders they have not experienced
the divisions which affected our continent. It is possi-
ble rc say, without fear of error, that all young Euro-
peans have confidence in Europe. For my pan I simply
want [o express the wish that this House will unite on
the basis of Mrs Fontaine's report and show the same
confidence in young people as young people show in
us.
(Apphase)
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I welcome Mrs
Fontaine's report on the harmonization of the age of
majority under civil law and the legal capaciry of
young people in the Community. This motion for a
resolution is particularly welcome during International
Youth Year.
There is a bit of history atmched to the determination
of the age of majority over the centuries. In Northern
Europe during the 9th, 1Oth and 1lth centuries
15 years of age was generally regarded as the age of
majority. There was a chante when the mounrcd
knight became important. For the past centuries the
age of majority has been 2l years in most European
countries. It had been supposed that it was raised to 2l
because people *... ."g"rd.d as mature mentally and
able to assume full responsibility for themselves at this
age. But that does not seem to have been the real
reason. The emergence of 2l years appears to have
had less to do with mental maturity than with physical
strength. Vhen the mounted knight became impor-
tant, a young man had to be strong enough to wear
heavy armour and wield heavy weapons, and it was
that fact that decided the age of majority.
In this day and age the capacity of young people to
manage their own affairs is not decided by their ability
to wear heavy armour or carry a heavy sword. In
olden days women must really have been discriminated
against if they had to prove that they could ride
around like a knight in shining armour and carry
heavy weapons.
There has been a general trend throughout Europe in
recent, years to reduce the age of majority from 21 to
18 years. Much of the legislation in Member States
was originally implemenrcd to protect young people.
\Thether that legislation affected their lives politically,
educationally, employment-wise, financially or in
whatever other way, much of it was good and for their
good. But much is no longer necessary or jusdfied
and, in fact, sometimes works to the disadvantage of
young people. There are very practical reasons why
the age of majority has now been reduced to 18 years
of age in most of the Member States. Our young men
and women want independence. They want to make
their own decisions. They wish to marry without hav-
ing to obtain their parents' consent. They wish tojointly buy and own a home, obtain a mongage, be
able to buy and sell land and give valid receipts for the
purchase of money without the intervention of a trus-
rce or third person. They wish to make a valid will and
enter into contracm of employment and to have the
right of expression and representation at that work.
They want to assume a full role in commercial and
financial life. Our young people of l8 years of age are
anxious and willing to take on the obligations of
adqlthood and should be given every opportunity to
do so. Our young people with their sense of responsi-
bility and new ideas and their determination to meet
new challenges are our true wealth.
To a large extent earlier maturity has been the result
of better education and a greater chance of equaliry of
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opportunity. The right ro vore ar 18 years of age in all
elecdons should be implemenrcd in all rhe Member
States, and young adults who have reached the age of
majoriry should have the right to seek elecrion to
national parliamenr and local authorities. The views
of youth should be reflected ar every level of political
life, and nobody can do that better than themselves.
Mr Tortora (NI).- (FR) Mr President, we the Ital-
ian Radicals welcome the repon of the Legal Affairs
Committee. Although she was cut off before she fin-
ished her speech, Mrs Fontaine explained ro us very
cleary the noble and somewhat difficult effon needed
to find, in the jungle of national legislation, a princi-
ple, a cell, an embryo of common law 
- 
what our
Greek colleagues call a hoini 
- 
where young people
and their right to be regarded as adults, workers and
equals on our continenr are concerned. It is fully in
kecping with the policy of the Radical Party to look to
the law when campaigning for progress. !7e suppon
Parliament's call to the Commission and the Council
for a directive on what is a classical marrcr. \7e simply
note with some bitterness rhar, with regard ro con-
scientious objection 
- 
anorher subject of great
interest to young people 
- 
v€, the Radicals, called a
few months ago for a uniform approach, based on the
same principle and the same provisions in force, which
should lead rc the creation of a uniform right or at
least force the Member States and the Council ro work
for the construcrion of a genuine cirizen's Europe. It is
meaningless, otherwise, to talk about a citizens'
Europe.
The kgal Affairs Commitree clearly recognized the
obstacle of the specific legal codes of the countries we
represent 
- 
penal code, family code, labour code,
civil code, 
- 
which are often the source of Parlia-
ment's powerlessness. However, one day 
- 
and this is
our hope 
- 
Parliament will have to ask itself if it has
real powers. Unfonunarcly, ro be young in Europe
does not yet mean being a European. This is both dis-
turbing and sad. 'We speak, we talk about a young
people's Europe and of Youth Year, but in practice we
are brought to a halt by old prejudices. This is not a
good example for young people who see us in a way
which is different from the way we see ourselves . . .
Mr Raftery (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I welcome rhis
repon which advocates that the age of majority under
civil law be rapidly sandardized at 18 years in all
Member States. In doing so, I would like to compli-
ment Mrs Fontaine and indeed Mrs Van Hemeldonck
for taking the initiative.
Young people are rhe future of this Europe that we are
trying to- build. As Europe progresses towards uniry, it
is only fitting that there should be harmonization of
the-ir righrc and duties rhroughout rhe Communiry. It
is fitdng, too, rhat this recommendation should come
in 1985, the designared International Youth Year, thus
giving tangible form to what v'e have been promoting
in this Parliament 
- 
a People's Europe. Funhermore,
the fixing of an age level for their rights and responsi-
bilities can only be beneficial, I believe, for I have
learned f.rom 26years of experience of dealing with
young people thar the most effective method of mak-
ing people, and panicularly young people, responsible
is to give them responsibiliry. Conversely, they will
behave irresponsibly if denied responsibiliry.
There are many other reasons too why this recogni-
don of the rights and responsibilities of youth is
imponant. Today Europe in general and my own
country in panicular is stagnating and suffering from
pessimism, defeatism, rynicism and excessive reliance
on others to solve our self-generated problems. Our
society is now in urgent need of the courage we asso-
ciate with youth as well as their idealism, energy and
generosity, all of which, if properly harnessed, could
do much m transform our decadent attitudes and
bring back the spirit of self-reliance and sacrifice
which was a vital ingredienr in the building up of a
war-rorn Europe in the 1950s and 1950s. Giving them
this kind of recognition and inviting them ro parrici-
pate fully in our sociery is the best way of tapping this
invaluable human resource.
This repon is panicularly significant for my own
country of Ireland, not because we are out of step with
the majority ar presenr, which we are nor, but for the
following reasons. Ve have by far the largest propor-
tion of young people in the Communiry with almost
500/o of our populadon under 25 years of age. This
resource musr get greater recognition and be more
successfully harnessed to contribure rowards correcr-
ing the many mismkes our politician and our elector-
ate have made, panicularly in recenr years. It is impor-
tant too for the reason lhat we are a relatively remote
island nation of this Community with rather insular
attitudes as a consequence of our remoteness. The
harmonization called for in this repon could help our
young people immensely ro rravel, study and work
throughout the Community.
Presently, not only is the age of majoriry under civil
law not indendcal in all Community States, as this
repon points out, bur the differences we see in the
rights bestowed on our young people who have come
of age, with regard to employmenl and remunerarion,
erc., show that even when young people have come of
age the meaning of that concepr varies from State to
State. Consequently, the differences between the legis-
lations of the Member States form a jungle of speiial
provisions which, to their detrimenr, resrricr thi free
movemenr of young people in the Community. In 
,
addition, this curbs their opponunities of taking rhe
initiative to look for employmenr outside their counry
of origin and dissuades employers and craftsmen from
taking them in and offering rhem useful employment,
because their capaciry to enrcr into the legil tiansac-
tions involved appears too complex and uncenain.
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No country in this Communiry could benefit more
from faciliating the free movement of young people
to gain work and experience than my own country of
Ireland, experience which, hopefully, they would put
to work for the benefit of our economy on their
return. For all these reasons and for many others
besides, which I have not time to enumerate here, I am
very happy to suppoft this report and I hope it will get
the suppon it deserves from this House.
Mr [Jlburghs (NI).- (NZ) Mr President, I should
like rc single out a few points in connecdon with Mrs
Fontaine's fine repon. Firstly, the laws in Belgium, my
country, on the age of majority 
- 
18 
- 
must be
adjusted to the pertinent Community directive as soon
as possible.
Secondly, special attention should be paid to the coun-
selling and educational opportunities of young people
both at social and occupational level in the firm and at
legal level. The legal aspect is panicularly important in
the case of the young unemployed and young workers
who, because they lack experience and suitable assist-
ance, are often severely punished. Assistance and prev-
ention is preferable to punishment.
My third point concerns the right of young people to
stand up for peace and their right to follow their con-
science and refuse to do national service without suf-
fering any disadvanages.
I also ask for special attention to be paid to the most
vulnerable of young people: the young unemployed,
apprentices, who are often used as cheap labour, and
young immigrants, who are at a threefold disadvan-
tage in that they are young, unemployed or poorly
trained workers, and immigrants. I therefore call for
the early implementation of the Marinaro report,
which, amont other things, proposes that migrant
workers should have the right to vote, beginning at
local level, which would do a great deal to encourage
panicipation by young people.
And finally, I call on everyone [o encourage the young
in Europe, old Europe, to be dynamic since this is the
only chance we have of making Europe itself younger
and more dynamic.
Mr Clinton Dris, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, as in the previous debate I have been asked
to reply on behalf of the President, for reasons which I
gave in that earlier debate.
I would like to stan by saying that this debate has been
marked by a very justifiable concern on the pan of
every Member who has spoken to see that justice is
done and seen to be done as far as the interests of
young people are concerned. I think the whole House
ov/es a debt of gratitude to the rapporteur and to Mrs
Van Hemeldonck, not only for the extremely sensitive
speeches which they made on this issue but also for the
very careful and interesting way in which the points
made in the repon and in their speeches were devel-
oped. It is right that we in the Community should seek
to erase injustices, disparities and anomalies in the
treatment of young people. Vhat they are demanding
and what they are endtled to is a square deal. There is
no doubt that in this day and age, when so many
young people are condemned to the misery of unem-
ployment, often for many years, that a feeling of
hopelessness and helplessness is endangering the Com-
muniry itself. It is something we dare not neglecl The
sense of rejection and isolation is already engulfing a
number of our inner-city areas. \7e neglect that at our
peril, because it is a lance which can be aimed at the
very roots of parliamentary democracy itself.
So we have to take these matters very seriously indeed.
I think that the repon has done that. If there are any
areas of disagreement between us, and I think there
might be, one thing, it seems to me, is not as serious an
issue as the speech of the rapporteur may have indi-
cated, namely, the legalistic approach. In no way, hav-
ing said that, do I wish to disparage the effon which
the rapponeur has made.
I do make one little criticism 
- 
n6, 11 is not little, but I
hope it is a rypographical error. It appears in para-
graph l, second indent, of the resolution, which refers
only to men! I am actually talking about men and
women. Having said that, and I am sure it is some-
thing which can be cleared up, I touch on the question
of a slight difference in approach between the Com-
mission and the parliamentary committee. I think it is
a subject which surpasses in its significance purely
legalistic questions. It is clear thac consideration of the
situation of young people has to place its main empha-
sis on the social and employment aspects of their situa-
tion. That is where I and the Commission would wish
to focus our priorities. I will come to some of the legal
argumenm later.
Initially I would remind the House of a number of the
measures which have already been aken in favour of
young people, just to set the backcloth right. As long
ago as 1967 the'Commission adopted a recommenda-
tion to the Member States in which it made numerous
suggestions concerning the types and hours of work
permitted for young people, the length of their paid
holidays, and so on. In 1966 it recommended the
development by the Member States of their vocational
guidance structures. The Commission has taken
numerous further actions aimed at vocational prepara-
tion for school-leavers, assistance in finding jobs, and
so on. In the field of the exchange of young workers
within the Community, a third joint programme of
encouragement was established in 1984, where finan-
cial assistance from the Community budget was also
foreseen. A recommendation was issued by the Com-
mission last year concerning au pair placements, and a
host of other measures also exist in this field. I will
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not, of course, v/eary the House with a recinl of them
at this stage.
In addition to these existing measures, the European
Council gave its unanimous approval in Milan ro the
development of work on a funher series of measures.
These were drawn from rhe second repon of the
Adonnino Committee on a People's Europe. The com-
mittee, like this House, felt ir essential to involve and
interest young people in the funher development of
Europe and, accordingly, made a number of detailed
proposals in im Chapter V. The Commission is fully
committed to following up this mandate. Accordingly,
a proposal for a new four-year action protramme for
the development of youth exchanges is currently being
finalized by the Commission; it will be known as 'The
Europe Exchange Programme'. This follows up rhe
resolution of Parliament on youth exchanges and on
voluntary work abroad.
The aim of the new programme 
- 
which will be com-
plementary to other Community activities in the area
of youth exchanges, panicularly exchanges of young
workers 
- 
will be ro improve both the quantity and
quality of youth exchanges. I think that is wholly in
accord with what was being argued by Mrs Fontaine. I
think it will contribute to a more even balance between
Member States as regards both receiving and sending
young people on exchanges, and it should promor.e
panicipation by young people from all kinds of social,
economic and cultural backgrounds with an emphasis
on the educational benefit of exchanges ro rhe young
people concerned.
The measures proposed would provide indirect infras-
tructural support for the development of exchanges 
-information, advice, training, and all those things that
are essential to making this sort of programme viorrh-
while 
- 
as well as direct sponsorship of exchanges.
A word about language rcachirrg. The Commission
inrcnds to put forward a first set of proposals around
the turn of the year. Above all, these will concern rhe
need to bring the living spoken language into the
school by extending the scheme of language assistanr
and by ensuring that teachers and student teachers
have adequate opponunity regularly luring their car-
eers to immerse themselves in the language that they
rcach.
I am sure that will have a major spin-off benefit as far
as youngsters are concerned. I only wish thar it had
happened in my day and age, panicularly as far as my
abiliry to learn foreign tongues was concerned. There
is also, of course, rhe insulariry rhat has marked so
much of past history, something which all of us of my
generation deeply regret. 'Str'e are dercrmined that that
son of insularity must be eradicated.
Furthermore, the Commission is committed to the
encouragement, as I have said before, of vocational
training for a period of at least one if not two years for
each school-leaver. It is also taking steps to build on
what has already been achieved in higher education.
I have referred m these points to remind the House of
the volume of work already undervay concerning
young people. In view of this 
- 
I am sure the House
will agree 
- 
it would be inconceivable to set aside
existing priorities. So if the imponant topics raised by
the repon are to be accorded the wide discussion they
merit, it is indispensable that their social and employ-
ment aspects should be studied in greater depth and
that serious consideration should be given to the prior-
iry m be allocated as between measures.
That being said, the repon does raise a number of
issues of a legal narure and, as I have indicated pre-
viously, without going into the matter in any substance
or detail, the Legal Ser"rice of the Commission would
have considerable difficulty in agreeing wirh the argu-
ments set out in the reporr concerning the legal basis
for the binding actions proposed. Perhaps I can jusr
briefly allude to thar point, because rhe rapporteur did
go into the matter in a limle depth and I think that it is
only fair that I should respond rc the point she made.
First, Anicles 7 and 48 provide for the abolition of dis-
crimination in working conditions based on national-
ity. As the repon often sresses, the discriminarion in
wages, union rights and so on are based solely on the
grounds of the age of the person concerned and not
his nationaliry. Therefore Anicles 7 and 48 cannor be
the basis for such a directive.
Anicle 50, dealing with workers' exchanges, does not
foresee proposals for directives but rather a joint pro-
gramme by Member States.
Anicle 119 prohibits descrimination in marrers of pay
based on sex. It is the only specific prohibition of dis-
crimination in the Treaty based on grounds other than
nationality, and the Commission do"es not believe that
it can argue by analogy therefrom so as ro force the
elimination of discrimination based on ate 
- 
an argu-
ment which rhe repon seems to adopt.
Anicles ll7 and, 118 essentially foresee Member
States' cooperarion in the social field. Although
Anicle 118 does confer various powers on rhe Com-
mission, it does not refer to Commission proposals for
binding directives in rhis situation.
The report leaves as a final basis Anicle 235, but this
Anicle only applies if it can be shown rhat the Treaty
has not provided the necessary povers to attain one of
the Community's objectives and that the Community
action is necessary. The objective rhat the repon has in
mind is, of course, the free movement of persons.
However, I have to ask these questions. Are the mea-
sures proposed necessary? Or are they simply desirable
and beneficial rather than being essenrial? Ir seems to
the Commission that the repon does not prove that
the measures are absolutely necessary to obtain free
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movement of persons. It rather gives expression to a
simple desire to revise legislation which is felt to be
obsolete, and perhaps justifiably so. Such revision
could but not necessarily would have favourable
effects on free movement. It does not therefore appear
to us to be sufficient to fulfil the srict conditions of
Anicle 235. However, as I said before, I do not think
that the essence of the matter is to be found in a legal-
istic construction but in the political will to ensure that
justice is done to the interests of young people.
I conclude by saying that we most cenainly appreciate
the imponance of the subjects discussed in the report.
Ve have digested them well, and it is right that people
within the Community should digest them well.
Although, as I say, we do not feel that it would be
appropriate at this stage to modify the existing sub-
standal work programme concerning young people, or
to change the priorities within the legislative pro-
gramme in favour of young people to which the Com-
mission is already committed, none the less we very
much welcome the tenor of the repon and the contri-
bution made by Honourable Members in this impor-
tant debate this evening.
(Apphuse)
President 
- 
The debate is closed.
\7e shall now proceed [o the vote.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
Mr President, this is a very wofthy
repon and almost everybody spoke very strongly in
support of it. I clearly want to give it my full suppon
too.
The good thing about it and the reason why I am par-
dcularly inclined to support it is that it talks about the
need to harmonize throughout the Member Sntes the
age of majority in relation to legal, marital and all
sons of other matters. This is, I believe, an example of
a qpe of harmonization that is clearly beneficial. It
conrasts strongly with other examples of harmoniza-
tion we are sometimes presented with, which seem to
be harmonizadon for its own sake 
- 
like a standar-
dized sausage, or standardized pint of beer, where
clearly national diversiry is desirable.
The report makes much of the question of employ-
ment. I must say I was surprised, though pleased, that
Mr Price gave it his full endorsement. I only hope that
he will pass it and its recommendations on to his polit-
ical colleagues in the British Government. I have heard
innumerable Conservative spokesmen in Britain in
favour of a juvenile wage and of the need to get the
wage levels for young people down. On page 17 of the
explanatory statement there is a reference to the fact
that sometimes young people looking for a job com-
pare their first wage packet with what they can receive
in unemployment benefits. !(ell, the British Conserva-
tive Government has Bot an answer to that: it is
reduced wage levels for young people to a point where
there isn't any advantage in working.
Mr Hutton (ED).- Mr President, I will vote for Mrs
Fontaine's report, but I cannot cast my vote without
pointing out one flaw in it. The table which my hon-
ourable and learned friend, Mr Price, praised is not
quite complete in that it treats the United Kingdom as
a single whole. It overlooks the fact that Scotland has
its own separate legal system and that in some inst-
ances it has its own provisions for young people. These
are touched on in the text of the explanatory starc-
ment, though not dealt with in detail.
Mr President, I hope you will be relieved to know that
I do not believe the clans will rise and sweep through
this House as a consequence of this omission, but I
think it is imponant that honourable Members should
be aware of the Scottish dimension of this matrcr as
they vote on this imponant report.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)
(Tlte sitting closed at 7.35 p.m.)t
I Agendafor tbe next sittiTlg: see Minutes.
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(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)l
l. Requestfor urgent procedure
President. 
- 
The next item is the request for urgent
procedure with regard to the communication from the
Commission to the Council,'Progress towards a com-
mon ransport policy: Maritime transport' (COM(85)
90 final 
- 
Doc. C 2-10/85).
Mr Anastassopoulos (PPE), Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Transport. 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I must
express my surprise, and that of the Committee on
Transport, whose chairman I have the honour to be,
concerning this urgent summons by the Council of
Minisrcrs.
The President of Council, Mr Schlechter, in a letter he
sent to the President of Parliament last August, had
already requested that we should move quickly in con-
sidering four of the six proposals by the Commission
concerning the Community's policy on merchant ship-
ping. In Avignon, the Committee on Transpon had
decided to discuss the matter with Mr Schlechter, at a
meeting to take place during our forthcoming session
in Brussels, in one week's time.
Mr Paisley; Lord Cochfield; Mrs Ewing;
Lord Cochfield 78
o Question No 10, by Mr P. Beazley:
Hunger and drougbt in Africa:
Mr Sutherland; Mr P. Beazley; Mr Suth-
erknd; Mr Maher; Mr Sutherknd; Mr
Andreus; Mr Sutberland .
o Qaestion No 12, by Mr lVolff: Aid for
regions afrlicted by natural disasters:
Mr Narjes; Mr \Voffi Mr Narjes; Mr
Eyraud; Mr Narjes
8. Votes
Mrs Lenz; Mrs Veil; Mr Balfe; Mr Chambei-
ron; Mr Baudouin; Mr Alaoanos; Mr
Kuijpers ; Mr Vandemealebrouche
Vhat can have happened in the meantime to bring
about this second urgent request we are considering
today? \fle have no idea. Personally, I would not wish
to associate myself with the current of suspicion that
links Council's haste with an attempt to create faits
accomplis before the accession of Spain and Ponugal,
or even with the elections in the Netherlands. The
reason given offically by Council is the crisis faced by
Europe's merchant fleets. And there unfortunately is a
crisis, indeed a most acute one, but it didn't happen
yesterday, and I fear it will not be over tomorrow
whatever the measures we adopt, no matter how effec-
tive. The problems faced by the Community's fleets
today are the same as those which have been putting
the Community's merchant shipping to the test since
1980, when worldwide recession first began to bite.
Ever since then we have seen cut-throat compedtion,
with illegitimate pracrices as pointed out in the Memo-
randum, ceaselessly applied by fleets sailing under the
flags of countries with State-controlled trade (the
Comecon group), the flags of cenain Third \7orld
countries, or flags of convenience. Ever since then the
Community's fleets, and those of other Member States
of the OECD as well, have constantly shrunk at a rate
of 210/o within five years, so thar our crpacity in 1985
is about the same as it was in 1975. Since I come from
a country with the largest merchant marine in the
Community, a force already panicularly badly
affected by the last crisis, I suppose you can imagine
my personal sensitivity in the matter. I think we all
agree that the Community must act, indeed as soon as
possible, to improve the situation. For years Parlia-
ment has been asking the Commission to submit pro-
posals to deal globally with this great problem. The
Commission took years [o prepare im Memorandum
No 3, but im proposals relate to shipping in a narrow
sense and do not cover sectors such as shipyards,
pons, safety at sea or pollution, and I fear that they
are more relevant to yesterday's problems than to
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tomorrow's. These proposals took years ro be worked
out, and have provoked considerable reactionsl can it
be that Parliament is called upon ro examine them injust a few weeks or months? Other colleagues of mine
would say that Council's requesr is in the nature of a
challenge. I limit myself to saying that it cannot be ser-
ious, it is a practical impossibility to ask Parliament to
give an opinion within the nexr few days. Council can-
not dictate the rate at which Parliament works. In
other respects we have every wish to cooperate with
Council, but as things have turned out I am compelled
to ask my colleagues to reject rhis proposal in its
entirety.
(Appkuse)
Mr Nefion Dunn (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the Coun-
cil is panly right in that rhis is an urgent and imponant
matter. !7e do not dispute that. But ro pur in a requesr
this week for our opinion this week is insulting,
clumsy and inexplicable, I rhink. The Council knows
that the Commirtee on Transpon at its last meedng on
26 September made a decision to write m the Council
asking whether it would be able to delay its decision
beyond December. If nor, our commirree would make
its decision and give it to the House in plenary sitting
so that the Parliament could issue its opinion by
December. The Council has not replied to that letter,
unless this peculiar requesr for an opinion this week is
its reply! 'S(/e recognize in the committee 
- 
and I
think in the Parliamenr roo 
- 
that a speedy Parlia-
ment opinion is very importanr, not only because we
want to influence rhe Council's deliberations but also
because the Communiry's fleet is under pressure and
in decline. The Councii knows the situarion perfectly
well, and therefore, unless it is willing to withdraw its
request righr now, we should vore against it.
(Parliament rejected the request)
o*o
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr President.
Could I refer you to Rule 83(l), on points of order,
which allows a Member to speak for up to three min-
utes on the point he is trying to make, because it is
quite a complex one.
I was told lasr night that it is planned for rhe enlarged
Bureau today to recommend that in the November
pan-session there will be neither a Question-time in
Parliament nor topical and urgent debates. Can I refer
you to Rule 44(1) on Question-time, which srares rhar
Question-time shall be held at each pan-session ar
such times as may be decided by rhe Parliament
on a proposal from the enlarged Bureau.
That is to say, ir is nor an oprional provision and, in
fact, it is not even something that can be ovenurned by
a majoriry of this House without going through the
procedure for a rule change, because rhe Rules are
there to protecr minorities.
Funher, Rule 55(3) states:
One or two periods, bgerher totalling a maximum
of three hours, shall be set aside in rhe draft
agenda for debates on topical and urgent mamers
pursuant to Rule 48.
That equally applies to each and every pan-session.
So, on the basis of Rule aa(l) and Rule 55(3), could I
ask you, under Rule 83(2), to make an immediate rul-
ing that it would be inadmissible for an agenda to be
brought forward to this House rhat did not contain a
Question-time and time for mpical and urgenr
debates.
President. 
- 
Mr Ford, I cannor make an immediare
ruling of the kind you requesr, because the Assembly
will have to decide on a proposal for the order of busi-
ness for November ar rhe proper time. \7har I will do
is to nodfy the Bureau of the Parliament 
- 
which
meets this afternoon 
- 
of your intervention and, no
doubt, an ansv/er will be given to you immediately
afterwards.
2. Implementation ofthe I 98 5 budget
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral quesrion, wirh
debate, by Mr Langes on behalf of the Group of rhe
European People's Pany, Mr Danken on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Curry on behalf of the European
Democratic Group, Mrs Barbarella on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group, Mrs Scrivener on behalf
of the Liberal and Democraric Group, Mr paisley on
behalf of the Group of the European Democratic Alli-
ance, Mr Cot on behalf of the Commimee on Budgets,
and M_r Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budg-
etary Conrrol, to rhe Commission, on the implementa-
don of the budget of the Communities for-the l9g5
financial year (Doc. B 2-943/85).
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, our hon-
ourable friend Mr Notenboom raised this quesrion
nearly l0 years ago, and the procedure has since
become an established instrument of overall parlia-
mentary business. I should rhus like to thank rn, hon-
ourable friends from the other groups for the fact that
all rhe groups have supponed thii debate with the
Commission on the budget for rhe currenr year.
The quesdons, as I would remind Commissioner
Christophersen, were put in writing. yesterday eve-
ning we had a rarher strenuous meeling of the'Com-
mittee on Budgets from which it .-..ged that we shall
not be able to give answers ro , numbe. of questions
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regarding 1986 until we know exactly what the pro-
gress of the budget for 1985 has been. I know, for
example, that the Commission has found it difficult in
1985 
- 
and indeed in previous years also 
- 
to see
clearly whether available funds were going to be suffi-
cient, since cenain changes on the foreign exchange
market may cause sizeable shifts. I also know that the
Commission has difficulry in pushing through many a
policy which is desired by Parliament, simply because
the Council has not issued its directives or not yet
reached its decisions. On the other hand I know, of
course, that the Commission too repeatedly drags its
feet on things. This complicated policy, perforce
involving the three institutions of Parliament, Com-
mission and Council, should neveftheless ultimately,
as the Members of this House cenainly understand it,
reflect the will of the citizens of Europe.
In addition of these general questions which I have put
to the Commissioner on behalf of my colleagues too, I
should like to ask a few more special questions which
reflect Parliament's political will as expressed in its
1985 budget stance. I would remind you of the ques-
tion of aid to Poland, a matter of controverry here but
subsequently upheld by a large majority in Parliament,
which proposed to initiate a programme of agricul-
tural development in Poland together with the Catho-
lic church. !flas that money spent? Are the measures
currendy under way and what is the true position
regarding the problems of transponing food aid? Is it
true what we have read and also heard in the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation, that some
aid reaches the pon but does not then get to the starv-
ing? And what has become of the structural plan
agreed on by our foreign ministers in San Jos6, which
was to receive 120 million ECU, so that Europe can
give tangible aid rc the individual countries without
discrimination? Has this aid started in 1985? Are there
visible signs of European support? Or, to take another
example: we have esablished that the Council sdll
does not consider ffansport poliry to be panicularly
imponant, but Parliament has been trying for years to
show, by the provision of funds, that it sees a common
ransport poliry as part of Community poliry, a view
in which the European Court of Justice has also
upheld us by a four-fifths majoriry. Has the money set
aside for this been used to good effect? Has it lapsed,
perhaps, or is it perhaps being carried over? That
would be the best solution for 1986.
There are a series of other questions. I would remind
you that it is not by chance that we have designated
1985 as European Music Year. Ve were agreed that it
is precisely music which expresses the community of
anistic creativity and Parliament was thus in favour of
aiding young musicians and composers. A mere
100 000 ECU were earmarked for this purpose, but
has the money been used? Has this small aspect of the
idea of common economic culture found expression,
for example?
Mr Commissioner, sir, I have named these points sim-
ply as isolated examples from a long list. I know that
you are a conscientious, intelligent man and that you
will give me a detailed answ'er right away. I have res-
tated these points merely to make it clear to the House
that budgetary policy is naturally pan of general
policy in the European Parliament as in any other Par-
liament, though most especially here, and as our legis-
lative powers are limited, approval or otherwise of the
budget is for us the great instrument of policy-making.
But we know only too well how this can be got round,
panicularly by the Council but sometimes by the
Commission too, and so we must be very careful to
ensure that the ideas and positions endorsed by Parlia-
ment and which constitute valid budgetary acts are
also translated into policy.
I await the Commissioner's reply.
Mr Christophersen, Wce-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DA) Mr President, I am pleased to have this
opponuniry of explaining to Parliament how we see
the implementation of the budget for 1985, and I have
chosen to present the Commission's views in rcro dif-
ferent ways. I have taken the libeny of having distri-
buted among the Members of Parliament a written
presentation, in the form of a manuscript, which
reviews the main problems under each chapter. But I
should like to take this opportunity of drawing your
attention to some of the more fundamental questions,
so that we can have as broad a debate as possible. In
that connection I will of course also try to answer Mr
Langes' specific question. I would also point out that I
am alive to the two poinm mentioned in the Discharge
Resolution for 1985, oiz. points2l and 22, in which
the Commission is called upon to evaluate or re-eval-
uate the budgetary requirements for the following year
on the basis of the knowledge we have from the imple-
mentation of the budget for the current year. I men-
tion this because I am aware that both the Committee
on Budgetary Control and the Committee on Budgets
have been concerned with the matter' and I can say
the same thing to you here that I already said yester-
day evening in the Committee on Budgets. I repeat
that I will send a statement explaining how our wishes
in respect of transfers at the close of the budget year
affect our assessment of requirements for the coming
budgeary year.
But if I may start with what I find the first interesting
and new feature of the implementation of the 1985
budget, I would mention the high level of implementa-
tion to be seen in pretty well all areas. There are, of
course, exceptions, but generally speaking we have a
situation in which, in a number of areas, it is even pos-
sible to speak of underbudgeting. I pointed that out
when we were finalizing the budget in the spring, but
we can now see that it is a fact. In the sructural fund
sector in panicular, the need for payments is consider-
ally higher than is indicated in the budget. On the
other hand, we shall not be faced with problems in the
compulsory expenditure sector in 1985. If we take the
entire EAGGF (Guarantee Section), for example, we
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can now see that shon of entirely unforeseen specra-
cular occurrences 
- 
and we do not think that any
such facrors will enter the picture 
- 
we shall fully
implement our budget for the EAGGF (Guarantee
Section). But, while there will nor be any funher pay-
ment requiremen$, rhere will also not be any signifi-
cant surpluses, and we rherefore have a slightiy dlffer-
ent budgetary situation rc thar we have fac-ed io *any
times in the past. Ve thus have an untroubled picturl
in the major compulsory expenditure secrors. On the
other hand, we have clear underbudgeting in a number
of the major non-compulsory .*p.nlituri secrors and
a high level of implementation.
But this in imelf is both a good rhing and a problem. It
is a go-od think in that it shows thai rhe Community,s
expenditure policy is a dynamic element. And one'of
the reasons for the fact that we have a very high level
of implementarion, rhar in some areas we iu.rr-hru. 
"shonage of payment appropriadons, is that some of
the structural policies are being implemented at a
fasrcr rate than originally intended. It is also indicadve
of the fact that the Member States are now more
qr".-qt in making.their calculations and in presenting
their demands ro the Communiry. There is thu, 
" 
..r-
nin dynamic element. On the other hand, it is clear
that it_raise.s some problems for the coming budgetary
years. I shall return to this.
If we now look at some of the major fields, the
Regional Fund for example, we see that all the appro-
priations for commitment will be used this year, ali rhe
payment appropriadons will be used, and there will
therefore be a very large amount 
- 
some 300 million
ECU 
- 
in unpaid commirments, which will have to be
carried over to 1985.
Or take.the integrated Mediterranean programmes. In
this field we did nor expect paymenr riquiiements this
year, but we did anricipate that appropriations for
commitment would be given, and this is how we
expect things to go. For, now rhar the Council 
- 
I
think ir v/as on 23 July 
- 
has adopted the Reguladon,
we have begun to receive applications from iire three
Member States covered by the programme, so thar we
can give appropriations for commirment before rhe
end of this year.
Or take the Social Fund, another major example of
our over-implementation of the budget. Clearly in the
sector.referred to as 'specific measuris, the appropria-
:lo.n.r ryy. only. been panially used, bur i., ihe iargefield o-f 'general m-easures' we have received applicl-
tions for supporr far in excess of the appropriitiorrs
available. Even if we endeavour to achievl-a more bal-
anced distribution between the tu/o groups of arrange-
men6, y/e shall be forced in 1985 ro carrv forwarJ a
paymenr requirement of some 200 million ECU, i.e.,
an amount we cannot cover this year but to which we
have had to commit ourselves, because the applications
1n question meer rhe objective .equirerrenis of the
Regulation.
Or, for a founh example, take the EAGGF (Guidance
Section): here, roo, we can see rhat the Member States
are calling for the suppoft funds sooner than we
expected in the Commission. There has been a distinct
change in rhe normal parrern of implemenration of the
EAGGF structural arrangemenm, with the result thar
we are faced here with actual underbudgeting rc the
extent of about 150 million ECU. I *oufu striss here
that the limir the Council ser in rhe spring decision on
the.structural poliry for the next five yeari, a ceiling of
slightly over 5 000 million ECU, will wirhour any
doubr be used to the full.
It is imponant rherefore that there should be no
underprovision for the EAGGF (Guidance Section) in
the budget for 1986 and that the experience gained of
the course of developmenr we are observin-g in the
current year should be drawn upon in the budgetary
procedure.
A funher sector which deserves mention and in which
we see- rhe same patrern is food aid. Here, too, rhere
a1e., o{ course, problems 
- 
Mr Langes is absolutely
right there; I can confirm that rhere are a numbe, of
technical and logistical problems. The areas in which
the aid is needed are nor as well served by rranspon
and distribution facilities as we might wish. I can starc
that we on rhe Commission side have made an effort
to see whether local conditions can be improved. I
could give examples of how aid has lain stranded for
weeks, but we are endeavouring through negotiations
with national and local aurhoriiies to let th"ese prob_
lems out.of the way..Unfonunately, *.-do not 
"i*"y,succeed in this, but rhar does nor alter the fact thar all
the appropriations for commirment have been used
and that we have to catry forward a significant
amounr 
.on rhe payments side to the next budgetaryyear,-unless we can even oul the build-up by meins of
ffansfers, which I hope we can.
In the transpon field, which has been a very critical
one in relations between the institutions and ln which
we have recently seen a judgmenr from the Coun of
Justice which clearly conceded parliament's view, we
can hope for betrer implementation rhis year. I[ now
rests with the Council, bur if the Councii ar its Nov_
ember meeting mkes a positive decision on rhe
medium-term ransporr policy, it will be possible to
use all the appropriations for commitment taken our
for transpon policy this year.
In these major sectors we are faced either with full
utilization or with over-urilization, with the result I
have drawn attenrion to rhar we shall be carrying for_
ward the expenditure into 1986 
- 
unpaid'coirmit_
ments 
- 
and it will therefore form an element in the
1985 budget. Speakers have referred rc the burdens of
the past 
- 
and the Commission is glad to hear this. I
should like to draw your attentioi to the fact that
1985. is actually the firsr financial year in which this
problem has made its appearance in earnest and in
which we can see a real 
- 
I would almost say politi_
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cally ordained 
- 
underbudgeting on 
-the payment
appropriations side. It is therefore of the utmost
imponance that we take account of it in the 1985
budget.
To complete the picture, I would also mention the
increasei financial burden which exists. I would draw
your attention to a single figure which is not in our
Ludget but which nevertheless needs a mention in the
198i context. It is the figure for the deficit carried for-
ward from 1984 to 1985. It is quite a substantial sum
- 
23|million ECU 
- 
which, because of the factors I
have mentioned, we are forced rc carry over to 1986
and which we tried in vain last spring to persuade the
Member States to cover by the intergovernmental
agreement. They were not willing to do so, but it is a
rJsult from 1985 which is now being carried forward
to 1986.
So there are exceptions, and clearly no budget can
ever be implemenrcd 1000/0, or at least I have never
seen it happen. The legal or political preconditions
may be lac[ng. If I may mention one policital Precon-
dition, it conierns the suppon to Polish agriculture
which Mr Langes spoke of. A sum of 2 million ECU
was entered, qulte correctly, for that ircm; the Council
acceprcd it in its second reading and Parliament con-
firmid it, but our problem 
- 
I think that Mr De Clerq
will be dealing with the question later in the week 
- 
is
that there is no recipient's address. '!7e have, quite
simply, not been able to find an institution in Poland
abli io receive the money 
- 
clearly a political prob-
lem.
Ve also have a politico-legal precondition which is
lacking. It is the- 14 million ECU appropriation for
hunger in the world, a constructive Programme
desi[ned to increase self-sufficiency' The Council has
so fir not been willing to adopt the proposal which the
Commission dutifully submitted rc it. Even if the
Council finally decided to adopt it tomorrow, we are
so far through the yeat that the sum could not be used
this year. Itls the Commission's view that this money
shouid be used to help finance the rapid increase in
food-aid expenditure,- but the Commission will, of
course, continue to urge the Council to adopt it'
On the other hand, in the same connection' the ques-
don Mr Langes Put on supPort to composers can be
answered in the iffir-ative. The commitments entered
into in connection with European Music Year have
been used up. Agreements have been entered into
under which ihe commitments have been used: all that
remains is rc make the paYments.
There is another problem I would draw attention to 
-
namely, the research and technological- development
^r"^, 
in which we have had an unsadsfactory,- long-
drawn-out procedure in connection with consultation
and the conclusion of contracts. In other words, we
have overbudgeted here. That does not alter the gen-
eral picture, but this is a field in which we need a more
effective and more rapid implementation of the
budget, and this is something we appreciate.in the
Corimission. There is an unused amount which we
propose should be transferred to other chapters'
Despite these exceptions, the picture fot the.current
y."i it quite clear: compulsory expenditure is being
ireld to the anticipated levels, not least in the agricul-
tural sector 
- 
there are no problems here in the cur-
rent year. On the other hand, we are faced.with defi-
nite underbudgeting on Payment appropriations for
the non-compulsory expenditure concentrated around
the three stiuctural funds, food aid plus a smaller
amount for the non-associaled developing counffies'
On that basis, we must also reflect on how the budget
for the coming years is to be drawn up. It is in effect
this course of development which is one of the reasons
why the Commission attaches such great imponance
in the cu..ent budgetary procedure to warning the-
budgetary authority againsifunher underestimation of
the iayment requirement, for we may then find that
the'structural funds simply cease to function as
intended and that we have either to suspend udlization
of the appropriations for commitment or to announce
that payments can only be made with very- long delays,
with'ali the consequences this may have for a number
of Member States and hence also for a number of aid
recipienrc.
I hope that these remarks by way of a supplement to
the written explanation I had distributed have con-
veyed the Commission's assessment of the 1985 budget
implementation.
(Applause)
Mr Price (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the Notenboom
question has proved very useful over a number of
years in enabiing us, before proceeding to the first
ieading of the draft budget for the following.year, to
look ai the implementation of the current budget. But
the weakness of our Present procedure is that it
involves asking for a great deal of detailed information
to be given ot"lly. P.ih"ps the speech is disributed in
advanie but, nevenheless, it is essendally an oral pro-
cedure. This debate could be improved if each year we
had all the necessary information at least a fonnight in
advance. That way we could consider matters of subst-
ance and use the debate, not just to get information,
but actually to assess its impact.
It is for that reason that, when Parliament adopted the
discharge report earlier this year, it included cenain
p"r"gripht on the utilization of funds which dealt
wifilhis panicular problem. \7e called on the Com-
mission to submit a written rePofi on utilizadon to
both arms of the budgetary authority by 30 Seprcmber
each year. Ve then resoned to a Process of 
.what you
mighi call management by exception: drawing atten-
tioi to the problim areas' The discharge repon called
for a 'listing of all lines where the Commission exPect's
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utilization of either commitment or payment appro-
priations to be less than 900/0, and ihowing 
"g"inrteach such line its estimate of probable utilizarion]brief
reasons for the underutilization and its proposals as to
how the balance should be dealt with,. Ir^also called
upon the Commission ro reassess its needs for the fol-
lowing year's budget in the light of that repon and to
advise both arms of the budgeiary authority.
The point is that we tend each year ro operare on the
basis of the Commission's preliminary diak based on
the previous year's figures.'Ve are like the man who
seeks m catch a rain on rhe basis of last year,s timeta-
ble..The objecr of that discharge resolurion was to give
us-rhis year's timenble just in time before we adopithe
following budget. Now, the repon which parliament
called for !a1 n9t yet been disrributed to everyone. I
have what I think is a preliminary version, I hope that
the repon will be made availabie and widely distri-
buted before the Commitree on Budgets decides its
position prior to the first reading of next year,s
bu{Se1 I think it will help enormoisly for this'year,
and I hope that the repon will be available in future
years by 30 September.
yq Paltr {RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, colleagues,
following Mr Christophersen's very clear and detlailed
reply, Ishould like to rerurn ro the matter of rhe oper-
ation of rhe strucrural funds during the present finan-
cial.year,.since this will be one oithe main problems
which will concern us during the 1986 budgetary
debates.
Mr Christophersen said just now that there had been a
policy of.under-budgetization 
- 
the word ,policy, is
his 
- 
where the srrucrural funds are conci.ned. In
fact, and we can now verify this, there is an under-
provision of 515 million ECU for the 1985 budgeary
year alone, i.e., 299 million ECU for the Re[ional
Fund and 215 million ECU for the Social Fund.
Parlia-ment quite obviously cannor accept such a srate
of affairs, because that would negare any amendmenm
which we vote within the frameiork of the structural
policy. I.am going ro_ask a question, but it is probably
better addressed to rhe Council than to the Commis-
sion. If this problem is not settled in 19g5, the struc-
tural funds will be completely paralysed. Not just that,
they already are in 1985 
- 
and I have been 
"bl. ro r..this in my own region,,when I enquired about the pay-
ment of a subsidy under the EAGGF (Guidance Set-
tion) on the modernizarion of a public slaughterhouse,
and was told that the subsidy could not be iaid before
the beginning of the 1986 financial y... 
"i the provi-sions were inadequate.
That means thar we are making it impossible for any
structural fund inrervention ro be effettive, because if
contracrors have to go on borrowing ar considerable
rates of interest against European aiJ which does not
arrive, we mighr just as well ampurare the aid which
comes from the structural funds; it also means thar the
poliry of encouragement and incentives which we wish
to apply ar European level no longer has any signific-
ance.
In the same way, I should like to know why the credits
which had been provided for pilot projeits and pro-jects leading towards the integrated programmes for
the Mediterranean have not been fully-utilized.
I think that some of the responsibiliry for rhis lies wirh
the national administrations, which have not always
done whar they should for projects to be carried out at
the proper time. However, I should like to have the
Commission's opinion on this point.
Mr Elles (ED).- On a poinr of order, Mr president,
I. should simply like to draw everybody,s atrenrion to
the absence of the Council from this discussion. The
problem of under-budgetizadon stems from their own
decisions, and I would ask that they be present to lis-
ten to rhis debate.
President. 
- 
The oral question is directed ro lhe
Commission, as you know.
M1 Lalgr (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I simply want rojoin with a number of my colleagues in iomplaining
about the provision made this yeir in relation to thI
runni-ng of the Communides. Ve had rhe repon just
now from Mr Christophersen, and the imponant poinr
he made clear was that, with the budgei only being
finally cleared in June of this year, it ias imiossib[
for the Commission to make the necessary provisions
and ensure that the budget of the Communities is
operated and administered properly. This in one of the
lessons the Council ought to have learned after the
under-provision of last year. In fact it should serve as a
warning to the Council, who are in charge of this
whole siruation, nor ro make the same misrike again.
Unfonunately, we now find ourselves facing exlctly
that posirion. !7e have been under-providiig up to
now, and rhe Committee on Budgets is havinglo burn
the candle ar both ends.
Last night, in an attempt to see if some plan could be
worked out whereby rhe Council could-be prevenred
from making rhe same mistakes, we had rhe Commis-
sion explaining rc us that we have had, and still have,
an insufficienry of resburces in the Social Fund, the
Regional Fund and the EAGGF. The cash we need to
make this operarion work and have the Community
running properly is just not there. And this is rhe res-
ponsibility of the Council. I can only agree with the
criticism already offered and join in- the general
lppeal. I hope the Council will read this repon ind seehow concerned Parliament is rhat the C'ouncil have
refused to allocate the required amounr of money.
Here we are, expanding from I January next, with noprovision being made for that enlarglment or, cer-
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tainly, insufficient provision. 'V'e are tetting deeper
and deeper into debt. Given the late provision, one of
the things that most concern this Parliament is the
food aid programme. The Commissioner had to say
that because of the late arrangements made and the
difficulties with the distribution of food aid for which
provision was made, the programme could not be ful-
filled as planned. On the other hand, he did say in
connection with agriculture that Member States were
able m use up what money was available, and I do not
think there is any difficulty there. Cenainly in my own
country there is insufficient money for agriculture,
owing'mainly to weather conditions this year. That is
someihing which has already been dealt with and I do
not want io go into it, but I do feel we should use this
occasion to remind Council of its responsibilities.
Mr Aigner (PPE), Chairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen. I should like to begin by thanking Mr
Christophersen most warmly not only for his clear
st"t.*.nts but also, and I think I can speak for the
entire Committee on Budgetary Control here, for the
qualiry of the cooperation with the Commission which
we have seen in the last few months under his vice-
presidency. Ve have the feeling that the atmosphere
k"s ner.. been as good as it has in our dealings with
you, Sir.
As regards the procedure itself I would not wish to
repeaiwhat Mr Price has said. Ve need to achieve an
iniensive dialogue. Our main oPPonent is of course the
Council which, although a Community body, has in
reality deteriorated into a body rePresenting a cluster
of national interests, to a degree which has become
vinually intolerable.
Regarding individual positions: I would say to Mr
Chiistophersen that w'e have held a preliminary discus-
sion on this debate in our Committee. I myself have
prepared a working paper analysing the implementa-
iion of the budget and I shall refer to it' Ve agree in
principle with what has been said here, but I should
like rc add a few points. \flould it not be possible, Sir,
to increase and coordinate staff allocations to Pro-
grammes which have reached an impasse in cenain
di.."to."t"s-general? 'I0'e cannot judge the details
from here, the requisite changes are a matter for the
Commission, but the question is not always one of
staff but often of organization.
I can give an example of what I mean: Parliament has
piled up funds for the non-governmental organiza-.
iions each year. But the flow of funds is conditioned
not by the ipeed at which the projects are processed,
but by the impasse reached over the checking of pI9-
jects. Surely irshould be possible here to allocarc addi-
tional staff on a shon-term ad boc basis, and draw on
them later for any funher jobs which may be required.
A second observation as regards food aid: much has
already been said about this, but for us there is a pani-
cular problem. I would remind you of my correspond--
ence with the Commission on the transportation of
food aid. For me and my Committee it is unacceptable
that Communiry food aid should be carried to the
famine areas by Soviet aircraft. People then think the
supplies come from the Soviet Union, when of course
thiy come from the Community- In private life the
ruli is 'do good, and keep quiet about it', but in the
Communiry the opposite should apply 'do good, and
tell as many people as you can'! The rule for the Com-
munity is somewhat different from that which applies
to the individual.
Ve are most concerned by the question of the flow of
funds given that the Council says there is no legal basis
for it but then fails itself to provide that legal basis. I
would repeat the plea I have already made before our
Committee. The 
-Commission, 
with the backing of
Parliament, must have the courage where possible to
accept the budget itself as a legal basis and, as the
budgetary authority has decreed, to use the funds even
if the Council disapproves. This may lead to conflict
with the Council, but in that event let the Council take
the matter to the Court of Justice. I am convinced that
in the question of Parliament's budgetary Powers ver-
sus the Council's legislative powers, if the Court rules
that the Council is at fault then the legal position of
Parliament would be srengthened. Hence my plea for
a little more courage than has been shown in the past!
Mr Christophersen, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(DA) Mr President, I have nor many things to say,
but I should like rc begin by thanking Mr Aigner for
his kind comments of a more personal nature. If we
have to be subjected to scrutiny 
- 
and a Commission
and a Commissioner responsible for budgets certainly
should be 
- 
it is of course nice if the scrutiny is car-
ried out in a relaxed and human manner. On that basis
I am happy to continue coming to the committee, and
I hope that we can solve the problems which are our
common concern.
I must say that one of the major problems is, of
course, that reiterated by Mr Pasty: politically
ordained underbudgeting. I already pointed out what
was needed in the spring, when the intergovernmental
agreement was debated. So no one can come back and
say they did not realize that there would be under-
budgeting for the current year. But it is, of course,
dangerous to recognize the principle that it is politi-
cally possible to permit underbudgeting in the Com-
munity, while at the same time it is not permitted to
have an unbalanced budget. The natural consequence
of the need to balance the annual budget should be
that there was no underbudgeting to start with, and
for that reason I think it is imponant we get across the
untenable nature of the situation.
Mr Aigner raised the question how the Commission's
internal administrative arrangements could be
suengthened. I should like to mention two examples
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of whar the Commission is at presenr undenaking
here. One is the decision ro ser up a special task-forci
for coordinating rhe operarion ofthe itructural funds.
This ask-force will have smned working before rhe
end of this year. I anticipare that it will sian to func-
tion as an administrarive unit from about I November.
The intention in seming it up was precisely ro rry ro
remove some of the bonleneck problems. Anoiher
example concerns the studies we have launched into
she administration of resources by certain depart-
ments, by which we are endeavouring to find out-how
we can srrengrhen the entire administrative effon
through better reponing sysrcms, better monitoring of
operations, better multiannual planning, continu;us
adjustment of programmes and many other expedients
which experience elsewhere has shown can solve bot-
tleneck problems. Thus we are attenrive to the prob-
lem raised b,y Mr Aigner, although it is somithing
which will take years to function properly, because rhi
Commission's tasks and the scope of the budget are
such that it is not possible to get things working on a
broad fronr overnighl But we are fuly 
"*"r. of theproblem.
Mr Price raised the quesrion of how it was possible to
ensure that this debate and Parliament's first reading
of the budget in general can rake place with all thi
available information to hand. I wish we could have
presented this repon, which I am pleased Mr price has
been able to read. It always impresses me how things
of this nature always manage rc ger ro the people wh--o
need them, wirhout any initiative on 
-y pan. But I can
inform him that it will be available in all T languages in
the course of the nexr l0 days, so rhar Parliameni will
have it before the first reading of the budget. But I
shall do my best ro ensure rhat we get it iarlier in
future years. It is merely a quesrion of timing: on our
side we wanr ro be able to go as far inrc thi year as
possible in order to make a realistic assessmenr of how
the year will end, while Parliamenr for its pan wanm
the information as early as possible. It is a balancing
act, but I believe *e 
""n 
impiove it. Now we are sendl
ing our the actual reporr, and on that basis it will be
possible ro conrinue the discussion of the draft budget
for 1986 as well.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
3. Deoelopment aid (EIB)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon by Mr Dimi-
triadis, on behalf of rhe Committee on Budgetary
Control, on rhe budgetary-control aspecrs of the man-
agemenr of Community development aid funds by the
European Invesrmenr Bank (Doc. A2-95/85).
Mr Dimitriadis (DR), rdpportear. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presi-
dent, the Committee on Budgetary Control, in its
report to be debated today, deals with a range of prob-
lems. concerning the manatemenr of Communiry
development aid funds by the European Investment
Bank.
It should be recalled that our Parliament has repeat-
edly considered these problems in the past, so thai in a
way the presenr reporr is an outcome of the resolu-
tions of 13 October l98l,20 April 1982, 15 April l9g3
and 10 April 1984.
In its report of May 1984 on the management of
development aid funds, the Coun of Auditois analyses
the problems ir encounrered during the audit, which
can be summarized as follows:
First, the Coun of Auditors' inabiliry, on the basis of
the information supplied to it from the Commission,s
files, to comprehend fully and in depth the details of
how the European Investmenr Bank managed the
development aid funds.
Secondly, it was only possible in a limircd number of
cases to effect substantial supervision of the Commis-
sion's instructions to the European Investment Bank.
Thirdly, the need to balance the cosrs associated with
the European Invesrmenr Bank's implementation of
the development aid programmes with the relevanr
expenditure incurred by the Bank for this purpose.
Foun-hly, the-need for some assessmenr of the degree
of efficacy of finance provided for development -aid,
always within the scope of the Communiry;s policy in
force.
The central issue in rhis entire marrer, however, is to
secure-the prerequisites to enable the European Parlia-
ment fully and consistenrly to exercise im iesponsibili-
ties and policies in this secror.
The Committee on Budgetary Control believes rhat its
present reporr opens the way towards dealing with and
solving these problems, afrer clarifying the legal status
of the audit powers of the Coun of Auditoriwhile at
the same time recognizing that the EIB is an autono-
mous Community insritution established under the
terms of the Treary of Rome.
In other words, ir is made clear that rhe Coun of Aud-
itors has unrestricted powers of audit over rhe
development aid managemenr operarions of the EIB,
and that the effective exercise of those powers musr be
ensured by exchange of information and liaison
berween the parties involved, to provide a complete
picture of the Bank's operarions in this sector of aid.
The development of the various programmes should
be monitored and their success evafuated; in other
words, there should be some assessmenr of the efficacy
of the Communiq/s policy on development aid.
At the same time, the repon outlines a basis for bal-
ancing che EIB's expenditure and earnings in respect
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of its management of development aid funds, while
account is also taken of the special problems and inter-
ests of all the interested bodies of the Communiry.
(Apphtse)
Mn Schmit (S), drafisman of tbe opinion of the Com-
mittee on Deoelopment and Cooperation. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, as regards the report
on the management of Community development aid
funds by the European Investment Bank, the rapPor-
rcur, lvlr Chrysanthos Dimitriadis, and the draftsman
of the opinion 
- 
that is, myself 
- 
would like firstly to
remind you of the repons, resolutions, definitions,
explanations which preceded it; secondly, to establish
a nice disdnction between the budgetary control
applied to the ACP counries, the Maghreb and Mash-
req countries, the EDF, which is necessary because
institutions are unsuited to the realities of develop-
ment; thirdly, to manifest 
- 
perhaps symPa-
thy for the Coun of Auditors, some firmness towards
the Commission and a measure of suspicion where the
EIB and the Ministers for Finance of the Member
States are concerned! All this in a vocabulary 
- 
with
apologies to the rapporteur, because I have fallen into
the same rap as he 
- 
which is inhumanly rcchnical,
rcchnocratic, officialese, whereas ovr ad Doc speeches
are concerned mainly with development, which as
Edgar Pisani said, is not a matter for negotiation, but
for thinking, wanting, doing, living.
In actual fact, behind the tables and statistics, the
figures and percentages, there are burning-problems of
hunger, poverty, indebtedness, of the conflict between
North and South, of agriculture being ruined by
desenification, drought and monoculture and of inci-
pient, stumbling indusrialization which never con-
irives to make any posidve Progress, even if there is a
wealth of natural resources and raw materials on the
spot. Hence 
- 
and I am also speaking on behalf of the
Committee for Development and Cooperation 
- 
my
reference to budgetary treatment, of the EDF, and also
my exhortation m the EIB to qeele a better balance
between receipts and development expenditure, so that
as the embodiment of a European Communiry which
is humanitarian rather than commercial, it cannot
unwonhily be suspected of profiting from its role of
development bank.
I call upon the EIB to make its actions and transac-
tions as ransparent as the glazing of its headquaners
in Luxembourg, not only to the Commission, but also
and more directly to the Coun of Auditors and, there-
fore, indirectly to the European Parliament.
My final exhonadon is to the Members of this Parlia-
ment 
- 
and to their electors 
- 
to take a Ereater
interest in the functioning of a banking system which
has to be rational and orderly, not just for the sake of
orderliness, but for the idea of a European policy
which is continually improving, in the service not just
of a better Europe, but of a better world, a better third
world.
Mrs Boserup (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, this
topic of debate is not a major attraction, though. it
borders on that area which is very popular in this
Chamber called development poliry. !7hen it is boiled
down into an auditing matter, interest disappears, per-
haps because of the many technical asPects which are
involved.
Vhat we are dealing with here is an old issue; the
Coun of Auditors stated in the annual rePons for
1980, 1981 and 1982 that there was too little informa-
don from the Investment Bank. That led to some small
improvements and to some exchange of correspond-
enie, but real improvemens are not to be expected in
this field. It is like rowing in treacle if you want to
achieve anything here.
'!7e deplore the fact 
- 
and I thank the rapporteur for
an excellent piece of work 
- 
that the Investment
Bank operatei 
"s 
, 
"o-..rcial bank where projects inthe developing countries are concerned. This is quite
meaningless; it is indeed meaningless that the Invest-
ment Bink should operate as a commercial bank at all
- 
we have enough of those akeady.It is not the role
of this system after all to take on the inrcrests of pri-
vate business and seek to do things better. I would like
to see the Investment Bank concentrating on its role as
a development bank and leaving commercial business
alone. It is distasteful, to put it mildly, when money is
found rc administer projects in the developing coun-
tries and in the Mediterranean countries, only to be
used to support various commercial interests in the
Member States which, compared with those countries,
have no need of any support whatsover. This is an
absurdity which we urgently demand be brought rc an
end; I do not cherish the hope that it will be done this
year or next year, but we might at least see it happen
in about five years' time. The rapPorteur will thus have
achieved something wonhwhile with this excellent
piece of work.
Mr Aigner (PPE), Cbairman of tbe Committee on
Budgetary Control. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, firstly we
should acknowledge that the European Investment
Bank is one of the Community's most successful insti-
tutions. As Mrs Boserup has already said, many years
of work have gone into the rePort, for which I thank
the rapponeur very warmly on behalf of my Com-
mittee. \[e have been working on these matters for
four years now.
The Bank has become the second biggest lending insti-
tution afrcr the Vorld Bank, and has its own struc-
tures and responsibilities. Ifyou study in the repon the
volume of loans and disbursements you will see the
huge scale of the economic activity which this Bank
hai developed. The problems, Mrs Boserup, really
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only arose when the Bank's EC funds were carried
over for a very specific purpose. Bur I would say rhar
in the course of these four years my Committie has
achieved some successes, in some cases after a hard
struggle. Ve have secured agreement for a reducdon
in charges, which is no mean matrer for a bank, since
banks after all have to make profits.
'!7e have also managed ro ter operarions geared more
inrcnsively towards developmint. That- too is an
imponant change of emphasis, and I thank the Bank
for the promises it has made to us in this regard.
I would remind Mrs Boserup of a third area in which
we have made progress: rhe relations between the
European Court of Audirors, Bank and parliamenary
control are noc/ so smoothly established and so insti-
tutionalized that areas of fricdon now no longer exist,
or at least not on the same scale as before. I trust that
this troika will be able m pull together in harmony in
future. Our work, and parliaminary conrrol, have
been a valuable instrument here and have been worrh-
while.
Mr Christophercen" Wce-President of the Commission.
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like on behalf of the
Commission ro express my appreciation of the work
d9ne. by. Mr Pimitriadis in hii reporr. Ir shows very
clearly the difficulties which arise in reconciling thl
responsibilities borne by rhe different Comm-unity
institutions in the marrer of vetting Communiry
expenditure on development aid, expenditure which is
administered by the Bank.
I have four comments ro make. To begin with, the
Commission fully accepts that rhe vetting prerogarives
of Parliament and the Coun of Auditori shoild be
respected. \7e share the view of Parliament and indeed
the Coun of Auditors that we should have access ro as
complete a set of information as possible on the
developmenr measures administered by the Investment
Bank, and we in the Commission have already noted
on past occasions that we sometimes get quite unsatis-
factory information from the Bank. \7e have therefore
undertaken rc look at what could be done to change
this situation. Against that background 
- 
which -is
also referred to in paragraph5-of the Dimitriadis
report 
- 
an agreement has been reached between the
Commission and the Investment Bank on an arrante-
menr under which the Bank is rc supply 
"o-plit.information on all implemenration phaiis,- which will
then be made available to the Coun of Auditors. I
hope thar it will be possible for rhe system to function.
I can also tell you that the President of the Invesrment
Bank recently stated that he was prepared, together
with the Commission and the Coun bf Auditors, ro
draw up rules for the exchange of information on rhe
Bank's administration of development projects, and
that seems to indicate thar rhe Bank itself ieaiizes there
is an information problem.
The second point I would mention is that the Bank,s
au[onomy must of course be accepted within the limits
of the legal basis for its acdvity, i.e., that the arrange-
ments financed from EDF funds and administeredly
the Bank should be subject to the vetting and dis-
clqge procedures laid down in the Banli,s Srarure,
which apply. to all im [ransactions, in the same way
thar rhe Bank is bound in the execution of its asks by
the normal limitations which apply to developmenr
banks in respecr of the confidentialiry of clients, affairs
and in respecr of financial administrjtion.
{f third comment concerns rhe repon imelf. The
Commission can go along wirh all its points except
poinr 15. Here we cannor agree with Mi Oimitriadis.
He says thar the Invesrment Bank and the Coun of
Audircrs have concurrenr powers with regard to the
control of the derelopment aid administeied by the
Bank. This is a view the Commission does no, ih"...Ve think that the two institutions 
- 
rhe Investmenr
Bank and the Coun of Auditors 
- 
have separare pow-
ers, each having its own sphere of corrtrol. I just
wanted to mention that as an isolated point with which
we. do nor agree; we can to along with all rhe other
POlnts.
Founhly, there is the question of the Bank,s adminis-
trative and financial arrangemenr. There has been
some discussion on this, and I can indicate rhat the
Bank has now found it possible ro reduce im discount-
ing rate rc 0.40/o of rhe loan interest. The reason for
the discounting rare discussed is not that the Bank
should earn money from these transactions but that it
should be sure of compensarion for the exchange-rate
risk it runs in a number of its commitments. Bui it has
now proved possible ro reduce rhis discounting rate,
and the reason for this is that the Bank is noi able
more often to make paymenrs on its interest subsidies.
There was also some discussion as to whether the
Bank's administration commission was roo hieh. The
Bank has in fact been able to show by a series oT calcu-
ladons that its administrarion costi and its revenue
from rhe European Development Fund do nor balance.
By the beginning of this decade rhe Bank had in fact
accumulated a deficit of over 3 million ECU and, even
with rhe effons made to curb it, there is still an imbal-
ance between expenditure and revenue. There is
reason ro mendon this here, since we expect the Bank
to balance its bools and, with that in mind, we think
that the administration commission is reasonable.
I think these were the commenm I wished ro presenl
on behalf of the Commission in conjunction *irh ,h.
debate on the Dimitriadis repon.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will ake
place at the next voting-time.
4. Humanrights 1984
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The next item is the second repon by Mrs Van den
Heuvel, on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee,
on human rights in the world in 1984 and Community
policy on human rights (Doc. A2-l2l/85).
Mrs Van den Heuvel (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, the adoption of the annual report on human
rights in the world has again shown that Parliament
does not take the discussion of this subject lightly. In
itself this might be called a srange phenomenon,
because all of us have probably had the feeling at some
time during the urgent debates on human righm issues
rhat the preparations should have been more tho-
rough. But each time an annual report is discussed,
greater care seems to be taken over the decision-mak-
ing, probably because the overall picture presented
makes it possible to weigh up the various cases. The
call for thoroughness cenainly does not make a rap-
porteur's task any easier, but that will not induce this
rapporteur to call for the adoption of the urgency pro-
cedure for the annual reports in future. On the con-
trary.
This repon has undoubtedly not said the last word on
human rights policy. The most imponant question is
how far interests other than those of the people
directly concerned, the people who suffer as a result of
the violation of human rights, should be considered. It
should also be asked, of course, what means are most
likely to lead to the achievement of the goal we set
ourselves.
As regards the cenral question, I feel it should be
made absolutely clear today that, however under-
standable it may be for politicians to be guided by
economic interests and by the political view taken of
the regime being criticized, such interests and views
and personal and political relations with the countries
concerned must never, in the final analysis, be seen as
determining factors. As politicians working in demo-
cratic systems we have quite a number of principles,
standards and values m live up to, and if at decisive
moments we fail those of our fellow men who are suf-
fering, we shall cease to be aken seriously. If we aban-
don that fundamental premise, we shall do better in
the future to say nothing about our high ethical princi-
ples and cenainly refrain from formulating a human
rights poliry, whatever form it may take.
That we should produce a report on human rights in
the world without criticizing ourselves is seen 
- 
as
cenain amendments show 
- 
as a failing. But under
the agreements reached during the life of the last Par-
liament this aspect does not fall within the Political
Affairs Committee's terms of reference. If the Assem-
bly as a whole believes a report on this aspect is neces-
sary, it could instruct the committee accordingly.
Mr President, agreement on the goal of the human
rights poliry does not in irelf signify agreement on the
means to be applied. It may after all be in the interests
of the victims for our protests to be made not in public
but by other means. \7e cannot lay down a generally
applicable rule on this. Each case must be judged indi-
vidually to see what the best method is. Vigilance will
always be needed. Those who put their own interests
first will be less ready to opt for a public protest and
will call for silent diplomary allegedly in the victims'
interests, perhaps 
- 
or even primarily 
- 
because act-
ion taken by means of diplomatic contacts cannot by
definition be monitored.
In this connection, it is panicularly important for the
body making the decision to be impartial. Experience
has shown that governmenm or bodies affiliated to
governmenm are more likely rc be guided by self-
interest than elected representatives of the people. The
European Parliament, consisting as it does of elected
representatives of the European peoples, is, in my
view, eminently suited to the task of expressing an
impanial opinion. \7e like to think that that is what we
have done with this report. An attempt was at least
made to express as objective an opinion as possible,
based exclusively on repons and srudies received. Vith
the limircd resources available rc the Political Affairs
Committee, it was unfonunately impossible to draw
up a detailed report on the situation in countries
where there are serious violadons of human righm. But
the report does include an annex listing all the docu-
menm and sources that have been consulted, which
will enable everyone to check whether the right con-
clusions have been drawn from the material available.
It is my dearest wish that in the opinion it ultimately
delivers this Parliament will be influenced not by polit-
ical preference but solely by the facts.
The problem I referred to just now, regarding a possi-
ble conflict berween what is morally necessary and
what self-interest dictates, partly because of possible
counteraction, would be greatly alleviated if the Mem-
ber States of the Community developed a common
policy on human rights. Bilateral relations between a
Member State and a third country would then be less
easily jeopardized.Parliament has repeatedly called on
the Ten to pursue a consistent human rights poliry. It
did so, for example, in Mr Isradl's 1982 annual repon
and Lord Bethell's 1983 annual report, which made a
number of requests in this connection. The Commis-
sion's and Council's reactions have been rctally inade-
quate. There have, of course, been fine declarations of
intent, but they have failed to respond to Parliament's
call for a cohesive policy. The resolution now before
us therefore reiterates some of these requests. It is
absolurcly essential for there to be an intensive dia-
logue in the coming months with both the Commission
and the President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation, with the goal of put-
ting forward joint proposals for the improvement of
the policy. The European Parliament is prepared for
this dialogue, and we should like to hear from the
Commission and the President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil 
- 
today, I hope 
- 
whether they, too, are willing
to join in consultations at an early date.
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Mr President, the worldwide reaction to which this
repoft gave rise even before the plenary debate shows
how much importance is attached to Parliamenr's opi-
nions, But we cannor please all the people all the dme.
Countries that come in for criricism are bound ro reacr
fairly negatively, and they have done so, and each of
us will have been questioned about this criticism by
representatives of these countries in recent months.
But that, Mr President, is a burden that has to be
borne by anyone who is concerned about human rights
and ries to formulate requirements with respecr to
human rights impanially, on the basis of justifiable cri-
teria and without prejudice. AII we can hope is rhat
our acdvities, as revealed by this repoft, but cenainly
not only by this reporr, will provide a small ray of
hope for people who live under oppression. If we can
achieve that, our work will nor have been in vain,
because I can assure you, Mr President, that I have yet
to come across anyone who can prove to me that it
makes any difference to the victim whether the tonur-
ers who cause his pain and suffering are appointed by
a left-wing or a right-wing regime. Ve must bear this
in mind when we vore on this repon shonly.
(Apphuse)
Mrs Fockc (Sl, drafisman of tbe opinion of tbe Com-
mittee on Developme* and Cooperation. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, ladies and genrlemen. I speak as draftsman
of the opinion of rhe Commiree on Development and
Cooperation, taldng over from Mrs Colette Flesch
who sadly is now no longer a member of this House. I
should like to take this opponuniry of saying on behalf
of the Commitrce and, I hope, of all our honourable
friends, how sad we are that she is no longer with us
rc fight to the finish those battles in which, as my pre-
decessor and as chairman of our Committee, she was
for many years a leading campaigner. Her authority,
her talent for integrated, clear and precisely-targeted
thought are also ve4y clearly apparenr in rhis opinion
on Mrs Van den Heuvel's reporr, and in the reporr on
human rights which she drew up for rhe ACP/EEC
Joint fusembly.
The opinion she has given us is a critical one, con-
cerned not so much with deails as with the overall
concept and method, wirh aspects of rhe repon which
in the Committee's unanimous view of Mrs Flesch's
repoft threaren to work against the Commirtee's aims.
This applies panicularly ro rhe secrion dealing with
human rights in the ACP States.
I would stress rhat this criticism is levelled nor so much
against the rapponeur as against the rerms of refer-
ence and method prescribed by the Political Affairs
Committee, by Parliament. Grounds for criticism of
the drafting of the repon which, after being voted by
the Political Affairs Committee came before the plen-
ary sitting, have narurally increased. But the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation has decided
not to make any further atrempr to improve things by
means of amendments, because ir does not think under
the prescribed terms that this can be done, panicularly
as regards the section on ACPs.
Mrs Flesch's opinion for the Comminee 
- 
I will pick
out only the most imponant points 
- 
sresses the
urgent need rc reconsider the nature of human rights
and the crircria appllng ro rhem, that is to say the
need to adopt a broader, more closely encompassing
approach which makes a firm connection besween
development and human rights. She sresses the need
to follow up the very imponant work done towards
this end in the ACP/EEC Joint Assembly and which
culminated in a unanimous resolution. The taboo
against even mentioning human rights was broken as a
result, and, as you also know, this led to the formal
embodiment of human rights in the rhird [om6 Con-
vention.
Mrs Flesch recommends, secondly, that the srarring
point ought ro be nor so much instant pictures of the
situation in specific selecred countries, but rather an
examination of changes for the better or worse in the
development of human rights, with special reference ro
multilateral international obligations, further evolution
of the concepts involved and the inclusion in assess-
ments of historical developments pahicularly where
the ACP countries are concerned, since the colonial
legacy is more immediarely discernible here than in
any other continenr.
Thirdly, Mrs Flesch warns against a series of generali-
zations, which I cannor go into in more detail here.
Finally, she and the Commitree warn the European
Parliament against trying rc use its subcommittee to
try and imirate existing human rights organizarions.
They recommend insread a determined atrempr ro use
the means open ro the European Parliament whereby
- 
and I quote Mrs Flesch 
- 
Parliament may develop
an efectioe role on human ighu, their promotion and
their presentation particularly in the context of the reh-
tiorship between the European Commanity and tbe
ACP Sutes.I rrust I have convinced you that construc-
tive criticism has been taken note of here which will
have an influence, if nor on this repon, then hopefully
on future reports of the European Parliament.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-Presidcnt
Mr Scefcld (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen. If every treary concluded in the world were
also adhered to, we could all rest conrenr and live in
peace. But unfonunately trearies are all too often
nothing more than inrentions clothed in words which
- 
and again I say unfonunately 
- 
are no[ followed
up by deeds.
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On today's topic I could quote many treaties, but I
will name just a few, for example the United Nations
Universal Declaration on Human fughts, the Interna-
tional Pact on civil and political rights, also a UN ini-
dative, the preamble to the Treary of Ro-e, the OAU
Chaner, the Council of Europe's European Conven-
tion for the Protection of Human Righm and Funda-
mental Freedoms, and lasdy the final act of the Hel-
sinki conference on securiry and cooperation.
This list is not exhaustive but it shows that human
rights have for a long time been extremely imponant
to those in positions of responsibiliry in this world. But
I fear that human righm will probably continue rc give
us frequent cause for concern in the future also. For
what we and others advocate and what we want is not
yet realiry everywhere. Perhaps views on the nature of
human rights are also unclear. And so I would like to
quote Anicle 1 of the Universal Declaration on
Human Righa to my fellow politicians. It says that all
men are born free and equal in dignity and rights.
They are endowed with reason and conscience and
should treat with each other in a spirit of brotherly
love. Anicle 3 says that every man has the right to life,
liberry and physical integrity. These clear formulations
are the yardsticls we must follow. Nevenheless these
human rights are infringed everywhere. It is depressing
for us to know that only a third of the world's popula-
tion lives in countries where the internationally ac-
knowledged standards for human righr and funda-
mental freedoms are generally respected, as our rap-
porteur has pointed out in her comprehensive report
for 1984.
Ve all know which human rights are violated, and we
know where. My Group is thus glad that Mrs Van den
Heuvel's report makes no bones about naming coun-
tries and names, whether in East, '$7est or South of
our world. Ought we not really to cry out in horror
when we see, read and hear how human dignity is held
in contempt? How murder, persecution and rcnure
are done in the name of the State?
As the only freely elected parliament comprising mem-
bers from 10 and soon 12 democratic States we are in
my view an eminently suiable forum to spearhead the
battle for human rights. It is our job, and our dury, to
make our voice heard loudly and indefatigably, using
political pressures too, and to throw our weight into
this batde. Ve must work for the abolition of all dis-
criminadon on the basis of race, colour, origin,
nationality, religion, language or sex. Ve abominate
apanheid, and violence against minorities or war
against the defenceless. And we know that we stand
unircd in our effons with the citizens of the European
Communiry, with many non-governmental organiza-
tions, with Amnesty International, with the oppressed,
persecuted, the victims of injustice and terror and with
millions of people throughout the world, whether they
be workers or scientists.
In the past the European Parliament has taken ser-
iously all appeals, letters and pedtions addressed to it.
It has verified them and in many debates on topics of
urgency we have sated our position clearly. This must
and, I trust, will continue to be the case. The serious-
ness with which this House regards these matters is
reflected in the fact that we have established a special
subcommittee to deal inrcnsively with violations of
human rights. Mrs Van den Heuvel heads this body
and the report now before us is one of the fruits of the
subcommittee's deliberations.
My Group is broadly in agreement with the report.
'!7e have submitted a number of minor amendments
and ask that these be upheld. Parliament will have to
consider how its annual reports on human rights
should be presented in future. But that is not a mamer
for today's debate.
Let us all show ourselves to our electors, the citizens
of the European Community, but also to the world as
the great forum in which violations of human rights
are taken up and utterly condemned. But above all our
governments should accept this and translate our reso-
lutions into practical poliry, not only in this area. I
thank Mrs Van den Heuvel for her report.
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. The European Parliament is today once
again debatint a report, on human rights, the form of
which has been intensively debated in the groups and
in the Political Affairs Committee. Nobody is happy
with the form of this repon. \fle have repeatedly
stressed that we cannot shut the door on appeals for
help from outside 
- 
and the countless petitions and
draft resolutions on human rights throughout the
world prove that this help is being sought and that we
are also expected to provide it. Nevertheless, if we go
on as we have done so far, we run the risk of making
ourselves judges over the whole world.
The European Parliament is not the extended arm of
Amnesty International, nor its parliamentary voice,
nor that of the other human rights organizations
whose help and suppon we nevertheless welcome. Nor
are we the sole arbiter of truth, though we try to be as
well informed as possible. But we do have to bear in
mind that our resolutions will have long-term effects
which we must take into account. The European Peo-
ple's Parry has from the beginning advocated a consi-
derably shorter report on human rights. Ve can only
repeat this recommendation.
As on many previous occasions Parliament has pro-
duced a comprehensive lisl It also repeats its admoni-
tions to the European Commission, the Council of
Ministers and the foreign ministers within the frame-
work of political cooperation. \7e believe it would be
enough in future, on the basis of earlier resolutions, to
draw attention to or to sress those areas in which pos-
itive or very negative results have been reconded. I
should like to reiterarc very clearly my Group's wish
that future work should take this form. Only on this
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condition has my Group been prepared rc vote today
on this reporr, which has already been dropped once
by the plenary sitting.
As regards the substance of the repon: we shall oppose
any amendmenm which seek to expand the scope of
the repon on human rights to include opinions on
events in the European Community. In the European
Communiry 
- 
the Ten of today, and the Twelve of
tomorrow 
- 
the legal system gives every citizen rhe
right to seek justice and obtain justice. In addidon,
every citizen can appeal to the European Coun of
Human Rights, or the Court of Justice of the Euro-
pean Communiry if Community law has been in-
fringed. Ve have successfully established legal bases
- 
and they can be appealed against 
- 
so qre are nor
concerned with this today.
Ve have before us a list which sadly is still extremely
long and bad. \7e shall try not to judge the cases in it
from a one-sided polidcal viewpoint. Mass murder is
mass murder, and the number of murder vicrims
should be a factor in our assessment, wherever the
murders occur. Acts of terrorism which cause deaths
and destroy economic sysrcms, kidnappings as insrru-
ments of political blackmail 
- 
as in the case of Presi-
dent Duane's daughter 
- 
cannor be condemned in
one country and acclaimed or presenred as justifiable
popular anger in another. Confinement in psychiatric
hospitals, exile for speaking uncomfonable ffurhs,
deprivation of work and arrest simply for wishing rc
leave the country peacefully 
- 
all these are violations
of human rights, wherever they occur.
Ve all know how hard it is to assess these marrers in
given situations. But human rights are indivisible. Here
we are in the European Parliament. For us Europeans,
but panicularly for us Christian Democrars, human
rights are an essential pan of democracy, and in our
view they can only exist and flourish where there is
peacb, freedom, respect for rhe digniry of the indivi-
dual, freedom of informadon, freedom of the indivi-
dual to travel, freedom of assembly and freedom of
religious expression 
- 
for everyone irrespective of
race and sex. 'We must thus not allow ourselves to be
dissuaded from pressing for rhese human rights in the
world, even if other nations rry to claim that human
rights are 'constitutional popular rights' to be manipu-
lated by the Stare at will. \7e should have the courage
to say this clearly, also to narions which, on the basis
of other religions, adduce other principles which they
visibly make use of as insrruments of power politics.
Those of us who still put a very high price on free
democracy and the rule of law must back this convic-
tion worldwide.
Ve can endorse here the ideas expressed on democ-
racy in the new memorandum of the Council of the
German Evangelical Church (EKD). Obedience to rhe
law can only be required if every abuse is punished 
-irrespective of who the individual is 
- 
and if all grey
areas are eliminated. The yardsdck is fundamental
rights, human rights. They must be served by the repu-
diation of violence, a time limit on parry control, the
principle of representation and parliamenary majority
voting. This is what the EKD memorandum says.
Ve should state rhis conviction of ours much more
emphatically, and in international institutions such as
the United Nations. The UN universal chaner of
human rights was doubtless a laudable declaration of
will forty years ago. But over the decades, as rhe num-
ber of Member Smtes has rebled and many differing
polidcal systems are now represenred, ir has proved
too elastic and too open rc variation, if not misinter-
pretation. This is very clearly illustrated by the ques-
tion of women's rights which are accorded an arbi-
trary degree of prioriry everywhere in the world. It
was also apparenr in Nairobi at the world women's
conference, in the lip service paid by the national dele-
gations. Less rime was spenr on the rights and living
conditions of women than on quesrions which other
UN conferences too have so far failed to solve. In our
ow'n continent our rights as women can be demon-
strated and obtained by legal redress.
But let it be said once again: no one who advocates
violence, murder, terror, who tortures or condones
mental torture or rigged trials will ever succeed in
making justice out of injustice. Violence always
engenders violence. Violence against propeny quickly
turns into violence againsr people. No one who calls
for the destruction of a country's internal economic
and social strucrures and refuses ro engage in dialogue
can claim that he is waging an honest war and seeking
freedom and peace for his own people.
\7hen the mayor of Jerusalem, Ted Kollek, was
awarded the German book trade's peace pize he said
in his address:
'Only understanding can break the chain of violence,
only understanding can prevenr wars today and make
violence impossible. Only understanding, only respect
for the dignity of each individual can guaranree
human rights.'
Otherwise, wherever human rights are violated, this
means suffering for the entire people, for the pooresr
of the poor, for families, women and children who
have done norhing wrong. It must be our dury in the
European Parliament ro prevenr this, by defending
and working for human rights all over rhe world. Only
if this idea and this call are clearly expressed in thl
resolution can my Group vote for it.
(Appkuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SEEFELD
Wce-President
Mr Pricc (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I think Mrs Van den
Heuvel has done an excellent job as rapponeur in pre-
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paring this report, but I have some reseffations about
the task which Parliament has set her. She mentioned
in her opening remarks that the Polidcal Affairs Com-
mittee had very limited resources available to it. Yet
the task we set Mrs Van den Heuvel is really rc look
at human rights in country after country, across all the
continenrc of the world, with the exception of the
Communiry. That, I think, was rc set her the impossi-
ble usk of trying to review the situation in so many
different circumstances in so many different countries.
The effect is that on this very imponant topic we actu-
ally helped the counries which are the greatest abu-
sers of human rights, because their misdoings have
been lost in the wealth of deail about what is going on
in so many other countries. If we were, in this annual
report, to make it our main object to highlight the
countries where the s/orst abuses of human righm
occur, we should be much more likely to achieve that
object. However, instead of that, we set the rapporteur
annually a task which makes it impossible to show up
the light and shade between one country and another.
Vhat we very often do as a result is to draw attention
to democratic countries where the activides of some
local secessionist group has led rc official or unofficial
overaction by the authorities and to put them on a par
with a country where the government has absolutely
no concern for human rights.
A part of the world in which I am particularly inter-
esrcd is the Indian sub-continent, because I have twice
been there during the last five years as a member of
rhe European Parliament's delegation. I notice that
rwo paragraphs in Section D of the motion for a reso-
lution concerning Sri Lanka talk about extra-judicial
killings there as if the government approved of them.
Now Sri Lanka is a country which has a history of
universal adult suffrage going back more than
50 years, almost 40 of them as an independent coun-
try. Manifestly, anybody who has visited Sri Lanka
would say that this is a country where government is
based on parliamentary democracy and respect for the
rule of law. Now that does not come out in our reso-
lution as it is at present drafted. I hope that the House
will suppon Amendment No 53, put down by our
group, which seeks to make clear, first of all, the
democratic basis in Sri Lanka, and secondly, to com-
ment on what is happening there in a f.acttal way and
reflect more accurately the position.
There is a simpler situation in respect of India which is
dealt with in the following sub-paragraph of Sec-
tion D. There there is a broad statement at the end of
that paragraph which talks about other violations of
human righm in India, including arbitrary arrest, pol-
ice brutality, torture and censorship. This really does
not accurarcly reflect the situation there, and I hope
that the House will delete those final words and
thereby make the paragraph more accurate. Our
Amendment No 57 seeks to do that.
Mr Novelli (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we Italian Communists regard the defence
of human rights in every part of the world as impera-
tive. Unfonunately, the violation of human rights is a
tragic reality which cannot fail to stir the conscience of
every individual, panicularly those who enjoy such
rights themselves.
The third annual report on human righs has now
appeared, and I believe that it is possible and proper,
in the light of the experience thus gained, to attempt a
general appraisal of this imponant initiative by our
Parliament. May I begin by saying how much we
appreciate the work of our colleague Mrs Van den
Heuvel, who, considering the practical conditions in
which she had to operate, took on a formidable task.
This does not prevent us, however, from expressing
reservations concerning the method adopted up to
now, and hoping that it might be radically alrcred by
decisions taken within the Political Affairs Committee.
I do not believe that we need to dwell on the impon-
ance of investigative research into abuses of human
rights. Parliament has the duty and the right to con-
sider this imponant problem, which, as has already
been pointed out, exists throughout the world,
whether in the East, the'!7est, the North or the South.
'!7e do not take a distoned or one-sided view of the
vitally imponanr matters which are the subject of this
report. It is precisely because we recognize their
importance that we cannot draw a veil of silence over
the limits and deficiencies of this kind of report: limits
and deficiencies which are no reflection on the dili-
gence of the rapponeur.
The annual report on human rights has developed,
over the years, into a bald list of violadons, a kind of
annual bulletin whereby the Members of the European
Parliament announce to the world that they have done
their duty and thereby saved their immortal souls. But
we are not here to seek our own salvation; we have
been sent here on a mandate from the people to con-
sider the possibilities for action in various fields,
including this very important one, to find out the facm
of the situation and to attempt to rectify it. Ve should
ask ourselves in all honesty whether we can achieve
tangible resulm by reports of the kind into which these
have developed over the years. Despite the fact that
this repon has been sent back to the committee
aheedy to be duly reconsidered, there are no fewer
than 128 amendments down on today's agenda, which
shows that there is something wrong somewhere. \7e
must not split into 'good guys' and 'bad guys', full-
time oersus half-heaned champions of human rights.
'!7e must be unanimous in our demand for an initiative
by Parliament capable of ensuring decisive action both
with regard to condemning the abuses which occur
and with regard m any political measures proposed.
'!7e Italian Communists will do our best to ensure that
Parliament can carry out this imponant task in such a
way as to meet the needs which I have attempted to
describe without equivocation or partialiry towards
any region of the world. All those who live in circum-
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stances in which their rights are being violated can rely
not only on our solidarity, but also on our effons and
policies being directed towards ensuring rhat such
abuses are brought to an end.
(Apphuse fron the Communist and Allies Groap)
Mr Gavronski (L). 
- 
gn Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, from the speeches we have heard so far it
seems that we can deduce that there is broad agree-
men[ between the representatives of the various politi-
cal groups on the imponance of rhe problem of human
rights, but less consensus on how to approach this
problem and seek to remedy it.
The fact is that, as Members of a Parliamenr directly
elected by the citizens of Europe, we cannor ignore
the interest of public opinion in our countries in
encouraging respecr for fundamenal rights in a world
in which political democrary and civil rights are,
unfortunately, the binhright of only a minoriry of
nations, as the rapporreur pointed out in her repoft.
The number of resolutions adopted every month in
this place 
- 
particularly in connection with our
Thursday morning debates on topical and urgent sub-
jects 
- 
on questions arising from respect for, or viola-
tions of, human rights in this or rhat country of the
world gives tangible and practical proof of the political
imponance attached by our Parliament, the symbol of
European democracy, to the vital struggle for civil
rights.
It is because this subject is so imponant and politically
sensitive rhat I believe ure must endeavour to make our
acdon on behalf of human rights more effective and
consistent.
For if we conrinue to follow the approach adopted so
far, which combines an annual repon resembling a
catalogue of infringements of human rights committed
in almost every corner of the world wirh a mass of spe-
cific resolutions adoprcd 
- 
ofren without any politi-
cally significant accompanying discussion 
- 
ar every
part-session, we run the risk of devaluing and increas-
ingly simplifying our arremp$ at inrcrvention, reduc-
ing them to a kind of periodic exercise in rhetoric with
decreasingly significant and effecdve pracdcal results.
Of course, European public opinion is sensitive to the
question of human rights, but I have frequently heard
criticisms of the rhetorical, abstract and superficial
manner in which the European Parliament has, too
often, reated this problem.
The European Communiry, despite being the greatesr
commercial power in the world and bearing within it
the seeds of a genuine political union of free peoples,
does not possess at present a consistent policy for the
defence of human rights in its external relarions.
It is all too easy for our Parliament, which unfonun-
ately still lacks rhe necessary powers rc enable it rc
orientate the Communiq/s policies in the direction we
should wish, to assen itself by adopting resolutions
condemning this or that far-away counrry over which
our practical influence is negligible.
fu the only directly-elecred supranarional parliamen-
tary body in the world, we are 
- 
as has already been
pointed our 
- 
better qualified than any othe; insti-
tuion to campaign for democracy and respect for civil
rights regardless of narional frontiers, and therefore
we enjoy a moral and political prestige which we must
take care not to fritter away by, let me repeat, devalu-
ing our effons at intervention.
The idea of an annual report on human rights
throughout the world is certainly wonh pursuing,
because a document of that kind can be a useful
benchmark in determining the Community's external
relations. However, if we attempt to analyse and des-
cribe these inevitably complex problems and situarions
in a mere thiny-page reporr for annual submission to
the vote in Parliament, it is likely rhat we shall con-
tinue to produce a sketchy and imprecise catalogue of
political crimes committed in the four corners of the
eanh, a documenr which serves no polirical purpose
and is ultimately simply a copy of the annual repon of
Amnesty International.
But, on the other hand, how can a Parliamenr like
ours, which receives informadon about developmenm
in the political siruation of third counrries only indi-
rectly, produce a fuller and more meaningful docu-
ment?
My personal sugtesrion is ro concenrate each year on
three countries, one with a left-wing dictatorship, one
with a right-wing dicratorship, and one u,ith a neurral
regime, consider those countries in depth, and succeed
in discovering something new by seeking to remedy
some problem or address some specific case.
Alternatively, I wonder if it might not be preferable, in
this field, to follow the example of the United States,
whose State Depanment draws on the information
provided by its research cenres and diplomatic repre-
sentatives overseas to produce a voluminous annual
report on the human righa situation in the various
countries of rhe world for submission to Congress,
which in turn examines and, if it finds the document
inaccurare or incomplete, criticizes it.
In that evenr, ir would fall to the Commission and the
Council meetint in polidcal cooperarion to inform
Parliament periodically on developments in the field of
fundamental human rights and the poliry which the
Community intended rc follow while leaving Parlia-
ment the task of evaluating and, if necessary, c:itticiz-
ing that policy, while indicating to the Council and the
Commission the approach to be adopted in this or that
particular case.
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This is why I wish to express my support for the pro-
posal made to that effect in the Van den Heuvel
repoft, which calls on the Commission and the Coun-
cil to submit an annual report to the European Parlia-
ment on the policy pursued in the field of human
rights.
It is only by progressing towards the achievement of
more dynamic and consistent political action by the
Community in defence of human rights through the
process of creating the European Union, and thereby
suen$hening the Community's political dimension
and introducing a genuine common external policy for
Europe, that we shall be able to abandon absract and
pretentious rhetoric in favour of consistent and effec-
tive action in defence of democracy and fundamental
human rights.
The resolutions adopted by Parliament at the close of
topical and urgent debates are, however, an important
means for us to express our opinion on specific prob-
lems which need to be dealt with promptly.
Moreover, in the case of specific appeals for the
release of panicular prisoners or reductions in their
sentences, there is never any need to abandon the
selective approach which is necessary to ensure their
success.
The condemnation of violations of fundamental rights
is definitely the first srcp towards ensuring that such
abuses cease, and many tovernments are often forced
rc modify their behaviour as a result of the pressure of
inrcrnational public opinion.
In other cases, however, as the rapporteur has noted,
inrcrnational pressure eventually forces the govern-
ment of the third country in question into a situation
in which it cannot relent without an obvious display of
weakness or implicitly admitting its own misdeeds, and
is therefore less effective than a firm but discreet
approach through diplomatic channels.
Even in the case of urgent resolutions, therefore, we
must be more selective if we wish to enhance the effi-
cacy of our actions. An amendment of Rule 48 of the
Rules of Procedure to reduce to more sensible limits
the present excessive number of resolutions which we
are called upon to debate and vote on during the
Thursday of each pan-session would certainly help
make the European Parliament's acts of intervention
in suppon of human rights more significant in political
rcrms.
(Apphuse fron the centre and ight)
, IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
Mr CosteFloret (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
colleagues, the Group of the European Democratic
Alliance has examined Mrs Van den Heuvel's report
and the problem of violadons of human rights in the
lights of four principles.
The first principle: the defence of human rights is indi-
visible and any violation of human rightrs must be con-
demned as soon as it is confirmed, irrespective of the
nature of the government in the country in which it
occurs, whether in Nicaragua, Chile, Poland, Turkey,
the Soviet Union, Afghanistan or South Africa. On
this point Mrs Van den Heuvel's rePort is fair, wher-
eas we do have reservations about the claimed viola-
tion of human rights in those States of the United
States of America-which have renined the death pen-
alry. Ve do not think that che problem of the abolition
of the death penalry, a serious problem and one which
affects everyone's conscience, can be placed on the
same level as torture, cruelty, or the gukgs, because, in
our view, the mere violation of respect for innocent
life 
- 
of respect for innocent life 
- 
is a violation of
human righm.
Second principle: before they can be condemned, viol-
ations of human rights must be confirmed, proved by
reliable documentation, by precise documentation.
Third rule: when a violation of human rights has been
established, the State which has committed that viola-
tion is to be blacklisted by civilized nations. It is there-
fore the dury of the European Community to break
off all relations with it, to give it neither aid nor coop-
eration, except, of course, for emergency aid where
necessary, and food aid.
Finally, the founh principle: we consider the concept
of human rights to be a universal concept. Ve cannot
subscribe to certain ideas, such as those developed by
Ambassador Schaal, for example, who has the'Western
conception of human rights, a rigid conception and
also a more lenient one, one which would leave things
as they are. No, the concept of human rights is a univ-
ersal conctpt and is defined in the Universal Declara-
tion to which we refer, because human rights stem
from the innate digniry of the human being, the res-
pect for human beings, whose natures are everywhere
the same, whether black, white or yellow.
In the light of these considerations and, of course,
subject to any amendments which might alter the
repon and could therefore alter the verdict, my grouP
will vote for Mrs Van den Heuvel's report.
(Apphuse)
Mrs Heinrich (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen. \7e find the present version of
the repon on human rights in the world for the year
1984 acceptable. The many amendments imposed by
the conservative majority in the Political Affairs Com-
mittee show very clearly how human rights are mis-
used as weapons in a political and ideological dispute.
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In the face of all the facts, for example, Nicaragua is
dealt with in the same rcrms as El Salvador. Investiga-
tions by international and independent organizations
are vinually ignored. Politicians and parties who have
remained silent for decades about ryranny by the likes
of Somoza, who are still silenr about the crimes of
Marcos, Stroessner and Pinochet, who pooh-poohed
the crimes of the earlier military dictatorship in Argen-
tina and are still finding excuses for the situation in
Turkey and the poliry of apanheid in South Africa,
these very same members of Parliament presume to
judge a small nation which is desperately fighting for
its freedom and trying to defend itself against saborage
instigated from abroad, against acts of terrorism and
military agression. In our view the usurping of human
rights for politically motivated propaganda is a quite
unsurpassed abuse of human rights and an insult to the
victims of human rights violations.
A funher serious shoncoming in our view lies in an
omission which reflects a typical and embarrassing
arrogance on the parr of Parliamenr. The report deals
only with human rights violations in other counrries,
as if it v/ere nor the prime dury of rhis Parliament to
keep its own nose clean and examine human rights
within the Communiry. The Federal Republic of Ger-
many, supposedly so freedom-loving, remains a State
in which cenain professions are closed ro rhose of cer-
tain political persuasions, remains a Stare in which old
and new Nazis are so remarkably often reated with
consideration and can attain highest governmenr off-
ice, whilst and-fascists so remarkably often are piti-
lessly persecuted. Just recenrly the Federal Govern-
ment announced that it would nor be signing the
Council of Europe's convention against torture.
The third fundamenal shoncoming of the report is a
funher omission. The report does not investigate
causes and responsibilities. Anyone who invesrs in a
developing counrry, makes profits and transfers these
abroad, benefits from the political climate and its
effects on investmenr, and also does so when this
investment climate is kept favourable only by means of
State repression and vioiations of human riglrts.
Mr Pordea (DR). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, from
the famous lines in Sophocles' 'Andgone'which for-
mulated the concepr of natural jusdce, down to the
charters, agreemen$ and pacts of this twentieth cen-
tury, it is possible rc follow through the theory of
human rights a single thread uniting and reconciling
the human condirion in its primeval requiremenrs wirh
the values which are rhe hallmark of our civilizadon.
This evolution, which led to the idea of the individual
as endowed with inalienable rights, was turned aside
somewhat by rhe Marxist-Leninist diversion. The
rights and freedoms of the individual were thus meta-
morphosed into prohibitions laid down by an all-pow-
erful State, whose rigorous surueillance is supposid rc
guaranrce the collective well-being of its so-called pro-
ttgds for An absurd consrrucrion of the intel-
lect which in realiry, as we know, finds its expression
in the systematic large-scale violation of all rights and
freedoms.
Ve ried to reconcile these two diamerically opposed
conceptions at Helsinki. Nevertheless, the fundamen-
tal concept of human rights, the logical content and
nature of them, and the exercise of them 
- 
even rhe
idea of humanitarian intervention with the aim of safe-
guarding them 
- 
is still pervened, completely denied
even, by the Soviet Union. The extensions of Helsinki
in Belgrade, Madrid and Ottawa have served only to
confirm this state of affairs, which is one of the most
disturbing aspecr of the present world situadon.
If one takes the trouble to reflect on rhe vast expanses
of the planet over which the Soviets have become mas-
ters by the force of solemn formulae, of a hypothetical
promotion of human rights and fundamental free-
doms, we are in reality very far from evolving any kind
of action programme capable of recognizing and
enforcing them. Faced with rhe terrifying realiry of
this vast, intolerant and cynical Red empire, it is risible
to enumerarc by way of justificarion no less than some
sixry chaners, agreements, pacts, declarations, proro-
cols and conventions, so many instruments platoni-
cally, ingenuously, pointing our rhe existence of man
and his rights.
The repon which has been submitted to us is a docu-
ment which is, by and large, honest in its oudines.
Nevenheless, ir follows the rules of a little game which
consists of pretending nor ro norice that the rules of
the big game are not being observed at all by cenain
States.
There are, admittedly, some omissions in the rexr, on
the subject of ethnic minorities, for instance, the prin-
ciple of non-inrerference, reliable information, on
public hearings on human rights attended by the
media, which show, unfonunately that one is right to
be cautious; but, happily, the documenr laid before us
also demonstrates a desire to see the European Com-
muniry undenake appropriate long-term research on
the subject of human rights.
It also highlighm rhe problem of establishing a link
between trade, aid and cooperarion agreementi on the
one hand and a modicum of respecr for human rights
on the orher, as well as the need for a coherent Com-
munity poliry on the subject.
The repon considers that in rhe evenr of gross viola-
tions_ 
.of human rights the European eommuniry
should consider ending all cooperation with offending
governmenrs. Does this wish apply equally rc the
USSR, since that is what all human rights problems
come back to? The Soviet Union, the Siates which it
has subjugated by force and Communist regimes in
general are the principal offenders, because the nega-
tion of rhe human person is at the basis of rheir ideolo-
gies and systems. Moreover, human righm are less
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rigorously respected than they should be by those
States wirich are desperately trying to ward off the
Communist threat in Turkey, South Africa, Chile, the
Philippines, just as, formerly, Franco rose up_ against
the horro.s of a civil war which Moscow had staned
south of the llrenees in an attempt to take over'S7est-
ern Europe.
Today's ostrich poliry harms the cause of enslaved
peoplls, the cause of worldwide triumph for respect of
ih. hurn"n person. Of course political realism requires
a dialogue with Moscow and ir satellites, and the free
world must panicipate in that dialogue from a posidon
of strength,-not of weakness. Ve are weak if we shut
or. eyeito Communist demands; we show strength by
denouncing them firmly and tirelessly. For how can
there be any question of a European order, a new one
as well, so long as the imperialism of a superpower and
its base despotic acm, its political terrorism and its dis-
regard of the elementary rights of nations and indivi-
du-als, after sporadic faltering Protests, are finally
approved by the great free powers and by the Euro-
pean Community in concen?
It is time to denounce Communism and all its trans-
gressions of human rights.
From this point of view the repon which we are consi-
dering is an approximate sarcment which concludes
by expressing pious wishes. !7e shall not boycott it,
but wi hope for other things in this field which is so
important for humanity. Europe's major concern must
be concentrated on the aspects which I have just dis-
cussed: it is in this direction that the most imPortant
moral dury of our Parliament lies.
Mr Van der Vaal (NI). 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
Mrs Van den Heuvel's extensive rePort is not only a
dismal inventory of the violadons of human rights 
-in
the world: it alio seeks to provide an impulse for the
development of a human rights policy. It is thcrefore a
shame ihat it could not run to a description of the situ-
ation in countries where human rights are violated and
panicularly of their political sysrcms. At first glance,
ihir .ry i..* to be of no more than theoretical
importance for the question of human righm. After all,
there is litde to choose between the various dictatorial
systems when it comes to the human suffering 
.they
cause. And yet there is a basic difference underlying
injustice which cannot be ignored in the development
of a poliry designed to combat the violation of human
rights.
'S7e can illustrate this by referring to the difference
between Communist dictatorship on the model of the
Soviet Union and authoritarian systems run primarily
by military autocrats. !7here the Soviet Union is con-
cerned, we should realize that the ideology governing
this country is considered to be the only true ideology
and that everyone is by definition subject to it. The
people are sysiematically indoctrinated with this ideol-
ogy by the government and monitored to ensure that
they abide by it.
It leaves no room for the recognidon of the indivi-
dual's freedom to act in accordance with his consci-
ence or religious beliefs or for a disdnction between
policy and lersonal philosophy. The State in fact
Lqrries religious beliefs with pro-Vestern 
.views,
mlaning anti-Soviet ideology. The problem is not,
therefoie, that the political system is Communist but
that it is intellectually totalitarian. That is what distin-
guishes it from the so-called right-wing, 
-for the mostpan military, dictatorships, under which serious
-oppression 
and violations of human rights occur, not
bii"use of a pseudo-scientifically elaborated conceP-
tion of go,rer.r-ent, as in the Soviet Union, but as a
result oi a legal arbitrariness that is usually linked to
one person or a small group in Power.
As I have said, atrocious violations of human rights
occur under both political systems, but if this injustice
is to be combated, it is imponant to exPose the roots
of the different forms of evil. Ve feel Mrs Van den
Heuvel's repon would have been more profound if
this aspect had been considered.
'S7'e were also surprised to see that the repon places
the use of the death penalty in the United States as the
uldmate penalty in a democratic judicial Process on a
par with situations in countries where people are
denied the most elementary rights. It is our conviction
that no man has the right to mke another's life' But
governments have been given the right to use this pen-
ilry i., .*t.e-e cases. Vhat we now find is that, while
gou..n..nts are denied this right on humanitarian
lrounds, it is common for individuals to be permiued
io violate the fundamental right of unborn children to
live.
Finally, reports reach us almost daily of violations of
human ri[hts throughout the world' Many of the
countries concerned are members of the United
Nations and as such have endorsed the Universal Dec-
laration of Human Rights. It must be asked what prac-
tical significance this has when there is so wide a gap
between the recognition of human rights in theory and
their atainment in practice. Should every counry not
take its signing of the Universal Declaration seriously
and incorporate it in its national legislation and
policy?
(Apphuse)
Mr Schmit (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, I cannot
deny it, I am having great difficulties, not so much
with the rapporteur, who is not to blame for pres-
cribed procedures and conservative majority decisions,
but rather with the repon itself and $ 11 in particular.
As previously indicated, a number of its equations are
also unacceptable, and the attempt to venture into
detail and get lost in it.
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So much has been said so far abour the Sovier Union.
Cenainly there is religious persecudon 
- 
though
whether it is 
-rystematic I do not presume to r"y 
- "idit is inexcusable. But no one has mentioned that perse-
cution also occurs on ideological grounds in the USA.
Just apply here in Europe for a job with an American
firm and you will see how they sniff round in your
past for any signs of a socialist oi communist taint.
There are many other imbalances. Anyone who talks
about.the position of women in Iran, for example,
should also mention sexual mutilations elsewhere.
Anyone urho alks of Afghanisan and its fight for
freedom should also coniider the implicatiois, for
example of the islamic revival, for women there. Any-
way 
- 
I cannor and do nor wish o go into everything
here.
But it worries me too that we as western Europeans
are ro some extenr setdng ourcelves up here as judges
over the whole world and are also forgetting to kJep
our oqrn doorstep clean. I propose thai in furure the
repon of the Political Affairs Committee should
lppear in- tandem with a repon by the Committee onlegal Affairs and Cidzens' Rights on the situation in
the EC States. And in both caies less reliance should
be placed on outside sources of information 
- 
mainly
Amnesty International 
- 
than on experience ani
investigations g_!ine{ and conducted by ihe European
Parliament irelf. The repon would perhaps then be
more balanced, would take greater account-of cultural
and historical developments and of economic consi-
derations which do nor excuse but do help to explain. I
say this as a member of the Committee on Divelop-
ment and Cooperation, and panicularly with regard io
the ACP stares. And I suggest that-it is soriewhat
facile, afong the lines ol thi-tzsg French Revolution,
to place citizens' rights claims above economic and
social ones. Vhen the demand is not only for the right
co life but rc a decent life, when the demand is not j-ust
freedom for the individual and for minorities, but also
breadfor all, somerhinB is wrong.
Ve must battle for human rights and nor separare
them out into freedom and bread.
Mr Vcrgcer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam president, ladies
and gentlemen, in the time available to me I should
like rc concenrare on the place human rights occupyin our development policy, panicularly- urrde, t'hl
Lom6 Convention. I realize thar the complexiry of the
subject makes it difficult to draw up a balancedrepon.
The rapporteur 
- 
and I should like to make this quite
clear- 
- 
has certainly tried, and I am grateful to her
for this, but she has not been completeliy successful in
my opinion. I do not think the report is sufficiently
balanced, it focuses too much on the details and not
enough on the background and hardly at all on cri-
teria. I believe Parliament had good reason to decide
recently rc send it back rc the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, and I feel this committee has done its home-
work badly. It has not in facr done anphing to rhe
reporr. Ve are again confronted with over a hundred
amendments.
Madam President, publishing deails of violations of
human rights, talking about them, naming names is
perhaps the best way of combating them. Those who
torture, who forget detainees, all too quickly become
accustomed to the obscure standards rhey tLemselves
have imposed. They must be constantly reminded that
their activities are unacceptable. The European parlia-
ment and its Members have a distinct roG to play in
this.respect- But they should play rhis role by consen-
trating their attention on central issues raiher than
scattering their fire far and wide. The European par-
liament does nor need just a list of violations: there are
plenty of organizations in the world that are only too
willing to let us have that kind of information.
In the shon time available ro me, I want ro talk about
human rights in the ACP counrries. Not that I con-
sider orher rights less imponant, but I do not believe
they are safeguarded when the individual citizen is
under consranr rhrear of arbitrary imprisonmenr,
detention, rorrure and so on. And wL shoutd be con-
cerned about rhe individual citizen. Mrs Van den
Heuvel's report and the opinion of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation make it clear that a
major qualitative aspect has been added rc our rela-
tions wirh rhe ACP countries. The signatories are ro
prorecr the rights of individuals and pioples. It is vital
thar these words should now be tranilated inrc deeds.Ve were able to take a step in this direction at the
meeting of the Joint Committee in Burundi, where it
was decided by a. lar-ge majority rhat every counqf
must make it possible for its citizens rc resist what they
regards as violadons of their rights. Then there is rhl
resolution on South Africa adopted by the Joint Com-
mimee by l faily large majoriry at its last meeting inInverness in September, which unequivocally con-
demns violations of human rights.
Madam President, I regret to say that in general the
prorccrion of human rights is not ideal in the ACp
counries, as subparagraphs (v) and (vi) of section E of
paragraph 1l of the morion for a resolution clearly
state. A-specific case in point is Uganda. Nor can we
ignore rhe horrors of Ethiopia, whiih are cenainly not
all due to natural disasters. Otherwise, I feel we would
do berter not to single our instances of violations of
human. rights in Africa. That is what the report does,
and it is d!*ry in its choice. I am referring here to
subparagraph (ii) of section E of paragraph it. I *itt
resisr rhe rempation ro name a numbir of counries
which rhe repoft wrontly names or fails to name. Ve
believe rhis subparagraph should be delercd and look
forward with interest to seeing what happens ro rhe
amendment we have tabled calling for its diledon.
I 9oT. finally to the role played by parliamenr and its
Members. Vhenever we meet our-ACp partners indi_
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vidually, as political groups' as committees or within
the lom6 institutions, we should make it clear that we
are concerned about respec for fundamental human
rights. As I recently said, we can and should no longer
acoept a refusal to discuss this subject on the grounds
that it constitutes inrcrference in the internal affairs of
other countries. This viewpoint can be extended to
include, but not be replaced by, concern for a 'right to
development'. Mrs Flesch righdy says in her opinion
that there is no widely accepted definition of this rcrm'
I agree with her that we must make a serious effon
when this right is discussed to ensure that it covers
both the scale and the disbursement of the aid we, the
Vesrcrn industrialized countries, provide' I,et us try,
Mr President, to draw up a more balanced, a more
succinct report next year, e report which shows that
respect forhuman rights is a precondition for a fruidul
development policy.
(Apphuse)
In addition to infringements of rights related rc politi-
cal and civil libenies, we must not forget those rights
of equal imponance which are being denied to the
greaimajoriry of the world's population, ,lq;$.r.rq
id.qu"t food and shelrcr. The poverty of the Third
Vorld is a fenile ground for the bamle berween the
proponents of the world's rwo principal political ideo-
iogies. Despirc being apparendy opposite in terms of
idlals, both display in remarkable similarily in their
modtts operandi. they or their vassals use imprison-
ment, torture and murder in their struggle for power
and influence in the developing counries. Ve cannot
wash our hands of the matter; the results of our acts
and omissions will return to haunt us.
No country has a perfect record on human rights, and
we in Europe must not be complacent about our own
performance. The repons of abuses in Member Statcs
may not be as serious as those emanating from oumide
thq Communiry, but they do still arise with worrying
regularity. There is an increase in racial intolerance.
Tf,e organs of state are reaching funher and funher
into rhJlife of the individual citizen and are gradually
taking on the role of George Orwell's Big Brother.
Dubious methods are ssill being used in police interro-
gations, prisoners are ill-treated, accused Persons are
ofrcn held for long periods before trial, extra-judicial
killings by government servants are not unknown.
Ve have overcome challenges in the past. The viola-
tion of human rights, left or right, East or Vest, is a
challenge we must strive to overcome as quickly as
possible.
Mts Bagct Bozzo (S). 
- 
(17) Mr President, some
nine yeais have passed since President Carter bro-ught
the subject of human rights to the forefront of the
world's atrcntion. Meanwhile, the cultural climate of
the world has changed radically and a new term has
enrcred the political vocabulary: 'liberation'. This is
not a matter of individuals' rights but of the rights of
peoples and communities.
For, if we consider the majoriry of human rights viola-
tions being perpetrated at this moment throughout the
world, s/e can see that they are rooted in the violation
of the liberry of a urhole people, whether in the case of
the Palestinians, the Africans in South Africa, or the
'Miskitos' in Nicaragua 
- 
just some of the many inst-
ances in which a campaign against a minority is the
background to, and reason for, the abuse of indivi-
dualsl rights. 'V'e must therefore redefine the terms in
which we address this problem 
- 
not least because, if
we consider the matter in new rcrms, Europe no lon-
ger appears as innocent as it seems here. If we recog-
nize i["t there is such a thing as a people's right rc
culture and to the preservation of its identiry, then
how can we maintain Europe's innocence in the light
of the scant protection afforded to the minorities of
migrant workers in Europe with regard to their culture
and national identity? Can we forget the difficult con-
IN THE CFIAIR: MR SEEFELD
Vce-Presidcnt
Mr Andrews (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I would like rc
take the opportuniry of congratulating Mrs Van den
Heuvel on her excellent report. Here in Europe we are
in a unique position to voice our criticism of human
rights violations, whether they occur at home or
abroad. !7e must jealously guard that right.
During the last pan-session I was astonished at both
the right and the left of this fusembly failing to sup-
pon a resolution calling for an end to striP-searching
in Armagh Jail in the six occupied counties of my
country. This kind of abuse of authority amounts to
the insiitutional rape of women, condoned by people
who would be shocked if such a thing happened to
their own womenfolk. In the Philippines Father Rudi
Romano remains missing after more than 100 days.
President Marcos knows where he is but apparently
fears his release. Father Romano is a symbol of libera-
tion for his people.
In South Africa the fascist Botha regime murders and
hangs, and yet in Europe we refuse to impose mean-
ingful sanctions. Many Members of this fusembly
apparently condone the Botha regime to their eternal
dlscredit.-In Central America the naked aggression of
the Somoza Contras funded by Reagan continues una-
bated against Nicaragua. Afghanistan, occupied by the
USSR, iubjects political prisoners to torture and exe-
cution and civilian populations are bombed. I would
like m take this opponuniry to salute my friends in the
Chaner 77 group in Czechoslovakia. The Czechoslo-
vakian regime is, in my view, one of the most corruPt
and oppressive regimes in Eastern Europe.
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ditions in which all the Mexican immigrants are living,
particularly those who are seeking ro cross the bordei?
Here, too, we are confronted by violations of human
rights which, however 
- 
and this is the new fearure
- 
concern collecdvities and peoples as such. Are we,
as European States, genuinely prepared to accepr rhe
concept of multinational and multiracial States? This is
the great challenge facing Europe today, when the
coloured populadon is increasing in so many regions
of the continent.
To sum up, if human rights should be considered
nowadays as the right of a people or a culrure ro pres-
erve its own idendry, even within the boundaries of
another State, then they require a new approach more
in keeping with contemporary culrure. Our existing
approach is outdated, and fails to take account of
recent developmens throughout the world. I hope,
therefore, that the nexr reporr will take account-of
oth€r aspec$ of the subject also: the liberry of peoples
and culrures within individual States.
Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, rhe
correct forum for the discussion of human rights ques-
tions is the United Nations and, for the countries of
Europe, the Council of Europe. Questions of human
rights should be discussed by sovereign States within
the framework of inrernational bodies having comper-
ence to deal with such maners. They can be raised by
organizations, movements and individuals, who can
draw on the suppon of the media and public opinion.
If-the Danish People's Movement against Membership
of the European Communiry does not believe that thi
European Communiry is the right body rc debate and
act on quesrions of human rights, it is because the
European Community has no competence in the field
and, to the extent that it accords itself comper.ence, ir
plays the role of a superpower making demands on
others. Of course the suppression of human rights
should be condemned wherever it occurs; but it is-the
business of the individual nation-states and of the
international bodies rc which competence in the field
has been delegated.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, Parliament is to be con-
gratulated on its serious concern for human righm in
the world. Our democracies have a duty to proclaim
everywhere rhe foundadons of our society: respec[ for
human righm and freedoms. Vhere rhey'are violated,
the perpetrators musr be indicted. In my opinion, this
also means that we, the Vestern European democra-
cies, should consider how well these rights and free-
doms are respected in our own counrries. And it is in
this areathat the European Parliament appears to have
some difficulty. Accusations of violadons of human
righr are all mo quickly brushed aside within the
European Community as internal matters in which
there must be no interference. Vhat right do we have
to talk about others when we do not allow the situa-
tion in our own countries rc be discussed? I recall, for
example, how incensed the French were years ago
when we criticized the procedures of rhe Court de sfir-
eti dc l'6tat, which has since been abolished.
Five attempts have been made here to denounce the
use of plastic bullem in Nonhern Ireland, which
caused our British colleagues in panicular some diffi-
culty. It was rhe same with the Diplock courts and the
Armagh and Long Kesh prisons. And m/o weeks ago a
resolution on rhe dreadful practice of strip-searching
women prisoners in Nonhern Ireland was rejected on
the same grounds.
Our political impact will obviously wane if we pretend
that human righu are never violated in the Vest.
Vhen Franco was in power in Spain, it was very diffi-
cult to talk about conditions in Spanish prisons,
although there were innumerable eye-wirness repons
of tonure. \7e shall be leaving rhe frontiers oi the
European Communiry for the wider context of the
Council of Europe when we shonly discuss Turkey,
and not for the first time. Here we have a people, the
Kurds, being systematically oppressed, which does not
seem to worry more than a few people. Turkey is what
is known as a friendly ally.
Recently, Mr President, a group of non-violen[, non-
dangerous pacifism were held on remand in Belgium
for a month after demonsrraring against the deploy-
ment of 
- 
nuclear weapons in Belgium, a groresque
course of action. The Van den Heuvel reporr is a very
good repon. But I think in furure rhere must be coop-
eration nor only with the Political Affairs Commitree
but also with the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citi-
zens's Rights so rhar human rights in the European
Communiry may be discussed in the same conrexr as
human rights elsewhere in the world.
Mr Sutterland Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, let me preface my remarks by thanking the
rapponeur, the committee and those who have contri-
buted to rhis debate. Let me make ir quite clear that
this debate is viewed as an imponant one by the Com-
mission, for it focuses atrenrion upon principles which
are fundamennl to the existence of the Community in
which we are all panicipating.
fs Mrs l*nz, I think, mentioned during rhe course of
her conrribution, the list of violations *hich have been
referred to in the repon make depressing reading. I
am conscious, however, of the need to avoid indulging
in rhetoric or abstractions. Those who look to-thI
Communiry for suppon and recognicion of their diffi-
culties in the field of human rights deserve more than
this.
This Commission has therefore srudied the political
Affairs Commitree's reporr on human rights in the
world and the Communiry poliry on human rights
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with interest and concern. It is panicularly apprecia-
dve of the wealth of documentation and research
which went inrc this rePort, notwithstanding the limi-
Etions in suppon services which have been referred to
by the ."ppbn.u. in her introduction' And even
though thi 
-Commission 
cannot wholly subscribe to
judgments made on the human righs situation in cer-
tain-countries, it does exPress this appreciation to the
rapporteur. One recognizes the difficulties in rePort-
ini'on so many issues and the difficulties in the
ao"oroach to be 
'adopted 
when dealing with such a
clmplicated and woildwide problem. B-ut.the result
seems to me to constitute more than a bulletin or cata-
logue. It seems indeed to constitute an indictment of
considerable imponance.
Let me remind the House of two principles which are
well known to the honourable Members but which
bear frequent repetition' First, this Commu-niry is a
Communiry of law. Observance of law is the first prin-
ciple which lies at the basis of the Treaties establishing
the Com-unities. Its systematic application is ensured
by the Commission under the tutelage of the.Coun of
Justice. The second is the commitment of the Com-
-muniry 
institutions to carry out their. functions with
,.rp"it for the principle of human righrc' This princi-
ple is enshrin.d in ihe ;oint Declaration 
.of .5 Apriligll .ln this the Commission, along with Parliament
and the Council, underlined the great importance it
attached m the resPect of fundamental rights and
undenook rc ,.tp."t these rights at all times 'in the
exercise of its powers and in pursuance of the aims of
the European Communities'.
As well as being committed m respecting fundamental
rishts. the CJmmission strives to Promorc them'
In"deed, it is obliged to do so. It does so in the activities
of the Ten, ,ooi to be Twelve, which, speaking with
one voice, have expressed and continue to exPress
their concern at violations of human rights in a num-
ber of countries. These expressions of concern in fact
represent the indivisible commitment which was
,eierr.d to by Mr Coste-Floret. They have intervened
firmly and in a spirit of solidariry by condemning une--
triu".atty serious violations such as the occupation of
Afgh"niti"n and Kampuchea. They have denounced
the"repression of human rights and trades union rights
in Poiand. And, most recently, as you are all aware,
thev have made clear their abhorrence of the lPdrtheid
.rri.rn in South Africa and have taken joint action to
i"rnonro",. their solidarity with those oppressed by
that system and to seek to persuade. those in power
that it is unacceptable and should be dispensed with'
Again, the Commission seeks rc Promote fundamental
;Gh;'in the implementation and development of
Cimmuniry relations with non-member countries' Its
activities in this field include the fight against hunger
and drought as well as cooPeration and. develo-pment'
So, ,espelt for human rights lies at the. basis of Com-
munirlaction, but the way in which this resPect is Put
into effect depends, like other asPecr of policy, on
assessment of panicular situations and on detailed
knowledge of tire economic, political, social and cul-
tural sittiation where intervention is proposed' This
assessment is all the more delicate and difficult
because, in the field of external relations, we are deal-
ing with counries which are not-only geographically
diitant from us, but also very different from our own
in terms of social and cultural traditions. That is not to
sussest that the fundamental rule in regard to human
,is"h; is variable, but it is wonh bearing in mind in a
dJbate of this kind. This is why we must always be
very cautious in pronouncing any judgment: no tech-
nical adrninisrative formula or ready-made methodol-
ogy could or should replace the Commun-ity's capaciry
to"rn"k. its own evaluaiion in each case, for that could
only lead to an extremely dangerous form of deter-
minism.
This said, the Commission has clearly set out its politi-
cal priorities in ir relations with the Third \florld and
with Latin America. These have been presented to the
Assembly and debated. These priorities include imple-
menting the new Lom6 Convintion and using- all the
means ivailable under it, as well as food and emer-
gency aid, to combat the catastrophic..difficuldes fac-
I"g t:h. African continent. As far as bilateral relations
*iih Latin America are concerned, the Commission is
committed to promoting the return to 
- 
democratic
government, something *hich I was proud to endorse
i"n Brasilia recently on the occasion of the parliamen-
mry delegation to Brazil. In this way the Commission
is ieeki"[ to achieve a benefical interacdon between
the prom-otion of rights, panicularly.fundamental indi-
vidual rights, and the Promotion of development'
I turn now to the specific points raised in the repon
which are of concern to the Commission'
Paragraphs 16 to 19 and 2l ("), (d) 
.and (S) relarc to
the p"romotion of development and humaniarian aid
to countries with regimes which persistently violate
human rights.
Let me reply to this along three lines. First,.in its rela-
tions with the developing countries with which is has
close cooperation linkJ by virtue of international
agreements or whatever, the Commission will main-
ta"in a [,om6-tyPe aPProach. By this I mean that it will
io, ,., itself ui 
"t ludg" 
in caies of human rights viol-
ations, nor will it apply sanctions.
The Commission is in no way qualified to play such a
role. \7e do not constiturc a court. !7e do not ake
evidence. The Commission does not make any formal
link betcreen specific violations of human rights and
the provision oi derelopment aid. The aid provided is
not conditional.
On the other hand, the Commission will continue to
promote all that contributes rc resPect for and en-
ir"n".rn.n, of human rights. In doing so, it will
emphasize the positive link acknowledged in the Lom6
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Convention and refcrred rc, I think, by Mrs Focke
berwecn development and the promotion of human
rights in their various aspecr. The link is not merely a
token or a gesture, therefore. It constitutes a real con-
nection and a legitimare concern in the implemena-
tion of [om6.
Second, the Commission rejects the use of what is
termed rhe food weapon. It vill not use the threat of
withdrawal of humanitarian aid as a means to penalize
tovernments. However, it does and will continue to
take special care ro ensure that development and
humanitarian aid cannot be exploited or divlned by an
oppressive regime and that it does find its way directly
to the people who are in need and who are our con-
cern.
As for developmenr cooperation measures conducted
pursuanr m cooperation atreements, the Commission
will observe such agreements which are binding on the
panies concerned. But, here again, it has in cenain
cases to take panicular care to ensure that its aid is
implemented in accordance with the fundamental
objectives of cooperation and developmenr as defined
in such atreements.
Third, in extreme cases of serious continuous violation
of the most basic rights, the Communiry has already
demonstrated the way in which it can react. The Com-
mission will, should the need arise, assume its respon-
sibilities in helping to take whatever decisions miy be
necessary in such exceptional circumsrances.
Paragraph 21 (b) refers to the use of Commission
delegates in third counrries for fact-finding. Here we
have to be extremely cautious. The Commission sees
to it that it is kept constantly informed of the situationin non-Communiry countries, and to this end it
receives regular information from its delegates on all
questions concerning relations with such counries.
This includes, among other things, panicular problems
regarding human rights.
However, rhe Commission cannot accept that these
personnel be required to act as observers at political
trials, as suggested in the resolution. It is not-for the
Co_mmuniry or the Commission to set themselves up,
as I have already said, as judges in individual cases.
Paragraph 21 (g) relates rc the confidential briefing of
the President of Parliament on cenain discreet initia-
tives. The Commission has, on a number of occasions,
when it has considered it necessary, made discreer
contacm at the highest level in order to draw the atten-
tion of the government concerned to rhe human rights
situation in that counrry, its effect on European pu-blic
opinion and the difficulries rhat such a situadon-could
provoke for the smoorh functioning of cooperation.
Such conncts have also been made by Memberc of the
European Parliament, notably by the President of the
European Parliament.
The results have oftcn proved all the more effective
for having been made discreetly. Should the president
of the European Parliament so desire, the Commission
would be happy to provide for an exchange of infor-
mation at the highest level on such contacts.
Paragraphs 13, 20 and 21 (f relate to the provision of
written reports.to the Parliament. A regular repon on
action taken following Parliament's resoludons on
!um1n rights and on orher Communiry activities in
this field is already provided for through the regular
reporr on acrion taken on resolutions passed on Parlia-
menr's own initiative. In the case of the Communiq/s
other activities connecrcd with human rights, whire
such activities are nor the subject of a resolution
passed on Parliament's own initiative, they are
included in the general reporr. The Commission
intends ro continue with this reponing procedure.
Paragraph 21 (e) refers to an increase in the funds
allocated specifically to projects concerning informa-
tion and education in respect on human rights. The
problem here, as wirh so many orher areas, is of course
th9 problem of the curent budgetary difficulties. It is
difficult ro see, in the light of thosi difficulties, how
we are to achieve the improvement which is suggested
by this particular resolution, however desirablJi-t may
appear. The Commission has, indeed, made financial
conribudons in the form of grants to a number of
projects concerning human rights, but rhose resources
are lamentably small.
Paragiaph 2l (a) relarcs to giving a single member of
the Commission responsibility fomattJrs concerning
human rights. I recall reading of this panicular requesr
in a prwious debate. I think it was Mr penders, speak-
ing on the second annual reporr, who referred to the
desirabiliry that the President of the Commission
should be given this panicular function. Indeed, the
previous Commission responded m that request by
Parliament by giving the President of rhe Commission
responsibiliry f9r the coordination of human righr
issues. I knov that he is personally interested in the-m.
At depanmental level, coordination is ensured through
the 
. 
Commission's general secretariat. elthou[h
administratively this works very well and seems to be-a
reasonable arrangemenr, it does not altogether enable
problems to be avoided. On rhe one hand, as has
occurred today, it is not always possible for the presi-
dent rc make himself available todiscuss human rights.
This is nor, as I have already intimated, any refle&.ion
of disinterest on his part quite rhe contrary. But
honourable Members will be aware of the piessing
matter of concern to this House, as to rhe iommisl
sion, which have deained the president of the Com-
mission in Luxembourg today. Funher, the president
has from time rc time found it difficult, or impossible,
to respond as positively as he would wish to the
request rhat he has received ro attend meetings of par-
liamentary committces to discuss human righi issues.
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On the other hand 
- 
and this is the balancing factor
that the Commission has to take into account when
considering the best approach to take to this issue 
-
the realiry is that many issues concerning human rights
fall within the competence of different Commissioners'
In my own ."s., this occurs in rwo different areas of
competence: the competition policy in regard to inter-
nal matters relating to human rights of certain kinds
and externally in iegard to concerns relating to the
development'of cenain policies. There are human
rights aspects also to be found in the areas of compet-
ence of many Commissioners. So, it is not easy to see
how these could all be handled by one Commissioner'
Those charged with external relations or development
are obviously very directly concerned.
In these circumstances, it is easy to see that the desig-
nation of a Member of the Commission, other than
the President, whilst resolving some difficulties, could
create others. So it is something that we shall have rc
consider with that in mind.
Having mentioned my own direct interest in human
righriet me speak for a minute on quite a different
a$ect of how we can influence the human rights siua-
tion in third countries. It is always tempting, and
sometimes necessary, to point to the failings of others'
But in the end there are two ways m influence the
behaviour of others, one is by exhonation, incentive
and perhaps ultimarcly the threat of positive measures,
the other, which surely is primary, is by example' It
behoves us, therefore, in the European Communiry m
be vigilant that the example we set is wonhy of our
ambitions for others.
The Parliament has shown itself actively concerned
about these issues. At the same time, in so far as its
strictly limited present comPetences will allow, the
Commission has been anxious, not only to resPect
human rights in its own actions, but to assist in their
maintenance for the citizens of Europe'
Mr President, I sress the limitations of the Commis-
sion's present competences, I know that honourable
Membirs often find it frusradng and even irritadng
when the Commission has to reply to this or that
imponant question of human rights that it can do
noihing because it has no comPetence to do anything'
Howeulr, that is one of the consequences of living
within Communiry law.
Just as I staned with the principle,of Communiry law,
io I conclude on it. It explains why it is all the more
important that Parliament, which is not so limited and
which speaks as of right for the people of Europe,
should be vigilant and should develop to she full its
contads with other bodies which can be its allies in
' these matters. Various speakers have drawn attention
rc the fact that the debates of this Parliament do have
their effect. I, for my Pan, am thinking of the natural
contacts which can be established quite apan from the
process of debarc and the airing of views: the contacts
whieh could be established with parliaments in tfie
Member States and with the Council of Europe'
Having said that the Commission's competences are
limited-, I do not say that they are unimponant or that
we are not very concerned to live up to our resPonsi-
bilities.
Mrs Van den Hcuvel (S\, rapportear. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, just a few, brief comments to wind uP this
debate.
I will begin by thanking everyone who has. talen pary
in this dJbate'and by pointing out that in the ?olitical
Affairs Committee wC ate already thinking about the
form the annual repon should take in future' This will
certainly not be an easy task, despite. the suggestions
that have been made here, because they too diverge,
but we shall come to a conclusion during the funher
discussions we shall be having in committee. It will not
be easy, but solutions will undoubtedly be found at the
end of the day.
I am gratefull to the Commissioner for his lgngth),
reply. -He would not exPect. me to be satisfied with
everything he said, but it did show that he has taken
the repon seriously. I therefore think that what we
have said here today will pave the way for the contin-
uadon of the discussion and enable the dialogue to
begin and a method rc be found that we all find satis-
factory as far as that is possible.
I am bound m say, Mr President, that I find it Particu-
larly disappointing that the President-in-Office of the
Council *"t not p.esent for much of the debate and
also that he did not take the rouble to PaniciParc in it,
even though the resolution addresses the Presidency in
uery sttong terms. I find that particularly.re.grecable' I
do not thi;k this augurs well for the possibiliry of con-
tinuing the dialogue, but we for our pan will-cenainly
do evJrphing in our power to ensure that it does con-
dnuc and thit rather-more opdmistic words are heard
in the future.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-kesidcnt
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
aken at the next voting-time.
5. HtmanighainTurkcy
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr Balfe,
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on the
human rights situation in Turkey (Doc. A 2-ll7 /85).
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Mr Balfc (S), rapportear. 
- 
Mr President, may I also
begin by asking to take the floor ar the end'of rhe
debate in order rc reply ro any points made ? I should
appreciate ir if your officials would take note of that.
The repon we are considering today arises out of a
decision which the Parliament took a year ago nor ro
renew its delegadon to Turkey unril u/e had consi-
dered a reporr on the human rights siruadon in Tur-
key. This reporr,, which I have tried to draw up in the
most balanced way possible, is drawn up nor from a
perspecdve of hostiliry rcwards Turkey, but from the
perspective rhat Turkey, a counrry which aspires to
European srandards 
- 
and, indeed, aspires ro mem-
bership of this Community 
- 
must be looked at with
the same vigilance as the human rights situation within
our own European Community.
As some Members will know, during the earlier part of
this year I was able to visit Turkey on behalf of the
European Parliament, and whilst there spoke to repre-
sentatives of all the major political panies, including
Mr Calp, General Sunalp, Mr In0nii and represenra-
tives of the True Path Pany, and also a reprCsentative
of the ruling Motherland Parry, indeed, the represen-
tative in charge of foreign affairs, who was chairman
of the Prisons Committee.
\Thilst I was there I was also able, as an ironic aside to
the human rights situation, to visit a lady called Ayse
Halil, who is in Turkey because she has been deponed
from the United Kingdom by the British Governmenr,
which also has a lor to learn abour human rights. I
hope that the British Government will allow hei back
into Britain and thereby show rhe Turkish Govern-
ment the way forward in certain areas of human
rights.
I should like to go through some of the major findings
of the repon. If we look back three or four years, we
see an improvement in the human rights situation in
Turkey. The situation which existed in 1981 and 1982
is clearly a worse siruation than exists rcday. None the
less, there are still widespread violarions with which
we must be concerned. It is more than one hundred
years ago since it was remarked in Britain ro our
Prime Minisrer Disraeli by one of his commenrarors:
I do not yet see the people pulling down the rail-
ings in Hyde Park for an idea in Turkey.
That remains true today. But there is cenainly much
Breater concern with affairs in Turkey mday than
there was some time ago. One of the best summaries
of the dilemma of '!flestern Europe is to be found in a
book published on 26 September by a man called
David Barchar, who is a member of the Conservasive
Parry. He summarizes very nearly the dilemma when
he writes:
To Vesrcrn diplomats who have to bridge the gap
between public opinion in their own countries and
the situadon as seen in Ankara, many of rhe con-
troversial human rights problems since 1980 in
Turkey seem ro have been created wirh a view to
straining relations with Brussels ro rhe urrermosr.
That was published within the last few days. If we look
in panicular at the human rights situation in specific
fields, I must, firsrly, welcome the reduction in the
number of executions which have taken place in Tur-
key and, in panicular, welcome the very recenr deci-
sion of a commission which examined rhe penal code
and laid down quite stringenr conditions for the
imposition of funher death penalties. This, none rhe
less, does not gainsay the fact that the death penalty is
still on the statute book and it is still possible for it to
be used.
\7e have also had a number of allegadons about tor-
ture and the violation of individual rights of the per-
son. Some of them are documented in this repon.
These allegarions, roo, have not disappeared. -The
Amnesry International repon published within the last
few days begins its section on Turkey by saying:
Amnesty International continues rc be concerned
about the imprisonment of a considerable number
of prisoners of conscience, widespread and syste-
matic rorture and ill-treatment of political prison-
ers, and the use of the death penalry.
Recently 
- 
in fact from a note I have which is dated
within the last few days, I note rhar a delegation of
mothers of people detained in the military prison in
Ankara wenr ro visit the Prime Minister and have also
visited the Social Democratic Party to proresr againsr
the tonures and illegal rrearmenr of their childien. I
note also that the leader of rhe parliamentary opposi-
tion wirhin the Turkish Grand National Assembly, Mr
Aydin Gtiven Giirkan, raised rwo incidents within par-
liament recenrly. One concerned eight persons who
were detained by the police for 32 hours, I quote:
Upon their release afrcr 32 hours, the eight defen-
dants complained rc the public proseiutor that
they were ronured by electricity, hung from the
ceiling by their arms and immersed rctally naked
in cold warer.
There is also a repon about a Turkish citizen, Ismail
Ozaslan, who was recenrly tied behind a vehicle and
dragged for swo kilometres. The Minister of the Inter-
ior has confirmed that there will be an investigation in
this case.
These cases prove two things. First, they prove rhar in
the Grand National Assembly it is now possible to
raise cases of violation of human rights. That is a step
forward. It also shows rhough, regrittably, that viola-
tions. of hgman rights continue. There ii a step for-
ward which still has to be raken.
If we look at rhe Grand National Assembly, which is
the body with which this Parliament would have rela-
tions, I must also draw to the arrention of the House
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that it does not represent anything like the full politi-
cal spectrum of the Turkish political scene. Two of the
major panies 
- 
the two pafties which dominated
Turkish politics during the '50s and '70s 
- 
are
excluded from Parliament: they are the pany of Mr
Demirel, the True Path Pany, and the pany of Mr
Ecevit, which is panially represented by the Social
Democratic Pany, now led by Mr Indnti, and panially
represented by a party, as yet unformed, of the sup-
porters of Mr Ecevit.
Ve have also had 
- 
and this is not new to this revolu-
tion, of course 
- 
the banning of the Turkish Com-
munist P*ry. I would submit it as a precept that in
'!7'estern Europe Communist panies must be allowed
ro exist within democratic States. In any case, the
exclusion of the two major parties 
- 
the True Path
Parry on the right, and the Social Democratic Pany
on the centre-left 
- 
cannot leave us in any doubt that
full parliamentary democracy does not exist and will
not exist until those two panies have been able to con-
test an election and take their seam in the Grand
National Assembly.
I would find it regrettable if panies 
- 
I do not expect
anything better from the Conservative Pany 
- 
such
as, for instance, the Liberal Group within this House
voted in a different way from the Liberal Pany in
Great Britain, which is consisrcntly for better human
rights in Turkey and would, I am sure, not be voting
for a resumption of relations at this moment. I would
also find it odd if some of the more liberal-minded
members of the Christian-Democratic Group managed
to vote for a resumption of relations when the True
Path Party is excluded from Parliament.
My final point is this. This report, which, I am pleased
ro say, was adopted by the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, does, I believe, represent a balanced view of
Turkey as it stands at the moment. Though we do
look forward to funher improvements in the observ-
ance of human rights in Turkey, this report has not set
out to be unbalanced and just to condemn. And we do
look forward not only to a time when Turkey takes its
full place within the European community of nations,
but also to a time in the interim when it is possible for
delegadons and contacts between this Community and
the Turkish people to be resumed. Turkey is a pan of
Europe, and we have an interest in its future.
Mr Dankert (S).- Mr President, before sartinB my
contribution I have to declare an interest: I have
friends in Turkey. I should funher say that when I
visited the country last March, the bill for my visits to
Ankara and Diyarbakir was paid by the Turkish auth-
orities, and I thank them for it.
As a guest of the Turkish Grand National Assembly, I
was able to see who I wanted and could also speak
freely to the inmates of the Diyarbakir military prison.
I would not say that the inmates of that prison were so
free to speak to me.
I spent more than one week in Turkey. It was my
eighth or ninth visit to that country since 1971. I dare
ro say that most of the conclusions of the resolution in
the Balfe report are neither more nor less than pure
statements of fact. There is torture in Turkey. The
police stations are equipped for it. There is still tor-
ture, or at least serious maltreatment. in military and
civil prisons. The freedom of the press is extremely
limited, cerninly in areas where manial law still
applies. As the press is concentrated in Isanbul, mar-
tial law in Istanbul, as long as it is not lifted, represents
a serious handicap for the free expression of the press.
I had some experience with it, for my own press con-
ference, which was held in Isanbul, was censored by
the Turkish authorities.
Mr President, the Turkish Grand Nadonal Assembly
- 
as recalled by Mr Balfe just now 
- 
is an elected
parliament, but only some parties were allowed to Par-
ticipate in the elections. Others were excluded, and
opinion polls over the last year have consistently indi-
cated that the panies excluded have stronger popular
support than most of the others, perhaps with the
exception of the Mevelen pany, although even there
the situation has staned to change within the last few
weeks.
That those parties have a real existence even oumide
the Parliament of Turkey was proved in the municipal
elections. Several politicians who were members of the
Turkish Parliament before the military takeover of
September 1980 are still excluded from panicipating in
political and public life. The present. Prime Minister
was lucky to be beaten in the elections for the simple
reason that his defeat made him eligible to stand in the
elections which led him to the office of Prime Minis-
ter. So sometimes defeat in politics is a good step-
ping-stone. Two former Prime Ministers, Ecevit and
Demirel, as has been mentioned, are banned from pol-
itical life for l0 years.
Turkey is not a democracy by our'S7'estern European
standards, and Turkey does not respect human rights
that it has agreed to respect as a party to the European
Convention on Human Rights. On the basis of, and as
pan of, the Association Agreement between Turkey
and the EEC, we had a joint committee consisting of
members of the Turkish Grand National Assembly and
rhe European Parliament. It should be clear that that
association has to be seen in a double context. In the
first place, in the context of the European Human
Rights Convention, whose values we all claim to share.
In the second place, in the context of a Turkey striving
towards closer association with the Community and
eventually becoming a member of it. That is the reason
why I think that we have to judge the Turkish situa-
tion by our 'S7'estern European standards, and many
Turks would agree with me on that. I also know Turks
who say: 'you should allow us for the moment to live
in a kind of oriental democrary.' If Turks want to live
in an oriental democrary, whatever that may be, they
are fully endtled to do so and I would still keep up
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contact with them. However, in the conrcxt of the
relationship with the European Communiry, in the
context of adherence to the European Human Rights
Convention, it is impossible, in my view, to apply
other standards to Turkey than those applied to any
Member Starc of the Community. As soon as you let
that fundamental notion slip, you sun undermining
your own democratic and human rights standards. I
think that is the essential element of this debate.
The rapponeur concluded 
- 
and I think he is right 
-that there has been considerable improvement in some
fields over the last few years. In other fields I would be
more doubdul. l7hether that is sufficient is difficult to
judge in many ways. As a European Parliament, we
should atach considerable imponance to the findings
of the Human Righr Commission of the Council of
Europe, which, on the basis of a complaint by five
Member States of the Council of Europe, is investigat-
ing cenain matters, mainly the tonure situation in
Turkey today. That report has not come out. If we
were to starc that we are now prepared to resume nor-
mal relations, we should be anticipating the findings of
that committee and the eventual judgment of the
Member Starcs of the Council of Europe on rhar situa-
tion.
There is protress, but that progress is insufficient.
There is torture, as I said. The Turkish authorities
indirectly don't deny that there is torture, because they
pursue those who are accused of having tortured. I
must say, in fairness to them, that many people who
have been denounced as torturers have been brought
to trial and put in prison. However, of the thousands
of cases mentioned by those tortured, only hundreds
have been followed up. There is still an enormous dis-
crepancy there, but there is ,orfleprogress.
As regards the death penalry. Turkey at the moment is
the only country in the Council of Europe where the
death penalry is sdll carried out. I musr say that in
1985 so far no executions have taken place. The num-
ber of executions has fallen considerably since 1980
with only two cases in 1984, both of them condemned
by this Parliament in an urgent resolution. 'We, as a
European Parliament, have come out strongly against
the imposition of the death penalry. I do not think that
we could exempt Turkey from the position on funda-
mental human rights that we took up by adopting thar
resolution.
Of course, we should congratularc the Turkish
National Assembly on being so prudent now as ro
commute death penaldes. However, I feel that if we
don't keep up the pressure, that prudence may disap-
pear because other pressures 
- 
from military sources
- 
prevail.
As regards prisoners of conscience, Turkey is the only
country which maintains close relations with the Euro-
pean Communiry and also has the phenomenon of pri-
soners of conscience. Ve have seen it in the trials of
the Peace Association, we have seen it with the signa-
tories of the Declaration on Human fughts and Fun-
damental Freedoms, we have seen it with rade-union
leaders. People are brought before the couns simply
for writing or alking or editing and condemned to
very heavy senrcnces. \7e should not allow such a situ-
ation to continue. \7e should support those in Turkey
who try to ensure that our values are respected. Ve
should try to support, as I have said already, people,
from Demirel to the President of the Vriters' IJnion,
who try to keep Turkey on a democratic and human
rights course.
That is why I rhink that at this moment it is too early
for this Parliament to resume formal reladons with the
Turkish Grand National fusembly in the joint com-
mittee. Ve should try to keep the pressure on. The
past two years have shown that pressure works. How-
ever, even if we have no formal relations, we should
nevertheless continue to alk to the Turks, because
that is the only way to exercise effective pressure.
Mr Le-mer (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen. My honourable friend Mr Balfe has pre-
sented a report which in many respects takes account
of the changes in the situation in Turkey but in many
respecrc does not. Ve too deplore rhe fact 
- 
I will say
it right away and unequivocally 
- 
that rhose human
rights which the European Parliamenr holds to be
most fundamental and elementary, i.e. the right to life,
physical integrity and a fair trial, are not adequately
safeguarded.
Ve too disapprove of attacks and torture in police sta-
tions or prisons. But we must nor forget what Turkey
has gone through in the lasr decade and the progress
which, as Mr Danken has just said, has been achieved
in recent years, particularly the last two years. Before
the military took over in September 1980 it really
looked as if Turkey might collapse in chaos. At that
time it was impossible rc move around the country
freely. Twenty and more murders were the order of
the day, and the illegal arms found in the country
would have equipped a whole army. \fhen a delega-
don of three MEPs 
- 
the Conservative Mr Spicer, the
Liberal Mr Pintat and myself 
- 
spoke with rhe then
Prime Minister Mr Ecevit, even he said that in the cir-
cumstances there was probably no alternative to a mili-
tary takeover in September 1980. This too should be
brought rc mind again.
In any case the takeover of power in Turkey cannor be
compared with a coap d'6tat on rhe panern of the
South American banana republics. Nor should we for-
tet thar it was the military who actually created mod-
ern Turkey. \7e should not forget that the military
intervened once before in the 1960s and returned the
country to democratic control. And we should nor for-
tet that when rhey seized power in September 1980
the military declared that they would again return the
country to democratic control.
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They have cenainly made a smn on this. Of course the
elections to the Grand National Assembly do not offer
the 'quality guarantee' required by the Vestern Euro-
pean democracies. Ve deplore that not all pardes were
allowed to put up candidates. But this guarantee is
required practically only by western Europe or the
USA. Ve are less fussy about other countries in which
we maintain delegations. But since the local elections
in Turkey it can no longer be claimed that these were
not democratic elections. The outcome, both of the
Grand National Assembly election and the local elec-
tions was certainly not what the generals wanted; it
was quite different. This is a sign of progress which
must be continued, and I think this progress is not
helped by constantly pillorying Turkey by exaggerated
criticism. Ve should discuss together, counsel and
demand, and we should support the Turks with our
counsels and demands. There are many things which
can be influenced.
One thing I shall never forget: during the visit I
alluded to earlier, when we spoke with the former
members of the Joint Parliamentary Committee,
nearly all of whom had come to the meeting, we vere
told '\Zhy did you not come before now? There was
so much you could have done!'And in fact, all but one
of the parliamentarians still remaining in prison were
released when we asked to have a meeting with them.
There are staning points and opponunities here which
we must take and which are not best aken by levelling
exaggerated criticisms or dictating to the Turks what
they ihould do or how things might be done faster and
better. Ve should really talk m them. I think we
should thus oppose some of Mr Balfe's exaggerated
allusions, and unlike the previous speaker I think it is
necessary to restore the Parliamentary Delegation sPe-
cifically, as Mr Danken said, to conduct discussions
and if necessary to exert pressure.
Panictrlar emphasis has been laid here on the death
penalry, but the death penalty can only be carried out
in Turkey if it is upheld by a decision of Parliament.
There are more than enough opportunities here for
influencing matters and steering things in a positive
direcdon. Anyone who does nothing, who is not pre-
pared to speak and create a platform for speech, can-
not take the soft option of criticism and say afterwards
that things could have been done a lot better.
I would thus ask you to support in panicular those
amendments which envisage the restoration of the
Parliamentary Delegation, so that there can be a plat-
form for discussion where both sides can counsel and
influence each other.
(Appkuse fron the centre)
Mr Prag (ED).- Mr President, since my concern for
humaniiy obviously extends even to the hard left
members of the so-called British Labour Group, I
would like to believe that the chief concern of all in
this House is to ascertain to the best of our abiliry the
objective facts in this very important matter 
- 
the
situadon of human rights in Turkey, an allied and
associated country.
I am afraid that the Balfe repon falls short of this cri-
terion of objectivity in a number of crucial resPects.
The most serious of them is the arempt by implication
- 
which sans in recital A by going back to Septem-
ber 1980, the month of the military coup 
- 
to blame
the present civilian government for the evenr that
occurred before it even came to Power. Let us remem-
ber that it has been in existence only since November
1983. Yet time and time again Mr Balfe implicitly
blames it for all that has happened since 1980 and for a
good deal of what happened before, in particular for
matters which arise from the old Turkish penal code.
He mentions in recital C the evidence submitted by
five countries 
- 
Denmark, France, the Netherlands,
Norway and Sweden 
- 
on torture and other infringe-
ments of the European Convention on Human Rights
by Turkey. He forgets to mention, however, that all
their evidence referred to the period from 12 Seprcm-
ber 1980 to l July 1982, that is, the period of military
dictatorship before the present Bovernment came to
power. A chance omission, I presume, Mr President.
Then, in his explanatory satement, Mr Balfe says that
there have been 50 executions since the corp. So there
have, although there are no official figures' That is
probably as near as we shall get. But he fails to say that
since the return to civilian government nearly two
years ago, only wro death sentences have been carried
out. Another chance omission, doubtless, Mr Presi-
dent.
He alks of 500 people under sentence of death last
May, but fails to add that the Turkish Parliament 
-the Grand National Assembly 
- 
elected in November
1983 has been rysrcmadcally refusing radfication of
death penalties for all except the most heinous crimes
of terrorism. Another chance omission.
He mentions that he was not allowed to meet any
representative of the Turkish Communist Parry, and in
his text he says 'now banned'. So it is indeed now
banned. He just forgets to mention that it has been
banned for decades, indeed right through all the gov-
ernments of Mr Demirel and Mr Ecevit. Indeed from
the very stan of the Turkish Republic. It has been
banned by the Constitution along with all other totali-
arian panies of left and righl Another chance omis-
sion.
Touching on the possibiliry of a general am-nesry, Mr
Balfe refers to the repentance law and the fact that it
was vetoed, as it was indeed by President Evren. He
fails to mention, however, that under the constitution
the bill was returned by the President to the Grand
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National Assembly, which then passed it. Anorher
chance omission, doubtless.
Then he writes about the Depury Secretary-General of
the Sodep Pany, who, he says, is reported to be 'being
held' 
- 
excuse the English, but that is Mr Balfe's
English 
- 
incommunicado. \7ell, he was indeed
arrested, but he was never held incommunicado and he
was released after four days. Not mentioned. Anorher
chance omission.
Mr Balfe refers also to the trials of members of the
Turkish Peace Association and of the DISK Trade
Union Confederation 
- 
trials which we must all
deplore. However, he might have mentioned at least
that 11 of the 23 Turkish Peace Association members,
including their president, Mahmoud Dikerdem, have
been released from prison pending a verdict. Anorher
chance omission, doubtless, Mr President.
I could go on for some time on this subject of inaccur-
acies and, I am afraid, outrageous selectiviry. 
- 
I am
sorry, chance omissions. I will mendon only one more.
Nowhere in the repon do I find any menrion of the
fact that in the two years since the return to civilian
government in Turkey, berween 100 and 150 members
of the securiry forces have been tried and convicted
for ill-treatment of prisoners. Is this the mark of a
government that encourages tonure? Never has this
happened before in the modern history of Turkey. It
did not happen under the military dictatorship, of
course, but it did not happen either under the govern-
ments of Mr Demirel and Mr Ecevit. Let us not forget
that in the last year of the old constitution, before the
military coup- and this was the situation to which Mr
kmmer has drawn atrcntion 
- 
2 000 innocent people
were gunned down in the streets by terrorists of the
extreme left and the extreme right. There was no right
to life then, Mr President. There was no real freedom
of expression when anything you said might bring a
bullet in your back.
For the first time in many years we have in Turkey a
tovernment committed to eradicating abuses of
human rights and restoring fundamental freedoms. Of
course, it has a long way to go. However, that is not
its fault. Does it make sense to refuse to talk to a par-
liament which is making the death sentence almost a
thing of the past? And a government which is doing its
best to roo! out tonure and those who illegally prac-
tise it? That, I submit, is folly. I and my.group would
be the last to advocate resumption of the dialogue with
Turkey if the picture were uniformly black. But it is
not. It is far from black. At last we have a Turkish
government determined to bring light into the dark
corners. Ve rightly maintain a dialogue with all kinds
of dubious regimes.'S7'e even have a Comecon delega-
tion 
- 
not very active, but we have one. !fle talk rc
and give aid to one or two African regimes whose viol-
ations of human rights 
- 
I am thinking of Uganda in
particular 
- 
are beyond human imagination. Should
we refuse even to talk to a major ally and a firm friend
such as Turkey, which is doing its best to meet the
s@ndards v/e set in our own richer and less troubled
lands?
My group, Mr President, does not believe in the chil-
dish practice of sending one's friends to Coventry. \7e
believe the time has come to behave like adults, to
resume the dialogue, to help our friends the Turks to
achieve their aim of building a durable modern
democracy. Of course there is still much to do, but
there is no doubt in my mind that the presenr Turkish
government has shown its firm will to do it. In the rwo
years since it came to poy/er, it has made great strides
towards the observance of fundamental human rights.
Mr President, it is time we made a sensible gesture and
offered our Turkish friends all the help w€ can give. It
is better to nlk than to sulk. Ve believe in my group
that it is time to resume the dialogue.
(Applaase from tbe benches of the Earopean Democratic
Group)
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it is not
without reason rhat the Assembly is today discussing
relations with Turkey. Not only does that counrry
have a close association with the Community by vinue
of a reaty, Turkey has also on several gsgx5iens 
-and once again, recently, through its Prime Minister
- 
made application for admission to the Communiry.
It is therefore perfectly legitimate for our Assembly to
concern itself with rhe srate of human rights in Tur-
key. In the most recent period, that situation has not
improved 
- 
far from it 
- 
and the rapponeur, in his
very full report, provides us with evidence of that.
A large delegation from progressive and trade-union
groups in Turkey, whom I welcome to our Chamber,
has more or less confirmed these findings. They have
told us that their parties are banned. Thousands of
people have been arrested, prosecuted and tortured,
because they are suspected of being members of these
panies. The unions, democratic associarions, the Peace
Committee, women's and young people's democratic
organizations are proscribed. Their leaders and their
members are arrested, prosecuted. Mass rials con-
tinue. They are even being extended. More rhan five
hundred people are in prison under senrence of death.
As for the Turkish Minister for the Inrcrior, he has
been quorcd in the Turkish press during recent days as
saying that 108 people had been killed in the east of
the country in a period of three monrhs.
Furthermore, there are 12 million Kurds in Turkey.
The Constitution prohibits rhese people from speaking
their own language. Ir suppresses their rights and
democratic freedoms. There is a conscious poliry of
genocide. This is 'our firm friend' of whom Mr Prag
spoke.
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In view of the graviry of the situation, the Member
States, the Council or the Commission seem to have
agreed to support the Turkish Government at any
price, on the financial level as well. No doubt they
share the view expressed by the French employers'
periodical In Ve frangake, which wrote, with the
merit of frankness, that Turkey is the keystone of
Vesrcrn defence strategy, which is why its stabiliry is
important. In response to a letter which I sent to Mr
Roland Dumas, the French Minister for Foreign
Affairs, the latter replied in June of this year that there
had been a move towards democratization. France had
rc take note of that and did not intend to oppose the
release of loans granted to Turkey by the European
Community.
Financial aid from Belgium 
- 
250 million Belgian
francs, at 20/o interest 
- 
and from Germany 
-200 million marks 
- 
Mr Kohl's visit to Turkey, all
mean the same as the evasive replies given during our
debates by any President of the Council whenever he
has been questioned on the problem of human rights
in Turkey. It was not by chance that the Council res-
rored to the 1985 budget the loans under the Third
Financial Protocol and the special aid to Turkey,
which our Assembly had frozen.
The Commission itself has had no hesitation in disre-
garding the Assembly's refusal and has restored the
credits to Turkey to the budget. Europe is thus offer-
ing the Turkish dictatorship more generous aid than
that granted to a country like Ethiopia, a Lom6 pan-
ner, which is faced with famine and under-develop-
ment. 'V'e cannot go on in this way! Our Assembly
must exen all possible pressure to stop these attacks on
human rights, which are organised on such a grand
scale in a country three hours' flying time from Stras-
bourg.
For this reason one has to support the rapporteur's
conclusion that under present circumstances it is
impossible to reconstitute the EEC-Turkey joint com-
mittee. Above all, our Assembly can no longer allow
the Council and the Commission systematically to
violate the undenakings they have given here.
That is why our group will vote for the Balfe report.
MrVolff (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, this is an impor-
tant debate: relations between Turkey and the Com-
muniry are in fact of special interest to us all. They
pose problems for three main reasons.
Firstly, it is clearly in the interests of the Ten, happily
soon to be Twelve, Member States to maintain good
relations with a country like Turkey, which had so
much hismrical imponance, has such present signific-
ance and has such potential for the future.
This is especially true of the Mediterranean countries,
and of Greece, in panicular. 'S7e are all aware of the
problems which exist berween our Greek panners and
their neighbours. 'S7e all hope that the suspicions and
animosity will shonly be replaced by peaceful cooper-
ation, and we believe that the accession of Greece to
the Community and Turkey's special relationship with
it will play a part in fostering better relations.
Secondly, we, the Liberals, think 
- 
as the raPPorteur
has also said 
- 
that there has been marked progress in
reestablishing respect for human rights in Turkey.
There has been a marked improvement in the situation
since the military coaP on 12 September 1980. There
are fewer political prisoners, they are treated more
humanely, political discussion is more open. And, Mr
President, we Liberals recognize that the horrors com-
mined by the 
.military. regime were to a considerable
extent a reacdon against the crimes inflicted on the
Turkish people by odious murdering fanatics, extre-
mists of the right or left, and against the terror which
they instigated.
Thirdly, we Liberals know only too well 
- 
and
today's debate on Mrs Van den Heuvel's report
should have reminded all Members 
- 
that there are
worse violations of human righm in many countries
other than Turkey.
To cite just a few examples, remember Cambodia, the
boat people, Paraguay, Afghanistan: perhaps some of
them would like to exchange their oppressors for Mr
Ozal's government 
- 
and we are srying nothing
about countries in which the absence of freedom of
movement makes it impossible to know what really
goes on. It is not just in Turkey that there is no respect
for human rights: the same is true of the East more
than the 'West, and one cannot talk about proscribed
parties, because in some places only one list is allowed
at each election.
None the less 
- 
and perhaps this seems paradoxical,
Mr President 
- 
we are not in favour of renewing the
European Parliament's delegation for relations with
Turkey in the form it had before, for the following
reasons.
First, the genuine importance of our relations and our
association agreement with Turkey mean that we have
to be more exacting as regards human rights in that
country than in some remote uncivilized country with
which we do not have close relations. \(i'hen the mili-
tary junta was in power in Greece, the European
Communiry criticized the colonels not just because,
unfonunately, like so many other regimes, they viol-
ated human rights, but also because our close ties with
Greece made it impossible to remain indifferent to
what was happening in Athens. Today the same argu-
ment applies to events in Ankara and Istanbul.
Secondly, the recent progress 
- 
1s41, encouraging
progress 
- 
in Turkey has kept step with the pressure
exened by our fusembly, in panicular, and by the
institutions of the Communiry in general.
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Because we have adopted a critical atdtude, because
our criticism has been rcmpered by a sense of propor-
tion, we have not only brought comfon to the
oppressed, we find that we have influenced their
oPPressors.
Vith this in mind, the Liberal and Demoractic Group
will vote to keep the substance of the resoludon, but
we shall support some amendments which make more
allowance for recent progress and also, from this point
or view, Mr Klepsch's amendmenq which specifies
that as long as the EEC 
- 
Turkey joint committee
does not operate, a delegation for relations with Tur-
key should be set up to operate within the framework
of the European Parliament's normal interparliamen-
tary delegations. And we shall look forward to the day
when we shall be able to vote unreservedly and enthu-
siastically for the restoration of the Joint Committee
beween the European Parliament and a truly demo-
cratic National Assembly. That day has perhaps not
yet arrived. It will come, of that we can be sure.
Human rights must be defended everywhere, and we
must courageously denounce anyone, whoever they
may be, who does not resped them. Ve must not sup-
port those who attack or defend according to their
political colour.
Human rights are sacred rights, and the European
Parliament must act consistently whenever those rights
are threatened. It can pride itself on that.
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, despite the
fine words used by the present Turkish Government
and various Members of this Parliament, who found
everything to be in order after a so-called inquiry in
Turkey, there is no doubt at all that human rights are
sdll being trampled under foot in Turkey in a way this
Parliament and Communiry cannot accept if they
inrcnd to be consistent in their views on democrary
and human rights.
The repon published by Amnesry International in July
of this year 
- 
I have it here in my hand 
- 
was also
unequivocal and convincing on that point, as are the
reports of the Council of Europe itself. I am, of
course, inclined to give more credence to independent
and professional bodies than to a few parliamentarians
on a round trip of Turkey or to the party most directly
concerned, the Turkish Government.
If they say everything is perfect in Turkey, I assume
they will have no objection to the immediate setting up
of a committee of inquiry with direct access at all
times and without prior notice to all places in Turkey
where people are held in dercndon. A committee of
this kind would have to include representatives of
non-governmental organizations fighting for democ-
raq and human rights in Turkey as well as Members
of the European Parliament.
In the meantime, all the Member States of the Com-
munity should suspend trade relations with Turkey. If
it is claimed that everything is in order, there should
be an opponunity to prove it in practice.
Mr Christiansen (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, it seems
to me that the human rights situation in Turkey under
the rule of General Evren since 12 December 1980 is
one of the most imponant questions the European
Parliament has on its agenda this week.
\7hat we decide in connection with Mr Balfe's excel-
lent repon will cenainly have great significance for the
future development of Turkey and of the relationship
between Turkey and Vestern Europe. I see the signif-
icance of our decisions not least in the light of the
many strenuous effons made by the milinry regime in
Turkey and other official institutions, such as the
tovernment, parliament and the diplomatic senrice, to
reach a compromise with the Vestern democracies.
But it should not be made so easy for those politically
responsible in a State which, while seeking to be
recognized as pan of the European family, deliber-
ately disregards and violates the most fundamental
principles of political and civil, democratic and human
rights.
There have been plenty of changes in Turkey in the
last few years, but in my opinion not nearly enough
for us in this Assembly to recognize the milirary
regime of General Evren. Regretmbly, it appears, too,
that Prime Minister Ozal has a very lukewarm attitude
on the human righm question. He seems inclined to
leave it to the parliament, Turkey's Grand National
Assembly. But even the Assembly, its so-called prisons
committee, for example, seems to have given up in the
effort, for example, to limit the use of tonure and to
check irregularities in legal proceedings.
Ve might have wished that the conditions were pres-
ent today for a debate on a normalization of relations
with Turkey. It would also have been to the advantage
of the thousands of political prisoners in the Turkish
gaols and of those who daily run the risk of arrest and
tonure. But it is unfonunately nor rhe case rhar rhe
conditions for a normalization of relations are present,
and the responsibility for this rests solely with the
Generals.
I must also take exception ro rhe carrot-and-stick
method. I do not believe in this rype of straregy and
tactics to deal with the military regime. In this connec-
tion I should like to express my hope that the effons,
which we know are in progress, to persuade Denmark,
France, Sweden, the Netherlands and Norway to
abandon their action against Turkey in the European
Coun of Human Rights will nor succeed.
I should like to ake this opponuniry rc object to and
condemn the Commission's internal ffansfers of
appropriations in 1984 to provide increased economic
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aid m Turkey by way of the so-called third financial
protocol, despite the rejection of this increase in the
appropriation by both the Council and Parliament. It
is, moreover, a violation of the budgetary principles,
and it must have consequences when we come to
debate the Community's financial operations for 1984.
I think that, as has been proposed in the repon before
us on the human rights situation in Turkey, we should
stand by the resolutions the European Parliament has
adopted since 1980. It is a fact 
- 
I should like to say
this to Mr Prag and others on the right of this Cham-
ber, that Turkey is the only one of the 21 Member
Smtes of the Council of Europe which still passes and
executes sentences of death, that tonure is still stan-
dard practice and takes place systematically, panicu-
larly at police stations, and that there are widespread
violations of prisoners' rights to sadsfactory defence,
to just legal process. This is not a question of figures
going up or down. One case is one too many here.
It is a fact that long-drawn-out proceedings are con-
tinuing in mass court cases against various organiza-
dons mentioned in the report, for example the Turkish
peace movement and the Turkish Trade Union Con-
federation, DISK, which are accused of having by
peaceful and non-violent means given expression to
their political opinions; it is a fact that DISK, which is
affiliated to the European Trade Union Confedera-
tion, an organization recognized by the European
Community, is still banned from pursuing its activities
in Turkey.
It is also a fact that there is no democracy in Turkey
and can be none, as long as major panies of both left
and right are kept out of the country's parliament and
as long as leading politicians such as Demirel and
Ecevit continue to be excluded from political life.
These facts should be enough for everyone in this
Chamber to realize 
- 
but I note from the speeches
which have been given so far that this is not the case
- 
that the Turkish Council of Ministers must make
considerably greater effons and concessions in the
direction of a re-introduction of democrary and
human rights before Turkey can be recognized as a
legitimate member of the European family, the Euro-
pean Community and the Council of Europe . It would
in my opinion be a betrayal of the Turkish people if
we entered inm a compromise with the military regime
of General Evren.
Mr Lambrias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, col-
leagues, I will not add to the deailed and assiduous
representations by our distinguished colleagues Mr
Danken and Mr Balfe. kt me, however, refer to my
own personal experience in connection with a previous
military dictatorship, the tragi-comic dictatorship by
the Greek Colonels, to highlight the critical error sys-
rcmatically made by all who, whether because of
ingenuousness, or in response to vested inrcrests,
advocate a tolerant or supposedly realistic attitude
towards anti-democratic regimes.
The main argument I grew tired of hearing while
exiled from my homeland for seven years was then 
-and sdll is 
- 
that we ought not to place a dictatorship
- 
especially a long-lastint one 
- 
in isolation, in
quarantine, because there would then be no way of
monitoring the situation, giving guidance, exertint
pressure towards liberalization, but that on the con-
trary we would be pushing it to become worse. On the
other hand, if we shut our eyes to contraventions of
human rights, to tyranical government and even to
crimes, we may little by little be able to bring it to its
senses, and persuade it to change into some form of
democracy.
This, let me say, hypocritical argument is unfonun-
ately repeated word for word in our own democratic
Parliament, despite the fact that history cannot point
to a single example of a dictatorship that voluntarily
relinquished power thanks to the friendly admonitions
of im democratic neighbours. The appeal of such argu-
ments always conceals the desire of various countries,
whether of the Vestern democratic or the Eastern
totalitarian type, to form closer economic, commercial
or military links with the dictatorships, which manage
to survive precisely because they show a barbaric dis-
regard for freedom, legaliry and order.
However, to disguise this realistic pro-dictatorial
policy in the face of domestic or international public
opinion, these governments, the groups of interested
parties, take up a magnifying-glass and hasrcn to draw
attention to the most meagre examples of any move-
ment towards leniency by tyranical regimes, as if they
were giant steps forward. For example, let me remind
you that that was just what happened when, in 1970,
an American Secretary of Trade described the Greek
dictatorship of Papadopoulos as the best and most
effective democrary in the world. I am sorry to say
that roughly the same thing is being auempted by
those who, with their amendments, are trying to tone
down some of the gloomiest points in Mr Balfe's
report so as to turn us aside from its essential political
conclusion 
- 
as we saw, for example, in the counter-
repon by Mr Prag 
- 
in other words, to conclude that
the European Communiry ought to resume relations
with Turkey in the Joint Committee, because some
steps towards democratization have been achieved in
that country. And because it is on that obscure path,
and because it has other political and economic prob-
lems, let us overlook 
- 
so say those indulgent col-
leagues 
- 
the executions, now that there are fewer of
them, and the tonuring and oppression of the minori-
ties, and the ridiculing of the democratic process with
elections from which cenain parties are excluded. And
- 
so say those advocates 
- 
let Europe give a helping
hand to Turkey. And the most hilarious argument of
all? That Turkey is pan of our family.
Mr President, colleagues, on this point I would like to
make it quite clear that my views are not due to the
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fact that I am Greek and that I therefore feel justifia-
ble embitterment for what che Turks have done and
are doing in Cyprus. My views are those of a friend of
the Turkish people, and I sate them in the hope that
we shall see that people and its representatiyes joining
us here. !7hen? \7hen there is a rue restoration of
freedom, democrary, law and order in their country.
Thanks, then, to this popular perspective and to
friendship towards the Turkish people, I call for Par-
liament to reject all the embellishing amendments
which tend to heap praise upon the Turkish military
dictatorial regime and which the suffering Turkish
people would regard as a mocking slap in the face
from democratic Europe if it saw us pass them.
(Apphuse tron the centre and tbe right. Tbe sitting uas
suspended at 1 p.m. and resamed at 3 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Wce-President
Mr Simpson (ED).- Mr President, the first thing I
would do is to join issue with Mr Balfe, who likens, on
more than one occasion in his repon, the situation in
Turkey today with that in Nonhern Ireland. The par-
allel is totally unsustainable and I toally reject it. I am
particularly pleased to be able to speak rcday since I
put down a motion on 21 January of this year follow-
ing the Amnesry International reports on torture,
especially in police stations, the death penalty and pri-
soners of conscience. I did so with a heavy hean,
because Turkey is a country I have visited and I
admire both the people and the country. I am also
conscious that at some future time Turkey will apply
to join the European Community. It cannot do so if
the conditions which obtain today are continued.
I note from Mr Balfe's repon thar there does seem ro
be some improvement in the resrcrarion of human
rights, and I welcome this. However, I consider that as
long as any torture is practised, despite the fact that
aheady 150 policemen have been convicred and sent-
enced for torturing prisoners, the government mus[
continue to act to stamp out this practice and the
European Parliament must conrinue to encourage
them to do so.
I appreciate that in the last two years since the rerurn
rc civilian Bovernment only rwo execurions have been
carried out, both for violent offences, but I would wish
to see the death penalty no longer carried out, as is the
case in other States which are signatories to the Euro-
pean Convention on Human Rights and members of
the Council of Europe. I would like to see a rerurn ro
the situation which obtained between 1972 and 1980,
when no executions were carried out. I would also
enter a protest about the Turkish attitude rc the Kur-
dish minoriry in Turkey. It is perfectly clear that they
are not accorded the righm that a civilized country
normally accords to minorities. Even the speaking of
their language is banned. Nevenheless, I believe that
the European Parliament-Turkish Grand National
Assembly Joint Committee should be reactivated. It is
only by closer contacts and by exchange of views that
an adequate supervision and understanding can be
maintained. $7e must not forget the situation which
led to the setting up of military rule 
- 
2 000 people
killed over l2 months and near anarchy reigning. It is
against that background that I wish the Turkish
Government a speedy and effective return to normal
conditions and a speedy and effective end to the
breaches of human rights as we know them.
Mr Trivelli (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, I agree with the main lines of the Balfe
report, panicularly in view of its fullness, and not just
because it 
- 
righdy 
- 
rejects the re-appointment of
the European Parliament delegation to the EEC-Tur-
key Joint Committee. I say 'rightly', because democ-
rary has not yet been established in Turkey.
I support this proposal, which I hope Parliament will
endorse by rejecting the amendmenr, panly because it
adopts an approach incorporating the following three
main points, which I should like to emphasize.
First, it values positively all progress 
- 
however slight
- 
with regard to respecr for human rights and the res-
toration of democratic principles. Ve are nor amont
those who declare rhat everything always gets worse,
and if there has been progress we acknowledge its
imponance, since such progi.ss is not a token oicon-
cessions from above but is brought about by sruttle,
trass-roots action and international pressure, which
are thereby encouraged.
The second imponant point in the Balfe reporr is rhe
firm conclusion 
- 
which is validated 
- 
that democ-
rary has not been resrored in Turkey. This brings us to
the link between the appointment of our delegation
and the full resroration of democrary. It is a crucial
point, and I pay tribute to Mr Lambrias for endorsing
this position this morning despite the fact that it div-
erges from the amendments tabled, including rhose of
the Group of the European People's Pany.
Thirdly, I believe it is very imponant that the repon
emphasizes the need for international action and act-
ion by our Parliament.
Here I should like to close by asking us all rhe follow-
ing question : what is the imponance of our acts ? \7har
real impact do they have? !7e often pass resolutions of
great imponance, and I hope thar the European par-
liament adopts rhis one. '!7e should, however, take the
trouble ro find out whar practical effects our decisions
have in realiry, and with thar in mind the following
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points should be made. Parliament must take action to
Lnsu.e that the Turkish people and the Turkish auth-
orities are aware of its views. This should be done by
the individual States acting in concert under the aus-
pices of the Council of Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation, and I believe that it should also
Le done by-those parties and political forces which
support the main lines of the Balfe report and must
rro* go on to use their influence on European public
opinion to ensure that the position which we adopt
hire has a real impact on events and that democracy is
restored in Turkey.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to begin by
congratulating the rapponeur on what is, in my opi-
nion, the reasonably balanced way in which this report
on human rights in Turkey has been drawn up.
I believe the report gives a fairly accurate description
of conditions in Turkey. Although there have been a
few improvements, the human righm situation is still
causing great concern. I should like to draw special
attention in this connection to an aspect which is not
covered by the report, the critical situation in which
the memblrs of the ethnic minorities, and specifically
the Kurdish minority, live.
The repon refers to two resolutions on this subject,
but it is otherwise worded in general terms. The Kur-
dish people in Turkey are the victims of political
oppression and of all manner of repression, torture
"nd ill-tre"t.ent. Anyone 
who engages in political
activities or gives expression to the peculiarity of the
Kurdish people in any way is severely punished. The
Kurdish people are suffering under not only political
oppression but also social and cultural repression. This
is in the final analysis resulting in a tremendous socio-
economic decline, which in its turn is fanning unrest
within this section of the population. The ban on Kur-
dish education and on the establishment of cultural
associations is an example of systematic oppression,
and this is an unacceptable situation.
Mr President, I see absolutely no reason why the
European Communiry should adopt a more accommo-
dating attitude towards Turkey. The activities of the
European Partiament's delegation to the EEC-Turkey
Joint Committee should therefore be suspended until
it is clear that a major improvement has been made in
the policy on respect for civil and human rights, pani-
cularly where the Kurdish people are concerned.
Mr Lllburghs (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I fully
agree with the Balfe report. It gives an objective des-
cription of the gloomy situation in Turkey. I have per-
sonally witnessed the flagrant violation of human
rights in that country. At the express request of Turk-
ish immigrants in Belgium, and more panicularly Lim-
burg, I visited Turkey with a delegation of represena-
tives of non-governmental organizations and Members
of the Belgian Parliament. \7e had meetings with law-
yers, forrier prisoners and members of the families
and mothers 
-of 
prisoners, mostly in Istanbul and
Ankara. Ve made contact with prisoners in the infa-
mous Mamak prison in Ankara and witnessed a mass
protest by 700 prisoners. Ve also talked m various
politiciani and professors. The evidence was unequi--
vocal: people aie imprisoned and tortured because of
their political and social opinions.
Like Mr Vandemeulebroucke, I should like to draw
attention to an imponant minoriry in Turkey, whose
human rights are subject to even worse violations. I am
referring to the 12 millions Kurds, who are even for-
bidden io speak their own language. Proponionally
more Kurds are held in prisons and tonured than any
other section of the population in Turkey.
I therefore endorse the proposals made in the repon:
suspension of aid from the European Community until
human rights are respected in Turkey; no parliamen-
t".y 
"onti"tt betweJn the European -Parliament 
and
the Turkish Parliament uncil an independent com-
mittee consisting of Members of Parliament and repre-
sentatives of non-governmental organizations has been
permitted to carry out an on-the-spot investigation
and has delivered a favourable opinion on resPect for
human rights. I also hope that the political, social and
cultural d-ifferences of the Kurdish people, one of the
oldest peoples in the Vest, the Medes mentioned in
the Bibie, will be recognized. I shall therefore vote for
the Balfe report.
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, my hon-
ourable friend Mr Lemmer of the Group of the Euro-
pean People's Parry raised the idea of a 'quality guar-
intee' for free elections. He said that the western
democracies required such a guarantee here, whereas
with other countries they were 'less fussy'. This is the
great difference between the right-hand side of the
Florr., especially the Christian Democrats, and us
Democratic Socialists.
For us this guarantee of parliamentary democrary in
Turkey is so essential because under its association
agreement this country can at any time apply for full
membership of the European Community' Any coun-
try which is able under international law to join this
Community, soon to number twelve members, must
then expect to be judged by the same smndards as our
own parliamentary democracies. That, Mr Lemmer, is
not being dictatorial. Applying one and the same stan-
dard is iot e*"get."ted criticism. It is a measure of
whether the principles of parliamentary democrary are
being upheld.
Under the terms of the Convention on Human Rights
anyone must be able to contest political elections. But
not all political panies which wanted to were allowed
to do so! And not because the generals decided that
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specific pafties, whether right or left in colour, such as
the Turkish social democraric parry, could not, and
not because they did nor measure up to democratic
principles 
- 
oh no, because it did not suit the gener-
als'political book!
Mr Lemmer, it must be said, is the last person who
should pass judgmenr here, for we a.e *ill aware of
the business conracrc he has maintained with Turkey
for m-ore than ten years as general manager of a Gei-
man firm.
(Apphuefrom the Socialist Group)
This needed to be said! I had actually expected that he
would say something before this debate began about
his business conracr and why he visits furkey so
often. Mr Danken and I are also frequently in Turkey
and we too talk to all kinds of peopie. I was there in
April and May. I spoke not only with the opposition
but also with the panies in government. \Ze do that as
friends of the Turkish people.
Mr Prag says so smugly that the rapponeur omimed
this thing or thar. How about his many omissions
during the months of deliberations by the political
Affairs Committee? Could he nor have tried at the
committee srage ro push through all the points he is
now putting forward as amendments?
Our honourable friend Mr Balfe's reporr is based on
the objective criteria gathered during his visir to Tur-
key and on hundreds of conversations he had there.
This repon, he can be proud of the fact, was adopted
by the Political Affairs Committee by wenty vores ro
eight.
I-am grateful rc the Liberal and Democratic Group for
their clear and precise position. Its spokesman has
made it quite clear that it will not supporr the reactiva-
tion of Parliament's delegadon in the joint commitree
for the association with Turkey. No spokesman for the
Socialist Group could have put it more clearly!
'I7hat is the position, then? Manial law in Istanbul has
muzzled the press. How, I ask you, can rhere be freejournalism, free media, if publishers are subject ro
manial law? And where there is no manial law there
are emergency powers; where there are no emergency
powers there are special police powers which allow the
police m intervene even ro the extent of censuring
films and videos.
For us Socialists there cannot be any quesrion of dis-
c_ussing the reactivation of the Joint parliamentary
Commitree until rhe foreign ministers' meeting doei
the same. There has been no meeting of the Aisocia-
tion Council since 1979. The foreign minisrers were
well advised. They have shown betrer judgment in not
convening rhe Association Council before now. let us
follow the example of rhe Communiry's foreign minis-
ters! \fle see no reason ro reacdvate the Association
Committee today at parliamentary level.
(Applause fron the Socialist Group)
Mr Vedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen. !7hen some speakers declare them-
selves fervently to be friends of Turkey, panicularly
Mr Lambrias, then I have to say God preserve us from
such friends!
I consider this whole business here today to be an orgy
of evil hypocrisy towards a counrry wiih which we as
puropeans have friendly links, ought ro have friendly
links. These links are based on reciprociry, and we
sh.ould extend this reciprocity. This is the only one of
all the muslim countries which has a democraiic radi-
tion and which clearly declares iuelf to be pan of the
'!7est. But {!s very same counrry 
- 
and only this
counry 
- 
is being sorely insulted here.
No credit is given for the fact that, since the military
takeover ar a dme of absolute chaos in Turkey, when
no one was safe and when some kind of change had to
l1pp.n, there have been moves towards deirocracy.
These moves are no[ yet complete, because not all par-
ties were allowed ro conresr the recent parliamentary
elections. The- panies banned from sianding were
essentially the forces responsible for causing thi chaos
in Turkey. In the meantime, however, rheylave again
been legalalized and the local elections *e.e conteited
by all the panies.
These local elections reflect very clearly the distribu-
tion of power in Turkey. They vindicare rhe presenr
rulers. This is a great step forward!Ve can sei in the
Grand Nadonal Assembly that this advance conrinues,
condnues in the righr direction.
But now in this House we have some members who
seek only ro condemn. In my view Mr Balfe,s repon is
not only one-sided, ir is to some extent deliberat.ly so.
Otherwise ir would necessarily be adjusrcd to inciude
Mr Prag's amendmenrc, the correctness of which no
one can deny. But this has been rejected. It seems the
reporr is to stay as it is. There is no suggesrion that Mr
Prag's amendmenm are unrrue 
- 
thCy are just to be
ignored. In other words, we are to follow a quite defi-
nite direction. '!7e are to be against, .anti,. This is a
bad business.
'S7hen 
we deal with other countries we have to follow
standard procedures. Turkey is not some ,kind of
oriental democracy', but a democracy! \Ze must
regard it as a western democrary. It is not yer as per-
fect as we would like, but we have yet to 
"tr"in 
p..f..-
tion in our own counries. If the communist parry is
banned in a country rhis does nol mean that thai coun-
try is undemocraric. Every country has the right to
defend itself against and-democratii forces 
- 
*f,ether
theocratic, fascist or communisr 
- 
which seek to
destroy rhe State and society.
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I hope that this report will be adopted with the-amend-
ments tabled, thai we shall extend the hand of friend-
ship to Turkey and reactivate a joint committee with
it. bnly then shall we be able rc have a direct influence
on the Turks and voice our reservations in friendly
discussions. \7e do not want to see the development of
what Mr Fellermaier once called a sub-culture.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in all
sinceriry I could amplify both the facts and the conclu-
sions oi Mr Balfe's repon, because the truth is much
worse, even, than Mr Balfe has so carefully and accur-
ately ponrayed it. I will not do so, however, lest I be
misunderstood, lest it be thought that I am modvated
by ideological and political opposition to the Evren
.igime, oi by plainly patriotic sentiments concerning
alf that Turkey is doing today against Greece, espe-
cially to the cost of Cypriot Hellenism.
For those reasons, I repeat, I will go no funher, but
merely agree with the report and the resolution' \7e
shall voti in favour of it because the truth is that
despirc the improvements which Mr Balfe correctly
mentions, the iituation is as we know it to be' I will
not repeat it, since it is clearly described in the resolu-
tion. I just want [o say that we should in no way mod-
ify the central conclusion by means of amendments' In
oihe, orords, where the Joint Committee is concerned,
the situation should remain as it is. And this for a fur-
ther reason: the fact that the committee is on ice is
perhaps one of the reasons why some- progrcss has
Leen made. This is a sensitive time, and I would like to
draw the atrcntion of us all, irrespective of their views,
to the fact that any thaw may create reasons or possi-
bilities for the regime to go into reverse. This is a deli-
carc moment, ,n-d *. must insist that there should be
no thawing at all of the committee's situation, as we
have already decided and approved in-an earlier reso-
lution, and ihat Mt Balfe's resolution should be passed
without amendments.
Mr Boutos (RDE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,. before I
turn to the Balfe rePort, I would like m say just a few
words about the working of the House.
Some of our colleagues accuse others of being moti-
vated by hypocrisy and a fanatical desire to destroy the
Turks. All-who make such claims stand out as sincere
supporters of the interest of the military regime, and I
"d*i.. them for their courage and 
boldness in defend-
ing an unjust situation, when they themselves are mor-
alliy at fault in the matter they are supponing'
I think the Balfe report paints a true picture, marks out
the path, and defines the aims we should entenain in
relaiion io Turkey. !7e adopt a strict attitude to the
military regime in that country because Turkey wants
to b.co*e"a pan of our Community. The rest of us,
however, know that democracy cannot be granted in
instalments: it either exists, or does not' And since
human rights are denied in many sectors of Turkey's
social anJ political life, for us there is no democracy'
Our attitudi is dictated by our desire and aspiration to
see democracy restored to that country, for the sake of
the Turkish people. That is why I consider. Parlia-
ment's actioni sliould be perceptibly Turkophilic, in
the sense that we ,"".pt ihat we should defend the
basic human rights of the Turkish people, and of the
minorities which live there.
Mr President, I think that within the two minutes
available to me I can add nothing more, beyond saying
that I personally 
- 
and let this be re-garded as the
.."ron io. my vote in favour of the Balfe rePon 
- 
in
common with the Greek Government and my other
Greek colleagues, am not opposed to Turkey's mem- .
bership of thi European Community. Ve favour that
memblrship, subjeci to the condition that the abso-
lutely satisiactory political and economic conditions
.r,t"iled by such a participation shall prevail.
Before I finish, however, I consider it my duty to put
to the House the thought that in the final analysis
Europe itself has cenain historical, cultural and politi-
cal blundaries. How far do those boundaries extend
President. 
- 
Mr Boutos, the last part of your speech
was not recorded, as you were well over your time'
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). (G{) Mr Pr.esident,
immediJtely-after the imposition of military dictator-
ship in Tuikey in 1980, when the long night comm-
enied for thi Turkish people, the countries of the
Community, together with all other democratic coun-
tries, uniteJ their 't oices in calling for the immediate
restoration of democracy and the protection of human
rights in that country. Five years have passed since
th"en, and in numerous resolutions, questions and
reDorts the European Parliament has condemned the
"ilous supp.ession 
of human rights in Turkey, while
almost as'many fact-finding commissions have visited
the country and reponed their conclusions. In the face
of this woildwide outcry, the military dictatorship in
Turkey reacted by scaling down the executions and
,o.u.ing, while meeting ixternal Pressures. with the
,rgu-.it that all was being done to save the. nation'
Thle familiar cry of the dictator! Then came the elec-
tions of 1983, and we all know how they were con-
ducted and which Parties took part: it is beyond
reason to claim here, today, that substantial Progress
has been made in the direciion of restoring resPed for
human rights. It is an insult to the truth to consider
this dictaiorial cunning, this distorsion of realiry car-
ried out rc lull the concetn of democratic public opi-
nion, as a step towards the restoration of democracy'
The methods are well known; all that has changed is
the mask, without any other substantial difference'
The aim of the preseni regime is to damp down the
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international outcry and blunt our sensitivity and
alenness. I cannot understand how we can accept that
the dictatorial regime has good intentions, even in rhe
long rcrm, when tonure is on the agenda, when
trade-unionism is banned, when the basic rights of
minority groups are systematically suppressed, when
the prisons are full of opponents of th-e regime, and
while the milirary occuparion of an indepenJant State
linked with the European Community 
- 
the Republic
of 
-Cyprus 
- 
conrinues. Ve speak of regarding the
reduction of execudons as a progressivi st.p; but
surely, that is hardly to be assessed quantitativeiy. Are
v/e to compare the levels of savagery and barbarism?
Do we say that rwo execurions are O. K. where four
would not be? To consider that there are clear signs of
protress in Turkey's political life because there are
fewer executions is a very head-in-the-sand attitude
on our parr. Even a single death sentence on rhe
grounds of opposition to the regime, and the execu-
tion of the sentence, show the true face of the dicta-
lorsfrip and its intentions. And of course rhe regime in
Turkey has the option of reducing execurions and sub-
stituting other, equally effective methods of elimina-
tion, such as disappearences, torture, imprisonment
without trial, etc.
Today we have seen an arrcmpr to emphasize the diffi-
culties faced by the Turkish authorities in the sector of
national securiry, to justify suppressing the freedom of
the Turkish people and ro excuse official violence and
rcrrorism, the police State, on the excuse of saving the
Turkish people 
- 
as decided on rheir behalf by the
Generals. The same old reasoning, the same ricipe,
exactly the same claims: the salvation of the nation,
the resroration of order and security. Ve in this House
have an obligarion ro recognize the present struggle of
the Turkish people to rhrow off the yoke, to break the
bonds thar the dictarors have imposed. !7e should do
what-vre can to help the just struggle of thar people,
with its numerous social problems and the miiery to
which ir has been condemned, acknowledge the sairif-
ices of the executed heroes, and intensify ou. p.essure
on the regime ro restore democrary.
Ve Greeks can comprehend the agony of the Turkish
people bener than any of you. \7e know rhar one
should not look ro orhers for salvation. \7e have lived
through a dictatorship. There is little thar outsiders
can offer. It is the right and responsibility of the peo-
ple themselves to claim their freedom, and 
"ny form ofresistance to a violent regime is legitimate. History hasjustified the slayers of tyrants and declared them'her-
o9.. The regime cannor invoke rhe need to impose
officially sanctioned violence on inrellectuals, woiking
people, journalists, politicians and students who
organize resisrance in any way that rhey can. I repeat,
any form of resistance ro such regimes is legitimate.
Let us nor, therefore, seek to justify the savagery of
the regime ro those who do nor abidi by its lawi, t[rose
who defend rhemselves legitimately. \tre haue no righr
to. approve the abolition of the death penality only for
misdeeds that do nor involve acts of violence. It would
be an insult borh to the memory of the many victims,
and to the Turkish people's right to resist and reac in
any way that it can. I speak as one who lived through
the seven years of dictatorship in Greece to the full,
and I know full well that dictators never willingly res-
tore democracy.
Mr Penders (PPE). 
- 
(NL)Mr Presidenq this is
1q{n 1n extremely difficult debate on an extremelydifficult subject. The European Parliament is very con-
cerned about human rights in Turkey. !7'e have never
really found a satisfactory merhod of discussing this
subject, and we have not succeeded today either.
Again we are talking abour human rights in isolation,
whereas the European Parliament's aim is surely to
arrive ar an inregrated policy. That was the dominant
theme of the debate on Mrs Van den Heuvel,s repon.
How are we going ro make an overall European pbfiry
instrumental in improving respecr for human rights?
That is the crucial quesrion.
Turkey is, of course, a curious counrry. Ve see here
the emergence of the srange phenomenon of a dis-
tinction, [ension, between the return to democrary
and respecr for human rights. As a rule, where democ-
racy is in a bad way, so roo are human righm, and zice
oersa; but Turkey is an exception ro rhis rule. Real
protress has been made in the return to democracy.
There is a constir.ution, which has been sanctioned in a
referendum. There is a parliament with real powers.
More and more parries are being allowed to tike pan
in elections. Manial law has been lifted in mosr prov-
inces. And the room for manoeuvre enjoyed by yesrer-
day's politicians 
- 
I repear: yesterday's'polidcians 
-is growing. But respect for human rights, and parricu-
larly fundamenal human rights, leaves a greai deal m
be desired. Attempts are being made to do something
about_this, and especially about the frequenr beatingi
at police sations. But it is nor yer enough. Ve aie
dealing here with a deep-rooted Turkish tradition.
It was the same under the regime headed by Ecevit,
whom certain circles in Europe like rc porrray as a
kind of humanist. Even then there wai something
yont, and I am convinced thar the presenr Turkish
Governmenr is worried about the criticism, by
Amnesty International for example. But it is a slow
and_laborious process, and certain rhings are still not
working properly. Tonure is still common in Turkey,
and it must stop.
As I have 
_already said, Mr President, this government
wants ro do things differently. It conforms to the Ata-
turk tradition, it conforms to the back-to-the-barracks
tradition of the Turkish armed forces. They wenr back
to the barracks in 1950 and after 1970, and they have
now gone back again. But they do nor want to have
the same.experience a third dme. And let us not forget
that Muslim fundamentalism is lying in wair. end ihe
Turkish trade union movemenr DISK had been ser-
iously infiltrated by the Soviet Union. Of course, the
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Turkish authorities must become less jittery both
about the possibiliry of the security of the State being-
threatened and undermined and in their reatment of
minorities such as the Kurds.
But let us not rebuff the Turks, let us keep them in the
club. In the Council of Europe, Turkey is involved in a
discussion of the complaints received from five Euro-
pean countries, including the Netherlands. At the
meeting of the Nonh Atlantic Assembly I recently
attended in San Francisco there were calls, principally
from the left, for a revival of the EEC-Turkey Asso-
ciadon agreement. The European Community is caus-
ing morJ difficulty than just about any other interna-
tional body. I must therefore say, Mr President, that I
am no! panicularly happy with the Balfe repon. I feel
that at the very least the Klepsch amendment concern-
ing the formation of a delegation should be adopted.
Mr Miihlen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, first of all
may I say how sorry I am that the repon of our col-
league, Richa.d Balfe, was not adjourned and sent
bai-k to committee, as I personally would have liked.
There are in fact many people who think that not
enough work was done on the repon on human rights
in Turkey. For my Part, may I say that I cannot sup-
po.t 
".n"in of its findings, as the repon.is 
limited to
putting on trial a country which, basically, has used
ih. rnl"nt which to it seemed appropriate under
exceptional circumstances, as a means of suppressing
rcrrorism and protecting the country against anarchy
and corruption, of whatever origin. The fundamental
question is whether the European Parliament should
review its decision and appoint a delegation to thejoint parliamentary commiwee of the EEC-Turkcy
Association. I cannot imagine there is anyone who
does not wish for a normalization of our economic
and political relations with that country' the bastion of
Europe in the south-east of the Mediterranean, and
one which firmly and unequivocally seeks closer links
with the EEC.
There is, however, a divergence of opinion on the pre-
liminaries to be gone through before normal relations
are resumed. I, personally, have had the opponunity
of making contait with various economic and political
circles in the country, including unions and political
parties of the right as well as of the left, which,
although represented at local level, have not yet been
allowei to seek votes from electors at the national
level. Nevenheless, I was able rc see how much pro-
eress had been made here and in the field of human
Iights and to note the will of political circles not to
st6p halfway. During our visit to Turkey, my politic.al
friends and I also ,nld. it clear to the Turkish auth-
orities that people here who advocate a resumption-.of
activity by ihe- European Parliament-Turkish Parlia-
-ent joittt Committee will find it very difficult to put
over rheir point of view unless there is some concrete
action to d.rnonstt"t the continuity, the irreversibil-
iry, of the liberalization of the political regime in Tur-
k.y.
I think, Mr President, that we were understood. I am
also convinced that we were understood when we said
that normalization of relations between Turkey and
Greece would, in turn, greatly help to rally a majority
of the European Parliament to the resumption of the
Joint Committee's activity.
To conclude, I should like rc express my astonishment
that a country, Turkey, should be refused an official
spokesman in the European Parliament when the
durop."n Parliament has never refused to appoint
delegadons for parliamentary contacts- with other
counl.ies, including Communist ones, whose political
structure is quite evidently not democratic.
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, let me say at the outset that the Commission
shares the concern of Parliament, which has been
expressed on many occasions, at the human rights
situation in Turkey. The Commission also understands
the object of the repon by Mr Balfe. Today we cannot
escape our obligation to remind the authorides of Tur-
key,'an associirc member of the Community and a
mimbe. of the Council of Europe, of the urgent need
to return to the full resPect of fundamental human
rights.
The Commission has examined the draft resolution
submitted for your approval. I hope and believe that
the appeal of the Parliament will not fall on deaf ears.
The Turkish authorities are, I believe, very concerned
about the state of their relations with the Community.
However, we should not limit ourselves to condemna-
don: we must also take steps within the possibilities
open to us and with the means at our disposal to facili-
tate normalization in Turkey' Since the return to civil-
ian government, there has been a clear amelioration in
the iituation, but this is not to sutgest that there is no
continuing breach of the internationally recognized
p"r..et.ti of the rights of man. Hence, while the
Association Agreement remains in force, and its com-
mercial provisions are fully applied, new financial sup-
port for Turkey remains blocked.
Vith regard to the point made by Mr Vunz,-we have
not ,"t.d illegally by making Payments after the freez-
ing of financial ransactions with Turkey. Payment
appropriations are to pay European- firms f91 commit-
menrc- taken before the blocking of financial aid. Ve
could not do otherwise.
Mr President, the Commission hopes that the resolu-
tion of the European Parliament will have a positive
influence on the future of our relations with Turkey.
In this respect the Commission can only suppon it.
Mr Balfe (S\, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I think this
has been a very useful debate with a large number of
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veqy high-quality conuibutions. I welcome the state-
ment from the Commission and the fact that the Com-
mission has given consideration to this resoludon. I
hope that in the space of time berween now and the
vote, which, I hope, will take place at 5 p.m. tonight,
those people who have been in here will riflect to their
groups the debate and rhe points that have been made
in it. I would especially draw attenrion once more ro
the fact that we are talking about relations besween
this Parliament and the Grand Nadonal Assembly,
within which rwo of the major panies that would have
relations with panies within this Parliament are nor
represented. The majority of public opinion in Turkey
as expressed in opinion polls would nor be represenrcd
in the group meering this Parliament as a represenra-
dve of the Grand National Assembly if such a delega-
tion or even a Klepsch formula were decided on. I
would ask Parliament to think very carefully, because
we are not dealing with a 'banana republic' or a
South-East fuian country, we are dealing with a coun-
try that aspires to membership of this Community, a
country which is and proclaims itself a European
goynly: That is why I rhink we musr look very care-
fully before we resume our con[ac6 at a parliamenrary
level. Ve owe it to ourselves as a Parliament to look at
other parliaments.
I. will say no 
-more than that, Mr President, excep[ [othank the officials of the Parliament for the great
a.mount of heLp I received in drawing up the repon,
the Bureau of the Parliamenr for theii understanding
and the Members of this House 
- 
with the exception
of Mr Prag 
- 
for their very full and well-thoughi-our
contribudons to this debate.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting-dme .
6. EEC Conoention on safegaarding buman ighu
Prcsident. 
- 
The nexr ircm is the oral quesrion, v/irh
debate, by Mrs Vayssade on behalf of ilie Committee
on Legal Affairs and Citizens' fughts, to the Commis-
sion, on the accession of the European Communities
rc the European Convenrion for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (Doc.
B 2-est/8s).
Mr Hoon (S). 
- 
Mr President, in presenting this
quesrion and opening rhis debate on behalf of th.
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Righm, I
would.like to make ir quire clear at the outset t[at the
commitree is not reopening the quesrion of whether or
not the Community should accede rc the European
Convention for rhe Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms. That question of principle has
already been unequivocally decided in favour ofacces-
ston.
The question today is one of procedure 
- 
or perhaps
Iack of procedure. Cenainly a lack of progress. T[re
commirree's quesrion is direcrcd towards establishing
what has happened ro rhe proposals for accession-.
Vhy has the Commission nor submitted a formal pro-
posal to the Council? Vhat explanation is there for
this delay? Vhat is holding up funher progress in this
field? Now it should come as no surprise ro anyone
that I do nor intend to deal with the basic question of
principle involved here. That has been discussed,
debated and deliberated on time and time again, nor
simply by this Parliament but by every institution of
the European Community and also by other institu-
tions. Since 1973, the Council has repeatedly com-
mented on rhe need ro prorcc human rights. In April
1977, rhe Council signed a joint declaration with the
Commission and the Parliament affirming that the
Communiry's insdtutions base their behaviour on a
respect for and the safeguarding of human rights.
As long ago as 15 November 1977, Parliament
adopted a resolution requesting that the Communiry
become e party to rhe European Convention. This was
followed by a similar resolution on 22 April 1979.This
was couched in clear and unequivocal terms. On 29
October 1982, by a large majoriry, this House
approved the contenm of the Gonella reporr calling on
the Commission ro submit a formal proposal for acces-
sion. Even rhe Economic and Social Commirtee have
expressed their approval in an opinion of April l9g0
sating that it believed that accession would stiengthen
the legal prorecrion of individuals with respecr t6 the
legal acts of rhe Community's institutions. The parlia-
menmry Assembly of the Council of Europe are in
favour of the Community acceding to the Convention,
as dem-onsrrated by a resolution adopted in January
1981.. h expressed the hope that the Communiry
would 'very soon lodge a formal application for acces-
sion to the Convention'. This would consolidate rhe
links between rhe Community and rhe Council of
Europe and srengthen, rhey said, rhe principles of
parliamentary democracy. I emphasize rhe words ,very
soon'.
No one could doubt the contribution made to rhis
debate by rhe European Coun ofJustice. It has sought
to remedy,the inadequacies in Community law with
regard ro the protection of human rights,'ruling that
the constitutional guarantees provided by Mimber
States to rheir citizens must be taken into considera-
tion whenever rhe Trearies of the Community are
interpreted. International trearies for the protection of
human rights, signed by Member Starcs, can supply
guidelines which should be followed within the frame-
work of Community law.
The Court has, of course, made specific reference in
this context to the European Convention. The Coun is
now ineffect acdng as the supervisory body over ques-
tions-of human rights in the Community. fhe point of
this debate is to assist their work by making the Com-
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munity's institutions subject to the European Conven-
tion.
Now, I have quite deliberarcly, in this review of the
attitude of the various institutions, left the contribu-
tion of the Commission until the end since, to be fair,
it has significantly advanced the discussion and debate
on this subject without, however, aPParently being
prepared rc take the final essential and vital step of
-aking a formal proposal for accession' In February
1976,the Commission drew up a rePort on the possi-
biliry of the Communiry acceding to the European
Convention. Then, on 2 May 1979, the Commission
submitted to Parliament and the Council a detailed
memorandum discussing all aspects of accession, con-
sidering the case both for and against and also the
legal, constitutional and technical problems that might
arise. It concluded in that lengthy and detailed review
that they were in favour of the Communiry becoming
a parcy to the Convendon. If you will forgive me, Mr
Piesident, I intend to quote at length from the Com-
mission memorandum.
The introduction contains the following observation:
In order to reinforce the legal Protection of the
citizens of the Communiry immediately and in the
most efficient manner possible, one should rely in
the first place on the fundamental rights inscribed
in the ECHR. In other words, the Communiry
should adhere as soon as possible to this Conven-
tion and to the Protective mechanisms which it
contains.
I would emphasize the Commission's use of the words
'immediately' and 'as soon as possible', because those
words were adopted by the Commission on 4 April
1979. Giving all due allowance for adminisrative and
bureaucradC interpreations of the Passage of time and
for the use of the word 'immediately' when perhaps
they meant'soon' or'sometime', six years is nevenhe-
less a very long 'immediately'.
I would remind the Commission of one other state-
ment in that memorandum regarding accession:
It would make clear to the whole world that the
Communiry does not merely make declarations of
intent, but is determined to improve in real terms
the protection of human righm.
Given the lapse of time, that starcment hardly needs a
funher comment.
Accession by the Community to the EuroPean Con-
vention has been described as a first step in the Process
of establishing a catalogue of fundamental rights for
the Communiry. It is clearly an essential first step. The
failure to act by the Commission is, for the moment,
holding up funher progress in this field. To date the
Commissibn does not aPPear willing to make this
limited measure effective. The Committee on Legal
Affairs and Citizens' Rights wants to know whether
there are any technical difficulties holding up this pro-
gress. I recognize the constitutional and legal-prob-
Iems that miglt have arisen, although, again referring
to that t"tni ,.-o.andum by the Commission, it
expressed confidence in being able to ov€rcome those
difficulties. Are there new technical problems not anti-
cipated in the memorandum that the Commission is
trying to resolve, or is the realiry of the delay that it is
""rt.d by some political 
disagreements? If so, will the
Commission tell us what those disagreements are?
Vhat is the precise and exact nature of the problem?
\[hat is holding things up? If it is not the Commission,
is the problem, as far as the Commission is aware, in
the Council? Is it the Council collectively, or is it
particular members of the Council, panicular Member
Sates who are causing difficulty? If so, which Mem-
ber States are causing problems? Vhat is the nature of
those problems? Vhat are the objections that those
Memblr States are putting forward? !7hat is the Com-
mission able to tell us about this? \flhat are they pre-
pared to tell us about this? Vhat effons have they
made to resolve any political differences that might
exist in the Council? Or has the Council simply said to
the Commission, 'Don't bother, we can't agree'?
I, on behalf of the Committee on Legal Affairs and
Citizens' Righm, would be grateful for specific
answers to thi specific questions conained both in the
question that I have tabled and in the series of supple-
mentary questions which I have asked today. That
information in the form of answers to those questions
will be of assistance to Parliament and to its Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights in taking
up this issue with the Council. Since the committee has
aiso asked the Council a question about the delay in
this matter, we shall be having a funher similar debate
on this subject in the presence, on that occasion, of the
Council. I shall, I hope, be able to use the answers
given. by the Commission to good effect on that
occasron.
A final question and observation. It has been recog-
nizedby a series of different institutions, both within
and wiihout the Community, that accession to the
Convention is essendal if the Communiry is to be seen
to be taking the protection of human rights seriously.
So when is some acdon to be taken?
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
I am
grateful to the honourable Member for the opPortun-
i-ty to .nt"r.t again the queries which have been raised
by him very fully in the oral question which has now
been put.
Let me say at the oumet that the Commission had the
opponuniry to inform the Parliament about the situa-
tion during the June pan-session. In fact, in reply to-
an Oral Question by Mr De Vries, No 55, H-723 of
1984, Mr Cheysson explained the reasons why until
now the accession of the Communities to the Human
Rights Convention, which the Parliament and the
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Commission wish rc see achieved, had not yer made
any Progress.
kt me once again go through the history of events.
The Commission, as has been pointed our, senr a
memorandum on Communiry adhesion to the Council
on 3 May 1979. The Parliament adopted its opinion
on the memorandum on 29 October 1982. This made
rwo demands on the Commission. The first of these
concerned the Commission's panicipation and the
Council of Europe's work in extending rhe rights cov-
ered by the Convention. This has been achieved, the
Commission having participated with observer srarus
at the appropriate working-parry since May 1983.
The second 
- 
and this is the issue which has been pri-
marily raised during the course of the question 
- 
was
that the Commission propose formally to the Council
adhesion by the Communiry. This is to follow conracr
with the Coun of Justice and to be done 'in the light
of the development of rhe situation'. On this marrer,
the Commission has stated on a number of occasions
- 
the declaration of Viscount Davignon to Parlia-
ment on 28 October 1982, the reply on 8 June 1983 to
Oral Question No 54, H-144 of 1983, by Mr Balfe 
-that it considers it inappropriate to submit a formal
proposal until the Council has had a discussion of
principle indicating that such a proposal could be
accepted.
In the course of his oral question, it was pointed out
that the Commission's position has been unambi-
guously stated in regard to its conclusions, its views
and its concerns relating rc this issue. I repeat rhe
unambiguous saremenr which was conrained in the
quoations read into the record by Mr Hoon and
which represents rhe Commission's view on this mat-
ter.
\[hat has happened since rhe marrcr has been raised
before the Council? !7ell, the Council has discussed
the matter informally both at working-pamy and ar
Coreper level. The result of these discussions has not
been as positive as one might have expected. The
Commission, as was its commitment, defended Com-
muniry adhesion. It was clear thar rhere were cenain
divisions in regard to the approach which might be
taken by the various Member States. Only t*o Mem-
ber States came out clearly in favour of adhesion,
whilst the others raised legal problems which would
have to be resolved. A number of delegations, five in
number, asked for an adjournment of rhe discussion ro
enable funher examination at national level. In conse-
quence, Coreper adjourned the discussion sine die on
20 December 1983.
I have already indicated that Mr Cheysson, in answer
rc the oral quesdon to which I have referred during
Question-time on 12 June 1985, gave an up-to-date
review of the siruation. He also referred, I think, to
the more open French position on the issue. Ir seems
to me 
- 
and it is imponant that this be stressed 
-
that there has been a very imponanr development with
regard to the question of the protection of human
rights by the Communiry institutions. This develop-
ment resides in the fact that the problem has now been
put on the table of the Intergovernmenal Conference
discussing the reform of the Treaties. There are, rhere-
fore, proposals to include in the Treaty the written
obligation of the Community to respect fundamental
righm. This puts the entire debate on a somewhar dif-
ferent footing. If such proposals are accepted by rhe
Member States, the major object pursued by the idea
of an accession of rhe Community to the C'onvention
- 
that is, the creation of a clear written basis for the
obligarions of the instirutions in this field 
- 
will be
achieved. If Member Srarcs do nor agree to modify the
Treaty to that extent, we shall, at least, know clearly
that, po.litically, purting forward any formal proposil
to accede to the Convention will still come up against
the objections that have been so evident to date.
I was interesrcd in some of rhe views expressed by the
questioner in regard to the development of jurisprud-
ence in this area. It is appropriare ro pay tribute to the
facr that rhe developmenr of jurisprudince before the
European Coun has been significanr in promoring
perception of the extent of the protecrion afforded by
the existing Treary in regard to rhe issue of human
righm. That is, of course, nor ro derogarc from the
principle which has been upheld by the Commission
and which I repeat rcday 
- 
namely, that the Commis-
sion is anxious ro pursue 
- 
insofar as it is possible to
do so without being blocked 
- 
the issue of ratification
of the Convention.
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Pannella and
others a motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-lOG7/85/
rev.), with request for an early vote, to wind up the
debate on this question.
The vote on the request for an early vote will be taken
at the end of the debate.
Mr Prout (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the choice before
the Community in this marrcr is whether to accede to
the European Convenrion of Human Rights, to draw
up a Communiry texr and adopt it as an amendment to
the Treary, or to leave it to the European Coun of
Justice to continue to incorporate the relevant anicles
of the Convention through its own case law.
Our complete commitment to the contents of the Con-
vention is nor in any doubt. The Communiry institu-
tions must be subject to the same codes of behaviour
with respect to fundamental rights as the Member 
,
States. The issue, therefore, is one of means and not
ends.
In my group's view, the Commission's memorandum
of tgZg underestimates the difficulties of accession ro
the European Convention. Indeed, this probably
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explains why the Commission has taken no further
steps in this direction. The chief difficulties lie, on the
one hand, in the fact that by no means all Member
Smrcs have acceded to the Convention in every respect
and, on the other, in the potential jurisdictional con-
flict between the European Coun of Justice and the
European Coun of Human Rights. In view of the fact
that the additional protection accruing rc individuals
as a consequence of accession would only be against
the Community institutions themselves, my group pre-
fers either preparing a separate Community list of
rights to be incorporated by Treaty amendment or
relying on the wisdom of the European Court of Jus-
tice. However, we do not exclude the accession option
if it turns out to be politically the most effective and
expeditious course to achieve what are our agreed
objectives.
Mr De Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have
three comments to make on this subject, beginning
with the Commissioner's remark that, as it has been
suggested at the intergovernmental conference that
explicit reference should be made to the protection of
human rights in the European Tre^ty, there is no point
in acceding to the Strasbourg Convention.
This argument does not seem totally valid rc me, and I
should like to draw a comparison with the protection
of human rights in the Member States today. Our
national couns also put the protection of human rights
m rhe test but submit, as a legal system, to the Stras-
bourg Convention. The legal sysrcm in the European
Community will, in my humble opinion, gain legiti-
mary if it is prepared, like the national legal systems,
to submit to the Srasbourg Convention.
To elaborate on this, Mr President, I believe that the
fear of theoretical conflicm between the jurisprudence
of the Coun ofJustice and that of the European Coun
for the protection of human rights in Strasbourg is
entirely groundless, since the national couns also sub-
mit to the Strasbourg Convention. I therefore see no
reason why the same should not apply to the European
legal system 
- 
*hy, in other words, the Strasbourg
Convention should not be the final arbiter in this
whole area.
Another point I want [o make is that, whatever protec-
don human rights may enjoy as a result of an amend-
ment to the existing Treaty or the adoption of a new
European Treaty, it will never provide an arbiter on
the protection of human rights by the European insti-
tutions themselves. Vho ultimately decides whether
che European institutions themselves respect human
rights? The highest authority can only be the Stras-
bourg Coun.
But what I find most disturbing in all this, Mr Presi-
dent, is that, although the European Parliament expli-
citly asked the Commission on 29 October 1982 to
present a formal proposal, the Commission 
- 
as
Commissioner Sutherland's reply has clearly revealed
- 
has allowed itself to be fobbed off in the Council
and the matter to be passed on to a technical com-
mittee, Coreper, which then simply decided on its own
initiative to defer the question sine die. I feel that, if
this Parliament explicitly requesrc the Commission to
submit a formal proposal, it must either do so or come
back to Parliament of its own free will and say why it
has not submitted a formal proposal. It should cer-
tainly not wait until some question or other is asked
on the subject.
Mr Schwalba-Hoth (ARCI. 
- 
@E) Every group,
every body has a basis on which it operates, and the
European Communiry, the European Parliament also
have one: the voluminous Treaties of Rome.
In these voluminous Treaties of Rome we find a lot
about external trade, economic poliry, but we find
nothing at all about human rights. Particularly in the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights and
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions this has led to the absurd situation that whenever
protests or submissions regarding violations of human
rights were made by citizens or parliamentarians any-
where in the Community 
- 
in the Federal Republic of
Germany, Greece, the Unircd Kingdom, France or
other Member States 
- 
the competent commitrce or
subsquently a plenary sitting of this House, if there
was a political majoriry to that effect, declared itself
not competent in many cases to pass judgment.
Al right, we have a violation of human rights, but we
are not competent to deal with it because our 'Bible',
the Treaties of Rome, do not suggest that we are.
There are two possibilities here: either we interpret the
Rome Treaties broadly 
- 
which is what we are doing
a[ present 
- 
or we try to extend them.
Broad interpreration is what our pro-military friends
favour, who want to see the European Parliament
competent to deal with military matters too. They
have let military matters in through the back door by
saying, for example that the EC has responsibiliry for
trade policy and this includes questions of supply and
the arms rade. Or, that the EC is competent in mat-
ters of ransport and thus for supply routes as well.
And here we are considering military aspects as well!
I strongly disapprove of this method of twisting things.
In my view we ought to push strongly for the incor-
poration of human rights in the Treaties of Rome.
Anyone might of course say, what's the point, they are
covered anyw^y if all Member States have signed the
Convention on human rights. In law there is no great
difference. That is true, but if the Community does so
as a body, the sanction against States which violate
human rights would be all the more powerful. Think
of the case of New Caledonia, the Greenpeace affair,
the ban on entry to cenain professions in the Federal
Republic of Germany!
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If the Community had signed this Convention on
human rights as an institution it would have been pos-
sible to say: France, the German Government have
also infringed Community law. In this way they could
also come under fire from another quarter, and I think
that could only be in our interest.
Mr Romualdi (DR). 
- 
(17) Mr President, if we
consider how often the European Parliament has
addressed the problem of human rights, as it has done
all this day, we cannot deny that we are comperenr ro
deal with this subject in accordance with 
- 
but also in
opposition to a certain interpretation of 
- 
the Trea-
ties. Too often, however, we have failed to discuss the
subject in an objective manner, overlooking in realiry
the principle to which we pay lip-service, that human
rights should never be subject to political opponunism
and polemics but must be an unfailing ground for con-
demning any regime, of whatever political colour,
which violates such rights and thereby violates indivi-
duals' liberty and their physical and moral integrity.
In view of all this, it is doubly surprising that the prob-
lem of the European Community's accession to the
Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms has not yer been resolved.
\7hy? Vhat are the reasons, and what are the forces
opposed to it? In this instance, too, the reasons are
political, because unfonunately it is not true that the
defence of human righm is untainred by political consi-
derations and polemics. This almosr never happens:
indeed, as we have been able to see recently, the
opposirc occurs. The violation of human rights is
viewed differently depending on whether it occurs in
South Africa or Russia, Turkey or Afghanistan,
Argentina or Kampuchea, Turkey or Nicaragua. It is
because we wish to remove the genuine prorection of
these sacred rights as much as possible from political
pressures of every persuasion and from every quaner
that we are united in insisting on knowing rhe reasons
why the request presented by our Parliament as far
back as 1972 for the Communiry rc accede to the
European Convention on the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms has not yer been
met.
The Commission tells us thar rhe matter is now in the
hands of the Member States in the Intergovernmenral
Conference. Vill they be able ro reach agreemenr?
Our fears are growing, given all the legal and rcchnical
differences and disagreemenrc, rhe uncenainties and
doubm. '$7e have the impression that these conceal
insurmountable differences of 
- 
let me repeat 
- 
a
political nature. It is on these differences rhar the Con-
ference should 
- 
and, we hope, will 
- 
reach an
agreement enabling us to solve this fundamenral prob-
lem and obtain a sarisfactory ourcome at long last.
Mr Tortora (ND. 
- 
@R) Mr President, as regards
this question of rhe accession of the Community ro the
Convention on Human Righm, there is one mystery, a
Sreat big atlry o which nobody, neither the Legal
Affairs Committee, nor Parliament, has been able to
reply. \7ell, Mr President, there is perhaps a name for
it 
- 
reluctance or fear. It is a very serious obstacle and
one which is impeding the creation of the 'European
legal area', which is so much talked about and which
never happens. Mr Delors has to answer this question,
the most central, the most revolutionary, the most
important question, if we want to be able to speak of a
citizens' Europe. In order to close this debate, the rad-
icals have submitted a motion for a resolution which
yet again requesr the Commission to submit ro rhe
Council a formal proposal for the Communiq/s acces-
sion to the Convention.
Now 
- 
I repeat, nou) 
- 
we have to decide whether
the debate is to take place tomorrow or nor. I hope
that my colleagues, of whom there are nor many
today, will vorc as they have done in rhe past, for
those colleagues who are present have the opportunity
of deciding whether to advance the progress of Euro-
pean law. The Commission must be woken from its
slumbers. This time, at leasr that depends on us. Even
if the Commission makes excuses romorrow, y/e,
bday, cannot and must not do so. Thank you on
behalf of the Radicals.
Mr Casini (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Community law, as a conrinually expand-
ing body of law, increasingly needs to be anchored in
its turn in the same fundamental principles which are
enshrined in the constirutions of the countries of free
Europe and were subsequently incorporated in the
European Convention on rhe Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, drawn up in 1950
as a natural corollary, one might say, ro the founding
of the Council of Europe. Vhy, rherefore, has this
question been put to rhe Commission of the European
Communities? Because rhe initiative in question has
remained wirhin its province, if that is the right expres-
sion, for some considerable rime pending the adoprion
of the due instirutional forms capable of giving it
renewed force and urgency ever since this Parliament,
on two separarc but linked occasions, declared itself
unequivocally 
- 
and by a very large majority each
time 
- 
in favour of the Community as such acceding
to the Convention under discussion. In irc resolution
of October 1982, in particular Parliament called on
the Commission to submit a formal proposal on the
subject to the Council along the lines which it had
already indicated by publishing a memorandum
endrely devoted to that topic.
It is with pleasure, and also with emorion, that I recall
today, and in this place, the milestones of Parliament's
work in this field under rhe guidance of rwo distin-
guished figures in Italian and European public life
whose political convictions it is my honour to share.
The names of, first, Mario Scelba and, later, Guido
Gonella are so indissolubly linked with the emergence
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and assenion within the European Parliament of the
subject we are discussing today that it seems almost
superfluous to mention the fact, however proper and
gratifying it is to pay tribute to the consistenry and
far-sightedness of their political convictions.
I am sure that no one will resent my pointing out, as a
Florentine, an historical and 
- 
I might add 
- 
geo-
graphical detail which many people are, however,
likely to have forgotten: it was on the occasion of a
-..iing on this subject held in Florence in 1978, at the
then recently founded European University Institute in
Fiesole, that this panicular torch was handed on by
Scelba, who was then rapponeur of the European Par-
liament in his previous parliamentary incarnation, to
Gonella, who represented the Italian Senate at that
meeting and whom the direct elections held a few
months later were destined to translate in turn to our
newly strengthened European Assembly.
If, up to now, I have sressed the origins and develop-
ment of our shared interest in the subject under dis-
cussion, my intendon was by no means to overlook its
contents and substance, neither of which, I believe,
could be summed up more effectively than in the
words in which Mario Scelba persuaded Parliament,
shonly before the end of that parliamentary term, to
declaie its support for the pinciple of the accession of
the Community as such to the European Convendon
on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Let us
hear those words again:
'Le[ us not forget that the European Convention on
Human Rights is the only common denominator
shared by all the democratic states in Europe, whether
they are Member States of the Community or not.'!(/e
as a Community ought to be vitally concerned to
ensure that we do not depan, even if only in formal
terms, from solidarity with Europe's other democratic
Starcs on an issue which lies at the heart of the consti-
tutional structure and politics of every organized
society 
- 
in other words, the arrangements governing
the rilationship between the individual and the Com-
munity.
The Community cannot withdraw into itself while liv-
ing in this world. The Community is not an ivory
tower into which we have retreated. The Community
exists within a yery extensive matrix. This political
environment is determined, both geographically and
spiritually, by the convictions of the free and pluralist
Siates in'thii region of the world. Form this point of
view also, Community accession would help streng-
then our institutions. Our proposal should be seen
against a broader political background. Sadly,-over the
lait few years we have had to witness, within the inter-
national organizations, views on the concept of human
rights proliferating, and differences of opinion on the
s,-rb;"ct becoming deeper. United Nations Resoludon
No 130, which was passed by a very large majority 
-
although not by a majority of the Member States of
the Communiry 
- 
provided a first indication of this
trend. For did this resolution not tentatively seek to
replace the concept of'human rights' centred on the
individual 
- 
which is, and should be, our standpoint
- 
by the collective rights of peoples and nations? This
is the crux of the problem. If things have reached this
pass within the international organizations, then it is
more incumbent upon us than ever to proclaim aloud
to the whole world that, for the European Com-
munity, the only conception of human rights which is
valid and binding is that which is based on the funda-
mental rights and freedoms of the individual as an
expression of his dignity as a human being. This is the
philosophy and duty of our Member Smtes; it is also
ihe dury of the Community. Now more than ever, on
the eve of the enlargement of the European Com-
munity, our institutions must clarify for the benefit of
Community cidzens and the whole world that the
cause of human rights is our cause too.'
I should like to point out, to avoid any possible misun-
derstanding, that these final remarks 
- 
as Guido
Gonella explained shonly afterwards 
- 
do not imply
any disapproval of the fact that the European_Conven-
tion was to be progressively expanded by the inclu-
sion, in addition to the raditional fundamental rights,
of those economic and social rights which are a lauda-
ble objective of our modern democracies.
Nevenheless, the intention even at that early stage was
to warn us against the possibility of excessive emphasis
on those secondary rights leading to a cenain weaken-
ing of the primary rights. This has happened_and con-
tinues to occur, for instance, in cases where the citizen
- 
we are told 
- 
is offered the possibility of being
admitted to a mental institution and cared for at public
expense, but is much less likely to be assured of the
opponunity of convincing the public- authorities in
quistion that he is of sound mind and fully capable of
making his own decisions.
Mr Hoon (S).- Mr President, I would like to thank
all of the contributors m this debate, especially Mr
Sutherland, who, perhaps, had not the easiest of briefs
in the situation. It is clearly a highly rcchnical debate,
but it contains within its terms a matter of vital politi-
cal importance, that is, the extent rc which the Com-
muniry has regard to the Protection of human rights
and fundamental freedoms. Accession to the EuroPean
Convention would be a vial sign that the Communiry
was taking human rights seriously.
I hope my colleagues in Parliament will forgive me if I
comment only on what Mr Sutherland had rc say' I
suspect his review of the history of this matter con-
firms my impression, when making my own review,
that the delay has been too long. The delay has been a
matter of siryears. He explained that the Commission
had waited for that period of time for the Council to
have a discussion in principle' Just how long is the
Commission going to wait for this discussion of princi-
ple? Isn't it time that the Commission fulfilled its role
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of gingering the Council into action by tabling a for-
mal proposal to the effect that the Communiry should
accede to the European Convention? He menrioned
that only two Member States were clearly in favour of
this course. Perhaps he might tell us, if not in public,
then to the committee in privare, which States were
unequivocally in favour and what legal objections
were made by the other States. If their objections are
not anticipated in the Commission's memorandum,
perhaps we might be able to assist the Council in son-
ing some of these difficulties out.
I hope Mr Sutherland will forgive me for disagreeing
to some extent with his view that there has been any
great change of scene as a result of the intergovern-
mental conference. Although the intergovernmental
conference talked about the need for promoting a
document on the protection of human rights for the
whole of the Community, that, of course, is something
that the Commission itsitf anticipated at rhe time of itl
memorandum.
Again, if Mr Sutherland will forgive me, I propose to
quote from the Commission's own document consi-
dering the question of the need for a catalogue of
human rights. If he has it in front of him, ir is on page
12 of the memorandum. In that memorandum the
Commission discusses the question of whether it
would not be simply a delaying maner for the Com-
munity to accede to the European Convention whilst
ignoring the real problem, namely, that of the need for
the Communiry rc have a fundamental catalogue of its
own. The Commission considers that argument in
some detail and concludes:
The Community should therefore adhere ro rhe
Convention with the inrcntion of working actively
to enlarge and reinforce the human rights
enshrined therein.
As has already been pointed out, the accession of she
Community to the European Convention in no way
precludes the eventual preparation of a specific Com-
munity catalogue going beyond what is required by
the Convention. The realiry, Mr Sutherland, is that
this first step is a preliminary step. Thereafter ir will be
possible to draw up a catalogue. Virhout this first
step, it will be much more difficult because the Com-
muniry won't be seen to be taking human rights ser-
iously.
Mr Suthcrland, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I can be very brief. In the first place, I
should like to respond to the suggestion made by one
speaker that the Commission requires to be woken up.
The Commission is wide awake on this issue and has
been so from the ou6et. In fact, we have been the ini-
tiators of most of the moves applauded here today. Ve
have consistendy maintained the correct arrirude on
this matter in terms of what or is not likely to achieve
results. That is presumably what we are here for. Ve
are here rc achieve results. That is the process we are
engaged in. Ve are vigilant in pursuing our joint con-
cern in funhering human righm, and it is perhaps salu-
tary for those who have criticized us to note rhe
degree to which our papers have been quoted as being
the appropriate papers from which to respond to the
problem which has been debated by Parliament.
The delay has been too long. Regrettably, some of the
experiences Members of the Commission have had
with other proposals concerning matters lying on the
Council's table for upwards of a decade, as is the case
in one instance which I am concerned with, does not
lead one to the conclusion that it is necessarily in the
best interests of Parliament, Commission or rhe Com-
munity to table matters before the Council when one
is absolutely cenain that they are going nowhere. It is
to avoid that problem thar we have been adopting
what we hope will be a more judicious and careful
movement forward in order to achieve rhe end, which
I entirely agree with, advanced by Mr Hoon. So, as
has been suggested by a number of speakers, the ques-
tion is merely what mctics should be employed to
achieve an end. There is no difference or disagreement
as to the end we seek to achieve.
'\7ith 
regard to the identification of the Member States
in question, one of the difficulties is that I might be
going outside the bounds of convenrion by announc-
ing the names of the various Member States either in
public or in private. But I am sure rhar the questioner
can raise the matter appropriately with the Council,
who, I am also sure, would be delighrcd ro answer
very fully the question thar has been pur.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
\7e shall now consider the request for an earlyvote on
the motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-1067/85/rev.)
to wind up the debate on the oral quesrion.
(Parliament rejected the request)
The modon for a resolution will, therefore, be
referred m the appropriare committee.
(Tbe sitting ans suspended at 4.25 p.m. and restmed at
4.30 p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR:MRDIDO
Vce-Presidcnt
7. Question-time
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the first part of Ques-
tion-time (Doc. B 2-1063/85). !7e begin with ques-
tions to the Commission.
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As they deal with the same subject, the following ques-
tions will be taken together:
Question No 1, by Mr Lalor (H-a92/85):
Subject: EEC directives for physiotherapists
fn regard to the maintenance of an adequate stan-
dard of health care throughout the Community as
a fundamental right of all citizens, does the Com-
mission not agree that physiotherapists are inte-
gral and essential members of the health care team
ind that, like doctors, nurses, midwives and other
general practitioners, they are entitled- to be
granted the same righm and Protections for their
profession as other health care professionals?
Funhermore, will the Commission undertake to
conclude as speedily as possible the work of pre-
paring the necessary Community directives for
physiotherapists, as assured by the previous Com-
mission?
and Quesdon No 17, by Mr de la MalCne (H-512/
85):
Subject: Freedom of establishment for physiother-
apists
Does not the Commission believe that the Present
freeze on the direcdves on the freedom of estab-
lishment for physiotherapists because of the deci-
sion by the Fontainebleau European Council on
the mutual recognition of diplomas is a srcp back
for the free movement of members of the health
vocations; why should a future overall solution
oia the mutual recognition of diplomas Prevent
progress on a Yocation-by-vocation basis when the
draft measures are ready?
Lord Cockfield, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, as you say, I shall be answering this
question and that in the name of Mr de la Maldne
together.
As I said in this House, when replying to a similar
question in May, the approach followed hitheno in
the case of the'professions has been to provide for
mutual recognition of qualifications, profession by
profession. Progress has been made but it has been
ilow. Accordingly, the Heads of State and Govern-
ment at Fontainebleau decided that a generalized sys-
tem of recognition of higher education diplomas
would be 
-oti approp.iate. The Commission is, there-
fore, giving prioriry to work on a generalized system
of reiogniiion of higher education diplomas. This
would ficilitate free movement of professional people,
including masseurs, physiotherapism and other Para-
medical professions. Our approach to this has been
dealt with in detail in the Vhite Paper on the internal
market. The Commission takes the view that this gen-
eral approach, which offers a much better prospect of
speedy-progress, must be given priority' To this end,
the Commission submitted in June of this year a pro-
posal on a general system of mutual recognition of
higher educition diplomas. This would provide that,
as-a general principle, Persons who had undergone
professional training in one Member State would be
iecognized as having equivalent qualifications in
another Member State, subject to the years of training
or professional experience they had undergone. !7hile
the ne* approach does not in iaelf rule out specific
directives in cases where the profession as a whole is in
favour of it, nevertheless the Commission feel that the
immediate priority must be in favour of the new
approach.
Mr Lalor (RDE). 
- 
I find the Commission's reply
extremely disappointing. My question asked how soon
directives could be introduced, and what the Commis-
sion has said is that it has accepted the freeze imposed
by the Council. The Commission srent on to say that
the best prospect of speedy acdon was to leave it the
way it is- \7ith all due resPect, can I ask the Commis-
sioner whether to state that the way to get speedy act-
ion is to leave the question of directives frozen is not
the most ridiculous reply he has so far offered to any
question to the House. I think it is an amazing reply,
and I would ask him whether he is really serious in the
presentation he has given us here this afternoon.
Lord Cockfield. 
- 
I think the reply to all four ques-
tions is no, Sir. May I take them in order. Far from
leaving matters where they are, we have presented a
communication to the Council and to Parliament, and
we await the views of both the Council and Parliament
on that communication.
There is no question of. a freeze having been imposed
by the Council. The communication was only sent in
June and, not unnaturally, we still await also the viewstf Parliament. I would not in any way suggest that a
freeze has been imposed by the Parliament'
'!7e do not propose leaving matters as they are. In fact,
the very fact that we have produced this communica-
don does indicate that we are dercrmined to make
progress in this field. Experience shows that the old
p.oiedure, while it produced valuable resul6, took a
quite disproponionate time to achieve them. !7e hope
that the nevr approach will end in the results we all
want being achieved very much more rapidly.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Vhen the Commission
says it wants to give prioriry to higher education 
-
and I think thas is a good choice 
- 
is it taking
account of the fact that in higher education, and spe-
cifically where physiotherapists are concerned, there
are two streams, untversiry and non-university educa-
tion, and that there is fierce compedtion between the
graduates of these two streams? Hence my question:
should a directive on university graduates be adopted,
will the Commission also bear non-university grad-
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uates in mind so that distonions of competition may
be eliminated?
Lord Cockfield. 
- 
The communication covers only
university or higher diplomas.
President. 
- 
Question No 2, by Mr Marshall (H-
tt2/85):
Subject: Energy Conservation Year
The UK Government has declared 1986 Energy
Conservation Year. Vould the Commission con-
sider making 1985 a European-wide Energy Con-
servation Year? If it does, would it emphasize rhe
role that modern lighting can play in energy con-
servadon?
Mr Naries, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Energy conservation remains one of the major
objectives of the common energy poliry. This is appar-
ent from a number of projects: in the selecrion of
demonstration projects, the composition of research
programmes and also in the Council resolution of 15
January of this year which expressly recommends rhe
Member Sates to promote the rational use of energy,
naturally taking into accounr rheir specific priorities.
Measures include, for example, information pro-
grammes aimed at creating greater public awareness.
The call for an energy conservation year car, cenainly
also be an appropriate public relations measure and, if
carefully prepared, it may have a positive influence on
energy conservation by the general public.
The Commission was not informed of the British pro-
ject. Nor indeed was it required to be. It does not con-
sider it generally appropriate to harmonize or adopt
Communiry-wide this or that public relations measure
which is geared veqy specifically to national, regional
or local requirements 
- 
just think, for example, of the
differences in climate or way of life. Even if the Com-
mission had deemed a Community public relations
campaign desirable and had had the necessary funds, a
1986 campaign would have been out of the quesrion
because there would not have been enough time lefr to
coordinate the work required.
Specifically on the subject of energy conservation over
lighting, I would mention the demonstration project
carried out by Gasunie in the Nerherlands which
clearly illustrated the efficiency of modern lighting
techniques. The results of this project were published
in information bulletins and in a final report. Should
the honourable member wish rc receive these, we shall
be glad to provide them.
Mr Marshall (ED).- May I thank the Commissioner
for that very full answer and ask him, when he conrin-
ues with his publiciry in respect of energy conserra-
tion, to point out that modern forms of lighting do
bring very substantial energy savings, such as the mod-
ern lighdng now being produced by Thorn Lighting in
Enfield, which results in a dramatic decline in the
amount of energy being used. This is now being
recognized by consumers throughout the Communiry.
Some one-third of rhat company's new forms of light-
ing is in fact being exported ro orher countries within
the Community.
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) Thank you for that information.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Does the Commissioner agree
that energy conservation is the fifth fuel: in fact, it is a
very good investment for anyone. But lack of finance
is a brake on energy conservation, and Europe is well
behind the States in this fields. Is he aware rhar a new
service has sprung up in the States called third-pany
finance for energy-saving, which provides finance for
buildings, offices or homes where an energy conserva-
tion project is put in?
Could he say whether pan of the 500 000 ECU in the
budget could be made available for third-pany finance
for energy-saving?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) Perhaps I could point out that rhe
Council resolution of 15 January 1985 which I
referred to previously is based on a comprehensive
Commission document which sets out and compares
the various energy conservation measures taken by the
Member Smtes with a view to enabling Member States
to learn from each other and compare notes.
It is my impression that a number of Member States
are by no means well behind the United States in their
effons rc conserve energy. If I look at the overall pat-
tern of enerBy consumption in the last few years, we
have managed to separate an increase in the growth
rate from an increase in energy consumption in most
Member Stares, no less effectively than in the United
States.
Mr Vijsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) I was interested to hear
the Commissioner singing the praises of. Gasanie.Does
he not think that energy conservarion as achieved by
Gasanie in hothouses for vegetable-growing is also
deserving of some praise? Does he not also agree rhar
gas is more efficient than coal, if only because of the
damage the burning of coal does to the environment?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I can only rhink there musr have
been an error by the interpreters here. I said that
Gasunie in the Netherlands had successfully completed
a Community project. I quoted rhe results of this pro-ject with reference to rhe question of how the con-
sumption of energy for lighting can be reduced.
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Quite apan from this, our energy conservation policy
naturally covers all forms of energy without focusing
on one or other primary energy source.
Prcsident. 
- 
Question No 3, by Mr'l7ijsenbeek (H-
l 80/85):
Subject: The JET European nuclear fusion project
Can the Commission state what progress is being
made with the JET project and whether it plans to
continue with a more advanced project?
Mr Narjes, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(DE) The JET project complercd an experimental
phase in June of this year during which considerable
protress was recorded. For the first time, among other
rhings, a plasma stream of 5 million A was achieved in
a tokamak. In another experiment a high frequency
output of million'$fl'was generated to heat the plasma.
This again demonstrated that JET is a world leader.
The current suspension of operations is to allow
planned conversion work. The next experimental
phase will begin this autumn.
Under the rules of JET the experimental plant is to
continue operatint until summer 1990. According to
the schedules drawn up when JET was founded the
results expected from the project should have been
achieved by then. If the project is required to continue
beyond that date, the Commission will put forward
appropriate proposals at the appropriate time.
Mr Vifsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) ln view of the enormous
amount of money that has been invested in this insal-
lation, which has so far been successful, and thinking
ahead rc the time afrcr 1990, can the Commissioner
not give an assurance at this stage that, where the Cul-
ham establishment is concerned, this investment will
continue?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) If I have understood correctly,
the honourable member is asking where the sub-
sequent project is to be based. I cannot say at present.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware
that Edward Teller, when he visited Srasbourg 14
days ago, said that the best prospect for JET or for
fusion lay with fusion-fission hybrid systems, which
are being worked on in the USA and Russia? In this
system neutrons from the fusion are fed into conven-
tional fission reactors.
If that is so, are we doing anything about it in Europe,
or are y/e in touch with Russia and America on this
technology?
Mr Narfes. 
- 
(DE) The Commission and the scien-
tific institutions involved in JET closely follow its pro-
gress and have either been involved on the spot in
$ome form or other or at least involved as observers.
'!7e are currently considering whether or not we
should cover ourselves by means of cooperation agree-
ments with one or the other in such a way as to remain
abreast of all conceivable developments.
Mr Elles (ED).- Mr President, I should be grateful
if you would accept just one more question to Mr
Narjes on JET, as JET lies in my constituency.
Can the Commissioner ensure that the interests of
those in the constituenry wilt be safeguarded once the
JET project comes to im end?
President. 
- 
No, Mr Commissioner, you are not
obliged to answer. Mr Seligman has already spoken on
behalf of the same group and the same nationaliry.
Question No 4, by Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (H-256/
85):
Subject: EEC-Turkey relations
Parliament has refused to allow the implementa-
don of the third financial protocol, the appropria-
tions under the founh protocol and the special aid
to Turkey, on the pretext of the violation of
human rights and the political situation in that
country.
Several Members of the European Parliament,
including myself, recently visited Turkey and saw
with our os/n eyes the progress which has been
made on the above-mentioned points. Having
regard to these developmenm, is the Commission
not planning to release the suspended funds and
remit them to Turkey, as a token of its desire to
normalize relations with that country, which is an
associate member of the Community?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) The Commission, like Parlia-
ment, is attentively watching developments in Turkey.
It agrees with the lady member that progress has been
made over the last year. Cenain facts, however, such
as the long trials of intellectuals and trade unionisr,
the continuation of manial law in several of the coun-
try's.regions and cities, and the conditions in priso-ns
contlnue ro cause concern to the communiry. The
Commission hopes to see further progress, so that lhe
relations between the European Communiry and Tur-
key can be improved and normalized, which would
swiftly lead to the freeing of funds for that country.
Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I thank the
Commissioner for his reply, which I do not find
entirely satisfactory, because, surely the real question
is about the application of the Founh Financial Proto-
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col? For myself, even though the Commissioner has
said vinually the opposire, I have seen how Turkey is
at present stepping up its effons towards democratiza-
tion, as most of my colleagues in the Assembly have
also acknowledged this morning.
I was able to confirm this for myself when I went to
Turkey in April. Several political parries, like the peo-
ple's parry and SODEP 
- 
the social-democratic pany
- 
which merged recently ro form the Socialist Peo-
ple's Pany, have held their congresses.
Finally, I should like to point out that this genuine
democratization should be seen in a geopolitical con-
text which is a very difficult one for Turkey, and that
in their own interests European nations should try to
have a better understanding of it, because the destabil-
ization of Turkey would have serious consequences
for the EEC and the Mediterranean.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I expressly said in my second sen-
rcnce that the Commission agrees with the lady mem-
ber that progress has been made in the past year.
Mr Howell (ED).- Vhile we welcome the statement
by the Commissioner today, it does, of course, raise a
number of other questions. In view of the statement,
would the Commissioner please rell us what he consi-
ders to be normal circumstances for Turkey? In his
statement he did welcome the various moves rhar have
been made in that country. fu Mrs Thome-Paren6tre
said, that country has to contend wirh very difficult
conditions and a very difficult geopolitical situation. It
is proving very difficult indeed to bring ir back ro nor-
mality.
Is normaliry 30 murders a day, as was rhe case before
this administration came into being? Or is it not a fact
thar the situation is far bemer and that the Commission
and the Community should recognize that and help
Turkey on im way to normality rather than hindering
it in solving the problems that it faces?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I would just repeat what I have
already said. Cenain conditions persist unchanged,
such as che trials I mentioned against intellectuals and
trade unionists, maftial law in some regions and the
conditions in prisons. This continues to disrurb us. The
list shows which changes v/e expecr and hope to see.
Mr Vedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Commissioner,
Sir, as I have understood ir rhe funds which the Com-
mission has to give appear ro be tied to cenain princi-
ples of political moraliry. Can the Commissioner tell
me if he applies equally critical standards to prisons in
Africa and other counrries in the world? Does he
apply the same standard of democracy ro all other
countries in the world to which aid is given, or is rhere
a special morality, a selective moraliry applying only to
Turkey, where everfthing has to be perfect? Does rhe
Commission perhaps undersmnd moral policy as a
selective moraliry?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) The honourable member's ques-
tion naturally provides the opponunity for a lecture of
at least one hour on the special requirements we make,
unlike other States in the world, of the countries with
a European cultural heritage, which we represenr here,
the Communiry members and the associated countries
which seek membership of the Community. But I shall
refrain from giving it and shall merely point out that
the present Commission, like earlier Commissions, has
dercrmined its position towards Turkey in agreement
with the great majority of this House, i.e. we do not
intend to make selective moral judgments in Europe
and we believe that the changes we wanr and expect to
see will fully serve the best interests of rhe Turkish
people and the progress of democracy in Turkey.
Mr Gerontopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Could the Com-
missioner tell us whether he believes that the intense
pressure exened by the European Community is con-
ributing to the supposed improvement of democradc
institutions in Turkey?
Is there a risk that a relaxation of the pressure repre-
sented by the freeze on implementing the 3rd and 4th
financial protocols and the suspension of the interpar-
liamentary commitree's work might give the Turkish
dictators a sense of security and put an end ro any
movemenl towards the restoration of democracy?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) Value judgments about condi-
tions in an associated State which aspires to member-
ship of the Community are always a delicate marter,
and answers can be given only afrcr a comprehensive
appraisal of the situation. I do not think it appropriate
at presenr to go into the deails of developments in
Turkey and rheir various aspec$.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mrs Lemass (h-268/
85):
Subject: Registration of homes for the elderly run
by private individuals
Can the Commission indicate to what extenr nurs-
ing-homes for the elderly which are run by private
individuals in the Member States of the - Com-
munity are subject to legal provisions relating to
the regisrration of such homes and if so, cai it
give details of rhe appropriate legislarion and any
accounrabiliry rhat may be required?
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission.
Regrettably, the simple answer to the question raised
by the honourable Member would be 'no', but I real-
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ize that that would be unsatisfactory and I would like
to explain why.
The Commission services are currently engaged in
drafting a communication on living and working con-
ditions, which will be ready in a few months. I have
been anxious to ensure that this will include a section
devorcd to the living conditions of the elderly and will
explore means of promotint the self-reliance of the
elderly and their better integration into the life of their
communities. The emphasis of the communication will
be largely placed on maintaining the elderly in their
own homes and in a familiar environment.
Coming now to the question raised by the honourable
Member, I have to say that it is beyond the scope of
the researches which the Commission is currently car-
rying out. Unfonunately, we ere not in a position to
.*"riin. the ruies which govern the administration of
nursing homes for the elderly in the Member States.
Speaking personally, I have a great deal of sympathy
for the iorr".r.t which underlies the question raised
today, a concern which the honourable Member has
constantly and effectively voiced to this Parliament. I
am sorry therefore to say that, in practical rcrms, I
would be misleading Parliament if I were to suggest
that it is feasible for the Commission at Present to
involve imelf in the subject. The reason for this is that
the lamentably inadequate human resources and finan-
cial resources available to us merely permit us to com-
plete the project which I have already 
-indicated,
namely, the communication on living and working
conditions, which is our first priority.
Mrs Lemass (RDE). 
- 
Commissioner, your reply
makes it very difficult for me to ask a supplementary,
because you have turned me down flatly. You just say
that you can't do anythinB about the problem that I
have raised.
I am talking specifically about elderly people who are
seeking places in pivate nursing homes, private houses
.un by indiuiduali. Because there is such a shonage of
this type of accommodation, the elderly are being
e*ploircd by people who overcharge them, do not feed
thim properly and do not have in their private houses
the pioper nursing facilities that old people need. I
cannot see why the Commission cannot ProPose some
kind of directive to the Member States which would
protect elderly people who baoe to go to live in these
places from those who would exploit them.
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
I fully understand the question and
its importance. fu far as the Commission is concerned,
the isiue is one of considerable importance which it
would be desirable to investigate.
I will certainly look at the feasibiliry of aking it on as
an issue rc be considered in the fairly immediate
future. All I wished rc indicate, as candidly as I could,
was that at the moment our resources are stretched to
the limit to complete the repon which will be ready
before the end of this year. I will cenainly bear in
mind the issue that has been raised when considering
the Commission's future activities. I am not suggesting
that it should be put indefinitely on the long finger, I
am merely pointing out that at the moment the matter
is not being addressed directly. I will see that the ques-
tion will at least be looked at in the future.
Mr Hughes (S). 
- 
I am pleased rc hear Commis-
sioner Sutherland say that he might reconsider this' I
hope the Commission will show the ingenuity they
usually show when involving themselves in-issues con-
cerning trade barriers but this time to help ordinary
dependent people.. Is the Commission aware that this is
a very important issue in the UK, where the Conserva-
dve Govirnment is closing down on a wide scale hos-
pimls and wards for the elderly, dependent and infirm
and causing their transfer often to far less suitable pri-
vate nursing-homes where the danger is that the
emphasis is placed, not on the standard oI care, but on
financial gain?
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
First of all, I do not think it would
be appropriate for me to comment on the domestic
situaiion in any given State' \7hat I can say is that, for
political reasons 
- 
acceptability by Member.States 
-ind for practical reasons 
- 
the question of the means
availablC 
- 
we are in some difficulties over this prob-
lem. I would like rc think that we could tackle it
immediately, but the plain reality is that resources in
DG V are'stretched to the very limit with producing
by the end of this year the paper on living and work-
ing conditions. \7e have therefore identified two
mijor factors of importance in regard to dealing with
the problems of the elderly. These we are looking at at
the moment. They are self-reliance and integration.
These problems are being approached through three
fields: working conditions of older workers in prepar-
ation for retirement, activities for pre-retired and
retired people, and housing and social services. These
issues are 6eing tackled and I hope that we shall be
able in the future to look at the specific problem in
regard to housing which has been raised by Mrs
Lemass.
Mr Seligman (ED).- I have many such homes in my
constituincy on the South coast which do a very good
job. However, in some homes old people are submit-
ted to intolerable pressures such as asking them to
change their wills for the benefit of the homes they a1e
staying in. Registration of these homes would enable
licincis to be withdrawn, and I would like to know
whether the paper the Commission refers to is going
to end up as a recommendation, or a directive, or
what?
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- 
The paper imelf has not been con-
sidered by the Commission as a college and it would
be inappropriate, I think, to give any definitive view as
to what the outcome of it will be. I think it is more
likely to be a recommendation than anything else.
I do not at all disagree wirh the sentiments behind
either the original quesrion or the supplemenrary; I
think this is a field where the Commission should be
concerned, and we will indeed look at it.
'lThether the Member Sntes will consider rhis as an
appropriate subject for intervention by the Commis-
sion or the Communiry rather than for domestic legis-
lation remains ro be seen. 'S7e shall have ar leasr rc
establish what rheir arrirudes are. Ler me say that some
attitudes to date in this general field have nor been as
positive as one might have expected. One can only
hope rhat a different arrirude will prevail in the future.
President. 
- 
Question No 5, by Mr Elles (H47a/85):
Subject: Rice sector
\7ill the Commission please indicate what mea-
sures it inrcnds to take in the rice sector to bring
production more into line with consumer require-
ments in the Communiry, panicularly in the light
of the commirments in recenr price packages
which have nor yet been fulfilled?
Mr Suthcrland, Member of tbe Commision. 
- 
The
Commission intends to apply Anicle 5 of Regulation
No 1418 of tgl| by fixing intervention prices or
reductions for cenain varieties of rice. Ir is, however,
proving difficult rc make a choice, since it has not
been shown beyond doubt that certain varieties do
actually meer rhe desired objectives. In orher words, if
we were to increase the intervention price, would it
have the effect of stimulating sales in accordance with
the underlying question raised by Mr Elles? Moreover,
if these measures are rc be effective, they would entail
fairly considerable additional costs for the agricultural
fund. The Commission, however, is actively ixamining
the various aspecr of the problem, and it is possibli
that proposals along these lines may be made in the
course of 1986.
Mr Ellgs (ED): 
- 
In this sector of agricultural policy,
it has been highly unsatisfactory ro see rhar a numbir
of declarations by the Commission to the Council of
Ministers in 1982 and 1983 have not been given any
subsance. Essentially, the idea is to get a birter bal-
ance in the market so thar what is produced in the
south of the Communiry can be consumed in the
nonh. \7ill the Commissioner please insist that his col-
league in charge of agriculture should nor concenrare
on the cereals marker in the shon rcrm, but should
have the courage to include cenain changes in the
regime in the next price package, including at least the
classification of varieties of rice into three different
types so that we are not always producing medium and
round rice which nobody wants? Secondly, will he
please ensure that the proposals include some closing
of the gap between the intervention price and the tar-
get price, so that at least we can encourage consump-
tion within the Communiry of what we produce?
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
Firsr of all, let me say that the
underlying problem which has been referred ro by Mr
Elles is very much a concern of the Commission, and
the Commission is obviously anxious ro bring about a
situation where there can be a maximum utilization of
producdon within the Community and where the
needs of the Community can be fulfilled from within
the Community and by its own resources. There have,
however, been difficulties here. In the first place, it
must be said that the Commission is actively seeking
those varieties which meer consumer demand in thi
nonh. Ar the moment there are three varieties which
should probably be encouraged in order to fill that
demand, and one variety which probably should be
discouraged. At the momenr we are engaged in scien-
tific research ro resr rhe yields and geneiiJstabilities of
these varieties in order to establish what course is most
appropriate ro deal with the problem which has been
found.
In addition, at the momenr we are gathering informa-
tion from the trade as ro the commercial viabltity of
these new types of rice. The Commission is consider-
ing undenaking a study of market possibilities.
Lastly, the final issue of relevance in this area is the
assessmen[ of potential cost. I have already indicated
that the cost of the premium for the promotion of
these varieties could be very considerable, and that has
to be taken into accounr when determining what mea-
sures, if any, rhe Commission can take io solve the
problem raised.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Vhile thanking che Commis-
sioner for a helpful answer, may I ask him to be
stightly more precise and to see if at long last the
Commission has spotted the difference between rice
pudding, in the English style, and rice as used in curry,
in the Indian sryle? Has he encounrered the us" of
Communiry rice for rice pudding, which makes it feel
like eating ball-bearings in milk, and has he tried the
use of rice for Indian-sryle curry, which astes like
clotted wallpaper? Has this finally gor through to the
Commission and will it in future stop taxing imporu of
rypes of rice which cannot be produced in the Com-
muniry?
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
I have some difficulry in answering
for the Commission as a college on thl issues whicf,
have been raised; but, speaking for myself 
- 
and,
unfonunately, my avoirdupois may givl rise to evi-
dence of this 
- 
I have established thit the two rypes
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of rice 
- 
that used for curry and that used for rice
puddings 
- 
are different. I do not know whether that
ih"t 
"ni*..t the question. Certainly, as far as theCommission is concerned, we are actively considering
research into both ryPes of rice in order to establish
which has the better market in the north of Europe.
President. 
- 
Question No 7, by Mr Lomas, who is
replaced by Mr Ford (H-a27 /85):
Subject: Aid to refugees in CYPrus
Vill the Commission consider giving aid to the
2OO OOO refugees in Cyprus who were forced to
leave their homes following the Turkish invasion
in 197 4?
Mr Narjes, Vce-President of the Commission' 
-(DE) The question of refugees in Cyprus has been
deali with piincipatly by the United Nations which has
"oop.r"r.d 
*ith thi Bovernment of the Republic of
Cyprus and the administration of the Turkish com-
munity to help reintegrate the populadon. It is also
wonlr pointing out that from 1974 ro 1977, in answer
to appials from the Republic of Cyp-rus,.the Com-
.uniry channelled immediate food aid for the flood of
.efugies in Cyprus through the Red Cross and-the UN
Hig[ Commisiion fot Refugees. As qart of financial
ani technical cooperation under the first and second
financial protocoli the Community is also involved in
financing'operations which will aid the economic and
social develbpment of Cyprus to the benefit, of course,
of the whole island.
Mr Ford (ED). 
- 
Clearly it is a serious problem in
Cyprus. Since'the occuPation by a totalitarian and
niar-Fascist regime of one of our small neighbours in
the Mediterranlan, does the Commission not feel it
should be doing more here than it has done in the
past, particularly as the problem.is.now being exacer-
fated'by membir countries which, in fact, are depon-
ing refugees form Northern Cyprus back-to the South-
eri p"tiof Cyprus 
- 
for example, the United King-
dom in the tise of the Nicholas 
- 
and actually
making it more difficult for the Cyprus Go-vernment in
Southein Cyprus to deal with this issue? Does he not
feel that itt ihese circumstances, where the Community
is creating a problem, we have a responsibility to do
more to help?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I cannot see that the Community
is creadt g problems. The Community is eager that
peaceful a*nd o.de.ly conditions should be restored in
'Cyp-t 
as soon as' possible and that the population
should enjoy represinative democratic conditions in
accordance with its declared wish. As regards willing-
ness to do more, I would point out that no requesr
have been received rc date concerning the matter
raised by the honourable member.
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner con-
firm, flr the purpose of educating Mr Ford, that
Nonhern Cyprus is a democrary ruled by a left-wing
coalition government?
Secondly, following the Commissioner's initial reply,
when he referred to the Financial Protocol between
the European Community and Cyprus,-I do agree with
him that'many refugees are Presently benefiting from
EEC schemes'in Cyprus' But, of course' those- benefits
do not apply to the endre island of Cyprus; they only
apply to ihe refugees in Southern Cyprus, because it is
oniy in Southern C1prus that the Commission has any
schlmes which it is aiding. \flill the Commission now
look at the proposals to aid further the refugees in
Northern Cyprui, who are Turkish Cypriot refugees,
and ensure ihat unde. the present Protocol there will
be schemes locarcd in Northern Cyprus and not toally
restricted to Southern CyPrus?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I would remind the honourable
member that the financial protocol applies to both
pans of Cyprus. These protocols have constantly taken
"".oun, 
of the special nature of Community poliry
towards Cyprus, a policy which requires aid. rc benefit
the entire'iopulation of the island. This has so far
been the case.
Mr Hughes (S). 
- 
A quick resPonse should.be made
to Mr faylor;s remark' It is in fact the case that in the
whole world only Turkey recognizes Nonhern
Cyprus as an independent state. The Commissioner
did s"y in reply to Mr Ford's question that the Com-
munity *.t not adding to the problems in. Cyprus'.I
*ould ,epeat the question. The Commissioner is
aware thai one Member State, the UK, is deponing
refugees to Cyprus. \7ill the Commissioner condemn
that-action and admit that that means the Community
is adding to the problems in CYPrus?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I am not sure if the last remark
was addressed to the Commission or to the previous
soeaker. But I would sress that in the Community's
ey., th. Republic of Cyprus is the island's sole legal
rePresentative.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) After nearly twelve
years there are still refugees in Cyprus. I wish to ask
the Commissioner whether, in addition to food aid,
there have been any other activities to help refugees
return to their homes and their estates?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) During the first four years both
the Community and the Member States individually
granted food aid. As of 1970 we have had the first
iinancial protocols, as of 1 January 1984 we now have
the second. !7e also suPPort the United Nadons and
back Secremry-General Perez de Cuellar in his efforts
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to press as hard as possible for peace and peaceful pro-
gress in Cyprus.
Mr Gerontopoulos (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I would like to
ask the Commissioner what the Commission intends
to do to ensure the three basic freedoms for Cypriot
refugees 
- 
freedom of movement, freedom of iitrle-
ment, and freedom to own one's estate. Now that the
European Communiries have secured these freedoms
for the cidzens of their Member Stares, I think it quite
unacceptable that practical steps should nor be raken
to secure the same basic rights for refugees in Cyprus,
for citizens of the Republic of Cyprus with whiih the
EEC has concluded an Associarion Agreement.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) It is the Commission's view thar
all the freedoms mentioned by the honourable member
can only be attained via the effons of the UN Secre-
mry-General.
President. 
- 
Question No 8, by Mr Barretr (H-434/
85):
Subject: Fishing-vessels from third counrries
arrested for illegal fishing
Vill the Commission give demils of the number of
vessels form third countries arresred for illegal
fishing in Communiry warers during the period
1984 to date?
Mr Sutherland, Member of tbe Commission. 
-I under-stand the honourable Member's concern with regard
to illegal fishing by vessels from non-member coun-
tries in Communiry warers. The reason for rhat con-
cern is evidenced by the answer which I will give.
Since I January 1984, the Commission has been noti-
fied of 124 arrests of vessels flying the flags of non-
mem-ber countries engaging in illegal fishing. Nearly
all of these vessels are Spanish. I should stress that rhl
surveillance of vessels and the recording of infringe-
ments are matrers primarily for the Member States.
Sanctions are also at the first srage a matter for the
governmenB.
On the basis of nodfications received, the Commission
can, of course, withdraw licences and for vessels fish-
ing unlicensed, refuse ro granr licences in the furure to
these vessels for limited periods.
Mr Barrett (RDE). 
- 
Vould the Commissioner tell
me how many of rhese arresm rcok place in Irish wat-
ers?.\7ould he agree that the penalties being imposed
by the Member States are far too low and cleaily do
not act as a deterrent when you consider one vessel
has been arresred and fined four times but still keeps
coming back?
Seeing thar Irish waters are far more vulnerable than
those of other Member Srares, would the Commission
be prepared to granr funher financial aid ro Ireland to
build an additional fisheries protecrion vessel similar to
the one recendy launched? At rhe end of the day the
only way ro prevenr these infringements is by having
an adequate fisheries prorecrion fleet. Perhaps thi
Commissioner would state whether the Commission is
prepared ro increase the inspectorare from 15, which I
understand is the current number.
Mr Sutfierland. 
- 
\fith regard rc the firsr pan of the
question, the number of arrests carried our by Ireland
since 1 January 1984 out of the total number I referred
to was 55.
\7ith regard to the adequacy, or orherwise, of the pen-
alties imposed, this is really a marrer in the first inst-
ance, as I have indicated, for the Member States,
because the primary responsibiliry for enforcing
domestic law in regard to fishing in any given area
resm with rhe Member State in whose territorial waters
the offending vessel has been arrested.
It-is a matter, I suppose, of concern for every member
of the Community and for Parliament if, as iuggested
by the honourable Member, cenain vessels repiitedly
commit the same offence. It is a matter, however, for
the Member State directly concerned to derermine
whether that is evidence of the fact rhat the penalties
being imposed are inadequate. I would noi like m
generalize in giving a reply.
The Commission-itself, of course, has powers. Having
examined the information received, it can withdraw
the licences of vessels for periods from rwo to twelve
months according to the type of fishing, the class of
vessel and the scale of the infringemenr. In the relevant
period, indeed, the Commission withdraw 23 licences,
including 20 for Spanish vessels and three for Faeroe
Islands vessels. The other cases of arrests concern,
therefore, vessels fishing wirhout a licence.
'!7ith 
regard to the final pan of the question, the Com-
mission has received requesm from various Member
States for Communiry aid to construcr more vessels.
The Commission is examining the situation in regard
to each ofthe requests, taking inro account the budg-
etary position of the Communiry. The mosr I can say
abour it is thar the situation cerainly has improved in
regard to surveillance over past years thanksro Com-
munity.aid for ships. I cannor, today, give any positive
detailed answer to what has been s"id by ih. qr.r-
tioner. All I can say is that the matter is being studied
at the presenr time by the Commission.
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Is it not fairly clear from the
enormous size of some of the monetary penalties
imposed that we have a serious situation wheie either
the Spanish Governmenr is paying rhe fines or rhey are
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being shared by the Spanish fleet? Could I r-epeat a
..qu-.tt I have made to the Commission in the fisheries
subcommittee, that we get to the bottom of this matter
before Spain enters? The Commission should carry
out a ui.y simply straighdorward investigation of
whether oi not ihat is the Practice, so that we know
where we are.
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
First of all, with regard to the ade-
quacy of the fines, it is certainly true to say that very
substantial fines have been levied against vessels which
have commitrcd offences in the territorial waters of
Member States, and that these do not aPPear to have
inhibited illegal fishing substantially. The statistics
which I have given to this Assembly are adequate testi-
mony of that fact.
From 1 January 1985 onwards, the tendenry-to illegal
fishing ihould-decline, since the number of Spanish
vesseli allowed to fish at the same time in present
Community waters will be increased. But in accord-
ance with ihe 
""t 
of accession, a special control system
applicable to Spanish vessels will be in operation' This
ryitetn, which witl be enshrined in a Commission regu-
lation, will be an adjunct to the general monitoring
system contained in Council Regulatio-n 20,57 of 1982
applicable to all Community vessels. This, I hope, will
ameliorate the position.
'\flith regard to the present situation, it is, as I have
already iaid, clearly unsatisfactory' But I also repeat
rhat the primary obligation in regard to esnblishing
adequate' punitit e measutes for those who offend
against the Community regime r-est1 witl-r the Member
Siates, and with the courts of the Member States
implementing the law of those states. It is not clear
that the Corimission can do a Ereat deal more at this
stage than what it has already undertaken to do and,
indied, has already done in regard to maintaining dis-
cipline in the Communiry.
Again, coming back to the question about vessels, it is,
of-"ourr., of the utmost imponance that there be an
adequate number of vessels ro Protect the fishermen of
each Member State. Again this is a primary responsi-
biliry of the Member States, although the Commission
has in the past examined and will continue to examine
the necesiiry or desirability of supplementing that
assistance.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
\7hat exactly happens when a
licence is withdrawn? Is the licence given to a parti-
cular fisherman, so that if somebody else is put on the
boat, the vessel can continue fishing? \[hat is the
effect of just withdrawing a particular licence? I think
it is important to know ihri, because I do 
-not think
withdrawing licences is stopping the type of infringe-
ments that we have become accustomed to seeing'
The Commissioner will also be aware that ure sug-
gested on a previous occasion at Question-time that
the Commission should consider, in cases where there
are repeated infringements by the same skipper, con-
fiscating the boat, lf that is what is required to stoP
them, bicause it has been very hard to stop them undl
now.
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
First of all the new system after 1
January 1986 will be applicable to vessels, not to the
Individuals who sail in-them. The vessel itself witl
figure on periodic lists authorizing it to fish during a
cJnain peiiod a.,d requiring it to report by radio its
rnou.rn.nm and catchCs to the national control auth-
orities and to the Commission. Therefore, monitoring
will be applicable to the vessel rather than to the man'
Secondly, with regard to the sanctions available in the
.r.n, of there being consistent breaches of the law,
that again seems to me be primarily a matter for the
nation"al authorities. The fining authority in respect of
each Member State is the law prevailing in that State
at any given time, and jurisdiction is exercised by the
judges in the couns of that country. It is not, in other
*or-dt, a Community legislative measure which deter-
mines the amount of any fine or how the fining policy
is to be enforced.
Mr Elles (ED). 
- 
I was interested to hear the Com-
missioner say that after I January 1985 the problem
should disappear or at least be greatly reduced where
third-country vessels are concerned. But the number
of Spanish boats will increase from something like 106
to 150. Vill the Commission please give its assurance
that there will be a sufficient quota for the Spanish
boats to catch and that Spanish vessels will not be
given any access to the Nonh Sea before the year
2002?
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
The Commission will adhere rigidly
to the provisions of the act of accession which clearly
indicai the precise availability of fishing for the Span-
ish fleet. The sysrcm, in other words, will be operated
strictly in accordance with the agreement which has
been ieached. This system will be enshrined in a Com-
mission regulation, which will be enforced rigidly by
the Commission, and the vessels of the present Com-
muniry which will be fishing in Spanish waters will, of
"ourri, be obliged 
to comply with the same obliga-
tions.
Under Anicle 5(2) of the basic regulation setting up a
Community system for the conservation of fisheries
resources,'it is for each Member State to determine
procedures for utilizing the quotas,of. its 
.fishermen,
having due regard to Community legislatio-n' How-
.,n.., th. Comhission is determined to enforce the
quota regime which is in existence in accordance with
our obligitions, which I think are clearly defined. That
relates to the North Sea as well as to the rest of Euro-
Pean waters.
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Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
Vhen rhe Commissioner
alks about surveillance being the responsibility of the
Member Stare, is he aware rhat in a small country like
Ireland where nearly half of the boats detected vere
fishing illegally, it is impossible to finance sufficient
vessels for surveillance purposes, that surveillance is
totally inadequate, and that where 55 boats were
caught you can be sure that at least 100 more gor
away?
The Commissioner did nor answer Mrs Ewing's ques-
tion. !7ould he therefore say 
- 
having agreed that
penalties are severe 
- 
whether there is any evidence
to sutgest that there is a stare scheme to help fisher-
men pay fines? There is no way an individual fisher-
man could pay these fines. After I January 1985, what
additional acrion does the Commission intend to take
to eliminate this illegal fishing?
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
Firsr of all, the panicular concerns
of Member States and the difficulties of financing the
provision of adequate protection vessels are things
which the Commission is aware of. The awa.eness of
that problem has resulted in the fact that rhe Commis-
sion has received requesrs in rhe past and has indeed
provided aid for the construction of vessels. Nobody is
suggesdng that the evidence available indicates that
there are enough vessels for patrolling the waters of
the Communiry and ensuring that there are no rrans-
tressions. If there were enough vessels, one can safely
assume that the number of arresm would have been
much less than the number which I have indicated.
The difficulty that the Commission has is obviously
one of resources. It is in that context, and that contexr
only, that I indicarcd earlier in my reply the difficulties
that exist. \flhat one can say is thar whilst the position
is anphing but desirable ar presenr, it has, ir would
appear, improved considerably over the pasr years
thanks rc the Communiry aid for ships, and one can
assume that if that aid had not been given, marrcrs
would be even worse than they are.
'!7ith 
regard to the alleged state funding of the pay-
ment of fines, the Commission is not aware of anyevi-
dence to establish that to be the case. It is for the
Member States in quesrion, the ones who are levying
the fines, to collect them and to lay down the condi-
tions under which they are ro be paid. \Therher there
is such a srare funding mechanism as rhar alleged in
two questions, is a matter which rhe Commission
would like information on, if there is informadon
relating to ir. But the Commission's concern is nor pri-
marily with where the money comes from, nor indeed
with levying the fines. Thar is a marrer for the national
courts.
President. 
- 
Quesdon No 9, by Mr Flanagan (H-
440/85):
Subject: Possible levy on blank recording-tape
and/ or equipment
Can the Commission confirm or deny that a possi-
ble initiative is being considered in the field of
copyright law, and more parricularly the possibil-
iry of a levy being introduced in this context on
blank tapes and on recording-equipment, and
does it accept rha[ such a levy would be exceed-
ingly retrbgrade and highly undesirable, were it to
be imposed on blind and panially-sighrcd people?
Lord Cockfteld, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-As has been snred in various written questions on this
subject, the Commission intends to publish a Green
Paper on a number of current copyright issues. Among
the questions to be dealt with will be the suggestion
that a levy or copyrighr fee should be imposed on
blank video and audio rapes ro remunerate copyright
owners for the copying of their works by individuals
for private purposes. The Green Paper will present rhe
argumenm for and against such a levy scheme, and will
take into accounr the panicular interests and needs of
handicapped citizens. Following publication of the
Green Paper, consultations will take place in order to
give various interests-groups a full opponunity to
presenr their views ro rhe Commission before a defini-
tive position is taken.
Mr Flanagan (RDE). 
- 
I just wanr ro rhank the
Commissioner. His reply brings the situation up to
date.
Mr Elliott (S). 
- 
!7ould the Commission accept that
the great use of blank apes by ordinary citizeni is not
for the purpose of infringing copyright or indeed for
making, in most cases, permanent records, but is, in
fact, for rheir own personal use, mainly for time-shift
purposes? In other words, being able to listen ro or
view recordings of programmes ar a more convenient
time than that at which rhey are normally broadcast?
\7ould the Commission also accepr rhar in addition to
the great problem which a levy on tapes and equip-
ment would presenr for the blind and panially-sighted,
there is also a major problem for those educalional
institutions 
- 
schools, colleges and others 
- 
that
make great use of blank apes for educational pur-
poses? Given the financial consrrainr which many of
these educational institutions currently work under,
this would create a major problem. Can I have an
assurance that these particular aspecrc will be fully
taken into accounr in any proposals made?
Lord Cockftcld. 
- 
The Commission is, of course,
aware of the factors that the honourable Member
mentions. This is an issue on which strong views are
held. Unfonunately, they rcnd also to be very diver-
gent views. This is rhe reason why we propose publish-
ing a Green Paper and giving everybody interlsted in
the subject rhe opponunity of making represenarions.
The Commission has nor yet esablished its position in
this field. Ve will only do so in the light of flll consid-
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eration of all the rePresentations that are made when
the Green Paper is published.
Mrs Niclsen (L). 
- 
(DA) I have a supplementary
question for the Commissioner. I am very glad that
various views which might be presented by interest
groups will be taken into account. I would like to ask
if he is and will be attentive to the fact that many peo-
ple have irregular working-hours. There are also many
- 
Member of Parliament, for example 
- 
who may be
absent from their home countries for considerable
periods. It is absolutely right to exPect Members of
harliament to follow political debates at home. And we
are fonunate in that-modern rcchnology gives us the
faciliry of tapes, which enable us to keep track of what
is happenin[ at home with the aid of both radio and
TV. Indeed, we have to know what is going on, not
least so that we can put it into a European dimension'
Are we politicians, who want to keep rack of develop-
ments, also to be regarded as an interest group? As a
matter of form, I must just say: I do not think that
either politicians or others who have irregula-r work-
ing-hours should be penalized. This should, of course,
nol be taken to mean that I am happy with the state
monopoly enjoyed by the Danish nadonal broadcast-
ing serviie. Of'course I want competition on the air-
*"ues; I want to see the monopoly broken as soon as
possible.
Mr Kuiipcrs (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Flanaganl, q9T!i"1
is remindouily i.po.t"nt for the thousands of blind
and panially-sighted people in Europe who. cannot
read'ordinary books oi information. I should therefore
like to ask t-his supplementary question following the
satisfactory answer given by the Commissioner'
Can thought be given to the possibiliry of 
-using the
same maki and aloue all the same postal charges for
those who cannot read ordinary books and are there-
fore forced to use audio tapes? Could this suggestion
be included when this answer is considered?
Lord Cockficld. 
- 
Since I became a Commissioner I
have become acutely aware of the fact that people
have to work at very different times and sometimes
very long times as well. But I did make the-point, in
r.piy to ihe earlier supplementary question' that this is
"r, 
ittu. on which uery ditn.tg.nt views are held, and
the object of publishing the Green Paper is to give
everybody conterned the opponuniry of making those
views known, not only to the Commission themselves
but of course to a wider public as well. It is only in the
light of the full consideration of the views expressed
th-at the Commission will then take a stand on this
issue.
Mr McMillan-Scott (ED). 
- 
Could the Commis-
sioner confirm that this is in fact the first time an offi-
cial announcement has been made that the Commis-
sion is to recommend a levy on blank recording tape?
Is he aware that the depanment within the Commis-
sion responsible for drafiing this paper is considerably
over-worked and has had the benefit of representa-
tions from a number of interest-groups? Could he
therefore, in the light of that comment, give us an
assurance that when the Green Paper is published it
will list all those organizations from whom evidence
has been received and further assure this House that
no part of that paper will have been prepared, written
o. in any other way submitted by anybody but the staff
of the Commission itself? 1
Lord Cockfield. 
- 
I have said, not once, not twice,
but three times, and I will now rePeat it for a founh
time, that the Commission has not taken a position on
this matter and does not ProPose taking a position
until such time as the Green Paper has been published,
the views of people interested have been expressed and
those views'have been very fully considered by the
Commission. I hope, therefore, that there will be no
doubt about that position. So far as the drafting of the
Green Paper is concerned, the Commission. is, of
course, iniividually and corporately responsible for
the papers that it produces.
The position of people who suffer from one handicap
or another, including an inabiliry to read, is clearly
one of the factors that must be taken into account
when considering what action should be taken in this
field. If a levy weie imposed, it would, of course, theo-
redcally be iossible to make special arrangements for
such piople, although one would have to weigh in the
balante ihe question of the administradve costs and
the other difficuldes which might arise. However,
these are all matters which need to be considered in
the light of the Green PaPer imelf.
Mr Paisley (NI).- Voutd the Commissioner keep in
mind thai a'very large number of church bodies and
religious organizations use a taPe ministry for the
'shrit-ins' 
"ni fo. those that 
cannot come to places of
worship? Vould he also keep in mind that these bod-
ies would be hard hit as they lack the finances to Pay
an extra levy on what is a voluntary and charitable
exercise?
Lord Cockfield. 
- 
I can assure the honourable Mem-
ber that I will most cenainly keep all of these matters
in mind. Of course, he will have the funher oPPortun-
itv of makins reDresentations at the time the Green
P'aper is pubilshei and also of expressing his opinion
in Parliament, whose opinion on this matter generally
will, of course, be very relevant and very imponant'
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
\fi[ the Commissioner just put
on ,ecord] for the sake of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Spon, that when
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considering the represenrarions it will consider the
views of young people 
- 
the grearesr users of blank
tapes? Has the Commission, in addition to looking at
the representations and making up its mind, 
"onlid-ered.the daunting question of rhe unenforceability of
this law, which really would make an ass of itseif as
you try to make criminals out of people in their own
homes 
- 
housewives, yourrg people and so on?
Lord Cockfield. 
- 
\7e will cenainly bear in mind the
views of young people. I imagine thar rhey will be for-
cibly expressed on this issue as, indeed, they tend rc be
forcibly expressetl on many issues.
So far as the administration is concerned, I would only
make this commenr 
- 
which is not intended in any
way ro indicate a view in one direction e1 2nsghsl 
-that the proposal ro pur a levy on the tape is designed
to ensure that the levy is collected from the relatively
small number of tape manufacturers rather than make
any atrcmpt to collect from rhe user, an operation
which, I agree, would be complercly impossibli.
President. 
- 
Question No 10, by Mr P. Beazley (H-
477 /85):
Subject: Hunger and drought in Africa
Vhat srcps does the Commission intend to take to
advise the public of Member States whar acrion ir
has taken and is proposing to take in the future to
alleviate hunger and drought in Africa?
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
First of
all, I would like to say thar I am delighted to be
afforded the opponunity of speaking on an issue
which is one of great concern and is oftin voiced.
The Commission is conscious of the need to inform
European public opinion about the acrions undenaken
by the Communiry to help combat famine in Africa.
Thus, the press 
- 
both journalists accredited in Brus-
sels and the national press oia our information offices
in- capitals 
- 
have been kept systematically informed
of our activities since the launching of the [)ublin plan.
The major press agencies have, in fact, used muih of
this material. But we are aware that in the media
generally, and in panicular in television reports, Com-
munity acdons are rarely highlighrcd. This is the case
notably of repons made on the spot by European jour-
nalists, who all too often tend to put rhe accenr on
national acdons. Furthermore, since Community
emergency aid is usually implemented either by NGO;
or by international agencies, their Communiry charac-
ter is not always apparenr.
The Commission has attempted to overcome some of
these difficu_lties by organizing on-the-spot reponing
trom counrries such as Ethiopia, Sudan and Chad. \7e
are in the process of completing a shon film in Sene-
8al.
The Commission also intends to reinforce the infor-
mation role of its delegations in the ACp countries
and to encourage better coordination with and
between the embassies of the Member Srates.
However, ir must be clearly understood that actions
such as those I have described are exrremely costly,
while the budgetary constraints under which we are
obliged to work are very severe. For an example, a
recent press action involving six journalists in Ethiopia
cost nearly 24 000 ECU 
- 
this out of a total develop-
ment information budget of only 60 OOO ECU for
1985. So one parricular activity rcok up almost half of
the annual budget. The Commission hopes to improve
considerably its activities of this kind in igSO if its pro-
posals for the informadon budger are accepted. \i7ith
our present meagre resources, however, the results will
never be satisfacrory.
Mr P. Beazley (ED). 
- 
I would like to thank the
Commissioner very much for his answer, panicularly
the fact that he says he is making a film in'Senegal. it
seems perfectly clear from his answer, however, that
his information budget is much too small. I would sug-
Best that, firstly, rhe budget be very, very considerably
increased and, secondly, thar information should bL
provided on a much wider basis, to include video tapes
and illustrated brochures which European Members of
Parliament can provide to their consriiuenr.
The facts of the matter seem ro be thar the European
public is in total ignorance of the underlying causes
and is angry at rhe European Community beiause of
the public's own lack of understanding'at what the
position really is.
Could not, therefore, the Commission take accounr of
the high regard in which cenain pop-troups are held
by the public and the publiciry they-have received for
providing 50 million pounds' worth of food aid, and
could not the Commission provide for MEps and
others suitable means of communicating the facm to
the public appropriate to the 1.5 billion per annum
provided by the Community in a much wider field of
aid?
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
I sympathize entirely with the view
expressed in this supplementary q,r.riion. However,
rhetoric, I am afraid, will not provide the answer to
the problem. The only thing that will provide the
ansver is money. That is the simple issue that we are
talking about here. !7e qe talking about adequare
budgetary resources ro enable ,r to Jo our job.
The refrain which this quesrion very properly repear
is one which all of us have heard to'" gr."r.io. Lss..
extent in regard ro the activities of die Commission.
This is not to detract in any way from the activities of
those who have been involved individually, whether as
popstars or orherwise, which have been very beneficial
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in their results. The activities of the Communiry do
not appear to have the same publicity cachet. To
acquire that cachet, we shall require additional
resources. The outlook for 1985, therefore, is largely
dependent upon the provision of this suppon. I should
alJo say that the role of Parliament and the Members
of Pariiament is very imponant in putting before the
public the realities of the involvement of the Com-
munity in the area of development. The publication
last week of a book by Alan Mamhews on develop-
ment aid and the activities of the Commission will be
of some value in correcting some of the imbalanced
views generally subscribed to in the Community as a
whole.
Mr Maher (L).- At some date in the future, prefera-
bly in the near future, would the Commission be pre-
pared to make a report to Parliament on the reasons
for the hunger and the famine in all the countries
which are in receipt of food aid, panicularly from the
European Communiry? This repon should make a dis-
tinction besween those countries where hunger exists
because of the political situation, or maladministra-
tion, or mismanagement' or lack of attention to the
needs of the producers of the food, or graft or corruP-
tions as the case may be, and those countries that are
genuinely hit by natural disasters of one kind or
another.'I think something of that nature would be
very useful to this House when we are looking at the
problems of food aid in future.
Mr Sutherland. 
- 
The sutgestion made by Mr Maher
is probably a very valuable one. I hesitate to give a
deiinitit e answer to it now without enquiring funher
as to the capaciry of the Commission's services to
produce the iepon, which would enail a very deailed
ixamination of various countries in deprived regions
of the world. However, I will certainly have the malter
investigated and will communicate funher with him in
regard to the possibilides of mounting such an oPera-
tion.
Mr An&ews (RDE). 
- 
The Commissioner himself
admits that there is very little money available to try to
inform the people of Europe about the activities
entailed in development cooPeration and about the
magnificent work the Commission and its saff have
done. On the other hand, the public reladons oPera-
don mounrcd by Bob Geldof 
- 
a neighbour and a
friend of mine 
- 
exceeded anything that the Euro-
pean Parliament has been able to achieve. In view of
ihe f"ct that Bob Geldof himself is vinually unem-
ployed when the end of Band Aid comes, would the
Commissioner consider hiring him as the Parliament's
and Commission's PR officer?
Mr Suthedand. 
- 
Vith due respect to Bob Geldof, I
think the Commission will have to rely on its own ser-
vices to provide the information necessary.
President. 
- 
As the author is not present, Question
No l l will be answered in writing.l
Question No 12, by Mr Volff (H-afi/85):
Subject: Aid for regions afflicted by natural disas-
rcrs
Can the Commission say whether it has laid down
general criteria and procedures 
- 
within the
framework of the provisional appropriations
entered in the budget 
- 
for aid to regions
afflicted by natural disasters and, if so, will it say
what thesi criteria and procedures are, so that
countries affected by such disasters will know
what assistance they are entitled to?
Mr Narfes, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(DE) I assume from the wording of the question that
the honourable member refers to the Commission's aid
measures to populations within the Community
afflicted by disasters.
This aid is provided for in Anicle 690 of the budget. In
,.".nt y."is the funds under this heading, already
limircd, have been cut back even funher by the budg-
eary authority. For 1985 only 2.7 million ECU are
avaiiable for this purpose, only two-thirds of the
amount earmarked in previous years. Under these cir-
cumstances the honourable member will understand
that the Commission was obliged to place stringent
limits on both the value and the number of its aid mea-
sures.
In deciding whether or not to assist in the event of a
disaster thi Commission is not concerned with who
makes the request for aid. It makes an objective assess-
ment of the consequences for those affected, i.e. the
number of dead and homeless and the extent of mater-
ial damage rc the populadon affected. The Commis-
sion does not concern itself with more indirect damage
suffered by public infrastructures.
Every effort is made accordingly to get help to those
directly affected. This help concentrates panicularly
on immediate measures to save lives and provides
imponant emergency equipment.
Mr Volff (L).- (FR) lt I have understood the Com-
missioner correctly, each case is studied on its merits
in order to decide exactly what the situation is, before
any decision which involves natural catastrophes is
taken. Since the Commissioner said just now that at
budgetary level the amounts available are relatively
small and difficult to release, I should like to know
how much can be done in 1985.
Mr Naries. 
- 
@fl Generally speaking the Commis-
sion's room for manoeuvre in 1985 has been limircd by
I See Annex to Question-ume.
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the fact that only swo-thirds of the amounts available
to us in previous years were available this dme. fu
regards case by casc studies we try, as I have already
indicated, to devise smndards which can be applied rc
comparable cases using rhe numbers of dead and
homeless and other material damage.
Mr Eyraud (S).- (FR) I think the Commissioner in
his reply was referring rc physical or material damage
caused by major narural disasters such as earrhquakes,
tidal waves, erc. I think that was not really the ques-
tion which was pur to him. In fact it concerns the
problem of the drought in the south of France, the
nonh of Italy and Greece. The Commissioner referred
in his reply to line 69 of the budget, whereas I rhink it
is a question of finding credits from another line, in
particular where cereals are supplied at a price 250/o
below the normal price and there is then aid for the
ransport of those cereals. \7hat does he expect to do
on this point?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) The question concerns natural
disasters, and I have answered ir. fu far as drought is
concerned, I cannot ar presenr subscribe to the hon-
ourable member's formula whereby Communiry aid
should automatically be given if prices fall by 250/0.
Ve do not have enough money in the budget for this,
as our unfonunate experience taught us when we
sought to introduce aid measures in France following
a droughu
President. 
- 
The first half of Question-time is
closed. I
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
PresidenP
8. Votes
Report by Mr Dimitriedis, on behalf of thc Committee
on Budgctary Control, on tte budgetary-control
aspccts of thc 
-a"agemcnt of Community
dcvelopment-aid fuds by thc Euopcen fnvestment
f,anlr (Doc. N-95/8512 adopted
*oo
Second report by Mrs Van den Hewcl, on behalf of the
Politicd Affeirs Q6mmi3i6s, on human rights in the
world in 19t4 and Community policy on human rights
(Doc. A2-121l85)
IN THE CFIAIR: MRS PERY
Vce-hesident
Explanations ofvore
Mrs Lenz (PPE). 
- 
(DE) The Group of the Euro-
pean People's Parry will suppon this resolution with
two resricdons. Our view is also shared by the Euro-
pean Democrats.
fu we know, all the groups had grave reservations
concerning the chapter on rhe ACP States. Ve also
know how critical the human rights situation in these
countries is. Consequently we wish to change this
chapter. The situation needs to be looked at differ-
ently from country to country. The resolution now
before us does not really do this.
The Political Affairs Comminee and the Committee
on Development and Cooperation must find new ways
of supponing the intendon of rhe European Com-
munity and of the European Parliament in panicular
to press in the ACP Assembly for greater observation
of human rights but also to take issue over any injus-
tices which occur. The rapponeur has not yet found
the right form here, or the right degree of coordina-
tion.
\7e also have reservations regarding the form of the
report. Ve would ask the Committees to work out a
better form roterher. Despite rhese reservations we
shall vote in favour of the resoludon.
Mrs Veil (L).- (FR) Speaking personally, I wish to
say that my position on this reporr is rhe same as ir was
gwo years ago and on the same rcrms.
I find this method absolurcly deplorable 
- 
and I say
it.
(Apphuse)
Ve make an inventory, we denounce, condemn, the
whole world and are incapable of seeing what is hap-
pening in our own countries. In view of the elementaqy
knowledge which we have, it is irresponsible to passjudgment on rhese terms. Cenainly some of the facts
are accurate, but we do not have the knowledge which
would enable us to reach an informed decision. I have
nodced that whenever ve have urgenr resolutions
which involve the Community, we always contrive nor
to discuss them. That is why I have not voted either on
the amendment which asked rhat a reporr be made on
the Communiry. It is hyfocritical, and in my view we
cannot continue everyyear or every rwo years to draw
up a report which puts toally differenr evenrs on a sin-
I See Annex to Qucstion-dme.2 For rhe announcemenr of subjects to be taken in the topi-
cal and urgent debate, see Minutes.
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gle level and which, in fact, thereby totally trivializes
those violations of human rights which do really exist.
(Appkuse)
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
I shall abstain on this report. I sym-
pathize very much with what Mrs Veil said. I want to
mention three panicular points relating to the Conser-
vative Group in this Parliament. Lord Bethell, of
course, is missing, looking for Bob Geldof. We have
only one of their human righr people here.
On paragraph 21e of the motion for a resolution,
which says that we 'call for increased budgetary provi-
sion for human-rights-related projects within the
Communiry', the Conservatives voted against. On the
amendment which said that we 'welcome nevenheless
the fact that a human rights unit has been set up in
Parliament's secretariat and hope that the number of
saff working in it will be increased', the Conservatives
voted against. On the amendment which instructed the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights to
report annually on the situation as regards human
rights in the Member States, the Conservative Group
voted against.
I put it to this House that the Conservative Group are
a bunch of hypocrircs! Their principal spokesman does
not even bother to turn up for the debate, and any-
thing that they say about human rights should be
remimbered against the background of the disgraceful
votes that have been cast by them today!
(Appkusefron the benches of the Socialist Groap)
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
the French members of the Communist and Allies
Group will abstain from the vote on the repon of the
Political Affairs Committee.
'!7e cenainly share some of the findings of this rePort,
but its impact is somewhat attenuarcd by some of the
amendments which have been adopted. The real ques-
don is whether it is in factpan of Parliament'5 sel6 
-
one might even say, within its pov'ers, periodically to
set itself up as a son of international tribunal dispen-
sing praise or censure, especially as this Assembly 
-
and I am not the only one to say this 
- 
obsdnately
refuses, on pretexts which are untenable, to examine
the problem of human rights in the Community itself,
i.e., in a pan of the world which is our primary con-
cern. May I remind you that it took months to deal
finally with violations of freedoms in Turkey, a coun-
try closely associated to the Community and an offi-
cial candidate for accession to it.
Finally, Madam President, what significance could the
vote on the repon before us have, regardless of the
rapporteur's own merits, when one remembers that
right in the middle of the South African drama, of
executions and daily hangings, the European Parlia-
ment was unwilling to pass any opinion or rc call for
sanctions against the apartheid regime.
(Appkasefrom the ldt)
That is why, because we do not wish to disguise these
facts, we shall absain from voting.
(Applatse fron tbe left)
Mr Baudouin (RDE), chairman of the delegation for
relations uith the Maghreb countries. 
- 
(FR) I shall be
very brief and I shall speak in a personal capaciry' fu
chairman of the delegadon for relations with the
Maghreb countries, I was shocked to find the accusa-
tions made against Morocco, a counry which has
made a considerable effon over several years, amidst
the incredible picture of various counries' attiudes rc
violations of human rights.
(Appkase fron tbe ight)
The violence of some of the accusations 
- 
and this
does not only apply to Morocco 
- 
savours of political
machination against certain countries. I agree with
what Mrs Veil said, and I shall not vote for this rePort'
(Appkusefrom the ight)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) The Members of the
Greek Communist Pany took no part in the votes on
the amendments, and we shall also abstain in the vote
on the proposed resolution on human righa as a
whole. '$7'e cannot agree with the European Parlia-
ment's self-appointed role as an international court to
all inrcnts and purposes, excepting only the sector
relating to suppression of human rights in the EEC
countries themselves, whether in the form of the Ber'
ufsoerboten in Vestern Germany, or the problem of
Nonhern Ireland in the UK, or the problem of immi-
grants in Belgium.
(Applaase)
Beyond this, we believe that the resolution bears a
clear stamp of anti-Communism, and I think it is
unacceptable for any right-thinking modern person to
liken Cuba to Salvador, or Bulgaria to Chile. Funher-
more, I wish to stress that in the end we always show
solidariry with peoples whose rights are being sup-
pressed, but we must bear in mind that the subject of
human rights is often used as an excuse to act against
the fight for peace, d6.tente, etc., and we note with con-
cern an attempt to raise such a matter of human rights
shonly before the Reagan-Gorbachev summit, which
is critical for the furtherance of peace'
Mr Kuiipcrs (ARC), in utiting. 
- 
(NL) Mrs Van
den Heuvel's repon on human rights in the world in
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1984 has numerous merits, and I shall rherefore vote
for it. However, the adoption of this reporr mus[ be
seen not as a final act thar recurs each year but as an
incentive to move srcadily onwards ro a new political
culture. It is not enough, after all, to compile careful
lists of the violations that have occurred somewhere in
the world. A link should ulrimately be forged with
policy so that policy itself becomes a force that
encourates respect for human and civil righm through-
out the world.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted
in 1948 and the later covenants on economic, social
and cultural rights and civil and political rights should
always be used as a touchstone when diplomatic,
economic or trade contacts are made. Respect for the
rights set out in these treaties should always be made a
precondition for contacts of any kind. This is the
maserial for a new polidcal culture 
- 
at international
and other levels. The European Community can play a
decisive role in this.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC), in afiting.
(NL) Parliament has spared itself neither time nor
trouble in drawing up a substantial document on
human rights. In itself, the care that has been taken is
praisewonhy.
But we must ask ourselves what political impact this
will have. In its present form the reporr is little more
than a copy of Amnesty International's annual reporr,.
And there is linle point in that. !7e should be trying to
bring direct political influence to bear on even6.
At the moment, all the human rights resolutions are
placed in a heap, put before the Assembly ayearlater,
and then what? Ve are roo late if all we can do is
adopt numerous resolutions, and that is a piry.
European Political Cooperation should make it possi-
ble to find a means of taking acrion sooner. That
should now be our first concern.
The repon drawn up by Mrs Van den Heuvel and
approved by the Political Affairs Committee is good,
too good simply rc be put on a shelf. I shall therefore
vote for it.
( Parliament adopted the resolationl
Tbe sitting closed at 7.a5 p.n.f
The rapponeur spoke in faooar ol Anendments Nos 3, 7,
37,43 to 46, 59 (2od pan), 61, 68, 84, 88, 90 to 93,95,
96,98,102 and 107; and agaitst Antentmenm Nos 1, 2, 4
to 6,8 to 25,27,28,31,32,36,41,48 to 50,53 to 58, 59(lst pan), 60, 62, 64 w 67, 69 to 82, 86, 89, 94, 97, t}l,
103 to 106, 108, 109, I 1 I to I 15, ll9 to l2l,123 w 129.
For the next day's agenda, see Minutes.
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liamentary institutions representing our rwo regions
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countries and between the peoples whom we jointly
rePresent.
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President. 
- 
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ence on the amendmenu to the EEC Treaties and
the role of the European Parliament
- 
by the Committee on Institutional Affairs (Doc.
82-949/85) to the Commission, on the proceed-
ings of the Intergovernmental Conference on the
European Union
- 
by Mr Habsburg (Doc. 82-950185) on behalf of
the Political Affairs Committee, to the Commis-
sion, on the proceedings of the Conference of the
Representatives of the Governments of the Mem-
ber States on institutional reform.
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) The answers to the ques-
tion submitted by Parliament are already generally
known to us following the mlls with our delegation
yesterday. I shall not try to hide the fact that they
came as a considerable disappointment to us. But I
believe we must rather keep our cool and look calmly
at things as they now are. There are two ways of look-
ing at yesterday's events.
On the one hand, we must accept that there is always
a trough in any negotiations. It is possible that we shall
noc/ tet stuck in the trough, and it will be a great pity
for Europe if we do. On the other hand, it is also pos-
sible that it will be uphill all the way from the Present
trough until we arrive at a satisfactory result that will
give us an overall vision and a wider perspective for
the future of our Communiry. !7e hope that the
second possibiliry will come to pass. At all events our
group will do everything in its power to ensure that it
does. As you know, the Chrisdan Democrats in the
European People's Party are holding a high-level
meedng on 9 November to help conribute to that out-
come.
I now want to make just three points. If we want our
effons to succeed, then it will be necessary to create
the preconditions for success. Political will is in first
place. There is still prevarication on this, by three
Member States in panicular. Some of the others are
still ambiguous, and others again have still not spoken
out clearly. Ve hope that in view of the limited time
remaining, greater convertence will now be sought
very quickly. In that connection I want to sress that
we are paying special attention to differentiation on
the internal market. Ve shall have to look and see to
what extent a differentiated development will be possi-
ble. And that will apply in a wider conrcxt also. Ve
need to distinguish those who are determined to make
progress from those who will not or cannot do so. The
latter must not be allowed to obstruct progress all
round. Parliament has stressed this point repeatedly. It
is our conviction that we shall all sooner or later have
to pull together in a broad perspective and with an
overall vision. The time to make progress is now.
My second point is this. Ve are considering a docu-
ment in which the Conference smrcs that the institu-
tional balance must be mainmined. But there is no such
balance. Council decision-making is inadequate. The
Commission's function has no real substance. Parlia-
ment's opinions receive inadequate consideration, or
none at all. \7ith the present set-up, under existing
Treaties, there simply is no harmonious balance
between the institutions. Ve can sympathize with
those who say that we need a new balance at a higher
level in response m the wishes of the Community
public. But that could only be achieved under an insti-
tutional framework that was both more effective and
more democratic. '!7hat we need is a qualitative leap
forward. If we insist on holding onto inadequate struc-
tures that lack balance, then unfonunately we can
never hope to reach that far.
My third point is about the role of Parliament. Ve all
know by now that there is a new interpretadon of the
term soamettre au Parlemert ('submit to Parliament').
'\7e have always assumed, and we say this in all good
faith, that in his letter to Mr Pflimlin, Mr Poos used
the term soumettle 
- 
and you can find this in any
French dictionary 
- 
in the sense of soumettrc aujuge-
menL proposer au choitt, au jugement, ('to submit for
judgment, put forward for decision or judgment').
Now you are saying that the term normally means
faire rappo4 ('submit a repon') to Parliament. And
here you invoke Anicle 236 of the EEC Treaty, and
then you say that this is zotre loi commune ('law com-
mon to us all'). I think the Council really should think
rwice before appealing to what it calls ovr loi com-
mune. Or does it not remember how it pushed our loi
commurre rudely to one side when it drew up the
so-called'Luxembourg Compromise'? It is always the
political element that is put first.
Ve hold to the conviction that no one should be
allowed to get away with pushing Parliament to one
side. Public opinion will not stand for anything of the
kind. Our constituents, now that they have voted for
us in direct elections, will not accept it. And they are
the same people who vote for you in the national elec-
tions. Nor will national parliaments accept that this
kind of Eeatment can be handed out to another parlia-
ment that is trying to make good the deficienry of
democratic structures.
And you, the Members of the Council, you yourselves,
will not accept it. After all, you are democrats too.
Hardly a day passes but we discuss the unhappy divide
that exists bervreen ourselves and the rest of the world.
That is one place where a parliament has an essential
role to play. You must therefore find the means of
opening and maintaining a dialogue with Parliament
on the success of your activities and of the European
Council Summit Meeting in Luxembourg.
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Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, on behalf
of the Socialist Group I should like to explain our
question and immediately consider the decisive role of
the Parliament. In reply to our question on the Euro-
pean Parliament's role in the work of the Intergovern-
mental Conference, we were rcld that the President, as
Represenative of Parliament would be afforded the
opponunity to present his position and that both he
and Parliament would be informed of the Confer-
ence's decisions.
I wonder how Members of the Council feel about this
reatment of Parliamenl They themselves are elected
Members of Parliament who then joined the govern-
ment. \trill Members of the Council ever realize that in
all these matters 
- 
particularly where the question of
srengthening Parliament's controlling power is con-
cerned 
- 
they are prisoners of their own ministerial
bureaucrary.
They are aware that a large number of the controlling
powers of our national parliaments were transferred to
the European Communiry. The directly-elected Euro-
pean Parliament must now be conferred with these
parliamentary controlling powers. However, not only
the Council, but also the Council of Ministers and
ministerial bureaucracies will continue to prevent such
a move, because the ministerial bureaucracies, thank
God, got rid of the poril/ers of their national parlia-
ments and will not allow them now to be transferred
rc the European Parliament. That is why I am asking
the Council if it is going to continue playing this game
or if it will finally transfer these controlling powers to
the European Parliament.
Second, this Parliament oudined several demands in a
draftTreaty on European Union which were not deah
with at all at the Intergovernmental Conference.
Therefore, I should like to request that the Council
and various governmenr take care in their answer [o
be forthright in their definition of European Union,
because themes were introduced into the debate which
were everFthing but European Union.
Parliament shares my opinion that in terms of a quali-
tative leap the concept of European Union can really
only be given one point. I am convinced that we shall
still have a long way to go on the road to European
Union after the Intergovernmental Conference and
shall be struggling for many years ro come. Present-
day decisions and the mandate conferred by the Milan
Summit will not solve the problem. Of course, I should
be very grateful if the President of the Commission
would state his position once more. The agreement of
the Intergovernmental Conference to implement some
of the Commission's demands 
- 
which reflect ro a
Breat exrcnt those of the European Parliament 
-would, in my opinion, consrirure a substantial
improvemenr on the present situation.
This makes me wonder if we should no[ opr for a fresh
start, because the Luxembourg Summit will not settle
the matter, and I think that funher discussion will be
necessary. Madam President, you are very much
aware of the various differing opinions within my
troup on the subject of the amendment of the Treaty
of Rome. However, we are all unanimous in our wish
to see Parliament conferred with those same poy/ers
enjoyed by our national parliaments. I should think
that this would be one of the basic demands to be met
by the Intergovernmental Conference at all costs. I
hope that most Europeans realize that the number of
governmenrc who continue to speak of European
Union merely do so as a defence mechanism because
they have absolutely no intention of doing anphing
concrete about it. I should like therefore to say how
much I am looking forward to Mr von Veizsd.ckers
speech and I would hope that his position will be more
akin rc that of Parliament than of the Council.
Mr Fanti (COM). 
- 
(n Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, we of the Communist and Allies
Group, like other people, are concerned. Yesterday's
meeting and the information received by our delega-
tion, which keeps in touch with the Intergovernmental
Conference, have only heightened our concern. Ve all
very much welcomed this Conference, which has now
reached the half-way state 
- 
it is due in fact rc finish
ar the end of November 
- 
but everphing appears
very gloomy.
The proposals put forward. by the.Commission and
various Bovernments, not only regarding the powers of
the European Parliament but on the various subjects
under discussion 
- 
the internal market, new Com-
munity policies, political cooperarion 
- 
nor only dif-
fer from one another 
- 
and there is nothing very
much wrong with that; indeed that could enhance a
debarc that must reach more advanced conclusions 
-they are proposals based, when all is said and done, on
different conceptions of the European Communiry.
And that is the real crux of the question: there still
prevails a non-Communiry conception. These propo-
sals express once again the governments' limited
vision, the conceprion of the Community as being still
based on intergovernmenal relations. In osher words,
the interests of each individual government take
precedence over interests of a more general character.
And I think, moreover, that the attitude assumed by
the French Government is the most resounding exam-
ple of this. No sooner do we get away from the gen-
eral political view, as expressed in this Chamber by
President Mitterrand 
- 
no sooner do we ger a*/ay
from this overall strarcgic view, than the bureaucratic,
administrative conceprion of the various ministerial
depanmenrs prevails. That is why I think ir is right and
incumbent upon us to focus attention on the work
done by the European Parliament.
This work was done patiently and carefully, and a
detailed draft was put forward that owed nothing rc
vested interesm to be defended or protected. At this
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point we have to say: what is to be done? What shall
we ask of the Commission? \[hat shall we ask of the
Council? Our answer must be very clear. !7hat is
needed is bold action, not comPromise measures 
-
aimed at the lowest common denominator 
- 
not a
low-profile legal debate' Ve have to shonr great ability
to govern, we have to understand the underlying
..ining and future significance of the decisions that
must bJtaken today in order to secure the future life
of the Community,'and of the people of Europe who
must equip themselves for the challenge of the year
2000. That is why brave decisions are necessary'
otherwise everything becomes vain and useless. If we
do not do thii 
- 
and I am not threatening, merely
making an objective observation on the inability. to
take dicisions on major objectives, which are, for that
matter, the only ones to involve people, especially the
yount 
- 
this inability will be reflected in a contin-
,o,rr, d.bilit"ting strain on the institutions and every-
rhing the Communiry stands for, as well as between
Meiber States. One does not need to be a prophet to
foresee how the strains, conrasr and clashes even will
get worse, and will not be limircd to the institutions of
Ih. Cornrnut ity 
- 
Parliament, the Commission, the
Council 
- 
but will inevitably affect relations between
Member States, raising a question-mark over the very
existence of the CommunitY.
Recently, in the Italian Senate, the main political par-
ties 
--those of the government, and those 
of the
opposition 
- 
committed the governmenr to. taking as
tfie basis of its proposals and its panicipation in the
Conference the draft reaty aPProved by the European
Parliament. But how can the Ialian Government, of
whatever colour it may be, suPPort the association of
the Parliament with the decision-making power of the
Community on all legislative and budgeary matters,
and in the meantime make effective its panicipation in
the preparation and approval of the final draft treaty?
Thai iJ why we are appealing to the governments'
sense of responsibiliry. And I think that the resolution
that the Euiopean Parliament will adopt at the end of
this debate must be taken to the Intergovernmental
Conference, no longer by a limircd delegation, but by
the Enlarged Bureau of the European Parliament.
(Applause)
Mr Cicciomessere (NI). 
- 
(17) Madame President,
our question raised rwo basic points that-have abeady
been-debated by other Members. The first of these
concerns the roie of Parliament 
- 
that is to say, for
what reason, at what stage, and at what time the Euro-
pean Parliament can intervene in the process of alter-
ing the Treaties. And here there is a clash between rwo
dilferent point of view, with on the one hand those
who would like to consider the European Parliament
as a spectator where possible eventual agreements
between Member States are concerned, a sPectator
who can applaud the achievement of positive results
or, at most, boo if the results are not positive, as
appears to be the case from the documents that have
been presented to us.
On the question regarding the role of the Parliament
in this prbcess the same conception thatwe have of the
Europian Communiry and the relationshipteween its
institutions applies 
- 
the development of the Com-
munity itself. Obviously, if there is not the will to asso-
ciate Farliament adequately, that is already to some
extent indicative of a certain conception of the Com-
munity's development that is obviously netative, and
that in no *"y t"fl."tt or resPects what Parliament has
already indicated and has already decided.
The second point we raise in our question is, I think,
the resolutive one, in the face of the evidence of the
failure of the Intergovernmental Conference' Ve have
there a hodge-podge of subjects 
- 
problems of little
imponance 
- 
ih.t a.. kept on the go so as to conceal
the cenral point 
- 
the basic disagreement of the gov-
ernments on the setting up of the European Union on
the lines indicated by Parliament. That is what we
have to discuss 
- 
all the rest may or may not be of
interest to us, but in any event they are side-issues'
The basic problem is to check and ascertain whether
the governmenm are substantially in agreement on
those-lines 
- 
I am not talking about the deails 
- 
and
want to build the European Union. Vell, it is abun-
dantly clear that they do not. Despite the effons, the
quite considerable attempts made by some govern-
ments 
- 
including the Italian Government 
- 
there is
not this determinition, and we must recognize this
fact. The resolution approved by the European Parlia-
ment clearly shows the road that can and must be
taken. Theri are no other roads 
- 
only the roads of
paralysis, the defeat of the hope for European Union,
and ihe paralysis of our work, which has increasingly
less sensi 
"nd 
l.tt significance. And that road is indi-
cated perfectly clearly in the resolution, when the time
"o-.t to ask those governments, 
who are anyway in
agreement with the principles of European Union, ro
96 ahead. There are frequent examples in history of
States that, for objective reasons, political reasons, are
able to go ahead and take the road that, subsequently,
is taken by the others. \7ell, that is precisely what we
can and must do. There are no other alternatives, and
we want to know whether the failure of the Confer-
ence is to be recognized, along with the impossibility
of reaching agreement on the Points indicated by Par-
liament, and whether, therefore, it is intended rc Pro-
ceed along these lines 
- 
that is to say, to act by.a
majority of those who are in agreement on the princi-
ple of a European Union.
Mr Spinelli (COM), chairman of the Committee on
Instititional Afairs. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Madam
President, formally speaking, the oral question from
the Committee on Institutional Affairs which I am Pre-
senting is adressed to the Commission. But it is also
addressed to the Council, or, to be more precise, to
the Intergovernmental Conference.
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Mr Delors, I know thaq at the Conference, you
defended Parliaments's requesr for full involvemeni in
the drafting of the final rcxr on the reform of the
Community and political cooperation. I know you
fully share Parliament's point of view that the reforms
of the Communiry and political cooperation have to be
covered by a single treaty and coordinarcd in the over-
all conception of the European Union.
On behalf of the Comminee on Institurional Affairs, I
should like to thank you, Mr Delors, and the Commis-
sion for adopting rhis attirude.
I sha-ll have less to say about the conrenr of your pro-
posals both on political matrcrs and powers and insti-
tutional affairs. Cenainly your proposals are more
advanced than those some governmenr have made,
buq like the others, they are sruck in a groove and the
real decision-making power says in the hands of the
Council 
- 
vhich is the main reason for growing para-
lysis in the Community.
The fact.that the power is slighdy hidden basically
alter-s nothing. But I don't want ro spend any more of
the few moments I am allowed on the slender results
the Conference has so far produced on reform. On
onJy on9 point, I think, has the Conference clearly
achieved somerhint 
- 
the formal refusal to give pai-
liament the right to take part in the drafting of and
final voting on the text.
Yesterday, in terms bordering on insult, rhe Confer-
ence told us, having planned information meerings
with our President, that it understood our insritutioJs
concern and rhat, in the same spirit, the Conference
would be submitting the resuh of its work to parlia-
menr, i.e. that it would be reponing to it.
\Zhen we invited it to say whether, once it had
reponed on rhe final text, it would be prepared to
consider the repon as rhe outcome of a first reading
and cooperarc on any changes wirh Parliament, thi
ansver was clear 
- 
there would be no second read-
ing. In the case of something as imponant as the
reform of a political body that ii supposld to be demo-
cratic and already has a directly-elected parliamenr,
this means that rhis Parliament is cut out of rhe whole
consdt"enr procedure and lools rather like a vasr,
busy caf6 w-here people express opinions with no polit-
ical weight behind them.
Parliament is fairhful to the spirit and the merhod of
its draft and does not consider it to be intangible,
something to take or leave. It is prepared to seek every
avenue to real progress based on a broader concensus.
'\7hat it is unwilling ro accepr is its draft being thrown
out and Parliament itself being kept in limbo and
insignificant as far as the consultation procedure is
concerned.
The Commirree on Institutional Mairs sugges6,
Honorable Members, that this debate end with a vore
on a resolution it has adopred unanimously, so rhat
Parliament's will is set down in writing. By this resolu-
tion, Parliamenr first, does not accept rhe Confer-
ence's answer, second, claims the righr to genuine par-
ticipation and, third, calls the governmenti's attention
to the risks of the serious institutional crisis that would
threaten the Communiry if the governmenr endorsed
the Conference's decision. Everything points to the
fact that the governmenr musr go baik-on this deci-
sion and take our requesr seriously.
(Appkuse)
Mr Formigoni (PPE), chairman of the Political Affairs
Committee. 
- 
(17) Madam President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I rise to explain rhe oral quesdon put ro the
Commission by the Political Affairs Committee, of
which I have the honour to be chairman, on the work
of the Conference of representatives of the govern-
ments of Member Stares on institutional reform. This
que$ion was pur down before the documents prepared
by the various depanments of the Commission were
published, or rhe proposals of the various Member
States were made known.
I should like now ro express and confirm rhe concern
that has already been outlined in this Chamber, at the
proceedings of the Intergovernmental Conference;
and, ar the same time, I should like rc express the hope
that the European Parliamenr will adopi a clear posi-
tion in regard to these proceedings. I had the honour
of being presenr, yesterday, ar the unofficial meeting
berween the European Parliament and the Conferl
ence, togerher with President Pflimlin and Mr Spinelli
- 
_a meering which, unfonunately, only confirmed
earlier negative information and impressions.
I should like to recall, Madam President, ladies and
tentlemen, 
_the hopes that were aroused, not only in
Parliament but in the mind of the European public, by
the European Council Summit Meeting of iast Juni.
frgT.t!"! dmc, a new prospect seemed io be apparent.I.think it is our dury today to warn public opinion, and
the representatives of the governments, ofihe serious
setback thar it would be to disappoinr those hopes. I
should like to say clearly, ladiej ind gentlemen, that
we must point out to the representatives of the govern-
ments rhat whar is ar stake here is not only rlh" p.r-
sonal destiny of +l+ Members 
- 
that is-not what
interests us 
- 
but, above all, the democraric reDresen-
tation of an institution rhat was elected by universal
suffrage, but to which, today, it is not pioposed to
granr powers equal to the effon, thp commitmenr, thar
was asked of almost 250 million citizens 
- 
almosr 300
million citizens, with the accession of Spain and por-
tugal to our Communiry.
I do not think that we can consider direct election to
the European Parliament as a passint occurrence,
which is why an institutional change is iecessary thai
will make it possible for the European parliament to
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play an effecdve pan in the decision-making Process'
As we all know, on the quesdon of the powers of the
European Parliament, proposals were Put forward by
four national governments 
- 
the German, Italian,
French and Dutch Governments 
- 
in addition to [he
proposals by the Commission itself. In my view,
despite various positive points, which we shall cer-
tainly regard hopefully, none of the proposals can
meei with our full agreement. The previous speaker
emphasized that theri is no longer any talk of co-
decision with the European Parliament, excePt in the
document presenrcd blthe Italian delegation: instead,
rather less-clear-cut terms are used 
- 
collaboration,
and consultation.
\7e claim a role for Parliament in the preparadon of
the final document of the Conference. I can only asso-
ciate myself with the words spoken yesterday by the
President of our Parliament, Mr Pflimlin, when he
reminded us all that the powers and areas of compe-
tence taken away from the national parliaments must
not be conferred solely on the Council of Ministers. It
is indeed strange that a democratic organization 
-
which the European Communiry cenainly is 
- 
should
take powers away from democratically elected institu-
dons such as the national parliaments and give them,
not to another elected institution such as the European
Parliament, but simply to the Council.
In conclusion, Madam President, I should like rc
stresss again that, in order to achieve concrete resul6,
the Conference must put in hand institutional reform
at all costs. For such reform m be valid, there are three
points that must be borne in mind at all costs. First,
any neur powers must be tied to detailed institutional
."fo.rn, and must form pan of a single legal frame-
work. Secondly, the institutional changes must give
Parliament real powers of co-decision, and majority
voting within theCouncil must be generalized. Finally,
all oi the present policies should be involved when
revising thC Treaties, and the new policies inserted in
the framework of the Treades.
(Applause)
Mr De Gucht (L). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, at its
second plenary sitting the Conference of Ministers has
completely swept away whatever hopes or exPecu-
tioni the European Parliament might have had. In one
very brief staiement. Mr Spinelli has summed it up
*.i1. Th. Ministers are in effect rclling us: '!7e shall
ignore your contribution during the Conference, and
when it is all over we shall come and tell you what we
think about it'.
Madam President, it is quite breathmking to observe
the amazing blindness of these Ministers, who have
come here as the represenatives of heads of state and
government who hive all solemnly declared, in what
irrs no* be seen as a quite bizarre statement, that the
European Parliament is the conscience of Europe, the
repository of irs democradc legitimacy and.the hopes
and aspiiations of its peoples, while they themselves,
these t try same heads of state and government, when-
ever they are required to sit down at the same table,
not only are not capable of reaching any agreement,
but are not even prepared to show the slightest resPect
for the conribution made by that same Parliament.
One can only react with utter astonishment to a Com-
munity that'is not prepared to adapt to the needs of
the future, that is not-prepared m adapt in terms of
majoriry decision-making and the powers of this Par-
liament. Of course they may well go so far as to agree
at some point about extending Parliament's powers in
one direction or another, but when it comes to Pro-
viding the means and resources for actually exercising
them, it will of course be a different story. It will be a
variation of the common transPort poliry, a policy that
has exisrcd for no less than twenty years on paper, but
without a single instance of its ever having been imple-
mented in practice.
Equally breathtaking is the blindness that is displayed
again and again in the repetition of the.same worn-out
s6ck phrasis. Our question today rc the Commission
is realiy a way of asking: Is there anything leftto hope
for? I can already hear the answer: 'Ve have lent our
support to your position, vre are doing our.best at this
Iniirgotne.nmental Conference, and we shall continue
to dJour best'. I am even prepared to believe that they
mean what they say. But I also believe that the time
has come for the Commission's commitment to be
taken a sage funher, that it must, as the second half
of the democratic tandem in Europe 
- 
and those are
the Commission's own words 
- 
intervene in the
Intergovernmental Conference by saying: You, the
MiniJters, must either decide very shonly to take sig-
nificant action, to agree that Parliament must be
involved in your decision-making' to atree that the
proposals of the Intergovernmental Conference must
Le discussed afterwards in serious terms with Parlia-
ment, or you must come out clearly and say that you
*ant norri of that, that this whole Conference of Min-
isters is a fagade 
- 
and that is the impression that is
being given 
- 
and we, the Commission, are not Pre-
pared io play along with this any longer' Either some-
ihing has-rc happen that will allow us to work together
to Uulld the Europe of the future, and you, the Minis-
tcrs, will be prepared to act as parents to the Europe of
the second Beneration, or you must declare your pre-
ference for the role of ineffectual fin de siicle mon-
archs, preferring to await the end in their 17th and
18th century palaces where the gold leaf is gradually
beginning io peel, but were you feel 
.com{onable
bef,ind y:our nadonal four walls while thinking that
you had better come up with some more hollow Euro-
pean rhetoric to help sell the place.
'S7e as a Parliament are no longer prepared, Madam
President, to go on playrng this game. And for the
Commission too the dme has surely come when it
should start to think seriously whether even the Trea-
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ties as they now stand can allow it to continue much
longer to try ro reconcile its role as guardian of the
Treaties with perpetually 
- 
however much in good
faith, as I fully recognize, but perpetually 
- 
playing
second fiddle.
(Apph*se)
Mr Goebbels, President-in-offce of the Coancil. 
-(FR,) Madam President, ladies and gendemen, my col-
leagues at the Conference of representadves of the
governments of the Member States are aware of the
political interest this House has in rhe work now being
done and have agreed to ler me reply to the various
quesdons that have been raised. I should like to say
that I am speaking in my own name.
The vagaries of the presidential rotadon process gave
Luxembourg the chair at rhe Intergovernmental Con-
ference 
- 
all the more imponant for being rare in the
history of the European Communities. You can be
sure thar the Luxembourg presidency will lead rhe
work of the Conference according to the Grand
Duchy's radition of commitment to Europe.
'Vith your permission, Madam Presidenr, I should like
to give a general answer to the various questions,
which deal, I think, with three main subjects 
- 
rhe
working methods of the Conference, the European
Parliament's involvement in this work and the progress
the Conference has made so far.
Let us stan with rhe way the Conference works. The
work on the Communiry is prepared by a preparatory
group and the work on poiitiial .ooi.r"iion by the
Political Commitree and the Conference irself ensures
that the mo blend. The basis for the work was inirially
laid down in part by the European Council itself in
Milan. And, as you know, the European Council then
had a thoroughgoing debate on calling a conference ro
draw up a treaty on a common foreign affairs and
security policy, based on Franco-German and British
drafts, the amendments to the EEC Treary pursuanr ro
Anicle 236 of the Treary required to implement insti-
tutional adaptations in iespict of the Ctuncil's deci-
sion-making process, the Commission's powers of exe-
cution and the European Parliament's powers and
extension to other fields of activity in accordance with
the proposals made by the Dooge and Andonnino
Commitrees, as menrioned elsewhere, and in the light
of cenain Commission proposals on the free move-
ment of individuals.
Funhermore, as soon as the Conference started work,
and as the presidency poinrcd our in a letter to you on
9 September 1985, ir confirmed that it wanred to look
at the drak veaty the European Parliament had
adopted on 14 February 1984. The Conference also
said it was willing to examine any other proposal your
Parliament wanted to make.
In a practical manner such as to make for faster pro-
gress in the short time available to the Conference, the
presidenry asked panicipants ro submit any contribu-
tions in the form of draft anicles. In each field, the
contributions and corresponding chapters of the Euro-
pean Parliament's draft reary establishing the Euro-
pean Union and the report of rhe Dooge Committee
are reproduced in the official documents of rhe Con-
ference and distributed to panicipants.
Should the work of the Conference lead ro one rreary
or two? In a note to the Conference, rhe Commission
came out in favoui of a single reaty and it considers
that it is legally possible and politically necessary ro
achieve the objective with just one instrument while
maintaining the presenr dualiry of subjects and legal
sysrcms. Mosr of the delegations felt it would be pre-
mature to take up position on this question yer.
I now come to the European Parliament's involvement
in the work of the Conference. The Conference
decided, quite independently of the legal constraints
arising from Anicle 236 of the Treaty esmblishing the
EEC, that care should be taken ro ensure that the
European Parliament could be involved, practically, in
the work of the Conference rarher than just be kept
informed of how things were going. This gives Parlia-
ment an opportuniry ro put irs point of view. And this
in why the Members of the Conference mer your
President yesterday and propose [o meet him 
- 
and
any leading figures he wants to take with him to the
next meeting of the Conference 
- 
again.
As President 
- 
and this we already did yesterday 
- 
I
propose to present you with the main options emerg-
ing from the Conference so you can say what you
think about rhem.
The Conference has agreed ro submit rhe final out-
come to Parliament and, having taken proper note of
Parliament's proposals, has invited me ro ser our rhe
following position as defined by rhe Minisrers rhem-
selves. And I quote 
- 
The Conference called on 22
July 1985 is a Conference of Governments of the
Member States within rhe meaning of Anicle 236 of
the Treary and both the spirit and rhe letter of that
Article must be fully respected.
It is the duty of the Chairman of the Conference ro see
that this happens. Since Parliament is kept regularly
informed of what the Conference is doing, I conclude
that we are respondint to your institution's concern
on this point.
In the same spirit, rhe Conference will put the results
of its work before Parliamenr. Ir will report to it, that
is to say. The Conference, by common accord of the
Member States, will adopt any amendmenrc ro rhe
present Treary. This is an obligatory procedure if
forms and governmenu' prerogatives are to be re-
spected. The agreed provisions on ensuring rhat the
European Parliament is kept informed complete, but
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do not change, the procedures in the Treaties that
constitute the law common to us all.
I now come to the state of advancement of the work
of the Conference. A second meeting 
- 
although as
far as substance is concerned, I have to admit it was
the first 
- 
was held on 21 October. In view of what is
at stake, there is nothing surprising about the differ-
ences of opinion that occur as soon as vre touch on
fundamentals. For some people, the inclusion of new
aims in the Treary cannot be conceived as so many iso-
lated acts, but has to be done in the light of a concept
- 
xi65, dates and procedure 
- 
laid down in the
Treaty of Rome itself. Others prefer a detailed
approach, a pragmatic one as they call it, consisting of
.iuiring a few specific anicles' \7e make no secret of
the faci that they include certain Member States which
are still waiting to be convinced of the need or even
the point of a revision of the Treades.
In this general spread of ideas, it is nonetheless com-
foning to reelize that everyone is making a construc-
tive contribution to the work 
- 
which is based on a
considerable number of proposals of considerable
quality, drafted as articles of a treary,-sometimes with
explanatory notes. Although the new fields-of techno-
logy and the environment are of not negligible interest
in-ihe proposals under scrudny, it is the role of the
European Parliament and the internal market that I
feel ale the main focuses of the present discussions' At
all events, the Ministers themselves spent most of
Monday on these two topics and on the Commission's
powers of management and execution.
Because of their scoPe, these areas reflect the very aim
of the Conference 
- 
to move the Community into
new fields by adapting these institutional instruments
at national ievel.-Thi gradual establishment of the
internal market over a period m end on 31 December
1992 is fully in line with what was suned a quaner
century 
"go. 
It is a prioriry political objecdve,.the legal
.ont.qu.n".t of which, some delegati-ons fee! are too
uncer;in to be accepted as they stand' It is clear that,
as the internal marktt is a vast subject that touches on
almost all Community activities Present and future,
any completely new provisions on it have to be exam-
ined in demil io as to ensure that the desired qualita-
tive leap forward does not veer towards the unknown'
Simplei and less global formulae are being envisaged'
But care must bJ taken to see that the general aim,
which has several times been unanimously recognized
as a vital precondidon for the future economic and
social development of the Community and the Mem-
ber States, ii kept as intact as possible. The second
major subject debated on 21 October, one which is of
u"ry grr^i interest to the European- Parliament, is the
mairc-, of its powers. This is the subject on which the
biggest nu-blr of formal proposals have been put for-
*irl. Er..yone agrees that the European.Parliament
has to be more cloiely involved in the decision-making
process by actually tikit g 
"ccount 
of its position in the
final decision.
Many people feel this should be done without making
any'fundamental changes to the current balance
bei*een the roles and powers of the institutions. The
projected methods of association range from broader
consulmtion to a new form of cooPeration or even
co-decision-making, through the formalization and
generalization of the present consultation procedure'
F.ealism dictates that we should stan by focusing our
ideas and imagination on the definition of the arrange-
menr for 
"r,J 
fi.ld of application of a procedure for
cooperation between the Council and the European
Pariiament whereby Parliament has the right to have a
real influence on the decision-making process and the
means of doing so, without pointlessly complicating
the process or-weakening the original role that the
Treary gives to the Commission.
Madam President, Honorable Members, before con-
cluding, I should like once more to point out that the
Confeience did not debate the draft reaty on political
cooperation at the Monday meeting. The Political
Committee, which is responsible for preparing this side
of the ongoing negodations and has already held a
number of meetings on the subject, will be trying 
-to
complete this worli at the next meeting, scheduled for
7 and 8 November, and will inform the Ministers of
the results of its deliberations at the Conference meet-
ing of 19 November.
The time has of course not yet come for us to form a
conclusive idea of the changes of failure or success of
the Conference of Governments of the Member States'
Parliament no doubt remembers that the conclusions
of the Milan Council, which led to the calling of the
Conference, were not unanimous' And if the 10 Mem-
ber Starcs and Spain and Portugel are still actively and
constructively involved in the Conference, this positive
and encouraging factor is based, in panicular, on the
clear commitment that the Conference, in its make-up,
its procedures and its way of concluding, should from
stan to finish, comply with the demands of
Article 2S6.TheArticle in quesdon is the equivalent of
the one which we in most of our countries know as the
institutional amendment procedure. The presidency
refuses to countenance any strarcgy of division
between the Member States, as it is aware that this is
one of the difficulties that the governments may have
to cope with in their national ratification procedure at
a latei date. The presidency has no desire to add any-
thing to the factors of failure which now exist' Hence
its siingenry in applying the rules of Anicle L.36 of the
Treaty.la.[iamenCs interest, I think, ca-nnot be other-
wise. So once we have embarked upon the Treaty revi-
sion procedure, we all have to do all we can to see it to
" 
prop"t conclusion, in the interests of and in line with
the European Union.
'We have never denied the fact that a major imbalance
between the economic content and the politico-institu-
tional conrcnt of a change in the Treary would proba-
bly doom this undenaking to failure. The.only real
.h"rr.. of success is to strengthen and maintain the
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close link that exists berween the opening of Com-
munity povers and policies ro new aims and ambi-
tions, combined with an institutional reform that both
boosts and speeds up the decision-making process and,
most important, gives the European Parliament the
scope that will contribute to its power and its role in a
significant manner.
The presidency has gone into this operation without
blind optimism and without perverse pessimism either.
It finds ir difficult rc accepr that those governments
which have publicly expressed the ambitions and
objectives they assign to the Conference can, bearing
in mind the difficulties that we were all aware of
before it started, agree to rhe ongoing reform being
reduced to something which is not a clear manifesta-
tion of a determinadon to advance on all fronts.
The European Parliament cenainly has its share of
responsibiliry in seeing that the process we all wanted
reaches a proper conclusion. This is why I wanted
what I had to say, Madam President, to be clear and
unequivocal.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vce-Preside*
Mr Delors, hesident of tbe Commission.
(FR) Madam President, Honourable Members, the
Commission welcomes this debate and hopes that
other discussions will follow as the work of the Con-
ference unfolds.
I am speaking directly after the Luxembourg Presi-
dency has summarized in full of the work of the Con-
ference quite simply because the Commission feels it is
its dury to rcll Parliament what it has been doing at the
Conference.
Its action has been based on a method suggested by
the presidenry and one which had the advintage of
not generating an institutional debate, which would
soon have turned inrc a fruitless clash over dogma,
berween the Member States from the word go. T[is is
why the Luxembourg Presidency asked panicipan$ ro
start by discussing what the aims of the European
Communiry should be over she next 20 or 30 years 
-we do nor, after all, call intergovernmenal confer-
ences every year 
- 
because we can draw practical les-
sons for the powers of the Communiry from these
aims and, ultimately, look ar all the institutional
consequences.
This, I think, was a wise merhod, because, although
the points of view vere no! maintained, ve were ar
least able to avoid fruitless clashes. If there is pragma-
dsm, that is where it lies. But in the eyes of the Com-
mission, that is where it has to stop. Ve are, I repeat,
aware of the exceprional nature of an Intergovern-
mental Conference and we also hope that we shall be
able, through the spoken and the written press, ro
draw the atrcnrion of the cidzens of Europe to the
imponance of this Conference. Even if it were to fail,
it would still be an event with a capital E, if I can put it
like that.
The proposals which rhe Commission has made form
an ambidous but coherent and realistic whole. The
coherence, as I shall have the opponuniry of explain-
ing, is the result of a link berween the differenr propo-
sals tabled when the Conference starred work. The
realism is forced upon us by what we are humanly able
to achieve 
- 
and not just politically eirher in the pres-
ent sate of maturiry of the European idea and the
trends in our different nations and peoples.
Before justifying the ambitious, coherenr and realisdc
nature of our proposals, there is one quesdon I ought
to answer and that is whether the European Parlia-
ment's work has been of use to the Commission. The
answer is yes it has. And this is not merely a polite yes.
Let me tell you how we based our ideas on the Euro-
pean Parliamenr's draft rreaty.
First of all, we asked for there to be just one reary, a
single instrumenr, so rhat there would be no decision
to launch us, oncc and for all, along parallel lines
towards economic and social integration on rhe one
hand and political cooperation on rhe orher. You don't
need to be very good at marhemarics to know that par-
allel lines never meer . . .
'V'e cannot borh call for European Union and make a
historic gesrure whereby the rwo branches of Euro-
pean consruction are set on separate paths for ever!
And it would be misusing the word Union to think
that we would have established European Union once
and for all by replacing rhe European Council with a
European Union Council. In much the same way,
there would be a profound change in institutional
logic and the Communiry democratization process if
t'here was a general secrerariar of the Europein Union.
This would be proof of daring, but the son of daring
that leads people ro rurn their bacls on the Com-
munity way of doing things and the very spirit of the
Treary of Rome itself. The Commission will, of
course, be very vigilant about this.
(Apph*se)
Secondly, we based ourselvers on rhe draft treary to
ensure rhe legitimacy of the European Parliameni by
involving it in the decision-making process. I shail
have an opponuniry ro come back to this in detail
when I explain the whole import of our proposal.
Thirdly, we also used Parliamenr's draft Eeary as a
basis for restoring the Community's abiliry to take
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decisions. This, along with Parliamentary involvement,
is the essential point in the institutional field.
ladies and gentlemen, there would be no point in
reasserting our aim of establishing an internal market
and of making commitments on technological cooper-
ation or the environment if we were to go on as we
have done over the past fe\r years.
Yesterday Mr Spinelli told the Intergovernmental
Conference that a large pan of the measures on the
internal market could already be taken by a qualified
majority under the Treary of Rome. It has not been
done. \7hy? Because the institutional system as origin-
ally designed was deformed by the Luxembourg Com-
promise, whose penrerse effects need no demonstra-
tion, and by the behaviour of the Member Starcs.
Today, the Communiry does not only find it difficult
to take decisions but it finds it difficult to act because
the Commission's powers of execution are constantly
under surveillance by the many committees the Coun-
cil forces upon it. Every day the Commission has to go
through a veritable obstacle course set up by Council
exPerts.
Fourhdy, we used Parliament's drak ueaty to clarify
the question of powers. In your treaty, you make very
clear disdnction between exclusive and concurrent
powers. It is a distinction which should enable the
countries that are most reticent about reforming the
Treaty to rally to it once and for all.
It is not a question of transferring all powers in a cer-
tain field in a sort of night of 4 August, but of realisti-
cally pushing forward national and Community pow-
ers-"nd 
--I think you will appreciate this - ofensuring the vital balance between the prerogatives of
the national parliaments and the mounting power of
the European Parliament. And I think we should not
forget th-at, from this point of view, some of our
democracies are founded on well-established rules.
It is also in the light of the draft treaty that the Com-
mission is putting forward the idea of potential power
rc allay cenain fears. I am thinking here in panicular
of the field of monetary affairs, although the Commis-
sion has not yet tabled any texr on this and I have to
talk to the Ministers of Finance about it first. Ve can
hope to include monetary cooperation in the treaty if
we define potential power first. This idea of potential
power appears in Article 11 of Parliament's draft
treary, which explains how m go from cooperation tojoint action. There are other anicles along the same
lines, but I don't want to bore you with quotations.
Fifthly, it is by taking the aim of solidariry outlined in
rhe preamble to your draft treaty (and sressed again
when you mention convergence and regional poliry)
that we made our proposal on strengthening economic
and social cohesion. This will no doubt be one of the
most explosive problems the Conference has to deal
with.
Sixthly, it is in the light of the philosophy behind your
draft treary that we are calling on the governments,
begging them even, to apply the principle of subsidiar-
iry, particularly in technological matters.
It is nonetheless senseless for our States to spend con-
siderable sums on research at national level (add them
up and compare them to what Japan and the USA
spend and we are level) when these efforts are com-
panmentalized and that some of them are not being
grouped rcgether, in the name of the principle of sub-
iidiariry, ai Eu.opean level, thus preventing us from
having the best allocation of resources and I would
even say the greatest budgetary rigour.
(Appkuse)
Lastly, it is in the light of your draft treaty, on the
basis of it, that we are calling for the European mone-
tary system to be integrated into the Communiry pro-
cess.
Those, Honourable Members, are one or gwo illustra-
tions of the usefulness of your work, at least as far as
the Commission proposals are concerned.
I now come to the design of the Commission's overall
proposal 
- 
on the understanding that whenever we
have tabled texts at the Conference, we have transmit-
ted them to the President of this House immediately.
But perhaps it is a good idea to outline the overall phi-
losophy. It is based on four essential points 
- 
one,
founding the relaunching of Communiry construction
on factf two, fixing new frontiers which are both
anchored in our traditions and a symbol of hope to
our young people (this is the meaning of the proposals
on environmental technology and culture); three, fix-
ing the ways of taking decisions and action that will
make the Communiry more effectivel four, gradually
involving the European Parliament in the process of
decision-making and control so as to justify its being
elected by universal suffrage.
Of course, discussion in the Intergovernmental Con-
ference itself is difficult, as it is a question of rans-
lating political, financial and economic objectives into
legal and institutional rcrms. The reading of the rcxts
is difficult, of course, and even the dialogue berween
the people attending the Conference is not eary. Ve
have to alter the Treary and adopt a package deal
because we must confirm a political trend and because
that political trend is anchored in legal texts and
imposes constraints on us all when it comes to apply-
ing them. If we were only assening the political objec-
tive, we would only be repeating what five or six
European Councils have done without results. There is
considerable good will, but the sinner never rePents
and, above all, he never mends his ways. So the only
way of getting the sinner to do better is for him m lay
down his own constraints. This is panly what the
reform of the Treary is doing, if you don't mind an
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evangelical analogy from someone who has no com-
percnce in the field.
(Apphuse)
I now come to the four consriruent elemenm of the
Commission proposal. The basis for the relaunch first
of all. I repear, the Commission sees the realization of
a large market, grearer economic and social cohesion
within the Community, monerary cooperarion as a
means of convergence and a way of stimuladng our
economies and, lastly, the mastery of technology as a
factor of modernization of our economies (and, there-
fore, of a solution ro our problems of growth and
employment) as being indissolubly linked.
The Commission would see it as a failure if any one of
these four points were set aside. It would mean rhere
was no foundadon for recovery over the next 20-25
years, even if transitions and time limits for the
achievemenr of cenain objectives, panicularly in
monetary matters, are arranged later on.
Let us take the large market firsr. The establishment of
the common market was ar the heart of the Treaty of
Rome. It has not been established. The Commission is
firm on one essenrial point which is the subject of a
good deal of criticism from cenain governmenr.s 
-that the large market has to be defined 
^s 
an area
without frontiers. Vhy? First of all because European
firms, which are in the smrting blocks, have to be
given a clear signal, a commirment from which there
can be no retreat, that the large market will be a reality
in 1992. I assure you thar, if this signal is given, the
European firms and the organizations that suppon the
idea of a large marker will immediarely draw the rele-
vant conclusions. It will be a factor of revitalization of
the European economy.
(Appkuse)
But, if we start by saying that the expression 'area
without frontiers' is ridiculous, idealistic and pointless,
then the process of chipping eway at the idea will start,
if I can put it like that. For if we mainrain rhe frontiers
for one reason, we shall keep them for other reasons
too, and we shall combat unemployment by sending
extra officials to control the inrcrnal frontiers. Feudal
Europe will continue. And secondly, a Europe withour
frontiers is a sign to the citizens who live in it. There
was a committee on a People's Europe. Our Heads of
State and Governmenr menrion it with raised eye-
brows when they talk abour the Commission moving
too slowly. And every time we rell them that it is inside
the Council that there is the opposition of one or orher
of the governmenr!
But what better sign can we give the citizens, Honour-
able Members, than rc tell them that, tomorrow, they
can travel about in the Communiry without any pa-
pers, that they can go and study where they like, settle
where they like and take own economic chances? That
is the best way. That is the symbol of the People's
Europe.
(Load appkuse)
But the large market is acceptable to neither the Com-
mission nor to cenain governmenm unless we make
sure that this Communiry of ours has a cenain degree
of economic and social cohesion. If we refuse rc dis-
cuss [his, then the Heads of State and Governmenr
must remove the term 'Political Union' from their
vocabulary. A Political Union can only exist on rhe
basis of a minimum of coherence and cohesion in rhe
unit that is claiming to achieve it.
The Commission's proposal on economic and social
cohesion is a balanced one. It canno[ be amended,
because, if we amend it, then we fall into the fair
returns, those sordid budgetary discussions, or we void
it of all its content. In this proposal, we say rhar
Europe will not absolve any Member State from need-
ing to make a narional effon to take up conremporary
challenges. But if the State does this, it can counr on
the economic and monetary cooperation and even on
the spirit of solidarity of the other members. The two
proposals are linked. That is why our conceprion of
cohesion is both political and economic and not just
budgemry.
(Applause)
That is also why we welcome the Danish proposal
about employment and the working environmenr, as ir
means rhar Denmark 
- 
which was not the greatest
fan of the Intergovernmennl Conference 
- 
is bring-
ing positive proposals rc this field and not only to this
field. This proposal has the merit of underlining the
fact that economic and social cohesion is also based on
a minimum European social area. !7e shall take rhis
into account when expanding our proposal.
Third comes monerary cooperarion. The idea here of
course is to show how the European monetary sysrem,
which everyone thinks has had six successful first
years, can be something that strengthens European
construction as such, not just economically, but politi-
cally too, and that the economies can be made to con-
verge more around this monetary cooperation. But be
careful. '!7e cannor lay down prior conditions for
monetary cooperation, as monetary cooperation helps
economic convergence, just as economic convergence
helps moneary cooperarion! So there is a dialectical
reladonship berween the rwo.
By insening in rhe Treaty extremely careful monerary
provisions which leave each country to decide on all
the imponant sreps, we intend to do one thing 
- 
to
facilitate in rhe coming years, without any legal obsta-
c.les, the strengthening of monetary cooperarion and
the creation, around it, of an area of eionomic and
social dynamism.
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Founh and last, the mastery of technology. I men-
doned this just now. It is vital 
- 
basing ourselves on
what the Community is able to do and no more' on
the experience we have obtained, panicularly through
the Esprit programme, this being the most outsanding
example 
- 
for us to develop our contribution to the
mastery of technology which is, in our eyes, some-
thing which stimulates our trowth and, in some sec-
tors, helps create employment. There must be a mini-
mum of cooperation. !7e propose that it should be as
pan of a multi-annual programme and then in sectoral
programmes, which can be tailor-made, as it is impos-
sible m stop three or four firms or three or four coun-
tries from advancing if it is to the benefit of the Com-
muniry as a whole. Lastly, I should like to emphasize
the fact that I am personally irrinrcd by the debate as
between Communiry powers and the Eureka pro-
gramme. Since the rwo projects are there, they ought
to be made completely complementary, without
indulgence in quarrels based on vaniry.
(Apphase)
This then is the foundation for recovery. As we see it,
it is indispensable. Ve should of course have the great-
est reseflations at the end of the Conference if any
one of the above elements were removed. But we think
we need new frontiers. Ve need new horizons
because, although some of us with grey hair who have
known Europe since the stan have kept their motiva-
tion 
- 
and I shall come back to this in my conclusion
when I talk about the moving appeal President Pflim-
lin made yesterday 
- 
v/'e must also think of the youn-
ger generations. These younger generations will only
look favourably on Europe if Europe is generous with
its development aid and if it looks to nature, to the
balance between man and nature 
- 
the environment
- 
and if it develops a European approach to culture, a
message, at a time when the technological challenge
could well silence us culturally. It is by taking these
various things, and technology, into account that we
shall manage to give the young people the message
that Europe is not a tired old lady but someone who is
leaving the Intergovernmental Conference with a
spring in her step and with need of the youth of today.
(Apphuse)
As to the methods of aking decisions and action 
-
and before talking about the European Parliament,
which is the cornerstone of the whole edifice and no
doubt the most difficult point 
- 
we have proposed
changing the way decisions are taken in the Council.
In other words, we have abandoned the proposal we
made at the European Council in Milan.
\7hy? This ought to be explained because one of the
delegations took it up. In Milan, we did not know that
there would be an Intergovernmenal Conference and
we wanted to kill rwo birds with one stone, as the
proverb has it. Ve said, to you on 7 January and
before that and even before anything was said about
the Intergovernmenml Conference, that the large mar-
ket was the pivot of the recovery of Europe. But crea-
tion of this large market meant first voting by a quali-
fied majoriry, so, in Milan, we proposed to the Heads
of State and Government that Parliament basically
have the decisive part in institutional foundations by
reorientating the system. That is to say that Parlia-
ment's intervention would move us from the unani-
mous vote to the qualified majority vote. This proPo-
sal, which we wanted included in the Spanish and
Ponuguese accession reades had it been accepted at
the time and had there been no Intergovernmental
Conference, gave Parliament a leading role in the pro-
cess of change.
But since there is an Intergovernmental Conference,
we should go funher than the proposal made in Milan.
There is no point in using this procedure. The Council
itself has to change its procedures. So we ProPose two
essential things. One, in the new ffeaty, the qualified
majority vote, in panicular to achieve the aim of the
large market, to achieve sectoral technology pro-
trammes and for cenain aspecm of economic and
social cohesion. And [wo, we ask the Council to set
deadlines for decision on a Commission proposal or
amendments from Parliament, as the other institutions
do when they set deadlines. The idea is to avoid what
we have so often seen 
- 
proposals that have never
been studied. They have been set aside and, as Mr Spi-
nelli said yesterday, some have been hanging about for
years.
So, without renouncing any of its prerogatives, the
Council has to set its own deadlines if the institutional
system is to stan functioning again.
(Applause)
For there would be no point in giving Parliament the
opportunity to propose and amend or giving the Com-
mission back its powers if the Council is free not to
take decisions. The sysrcm is unworkable, that is
obvious.
I have already had the opponuniry of talking about
the Commission's executive powers and I shall not
dwell on them now. All I say is that, once the Council
has taken a decision, the Commission must have the
means of implementing it without being constantly
checked and held by national officials. And if that
doesn't work, the European Council claims the right
to change the Commission! !7e are responsible to you
and we ask to be responsible to them. But please let us
get on with our work! That means the advisory com-
mittee must be the rule. !7hen the problems are more
difficult, there could be a management committee or a
regulations committe.e. Honourable Members, if this
question were no! raised because it is not spectacular,
any reform undenaken later could be doomed to fail-
ure, for there would remain this swamp into which all
policies, all proposals made and decisions taken but
not implemented would sink.
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I now come to the European Parliamcnt's involvement
in the decision-making process. Here we must thank
the German delegation for clarifying the problem by
making a distinction between consultation-concilia-
tion, cooperation or co-decision and the assenr on
constitutional matters.
I should first of all like to point out that the Commis-
sion proposal, which is aimed at getting Parliament's
assent on all consdtutional matt€rs, (four anicles that I
shall not give here), is veqy imponant. It must be con-
sidered on its own merits and not overlooked.
I now come to the heart of the problem, cooperarion
or co-decision. Let us not for the moment fight over
words. Here I shall make a distintion between the
budgeary question and the rest, which is very impor-
tant.
In the matter of the budget, we currently have dual
authority. \7e did not propose this rcxt because we did
not think the European Parliament wanted to go any
further. fu far as I, a citizen of Europe, am concerned,
I do not much like this budget procedure. I rhink it
rcnds to encourage irrresponsibility. My dream would
have been for the European Parliament to have the
authority to raise taxes, within a cenain margin, to
supplement the budget. This would have been more
logical.
(Apphuse)
But I think if we did that, the accusation of angelism
and voluntarism that some delegations already make
would be greater. In the end, we have adopted an
avera;3e profile.
That only leaves the legal matters in respect of which,
I think, the problem should be simplified. The Council
currently has the legislative power and, in fact, the
execudve power too. It has them both. Compared to
this, Parliament has the power of consultation and
conciliation and, compared to this, the Commission
has sub-executive power. In order to have its powers
of execution re-established, the Commission suggests
that the Council use self-restraint. The idea is rc re-
verse the burden of proof. fu things stand, the rule is
to prevent the Commission from teuing proper pow-
ers of execution and the exception is when the Com-
mission manates, as in the case of the integrated Med-
iterranean programmes, go obtain a cenain amount of
room for manoeuvre. So the basic siruation has to be
ovenurned and the rule has ro be execution of the
decision by the Commission with exceptions. If this
rule is not written into the Treacy, then nothing will
have changed. And the same toes for Parliament.
Some delegations have said that we cannor give some-
thing to Parliament without taking something from
the Council. Of course. There is no need to have a
chair in constiturional law, to appreciate this, as Mr de
la Palice so nearly put it. The quesrion is, will the
Council agree to self-restraint? Ve propose a simple
constraint. Once Parliament has amended a Council
proposal and the Commission is in favour of Parlia-
ment's amendment, the Council has to reject it unani-
mously and within a given period of time.
So the Council has to make this concession. If it does
not, what this means is that we want to keep a sysrem
in which the Council has all legisladve and execution-
ary powers. In which case, we have to say so. In any
case, it is better to speak about these matters clearly.
The Council has to use self-restraint in rwo ways.
Vs-i-ois the Commission, if it wants to keep the pow-
ers of execution, then it has to decide that for iaelf.
Ws-d-ok Parliament, when a thorough examination
takes place, and there are f,wo sides, Parliament pers-
isting and the Commission supponing, it has to reject
it unanimously.
These are the constraints the Council has to set itself if
it is to boost the effectiveness and increase the spirit of
democrary in the Community. If it fails to do this,
then everyone will feel the consequences.
I conclude with the question of the Committee or
Institutional Affairs, since I brought up Mr Habs-
burg's question when I spoke about the single treaty.
Honourable Members, the question is a simple one.
No-one need get worked up! Are the governmenu on
one side of the barrier and the Euro-MPs the other?
Vho created this barrier? Is it impassable?
Yes it is if one confines oneself ro procedure 
- 
which
is something we did nor do, I should like to remind
you, in the procedure thar led to the revision of the
European Parliament's budgetary povers in 1975. No
if you look at what is at srake. And that is more impor-
tant. Yesterday, Mr Pflimlin, with all his experience as
a European militant and all his faith, left aside the pro-
cedures and rcuched us all by telling us we were all on
the same side of rhe fence and that it was our collec-
tive effon that would enable us to get the European
uain back on the rails and give a positive signal at last
to stop some people sniggering and others being scept-
ical, to put heart back into our firms and our unions
and our young people. Ve are on rhe same side of the
fence.
'lfhat Mr Pflimlin wanted to say yesrcrday was simple.
History is challenging us and our peoples are watch-
ing!
(Lord apphrse)
President. 
- 
I have received from the Commitree on
Institutional Affairs a morion for a resolurion, with
request for an early vote, winding up the debate on the
oral question (Doc. B2-1066185). The vorc will take
place at the next vodng.
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Mr Sutra da Germa (S).- (IR) Madam President,
Honourable Members, I shall begin my speech almost
like a procedural motion rc the President of the Coun-
cil. fu the first speaker from the European Parliament
to follow you, I should like to say, with all the respect
I owe you but the treatest of firmness nonetheless,
that we can in no way consider you as a personal guest
here in this House.
(Appkase)
Vhat you say binds you as President of the Council,
even if you don't want it to. Your good will, your Per-
son and the good will of the Luxembourg presidency
are not under attack. I ask you to ask your colleagues
a quesdon on our behalf, a clear and simple one. 
-Do you want war? Do you want v/ar between the
institutions?
A moment ato, the President of the Commission was
playing the pan of mediator berween the European
Parliament and the Council. But I, as a simple MP, do
not feel I have to be so careful. I should like m rcll you
that my group will be backing the proposal from the
Institutional Committee by a majoriry that you have
boosrcd with your insulting attitude of last nighr I am
satisfied with the dual evolution of our Parliament.
For the first time a text reflects both the European
Parliament's draft and the Commission's proposals. It
is no longer a case of all for the European Parliament,
as sometimes happens, or all for the Commission and
its proposals, as happened a fonnight ago. My group
is very keen on this and I said as much plainly two
weeks back. Ve have a positive appreciation of the
Commission proposals. I should like to say that repre-
senting the Council of States is a noble task and one of
size, but if you crearc a break and a clash between the
European institutions, Parliament and the Commis-
sion, on the one hand, and the Council on the other
will bear full responsibility for it. Ve do not want it' I
welcome Mr Pflimlin's words whereby we are all on
the same side of the fence. But all the conditions have
now been created by the Council to put back the bar-
rier between it and the Community institutions.
(Apphuse)
The power the European Parliament is calling for has
already been lost by the national parliaments. This is a
body that does not exist in the eyes of the Treaties.
The present Conference has become Coreper's arbi-
tration of the debate bescreen its own power and the
power of the European Parliament. How pathetic to
see a so-called Intergovernmental Conference come to
that!
I should like to find one or f,wo reasons for hope in
this cloudy sky. At my parq/s congress in Toulouse a
fonnight ago, Laurent Fabius, the Prime Minister
said: '!7e want to advance on the European institu-
tional front'. And he clearly stated that this meant
more majority votes and less unanimous ones. He
went so far as to say that we 'shall no doubt sometimes
be beaten on these votes, but that is essential if Europe
is to advance'. Coming from a country which forced
the disastrous Luxembourg compromise on us a long
time ago, this phrase takes on its full meaning. The
proposals he made about currency and rcchnology and
European industry are eminently positive, but I am
forced 
- 
and these terms are serious, but I shall use
them nonetheless 
- 
to wonder whether the officials
who represent my country are aw'are of what the
Prime Minister said. And I recommend that they all
reread the speech the President of the French Republic
gave in this House too.
(Applaase)
I should like to end by speaking m the Commission.
You will be the polidcians and the embryo of the
European tovernment if you can lean on the legiti-
mary of the European Parliament elected by universal
suffrage. By defending us, you assert yourselves. You,
the Commission, are also at the crossroads of destiny.
It is the Council that chooses the Commisbioners and
the Council that chose a man of the political stature of
Jacques Delors as President. It is the Council that
wanted us to be elected by universal suffrage that
wanted to give the Commission and Parliament the
dimensions ihey have yet it now looks like a wilful
child frightened by what it has created and by ir own
audacity.
I do not want my words to sound exaggeratedly pes-
simistic. I count on the Commission's mediation. I
count on the good sense of you all and on the effons
of the Council to keep us from the rift that would be
so terribly harmful to the construction of Europe 
-
and the Council is taking all the negative measures
here 
- 
in the light of which the Community institu-
tions, Parliament and the Commission, would be
grouped together against the Council. This would be a
disaster for the construction of Europe. The Council
has rc control itself before embarking on this.
I shall say one last word, Mr Goebbels. Your good will
and the good will of the Luxembourg presidency are
not being held up to question. But there will perhaps
come a time when the presidency has to say'I refuse
to take Parliament the text you have given me'.
(Appkuse)
Mr Klepsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen. It could be suggesrcd that we have
helped consciously to bring about the present situa-
tion, and that now we are forced to take action. The
long-awaited Inrcrgovernmental Conference has
begun, and the proposals are on the table. Among
them is the proposal of the European Parliament
which 
- 
to pick up where Mr Sutra left off 
- 
was
welcomed in this House by the French President, Mr
Mitterrand, not so very long ago in June 1984, shonly
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before the second direct elections ro the Eufopean
Parliament. He also suggested thar this proposal
should be the guiding principle in the funher develop-
ment of the European Community.
Ve were pleased with the starcments made today by
the President of the Commission, Mr Delors. But it
must be made clear that the old story thar speeches are
made about subsequent action leads ineviably to the
point where words must be followed by deeds. I am
sure you all know the famous episode in Greek history
about a sportsman boasting about how high he couldjump to whom it was said: here is Rhodes where you
claim m have jumped so high 
- 
jump! The Intergov-
ernmental Conference is our Rhodes.
'!fle have listened to outstanding speeches in the House
from several Heads of State 
- 
I have just referred to
Mr Mitterand's. I could also have quoted from Mr
Karamanlis or Mr Penini who has just recenrly spoken
here. They were oumranding speeches which received
the approval of a large majoriry in this House. I am
sure that Mr von \Teizsecker will not disappoint us
rcday.
However, those in governmenr who have political re-
sponsibility must take acrion as well as make speeches.
Nobody can take our responsibiliry away from us
either. The 250 million Europeans who elected our
Parliament demand that it should look after their
interests. I represent a group which received the votes
of over 30 million European cirizens who gave us the
mandate to look after rheir interests.
\fhat today is this Intergovernmenal Conference all
about? I must say honestly that it concers the political
will to develop rhe European Communiry funher. Pol-
itical will is lacking, and we risk instead embroiling
ourselves in the muddle of imaginary or acrual
national interests of the ministerial bureaucracies.
Ve also are concerned with this problem in the pre-
paration and organization of this Intergovernmental
Conference. It is obvious that very real interesm are
the stumbling block to funher developmenr. The fields
of influence of powerful lobbies are limited when it
comes to finding solutions to specific quesrions relar-
ing to the decision-making process and ro actual deci-
sions themselves. Only the political will of rhose re-
sponsible will therefore help.
There is, however, the kind of sham fighr the national
parliaments must be wary of, that is, that of seeing
their own rights reduced too much by us in the Euro-
pean Parliament. The draft treary that we submitted is
such a fair document that it should help to allay such
fears. Our presenr aim, together wirh the narional par-
liaments, should be to srrengthen rhe democratic foun-
dations in the Community, because the actual control-
ling power of decisions enjoyed by the people's repre-
sentatives is diminishing all the time. It cannor, how-
ever, be replaced by equally well qualified expens and
officials.
President Delors submimed four principal areas for
action to us. They can be subdivided otherwise, but in
the basic principles I must say rhar Mr Delor's opin-
ions coincided with those of my group and this House.
The European Community will not only have ro be
revived but given new aims and the possibility of tak-
ing im place in the world in the future. However, I
know almost no leading sraresman who has not clearly
expressed this view.
I could read out a long lisr of names of people sitting
at the negotiating table rcday of who will be meeting
at the Summit romorrow, people who share rhe view
that we can only resolve the future of Europe
together.
Facts speak for themselves, and if we look at the bills
before us here today with a critical eye, it is under-
standable that Parliamenr should have misgivings
about the risk of wasting too much time in arguing
about unimponanr details and minutiae ar rhe expense
of the more imponant solutions which we are expecr-
ln8.
I should like therefore on behalf of my group to deal
with four basic needs: first, a Community and a Coun-
cil capable of making decisions, an efficienr Commis-
sion 
- 
we stress all the points Mr Delors has made
-; the strengthening of the democratic foundations,that is, the panicipation of the European Parliament,
as a represenrarive of the European people and electo-
rate, in rhe decision-making process of the Com-
munity, and not as a spectaror but playing an acrive
role. Second, the completion of the complex of ques-
tions vital ro rhe exrension of the Communiry 
- 
inrer-
nal market, economic and monetary union, modern
technology, environmental prorecrion. Third, 
^Europe which has a workable common foreign poliry.
I fully suppon this, and my troup has always believid
that it will nor be achieved by the mere renaming of
institutions, but by providing rhe Community with the
powers which enable it rc deal more effectively and
speedily with the siruation.
My founh point concerns these disputes about the
panicipation of the European Parliament in this Inter-
governmental Conference. My group gives its full sup-
port to President Pflimlin's declaration on the matter.I should like to poinr out ro the Council that
Anicle 236 does nor in facr srarc rhar Parliament must
participate in all phases of the work and before the
conclusion. This, however, does not imply that it can-
not do so. It worries me somewhat when the so-called
spirit of rhe Treary overlooks or rhrearens to overlook
that fact that we are a Community of democratic
countries and that the elected representarives of the
people of Europe are available to work together with
the governmenr of this projecr. My group ii wholly in
favour of pragmaric soludons and ihe Completion of
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this complex of quesdons. \7e do not believe it is cru-
cial to get involved in legal wrangling. However, there
were complaints about the spirit of the Treaty, and
that applies also to Anicle 235.
The European People's Pany believes that the Inrcr-
governmenBl Conference must make a far-reaching
decision. None of us is under the illusion that another
Intergovernmental Conference will be organized so
,rery ioon, and that this increases the responsibility of
delegates [o the present one. '$7'e are ready to assume
our share of the responsibiliry, but we address an
urgent appeal to the Council to come out of its own
shadow once and for all and to jump over the hurdles
it has made for itself. The hurdles confronting the
Commission, rc which Mr Delors referred, apply also
to the Council, which however, is forever creating
more hurdles for itself. \7e should overcome these and
attempt, in a freer, purified atmosphere enter the next
stage of development on the basis of a positive out-
come of the present Intergovernmental Conference.
(Appkuse)
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
Madam President, before I start I
would like to make it clear that it is my colleague, Sir
Jack Stewan-Clark, who will be speaking on behalf of
the group.
I welcome this opponunity to say a few words on this
matter and to congratulate in panicular Commissioner
Delors on the very helpful and positive speech that he
has made to the Parliament today. I think this has been
one of the best contributions and the best assurance
that this Parliament has of the cooperation, suppon
and solidariry of the Commission in its fight for the
citizens of Europe.
I would like to comment on the fact that it is the
European Council that has dme after time called for a
real internal market. Council after Council has called
for this in speech after speech. It was also made in the
beginning of the programme submitted by Lord Cock-
field to the Commission and to this Parliament. For
whom is the internal market not working? It is not
working for the citizens of this Community. The
Commission estimates that i 8 billion a year is being
lost because of frontier delays. \7ho is the loser? The
cirizen of Europe. Yec it is the Council that is delaying
and apparently holding back decisions needed to make
that internal market possible.
Ve know, the Dooge Committee knows, everybody
seems to know, that you cannot have the proposals put
forward by Lord Cockfield carried out by 1992 if
there are not radical changes in the ways in which pro-
cedures are implemented. It will not be 1992, it will
rrotbe 2092, unless this Intergovernmental Conference
comes up with some positive proposals.
The history of the last 10 to 15 years proves that their
objective and the protramme of the Commission can-
not be realized. There were 753 draft proposals before
the Council as of I June 1985. Over 250 of these pro-
posals were tabled in the last six years, and only
iecently two draft directives were adopted on archi-
tects and pharmacists, one proposed 17 years ago and
one proposed 16 years ago. These draft legislative Pro-
por.ls a.e hanging like swords of Damocles over the
citizens of Europe. Surely there must be a better way
of handling this than the way that the Council has seen
fit to act on behalf of the Communiry in these last
years.
I would propose, specifically 
- 
and I do not think
that it is a bad thing to put some specific proposals
before the President-in-Office of the Council and the
Commission 
- 
first, that no draft proposals should
remain before the Council if two years have elapsed
since Parliament delivered its opinion. There may be
certain derogations to this rule, but it should be a rule
of procedure.
Secondly, it is no use amending the Treaty to introd-
uce majority voting instead of unanimous voting if you
do not strictly confine the veto to specific vital inter-
ests and write cenain special procedures into the inter-
nal rules of procedure of the Council of Ministers. It is
no use amending the Treaty unless you take that mea-
sure. Nor is it in keeping with the advisory and con-
sultative role of the Parliament envisaged by the
Treaty that time and time again substantive amend-
ments proposed by large majorities of this Parliament
on behalf of the citizens whom we rePresent are either
rejected, overridden or totally ignored by the Council
of Ministers. This cannot be the spirit in which the
Treary was drawn up. I follow the good British princi-
ple, Madam President, that what is not forbidden is
allowed, and I hope the Intergovernmental Confer-
ence will therefore look at methods to see lhat Parlia-
ment plays a much greater role in the decision-making
process. I do not want to take up time now with mat-
ters of deail.
But I would like to point out to the President of the
Commission 
- 
and I hope this message will be trans-
mitted to him 
- 
he said, if I understood him cor-
recrly, that he did not make any specific proposals on
the budget 
- 
that the Byzantine methods that are
now used berween the Commission, Parliament and
the Council are both intolerable for those who are
working the system and totally incomprehensible to
those who either benefit or lose from the budget deci-
sions.
This Parliament has adopted resolutions time after
time, either unanimously or by a large majoriry, to the
effect that compulsory expenditure should be abol-
ished, that there should be no difference between
non-compulsory and compulsory expenditure. Vhile I
think theie should be an agreement between the insti-
tutions to recognize cenain rulings on budgetary dis-
cipline, other institutions must recognize that this dis-
tinction is absolurcly inmlerable.
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If this distinction is mainrained I would warn rhis Par-
liament that rhere will be no possibiliry for making
new proposals ar European level for new policies
which are obviously of benefit to the Community.
One other point I would like to make is the right of
this Parliament m receive pedtions. !7e are not getting
the assistance we need from the Community, parricu-
larly from narional governmenrs.. Yet the rights of the
citizens we represenr are somedmes aggrieved by the
way Communiry law is implemented through national
legisladon and by governmenr and governmenral
agencies. Parliament's righm in this matter should be
recognized and I hope will be included in proposals
from the Inrcrgovernmenral Conference.
Finally, Madam Presidenr, we are presented in this
Community with a great opponunity. The responsibil-
iry will be on the heads and shoulders of leaders in the
Intergovernmental Conference if somerhing posirive
does not come our, if the role of Parliament is not
reinforced and the people who will suffer are those
people to whom both we, as well as national parlia-
ments, are responsible, and rhat is the citizens of
Europe whom we represent.
(Applause)
Mr Spinelli (COM). 
- 
(m Madam President, in the
first place I am sorry to nore thar in a parliamentary
debate such as this one, whilst the Commission and the
Council have 30 minutes speaking time, Members have
only 30 seconds in which ro express their opinions.
Because of this time facror, therefore, I will limit what
I have to say to a few precise observadons.
The President of the Council, Mr Goebbels, told us
that Anicle 236 of the EEC Treaty does not allow
Parliament to be associated with the procedure for
modifying the Treades that is provided for by them.
Now we in no way dispute the application of
Anicle 235, which is to say thar, in the end, it is the
Ministers who should sign the atreemenr and send the
rcxt for ratificadon. Vhat we are calling for from the
Council is a polirical self-restriction commitmenr, as it
were, not rc sign any afi until rhe atreement of Parlia-
ment. has been obrained. This does not violate
Anicle 236, and it can rherefore be put into effect, if
there is the political will to do so. Otherwise, we have
ro note that rhat will is lacking. Terti*m non datur.
I would like to reply on only a few essential points rc
President Delors, who gave us a detailed explanation
of the extent to which the Commission has taken Par-
liament into account.
On the quesdon of monetary policy 
- 
he said 
- 
the
Commission has been guided by Anicle 52 of rhe draft
ueaty of union. No, he has misread that anicle,
because in it we say that, where monetary policies are
concerned, decisions shall be taken by a qualified
majority of the Council and of Parliamenr, whereas he
statrs lhat the national monerary authoriries will retain
responsibiliry for all initiatives. It is precisely the
national monerary authorities 
- 
that is to say, the
governors of the central banks 
- 
who sabotaged the
progression to rhe second stage of the ''Werner Plan'
and the European Monetary System. Ought this re-
sponsibiliry, then, to be in their hands? Is this'accept-
ing Parliament's point of vieu/?
On the budget, President Delors said rhat he would
have liked to propose something that, ir seems, Parlia-
ment did not ask for. President Delors, did you by any
chance read, in the draft treary approved by Parlia-
ment, the pan where we propose doing the budget
very differently from the way in which it is done now?
Vith the presenr system, every year, starting with the
first budget approved by the elected Parliament, we
face a crisis, because the way of calculating revenue is
wrong, the way of distributing expenditure is wrong,
and, finally, the procedure bercreen the Council and
Parliament is wrong. 'Ve are proposing somerhing
very different which, however, has been entirely
ignored and, what is more, they now have the impu-
dence to say thar Parliament did not ask for itl
\7e have also proposed deadlines for decisions by Par-
liament and by the Council, and majority voting; but,
whereas the deadlines for Parliament are laid down in
the Treaty, the resenration has been made thar those
for the Council are to be decided in the Rules of Pro-
cedure of the Council itself. And what if the Council
did not decide them, or changed them? Finally, this
Communiry is paralysed because the Council has
decided that, in all cases where majority voting was
prescribed, it would nor vore unless unanimiry had
been reached.
As far as the Commission is concerned 
- 
and this will
be my last observation 
- 
well, it was not srrong
enough in defending the prerogatives rhar it needs in
order to become a real executive centre. It is we that
defended them for it! I7hy, for example, does the
Commission maintain the unhealthy sysrem of man-
agement committees and consultative commirtees 
-which Parliament regularly condemns every time a
resolution is adopted in accordance with this pracrice,
which makes it possible for rhe Council rc take back
cenain imponant powers of management, and which
should nor be allowed 
- 
if the Commission really
intends to be the nucleus of the European governmenr.
There are many orher obseruations that I have to omit.
All of this shows, however, Mr Delors, that you are
very persuasive in what you say, but not always very
convincing.
(Apphusefrom the lefi)
Mr Nord (L). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, our group
will vorc in favour of the motion for a resolution
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tabled by the Committee on Institutional Affairs. But
we shall do so without illusions. The situation as
regards the Intergovernmental Conference is not a
good one. Not for the first time in the hisrcry of the
eommunity, are we experiencing the phenomenon of
our national statesmen making fine-sounding speeches
and announcing glittering policy declarations, only to
refuse ultimately to take the very decisions for which
they themselves were the first to create the expecta-
tions.
'S7e are now being told that there must be better politi-
cal cooperation, that Europe must take up the techno-
logical challenge, that we must finish creating the
internal market by 1992, yet cenain of our govern-
ments refuse to accept the institutional reforms that
will be absolutely necessary for achieving those ends,
and want us to believe that the common problems that
we all face in the twentieth century can be solved by
falling back on l9th-century structures. If that is the
course actually adopted, Madam President, then the
Communiry will first begin to stagnarc, and then it will
disintegrarc, and it will do so at a time when the world
political situation calls on us more urgently than ever
to make concefted effons as Europeans.
I am not saying this for the pleasure of being pessimis-
tic for its own sake, but because any realistic assess-
ment compels us to recognize that the situation at the
present time is not a happy one. But is that any reason
for us to lie down and look on the Community as just
one of any number of constructive experiments in his-
tory that got off to a promising stan but were wrecked
in the end by human failings? I do not believe so,
Madam President, and I am strengthened in saying
that by what the President of the Commission, Mr
Delors, has just said. I believe that at this decisive
moment in the history of the Communiry, the Com-
mission and this Parliament have both the duty and the
opportuniry m take such joint action as is necessary rc
Bet those governments that are still prevaricating at
least to commit themselves now to decisions that will
give the Communiry the new dynamism that are going
to need in the decades to come.
So I do not think that the present depressing situation
need be any reason for us to give up the struggle,
rather I consider that the time has now come for Par-
liament and Commission 
- 
and I again say thank you
to Mr Delors for what he has just said 
- 
to act
rogether to do what is our clear dury, which is to
ensure that this Communiry will not only continue to
exist but will continue rc hold oul to European-
minded people the future prospecr that are their due
and which the Communiry was originally esablished
to realize.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vce-Presidcnt
Mr de la MalCnc (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
Honourable Members, the construction of Europe is,
as we all know, going through a difficult patch today
and will no doubi be going through an even more dif-
ficult one tomorrow.
The slipping of the Communiry rystem into a free-
trade zone, which is already far too evident, is likely
to get worse and be accompanied by an ever more
.aik.d dilution of the European realiry. Our budget-
ary and financial problems are aheady giving us an
idea of the difficulties that we will have to tackle.
Cenainly Europe intervenes everywhere, in the most
essential things and in the tiniest details, but very
often, all too often, no-one takes any nodce of the
proposals that are made or the decisions taken more or
less jointly.
Cenainly the big, imposing fagade is there, Summits
meet, Councils are held, the Commission brings out
directives and regulations and Parliament debates. But
what weight do these decisions carry in the everyday
life of our nations?
As we all know, there is no alternative to building
Europe. \7e have to choose, to follow all avenues and
to use every way that will lead to a righdng of the situ-
adon. And the improvement, and the strengthening of
the way the institutions run is one of these and my
group gives a clear yes to the question of whether it
has to be followed. Yes, the decision-making machi-
nery has to be strengthened. Yes, the role and the
operation of this House have to be improved 
- 
and
there is a lot to do. Yes, the Commission has rc be
given the means to act. And yes, our cooPeration has
to be given the means of effecdve action.
But how? In its time, we mentioned this dissadsfaction
(not to say disquiet) that we felt at the decisions on
procedure taken in Milan. For internal policy reasons
and where maximalism has a pan to play, it was hoped
to decide by a majority, i.e. against one thing or
another, to call a conference which would decide
unanimously. This was a y/ager, at least, but one that
would be impossible to win if forcing the play on
substance vere now added to forcing the play on pro-
cedure. The conference would be bound to fail if that
happened and it would be a disaster for Europe. You
only need to look at the proposals of the tovernmen$
and even the Commission, which, with only one
exception, go in different directions. This will no
doubt be a parenthesis. Double talk 
- 
not to say
incoherence 
- 
by the governments which come here
to speak and then go and made quite different ProPo-
sals elsewhere can and must be condemned. But
Europe does not need this failure and we have to do
all in our power to try and avoid it. \7e do not want all
or nothing. On the conrary, we think we should ad-
vance srcp by srcp, with tenacity, whenever the oppor-
tunity arises and we are sorry we did not do so in
Milan. Neither do we believe in the two-speed polid-
cal Europe which leaves those who don't want to go
fast enough by the wayside. No, our line of thought
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does not follow that of the Commitree on Institutional
Affairs, not as far as rhe vasr majoriry of my group is
concerned, at any rarc. Once again we find ourselves
faced with what may be pleasant and what are cer-
ainly utopian proposals, but they are also dangerous
ones in the present climate.
Once again, we musr not make the load too heavy. \7e
must not force the play on substance as we forced the
play on procedure in Milan. The Conference musr
achieve something for rhe insdtutions and for rhe
internal market and everything musr be done to see
that the outcome is positive. This means progress, ar
least in the coming months and the coming years, of
the vital edifice we are trying to build together.
(Appkusefrom tbe ight)
Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Madam President,
we have a saying in Denmark that, if you hold out
your little finger to the Devil, he will take the whole of
your hand. I could not help thinking of that when I
read the modon for a resoludon from rhe Committee
on Institutional Affairs. The governments in their
infinite bounty have promised Parliament that it may
give its opinion on the result of the Intergovernmental
Conference on European Union. The motion for a
resolution refers to this promise, with the interpre-
tadon that Parliament will be required ro examine the
result of the Inrergovernmental Conference, amend it
and finally vorc on it. If the text adopted by Parlia-
ment does not coincide with that of the Intergovern-
mental Conference, there will be a procedure of con-
sultation, presumably undl the parties reach agree-
ment. This is to be done 
- 
rhat is what the motion
says 
- 
despite the fact thar the Treary of Rome does
not even concede Parliamenr a right to be consulted in
the event of. Treaty amendmenr. It does not do this,
as the representadve of the presidency emphasized
earlier today, because we are dealing here with an
agreement, a veaty, entered into by sovereign States,
in which no supranarional institution can have any
right of veto whasoever or even a right of co-determi-
nation on amendments to the basis of cooperation.
About the Incergovernmental Conference I will only
say thar we have advised our country's government
against taking part, because the aim of the Conference
is union. \7e demand that the Danish people be con-
sulted, in accordance with our consdtudonal rules, by
a referendum, and we nore that, according ro the
latest opinion poll, only 30/o of Danes suppon rhe
incorporation of our country into a European Union.
Mr Romualdi (DR). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
tentlemen, the news of the meeting between our dele-
gation 
- 
consisting of President Pflimlin and Messrs.
Spinelli and Formigoni 
- 
and the chairman of the
Intergovernmental Conference is not good, and is far
from reassuring for the furure. And rhe sraremenrs
made this morning by President Goebbels and Presi-
dent Delors have cenainly nor improved the position.
They rcll us once again that, when the time comes for
words to be replaced by concrete acrion, the will of
Member Stares, in favour of the draft treaty of Euro-
pean Union 
- 
which was adopted by our Parliament
- 
is as weak and uncertain as could be imagined. !7e
duly said that the worsr rhar could happen to our draft
treaty was that it should end up in rhe hands of a com-
mittee, which would study and discuss it and then
refer it to another committee, and so on, as is the case
with all of those things to which there is no inrention
of saying 'No', but on which there is no agreemenr as
to a solution. The attempt ro get rhe project examined
directly by the parliaments of the respective countries
was a shon-lived hope. Ve immediately had the
Dooge Committee, which was inevitably more ready
to devote its effons to shifting the initiative into the
Council's sphere, purring it under the influence of the
mentaliry and method of working of the Council 
-and hence in the somewhat modest climate 
- 
from
the human standpoint, even as Mr Delors reminded us
this morning 
- 
of the commitment of our States to
the European ideal 
- 
than to artempr the concrete
legal and political implementation of the draft treary
of Union, so genuinely claiming for Parliament its leg-
itimate, hoped-for rights. However, in this dismal cli-
mate we came to the eve of the Milan Summit wirh a
vague plan for promoting the calling of an Intergov-
ernmenal Conference 
- 
on which many were nol in
atreement 
- 
together with other projects 
- 
one Bri-
tish, one Franco-German, and others that were even
more gradualistic and restricdve. It has rc be said rhat
it was the impetus given by the then Italian Presidenry,
as the Commission itself said a shon time ago, that
was successful in making rhe Milan Summit a Bre^t
success, and which led to the calling of the Conference
to which Parliament, its Constitutional Committee and
its Bureau, meering in Milan the day before the stan
of the Summit, and the authors of a documenr thar
seemed a threar more than a request for commitment,
gave their full suppon. But many went so far as to say
- 
unwillingly and perhaps for reasons of polirical
camaraderie 
- 
'yes' m the Conference, convinced
however in their heans that nothing or very little
would come of it, at least in the sense hoped for by
Parliament 
- 
making real progress, rhat is, on the
road to Union, and therefore to a new reary, and
leaving behind Britain and other States who had said
'no'. Now the Conference is nearly finished. I say
'nearly' because the Conference has not closed, and
because we do not know very much about its conclu-
sions. Ve know that in the documenr rhat rhe Confer-
ence will publish the States do not accept conciliation
with Parliamenr. \7e know thar they will submit it to
Parliament, but in practice only for Parliament's infor-
mation and not acknowledging Parliament's right to
amend it, nor the desirability of its doing so. But that
is as far as procedure is concerned. lTithiegard to the
content, we know nothing so far, or very little. Last
night the Committee on Insritutional Affairs, which
has already drawn up a documenr that was perhaps
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excessively severe and inflexible, responded with a
treat sense of proponion and responsibiliry and
amended the document, which we shall vote in favour
of, without relinquishing any of ir claims, but real-
izing that the dialogue between the institutions must
continue, and that the Conference, which was called
under these circumstances more for reasons of politi-
cal propaganda than out of any conviction, cannot
now allow itself the luxury of achieving total failure.
That would take all of the steam out of our pro-Euro-
pean spirit, and would precipitate a moral and political
crisis that would hit all possibility of our continuing to
work for a great economic Community in the hope of
increasingly deep-rooted political integration. It would
be a dangerous step backward. Not, of course, of a
definitive nature, because, luckily, there is never any-
thing definitive in man's history; but a serious step
backward that would give more strength to the arms
of those who do not believe in Europe 
- 
those, Presi-
dent Delors, who do not feel they are in the same boat
as we are, and who are ready to celebrate every fail-
ure. And this must not be, if only because 
- 
despite
[he enormous difficuldes that are in its way 
- 
the
Community is inevitably destined to go forward.
Mr Van der S/aal (ND. 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
for those who are concerned to point the Intergovern-
mental Conference 227 in the direction of truly funda-
mental change in the content of the EEC Treaty, the
road ahead will be a hard one rc travel.
The proposals that the different Member States have
tabled for the Conference show so little continuity that
it is still quite impossible to anticipate what the final
outcome might be. The basic question before us with
this motion for a resolution is: How can we influence
the ourcome of this Conference? In that connection it
is undersandable that the resolution keeps consist-
ently to the original assumptions as set our in the draft
treaty of European Union. If Parliament puts itself
firmly behind these, it will at least be making it clear
that it will not lightly give up its ideals.
Yet it is only fair to ask whether the best approach to
the issues before the Intergovernmental Conference is
to appeal so one-sidedly and exclusively to the draft
reary. Ultimately the proposals by the ad hoc Dooge
Committee and the Commission will also have to be
considered. It seems to us that it would make a suc-
cessful outcome of the Conference more likely if the
European Parliament v'ere to let itself be guided by
these items, and did not widen the discrepancy
between its own position and that of the governments
of the Member States unnecessarily.
The motion for a resolution also refers to the demo-
cratic legitintacy that the European Parliament is sup-
posed to have acquired from the European public. It
iee-s to me, Madam President, that Parliament would
have more claim to that statement if it were to come
out clearly in favour of changes in the ways European
cooperation functions, changes that really would
appeal to the imagination of the public' '!7'e are not
thinking here in terms of the ambitious draft reary,
but of concrete practical improvements in the running
of the Community that could contriburc subsnntially
to Europe's economic renewal. There is no question
that something of the kind should be done as a service
to the citizens of all the Member States.
On the positive side we welcome the fact that the
motion for a resolution calls for formal working rela-
tions to be established befi/een the European Parlia-
ment and national parliaments. The Diligent repon
going back to 1981 had already pointed in that direc-
tion. This will enable the parliaments to complement
each other's acdvities and to offset some of the shon-
comings in the supervisory function of national parlia-
ments.
Finally, Madam President, is it not going too far to
ask for the European Parliament to be involved in the
approval procedure for the final outcome of the Inter-
tovernmental Conference? Is it not, apart from the
lack of any legal basis for this, somewhat unrealistic
and possibly counter-productive to ask for an outcome
that will have been achieved only after exuemely diffi-
cult negotiations to be called in question and submit-
ted for renewed consultation? !7ill Parliament not
thereby risk making the existing process of institu-
donal contacts even more complicated than it is
already, and might we not possibly jeopardize the
chances of some modest progress by holding too
strictly to our own ideals?
Mr Cohen (S).- (NZ) Madam President, it would
be a dangerous precedent if solutions were to be found
at the Intergovernmen[al Conference to a number of
problems, but not the problem of how to extend the
powers of the European Parliament. Dangerous
because the exasperation and resentment at the lack of
democrary in our Community are increasing, and
because the exasperation will get worse if solutions are
actually found for certain secondary problems relating
to the extension of Community activities without
improving the democratic content of the Communiry.
Form and content go hand in hand. As the Com-
munity increases in size, so too will the need for
democracy naturally come to be more srongly felt.
There will then be a real danger that some national
parliaments will try to exert more influence on deci-
sion-making, and may end up by unravelling whatever
progress has been made towards speeding up the deci-
sion-making process.
I can just imagine that the end result of that could well
be to lead us into what I might call a Community of
Twelve with rwelve Danish situations. That is not of
course the intention. I therefore also believe that it will
not be enough, in campaigning for the widening of
our powers as a Parliament, for us simply to seek grea-
ter authority. Ve must also give serious thought to
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what kind of future we wanr our Communiry rc enjoy,
and to the significance of our Parliament in its con-
struction. I therefore also wonder if we should not
proceed gradually to involve Parliament in the deci-
sion-making process by qualified majoriry. I can for
my part well imagine that different forms of qualified
majoriry might well be possible depending on the rype
of issue to be considered. A solution on those lines
would do more justice to swo disdnctive features thar
this Parliament now displays, and will conrinue rc dis-
play for years to come, namely the existence of natio-
nalist and party-polirical elements in this House.
One thing is cenain, and that is rhar an increase in this
Parliament's powers must not be at the expense of the
Commission; it must rather be at the expense of the
Council. But I would prefer not to discuss the matrer
in rcrms of this being ar rhe expense of either, because
I would much rather see it in terms of grearer demo-
cratization and of widening the legidmacy of the
Community. That is what really marters, and not sim-
ply because legitimary as such is so necessav, but
because the need for it is increasing all the dme as the
structure of the Community changes.
This kind of approach will perhaps not lead to a defi-
nite solution rc the problem, but it will probably be
wonhwhile to consider the problem more carefully in
these terms. I cenainly wish the Luxembourg presi-
dency much courage and wisdom 
- 
and I am sure it
will need them. Ve have abour anorher rwo monrhs
before the end of the Conference. Ir noc/ looks as if
the official end will not in fact be the real end. But be
that as it may, the next two monrhs are going to be
very imponant, and the Luxembourg presidency will
have a major role to play. Insofar as I know the Lux-
embourgers at all 
- 
and I do know rhem a little 
- 
I
have every confidence in them. Bur it may well be
necessary to exert pressure from time to rime. The
Commission is on Parliament's side, perhaps not the
full hundred percent that qre would like, but at least it
is heading in the right direction. And in the light of the
Luxembourg presidency and the standpoint of the
Commission, I believe that there are still some grounds
for optimism, the more so in that Parliament can srill
devote a number of debates to this question if it thinks
that this will bring a better and speedier final ourcome.
I would not however go as far as my compatriot Mr
Nord, who gave us a very pessimistic speech. '!7'e must
stay optimistic, because the objective v/e are defend-
ing, a favourable outcome r.o rhe Conference, is
imponant, not iusr for Parliament, but for the Com-
muniry as such, for the European public, and for our
expectations in this Communiry for the rest of the
[wentieth century.
(Apphrsefrom tbe lefi)
Mr Gigvlzzi (PPE). 
- 
(m Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Milan Summit, in approving 
- 
albeit
not unanimously 
- 
the se[int up of the Intergovern-
mental Conference, made clear that it was to proceed
towards European Union. And anyway, that this was
its purpose is not seriously challenged by anyone.
Consequendy, the drive towards Union and the search
for its implementation must not only underlie all the
work of the Intergovernmenal Conference but must
be the measure used in overcoming obstacles that most
of the dme are only in appearance of a legal nature but
are, in fact, aimed at paralysing the mandarc rhat was
tlven.
The political determination expressed by the Summit
cannot be distoned in the execution of a mandate that
was the fruits of this dercrminadon. Those who did
not agree with these political decisions cannot, today,
reverse that situation; but 
- 
above all 
- 
those who
did agree with this polidcal decision must find the
strength to carry it through, and not allow themselves
to be influenced and have the inirial situation reversed
- 
otherwise the spirit of the mandarc given to rhem
willbe distoned.
Any deliberate restrictive interpretation of Anicle 235
does not properly interpret the mandare 
- 
it betrays
it. For the correct interpretetion of rhat mandarc,
which is a tuarantee of the very survival of the Com-
munity, and no mere rhetoric, the essential aims must
be achieved. That can be done in different ways, but
the essence must remainl rhe timing may differ, but
the result cannor be evaded. These essential points are
also reircrated in the amendmenr, put forward by
members of our group, to rhe resolution of rhe Com-
mittee on Instirutional Affairs, which closes this debate
- 
the implementation and relaunch of the Com-
muniry, which are irretrievably, indestrucdbly linked
to appropriate instirutional reform. A reform that, on
the one hand, will make the decision-makint process
effective and, on the other, will make it democratic,
with Parliament being truly, and nor merely formally,
pan of that process; and that, finally, by strengthening
the role and powers of the Commission, will also make
the action of the Commission whar it should be 
-effective, efficient and possible.
The exrcnsion of powers without including the action
that follows from them in a single Communiry legal
framework means forcing the Communiry rc ake a
grea[ irrecoverable step backwards, and paralysing for
all time the process of unification. The danger of rwo
treaties that divide instead of unite is not hypothetical.
The danger also, that at each initiative the Communiry
will split up instead of uniting is just as real, and just as
much to be avoided. Achievement of the internal mar-
ket within a precise deadline, an adequate reponse
from the Community ro rhe needs of tlie mominr in
the political, social, economic, and monerary fields,
the development and resrorarion of its equilibrium
within a framework of solidariry 
- 
none of this can
wait. The Intergovernmenral Conference musr give an
answer to all of this, and Parliamenr calls on it rc do
so, conscious of its prerogatives and its duties. This,
and nothing else, is the spirit underlying the action of
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Parliament in formulating a draft treary that summar-
izes in itself the aims to be pursued, the means of
achieving them, and the will of the citizens of a
Europe that is not, and must not be, an abstract vision
but a present, necessary concrete reality.
(Appkuse)
Sir Jack Stewert-Clark (ED). 
- 
Madam President,
the British are known for their patience, and I shall be
tf,ue to my national colours, norc the ourcome of this
week's Intergovernmental Conference meetings and
express the earnest hope that we are making big pro-
gress towards effective conclusions in December. At
the same time, should we not recognize that an
increasingly ludicrous situation is developing, not only
in the Communiry institutions, but also ois-ri-zis public
opinion throughout the Communiry?
Firstly, as Lady Elles said this morning, over 750 mat-
rcrs still sit in front of the Council to be resolved,
largely on account of fear of voting. It is dme to break
the logjam, even if it means deciding upon half and
letdng the other half lapse. Then, as President Delors
said, let the Council decide upon deadlines!
Secondly, the European Parliament is spending hours
of committee and plenary time on matters on which
the Council has already deliberarcd. '!7e have, there-
fore, to improve this ridiculous decision-making pro-
cess. Directives and other measures, at the very mini-
mum, should only go to the Council after Parliament
has given decision.
Thirdly, Parliament still does its work in three places.
It must be the most ridiculous sight in the world that
we have our secretariat sitting in Luxembourg Lar
away from us, and yet the Council will make no deci-
sion on this matter. I say it is now up rc this Parlia-
ment to mke its own initiative and to say thas we will
decide where we are going to work if the Council can-
not decide for us.
Founhly, there are endless moans from national par-
liaments, not least my own in l7estminster, about the
transfer of sovereignry. It is, in fact, an erosion of
democrary by transfer of powers to the Council. !fle
are a European Communiry based on democracy; the
European Parliament is the guardian of democracy; if
we allow this Parliament to continue without Powers,
we do so at the peril of Europe's freedom.
Fonunately, we have people of vision and courage. I
have opposite me a wise and still inspired colleague
with fire in his belly. !fle see a revitalized Commission,
and I welcome the speech of Mr Delors this morning.
I know he is supponed by Mr Ripa di Meana, a brave,
intelligent and peruasive man. I know we have in my
own Commissioner, Lord Cockfield, somebody who
inrcnds to see that resulm are in the internal market.
So my troup suppons the principle of subsidiarity,
paniculady in technology, a move towards integration
in the European Monetary System, and with the free
movement of capital, services, people and goods to
creete a real common market.
But I say to the Council of Ministers, and particularly
ro rhe Luxembourg presidency, do not let this oppor-
tuniry for decision lapse! Go into history as the smal-
lest Nation State which made the grearcst move for-
ward! You had Mr Schuman before you. Let us see
what Luxembourg can do and not that Luxembourg
passes out of this presidency without having been
noted! \7e, this Parliament, rely upon you to make
sure tha[ you get the decisions which we are looking
for. Mr President-in-Office of the Council, ensure, as
you have said, that this Parliament is fully involved in
the decision-making process! !7e ask that you make it
come true.
(Apphrse)
Mr Ivencn (COM). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, in
1972 the then Danish Prime Minister, Anker Jorgen-
sen, said that the fact that a million Danish vorcrs had
said 'no' to EEC membership was a reflection of the
fact that the European Communiry concentrated too
much on problem which did not concern people. It is a
tragedy today 
- 
13 years later 
- 
to see that the
Community is still peoccupied with castles in Spain,
while 18 million people are without work and while
the problems of the environment grow bigger with
every day that passes.
The establishment of a Union will not solve any of the
great social and economic problems beseming the
populations of the ten Communiry countries. If this
self-important Parliament starts to flex its muscles on
this question, as Mr Spinelli and others want it to do,
the European Parliament will only succeed in exclud-
ing itself completely from the decision-making Process
in the Communiry. The Danish people are today even
more sceptical towards EEC membership than in 1972
- 
with good reason.
Against that background the only reasonable and cor-
rect conclusion is that Danish membership of the EEC
has not long to go.
Mr Gawronski (L). 
- 
(m Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the European Parliament has today to
decide whether it must alter, and to what extent, the
strarcgy followed so far with regard to institutional
reform.
Some of you probably see as unrealistic the approach
folloved so far by the Comminee on Institutional
Affairs, which continues to refer to the draft reaty of
European Union that was adopted by us last year, and
would prefer to vote now on the merit of the various
proposals lying on the table of the Intergovernmental
Conference.
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In my view, on rhe orher hand, rhe obvious difficulties
under which the Conference is currenrly conducting
its discussions in an effon to find agreemenr for a min-
imum degree of reform must put pressure on us not to
abandon prematurely our positions of principle. The
experience of recent weeks shows, in fact, rhat only if
we have avowedly ambitious aims will we be able to
escape from the system of vetoes and counter-vetoes,
that today leads Member States to find agreement
around a common denominator that grows increas-
ingly smaller,and get on, instead, with rhe process of
Community integration.
Vhatever legal instrumenr is preferred 
- 
a new
treety, or the reform of the old one 
- 
there are cer-
min principles thar musr be satisfied ro ensure that the
reform that we are looking for shall really be worth-
while implementing.
In the first place, it seems ro me to be indispensable to
continue rc link 
- 
as rhe Luxembourg presidency has
done so far 
- 
the extension of the Communiry's pow-
the internal market, and the launch of new
common policies, not to mendon technology 
- 
to
procedural reform and the reform of the institutions
that will have to administer these new policies.
And then, as regards the institutional situation, it
would in our view be a misake to go along with the
Council's tendency to identify rhe problem of institu-
tional reform wirh that of the powers of the European
Parliament.
The temptation is great 
- 
especially for a Parliament
that is increasingly frustrated by its own manifest pow-
erlessness, as ours is 
- 
to accept the very modest
increase in our powers, in exchange for our approval
of the draft thar will be produced by the Conference.
But it would be dangerous to give in prematurely.
Many governmenr are in fact proposing an alreration
of the powers of the European Parliament, enabling it
to prevent rhe Council, by a qualified majoriry vote,
from taking decisions that the Parliament does not
consider acceptable.
But we all know only too well that rhe problem of the
institutional machinery of the Community is not that it
lacks brakes but, quirc rhe reverse, it has a tendency rc
come to a standstill too ofrcn. And the most powerful
brake is at the Council level, nor rhar of Parliament.
So long as the Council continues to use and abuse the
Luxembourg compromise 
- 
and any important deci-
sion can be blocked by just a single Member State 
-what is the good of increasing our amending powers if
every conroversial decision is then blocked by the
Council? Vhat is needed is a Parliament that is able to
force the Council rc decide 
- 
not a Parliament thar is
able to block rhe Council still funher, as President
Delors reminded us, moreov6r, a short time ago.
(Appkase)
Mr Vcrbeek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Can rwelve narions,
rwelve peoples, twelve histories possibly become one ?
Economically, politically and perhaps also militarily?
That is the basic hisrcrical quesdon that the dominant
forces in Europe require us to confront. This process
is, say its advocates, at a low point. Disintegration and
integration are wrapped in each orher's grasp like rwo
wrestlers. 'Ve must aim for unification, according to
the myth, and myths musr never be questioned. They
mu$ be believed in, faith in them musr be upheld. The
United States are a union, the Soviet Union is a union,
and so 'Western Europe too now has to become a
unlon.
'!7ho 
wants it? The public? How do we know? Farm-
ers? S7hat have our farmers to thank our large-scale,
capital-intensive, industrial-sryle agricultural poliry
for? The unemployed? Vhat promise cen a rechno-
logy-intensive Europe hold out for them? The Third
\7orld? Vhat do economically colonized peoples have
to expect from the superpowers? Markets, comperi-
tion, producers of technology and accumulators of
capital are what are pushing us rowards unification.
Not democracy, not social, regional and cultural
identity, not decenrralization, not anything on a
human scale making for stability or security. Free mar-
kets and democrary are incompatibles, because ir is
always the strongest who win out.
That principle is also being pushed to the fore in poli-
tics. They are now talking abour a two-speed Com-
munity. kt Greece, Ireland and Denmark decide
later. kt Spain and Ponugal join little by little. Two
speeds. But we all know what happens in a marathon.
Second place is no place at all. Two-speed is the new
word for two classes at every level, including rhe poli-
tical and ins.titutional. Two speed is here identical with
advances for capital and reverses for labour. And'dif-
ferentiation' is the new vogue word that is already
beginning to leak our from the Inrergovernmental
Conference in Luxembourg.
The quesdon that matters today is whether the Euro-
pean Parliamenr's voice will be heard. Ve must have
no illusions. The draft treary of 14 February 1984, our
colleague Spinelli's life's work, is heading straight for
the shelf. So is this Parliament's resolution of 1Z April
1985 contained in the Croux repon. For with the pro-
cesses that have now been set in motion, parliamentary
democrary is just something grafted on like an appen-
dage, an appendix that the organism can dispense
with. Markers, technology, capital, the fast-growing
technological-military-industrial complex in Vesrcrn
Europe, will be contenr with just a handful of politi-
cians in key positions ro be used in the national gov-
ernments, in the Council, in the Commission and on
the diplomatic circuits.
As for the European Parliament, it is left groping in
the dark. That is the measure of what passes herafor
democracy. Ve can of course ger very indignant about
all this, but thar merely reveals a failure of insight. The
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causes, the historical-material processes that we are all
so good at legitimizing are what we now have to stan
analysing. Only then will we begin to grasp why par-
liamentary democrary is being pushed funher onto the
sidelines. Those at the top will be able m do whatever
they please. Democracy will be left to melt like an ice-
berg in the hot waters of the economic, technological
and political wars that are now being fought out.
Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NZ) Madam President, I lis-
tened with great attention to the statement by Mr
Delors giving us his picture of the situation in Europe'
In broad outlines, I agree with him, but I should like
to distinguish cenain priorities. Firstly, concerning the
European market. The competitiveness of the Com-
muniry will indeed have to be increased, in particular
against the aggressive economies of Japan and the
United States. But I want to stress the imponance of
expanding the internal European market as distinct
from competitive external markets. Ve would then be
able to concentrate more on intensive forms of
employment directed towards our own needs. I agree
that we need a sronger European technology, but it
must be in terms of qualitative economic improvement
that will leave a place for activity on a small-scale. Ve
need only think of the failure of the Mansholt plan, as
our colleague Mr Verbeek has just said.
Secondly, the European Community must be directed
above all to the welfare of the European public, with
the accent clearly on an ecologically sound economy,
a peace economy and an economy of solidariry in
which social forces are strengthened in the interests of
the weaker elements, the weaker regions and the
Third \7orld. Nor must the free movement of citizens
and goods come to be perceived as a threat to the
superb mosaic of cultures that goes to make up all the
different peoples of Europe.
Finally, I want to make an appeal for greater panicipa-
don by the European public in the institudonal
reforms that will be necessary. That is why I am a sup-
poner of sffonger poc/ers for the Commission' Its
iuthority must be widened. So too must that of the
European Parliament. The European Council on the
other hand must have its powers reduced, because, in
my view at least, its influence, more likely than not,
will be a negative one. Development should always
come from the bottom up. That is why we generally
like rc suppon any initiadve tending to strentthen Par-
ticipation by the European public in the European
decision-making process.
Onega, who have taken their seats in the Official Gal-
lrry.
(Applaase)
This is cenainly the last session at which they are pres-
ent in our Parliament as visircrs before joining us very
shortly on the benches of this Assembly!
(Applause)
And I trust that the final work of the European Parlia-
ment/Spanish Cones Joint Committee will be as effec-
tive and fruitful as possible.
4. Intergooernmental Conference (continuation)
Mr Megahy (S). 
- 
Madam President, the British
Labour Members of this Parliament have always
opposed the proposals for institutional reform, parti-
cularly the proposals that led up rc the draft treary.
Ve feel that they do not in any way provide an answer
to the massive economic and political problems facing
the Community.
Nor can we subscribe to the oft-repeated view of
Members of this Assembly that they are speaking on
behalf of the people of Europe. The Ministers who
meet in the Council have been elected rc form the
governmenm of their countries. On whose behalf are
they speaking? The impression is very often given here
that there is a tremendous head of steam generated in
favour of institutional reform, whereas the EEC's own
public opinion service shows that 4 out of 10 people in
the Communiry are completely indifferent and apath-
etic to the kind of proposals being talked about at the
Present dme.
Ve see these proposals as a smokescreen divening
atrcntion from the real policy changes that need to be
made if we are to do something about the problems, in
panicular the problem of unemployment. Of course,
the resolution is ostensibly about procedural matters. I
think that these procedural matters themselves conceal
a growing rift within Parliament as imponant grouPs
begin to consider the right point at which so desen the
draft treaty. The answer that has been given initially
by the Council of Minisrcrs may rally a little bit more
support to the Spinelli proposals. However, I see Mr
Spinelli as being very much in the position of the
grand old Duke of York in the English nursery rhyme.
He has got to the top of the hill and is unwilling to go
down again. In the meantime all his troops are begin-
ing to mutiny. They are all begining to think of ways
in which they can disengage themselves from a treaty
which quite obviously is not going to get any consider-
ation at all from the present Intergovernmental Con-
ference. It will be inrcresting to see which panicular
crumbs they will accept from the table.
3. rVelcome
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, may I on behalf
of you all welcome the delegation of the Spanish
Cortes, led by our friend and colleague, Mr Medina
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I take no great pleasure in the failure of the Intergov-
ernmental Conference. I wish it had never taken placc.
I predicted that very litde good would come out of all
this instirurional nlk. I am opposed to many of the
otler proposals that have bcen put forward and are
being considered by that Conference ar rhe present
time. All of these are designed to tighrcn the provisons
of a treary which is based on industrial free trade and
agricultural protcction. I think the mixture of rhose
two is, in fact, inimical rc any protress in dealing with
our problems.
Various amendments have been submitted by Mrs
Castle and otherc setdng out clearly the policy 
"[,"ng",that we think could be made, and could be made at the
present time, without any insritutional changes. They
include emphasis on the action of the Member Gov-
ernmenr of this Community, the use of public
resources to stimulate dcmands, cooperation in plan-
ning the joint action needed rc cope with the massive
problem of 15 million people unemployed. All that
could be done without institutional change. Indeed, if
the same energy q,'as put into looking at rhe solurion
of these problems, then I am certain that we could ger
the right kind of policies.
I see the kind of changes being talked about at the
present dme as making it more difficult for those gov-
ernmenr which would wanr ro pursue policies of full
employment. Should we get a Labour Government in
the United Kingdom 
- 
and I hope we do 
- 
dealing
with the problem of an 8 billion pound deficit in
manufactured goods and with rhe clapped-out econ-
omy left by the presenr goyernmenr, then the tighten-
ing of the present restricrions will, in fact, make it
more and more difficult for it rc achieve its policy of
full employment.
Therefore, we are completely opposed ro the Inrcr-
governmenal Conference and we will vote against this
resoludon.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Madam President, today we
are getting down ro essentials. This Parliamenr pro-
duced the draft treary on European Union which has
given rise to the work of the Dooge Commitree and
the Adonnino Committee. An immense amount of
work by able and very experienced politicians has
gone into all this. There is now no shonage of material
on which, and from which, the Intergovernmental
Conference should be able to reach the right conclu-
sions.
In Milan 7 of the 10 Member Starcs gave people in the
Communiry to understand that they were fully com-
mitted to going rhe maximum distance along the road
towards European Union. There was also reason for
hope that others would follow later. I am personally
hopeful that the rumours that have arisen in recent
days bear no relation to what the evenrual ourcome
will be later on. However, these circumstances make it
imperative that this Parliament lay clearly on the line
what we expect from the Conference. That is what we
are trying to do here today. !7e staned rhis great cam-
paign and we must do everything possible to see it
through. 'Ve are asking for the minimum that v'e see
to be necessary for the funher development of the
European Communiry, for finding solutions to exist-
ing problems and for ensuring peace and progress in
the future.
Serious lessons should have been learned from the fail-
ure of the Communiry to respond to the pressures of
the recession thar staned approximarely 12 years ago.
In my view there has been far too much vacillation,
procrastination and blouring hot and cold on the pan
of Heads of State and Government about surrendering
to the Communiry rhe sort of powers necessary and
the resources necessary to overcome the appalling
unemployment situation and the unrest that has
remained with us for far too long. There is serious
concern also that the promised and expecrcd conver-
gence is not taking place. In fact, the rich and poor
areas are moving fanher apan. Regional policy, which
is so necessary in bringing about a greater degree of
convergence, is moving at a snail's pace simply because
the Council refuses to agree ro rhe necessaqy budget-
ary provisions.
I am being very serious when I say that some Member
States are jealously and selfishly holding on to what
they have and refusing ro share. There are orhers 
-and I am thinking panicularly now of the weaker
Member States 
- 
who are sdll very nervous and sus-
picious that if the Communiry gets the power it needs
to act effectively on behalf of all the Member States,
the stronger powers will not be sufficiently concerned
about the protress and welfare of their weaker pan-
ners.
Ve hear far too much about the countries that are the
net contributors and far too little about the greatest
beneficiaries. It is always very easy ro see monetary
ransfers but not nearly as easy ro quantify and pin
down other benefits. For example, I know from my
own experience thar the bulk of the money that Ire-
land received from the common agricultural policy
was returned very quickly to Communiry countries for
industrial products. Vhat I am rryint ro say, Madam
President, and trying ro put inro words is that what is
needed mosr is less selfishness, less extreme narional-
ism and a broader, bigger attitude panicularly on rhe
pan of those who can afford ir. It would be fair to ask
me at this point where Ireland stands at this time. I
retret to say bluntly rhat I do nor know. Nor do other
Members in this Parliamenr know where their tovern-
ments stand. Ve have all listened to lofry and high-
sounding speeches from Heads of State and Govern-
ment, but they now seem ro have gone back into their
own selfish cocoons. Europe has been earen up by sel-
fishness and greed, and the Japanese, Ameriiani and
others are laughing all the y/ay rc the bank ar our
expense. The time for diplomatic language has gone.
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Ve have been elected by the people of Europe to
come to their rescue. I lisrcned this week to an experi-
enced politician say that if things are done too quickly,
they do not take root properly. All I can say in reply to
this is that unemployment has taken root in Europe
and is now being fed on growth hormones by the very
people who have been given the responsibiliry for find-
ing soludons.
This Parliament cannot simply go on taking it on the
chin. I hope I have made myself faidy clear, Madam
President. Unless sense comes from somewhere, this
Luxembourg Conference is going to be another huge
fiasco. In the words of our distinguished President:
'Ve are being challenged by history and the people
are listening, especially the young people'.
(Apphuse)
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Madam President, the Aus-
ralians have a very rude word for us English 
- 
they
call us whining pommies. That is one for the interpre-
ters. It means we are always complaining about things
going wrong. I have a nassy feeling that those in the
Commission and the Council might think that we here
in the Parliament have become whining parliamentari-
ans because we do nothing but complain'
I think, having heard the reports of the President-in-
Office and the President of the Commission, there are
some positive asPects to this Inrcrgovernmenal Con-
ferencl, and I do not think we should ignore them.
After all, political and constitutional changes are not
ends in themselves. They are supposed to create a
framework for the achievement of more imponant
objectives. I think that it is an imponant gain that
everybody's minds have been concentrated on how to
achieve the internal market by 1992. Now, Mr
Megahy complained about the Progress the Intergov-
ernmental Conference is making because he does not
like a free market. I welcome the progress made in the
Intcrgovernmental Conference because I do. I think
we ought rc admit that.
The President of the Commission pointed out that Mr
Spinelli had said that the existing Treaties in many res-
pects are quite adequate to achieve the internal mar-
ker I think we should not neglect either the fact that
the Council itself is beginning to discuss reforming its
own internal procedures, quite apan from any Treary
changes. \fhich brings us to the question: do we need
Treary changes in order to achieve the internal mar-
ket?
I notice that the Commission, in its latest proposals,
has disdnguished ffo areas. First of all it is proposing
that majoriry voting should apply normally in general
matters, but it has produced a reservation on f,wo
areas, namely fiscal approximation and the free move-
ment of persons. This presumably reflects political
realiry. If it does, then we welcome it.
For example, I believe that there are some virtues in
reaining unanimity. IThy is there vinue in unanimiry?
BecausJit avoids the awful opposite problem that if
you fail to secure unanimiry and there are minorities
who are unsatisfied you have to provide derogations.
This raises the possibiliry of a twospeed Europe, the
real problem which some other speakers have
addressed themselves to. In the case of the inrcrnal
market, the idea of a rwo-speed Europe is nonsensical.
Either you do have tariff barriers, or you don't. The
idea that some have it and some don't does not mean
one internal market, it means two, three or four mar-
kets.
Therefore, I hope that the objective is kept in mind.
Ve want a free internal market for everybody with no
derogations and no 'two speeds'. That is why I am
rather disturbed to see that in the larcst Commission
proposals their Article 2(b) appears rc allow certain
Member Starcs to opt out of the directives which
would create the internal market. I was rather
atracted towards the original Commission Anicle 4,
which said that if the Council of Ministers by 1992
had not achieved the necessary direcdves and legisla-
tion, then all the derogations in the Treaties would be
removed, all goods would be in free circulation, the
'cassis de Dijon' would apply everywhere. A brilliant
suggestion! I really would like to know from the Com-
mission why they have now modified this because,
after all, it is really what the Treary is about'
My conclusion is that we are not going rc tet the Per-
fect treary which the Spinelli proposals would have
provided. Ve are not going to tet, I suspect, even a
new Eeaty which sadsfies most Members of this Par-
liament. But we are going to tet something, and it
would be very bad for this Parliament, and for
Europe, if we were to neglect that, if we were to com-
plain all the dme because at least some progress is
being made and it is being made in the one fundamen-
tal area, freeing Europe from the shackles of red tape
and creating the jobs, which of course is what our
electorarc really wana us m do.
(Appkuse fron the benches of the European Demooatic
group)
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, in
connection with the need to increase the European
Parliament's authority, on behalf of the Internal Greek
Communist Pany I would like to express our clear
support for the views put forward rc our colleague Mr
Spinelli. Because above all we s/ant a united Europe of
its citizens, its peoples, its workers, and not the essen-
tially fragmented Europe of selfish class interests, the
inrcresrc of State bureaucracies.
Secondly, nre appreciate the positive spirit of Mr
Delors' intervention. It is quite correct that there can
be no useful progress in a frontierless internal market,
without simultaneous development of the Com-
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muniry's economic and social cohesion. However, I
would like to sffess the following points: \flhereas
there are very specific proposals for the inrcgration of
the internal market by 1992, the same is not true of the
general and essentially vague promise relating to cohe-
sion. True cohesion can only come abour when the
economic levels of the Communiq/s countries con-
verge, with supporr for, and extension of the present
common policies, and especially when we have
secured the necessary economic means, i.e. a common
budget that exceeds today's unacceptably low level.
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) Madam President, it
is entirely natural rhat in a Communiry such as this 
-it began with 5 Member States, grew ro 9, then to 10
and will soon consist of 12 Member States 
- 
adjust-
ments should be needed as new elements enter the pic-
ture. It goes against nature to assume that everything
can stay as it was. That is not the way things are. I
therefore have great difficulry in understanding the
monsters which some arrcmpr to conjure up, for they
are so unrealistic that you jusr cannot take rhem ser-
iously.
But grand words have been used and many phrases. Ir
is not Parliament I am talking about here, which is a
shining example of the fact that we have genuine
European cooperation. I am thinking of the grand
words and the many phrases which have been coming
from the Council for so long. Ve must get away from
rhetoric and deal with everyday realities, rhe facts of
daily life, and try to solve the problems they raise.
Unfonunately the Council of Ministers has nor made
much progress there, and in my opinion it is due to the
fact that they have not learned to rhink and acr in a
European spirit 
- 
if rhey ever acr at all. For thar is
where the question mark has to be placed.
A rwo-speed Europe or a Europe d h carte would be a
deeply deplorable thing. As a member of Vensrre,
Denmark's Liberal Parry, I am happy to say that my
pany is an outspokenly pro-Europeen party, and that
is something v/e are not ashamed of, something we
want to work for. 'We therefore hope that rhere will
now be a more realisdc debate, so rhat we can join in
creating a better Community for us all. Ve are press-
ing for that. !7e are confronred by major unresolved
questions and, as has been said many times, the only
alrcrnative to this Communiry is a better Community.
That is what we wanr [o work for: a better Com-
munity, which can function effectively.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Madam
President, Honourable Members, the Milan Summit
may have given us some grounds for new optimism,
but as the discussions have proceeded, and as the
documents have come to our attention from the Inter-
governmental Conference, the initial optimism has had
to give way to a deep pessimism.
A lot has been said 
- 
righdy, of course 
- 
about the
transfer of powers according to the subsidiariry princi-
ple. But just as imponant is rhe manner in which the
institutions will function in the future. The President-
in-Office, for example, spoke of an overall balance
between the institutions, but simultaneously there are
proposals on the table that are diametrically opposed
to that. aim. How else for example are we to interpret
the idea of setting up a standing secretariat of the
Council? And ir is also clear that no one is prepared to
come out directly against rhe Luxembourg comprom-
ise. The last rhing anyone is prepared rc do is help
improve the rules of the democratic process. And what
will become of democrary if the role of the European
Parliament is confined ro rhar of a consultative body?
It is to the credit of the Commission Presidenr Mr
Delors that he has come out against this negative
development, and on that count he has earned our full
suPPon.
Mr Seeler (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen. A whole series of proposals on rhe exten-
sion of the powers of the European Parliament awaits
deliberation at the Inrcrgovernmenral Conference in
Luxembourg. On closer examination of these propo-
sals it is apparent that many words do not really say
very much.
For example, it was suggested that there should be
more consultation of Parliament, with the express
exception of consultarion in matters of Communiry
relations wirh Third Vorld countries. Therefore, this
is a step backwards from the already existing participa-
tion of Parliament in the so-called Luns-Vesrerrerp
procedure. Thus, the all-embracing concerrarion pro-
cedure is being suggested but at the end, we find in
Anicle 149 a lapidar 'After completion of the concilia-
tion procedure rhe Council shall decide'. Here also,
the Council has the final say.
Thus, cooperation between Parliament ind the Coun-
cil on specific legal acts is being suggested. Parliament
is being given two monrhs rc prepare its decisions. As
we heard from President Delors, the Council does not
need to adhere ro any timenble. It does not need to
decide at all, thus perperuaring the present dilemma.
The quesdon of unanimity or the right of veto is not
the problem ar present 
- 
the real problem is the
Council's failure ro decide in so many insrances.
This is not the democratic panicipation of the Euro-
pean Parliament in Communiry decisions which we
have-been demanding. !7hat is the sense of developing
Eureka as Europe's reponse ro rhe rechnological chal-
lenge of the USA and Japan if we cannot provide the
necessary decision-making strucrures? !7har is the
sense of completing the common internal market by
1992 Lf, at the same time, we are told rhat several
national governmenr and finance ministers do not
even consider handing over the question of the har-
monizadon of raxes, especially VAT, to the Com-
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munity or ensuring real cooperation between the
Council and Parliament?
Thus, Europe remains an empry shell providing a
theme for superficial Sunday speeches. To Mr Megahy
I can only say this: if unemployment is to be fought
successfully in Europe, then we must give the Com-
munity the corresponding competence.
(Applausefrom the benches of the Socialist Group)
There is also a draft treaty for the provision of Euro-
pean Political Union. On closer examination of the
tex6 it is apparent that it amounts to no more rhan
putting into treaty form the solemn declaration of
Stuttgan. Nothing is mentioned of the decision-mak-
ing structures necessary for such a Union. \7e can
only conclude that little trace remains of our draft
treaty. There is no mention of a genuine consolidation
of the Community and its democratic structures.
My respected colleague Mr Megahy, with disarming
frankness and clarity, illusrated earlier his inability to
grasp the philosophy of European Union. To what
does the United Kingdom owe its opponunity to sand
up and be counted politically in the world if not to its
membership of the European Community and the con-
solidation of its position?
(Applausefrom the benches of the Socialist Group)
Only a developing Community can provide its States
and peoples with the opponunity to preserve their
national identiry. If we are to achieve this, we must
struggle with each other. 'Sfe must, therefore, act to
prevent the Conference of Ministers in Luxembourg
and the European Council from the idea of making
Europe and the peoples of Europe into a football in
the game of nationally oriented politics.
(Applause)
Mr Penders (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, the
timing of this debate is unfonunate. !flho would have
thought that the Intergovernmental Conference would
have come to such a dead end as quickly as it has?
This Conference has been under an unlucky smr ever
since its inception. Although there is now a draft treaty
of European Union on the able, and despite the
extremely valuable work done by the Dooge Com-
mittee, we are once again being treated to the edifying
spectacle of ministers and diplomats rushing to rein-
vent the wheel.
'Ve are naturally glad that a cenain agreement looks
like being possible on [he nes/ treaty texts, on the
internal market and on new technologies. I also wel-
come the new Commission proposals on Council deci-
sion-making in relation to the internal market. It is
very satisfying also to see rhat it is proposed that the
words 'unanimous vote' are to be replaced in a large
number of places by 'a qualified majority of vorcs'.
But one requirement has been ignored here, Madam
President. Nowhere has a single word been said about
gefting rid of the Luxembourg compromise of 1966.
Yet the Dooge Committee made a brave effon to try
to have the right of appeal to vital national interests
removed from the table. But now we hear absolutely
no more about it. As a result, those who opted for
European Union are left in an exposed position.
And then there is the position of the European Parlia-
ment. It is particularly regrettable, Madam President,
that the Commission's proposals do not contain the
words co-dicision ('joint decision-making'). This was
however one of the points raised by the Dooge Com-
mittee. It is a great pity that Parliament's natural ally
in the world of the EEC institutions, the Commission,
dare not go even as far as a Committee of government
representatives set up by the European Council. A
depressing development. Equally depressing is the
realizadon that the Ministers of the Ten in Luxem-
bourg managed to reach an accord on the exclusion of
the European Parliament from the review process as
the sole point of agreement among them. How right
our President Mr Pflimlin was [o assert that there was
a lack of democracy at Communiry level. The national
Parliaments have indeed been shorn of pan of their
sovereign powers, though not to the advantage of the
European Parliament, but of the Council of Ministers.
If you are serious about the commitment to democracy
in Europe, then by definition you must be prepared to
give the European Parliament the last word, even if it
is only a negative last word, and even if it is confined
initially to a limited area of application. That is the
essence of parliamentary democracy, and there must
be no more verbiage about a balance between the insti-
tutions. I am inclined to think, Madam President, that
the Conference could well fail to reach a conclusion
before the December European Council, and if so that
will place a yery demanding responsibility on the
Netherlands presidenry.
(Applause from the centre )
Mr Avgerinos (S). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, the
institutional reorganization of the Community is
undoubtedly the most imponant strategic subject to be
debated by the Community's bodies during this pan-
session. A reorganizadon of this type should be dis-
cussed in terms of the aims it is called upon to serve, in
other words the formulation of political, economic
and institutional frameworks that will enable the Com-
munity rc deal more decisively and more effectively
with the challenges of today and tomorrow, with the
batde for the Europe of the year 2000.
In our view, the key themes are economic recovery
and cohesion, technological reconstitution, the
upgrading of political cooperation and credibiliry,
improvement of the quality of life for Europe's citi-
zens, enhancement of the Communiry's international
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prestige, and the renewal of our cultural heritage and
historical links. All these can be included and pro-
moted within two more general frameworks 
- 
the
political and the economic.
'!7e consider that these f,wo areas are inextricably
linked. Political convergence presupposes economic
convergence, a commonaliry of interests, problems
and atdtudes. A commonaliry that can only be secured
by moving along lines of harmonious and convergent
economic development. Otherwise, the institution of
political and organizational patterns for cooperation
and common expression conceals the danger that the
smaller countries will not be able to ensure an inte-
grated expression and promotion of their interests.
And that, colleagues, is not in my view consistent with
the free and democratic Europe which we, as its Par-
liament, aspire to.
There are at present rwo policies related to conver-
gence of the economies. First, integration of the con-
cept of the internal market, and second, the structural
policies. Our basic stance is that the latter should not
become the poor relation of the former, nor the alibi
for exacerbating the economic inequalities within the
Communiry.
First of all, because such a thing is morally and politi-
cally unacceptable, and contradicts both the spirit and
the letter of the Treaty of Rome. Secondly, because to
undermine the development potential of the less well
developed countries presenrc perhaps the greatest
threat to the Communiry's economy as a whole. Vhat
purpose will it serve to facilitate the transport of goods
and services within the Communiry by abolishing tech-
nical and Exation obstacles, when there will be no
purchasing power to consume them?
Enlargement, with the accession of two countries with
substantial structural weaknesses, increases the impor-
tance of the problem. Despite this, on the basis of the
proposals for discussion at intergovernmental level,
the problem becomes still worse.
Firstly, because the cohesion of the European eco-
nomy is being linked exclusively with the procedure
for creating the internal market.
Secondly, because there is no reference to a conver-
gence of the levels of development, the fundamental
point of the triumphant Stuttgart declaration known as
the Genscher-Colombo plan.
Thirdly, because while it is proposed to do away with
unanimiry in the internal market sector, unanimity is
to be retained in connection with the possible creation
of new policies in the sectors of economic convergence
and the disposition of new resources.
Founhly, because no such new policy is proposed. If
to the above we add the weaknesses of the budget,
which are based on two areas very much related to
convergence, the financing of the enlargement and the
structural funds, we can all understand the dimensions
and cause of our anxiety.
'!fle believe in the need to crearc the internal market.
At the same time, however, the planning of policies for
dealing with its destabilizing consequences for the
weaker economies, and the upgrading of the budget's
developmental role are prerequisites for the economic
cohesion of the Communiry, which will in turn pro-
duce a basis for economic and institutional conver-
8ence.
The European Parliament has played an imponant
pan in our movement along these lines. Beyond doubt,
there is a need for the new Europe. However, if it is to
fulfil its historic role it must above all be a just Europe
as well.
(Apphuse ftom the benches of the Socialist Group)
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, I con-
gratulate the Luxembourg presidenry on its determi-
nation in not going in for sterile exercises of pure ver-
balism at the Intergovernmenal Conference, but on
doing its best to maintain cohesion among the Mem-
ber States of the Communiry.
Confidence in the Luxembourg presidenry is consider-
able, but we must, sdll be careful. The essential mission
of a Parliament that has been voted in by more than
250 million voters is to control European activiry and
say clearly and unambiguously what we know the will
of our peoples to be. So I should emphasize the fact
that our prime concern is not to provoke a sterile
question of institutional philosophy. Vhat is imponant
to us is to create a Europe that is palpable and credible
for our citizens. That is why we wani the large internal
market, the Europe without frontiers that Jacques
Delors described. 'S7'e want a minimum of social and
economic cohesion and we want to relaunch Europe at
the head of modern technological developments and
thus combat unemployment. !7'e want a Europe that
respects nature and its own bulture.
If we are to achieve all this, then the Commission has
to become operational once more. It has to retrieve its
powers of decision. But is not the fact that some mem-
bers of the Conference fundamentally despise Parlia-
ment the hean of the problem?
Ladies and gentlemen of the Council, listen rc Jacques
Delors. His words are wonh their weight in gold as
far as our future generations are concerned. This is
very serious. Ve refuse to let countries that do not
have democratic rEgimes join the Community when
some of our own ministers are fundamentally anti-
democratic and want at all costs to vest the legislative
power and the executive power in thi same body in
the Community.
(Apphuse)
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Ve do not want an institutional crisis, but we do not
want a Europe which, as Mr Delors put it, is like an
old lady on a feeble ox either.'!7e want the Europe of
tomorrov/ to be a young woman, in the full bloom of
youth, riding a fiery bull.
(Smiles)
You must realize that we are determined to unmask
the European eunuchs in the corridors of power and
on the Council sage. Once we cling to legal formal-
ism, we are in the same situation as a football club dis-
cussing the regulations instead of going out on the
field and scoring goals. Luxembourg must again
become the foundation for relaunching Europe on the
path to new horizons. It will in any case be a very
faithful and infallible mirror of the European maturiry
of our Bovernments and their political stature in face
of an historic challenge. I hope they will not stand
against what our peoples want and our young people
exPect.
(Appkuse from the centre and the right)
Mrs Van den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) | should like to
make a formal protest at the comparison Mr Esqen
has just made. I do not feel that this applies to me per-
sonally, but I do have the feeling that old ladies matter
just as much as young ones, and so I find the compari-
son inappropriate.
(Apphase)
(Tlte sitting uas saspended dt 12.25 P.m. and resumed at
3 P.m.)'
IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD
Wce Presidcnt2
5. Topical and urgent debate (motions)
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received, pursuant to Rule 48(2)
second sub-paragraph, the following objections, tabled
and justified in writing, to the list of subjects for the
topical and urgent debate tomorrow morning.
(Tbe President read out t.be list of objections)r
These objections will be voted on without debate.
I propose that we vote on two motions concerning the
motion for a resoludon by the Rainbow Group on the
electoral procedure for the European elections in
Spain (Doc. 82-100/85).
The first motion is from the European Democratic
Group to delete this motion for a resoludon from the
list.
The second motion is from the Rainbow Group which
would like to see its motion for a resolution taken
under Section III. If the first motion is adopted, the
second motion falls.
I therefore put to the vote, first, the motion by the
European Democratic Group.
(Parliament adopted the motion)
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I was not
aware that there was a prior request to remove the
item concerning the election procedure in Spain from
the list. Our request was that this item should be
brought forward, and we had asked for a vote by roll
call. You are denying us the possibiliry of having a
vote by roll call on this resolution, or on the placing of
this resolution on the agenda, by giving priority to its
removal without allowing us the opponunity to secure
a vote by roll call. There is in fact a political signific-
ance being given to these two votes, and we regret this
intensely.
President. 
- 
Mr Vandemeulebroucke, I must contra-
dict you. As you know, when a vote is taken it is the
most far-reaching motion that is put to the vote first.
The most far-reaching motion was to delete this reso-
ludon. It was for this reason that no roll-call vote was
requested. I can only propose a roll-call votc when a
request is made in writing. Given that the first proPo-
sal was adopted, your proposal automatically falls,
including the roll-call vote you requested. I have
merely applied the Rules and I ask you to believe me
when I say that I had no hidden political motives. That
is not my business. Vhen I am seated in this Chair, my
job is to apply the Rules and to see that all Members
receive the treatment to which they are entitled under
the Rules.
o*o
President. 
- 
I now propose that we vote on a motion
from Mr von Wogau and others to include the motion
for a resolution on controls at Zaventem Airport as
item VI (Doc. 82-l ll9/85).
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this
matter was settled by a letter from the Belgian Minis-
ter, Mr Tindemans.
Betueen 12.30 o,m. and l.to D.m. Parliament met in formal
sittins on the'occasion of the oisit by Mr Richard oon
Weiisticher, Presi.dent of the Federal Republic of Germany:
see Annex.
Veifrcation of credentiah : see Minutes.
TopTcal and irgent debate (objections): see Minutes.
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Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, rhar
information is incorrect. The lewer related [o the
Members. Vhat we want are simplified clearance
arrangemenB for all citizens of the European Com-
munity. That is whar concerns us.
(Apphase)
(Parliament adopted the motion)
5. Intergovernmental Conference (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr ircm is the continuation of thejoint debate on the Intergovernmental Conference.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, much of the time
and energy of the Intergovernmental Conference on
the Community's future were taken up with a discus-
sion of how the European Parliament can be given
more prerogatives, more power. I say thar this is a
waste of dme. At least one country, Denmark, will not
accept under any circumsrances that more power
should be given to Parliament, and I fully agree wirh
that view. The European Parliament is and will remain
a consultative body within the Communiry system, and
the power must remain with the Community's Council
of Minisrcrs. This principle is firmly established and,
since all Treaty amendments must be adopted unani-
mously by the Community countries, any such propo-
sal for more pov/er to Parliament does not stand a
chance.
I will give reasons why I do not want power for Parlia-
ment. I will give reasons why in my opinion the power
should remain with the Communiq/s Council of Min-
isters. It is because the Council of Ministers holds rhe
right of vem. The Luxembourg Compromise deals
precisely with the decision-making procedure in the
Council of Ministers and, since the right of veto along
with the Treaty of Rome is the basis of Denmark's
membership of the Communiry, it is clear that in our
view the right to take decisions musr remain with the
Council of Ministers. This does nor mean that we are
against democratic control. Any country has the righr
to subject whar their minisrcrs do and say in the Com-
munity's Council of Ministers ro parliamentary and
democratic scrutiny, just as we do in Denmark. This
does not mean [hat we do not see any value in the
European Parliament. Ve think that such a place, as a
meetinB place, as a forum of debate, can play a crucial
role in the debate on the Community's problems and
future.
Vhile we wanr ro retain the righr of vero, I musr
emphasize that we are opposed to any abuse of it. Ve
also think that the Council of Ministers should vote
according to the rules laid down in the Treaties, but
provided every country continues to have the right to
impose the veto on issues it considers vital. In actual
fact it could be quite interesting if the Council of Min-
isters voted a bit more than it does ar presenr. For that
would show clearly what countries are nor in favour of
the decisions to be taken, what countries are blocking
cooperation in the European Community. If rhey
voted a bit more often, it would cenainly yield some
quite interesting results, for then we should have con-
firmation of what can be seen from the proceedings of
the Coun of Justice, namely that the countries which
talk most about union are precisely rhose countries
which are repeatedly censured for failure to observe
the rules we have.
I would like to see the discussions at rhe Intergovern-
mental Conference deal more with the content of
cooperation, instead of all this theorizing about rhe
external form the cooperarion should take.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President of the
Council, your reading of Anicle 235, pleading in-
escapable legal constraints, derives from a legal view
which is purely formal and therefore inadmissible on
the part of a responsible polidcal insritution. As any
intelligent lawyer knows, what is not forbidden is
allowed.
fu for the spirit of the Treaties, which you dare to
invoke, your lawyers should be told to go back and
read the preamble to the Treaties and reminded of the
most signal achievement to come out of them, direct
elections to this Parliament. The unpalatable ffurh rhar
you should have admitted instead of taking shelter
behind the hypocrisy of legal quibbling is that no legal
instrument would have prevented you from consulting
Parliament had you wished to. It follows that you had
no such wish.
(Applause)
The fathers of Europe 
- 
Schuman, Adenauer, De
Gasperi, Spaak 
- 
q/ere nor afraid, unlike you, to lis-
ten to what the citizens had to say and they had the
prudence not [o leave officials to take decisions in the
people's stead. You are doing rhe opposire. You dare
not listen to this Parliamenr. You do not want ro rake
its opinions into consideration and you shelrer behind
the sententious opinions of officials of the narional
administration, which evenrs and history generally
prove tomlly wrong in rhe end.
Nor should you, in the dialogue which you seek to
enter into with us, even if you speak in a personal cap-
aciry only, which we regret, be giving both the ques-
tions and the answers. Let me quore somerhing you
said word for word: 'Given that Parliament is being
kept informed regularly of the progress of the pro-
ceedings of the Conference, I nore rhar, on this point,
we are meerint the requirements of your institution'.
'!7ell, Mr President, this evening, when we come [o
the reading of the modon for a resolurion, for which
we shall be voting by a large majority, you will see
how our requirements are met.
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Vith regard to Parliament's powers, and more specifi-
cally its involvement in the decision-making process,
you rcll us that the governments look favourably upon
this, but still without fundamentally calling in question
the existing balance in the respective powers and roles
of the institutions.
Here we have the finest piece of sophistry in the his-
rcry of this Community: it takes some doing to say
one thing and its opposite in a single breath.
(Apphuse)
Mr Ephremidis (COM) 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
questions we are debating refer mostly 
- 
not to say
entirely 
- 
to procedural mattcrs concerning the man-
ner and degree of the European Parliament's panici-
pation in the discussions and the decision-making pro-
cesses of the Intergovernmenal Conference on the
amendment of the Treaties.
However, for us Members of the Greek Communist
Parry the main interest attaches to the matters of
subsunce, some of which were mentioned by Mr
Delors as well. In other words, the creation of the
internal market, the limitation on the right of veto, the
instituting of polidcal cooperation, and im extension to
matrcrs of securiry. Ve are radically opposed to these
notions, irrespective of whether the European Parlia-
ment adopts a greater or a lesser role in the decision-
making process. Our opposition is due, first, to our
well known view that our country should break away
from the EEC, as the Treaties stand today. Secondly,
to our conviction that the amendment of the Treaties
now being promoted will make things worse, and will
have more negative than positive consequences for our
country, in the political, economic and social sectors.
It will also act against national autonomy and our
unfettered economic development. Ve consider that
despite any wishful thinking, whether at the Intergov-
ernmental Conference or from Mr Delors, about con-
vergence of the economies, etc., the situation will not
change, because all that is already embodied in the
Treaties but operates in reverse, to the cost of working
people in Europe, and especially in the less-favoured
countries. For that reason we also condemn the blun-
der of the Greek Government which, in a spirit of
wishful thinking, is agreeing to relinquish the sover-
eign righm of our country.
Mr Zegri (S). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I do not want now to measure how far the
Intergovernmental Conference has fallen shon, in
relation to the Milan Summit: Mr Herman has just
done that superbly, as did Mr Seeler this morning,
confuting proposals whose fine exterior still fails to
conceal their lack of content.
It is said Parliament's resolution is utopian, unrealistic,
not of this world: in the normal way the Socialist
Group, which is panicularly aware of large-scale
problems such as unemployment and the injustice and
anxiery of the Third Vorld, would not vote for it; but
it will vote for it, because the Socialist Group realizes
that only the political unity of Europe can hope to
solve these problems.
I should like m say a special word of thanks to Presi-
dent Delors, for having made such an effon to see
things from the outside 
- 
he, who more than anyone
else, is accustomed to seeing things from the inside.
From the outside, that is, but from the standpoint of
those who are looking at us, and not from the smnd-
point of ourselves, who are looking at each other as
between separate institutions.
And this is the point 
- 
I would say 
- 
that enables me
to start where President Delors left off. There is a
challenge, and the people are looking at us; the young
people do not know where to go, blinded as they are
by rcchnology, and anxious to link it up to culture 
-both fields with which the Community is out of touch.
It is not enough rc say that we are late with our indus-
trial revolution. That is true: in reality, we are late
with a political revolution 
- 
the revolution, that is,
that the European Parliament expressed with the mes-
sage implicit in the draft ueaty setting up the political
Union.
The ruth is that the delays, ladies and gentlemen, are
getting worse, and that 
- 
paradoxically 
- 
the clearer
the internal and external challenges become, the fain-
rcr and more distant is Europe's answer. The more
examples one sees of renationalisation, the more irres-
istible seems the tendency to change the Common
Market into a free trade area. The answer can be
found in our Community experience. \7e have lulled
ourselves for years on end, from about the '50s
onward, with the illusion of continuous growth and
the creation of a political Europe that had moved on
from the economic Europe 
- 
and we s/ere deluding
ourselves. Then, we ran after the Reagan economy,
-mistaking a shon-rcrm driving force for a benefical
model.
They are the years when the cart was put before the
forse, in the obstinate belief that politics spring from
economics. In actual fact, Europe was a political pro-
ject, not an economic one. That is why the only strong
point in this distressing institutional relationship is the
European Parliament and its drafu veaty of Union.
The Commission has understood this, and it is also
what, now and again, though rarely, even the Council,
in its enlightened moments, tries to understand. How
else can Mitterand's speech, here, and the Milan Sum-
mit be explained, except as enlightened moments,
moments when it is moreover reelized that global
challenges require global responses. But for global res-
ponses to be valid, it is absolurcly essential that there
should be the necessary resources available'
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For these reasons we wish to keep the draft treaty of
Union; we shall vorc for this resolution, because it is a
political sheet anchor that we all need. The Commis-
sion needs it, the Council needs it, and on this basis we
can light up our horizon.
Mr Glinnc (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the majority of
the Socialist Group has always supported the draft
reaty on European Union. Indeed ir was our eminent
former Member, Villy Brandt, Presidenr of rhe
Socialist Internadonal, who made a speech in rhis
Chamber at the very beginning of the parliamenary
term which started in 1979 in which he supponed pro-
posals which were later rc be incorporated into Mr
Spinelli's report. And ir is Frangois Mitterrand, Presi-
dent of the French Republic, who, through his iniria-
tives at the European Summit meerings, has brought
home the very high prioriry attached by the socialist
family to the need ro ensure that the consrrucrion of
Europe proceeds along lines favourable to the inrcresrs
of workers, to the protecdon of fundamental liberties,
to peace in the world and to the necessary inrcnsifica-
tion of the Nonh-South dialogue. This means opting
for a Europe which is both coherent and capable of
playlng a purposeful role in the world, a role which
should lead humaniry to peace and justice.
Over the past few monrhs the socialist parries, for in-
stance in France, Germany and the Benelux countries,
have clearly stated their support for the development
of the European Union. However, our suppon has
been rather more pragmatic than that of other Euro-
pean political movements, since we have always seen
Parliament's drak veaty as the beginning of what will
undoubtedly be a long and difficult process.
It is with this in mind that I stress the imponance of
what was said by our President, Mr Pflimlin, in his
starcment yesterday. The European Parliament, which
was responsible for reviving the debate on rhe esrab-
lishment of the European Union, musr keep abreast of
its progress and cannot now be treated as though it
had nothing to say about the proceedings and results
of an Intergovernmental Conference which has been
convened to this end.
Mr President, for all the effons made by the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council and despire rhe reassur-
ing words that we heard this morning from his repre-
sentative, Mr Goebbels, we still cannot say that we are
satisfied with the way in which Parliament is being
involved in the work of the Intergovernmenral Con-
ference.
As \filly Brandt said in this House in July 1981, the
future of the Communiry is something which Parlia-
ment cannot leave the diplomats and administrarors [o
get on with. Vhar is ar stake is not the future of
bureaucrary but the future of our peoples. 'Ve there-
fore do not x/ant to see rhe democratization of the
Communiry being hampered by coming into conflict
with the need ro improve its efficiency. One cannor,
on the prercxt of not wishing ro obsrrucr the machi-
nery of the construction of Europe, prevenr the demo-
cratically elected Parliament from playing its role in
the formulation of an innovative decision.
In this connection, Mr President, we are grateful ro
the President of the Commission, Mr Jacques Delors,
for the illusration that he gave us this morning of
what could be done in the way of combined srreng-
thening of the role of rhe European Parliament on rhe
one hand and rhe efficiency of the Council on the
other.
Mr Goebbels, Presidcnt-in-Offce of the Coancil. 
-(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, if it were
the spoken word which ruled, this Parliament would
not lack for powers.
Vhat a succession of acerbic commenr I sat through
this morning! The discussions ar rhe Inrergovernmen-
tal Conference were compared to the political debates
of the tap-room, the members of this Inrergovernmen-
tal Conference were likened to feckless kings vege-
tating in crumbling casrles.
There are even some Honourable Members of this
House who want to have no ruck with progress in the
consruction of Europe. Fonunately though, Mr Presi-
dent, the thunderbolts, which I shall be sure ro pass on
to those to whom they were really addressed, were nor
all that I heard.
I heard many speeches which were very reasonable,
very measured, very positive and above all very
encouraging to the Luxembourg presidenry. In parti-
cular, I was struck by the message from a Parliament
which is concerned to bring all the legitimary vested in
it by direct elections by universal suffrage to bear on
the future constnrcrion of Europe. Personally, I
believe in your Parliamenr, or rarher, to put it in a way
which will please my friend Mr Rogalla, our Parlia-
ment.
I stood as a candidarc in the lasr elections ro rhe Euro-
pean Parliamenr, and for the presenr I am the first
alrcrnate on rhe list for which I was a candidate.
Needless to say, then, I am with you in your cam-
paign. Some Honourable Members took offence this
morning when I announced that I would be speaking
in a personal capacity in my preliminary address,
which I am incidentally still doing. Speaking 'in a per-
sonal capacity' allows me to reporr on an Intergovern-
mental Conference which is not an institution. I have
thus been able to express myself freely, without sub-
mitting the rcxr ro the conference. This was rherefore
more than a linguistic precaurion; it was the opdon
which enabled me to speak clearly rather than in the
wooden language produced by the habitual prelimi-
nary vetting by ten pairs of eyes.
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Mr President, before commendng on some of the cri-
ticisms, which I found positive on the whole, I should
like rc pay tribute to Mr Delors for the speech that he
made this morning. Vith his usual good sense, he
showed us what I believe to be the way forward. The
Presidenry knows that the Commission under the
presidency of my friend Jacques Delors is its best ally
in this difficult exercise with which we are currently
entrusted.
The criticisms made to me included the charge that the
Luxembourg presidenry has been sticking timidly to
the inauspiciously named Luxembourg compromise.
That is not true, Mr President. Ever since Luxem-
bourg mok over the presidency, we have been holding
voter in various Councils, as recently as yesterday in
fact, but always conforming, of course, with the Trea-
ties, and as you know the exisiting Treaties place
major limitations on the scope for any majoriry deci-
sions.
Mr President, it is not my place to turn the tables and
criticize the functioning of your Parliament, but a
comment from Sir Jack Srcwan-Clark caused me, as a
member of the Luxembourg Government, rc bridle.
You will know what I am referring to: the Powers that
Parliament is eager to acquire, particularly in regard to
the permanent fixing of its seat. Allow me to speak
very-frankly on this point. I understand the effons of
parliamentarians to rid themselves of this image of a
iravelling circus associated with a Parliament which
finds itself having to carry on its business in any one of
three different European towns. But I am constantly
amazed at the way in which these same parliamentari-
ans never miss an opponunity to hold their meetings at
venues other than the normal working places of our
Communiry and your committees and plolitical grouPs
seem to ake a cenain pleasure in choosing panicularly
far-flung spots for their meetings on occasion.
(Protests)
The other day, for instance, I attended a meedng of
rhe ACP-ECC Consultative Assembly at Inverness
where conditions were cenainly not ideal, whereas, in
Luxembourg for instance, a perfectly equipped confer-
ence-room was standing emPty.
After that digression, ladies and genllemen, let me
come back to the essential themes of our debarc. Var-
ious speakers referred to the speeches made to this
House by various Heads of State or Government. This
morning we heard a very intelligent and encouraging
address from Mr President von \7eizs:icker. But while
there has indeed been a profusion of fine words 
- 
I
do not refer here to Mr von !7'eizsicker's speech 
-
and while laudible professions of European faith have
been made, it has to be admitted that they have not
always been acted upon. The Luxembourg presidenry
can but hope that these same Heads of State or
Governmeni will remember their own words when it
comes to the final phase of the Intergovernmental
Conference. Here again, though, one should harbour
no illusions. There are some Heads of Government
who have not yet made any such professions of Euro-
pean faith and, since any ProPosal to amend the
Treaty will necessarily have to be agreed unanimously
by all the Governments of the Member States, you will
riadily appreciate that it will not be easy to achieve
this nicessary unanimity. It is also true, Mr President,
that a conflictual situation exism between the Euro-
pean Parliament and the Council, one which runs
de.p.. than the normal democratic conflict between
institutions with different roles and Powers. It is true
that the Council and the European Parliament meet
each other on unequal terms and that the institutional
balance between executive and legislature prevailing in
each of our Member States is not to be found at Com-
munity level, a situation which would make Montes-
quieu turn in his grave, to borrow a happy phrase
Coined by Mr President Pflimlin. It was without ques-
tion an historic error and above all a very serious polit-
ical misjudgment to introduce direct elections by univ-
ersal suffrage to this Parliament without at the same
time giving Parliament means commensurate with its
ambitions, consistent with its legidmacy. But the mis-
take has been made and we must deal with the situa-
tion as it exists and endeavour to correct it, although
this will be no easy matter, as you know, Mr Presi-
dent.
The Presidency presides but decides nothing. Conse-
quently, it cannot decently be blamed for everything
that goes wrong or held responsible for all the con-
radictions inherent in a Council comprising ten Mem-
ber States 
- 
soon to be twelve 
- 
anxious to safe-
guard their prerogatives and interests.
There are matters on which the Council has been una-
ble to agree. These disagreements, these sometimes
very deep-seated political diverge{rces, are being repli-
cated and even amplified in some cases in the Inter-
governmental Conference.
As you will remember, the decision reached at the
Milan European Council was not easily achieved' Fol-
lowing Milan, the Luxembourg Presidency inherited
an Iniergovernmental Conference convened in the
teeth of opposition from some of the Member States
- 
and not the least influential, at that 
- 
and there-
fore had to bring a cautious and shrewdly tactful
approach to this exercise, the ourcome of which could
not be predicted. In my humble opinion, Mr President,
while we are under an obligation to achieve results,
there can obviously be no guaranrce that we shall suc-
ceed. Thus, in order to achieve the necessary outcome,
this qualitative leap forward which is the aspiration of
the great majority not only of this Parliament but of
our peoples, the Luxembourg presidency had and still
has io find ways of making progress within the frame-
work set by the existing Treaties.
It is for this reason, Mr President, that we have
adoprcd an approach which some have called exces-
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sively legalistic. Ve have applied the letter of
Anicle 236 of the Treary establishing the EEC. Vhar
does this Anicle 236 say?
'The Government of any Member State or the
Commission may submit to the Council proposals
for the amendmenr of rhis Treaty.'
In other words, the initiative can come from the Gov-
ernments or from the Commission, but not from your
Assembly. To conrinue wirh the rcxt of rhis anicle:
'If the Council, after consulting the Assembly and,
where appropriate, the Commission, delivers an
opinion in favour of calling a conference of repre-
sentatives of rhe Governmenr of the Member
States, the conference shall be convened by rhe
President of the Council for the purpose of deter-
mining by common accord the amendments to be
made to this Treary'.
'$7e consulted your fusembly on rhe calling of the
Intergovernmental Conference. Thar is what rhe rcxt
stipulates. And to complete the rcxr of Anicle 235:
'The amendmenr shall enter into force after being
radfied by all the Member Sntes in accordance
with their respecdve constirur.ional requirements'.
Here again, there is unfonunately no reference to
your Parliament.
The rcxt is therefore clear. The presidenry must be
ever-mindful that any amendment to be made ro the
existing Treary musr be derermined, I quote, 'by com-
mon accord' and therefore has no alternative to apply-
ing the whole of Anicle 236 and nothing bur
Anicle 236.
Parliament is now telling us, as Mr Herman, I think it
was, pointed out just now, that there is norhing in
Anicle 236 to preclude consultation of this Assembly.
And it is indeed rrue rhar there is nothing in
Anicle 235 abour the possibiliry of consultations. The
Intergovernmental Conference is therefore free to
seek opinions where it chooses and to make progress
reports in all imaginable and desirable quaners so as ro
provide information and elicit opinions, and the Inter-
governmental Conference will remain at libeny to act
on any opinion, recommendation or proposal that it
may receive.
But when all is said and done, Mr Presidenr, it is not
possible to strerch the meaning of Anicle 236. Only
the Governmenr of one of the Member States or the
Commission can bring forward proposals for amend-
ment of the Treary. Moreover, as Anicle 236 stands at
present, any such amendment must be ratified by the
national parliaments 
- 
and they alone 
- 
of all the
Member States.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am aware that
this state of affairs is very unpalatable and even frus-
trating for a European Parliament elected by universal
suffrage, but any attempt by the Luxembourg presi-
dency to go beyond Anicle 236 would be bound to
fail. This morning, you will remember, President
Delors was telling us thar at the last meeting of the
Intergovernmenal Conference some government
representatives had already assened that any exrension
of the European Parliamenr's powers could not have
the effect of cunailing the powers of the other institu-
tions, those of the Council in particular, a standpoint
which in my humble opinion stems either from faulty
logic or from a degree of bad faith on which I would
prefer not to commenr. But you will also take my point
when I say that the presidenry is having to pick its way
through a minefield and that we cannor oblige the
Intergovernmental Conference ro adopt a procedure
involving the European Parliament more directly in its
proceedings.
The Conference has undenaken to submit the out-
come of its work to Parliament, in other words to
report to you. I am aware that there have been discus-
sions in this Parliament abour the scope of the word
'submit'. I have no grea[ linguistic prerentions and
therefore do not propose to speculate unduly on how
widely the word 'submir' could be interpreted. This
morning, for instance, Mr Croux attempted an exe-
gesis of this word as used in the letter from President
Poos to President Pflimlin, arguing that'to submit rhe
outcome of a negotiation ro someone would be tana-
mount [o inviting rhar person's judgment on rhe our-
come', [o quote the words used by Mr Croux.
\7hile on this subject, I am unable to resist the tempta-
tion to quote Amendmenr No 11 tabled yesterday by
the same Mr Croux to the motion for a resoludon pro-
posed by the Committee on Institutional Affairs on the
proceedings of the Intergovernmental Conference. Mr
Croux has called for the incorporation of a new para-
graph (a) as follows: Parliament instructs its Com-
mittee on Institutional Affairs 
- 
I am quoting Mr
Croux 
- 
to study the proposals submimed rc rhe
Intergovernmental Conference by the Member States
and the Commission, and to compare them with the
draft treaty andsubmir its conclusions to the presi-
dent to enable him to inform the Intergovernmenml
Conference of rhem before the Conference concludes
its business. I really cannot imagine rhat Mr Croux
intends to give vinually dictatorial powers ro rhe
President of this Parliament by calling for rhe results
of the work done by your Commirr,ee on Instirutional
Affairs rc be submitted to the President's judgment.
Nevenheless, ladies and genrlemen, in submitting the
outcome of its work to you, the Intergovernmental
Conference is not saying thar it is unwilling to listen to
you and ake account of your commenm and propo-
sals.
In reply rc rhe speech by Mr Pflimlin, who distin-
guished between the legal aspect of the marter of par-
liament's panicipation, as determined by Anicle 236,
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and the political will which could be shown by the
Conference to pay all due heed to the view of Parlia-
ment, President Poos stressed the following points:
First, on the political plane, it is manifestly in the Con-
ference's interest that, by the time its proceedings
reach their final phase, its effons should be endorsed
by Parliament to the maximum exrcnt Possible. Hence
the universal atreement among the panicipants that
Parliament should be able to make known its views on
the progress of discussions throughout the process of
drafting the treary, so that a cenain consensus may
evolve.
Secondly, on the practical plane, in other words ways
and means of involving Parliament in the development
of the Conference, a pragmatic approach is necessary.
For the current phase, the procedure adopted consists
in giving Parliament the opponunity to make its voice
heard ai every stage. Yesterday's meeting showed how
beneficial and useful this type of contact can be' Vith
regard to the final phase, the Conference is going to
give further thought rc the best procedure for ensuring
ihat the formal decisions ultimately adopted are
reached in full knowledge and awareness of Parlia-
ment's position.
Thirdly and finally, on the legal plane, it is clear 
-
and this no-one can dispute 
- 
that it is necessary to
abide by the spirit and letter of Anicle 235 of the
Treaty, which does not admit of direct involvement of
Parliament in the proceedings or of any formal proce-
dure for joint decision-making in the final phase.
I should like to take this opponunity to stress in this
connection that the Luxembourg presidency or' more
accurately, the Luxembourg Government fully sup-
pons the proposals on the table under which the new
Treaty would give the European Parliament the power
of approval in constitutional matters.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this morning's
exercise was not an easy one for the presidency but it
was very imponant. !7e hope that the European Par-
liament'will give us its suppon, even though it some-
dmes puts us on the spot. Hovever, Mr President,
there ian be no question of partial success or partial
failure, because the Intergovernmental Conference
will either succeed or fail, with no half measures.
The presidenry will stint no effon rc avoid failure.
This means that we must be reconciled to the idea of
compromise. Here again, we look to the European
Parliament for suppon, but your suPPon should not
be confined to the institutional field alone, or to the
negotiating procedure. The economic issues 
- 
the
intirnal mirket, rcchnology and so on 
- 
provide a
lever which should be used, and here again we need
your Parliament.
As speakers from vinually all the groups have said, Mr
President, there is a wide gap between declarations
made in speeches and the realities of negotiations.
Bridging tli"t gap is another of the things that we have
to t y to do a task to which the presidenry will bring
all the European commitment which it has, I believe,
amply demonstrated. At the same time, the presidency
is under a dury to tell the truth, even if the truth is dis-
agreeable. By'the same token, we have the right to tell
th'e truth to ih. Int.tgouernmental Conference and to
refuse to be party to any fudging of the issues, should
it be amempted. Needless to say, Mr President, Ladies
and GentlCmen, the stance adopted in the presidency
of the Council does not coincide in all respects with
that of the Luxembourg Government. Luxembourg's
position remains what it has always been, so we are
itill favour of regeneration of the Communiry, in
favour of strengthening the institutions, including
your Parliament.
Mr President, I have made full use, perhaps even more
than was acceptable, of the opponunity that I have
been given rc l*p..ss my views with complete frank-
ness and perhaps even some candour on this Intergov-
.rn-.nt"l Conference, the outcome of which will, I
sincerely hope, be a real boost for Europe's develop-
ment. As Prlsident Delors said so aptly this morning,
this is something on which those of us who still believe
in Europe, in the face of opposition from whatever
lurrr.r,'*ill all be on the same side of the barricadt.
Mrs Ewing (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, on a point of
order, as ihe Ministet saw fit for some reason best
known to himself, to make a scathing reference to
Inverness and to the fact that it left a lot to be desired
- 
I have forgotten his exact words 
- 
I should like to
say to the Minisrcr and to Put on record he.re today
that what he said is out of line with the recorded views
and expressions both in writing and at the Press con-
ference which followed the ACP Conference in Inver-
ness when the co-presidents and other senior dignitar-
ies said it was the best organized ACP Conference
ever held. I have had numerous letters from the
co-presidents, from ACP delegates including many
distinguished ambassadors, and from Members of this
Europlan Parliament, indeed too numerous to list. As
the Member for Inverness and as a Highland Member
I can say that we are very keen to offer hospitality to
those *ho come but we are very quick to take offence
when we are insulted.
Mr Ripa di Meana Member of the Commission. 
-(17) Mr President, Honourable Members, the Com-
mission has followed very attentively your long
debate, from which two very imponant elements have
emerged that the Commission would like to comment
on aloud.
The frist of these is that our Commission's proposals
have been very widely echoed here, albeit for different
reasons and with some criticism; the active part played
by the Commission in the Conference has been appre-
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ciated by this Parliament, and that adds, as ir were,
further responsibilities to rhe future initiatives of the
Commission at the Intergovernmental Conference;
responsibilities thar the Commission shares with the
Luxembourg presidency, which has the arduous 
-and sometimes thankless 
- 
task of coordinating the
work and making progress possible.
The second element is that 
- 
albeit to different
degrees 
- 
the European Parliamenr presenrs a politi-
cal 
- 
not procedural 
- 
problem as to how to contri-
bute efficienrly to the preparation of the reformed
Treaty, and not be presented with a fait accompli.
kaving aside interprerative nuances and procedural
disputes, the political need is a real one that cannot be
challenged. I7e have therefore to find the appropriate
methods, and the Commission has taken good note of
this.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate ist closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting rime.
7. EEClCentral and Eastern Earope
Presi&nt. 
- 
The nexr item is the repon by Mr Bet-
tiza, drawn up on behalf of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, on relations between the European Com-
munity and the countries of Cenral and Easrern
Europe (Doc. A 2-1ll/85)t
Mr Bettiza (L), rapporteur.- (IT) Mr President, la-
dies and gentlemen, one of the biggest anomalies in
the sphere of international relations is undoubtcdly the
very rarified nature of conracrs and relations between
the countries of our Communiry and those of Central
and Eastern Europe. Our Communiry, which main-
tains profitable and regular relations with every kind
of country in the world, from China to Nonh and
South America 
- 
and at the beginning of October we
ratified a new cooperation agreement wirh China 
-has still not even been recognized by the individual
countries forming Comecon.
The aim of this difficult reporr, which the Political
Affairs Committee entrusted to me just at rhe time
when the Soviet Union and orher Eastern and Central
European States showed an unexpecrcd and almost
surprising interest in the European Communiry, is to
offer the executive bodies of the Communiry 
- 
in the
first place, the Commission 
- 
a pragmatic, gradualis-
tic instrument for removing the many unnatural bar-
riers berween the two Europes, and putting the dia-
logue between rhem on a more'Europistic'basis.
The central question that emerges from rhe motion for
a resolution that we shall be voting on tomorrow, and
the report thar accompanies it, is whether in this still
hazy approach stage by the Central and Easrern Euro-
pean countries rc the Community, an overall agree-
ment berween the Community and Comecon is more
opportune, or a series of bilateral agreements berween
the Community and the individual European States
that form Comecon. The opinion, and the majoriry
vote, of the Political Affairs Committee both favour
the second oprion, and these are rhe reasons why. It
was realistically observerd that, quite apart from the
powerful influence that the Soviet Union exercises on
the Central and Eastern European countries, the
Community and Comecon are very different in nature.
In comparing the two systems, in fact, there are more
differences than similarities. First of all, unlike our
Community, Comecon is neither a regional nor
supranational organ; instead, it is a ransnarional,
interconrinental organ that extends from Europe to
Mongolia, and from Vietnam to Cuba. The level of
development of the Member States of Comecon is
therefore very much more diversified than thar of the
Member States of the Communiry. Secondly, Come-
con has no common market, no common trade legisla-
tion and no common tariff and cusroms poliry;
indeed, because of the tendency of each Member Staie
to specialise its production, the economic barriers
berween them are tending ro grow less flexible and
more severe.
For the reasons that are ser our it is rcchnically diffi-
cult for the Communiry, with its instrumenm for
united action and managemenr ar supranational level,
to conduct overall negotiations in sectors on which
Comecon, by its very nature, is neither cut out to
negotiarc nor able to do so. Moreover, since the var-
ious official bodies in Comecon have no real political
or economic powers, they limit their work of guidance
to the preparation of a plan of multilateral supplemen-
tary measures 
- 
a plan rhat is not binding, but thar
allows the respective Member States to enter into
trade agreements on a bilateral basis. For example, if
Bulgaria netotiarcs an agreemenr with Sweden, ii does
so direct, without going through Comecon channels.
I think we have been wise to take accounr of these real
facts, outlining a model of bilareral reladons berween
, 
]fiil.O,fllng oral quesdons with debate are included in
- 
from the Political Mairs Commitrce to the Foreign
Ministcrs on thc situation in the Baltic States (Doc.-B
2-952/85)
- 
by Mr Mattina and others to the Council (Doc. B
2-954/85).and, the Commission (Doc. B 2-955185) on
relations berween the European Community 'and
Comecon
- 
by Mr Chiusano and others to thc Commission on the
Agreements on industrial cooperation urith the Come-
con countries (Doc. B 2-956/85\
- 
from-Mr P.ordea, on behalf of ihe European Right, to
the Council on the political implicationi of a resump-
tion of alks beween the EEC ind Comecon (Doc.'B
2-962/85)
- 
from Mr de la Maldne, on behalf of the European
Democratic Alliancc, rc the Commission (Doc. B
2-963/85) and the Council (Doc. B 2-964/85\'on rela-
tions bercr'een the EEC and Comecon.
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the EEC on the one hand and the individual countries
in Central and Eastern Europe on the other. In this
way we have also taken account of the objective fact
rhat the economic policies of these lesser Eastern
countries 
- 
which often themselves emphasize the
statutory priniciples of Comecon as ragards, sover-
eignty and equality of rigths 
- 
are policies that are
inireasingly tending to develop along national lines.
On the oiher hand, we could see Comecon as a direct
counterpart in sectors that do not concern trade. My
report, in fact, expresses a hope that it migh-t be possi-
bli one day to draft an EEC-Comecon framework
agreemen[ fot t..to.t such as ecology,- statistics, tech-
nilogical training for young people, the exchange of
scieniific information and the organization of business
weeks. The possible creation of such a framework
aBreement could prove useful in the long rcrm as
regards bilateral economic relations, with a view to
co-nsolidating a climate of peace, understanding and
cultural colliboration not only between the govern-
ments but also the peoples of the two Europes.
Mr Goebbels, President'in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(FR) Mr President, I propose to take quesdons 0-58/
gS, O-SZIAS and 0'129/85 rcgether, since they are all
concerned with the same subject, relations berween the
Community and the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance, more generally referred to as Comecon.
There now seems to be some movement on this dos-
sier. This is suggesrcd by the statemenm made by cer-
min representadves of the East European countries
and thi recent exchanges of letters between the Com- '
mission and Comecon. At their most recent meetings,
in Milan, the General Affairs Council and the Euro-
pean Council confined themselves to nking note, with
inr...rr, of these developments and, more generally, of
the evidence of inrcrest in the political role of the Ten
evinced by statements made by the General Secretary
of the Communist Pany of the Soviet Union.
The Council's subordinate bodies are currently work-
ing on this dossier and will be defining the. position of
chf Commut ity. However, given the complexity of the
subject and the political implications, this process has
yet to be complercd. It is envisaged that the dossier
will be submiited to a forthcoming meeting of the
Council for its decision.
I am therefore not in a position at this sage to be spe-
cific as to how the Communiry will react to the most
recent letter from Comecon or the line that we shall be
taking on the continuation of alks. The Foreign Min-
isters-will in fact be debating this problem at their
informal meeting to be held in Luxembourg later this
week, on Friday and SaturdaY.
That said, I should like to restate the general principles
which have informed the Council's approach to this
sub.iect for many years and still remain entirely valid'
The staning-point is the Community's wish to normal-
ize its relations with the East European Member States
of Comecon. The present position is that the majority
of these countries refuse to recognize the Community'
The resultant political, legal and practical difficuldes
hampering the maintenance of normal relations with
thesi countries are inconsistent with the will for coop-
eration which was enshrined in the Helsinki Final Act
and, moreover, has been re-echoed in many satements
made by the leaders of these countries'
It is against this background that the Council declared
its readiness to resume the dialogue with Comecon'
However, I must make it absolutely plain that it is the
Council's view that any framework for mutual rela-
tions berween the Community and Comecon, wha-
tever form it may take, must under no circumstances
impair existing or Porcntial bilateral relations between
th. Co--utirynd th. various Member States of
Comecon.
Mr De Clercq, Member of tbe Commission'
(NZ) Madam President, the Commission welcomes
the opportuniry provided mday by the European Par-
liament to .*"h"ng. views on the imponant subject of
East-\flest relations. The Bettiza repon has also come
up for debate at a particularly appropriate.time, just as
East-\flest relations are undergoing major develop-
ments. The statements by the new Soviet leader call
for our attention, and, what is even more imponant,
Comecon is making new moves in the direction of the
Community.
The large numbers of oral questions that have been
abled by this Assembly confirm that relations between
the Community and its neighbours in Eastern and
Central Europe are a matter of wide public interest. It
is encouraging to note that in the long and sometimes
difficult history of our relations with Eastern Europe-
the Commission has regularly enjoyed the suppon of
the European Parliament.'!0'e are, ladies and gentle-
men, very grateful to you for that suppon'
The Bettiza repon will, like all the preceding rePorts,
contribute significantly to the establishment and
development of the Community's position on our rela-
tions with Eastern and Central Europe. I therefore
congratulate the rapponeur, Mr Beuiza, on a far-
reaching, far-sighted and well balanced report.
Vithout wishing to rePeat the entire explanatory state-
me nt, I think ir will be useful briefly to recall certain
principles, principles that have from the beginning
iormed the basis of relations berween the Community
and Eastern and Central Europe. Our policy has
always been based on bringing about constructive rela-
tions with each of these countries on a bilateral basis'
This principle is fully in line with the standpoint rePre-
r.nt.i by th. t"pponeur, as clearly stated in para-
graph 3 of the motion for a resolution. But normal
ieladons with the countries of Eastern Europe have in
fact long been an impossibiliry. \flhy? Not because of
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any difference of opinion in economic or trading
rcrms, bur on account of a well-known and deep-
rooted prejudice on their pan against the existence of
the Community as such. Ve for our parr have not
been standing still. From the momenr that some open-
ing to the \7est became at all possible, the Com-
muniry, in 1974, made an offer to all the State-trading
countries to conclude general trading agreements with
the Communiry. These agreemenm were [o replace
rading atreemenr by our Member States that were ar
that time due for renewal. \7e were very sorry ar rhar
time that the Eastern-bloc countries did not accepr our
offer. This position has changed very gradually.
The situation now is still unsarisfacrory, but nor nega-
tive. As the Betdza repon indicares, a number of sec-
toral agreements on textile producs, srcel and agricul-
tural products, have been concluded since the seven-
ties with Hungary, Poland, Bulgaria and Czechoslova-
kia. These agreemenr proved useful when a solution
had to be found rc problems with which rhese difficult
sectors were confronted.
Romania has gone a step funher. That counrry now
has the closest economic and trading relations with the
Community. It is making use of our generalized pre-
ferences scheme. Ve have a trade agreement for all
sectors of industry and a joint committee meers annu-
ally rc discuss, at ministerial level, a variery of often
controversial trade problems berween the two sides. At
present we are considering wirh Romania whether the
existing rade agreemenr can be replaced by a cooper-
ation agreement. This can be taken as a first indication
that cenain Eastern-bloc counrries are beginning to
show a growing recognidon of the Community.
I just said rhat the situation was still unsarisfactory.
And indeed, there is still a long, bur we may hope less
difficult, road to be ravelled. Our problems are nor
confined to the absence or the inadequacy of rade
relations with each of the countries of Eastern or Cen-
tral Europe. None of these countries has for example
considered it desirable hitherto to accredir trading
missions to the Community, as more than 100 other
countries world-wide have done. Anorher difficulty is
that some of these countries are still trying to prevenr
the Community from playing ir rightful pan in inter-
nadonal organizations and agreements. As the Beuiza
repon rightly stresses, this son of conduct srands in
sharp contrasr ro rhe good will that representatives of
these countries have shown towards us on other occa-
sions.
But why do we seek funher and more harmonious
development of our relations with each of rhese coun-
tries? The question is a good one, and in our view the
answer is simple.
Firstly, for general economic and political reasons we
seek normal reladons such as we enjoy with other
countries with a socialist regime, both in and outside
Europe. The nomalization of relations and the open-
ing of a dialogue with these countries will undoubt-
edly contriburc ro an improved climate of understand-
ing between East and !/est.
Moreover, in recent years a number of trade agree-
ments have come into being that should not be weak-
ened, because otherwise all the parties concerned
would be placed at a disadvantage. It is above all the
smaller countries that are often the first to appreciate
the advantages of trade relations, precisely because
they depend more on exrernal trade and usually have
greater auronomy in their overall economic policy.
Secondly, for reasons that are peculiar to our trade
policy. Trade agreemenm can cenainly influence the
flow of trade favourably in both direcrions. If we take
advantage of the major differences between each of
the countries concerned we can better sadsfy their
particular needs and requiremenr. Similarly, at a time
when international competition is consrandy on the
increase, our industries will have every inrerest in
exploring new markem and outlem.
Finally, because, as your rapporreur Mr Bettiza states,
we do not wish to reduce our relations with the East-
ern bloc m alks exclusively with organizations, with
the result thar individual countries fade inro the back-
ground. Ve therefore welcome the facr that some of
our Easrern-bloc panners, in particular Hungary and
Czechoslovakia, have recenrly begun to show increas-
ing interest in the Community. Ve regard conract wirh
each of these countries as panicularly imponanr. \7e
hope that orher Comecon counrries will follow this
example of bringing both sides together.
The Commission will at all evenr, as the motion for a
resolution calls on us to do, make every effon to con-
dnue rhe existing dialogue and direct it to a satisfac-
tory conclusion. '$7e are nov analyzing our relations
with each of the Easrcrn-bloc countries, with the aim
of securing a clear indication of the opponunities and
future prospecrs open to us as a whole. As stated, this
analysis will be extremely useful in helping to fix our
position on any future Comecon negodations.
The main emphasis in the repon before Parliament is
on relarions with the Member Countries of Comecon,
but it also gives ample coverage to the prospects for
relations ber'ween the Communiry and Comecon the
organization as such.
Among rhe oral questions included in our debate
today, those from Mr de la MalCne and Mr Manina
and others refer very specifically to this latter aspecr.
I am pleased ro ouiline our point of view on this sub-ject, on which, as Honourable Members will be aware,
an exchange of letrers is currently in progress between
Mr Sytchov, Secretary of Comecon, and the Commis-
sion. The publiciry given ro this exchange of letrers
should not be allo*,ed to obscure the fact ihat our dia-
logue with the Comecon organization began over ten
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years ago. Those years of discussion, from 1975 to
ilao, yielded a. better mutual understanding. of our
respective organizations and, in Particular, of the insti-
tutional and Lonceptual differences between them and
the differences with regard to their areas of acdvity.
The negotiations aimed at the conclusion of an agree-
ment b;[ween the two organizations were suspended
in 1980. The cenral problem, from the viewpoint of
the Community, was Comecon's wish for provisions
on trade to be included in the agreement. I am anxious
to make myself as clear as possible on this point, pani-
cularly since the matter of the differences between the
two organlzauons ls raised in the Betdza report and
the motion for a resolution.
It is a fact that Comecon, as an organization, currently
has no common trade policy, does not have the instru-
ments necessary for applying such a policy, and is not
in the process of establishing such a policy. Moreover,
economic,political and legal circumstances vary from
one Comecon Member Country to another, and each
has its own interests. In our view, to bring our current
or future relations with these countries under the
umbrella of a bloc-to-bloc arrangement, in other
words to make Comecon a sort of inrcrmediary
between the Community and Comecon Member
Countries willing to maintain relations with us, would
serve neither our interests nor theirs. At the same time,
we made it clear from the oumet of our dialogue with
Comecon that we were prepared rc develop working
relations with it in areas in which both our organiza'
tions have ongoing activities, where it would be in our
mutual intereit to establish contact. The specific areas
which were mentioned during the earlier negotiations
were the environment, economic forecasting, statistics
and indusuial standards'
It can therefore be stated that we are favourably dis-
posed to the establishment of relations, in an aPPro-
priate form, with Comecon as an organization. How-
ever, we are not prepared m allow these relations to
hamper, let alone preclude, our bilateral relations in
tradi and other a.ias with the Member Countries of
Comecon, which will continue to take priority in our
view.
I put this point of view to the Secretary of Comecon in
my letter-of 29July and have recently.received his
reply. At first sight 
- 
[ 5s1g55, at first sight 
- 
Come-
conis basic posiiion does not seem to have changed
from what it was during our previous negotiations.'!tre
are of course examining the reply from Mr Sytchov in
the light of the basic objectives of the Community,
which are, if I may reiterate them, to normalize rela-
tions between the Community and the Member Coun-
tries of Comecon, to Promote economic relations with
each of them according to their particular circum-
stances and interests, and therefore to avoid a bloc-
to-bloc approach.
In examining these most recent proposals from Come-
con, we shall also take account, needless to say, of the
more general considerations to which Mr Betdza has
drawriattention in his rePort, such as the intensifica-
tion of Central and Eastern Europe, the statements
made in recent months by various leaders of East
European countries, which appear to indicate a rene-
wal of interest in relations with the Community and its
Member States, and the general climate of East-!7est
relations, this last being by no means the least impor-
tant consideration since, in the East-Vest context, no
individual aspect of relations can be considered in iso-
lation from the rest. This point is stressed by Mr Bet-
tiza in his report,where he very aptly draws attention
to the linkage between the three 'baskets' or chapters
of the Helsinki Final Act: securiry and political rela-
tions, economic relations, human relations and human
rights. None of these subjects 
""n 
6" ssnsidered in iso-
laiion, since they go together to form a whole.
\Thatever our ideological and political differences
with these counffies, ure must not forget that they are
our neighbours. They arc Pan of the Europe to which
we are proud rc belong. They have a common heritage
of culture and civilization with us, and it is as dear to
them as to us. And I see it as one of the great merits of
Mr Bettiza's repon that it lays emphasis on our shared
past and the interests and needs that we have in com-
mon with their peoples.
Rest assured, ladies and gentlemen, that the Commis-
sion is prepared to investigate the ways in which we
can help to promote contacts of all kinds between the
Community and the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe. Ve as the Community appreciate the contri-
bution made to the European mosaic by each of those
countries, through its traditions, im history, its culture.
It is for this reason that we hope to continue rc deal
with each of them individually, not bloc-to-bloc, since
that would denote acceptance of the division of
Europe into two, but panner to Panner. The poliry of
the community is inspired by neither prejudice nor
hostiliry; it is aimed at forging peaceful links with each
of its panners so as to contribute to our mutual pros-
perity in material terms while at the same time, we
trurt, helping to promote the cause of peace.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is now suspended for Ques-
tion Time; it will be resumed tomorrow afternoon.
8. QaestionTime
President. 
- 
The next item is the second pan of
Question Time.
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Ve begin wirh questions to rhe Council
Qrestion No )5, by Mr MacSharry @-a55/55):
Subject: Economic and social situation
At the European Council meeting last December
it was agreed that the Community and the Mem-
ber States should take measures including concer-
tation of economic policies, designed, in the
words of the Preamble to the Rome Treaty, ro
reduce the differences existing between the va-
rious regions and the backwardness of rhe less-
favoured regions. Is the Council satisfied that rhe
economic performance of the Community and its
poor record on unemploymenr in the intenrening
period reflecr rhe expectations of the December
meeting?
Mr Gocbbcls, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(FR) The Communiry has been in a phase of steady
expansion since late 1983, but the growth rate is as yet
still too slow. The real growth in our collective gross
domestic product was a little over 2o/o in 1984, and it
has risen to 2.30/o in 1985. The level can be expected
to be much the same in 1985. Effons to combat infla-
tion are conrinuing to show resuh in the Community,
although prices are still rising fairly rapidly in a num-
ber of countries. Simularly, the spread in infladon
rates will conrinue ro narrow somewhat during 1985.
Unemployment remains the most worrying problem
on the economic and social fronts. Neither rhe current
rarc of increase nor rhar forecast for 1986 gives reason
rc anticipate any fundamental improvement in the
situation as regards unemployment. In the Community
as a whole, the total number of those in employment is
rising very slowly. The highest rates of increase are in
the Unircd Kingdom and Denmark, the latter being
the only country where the absolute number of unem-
ployed is declining. Taking all Member Srates
rcgether, the unemploymenr rate is still rising in 1985
and in all probabiliry will not fall in 1986, but ir is
imponant to sress rhe conribution made during the
year by the Community to rhe effons of rhe Member
States to promo[e investment and job creation, espe-
cially in the leasr-favoured regions of rhe Community.
The loans granted under the new Community Insrru-
ment during the first half of 1985 amounted to some
600 million ECU. The bulk of this money wenr ro the
productive secror in rhe form of lump-sum loans ro
small and medium-sized businesses.
Beneficial effects are also anticipated from the mea-
sures financed through rhe ECSC and the European
Investment Bank.
Mr MacSharry (RDE). 
- 
I rhink I can conclude from
the extensive reply of the President-in-Office that rhe
Council itself is not satisfied with rhe way things are
happening. Vould the President-in-Office agree with
what the Commission says, namely, that present and
projected growh rates will nor reduce unemploymenr
and that without some concened action unemploy-
ment will be as high at the end of the decade, and does
he also agree on the need to devise a straregy for
strong job-crearing growrh over a period of several
years? Vill he, as President-in-Office, take an imme-
diate initiative in this regard with his colleagues in rhe
Council?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) Cenainly, the Council is not
satisfied with the presenr situation as far as unemploy-
ment in the European Community is concerned. The
Council can only reiterare the priority that it attaches
to efforts to combat unemployment through economic
growth which is more creative of jobs, since it is
indeed true that the growth that we have currently will
cenainly nor be enough to restore full employment.
Mr Hughes (S). 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware
that even where specific Community instruments do
exist and can be used to assist the pooregt regions, the
Communiry has failed by not applying those instru-
ments responsibly or honesdy? Is he aware, for exam-
ple, that although rhe Nonh-Easr of England is listed
as one of the mosr deprived regions in the Com-
muniry's own synthetic index of deprivation, it has not
had one single project approved under the Com-
munity's anti-poveny programme and yet regions
listed as far less deprived have received assistince?
Does he not feel, as I do, that rhis situation deserves
urgent investigarion?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) It seems ro me rhat this ques-
tion should more properly be addressed to the Com-
mission. At all events I do not have the information to
which the Honourable Member refers at my dispcJsal
at Present.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
I thank the President-in-Office
of the Council for confirming that the United King-
dom's growrh rate in 1985 will be amontsr the higheit
in the Communiry. Can he also confirm that the rate
of job creation in the United Kingdom over the pasr
rwo-and-a half years has been grearer than in the rest
of the Communiry put together? Vould he agree with
me thar the fight for greater employment is going ro
be led by small firms? Can he and his colleaguis in the
Council agree rhar they will not envelop those firms
with more red tape, more social engineeiing, but will,
in fact, cut down some of the bureiucrary *hlch hln-
ders the crearion ofjobs?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I cannot confirm the figures
advanced by the Honourable Member. Nor do Ilon-
sider it to be my role here to comment on matters of
domestic poliry in any counrly.
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Nevertheless, with regard to the Honourable Mem-
ber's claim that the majoriry of new jobs have been
created by small and medium-sized businesses, I think
I can sayihat he is right and that the Council and cer-
ainly the Commission will be making even more
,tr.nuout effons to assist such small and medium-
sized businesses, which will assuredly spearhead any
recovery.
Prcsident. 
- 
Qaestion No 56 by M, McMahon
(H-a85/85):
Subject: EEC steel PolicY
Can the Council inform the House whether any
decisions were taken at the Council of Ministers
meeting on 26 July 1985 which has resulted in a
decision by the British Steel Corporation to close
the Gancosh Plant in Scotland?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of the Council' 
-(FR) The Council meeting of 25July 1985 was given
ovei essentially rc an initial detailed exchange of views
on the Community's policy on steel after 1985, with
regard both to organization of the steel market and to
thl rules applicaEle rc financial suPport by Member
States.
No decision was aken at that meeting which could
have resulted in the closure of the plant referred to by
the Honourable Member.
Mr McMahon (S). 
- 
Vould the Minister not agree
that as that meeting did not make a decision, as there
v/as a meeting lasi week which discussed the whole
problem of th-e Community steel industry,.and as the
p.osperiry of Vest Central Scotland depends. on Gan-
tosh and a thriving steel industry, panicularly Raven-
scraig, the retendon of which as an integrated steel
plant- every Member of this Parliament representing
'scodand has demanded, representations should be
made by the Council of Ministers to ensure that Gan-
cosh and Ravenscraig continue to exist?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) According to the informadon
available to the Council it appears that the British Steel
Corporations's decision was aken for commercial rea-
,onr. Mot"over, this decision is consistent with the
restructuring plans which Community srcel producers
in receipt of iid 
"t. required to draw up and 
submit
for agreement to the Commission.
The Commission takes its decision according to the
following criterion: will the general restructuring plan
enable thl producer concerned to return to viability? It
does not seek to influence the various specific mea-
sures envisaged. These are a matter for the producer
alone.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) Vould,the President-in-
Office 6f the'Council agree thar the European steel
industry as a whole 
- ^part 
from the case mentioned
he.e bf my colleague Mi McMahon 
- 
is in great dif-
ficulty? Vould hJbe prepared to use.allthe might he
""n 
rnurrr. as President-in-Office of the Council espe-
ciallv to besin neeotiations with the USA, which con-
tain'a whoii serie-s of suggestions on the limitadon of
impons to Europe concerning us, with.4J 
.mt energy
n.".rt"ry to allow the Communiry rc fulfil its role as a
major economic power?
Mr Gocbbels. 
- 
(FR) I agree with the Honourable
Member that the situation of the steel indusry in
Europe is still very disturbing and also that decisions
taken i., America itill pose a real threat to the Euro-
pean steel industry.
I myself chaired the meeting of-the Industry.Council
- 
in the middle of the month of August 
- 
which had
to address these questions. Ve came uP with an
arrantement which has little prospect of lasting, sin-ce
it is iound rc be disputed by the Americans' The
European Community was the first to conclude an
".r"rrg.rn.n, 
on ,t".i with the United States' This
"rrrni.*.n, has been adhered 
rc srictly and we have
insistJd that the effons already made since its conclu-
sion to limit our exPorts m the United States should be
taken into 
"ccorrl fully by 
that imponant trading
Partner.
Mr Fitzgerdd (RDE). 
- 
In view of the reply rc Mr
McMahon, and considering that the plant in Mr
McMahon's constituency is a funher movement in
that dreadful slide that we have seen in the steel indus-
try in Europe for ten years nou/, would the President-
in'-Office of ,h" Council give an assurance to this
House that his priority, as Fresident-in-Office, will be
to try to preserve the remaining jobs in the European
srcel'industry, whether it be by negotiadon with the
United Statis, o., indeed, any other measures that
could protect an industry that has suffered enormously
over the past decade?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I come from a country which
has seen a 5Oo/o loss of jobs in the steel industry in a
matter of ten years. I am therefore in a position to
appreciate the concern felt by Honourable.Members
.iiresenting other steelmaking areas in the Com-
munity.
As you know, one of the top priorities of.the Council
of Minist.ts is to find an arrangement with the United
States and the Commission is engaged in very serious
negotiations with the American representative, Mr
Hutter.
On 17 October the Industry/Steel Council made a
second examination of the Community's steel policy
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for the 
-period following 1985, the main points to
emerge from which were as follows:
Vith regard to organization of the marker, there was
a broad consensus in favour of rhe Commission,s
poliry aimed at a degree of liberalization in this
regard. There nevenheless remained a number of dif-
ferences over the technical demils of how this liberali-
zation was to be implemented, on such matters as the
products to be included and rhe dmetables to be
adopted.
Turning now ro the negotiations with rhe United
States, the Council expressed im deep concern ar the
unaccepmble stance adopted hitheno by the American
side, whose demands include a substantial increase in
the range of products covered and a reduction in
export opponunides for a period which we find exces-
slve.
Mr Cryer (S).- Vould the Minister agree with me
that since the Council has been considering the ques-
tion of the steel industry, it ought to examinl irc policy
of liberalizarion, particularly iith regard rc counrries
such as Brazil and South Korea? \7ould it not be a
good idea, when talking of competition, for a fair
wages resolution to be applied to all srcel impons from
those countries so rhar child labour, the lack of health
and safery legisladon or of trade union rights should
be mken into accounr when allowing rrih impons
which have been making some impait on rhe steel
industry? \7ould he take it from me rhar the steel
policy of the Common Marker represen$ a failure? Ir
is a failure because it has resulted in hundreds of rhou-
sands of steelworkers being thrown on the dole with-
out any possible alrernative jobs in small-, medium- or
large-scale businesses. Is it not time rhat the Council of
Ministers, including the United Kingdom Minisrers,
set its face against puning more people on the dolel
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I do not agree with the Houn-
ourable Member that the steel policy conducted by the
Community 
- 
for which the Commission has been
primarily responsible in recenr years 
- 
is so disas-
trous.
Vhile we have indeed suffered severe job losses in all
our srcelmaking areas, I can assure you that, had it nor
been for the action taken by the Communiry, many
European counrries would now be without 
"ny rt.ilindustry at all. I share the Honourable Memberls mis-
givings about the conditions that steelworkers have ro
put up wirh in certain counrries, but I would nevefihe-
less point out to him that any prorectionisr action by
the Communiry against such countries would solve
absolutely nothing.
'!7e must now use the new round of GATT negoda-
tions, which are likely to sart next year, rc combat all
forms of protectionism, including ihose from which
we in Europe are suffering. So it would be wrong for
us in rurn to adopr selfish protecrionisr measures
against the rising counrries of the Third Vorld.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Vill the President-in-Office
confirm that it is the Council's role to decide broad
policy and nor to decide the fate of individual steel
plants? And will he further confirm rhat after State
aids are removed, the future of viable steel plants will
be best in the stewardship of private companies?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I have no wish to take sides in
an argumenr between Honourable Members of this
House.
The. general drifr of what I have been saying is, I
think, that it is necessary to have organization-of rhe
Community steel market because, without it, so-called
free enterprise would have failed in more or less all of
our countries.
However, as regards the rules to govern aids and
financial ransfers afrcr 1985, the Council found that
there was a broad measure of agreement on the need
to adopt strict arrangemenm, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 95 of the ECSC Treaty.
President. 
- 
Question No 57 by Mr Elliot (H-488/55):
Subject: Shonage of decenr housing and conse-
quential high level of homelessness in many areas
of the Communiry
Does the Council of Ministers accept that the ser-
ious shonage of decenr housing and consequential
high level of homelessness in many areas'of the
Community, such as in the UK, hinders the free
movemenr of workers and their families?
If so, would it be prepared ro urge Member Gov-
ernmenrc to inaugurate improved housing pro-
grammes ro ensure. an adequate supply of good
standard housing, for rental at a reiJonable-level
as well as for purchase, in all those counrries
where a clearly evident shonage exists?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of tbe Coancil. 
-(FR) The Council reminds rhe House that Resuladon
1612/68, concerning rhe free movemenr of iorkers
within the Community, makes provision for equality
of rearment. in regard to houiing between .ig.r*
workers and indigenous workers.
In addidon, in its resolution of 9 February 1976 con-
cerning an action protramme for migrant workers and
members of rheir families, the Couniil held that pani_
cular imponance should be atrached to measures con-
cerned wirh housing for migrant workers and mem-
bers of their families, so as to sec,r.e their social and
vocational advancement.
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It is in pursuance of this resolution that provision has
been made in the budget of Communities for a contri-
bution to the costs of organizing pilot housing
schemes for migrant workers.
Further, in its resolution of l6July 1985 on guidelines
for a Community poliry on migration, the Council
recommended that action be taken to improve the
quality of free administrative assistance in the housing
field.
It is the Commission's role to ensure that Member
States apply the Regulation to which I have referred
and to take appropriate initiatives, within the scope of
its powers, to translate the resolutions referred to into
practical measures.
Mr Elliott (S).- That is helpful as far as it goes, but
I wonder if the Council would not accePt that in a
number of countries there is not a serious problem of
homelessness and a serious shortage of adequate hous-
ing? This is cenainly the situation in the United King-
dom. Is the Council aware, for example, that a recent
survey suggested that 920 billion 
- 
pounds not ECU
- 
needs to be spent in Britain to restore housing
provision to a proper level against a proposed govern-
ment expenditure level of fooO million? I am not terri-
bly in favour of too many things connected with the
EEC but the one thing I thougt was panicularly
imponant in the policies of the Community was to
ensure free movement of workers. How can this hap-
pen if workers seeking employment in other Com-
muniry countries cannot find anywhere to live? How,
for example, can a worker from a relatively low hous-
ing cost area in one Community country hope to take
up a job in, say, the south-east of England 
- 
the only
pan of Britain where there is any work anryaY 
-
when the cost of even the most modest housing in that
area is around 140 000 (approximately 65 000 ECU)
for the smallest flat? Is the Council really sadsfied with
this state of affairs and should not more be done to
tackle the serious problem that exists?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I am unable and unwilling to
comment on the situation in a panicular country of
the European Communiry. Moreover, the problem
raised by the Honourable Member goes beyond the
scope of the problem of migrant workers with which
the question is concerned. But of course I agree with
him that housing shonages are not confined to
migrant workers alone and that it should not be for-
gotten that this problem affects many people who do
not fall into the category of migrant workers'
It is also necessary to take account of the special cir-
cumstances of many migrant workers who, for reasons
of their own, prefer to spend only a very limited pro-
ponion of their incomes on housing. \7hile I am in
principle fully in agreement with the Honourable
Member on the need to organize housing improve-
ment programmes, it is nevenheless my view that such
measures should be for the benefit of the population as
a whole. They should not create new forms of discri-
mination, whether they favour one cateEory or
another. On that, I think, I see eye to eye with the
Honourable Member.
Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NL) In my area, Belgian Lim-
burg, the problem of the housing shonage is acute.
But not only has the goverment hitherto done too
little, but subsidies for local authority housebuilding
have been drastically cut in recent years. Moreover,
the victims of this policy are being punished twice, in
that the tenants of local authoriry houses who allow
other members of their families, usually married sons
and daughters, to live with them on account of the
shonage of decent housing, have this week been sub-
jected to enormous penalties, in some cases in excess
of Bfrs IOO OOO. \7ill the Council be prepared to act to
put a stop to these unjustifiable restrictions and penal-
ties?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I find once again that this ques-
tion goes beyond the scope of the inidal question. I
have no knowledge of the facts to which the Honour-
able Member refers. I can only repeat that I am unable
and unwilling to interfere in the internal affairs of a
Member State of the European Community.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
\7ill the President-in-Office,
when he discusses migrant workers in any context,
whether it is housing or any other, recognize that in
my constituency in the United Kingdom, for example,
we have a large number of United Kingdom citizens,
Communiry citizens, of different ethnic origin to the
host community, who have exactly the same problems,
in housing, in education and all sons of areas as
migrant workers, and that the existing legal basis of
the Communiry is inadequate to deal with these Com-
munity citizens?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I have discussed migrant work-
ers because that is what Mr Elliott's question was
about. I have now been asked another question about
the situation in a specific region of a Member State. I
have no information on this subject and therefore can-
not reply. I would merely say that there is indeed a
housing shonage in vinually all the countries of the
European Communiry and that the Community, the
Council of Ministers, the Commission and, of course,
the Member States will need to take very positive act-
ion over the years ahead if this sandard of housing on
which you have adoprcd so many resolutions is to be
achieved.
President. 
- 
Question No 58 b M, Fitzgerald
(H-ae8/85):
Subject: European Environment Year
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Vill the Council outline whar it hopes will be
achieved as a result of the European Council deci-
sion at its meeting in March 1985 to designate
1987 as European Environment Year?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(FR) The Council considers it crucial thar funher pro-
gress be made over the coming years in the protection
of the environment in Europe and the rest of the
world.
It accordingly hopes that the decision taken by the
European Council in March 1985 ro designare 1987 as
'European Environment Year' will make a positive
conribudon in this direction.
Although the Council has not yet received any infor-
mation from the Commission on rhe pracrical content
of the campaigns to creare public awareness and the
demonstration projects that it proposes ro mounr
during European Environment Year, the Presidency
intends to give such proposals all the arrenrion rhar
they deserve as soon as they are brought before the
Council.
Mr Fitzsimons (RDE). 
- 
I thank the Presidenr-in-
Office of the Council for his reply. However, I have
no doubt that he is aware that when the European
Council decided to designate 1987 as European Envi-
ronment Year, it stressed that environmental protec-
tion policies can contriburc to improved economic
growth and job creation.
How does the Council see environment protrammes
creating employment and how does it propose ro
reconcile them with the interests of certain indusries
which create jobs but have a detrimenal effect on rhe
environment? This leads me to rhe final pan of my
supplementary. Can he advise me and rhe Irish people
I represent to what extent the proposed European
Environment Year will take positive acrion ro end
once and for all the polludon caused by the operations
of the British Nuclear Fuels plant ar Sellafield in the
UK, which is to blame for serious and unacceptable
pollution of the Irish Sea?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) Ir is not only the Sellafield
problem that is under discussion. I think that the
whole of Europe and all European countries suffer
from pollution.
I can inform the House that the Environment Council
will be meetint on 28 November 1985. The main items
likely to feature on its agenda are as follows: large
fuel-burning insallations, hazardous subsances, pol-
lution by the discharge of hydrocarbons ar sea, nor
only in the Irish Sea, sulphur in diesel oil, titanium
dioxide, and agriculrural sewage sludge. It is also
wonh mentioning in this connection rhar the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council recenrly discussed envi-
ronmental matters when he appeared before the rel-
evant committee of Parliament in Seprcmber 1985.
Mr McMahon (S). 
- 
I thank the President-in-Office
for his answer and his interest in 1987 as environmen-
tal year. I vonder if the Council would consider
seeing how much progress individual Member States
are going to make to implement EEC Directive 337,
on environmental impact assessments, before major
projects which impinge on the environmen[ are
enrcred upon?
I am panicularly concerned about the continued
extraction of sand which is damaging the beach in
Brodick, the Isle of Arran, where commercial interesm
are destroying our incipient tourist industry. There are
more serious implications. As Mr Fitzsimons men-
tioned, any major industrial construction that takes
place obviously has an environmental impact. I hope
that as pan of their project for 1987, the. Council will
get in touch with the individual Member State Gov-
ernmenrc and see what progress they are making
towards implementing this excellent Direcrive.
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) If my information is correcr,
this Directive is in force, and responsibility for moni-
toring applicadon of it lies with the Commission.
Mr Marchall (ED).- May I thank the President-in-
Office of the Council for reading out the list of sub-
jects that the Environmenr Council will be looking al
Can I suggest to him that the Council might also look
at the impact of the speed of vehicles on emissions into
the atmosphere.
(Cies of 'Hear, hear!')
Vould they please look at the pioneering work done
by the Road Research Laboratory, which has shown
that if there is a small reduction in the maximum speed
of vehicles, this has a Eemendous impact on rhe envi-
ronment.
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I can take note of the Honour-
able Member's suggestions but I would nevenheless
remind the House that rhe Environment Council has
addressed itself on numerous occasions to the prob-
lems of the impact of high-speed driving on our envi-
ronment.
President. Question No 59 b M, Hutton(H-3)8/85):
Subject: Implementation of Coun judgment in
transPoft case
\7hat action has rhe Council aken, following thejudgment of the European Coun of Justice in
Case l3l83, to make good its infringements of the
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Treaty in regard to freedom to provide services
regarding international transport and the condi-
tions under which non-resident carriers may oper-
ate transport services within a Member State, and
by what date will the Council have taken all the
action necessary to comply with the Coun's judg-
ment?
Mr Goebbcls, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(FR) The Council considers that it is required, under
Article 176 of theTreaty, to take the necessary meas-
ures to comply with the Court's judgment within a
reasonable dme, and it is actively engaged in making
arrangemenm to this end.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Given that the Coun gave its
judgment in this case five months ago, does the Presi-
dent-in-Office not think that a reasonable time might
be by the end of this year? Can he tell this House what
evidence the Council can give that it is actively
engaged in adopting formal legislation in order to
satisfy both the Coun and Parliament?
Mr Goebbcls. 
- 
(FR)At its meeting of Z+ June 1985
the Transpon Council discussed the action to be taken
in response to this judgment at length. It was unfor-
tunarcly found impossible rc reconcile the divergent
positions of cenain delegations, so that the Council
was not able to agree on the text of a draft conclusion
to determine the degree of priority to be given to
examination of the various proposals from the Com-
mission.
I have to admit, to be absolutely frank, that, because
no way has yet been found of reconciling the differ-
ences to which I have referred, the Council's transport
group is finding it very difficult to make progress.
President. 
- 
Question No 60 by Mr Deprez wbicb has
been taken ooer by Mr Herman (H-363/85):
Subject: The 'trade war' between Europe and the
United States involving agricultural products
News has ju* reached Europe of the 'subsidized'
sale by the United States of wheat to Algeria. This
is the first case of the application of the new
American measures to promote agricultural
exports (the Bicep programme, with a budget of 2
billion dollar$. The American Secretary of State
for Agriculture, John Block, has also announced
that other sales of this kind are likely to take place
shortly. Thus, the United States has initiated a
system for subsidizing its agricultural exports, a
practice hitheno applied mainly by Europe. How-
ever, Commissioner Andriessen has made it
known that the Commission is at present consi-
dering the possibiliry of equipping Europe with
the very instruments used by the Americans, nota-
bly the granting of credirc rc the imponing coun-
tries. It will thus be seen that a veritable 'trade
war' which will be very costly for the two'sides,
has smned befi/een the United States and Europe,
even on traditionally European markets such as
Algeria. This is liable to increase the difficulties of
the trade negotiations to be undertaken within
GATT. However, the problems encountered by
the USA on the international agricultural markets
are caused more by the high dollar and the slack-
ening of world demand than by Europe's common
agricultural policy.
Vhat are the Council of Ministers' views on this
matter? Vhat poliry does it intend m pursue in
order to defend European agriculural expons?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(FR) The Council has been informed by the Commis-
sion that following the recent sales of flour-making
wheat by the United States to cenain Mediterranean
countries, at subsidized prices well below the normal
market level, the Commission adopted measures aimed
at safeguarding the commercial interests of the Com-
munity in a region which is a raditionally European
market.
These measures took the form of an increase in the
expon refunds on cereals, thus bringing the Com-
munity selling price into line with that offered by the
United States.
The Council is convinced that the Communiry must
remain vigilant in the defence of its interests. Never-
theless, the Communiry is still prepared to seek
mutually satisfactory solutions through negotiations
with its trading partners, taking the view that engaging
in a trade war will serve the interesm of no-one. Our
interests, which are also those of our trading partners,
can best be served by suengthening the system of open
international exchange and developing trade in line
with the GATT disciplinary rules.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I should like to put the
following question to the Council: are sufficient budg-
etary resources available to continue this reaction to
the American offensive and what other kinds of retal-
iatory action could the Commission mke, for instance
in relation to the substantial impons of American
products to Europe?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I think that this question
should be addressed to the Commission, since it is re-
sponsible for carrying out such decisions. Neverthe-
less, I should like to quote the conclusion reached at
the Council meeting yesrcrday afternoon in Luxem-
bourg, at which we discussed relations between our
Community and the United Smtes.
In Luxembourg yesterday the Council held a general
exchange of views, based on an oral repon from the
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Commission, on our bilateral trade relations with the
United Starcs. In particular, it stressed the imponance
that it attached to resisting all prorcctionist tendencies
and therefore to maintaining a permanent dialogue so
as to find mutually acceptable solutions to the various
problems outstanding.
The Council considered that it was essential to prevent
any escalation in the number of contentious issues
between the Community and the United States, espe-
cially in view of the forthcoming stan of a fresh round
of multilateral trade negotiations.
In this context, it noted with concern the intention of
the United States Administration to bring an action
within GATT against the refunds on wheat exports
applied by the Communiry which, if it is pursued,
could have far-reaching repercussions on GATT and
on the abiliry of the Communiry to work harmo-
niously with the Unircd States. The Council accord-
ingly invited the Commission to take appropriate steps
to defend the interests of the Community, and I hope,
Madam President, that this answer will be to the satis-
faction of the Honourable Member.
Mr J. Elles (ED).- I should like to underline that in
US-EEC relations today it is essential to keep our
communications open. Therefore, can the President-
in-Office of the Council please inform the Parliament
what contacts have been made or will be made
between the Presidenry and the US Administration to
try to make sure that these communications are kept
open? Second, what does the Presidenry think of the
withdrawal of the US from Unesco? Does he think it
represents a growing trend towards isolationism in the
United States?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I do not think that I should
comment here on the withdrawal of the United States
from Unesco.
'$7ith regard to the negotiations between the Com-
munity and the United States, I would point out that
the Commission is conducting these negotiations and
that Mr Commissioner De Clercq in particular is very
actively involved in them. In recent weeks he has had
many contacr with Mr Hutter, and he reponed to us
on these contacts yesterday.
The Presidenry, for its pan, cannot become actively
involved in this dialogue. Nevenheless, as President-
in-Office, I recently received a parliamentary delega-
tion from the United-Starcs 
- 
a delegation from the
House of Representatives 
- 
and among the things
that I had to say to them was this: if the United States
persists in ir desire to oppose the European Economic
Communiq/s policy on exports, of wheat in panicular,
to the Medircrranean regions and if the Unircd States
does not revert, to a more reasonable attitude, there is
a likelihood that it could disrupt the political situation
in many Mediterranean countries and it could find
itself having to deal in future years not with one Libya,
but with many Libyas.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
I was very pleased to hear the state-
ment just made by the President-in-Office concerning
trade relations with the Unircd States of America.
However, we are speaking here about the grain sector.
'![ould the Minister not agree with me that the stra-
tegy of the Council and the Commission in the past
may not. have been the correct one? The world price,
which of course is generally the lowest price operating
on the world market 
- 
and which is being constantly
referred to 
- 
is a false premise. How can the rela-
tively small European grain producers ever compere
with the vast grain producers of the United States of
America? You are not comparing like with like. There-
fore, it is a false premise. You must begin to look at
things clearly. $7'e cannot evei compete with the vast
production units of the United States of America, and
we should not try to do so. Ve are quite different
from them.
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) \fle devised the system of
refunds for the very reasons mentioned by rhe Hon-
ourable Member and I am loath m express criricism in
this House of the srategy pursued over recent years,
for which the Commission has been largely responsi-
ble.
Mr Zahorka (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Office
of the Council, rhe next round of GATT netoriar.ions
is due to begin shonly. I should like to know to what
extent the Council of Ministers is prepared to give the
Commission an open mandare concerning the multi-
lateral trade mlls and more room for manoeuvre, par-
ticularly where free trade in agricultural products
between the USA and the European Communiry is
concerned?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) The mandate given ro the
Commission will be flexible enough to allow it to
negotiate, and I feel that the Commission in rurn will
be able to approach these negoriations with some
degree of flexibiliry.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Quesdon No 6l by Mr Rogalla(H-a20/85):
Subject: 14th VAT directive
Can the Council give a detailed assessment of the
progress made on the Commission's proposed
14th VAT directive, in respect of each Member
State, and when can deferral arrangements be
expected whereby payments of turnover ax due
on imponation would be made to authorities fur-
ther inland?
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Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce. 
- 
(FR) The Coun-
cil suspended its work on the proposed 14th VAT
directive in July 1984, having concluded that it was
not possible to reach agreement.
Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) | should like to avail myself
of the opponuniry to express my personal opinion that
the President-in-Office of the Council is one of the
few people who takes the trouble to give a comprehen-
sive answer to a question, not confining himself to the
subject as it stands.
However, I am not satisfied that the President-in-Off-
ice gave an in-depth answer to my own question
requesting a detailed assessment of the progress made
in respect of each Member State.
I should also like to know if the President-in-Office
shares my opinion that the apparent impossibility of
continuing the work concerning the Member States
involved ensues from a breach of Article 5, that is,
Communiry preference, and if he is willing rc look
into the matrcr once more bearing this in mind, not
only naming the Sates involved but also pointing out
their commitments in accordance with this Anicle of
the EEC Treary.
Mr Goebbels.- (FR) I thank Mr Rogalla for his kind
words, but regret that I have rc disappoint him again. I
am not in a position to name the States which are
opposed to adoption of this Directive since, in princi-
ple, the proceedings of the Council are confidendal.
Nevenheless, I know that Mr Rogalla is very shrewd
and that he is very well aware which Starcs they are.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Vhere revenue authorities in a
given Member State charge the full rate of VAT at the
point of entry for an imported product and do not
take account of the VAT already paid on that product
when first purchased in the original country, would
the Minister agree that this is double taxation and are
the revenue authorities of the imponing country
legally entitled to charge the full tax?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) Again, this question goes
beyond the scope of the initial question, and I do not
consider this the appropriate place to go into such
really rather technical matters. Besides, I am no exPefl,
as I very humbly admit. I believe that this is something
on which the Coun has established case law, by which
we must guided.
President. 
- 
Question No 62 by Mr Banett (H-438/8 5 ) :
Subject:Tourism
Vill the Council smte what srcps it has taken to
approve the initial guidelines put forward for a
Communiry rcurist policy as requested by the
Commission in the conclusions to its Communiry
policy on tourism?1
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce. 
- 
(FR) The Coun-
cil welcomed the initiative taken by the Commission in
drawing its attention to the imponance of tourism. In
its resolution of l0April 1984 the Council mok note
of the initial guidelines for a Community policy on
tourism contained in the Commission's communica-
tion. It stressed the need to take fuller account of the
implications for tourism of Community decisions and
the need for consultation on tourism between the
Member States and the Commission.
Ir also invited the Commission to submit proposals on
tourism taking account, iflter aliq of. the Member
Sates' conclusions, specific aspects of nadonal policies
and Member Sates' international commitments.
The Council is accordingly ready to examine ProPo-
sals on tourism when they are brought before it by the
Commission.
Mr Barrett (RDE). 
- 
To be realistic, I do not think
an awful lot has been achieved since April 1984. In
view of his reply to my colleague, Mr MacSharry, ear-
lier about the creation of employment, etc., would the
President-in-Office not agree that tourism has far
more potential for expansion and the rapid creation of
employment in the EEC than any other sector? Could
he give this House some assurance that the Council, at
least during the remainder of his rcrm of office, will
therefore give this problem prioriry in view of its great
potential for expansion but, most imponant of all, for
employment, panicularly employment for young peo-
ple?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I share the Honourable Mem-
ber's anxiery over the employment situation in the
European Community, and we have in fact discussed it
at great length during this Question Time. I also share
the Honourable Member's view that tourism is a very
imponant sector of the European economy.
I am told that tourism provides direct employment for
four million people and indirect employment for a
considerably greater number. These figures demon-
strate that it is a very imponant sector but, of course,
not an essential sector of our economy. I therefore do
not see how the Council could give prioriry attention
to this side of things.
Mr McMillan-Scott (ED). 
- 
I have a responsibiliry to
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education and
Sport for matters of tourism. The President-in-Office
has said that it is not a central economic matter. May I
t OJ No C I 15 of 30' 4. 1984.
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remind him that, in fact, 100/o of the Community's
gross domestic product derives from tourism? So I put
it to him that it is an essential marter.
Does he share my regret that the Luxembourg presi-
denry has not seen fit to call a meetint of Ministers of
Tourism to consider what actions the Communiry
could joindy take in this matter? \7ill he share my wel-
come of the news that the Commission is finally rc
produce on 15 November an action plan for tourism?
Vill he also agree with me that this is an absolutely
top priority for the Community in the coming years,
with so much unemployment in the Community and
with so many employment prospects from tourism?
Mr Goebbcls. 
- 
(FR) I am in agreement with the
Honourable Member that tourism does indeed deserve
special attention from the Council. Nevenheless, as
matters stand, no meeting of the Ministers for Tour-
ism of the European Communiry is planned. Because,
I must repeat, the Council is still awaiting the relevant
proposals from the Commission.
I recently attended a ministerial meetint on economic
relations between the ASEAN countries and the Euro-
pean Community. Ve agreed, among other things, to
promote exchange visim and tourist flows between our
two regions. Mr Cheysson, who represented the Com-
mission at this meeting, will undoubtedly ensure that
the Commission incorporates this aspect inro its plans
for a Community policy on tourism and, of course,
that the Commission submits the necessary proposals
ro us so that the Gouncil can become more active in
this very imponant field.
Mr Zahorka (S). 
- 
(DE) May I point out that for-
eign transport occupies a large space in the transpon
policy of the Communiry? To what extent will the
Council of Ministers accept the consequences 
- 
also
as far,as the foreign Eansport policy is concerned 
-of the judgment for failure to act, handed down by the
European Coun of Justice in May 1985, for example,
with reference to the common inernal market? For
example, it is a sad situation in which foreigners may
not be employed as long-haul drivers in some Member
States, or that in some Member Sates duty must be
paid on foreign transport brochures from other Mem-
ber States. This can only be attributed rc a misinter-
preadon of the EEC Regulations and EEC Directives.
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) Transpon facilities for tourists
are clearly among the aspects which the Council will
have to examine once it has received the relevant pro-
posals from the Commission. I should not like to go
back to the earlier question in reply to which I
referred to the problems of the Transport Council. I
have to tell the House in all honesry that the Transport
Council is experiencing the greatest difficulry in ma-
king any progress. Nevenheless, that should not, in
my view, prevent us from pressing ahead in the field of
rourism, in the field of free movement and protection
of tourists, or from making proposals concerning the
working environment in which the tourist industries
operate, or, of course, from making proposals con-
cerned with transpon facilities for rcurists, regional
development and, finally,measures to safeguard the
European heritage based on protecdon of the environ-
ment and protection of the archircctural heringe
which, I trust, are also conducive to the development
of tourism.
Mr Fitzgerald (RDE). 
- 
It is not every day a British
Conservative and an Irish Fianna Fdil Member are in
agreement. On this occasion Mr McMillan-Scott's
question did succeed in eliciting from the President-
in-Office of the Council a more favourable attitude to
tourism than he had displayed in reply to an earlier
supplementary.
My question is this: is the Presiden-in-Office aware
not only of the substantial contribution ar presenr
being made by tourism in the field of employment but
also of the fact that it is an industry which can be
developed much funher and which has good porcnrial
for future employment? Is he not funher aware rhat
during successive presidencies the Council appears [o
have played down the areas where there is porenrial
employment and given more attenrion to those with
little or no potential for growth?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I think that I have already
answered this question. Cenainly, promorion of rhe
tourist industry is very imponant, from the employ-
ment viewpoint in panicular, and I am delighted that
this is a point on which there is a confluence of views,
not only between the British and Irish but also with
the Luxemburgers.
President. 
- 
Ve now turn to quesdons to the Foreign
Affairs Ministers.
Question No 75 by Mr Marsball (H-387/8)):
Subject: Unnecessary division of families by the
Russian Government
Mr and Mrs Leonid Fuhrer applied in 1980 to join
her parents in Israel. So far the Russian Govern-
ment has not acceded to this request. \7ill the For-
eign Ministers meering in political cooperation
discuss this and similar tragic cases which are
resulting in the unnecessary division of families?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(FR) The case of Mr and Mrs Leonid Fuhrer
mentioned by the Honourable Member has not been
the subject of specific discussions by the Ministers
meeting in political cooperarion.
However, as stated in reply to oral question H 376/85
at the last pan-session of Parliament, the Ten have on
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coundess occasions brought home to the Soviet au-
thorities their concern at the circumstances of Soviet
Jews and members of other ethnic minorities wishing
to emigrate from the USSR. They will continue collec-
tively and individually to make representations to tlre
Soviet authorities, reminding them of the importance
that they attach to compliance with the provisions of
the Helsinki Final Act and the document closing the
Madrid Conference, which were freely approved and
signed by the Soviet Union.
In this connection, the meeting on inter-personal con-
rac$ to be held in Berne between 15 April and 26 May
1986 under the auspices of the CSCE will provide a
funher opponunity for trying to achieve real progress,
on rhe matter of reuniting families among others.
Mr Marshall (ED). 
- 
Vhile I thank the President-
in-Office for that answer, would he agree with me that
the farc of this family demonstrates the fact that for
the Russians the Helsinki Agreement was a complete
sham? It illustrates the complete hypocrisy of Mr Gor-
bachey's claim in Paris that there was no discrimina-
tion against the Jewish community in Russia.
I am sure that the President-in-Office of the Foreign
Ministers has the support of everyone in this House
for maintaining his pressure on the Russians, because
the only hope for the Jewish communiry in Russia is
the force of world opinion persuading the Russian
Government to change its mind.
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I do not wish rc comment here
on the replies given by Mr Gorbachev at that Press
conference in Paris. However, I stress that I stand by
everything that I have just said. Personally, in my ca-
paciry as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, I have very often made
representations to the Soviet authorities on behalf of
members of the Jewish community who wish to emi-
grate. But I must explain that such rePresenmtions are
most likely to succeed when they are made discreetly,
since an unduly. clamorous campaign often meem with
a counter-reactlon, or in fact no response at all from
the Soviet authorities.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Madam President, for
a start I am surprised that Council's President-in-Off-
ice can reply positively to a question relating to sPe-
cific individuals. There seems to be a tradition that at
each pan-session Mr Marshall will bring up individual
cases rctally unsupponed by any facts. I wish to lay
stress upon this, and I think the answers given by the
Council of Foreign Ministers, especially when pre-
sented in such a general way, ought to be more re-
sponsible and better founded in facr \Tithin the scope
of my question, I too would like m address the subject
of respect for human rights, as it was put by the Gen-
eral Secretary of the Communist Pany of the Soviet
Union in his speech to the Conference of Nations in
Paris, and ask Council's President-in-Office whether
he agrees with the view expressed on behalf of the
Soviet Union, namely that the matter of safeguarding
human rights should be set free from hyprocrisy, pre-
sumpdon, attempts to interfere in the internal affairs
of various countries, and that it should be dealt with in
a positive, humanitarian spirit aimed at respect for
human rights. Does Council's President-in-Office
agree with this view, and if not, why not?
Mr Goebbels.- (FR) I have to admit that I have been
unable to fully grasp the meaning of the Honourable
Member's quesdon.
Clearly, I most assuredly do not share his judgment of
the way in which I have been expressing myself here.
It is my firm resolve to express myself with complete
freedom in this House. I actively oppose, and if I can
speak for the Council on this, which I am sure I can,
we actively oppose all violations of human rights
wherever they occur in the world, in whatever coun-
try, under whatever regime. '\7e shall continue to do
so.
President. 
- 
Question No 76 by Mr Epbremidis (H-
481/8 5 ):
Subject: Measures against apanheid
The delegation of three ministers acting in politi-
cal cooperation that visited South Africa did so
despite the opposition of the Organization of
African Unity and the ACP countries. They met
the official authorides of the racist regime but all
the popular organizations of the black majority
refused to receive them. Meanwhile, the Com-
munity still has not taken any significant action
against the apanheid regime, despite the opposi-
tion to it expressed by public opinion in the Mem-
ber States.
\7hy do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation not take immediate, substantial, deci-
sive and clear-cut measures against the racist
regime and what are the reasons that prevent such
action?
Mr Goebbels, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(FR) Allow me to begin by distancing myself
from the wording of certain pans of the Honourable
Member's question, panicularly where he offers his
judgment on the mission carried out by the 'uoika'
and the decisions taken by the Council of Minisrcrs.
During the September part-session President Poos
gave you an account of the visit made to South Africa
by the European ministerial 'troika'. In doing so,
President Poos told you about the meetings that the
'troika' had with unofficial contacrc.
Allow me to repeat today that the European delega-
tion in fact had very useful meetings with representa-
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tives of the churches, the trade unions and employers,
with journalists and leaders of the Progressive Federal
Parry and political movements Inkatha and Azapo. To
round off these contacts, the President-in-Office of
the Council and the Member of the Commission res-
ponsible for external relations met representatives of
the African National Congress in Luxembourg on
10 September.
In addition, the Foreign Ministers of the Ten, Spain
and Ponugal decided at their meeting of 10 September
1985 to keep up their pressure on South Africa and, to
this end, to harmonize their approach on a range of
restrictive measures and positive measures.
Moreover, as announced on 22July last, the Ten,
Spain and Ponugal intend to re-examine their attitude
in the absence of appreciable progress within a reason-
able dme.
The application of other measures, including sanc-
tions, therefore remains on the agenda.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) I have no right rc
pass comment on the President's restraint in connec-
tion with the judgement embodied in the question
about the 'Troika' mission, but he will no doubt be
aware that a large section of the House considers the
visit in question to be unfonunate, ro say rhe least. I
would like rc put a supplementary quesrion.
The Minister said that at rheir meedng in June the
Foreign Ministers had dicided to exen grearer pres-
sure, and if necessary to take cenain specific measures,
I mean sanctions, depending on the progress made
during the period in question. Have we seen any pro-
gress since then Mr President? For example, the day
before yesterday we heard of the hanging of a young
man, a poet, condemned to death fi/o years earlier.
Every day there are dozens of deaths, arrests, and the
orgy of violence continues.
This development, then, failed to awaken the sensibili-
des of the Foreign Ministers and of the President, who
said in reply to a previous question that the Foreign
Ministers are tware of, and fighting against any viola-
tion of human rights, wherever it mighr take place.
Has the orgy of violence nor persuaded them ro adopt
specific political, diplomatic, and above all economic
measures in the form of sanctions? Because our pres-
ent tactics of exening pressure, of considering the
matter, of waiting to see, have been on for years and
people are dying Mr President, and there is a danger
of armed uprising which would result in a bloodbath
for white, coloured and black alike. And this concerns
us too, because it could lead to a military conflagra-
tion in that whole area of Africa, which could well
have more widespread consequences.
\Tithout wishing to tell the President how to answer, I
ask him to be specific. Vhat specific sreps have been
taken after the developmenc thar we have seen?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I am perhaps going to surprise
you, but I share the Honourable Member's feeling
about the hanging of Mr Moloise. The Luxembourg
presidency and the Council made direct appeals to the
South African Government to grant him a reprieve.
Alas, we vere unsuccessful, to my deep regret.
The struggle against apanheid is a necessity. Jacques
Poos proclaimed in this House that mankind is indivi-
sible and that the right to life and human digniry
attaches to all citizens of the world. The duty tores-
pect human rights, of which racism is a panicularly
abhorrent violation, is enshrined in the United Nations
Chaner and the Universal Declaration of Human
Righm. However, it will not be the Europe of the
Twelve which will abolish the apartheid system and
build a new South Africa. This is the task of the South
Africans themselves, and they alone are in a position
to undenake it. !7e for our pan can help them by
keeping up the pressure on the existing South African
regime. This was the aim envisaged by the Council of
Ministers at its meeting in Luxembourg on 9 Septem-
ber and, as I have just said, we are prepared to go fur-
ther along this course.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Does the Minister not recognize
that some of the people being punished in South
Africa are criminals who under rhe law of any country
would be punished in the severest way and possibly by
capital punishment? Does he not recognize that the
situation is greatly changing in South Africa and that
some of the worst features of apanheid have been
removed? Does he not choose to see that the consequ-
ence of sanctions would be to make life worse for the
black population of South Africa? Finally, does he not
aSree that remarks like those we heard from Mr
Ephremides just now are more likely to cause a blood-
bath there than to prevent one?
Mr Goebbels.- (FR) I am personally opposed to the
death penalty anywhere in the world, especially in a
country like South Africa, where acts of violence are
admiuedly commitred on borh sides. Bur such violence
is provoked by the very narure of the racist regime
which unfonunarely holds sway in South Africa. I
believe that the European Community is under a duty
to bring pressure to bear on the South African regime
to persuade it to change. Granted, there have been
some slight improvements in recent weeks, but they
are cenainly no[ sarisfacrory.
Mr Vedekind. (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President-in-Off-
ice of the Council, if you are doing so much to change
things in other countries, are you also doing some-
thing to bring about change in Sourh Africa where
racialist regimes repress in the most brutal way those
of black race? Did you know that at the Common-
wealth Conference Mr Mugabe said he thought the
figure of 30 000 or 40 0OO people killed in rhe struggle
for freedom in South Africa to be correct? Are you
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also aware that there is no democracy in any black
South African State enabling everybody to panicipate
in free elections, but rather everywhere individual
minoriry races repress all the others. Vould you not
call this Apartheid?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) There are democratic States in
Africa, for instance Senegal, a country with which I
am familiar. There are also shortcomings in regard to
democrary and human rights in many African States,
of that there is no doubt. But the European Com-
muniry has always drawn attention to these shortcom-
ings and consistently condemned all forms of racism
orlpanheid. Time and again we have condemned acts
of aggression in certain African countries and we have
madi representations to many African Eovernments to
save thi lives of prisoners condemned to death. As I
was saying a momen[ ago, the struggle against the
injustices of this world is indivisible. It is a struggle in
*Li"h th. European Community, the Council of Min-
isters, are very actively engaged.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Can the President-in-
Office of the Foreign Ministers tell us, if he knows,
what economic relitions the Member Sates of the
Community maintain with the racist regime in Preto-
ria? In particular, concerning the economic relations
of the Unircd Kingdom and the Federal Republic of
Germany with thairegime: Is it true that 50% of the
racist regime's trade is carried out with the United
Kingdom, and that the Federal Republic of Germany
has invested billions of mark with that regime?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I am not in a position to com-
men[ on the figures mentioned by the Honourable
Member. I do not know whether or not these figures
are accurate. \7hat I do know and wish to proclaim
loud and clear in this House is that the most effective
action against the apanheid regime has been taken by
the maiket itself, notably through the sanctions
applied by the European Economic Communiry, by
cinain Scandinavian counries, by Canada and the
United States. These sanctions have prompted many
industrialists and bankers rc bestir themselves, and
they are now beginning to disinvest in South Africa'
You know whai this disinvestment has led to: the
South African currency has been greatly devalued as a
result of this action on the pan of the democratic
States of this world. I think it is fair to say that this
sanction applied by the market has been the most
effective of 
"U 
b.""rt. it has opened the eyes of even
some members of the white population in South
Africa.
President. 
- 
Question No 77 by Mr Adamou (H-
506/85):
Subject: Branches of embassies of the EEC Mem-
ber States in Denktash's illegal Cypriot state.
Although the Foreign Ministers of the rcn EEC
Membei States, in a joint sat€ment on lOJune
1985 at Stresa in Italy, stressed that they did not
recognize the 'Turkish Republic' of Nonhern
Cyprus and the European Parliament, 
^in 
resolu-
tions of 17 November 1983 and 13 September
1985, 'condemns the action of the Turkish
Cypriots in proclaiming an independent Turkish-
Cypriot Sate on the island of Cyprus', various
..po.t now confirm that the United Kingdom
"nd 
th. Federal Republic of Germany are main-
taining 'unofficial' btanches of their embassies in
the occupied territory of CYPrus'
Vhat srcps do the Ministers intend taking to deal
with thisJerious state of affairs, which constitutes
a blatant contradiction between the decisions of
official organs of the Community and the practice
of its Member States?
Mr Gocbbels, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(FR) The Ten have on numerous occasions
reiterated their unconditional suppon for the indepen-
dence, sovereignty, rcrritorial integrity and 
-unity of
the Republic of iyptus. In their statement of 10 June
last, to which the Honourable Member refers, the Ten
.."ifi.*ed that they did not recognize the self-sryled-
Turkish Republic oi North Cyprus. On the subject of
diplomatic ielations, the ten Member States maintain
diplomatic relations with the Republic of Cyprus only'
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) I thank the President-
in-Office for his answer, in which he assures us that
lhere are no unofficial Consulates of the Member
States in Nonhern Cyprus. However, I would like to
put a supplemenury quesdon.
It is alleged on the basis of specific information that
Nonhern' Cyprus, which is occupied by Turkish
troops, e*poni to the United Kingdom and. the Fed-
eral 
'RepuLlic 
of Germany agricultural products har-
uested f.om land belonging to Greek Cypriots, who
live as refugees elsewhere in Cyprus. Vhat steps are
the Foreign Ministers of the Ten considering to put an
end to this illegal and immoral trade, which reinforces
foreign occupition and the intention to panition the
Republic of Cyprus?
Mr Goebbels.- (FR) I have to tellyou that I have no
knowledge of the information given by the Honoura-
ble Member. I cannot therefore comment on it here'
Mr Marshall (ED).- I thank the Foreign Minisrcr
for his answer. Vould he confirm that the British
Prime Minister made it clear, both before the declara-
tion of UDI and subsequently, that the British
Government would never recognize the Government
of Northern Cyprus? '![ould he accept that l,.ady
Young, the Miniiter of State at the Foreign Office,
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confirmed that the British Government is wholeheart-
edly behind rhe initiative of the Secretary General to
bring about peace in Cyprus?
Mr Goebbels. 
- 
(FR) I have no knowledge of the
statemenm by the British Governmenr to which the
Honourable Member refers, but I have no reason ro
doubt what he says.
President. 
- 
Question Time is closed.r
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
9. VOTES
Motion for a resolution by the Commirtee on Institu-
tional Affairs on the work of the Intergovernmental
Conference on European Union (B 2-1066/85)
Motionfor a resolution
lfter the adoption of the preamble and recitak A and B
Mr Spinelli (COM), chairmain of tbe Commiuee on
Institutional Affairs. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, the Com-
mittee on Institutional Affairs has spenr an enrire
meetint examining these amendments and, as always,
has made suggesrions. I should like it to be asked
whether the Committee on Insdrutional Affairs recom-
mends that Parliament vote for or against each of the
amendmenr, this for the purpose of guidance.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Spinelli. Concerning
method, I would merely point out that where a resolu-
tion has been abled after an oral quesrion, rhe same
practice is not applied as for other tex6, i.e. ro consulr
the rapponeur. Bur rest assured, Mr Spinelli, thar we
are not overlooking your position.
Exphnations ofoote
Mr Sutra de Germa (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
Intergovernmenal Conference, which was sitting yes-
rcrday and the day before, should have the doubdul
merit of securing a bigger majoriry for this morion for
a resolution this evening than any we have seen before.
Although the voting on rhe amendments shows that
the recommendations of the Committell on Institu-
tional Affairs have been very largely followed, I would
say [o any remaining doubrers amont us [har the con-
didons for showing political commirment are never
ideal. If there are those who have reservations abour a
panicular paragraph, a comma or a misplaced full
stop, I would urge rem ro prevail upon rhemselves to
overcome their misgivings. Today, we musr defend
our own institution since, in defending our institution,
we shall be defending democrary and rhe peoples who
elected us.
(Apphusefrom the lefi)
\fle deplore the fact rhat the Council, through rhe
Intergovernmennl Conference, is embarking upon a
course which could well lead to a confrontation
between rhe Community institutions, berween the
Commission and Parliamenr on the one hand and the
Council on lhe orher. This is nor whar we want. I paid
tribute this morning and I do so again to President
Pflimlin for having said yesterday that we were all on
the same side of the barricade when it comes to rhe
construcdon of Europe. The Council of Ministers and
the Heads of State at their summit meeting in Decem-
ber would be bringing a heavy responsibility upon
themselves if rhey created a rift between the'insdtu-
tions of the Community, with Parliament and the
Commission on one side and the Council on rhe orher.
'!7e do not seek this, we have no wish to see it. Let us
reaffirm our commirment to democracy and rc the
people who placed their confidence in us by elecdng
us.
(Appkuse)
Mr Cllcr (S).- Some of us have been criticizing the
EEC for a long time, and if we had been wrong we
would have had egg on our faces. The truth of the
marter is, the EEC has failed to provide jobs, both the
CAP and expenditure are running out of control, and
now this resolution indicates that the Common Mar-
ket wants even more powers to take on even more
expenditure. Ir cannot run the sysrcm thar it has got
already. Every time we sit in this Chamber there are
complaints about the number of people on the dole
and this intergovernmental conference won'r creare a
single new job.
The steel policy is throwing thousands of steelworkers
on the dole, like the rest of common market policies.
(Cies of 'rubbish'by the Earopean Democratic Group)
Of course, Tories are shouting 'rubbish'. I agree with
them. It is not the common market alone,-ir is rhe
Tory governmenr in the United Kingdom that is
chrowing people on the dole as well.
(Mixed reactions)I See Annex'Question Time'.
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It is a conspiracy between the two when they get to
the Council of Ministers. But I cenainly do not want
to see this institution gain more Power' as suggested in
rhis resolution.
Bob Geldof has been here mday criticizing the food
mountainsl and every ordinary Yoter sees the massive
quantities of food and the starving millions and they
say something is wrong. I agree with them. I say that
wi should vote against this resolution to make sure
that rhis empire bJilding, which is growing within the
Common Market, is brought to a halt.
(Apphusefton the brt)
Mr Bernard-Reymond (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
a minute and a half is not enough in which to give a
detailed opinion on the institutuional guerrilla war
which has broken out with redoubled ferocity between
the Council and Parliament.
Nevertheless, as a parliamentarian and a former minis-
rcr responsible for European affairs who has sat on the
Couniil, I can say this. First, there are faults on both
sides. Second, Parliament, which must defend its
rights, has nothing to gain from engaging in an institu-
ti6nal power stru[gle. Third, the separation of Powers
is a baiic principle in all democracies. Founh, an inter-
governmenal ionference is expected to-lead to the
Ionclusion of a treary by the Member States, to be
ratified by the national parliaments. Fifth, however,
the Countil has no option but to take account of the
views of a Parliament elected by universal suffrage
which is and will remain its institutional panner' Sixth,
the extension of Parliament's powers has now become
a historical necessiry. Seventh, the proposals from the
Commission are excellent. Eighth, Parliament would
be well advised to concentrate all its effons from now
on, not on procedural wrangling, but on getting. the
Council to 
"dopt the 
Commission's proposals, which
were presenrcd-in such splendid fashion this morning
by Mr Jacques Delors.
For goodness sake, let us learn to distinguish between
.rr.n1i"h and incidentalsl Let us Put an end to this
skirmishing and get on with building Europe! This is
why I shall be abstaining in the vote presently.
Mr Mallct (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I shall be voting in favour
of this motion for a resolution. The Intergovernmental
Conference is an exceptional opponuniry. It would be
a serious loss if it proved to be a missed opponunity'
'l7ithout mor effective and more democratic institu-
tions, Community Europe will rapidly degenerate into
a free-trade 
"te". 
If positive results are to be achieved,
the countries which, in Milan, affirmed their will to go
forward must show a united front.
At the same time, it is essential 
- 
and this depends on
us 
- 
for the European Parliament and the European
Commission to work in concen. The proposals
brought forward by the European Commission are
eoodl \7e must give them our firm suppon. That, I
Selieve, is the most useful thing that we can do.
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, it'is as a Member from Belgium that I wish
to speak, as a Member from a country of which we
haui hitheno always had reason to be proud of the
role that it has played, despite im small geographical
size, in the overall effort of the construcdon of
Europe.
Today I wish to say that I regret the lack of.dynamism
shown thus far by the Belgian representatives in the
proceedings of thi Council and the Intergovernmental
'Corrf.r.ni, panicularly the Minisrcr for External
Relations, Uri rny main purpose is to appeal to the
Minister in the hope that, on 19 November, Luxem-
bourg will be able io .ount on a firmer attitude from
all th-e Benelux countries, and from Belgium in pani-
cular, so that the position of the Presidency will be
strengthened.
Secondly, Mr President, I wish to Put a proposal to
vou. since I believe that our Parliament must now
to-. ,o terms with the need for it to defend both irc
own role and the dignity of its electors.
I should like to see our Parliament proposing to give
all its information offices the msk of organizing a
large-scale campaign to explain rc the public how
rnuih ,h. present debate means to democracy, the
risks run by Parliament, and the need for mobilization
to get our messate across. Such a campaign should be
orrl scale at leait as treat as the one organized pre-
paratory to the elections and a substandal budget
ihould be a[ocated for the Purpose. This is the only
way in which we shall be able to demonstrate our
poiular impact and to carry the political debate rc the
plr".t *h.i. it should be conducted 
- 
on the ground
in the Member States themselves.
Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) The Danish Folket-
ing has decided that the distribution of powers
be-tween she Community's institutions should be main-
tained unaltered and that the right of veto should be
reained in the Council of Ministers. It is irreconcilable
with this decision of the Folketing to change over to
majority voting in the Council of Ministers as standard
practice and to give the European Parliamenr greater
influence. That is why the Danish People's Movement
against Membership of the European Community has
v6ted for the amindment tabled by Mr Cryer and
others aimed at watering down the motion for a reso-
lution. In its present form the modon is entirely unac-
ceptable from the point of view of Danish interests'
Ve vote against it.
Mrs Cassanmagnato Cerreti (PPE), in vriting. 
-(IT) \flith the opening in Luxembourg of the Inter-
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tovernmental Conference 
- 
which was decided on in
Milan by the Summit meering of Heads of States and
Governments 
- 
we have now entered on the decisive
stage in the bamle for European Union; that is to say,
the battle ro recover the independence of Europe and
its Nations.
The President of the European Parliament has firmly
maintained 
- 
and the Conference has had to acknow-
ledge 
- 
rhe need for Parliament, which staned the
process of instirutional reform of the Community by
drawing up the draft Treary for European Union, to
be closely associated wirh the work of the Conference.
Mr Pflimlin duly recalled that the European Parlia-
ment, as an Assembly elected by the people, cannor
submit, without having a say in their preparation, to
the changes that concern it.
That is something that is apparenr from the very spirit
of the EEC Treary which, in Article 138, envisages
co-decision becween Parliament and rhe Council of
Ministers for defining the uniform electoral system for
electing Parliament. All the more reason, therefore,
for this principle m apply in defining the powers of
Parliament, and for rhe reform of the Community in
general.
In this stage, it is Parliament's responsibility to exer-
cise constanr vigilance ro ensure that the Conference
comes to a conclusion with proposals that can make
the Community's decision-making machinery efficient.
The most serious danger, which must at all costs be
avoided, is that thc decision-making machinery will
still be inefficient even after the reform, and that the
right of veto will in fact reappear, which would throw
Europe back into the statc of impotence that has para-
lysed it for so long, both where economic and mone-
tary matters are concerned, and as regards foreign
poliry.
Parliament can only be equal to this task if it retains
the active suppon of public opinion, and with this in
view the mobilisation that was in evidence for the
Milan Summit must conrinue, embracing all the politi-
cal, social, religious and cultural forces, in suppon of
the European Parliament's initiative.
Imponant sraremenrs on the draft treary of Union rhar
was drawn up by Parliament have already been made
by nadonal governmenm and parliaments. In Iraly, all
the political panies are unanimous even. And yet, the
qualitative 'leap forward' which the new reary pro-
poses has nor failed and is still nor failing ro ili"it
netative reactions 
- 
some open, some concealed 
-and attempts to slow down all progress or even ger rhe
whole thing dropped.
There is in facr an arrempr to avoid conciliation with
Parliament, and I therefore consider it essential to call
a, meetint of the Enlarged Bureau at Luxembourg, on
the occasion of rhe next Summir in early December, so
that pressure can be applied to obtain from the Heads
of States and Governments a decision thar is consistent
with the principles expressed in the new Treary of
Union, as aurhorised by our resolution of 23 October
1985.
Mr Marshdl (ED), in uriting. j- I shall be vodng
against this resolution. This rcpic lends itself m a lot of
high-sounding rhetoric. Unfortunately much of the
verbiage is our of rouch with the realities of life. The
fact of the matter is very simple 
- 
the Spinelli repon
is dead. Member States are zot willing ro give up their
right of veto. Nothing demonstrated this more clearly
than the artirude of the German Government.
Members of the European People's Pany and their
leader, Mr Klepsch, talk here about their desire to
abolish the veto but it was the German Governmenr 
-the Liberal-CD coalition 
- 
who used the vero over
milk prices earlier this year.l do not believe that Mr
Mitterrand or Mr Kohl wish to lose their righr of veto.
Our electors recognize the importance of the veto
being retained. A Europe which prevented countries
from vetoing proposals hostile to their national inrcr-
ests would be inherently unstable. Europe will pro-
gress on the basis of consent 
- 
and that would be
denied by the Spinelli proposals.
I do not believe that this House gains any credibiliry
by being dogmatically out of touch with its elecrorare
and with the realiry of the situation. It diminishes our
claim ro greater influence in moulding the future of
the Community. Let us face up rc the realities of the
situation and reject this resolution.
( Parliament adopted the resolation)
***
Repon by Mr Balfe, drawn up on behalf of the Poliri-
cal Affairs Committee, on rhe human rights situadon
in Turkey (Doc. A2-1 17 /85)
Explanations ofoote
Mr Dankert (!), 
- 
(NL) Mr President, following
the outcome of the vote on the amendments, I can bi
unusually brief. As I explained yesterday, the Socialisr
Group can vote without reservations for the modon
for a resolution as submitted by the Political Affairs
Committee. The morion has not been amended. Ve
shall therefore vore for the modon in its final form.\fle ar9 very pleased that the amendmenr by Mr
Klepsch has been rejected.
(Apphusefrom the Socialist Group)
Mr Klcpsch (PPE). 
- 
(DE) After the vote I am nor
in a position to adopt the resolution, the decisive fac-
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rcr being the withdrawal of Amendment No 35 for
which alote by roll call had been requested. If Mr
Dankert thinks that, by behaving in this way, we'are
carrying out the policies of the Socialist International,
then I think it is a good thing. My compliments on the
matter! Ve cannot possibly mke measures against
Turkey which are different from those we adopt
towards other countries in the world.
(Appkuse from the niddle)
The applause of the majority of the House leads me to
believiihat they have decided so. I know now how the
Socialist Group intends to use majorities. However
this will not.niout"ge me to adopt this decision in the
closing vote, a decision which, funhermore, is com-
pletely biased.
(Apphuse from the benches of the European People\
Party)
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
My group will vote against this
motion.lhe Balfe report, I regret to say, consists of a
long series of grave inaccuracies and misleading state-
ments. Amendmenm seeking to correct these misate-
ments of fact were rejected. I said in my speech that
right from Recital A the attempt has been made to
mislead this House, a gross and scandalous attemPt to
mislead this House. And Recital A deals with human
rights siuations existing since the military coap d'6tat.
V. ,r. talking about the civilian Sovernment of today,
and only two death sentences have been carried out by
that civilian government.
Not only have death sentences virtually ceased to be
carried out, but the Grand Nadonal Assembly syste-
matically refuses to ratify death sentences.,Moreover,
there has not been a Turkish regime which has been
more concerned with the matter of human rights than
the present regime. For the first time 
- 
and it did not
happen undei Ecevit and it did not haPPen under
Demirel either 
- 
the government, at the instance of
the Grand National Assembly, systematically investi-
garcs cases of tonure and ill-treatment of prisoners.
Since the insallation of the present civilian regime 
-
listen to facts, don't shout your silly dogma! 
- 
150
cases of tonure and ill-treatment of prisoners by the
police have been investigarcd and policemen have been
ionvicted. That has never happened before in Turkey'
It did not happen under the so-called democratic
regimes. Because we have such grave dogmatic non-
sense, Socialist publicity stunm for their own not very
savoury purposes, we cannot vote for such a collection
of foily and nonserrse 
- 
and my grouP will vote
against this travesry of a repon.
(Mixed reactions)
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like to
say on behalf of my grouP how disappointed we are
that the end of the voting should have gone the way it
did.
This is a very imponant decision and it is an important
debate, sincl thire will be a direct effect in that the
decision taken by this House will mean that either we
shall or shall not have relations with Turkey, in one
form or another. I must say that my trouP voted for
the text virtually as it stood in the Balfe rePort. 'Stre
agreed with a number of amendments, but very few,
and we kept to a consistent line'
'Sfe nevenheless hoped that parliamentary relations
would be established with Turkey; we have such rela-
tions with vinually all countries of the world, includ-
ing countries which do not even pretend to have par-
fialments, but have vague organizations and nevenhe-
less maintain relations with us through parliamentary
delegations.
(Applause from the benches of the European Democratic
Group)
On the other hand, our grouP adhered to its decision
of 18 months ago to reject the setting-up of a Joint
Committee. Oui position on this has not changed at
all. Ve consider ihat it would be wrong to establish
the special relationship that goes with the setting-up of
a Joint Committee, but we regarded the.amerdment
t"6l.d by Mr Klepsch as entirely reasonable. Ve feel
that it ii absoluteiy absurd not to have relations with
Turkey on the same level as those we have with other
"ounrii.t 
which flout human rights just as much if not
more, unfortunately, and we felt that some recogni-
tion should have been given for the effons which have
been made in the past 18 months, inadequate though
they may be.
Ve accordingly thought that arrangemenm should
have been made for parliamentary relations on some
level, not through the Joint Committee called for in
the Association. Ag...n ent, but such as we have with
any number of organizations whose members are not
evin elected but are regularly welcomed here and
treated as privileged friends.
\flhy should Turkey be the only country in the world
to be singled out and the only country with which we
have no relations at all?
This is what we were'not prepared to accept, and
because we find it illogical for the modon for a resolu-
tion to adopt this line, we shall be voting against it''!fle
shall do so regretfully, I must point out, because the
motion for a resolution stressed certain positive
aspec6, drawing atrcndon rc the effons which had
been made and condemning the violations of human
rights 
- 
which must be condemned if progress is to be
achieved. But if we want a country rc make Progress
towards democracy, y/e must also appreciate that we
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ought to be helping it rc do so, and the decision which
has been taken will do nothing of the son.
(Apphtse from the Rigbt )
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I shall votc firmly
against this report because it contains points which arejust not true. Funhermore, it is setring double stan-
dards, as this was so correctly illusrated. Thus, I can
be very brief. I agree enrirely with the previous
speaker's starcments. \7e cannot accept this rcxt in its
present form if we wanr ro acr even half correctly.
(Apphuse from the ight 
- 
interruptions from tbe ldt:
'Disgracefil!')
Mr Scgre (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
tentlemen, I would like very briefly to announce rhar
the Communist Group will vote in favour of this reso-
lution, which seems to us balanced and well thought-
out, the result of long and careful consideration by the
Political Affairs Committee. \7e thank rhe rapponeur,
Mr Balfe, for his repon.
I should also like to say, Mr President, that I can
understand differences of opinion ar rhe end of a
debate when the rime comes ro vore, but I feel very
deeply offended by the statement of a colleague who,
whilst explaining his vote against the resolution 
- 
as
he is fully entided to do 
- 
defined this document that
was prepared by Parliament as being a collection of
unsavoury nonsense.
(Apphasefrom the Lefi)
Mrs Thome-PatcnOtre (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
Ladies and Gentlemen, I should like to express my dis-
atreement with the conclusions contained in Mr
Balfe's reporr, because 
- 
and I entirely agree with
what Mrs Veil has just said 
- 
although Mr Balfe does
actually find that some progress has been made in the
process of democratization in Turkey, he nevenheless
finds it insufficient for the European Parliament to
change its atritude. I for my part consider that Turkey
should, on rhe conrrary, be encouraged to pursue this
course. Having visited Turkey last April, I find rhar
these efforts towards democratization arc real,
although nor perfect. You are less demanding in other
cases . . . For instance, martial law has been lifted in 50
of the 67 districts, including Ankara and Izmir, and
several pany political conferences have been held.
Finally, it is my view 
- 
and this is an imponant point
- 
that to run the risk of desmbilizing Turkey, whose
geographical situation and difficult environmenr we
should not forget, would be a political error on rhe
pan of the EEC.
(Appkuse from tbe Right )
Mr Pearcc (ED).- The risk inherent in this motion
was that some political groups might be hijacked by
the Greek Members in their ranks playing their politi-
cal cards 
- 
I see some of them sining back smiling
over there now 
- 
calling in the bacon and using this
as an opporruniry to denigrate one of Europe's pan-
ners and one of NATO's parrners. I urge Members to
think about this. Let us try r.o supporr the progress in
Turkey, not denigrare ir. That is, if you believe in
democrary and frankly in the case of some of you over
there, I very much doubr it!
Let us suppon NATO also against the Russian threat,
unless it is that you wanr the Russians ro conquer
Europe. Ler us, in shon, reject the motion in its pres-
ent form.
(Mixed reactions)
Mr Vcdckind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Such a document,
such a hotch-potch of lies, stupidity, malevolence,
accusations of the worst kind, a document prepared
without discernment or judgment, supporred by the
Communists and the Socialist International, which is
not standing up for freedom but rather advocating a
break-off in relations with this counrry, such a docu-
ment is the essence of hostility. To Mr Danker, Mr
Fellermaier or rhe Greeks who have spoken here,
claiming to be benevolent towards Turkey I can only
reply: whoever subscribes m such a document is not
benevolent but the epitome of malevolence! These
hypocritical srarcmenrc are rypical of rhe incomparable
hypocrisy of rhe entire document! It sers separate stan-
dards for Turkey.
Communists and Socialists speak of freedom and
embrace every Communist leader, every murderer
there ever was in any country. Here, on the contrary,
we are dealing with a counrry on rhe road to democ-
rary which is making every effort ro become accepted
into the circle of democratic States, and it is ar this
country that you level such accusarions. It is intolera-
ble, repulsive and disgraceful!
(Apphtsefron the ight)
Mr Beycr de Rykc (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Ladies
and Gentlemen, I have to confess to having little taste
for the kind of self-flagelladon in which i section of
this House is engaging. Perhaps those in rhat pan of
the Chamber are dedicated readers of rhe Marquis de
Sade. I leave rhem to their perverse pleasures.
For myself, I readily admit that Turkey is not a 'S7'est-
ern-style democracy such as we would like to see and
that the necessary guaranrces and safeguards protect-
ing human rights and freedoms have hitheno bien and
remain insufficient in thar counrry. But I would point
our that before this regime came ro power 
- 
and it
also has to be acknowledged that rhis regime is evolv-
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ing 
- 
human rights were too often synonymous with
the right m an undmely death and dead bodies were
being collected daily from the streets.
Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen, it is manifestly
hypocritical to establish relations with every country_in
thi world. Only this afternoon we were discussing the
relations to be established with Comecon, which is
natural enough and I have no argument with thaq but
why in heaven's name, why then should Turkey be
'privileged' to receive special treatment? That is hypo-
criry, and I reject it. I shall vote against hypocrisy,
ag"inst self-flagellation, against masochism, and there-
fore against the Balfe report.
(Appknse from the Rigbt)
Mr Baget Bozzo (S). 
- 
(17) Mr President, it is an
honoui for me to vote in favour of this repon, that
proves the inadequary that marls the approach to the
problem of human rights. Anyone who--really under-
sunds Turkish affairs knows that, in effect, Panturk-
ism is based on an essentially military regime that has
never known any other democracy than one con-
trolled by the army, and that this is precisely for ideo-
logical reasons.
I will give only three examples, one of which I address
to the Christian Democrats.
First. The United Nations recently condemned the
Armenian genocide, the only vote against being that of
the Soviet Union. Vell, this Turkish Sovernment 
-
this very tovernment 
- 
having received from the Pak-
istani government a certain number of Kirghiz,
Uzbegs and Turkomans, installed them on Mount
Ararat, the traditional soil of the Armenian Church, as
if in fact to sugtest a son of continuity of that geno-
cide, but with the consent of today's Eovernment. I ask
the Christian Democrats whether this says nothing to
them.
Secondly. I remember that there is a Kurd minority.in
Turkey,'and that the Turks, with the agreement of the
Iraqui government, fought the Kurds also in Iraq.
Thirdly. I recall that the Panturkish ideology is what
led to the invasion of Cyprus, with 1500 Persons still
missing, and the violent occupation of pan of that
region.
Any ideology that leads to the violation of the rights
of other n"tions oppresses also one's own nation. That
is why I say that, wherever the rights of the Armeni-
".rr, 
the Cypriots, and the Kurds are not recognised,
neither *ii[ the righr of the Turks themselves be
recognised: that by voting in favour of the Balfe report
*. 
"i. voting for the Turks, the Armenians, 
the Kurds
and the Cypiiots; and that it is disgraceful to state that
the question of Cyprus concerns only the Greeks 
- 
as
if it-did not also concern us! I say only that, once
again, the subject of the freedom of nations is the key
tJ unde.standing the freedom of individuals, and I
hope that those ln this Chamber who call themselves
Chiistian Democrats will remember the drama of one
million and more Armenians put to death in a geno-
cide for which an ideology was responsible that is sub-
scribed to by this government.
(Applarsefrom tbe Lefi 
- 
Protestsftom tbe Right).
Mr Taylor (ED). 
- 
Like the previous speaker, I am
also aciive in the Christian Church; but, unlike him, I
would like to display some Christianity towards Tur-
key. I think therC is much in }lr Balfe's report which
commends itself: the abuse of capital punishment, the
conrolled elections, the restrictions on rade unions
and the brutaliry of security forces 
- 
all those things
would be opposed by Members of this honourable
House. But- he has been selective, and that is the
important issue. He has not referred to the period of
r*b y.".t in which democrary has reigned throughout
Turkey. He has resricrcd his condemnation to the
period under which it was controled by the- military
iegime. It is an unfair and unhelpful repon from this
Parliament.
Turkey is a major European counry. Counting some
5o miilion people today, it will become the largest
country in Europe by the end of this century. It is an
important friend of Europe. It is important to Europe
thit *e have it as a link with the Middle East. It is in
our interests to improve relations with that Ereat coun-
try. I believe we should be talking m Turkey now that
dimocrary has been restored there' I believe that this
Parliament should crearc the joint committee. I regret
that it has been rejected in this report.
Ve encouraged Greece after it recovered itself from a
regime of military persons. Ve should likewise be
helping Turkey to recover democrary' That is the role
of Europe.
The message today, even if this report is passed, is that
more and hore people in Europe are becoming the
friends of Turkey.
(Appkuse fron the benches of the European Democratic
Group)
Mr Fellermaier (S). 
- 
(DE) I shall adopt this repon
because, as a longstanding Vice-Chairman of the
Interparliamentary Committee which has been sus-
pendld since the putsch, I know that the requirement
io. the re-insatement of this committee must be the
return to full parliamenary democracy. Turkey as a
country associated to the Communiry is the only
country under international law in a position to apply
to become the thirteenth member of the European
Community. This throws a very different light on the
judgment, Mrs Veil, because c/e are not dealing with
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just any country, any parliamentary relations, but with
a thineenth counrry on our doorstep.
I am not adopting this report because I have been led
astray by the Greek Socialists or the Christian Demo-
cra$ as was just attributed to me by a speaker foaming
at the mouth who thought he had to reproach rhe
Socialist Group. I am adopting this report more on rhe
ground that, may I remind the ladies and gentlemen
on the right-hand side of the House, it was approved
by a majoriry in the political Committee, and this
majority is reflected in the Chamber. So please be
democratic and recognize this majority.
(Appkusefron the bercbes of the Socialist Group)
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen (L).- (DA) I shall be voting
against this resolution, and I endrely support the inter-
vention of my group chairman, Mrs Veil. Another of
my reasons is that I believe democracy is srill in the
process of development. The former Turkish Prime
Minister, Mr Ecevit, was recenrly on a visit to Sweden,
where he said that democrary was consranrly growing
in Turkey. That is a very interesdng staremenr and
acknowledgement, precisely from Mr Ecevit. The
major Swedish newspaper, Dagens Nyheter, which is
known for its critical and competent journalists, had a
correspondent in Turkey at the time, who in an arricle
as recently as lasr Sunday in Dagens Nyheter reported
clearly on how democracy and debate are continuing
to develop. There is therefore absolutely no reason 
-and it would be foolish of the European Parliament 
-!o steer a confrontation course with such a positive
development in Turkey. Some of Mr Ecevit's friends
in this Chamber should also reflect on rhar.
Sir Peter Vanneck (ED). 
- 
I am saddened by the way
so many of my colleagues here persist in trying to
measure Moslem attitudes by Christian yardsticks. Itjust is not fair to all their efforts to keep complaining
that Turkish progress is not fast enough. One cannor
instil London democrary in Ankara overnight. Vhat
we can do is lead Turkey forward by contacts, nonbly
parliamentary ones, by precept, by example and by
friendship. Not by ostracism or by threats.
Above all, Turkey is our bastion on the Mediterranean
flank of NATO. \7hen we alienate the Turks, we
encourage rhe Russians. Some of rhose who spoke
yesterday will know that. They should be ashamed of
themselves.
.We 
must educate this Moslem narion as to what we
understand by human rights. Ve musr do it sympath-
etically so thar they in rheir turn appreciate our ideals
and, meanwhile, become an even more powerful and
stable neighbour in a key position in the Vestern Alli-
ance, standing up against the Soviet menace, standing
foursquare vith the rest of the free world who count
on them so much.
I cannot, therefore, endorse this report.
(Applause fron the benches of the Earopean Demooatic
Group)
Mr Boutos (RDE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, immedia-
tely after Mr Pearce's speech I asked for an opportun-
iry to commen[ on rhe implementation of the Regula-
tion. The Presidency did not comply, though it was
obliged to do so. Had I been allowed to speak, I
would have protected the Presidency, and dare I say,
the House as a whole, from certain exaggerarions,
moral failures and improprieties that took place at
today's pan-session, on rhe part of some colleagues.
Claiming that they were explaining their vor.e, rhey
hurled moral accusarions at colleagues and I think it
was the Presidency's dury to hold back the speakers
from the downward path they were pursuint. Mr
President, under such condidons the Presidenry's res-
ponsibiliry is very great if it permits the House to
deviate from the democratic meth6ds it follows in its
work; otherwise, I very much fear rhat Parliament
may degenerate from a House of deliberation into a
House of reciprocal hate and accusation, devoid of
reason and in which rhe polirical instinct will show its
mosr unaccePable face.
President. 
- 
Mr Boutos, that was not a point of
order.
Mr Boutos (RDE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I think
that in this Parliament we should resist such high-
handed action in furure.
President. 
- 
Naturally
Mr Balfe (S), rapporteur. 
- 
I should like to begin by
thanking the staff of Parliament and my colleaguls for
their help in drawing up rhis repoft.
Despite what has been said, this does not close the
door on our association with Turkey. It does undoubt-
edly mark a difference in interpretation between
myself and, let us say, Mr'l7edekind or Mr prag, but
it does nor close the door. Vhere progress haJbeen
made, it is specifically menrioned and welcomed in the
repgft, because it is important that people in Turkey
reading this repon realize that we do note the
decrease in executions, that we do note the changes
that have been made. Nonetheless, by the vardstick
which I adopted and which this Parliamenr has now
accepted, those changes were not sufficient, but the
door is not closed.
May I say rhat I feel that the Turkish authorities them-
selves could have done better with their case. In pani-
cular, I think the Turkish Ambassador in Brussels,
rather than ignoring the existence of a parliamentary
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rapponeur, might have done well to have at least sent
the odd bit of information through. The fact that he
refused to see the rapporteur was not very sensible. If I
were the Minisrcr in Ankara, I would be rapping that
Ambassador over the knuckles for his sheer diplomatic
incompetence.
Finally, can I say a quiet word to my friend, Sir Henry
Plumb. Please send Sir Peter to educate the Muslim
nation. Ask John Taylor whether he has any interests
in Nonhern Cyprus or in Turkey and please return
Mr Prag to somewhere where he can do a slightly bet-
rcr job because he made the worst speech I have heard
in years !
(Apphuse from the benches of the Socialist Group)
Mr De Vries (L), in writing 
- 
(NL) I share the
broad outlines of the analysis offered by the Balfe
report. For that reason I have voted against nearly all
the amendments tabled. In particular the continuing
and systematic use of tonure is a major cause for con-
cern. For that reason the Ten and the other Member
States of the Council of Europe must continue to exert
political pressure on Turkey. For that reason too' the
Joint Committee under the association agreement
must not be given a new lease of life by the European
Parliament. But the careful first steps Turkey has
taken on the way to restoring democrary also deserve
to be encouraged. As well as the stick, Europe must
also be willing to use the carrot. In human rights cases
open condemnation has an important part to play, but
so too has encouratement. The European Parliament
could have given just such a positive signal with the
setting up of a parliamentary delegation, as advocated
in the Klepsch amendment. Nor is there any reason to
treat Turkey any differently in principle from coun-
tries like China or the Eastern European counries, to
which we do send delegations, inasmuch as grave and
systematic violations of human rights take place in
those countries also. The rejection of the Klepsch
amendment forces me 
- 
more in sorrow than in
anger, in view of the quality of the report 
- 
to with-
hold my vote from the Balfe report. I wish however to
dissociate myself specifically from the vulgar and stu-
pid speech by Mr Prag: his atdtude is an affront to all
those in Turkey who are suffering under human rights
violations.
Mr J. Elles (EDI, in witing. 
- 
\7hile recognizing
that considerable progress has been made towards res-
toring democrary in Turkey, wi*r an overall reduction
in the number of political prisoners, I do not believe
rhat sufficient steps have yet been mken in the field of
human rights to establish the European Parliament
delegation to the EC-Turkey Joint Committee. 7 000
prisoners kept in jail for political reasons, including
Mr Ovacik, remains too high a figure for compla-
cency. I shall therefore vote in favour of this repon.
The decision to reestablish this relationship should be
kept under consmnt review so that relations can be
restored once the number of political prisoners has
been reduced to a more acceptable level.
Mr Filinis (COM) 
- 
(GR), in afiting. Ve willvote
in favour of the Balfe report because we believe it
necessary to condemn the violation of human rights in
Turkey severely, following the deterioration of the
situation. The state of affairs will not, of course, be
brought to an end thanks to the 'good intentions' of
the dicator-oppressors of the Turkish people, nor by
appeasing them. Positive steps are needed, such as last
year's decision by Parliament not to send representa-
tives to the Joint Committee of the European Parlia-
ment and the Turkish National Assembly. Clear con-
demnation of the dictators and the adoption of still
more specific measures will encourage the Turkish
people to struggle effectively for its democratic rights'
At the same time, a firm stand by the European Parlia-
ment is a dury to the oppressed minoriry groups in
Turkey, especially the Kurds in that country, to whom
we have displayed totally inadequate solidarity.
Finally, it should be stressed that condemnation of the
violation of human righm in Turkey will contribute
towards promoting a peaceful solution of the Cyprus
problem. As we have repeatedly emphasized, it is not
permissible, as a European Community, to tolerate a
continuation of the ll-year Turkish occupation of
4Oolo of the territory of a European country such as
the Republic of Cyprus, the existence of 200 000 refu-
gees, and funhermore the disappearance of 2 000 peo-
Ple'
( Parliament adopted the reso lution)l
(Tbe sitting closed at 7.25 p.m.)2
ANNEX
lO. Formal siuing
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
(Tlteformal sitting opened at 12.30 p.n.)
Mr Pierre Pflimlin, President of the European Parlia-
menl 
- 
Mr President, it is a great honour for our
I The raooorteur was:
AGAIIiIST Amendments Nos 1,3 to 33 and 35.2 Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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Assembly to welcome you roday, and on behalf of all
my colleagues I want to thank you for your visir.
'!7e know, Mr Presidenr, rhar in your own counuy
you are universally respected, having been elevated to
the position of Head of State nor by a single pany but
through the broad support of men and women who,
on the political level, are nor in agreement one with
another.
Ve know too of your grear moral authoriry which
extends well beyond the borders of the Federal Repu-
blic. You represent among us one of the original
Member States gf the European Community. The
Federal Republic, from the very first years, pardci-
pated in the great drive for the construction of a
united Europe, and its cooperation wirh the other
Member counries, the six founder Members, and
those who subsequently joined us, has always been
greatly valued by the Federal Republic's panners. And
as for today I think I can say that much hope is placed
in the initiarives, in the decisions that the Federal
Republic might take to push forward the work of
European construction, a difficult and perhaps a peri-
lous task rc which the European Parliament, for its
pan, within the limits of its powers and possibilities,
intends to devote much effon.
'!7e also know thar you are personally attached to the
European ideal. Might I be allowed at rhis point to
read out a passate from a brief but significanr state-
ment that you made last year, jusr one year ago, on
your official visit to France. This is what you said:
'Alongside a healthy sense of national identity rhere is
a failure to perceive that as European peoples it is only
together that we have an independent furure before
us'.
(Apphuse)
That, Mr President, is a conviction which is shared, I
think I can say, by vinually all the members of rhis
Assembly.
But your conception of a united Europe is not that of
a Europe turned in on itself. You are keenly interested
in Third Vorld affairs. Might I be permitted to recall a
personal memory here. Vhen on 22 January lasr, on
an official visit to Bonn, I had the honour ro be
received by you, it so happened that it was Africa Day
which, as we all know, drew a very generous response
in the Federal Republic, and might I just inform my
colleagues rhat the conversation in which you agreed
to engage bore mainly on rhe problems of Africa, on
the problems of hunger, and on the moral and polidcal
obligation upon us Europeans to concern ourselves
with Third \7orld problems and to do whatever we
can to improve the lives of those people.
So it is that you appear ro us as a sraresman atached
to the European ideal, to the idea of a Europe open ro
the world. This is why we are so deeply honoured to
welcome you today and, wirhout funher ado, I give
you the floor.
(Lo*d apphuse)
Mr Richard von Veizsilcke4 President of tbe Federal
Republic of Germany. 
- 
Mr President, distinguished
members of the European Parliament,
Thank you very much for your invitation to visit the
European Parliament. I am glad to have this opponun-
iry to express my thoughts on Europe on behalf of my
countg/, the Federal Republic of Germany, before the
freely elected Members of Parliament of the European
Community.
I address you as an old Parliamentarian and convinced
European. Like you, I feel the European Parliament
does not have enough influence.
(Appkuse)
Vhy do I feel Parliament should play a bigger role?
Simply because our European Community is not
merely intended to be an organization of democratic
countries but at the same rime a communiry of their
citizens, hence a democratic community.
Our peoples want to enjoy as a community no differ-
ent and no less democracy than they enjoy in their
own countries.
(Applaase)
Democracy has moulded Europe's constitutional his-
tory. The central elemenr of democracy is Parliament.
Parliament's rask is not r.nerely to enafi laws and exer-
cise control over the government; it also gives democ-
racy its special character. Democrary finds its legiti-
macy through Parliament. This is true of all our mem-
ber countries. That is why the European Communiry
too receives its democratic legitimacy through Parlia-
ment.
'I/e know how much is sdll missing in this respecr.
Although the Community is not a srare, it already has
ia own-legislation which is directly applicable in key
areas of its members' economic and social syste-s. it
affects citizens directly.
But to date the European Parliament is not the master
of the legisladve process. Naturally, the scope of the
po{/ers available to the European Parliamenr cannor
be greater than the will of member counrries to unite
and to transfer imponant decisions to the Communiry.
As we become more closely integrated, however, we
musl nor grow accustomed to a state of affairs in
which Europe's parliamenrary powers lag behind what
the Member Stares have actually established in the way
of European law.
(Apphase)
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Vhat characterizes the present state of development
must not become permanently established, namely the
fact that progress towards European unificadon lies in
the hands of the Member States, who act through their
executives, the governments. To the extent that
national legislative powers are ransferred to European
institutions in the course of unification, the influence
of national Parliaments is reduced but without any
corresponding European parliamentary authority
being established as yet in its place.
One could hardly imagine this to be otherwise with
regard to the process of enlargement and unification
of Europe. Only the Bovernmenm can conduct the
negotiations. But we must take care that we do not in
the long run create quirc different principles of demo-
cratic power-sharing than the ones we actually observe
in our individual countries.
(Applause)
Over time, progress towards European union must not
be accompanied by a loss of parliamentary substance,
for our European goal remains subject to democratic
legitimation, and that means in particular parliamen-
tary legitimation.
This is not merely a question of polidcal theory or
pure doctrine. Rather does it have considerable influ-
ence on our citizens' vision of Europe. Vhat they are
primarily interested in is not matters of institutional
power for their own sake; they do not get excited
about conflicting competences of the Community's
bodies; they want rc know what Europe's role is in
esnblishing the principles governing their own lives
and in ensuring their practical application and what
prospects Europe offers them for the future.
They realize of course that the interests of the Com-
munity's Members often collide very heavily. Precisely
for this reason they value a Parliament's abiliry not
only to quarrel but also to make decisions. A Parlia-
ment can reach agreement because at the end of a
debate it holds a vote.
'!fle 
need the commitment of our citizens in support of
European union, but they will not be prepared to give
that suppon as long as they see the Community's
Members doing little more than squabble among
themselves without the power to make decisions.
So I think we are agreed on the direction in which we
should proceed. If the conference of member govern-
ments discusses ways and means of achieving progress
towards European union then the expansion of the
pov/ers of the European Parliament should count
among the most imponant institutional improvements.
(Applause)
I wholly agree with what Italy's President, Sandro
Penini, said here in Strasbourg shonly before retiring
from office. 'A European union', he said, 'which aims
to protect democratic values in the world can no lon-
ger be content to have a Parliament with diminished
powers'.
Now we all know that the citadel cannot be taken by
storm. Parliament's powers will increase as we pro-
gress towards European union. The main aim for the
immediate future is to establish a true domestic mar-
ket. Agreement on the next phase is necessary and
could be achieved in 1986 on the basis of the Commis-
sion's 'White Paper. This means that we need not wait
until all the institutional formalities have been com-
pleted. Those who do not relish this at the moment
will soon work up a healthy appetite for it as they go
along.
Vhat the domestic market requires is:
- 
the funher facilitation of border controls includ-
ing those for goods traffic;
- 
funher steps towards the approximation of ux
rates and the free movement of capital;
- 
a common market for services;
- 
the approximation,of national norms and stan-
dards;
- 
public tendering for contracts on a European
scale.
The domestic market is of fundamental importance.
'Ve need it in order to cut costs. \[hen we member
countries are concerned about the size of our contrib-
utions to the Communiry budget, we should remember
that a fully effective domestic market would, overall,
save us more in the way of costs than the amount we
have to raise at present for the whole Communiry
budget.
(Applause)
Ve need the domestic market to help European firms
with their costinB and business management. It is
srante enough that while major American and
Japanese firms conduct their business throughout the
Communiry through one central company in Europe,
our own companies still for the most pan operate only
from a national basis. Many of them still shy away
from European cooperation and look instead for pan-
ners and production facilities in the Far East or on the
other side of the Atlantic.
And finally, and more imponant still, we need the
domestic market for the sake of our citizens. Our bor-
ders will be ruly open once they give our citizens the
feeling that Europe has ceased m be foreign territory
to them.
(Appkuse)'
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It is also imponanr that both sides of industry in our
countries, apan from the Communiry's institutions
and the political parties, should also play an active parr
in this process. Economic trowth, technological coop-
eration and the ability to comperc on world marke$,
combined with investment in infrasructure in Member
Sates, will help us to master the greatest task of this
day and age, unemployment in Europe.
I confidenily hope that the rade unions and the
employers' associations will demonstrate their commit-
ment for Europe and their faith in European union
within the scope of the action committee for European
union, and in addition play their part in ensuring that
rapid and vigorous strides can be taken towards the
esablishment of the domestic market. Progress in this
direction is also necessary with a view to strengthening
the European Monetary System.
(Apphuse)
Just as imponant as the domestic market is the com-
mon foreign, security and peace policy. The Com-
munity's significance in the field of foreign trade is
obvious. I need only mention the trade and association
agreements and the Community's overseas aid policy.
The Lom6 Conventions have developed into a model
for relations between industrial countries and the
Third Vorld. They now embrace 66 African, Carib-
bean and Pacific countries. By constituting the Assem-
bly of Parliamentarians with equal numbers from the
Community and the ACP group you, ladies and gen-
tlemen, have added an imponant parliamentary
dimension to this unprecedented model of coopera-
tion.
Europe's imponance has also increased in relation to
other groups of Sates and regions. As an example of
partnership and constructive dialogue I would mention
relations between the Communiry and the ASEAN
group. Our contacts with the Common Central Ameri-
can Market and the Andean Pact also play a major
role. Vith good reason and not without success, the
European Community encourages and supports
regional organizations and cooperation in orher pans
of the world.
'$7e Members of the Communiry will have to take care
that Europe is taken seriously not merely on account.
of its size but that its actions are understood and res-
pected. It is not sufficient for the world to count on us
because we are influential. \7hat matters more is rhat
we should gain the respect of other nar.ions by vinue
of good principles and the consistency of principle and
practice. That is the best way for us to serve our inrer-
ests and to meet our responsibilities in this increasingly
interdependent world.
At present Europe offers a patchwork of good and bad
examples. I experienced a good example a few weeks
ago in the Vestern pan of the Sudan, an area hit by
famine. There an airlift organized by the Community
has saved the lives of hundreds of thousands of people
for whom no other means of fiansporr were available.
In other fields we give exarnples of the inconsistenry
of principle and practice. For instance we suppon a
number of Ladn American countries with loans and
investment to help them help themselves. The key ro
this self-help are in many instances exports of food-
stuffs which they produce cheaply. But when we
undercut iheir prices and force them out of third mar-
kets, offering our ourn foodstuffs which we have prod-
uced at a much higher cost, then we are showing that
our actions defy our principles.
(Appkuse)
Not only must one doubt the moral justification of
such action, it is also not good poliry. Of course I
know how difficult it is to reform our agricultural sys-
tem. I am merely stating anorher reason why such
reform is necessary.
Political cooperation in the narrower sense has ena-
bled us to establish common ground in imponant areas
and to use Europe's influence favourably. Apart from
many individual insances I would mention the joinr
preparations for the CSCE and rhe common positions
adopted during that conference.
Cooperation has also proved valuable at the follow-up
conferences, as at presenr at the Conference on Confi-
dence and Securitybuilding Measures and Disarma-
ment in Europe being held in Stockholm. And cooper-
ation among the Europeans has been enhanced at the
United Nations, panicularly in the field of human
rights.
On the whole, however, Europe's weight on rhe inrer-
national scene still falls shon of what we could achieve
and which, in our well-considered interesr, we ought
to achieve.
(Applause)
This applies in panicular to East-Vesr relations. I say
this fully aware of the fact that the Communiry owes
irc developmen[ nor least ro the economic and moral
uplift we received from the Americans after the war,
and that our freedom is protected and will have to
remain protected by the Atlantic Alliance.
(Apphusefrom the Centre and Rigbt)
Europe and the United Star,es are linked not only by
their security interests but by their common values and
the common principles underlying their democratic
institutions. Ve share the fundamental concept of the
digniry of every person and of his rights and obliga-
tions and equaliry of opportunity in a free sociery.
They give our Alliance its meaning and its substance.
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Over the past 40 years the world has not Brown more
peaceful. But in Europe there has been no war and
considering the tension between East and Vest we
have every reason rc be grateful.
However, v/e must be alen to counrcr mounting dan-
gers. It is the modern weapon technologies themselves
which so far have given us protection and which at the
same dme compel us to do some rethinking.
History shows us that power polidcs in the classical
mould have always been a poliry of strength. A nation
could not be seen to be weaker than others and as far
as possible it wanted to be stronger. In.the nuclear age
our own securiry requires on the one hand that, as in
the past, we are able and prepared [o protect our-
selves, but at the same time that we cooperate with the
other side. Supremary no longer affords adequate pro-
rcction.
(Applausefrom the Lefi)
It can merely escalate mutual fear and hence arma-
ments. But more weapons usually entail more danger,
not more securiry.
(Applausefrom the Lefi)
The rational use of power in the age of nuclear wea-
pons implies an indispensable belief in the salutary and
protective effects of cooperation across the dividing
lines between power blocks.
(Applaase)
Priority has to be given to arms control at the lowest
possible level of forces and weapons systems. '!7'e are
building our expectations in the light of the fonhcom-
ing meedng between the Unircd States and the Soviet
Union in Geneva. But it is not enough to hope for mir-
aclcs. Sometimes the superpowers make hard work of
achieving progress rcgether. As superpowers they have
their own particular exigencies, conflicm and fears to
contend with in their mutual rivalry.
This makes the contributions of the Europeans all the
more imponant. '!fe have not been sentenced to the
role of inactive friend and spectator. Ve must and can
show that the readiness and the ability to defend our-
selves must not lead to confrontation but can also
increasingly lead to interdependeance and coopera-
tion.
They will have to, otherwise they will not do justice to
our own security interests. D6tente is not a substitute
for defence. But an effective defence withour d6tente
will fail to achieve its true objective.
(Applause)
Our history, our geopolitical situation and the deploy-
ment of u/eapons systems make it easier for us Euro-
peans to appreciate this. \7e must bring this apprecia-
tion to bear. Europe is capable of this if it can mobilize
its intellectual, material and technological capacities
and demonstrate a common political will. Not until we
are agreed and act in unison will the power we posses
actually become tangible. Then, if we succeed in this,
we shall be supponing our American friends, helping
our principal allies and thus strengthening our own
securiry and gaining respect and influence. Nothing
less than this is involved as we pursue a common for-
eign and securiry policy within the framework of a
European union.
(Applaase)
Being agreed among ourselves and acting in unison 
-
what is to stop us from doing so? Is it the special prob-
lems or objectives of the member countries? The insu-
lar existence and Commonwealth of the British or the
Mediterranean common to our members from the
South? The French 'sanctuaire' or the division of Ger-
many? Is it the traditions and sentiments born of
national identity? The European Parliament would be
the least suitable place to spread Europe an compla-
cency.
(Applausefrom the Rainbow Groap)
You, the directly elected representatives of the mem-
ber countries, have the duty and the right to press for
action. The draft for a European union which you
adopted on 14 February 1984 is impressive evidence of
this. But Strasbourg, the seat of this Parliament, offers
you the historical perspective for the push into the
European future.
The idea of Europe's intellectual and cultural identity
has a long history. As early as 1929 Jos6 Onega y Gas-
set wrorc:
'If today we were to take stock of our intellectual
properry 
- 
our theories and norms, our desires
and assumptions 
- 
we would find that most of
them derived not from our respecdve fatherlands
but from our common European origin. In all of
us the European's influence is far greater than that
of the German, the Spaniard, the Frenchman. . .
four-fifths of our innate possessions are common
European propeny.'
But that early awareness was to be destroyed once
again. In the middle of the twentieth century, follow-
ing a period of pervened nationalism, following two
horrific wars, the nations of Europe had become the
object rather than the subject of international politics
as a result of the Hitlerite dictatorship and Stalinism.
Veakened, divided and controlled from ou6ide,
Europe entered the post-war era. In those pans of the
continent where free self-determination had remained
intact the path towards the European Community was
for our nations the only possible answer to the chal-
lenge of the day.
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It was quite natural that each member nadon first had
to gain an impression of the Community's emerging
nature and consider how it could bring its own tradi-
tions and characteristics into harmony with it. This
vas not merely a question of an objective, sober,
rational assessment but of the sentimenr of the ordi-
nary individual.
This takes time and patience 
- 
who would not know
that? But anyone who draws comparisons from history
can only regard Europe's development in recent
decades with amazement. Stre have embarked on an
irreversible course. The European Community became
the answer to the crisis our continent found imelf in.
Considering the human losses and material destruc-
tion, there followed an unforeseeable process of
recovery and renewal.
Precisely those countries with panicularly strong
national characteristics that have to some extent closed
them off from others have become increasingly aurare
that national identiry and the mutual bonds created by
the Community have more in common than was ori-
ginally thought. Slowly people are coming to realize
that the mind and the hean can be committed to the
Communiry without abandoning the national identity.
Gradually they see that the good patriot must. not at
the same time be a bad European. Nor is the good
European at the same time a bad patriot.
(Appk*se)
The nation and Europe become two parts of our
identity which need and permeate one another. This is
a crucial evolution. Governments sometimes find it a
little more difficult to appreciate than the peoples
themselves.
(Appkuse)
This development is due not least to international
experience. The number and the srength of nations in
other parts of the world who identify themsleves with
our our idea of freedom and democracy is not large.
The differences which divide us here in the Com-
munity are by comparison slight. Vhere is the freedom
which each one of us wan6 to have at home if not in
Europe? Here everyone finds his friends. One needs
first to look around the world to get the right perspec-
tive for the unique neighbourly friendship that has
developed here in Europe and in which one can feel at
home. That is the qualiry which is gradually develop-
ing our common historical and cultural legacy into a
political force.
Not only do we need one another. The world needs us
and is counting on us to make use of our unique possi-
bilities and !o meet our tremendous responsibility. Ve
must not make demands upon ourselves that fall shon
of the expectations which others place in us. \7ith the
authority deriving from its hismrical experience, its
huge cultural heritage, its material means, and not
least its human resources, Europe can play a crucial
role in solving the problems of our time 
- 
as an open
society in which conflicts can be settled and change
brought about peacefully.
Ve all know and feel that without the vitality of our
common history and our common culture, without
our belief in the same values of democracy and free-
dom, our Community could not exist, but we well
realize that there are also free democracies in Europe
outside the Community. And we should always
remember that the people who live in those pans of
Europe where free democracies do not exist are Euro-
peans like ourselves.
(Applause)
For them, precisely because of the harsh political line
dividing Europe, the common historical, cultural,
intellectual and social roots are of the greatest signific-
ance, are a hope.
These Europeans must not get the feeling that we are
content to have saved just for ourselves those of
Europe's values that we cherish so much. On the con-
rary, they should have the cenainty that by pursuing a
poliry aimed at peace and understanding in Europe
across the painful political divisions we are trying to
create the conditions under which those unaltered
basic values can come to fruition.
(Applause from the Centre and Rigbt)
I say this here not only as the representative of a free
country but also as a member of a divided narion. No
one can feel more strongly than we Germans that arbi-
trarily imposed divisions cannot divide a nation and its
history, cannot remove that sense of belonging
together that has trown over many centuries. The
same is rue of the division of Europe. And just as
today the division of Berlin and Germany will not be
the last word in the history of my people, so too will
the division of Europe nor be rhe final chapter in the
history of our continenr.
(Applause)
Europe need have no qualms about the 'incenitudes
allemandes', but Europe has every reason to develop a
faith in a 'certitude europ6enne'.
(Applause)
The creation of the Community was and remains an
outstanding historical achievement. Something com-
pletely new was attempted. The Communiry is far
more than the peace ffearies that have been signed in
the course of history. It was established as an Econo-
mic Communiry. It is as a legal communiry with its
own Coun of Justice that it has made the mosr pro-
gress so far. Now it is becoming a peace communiry. It
is continuing to develop without posing a rhrea[ ro
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anyone. It is not directed against anyone nor does it
close its door to anyone. If the Community can find its
common ground and maintain its outward-looking
approach that is.pan of its liberal image its achieve-
men6 can prove immensely contagious.
This is an opportunity history has never given us
before. [.et no one deceive himself : If we fail to take it
it will not come again. But if we seize it the Com-
muniry can generate impulses for peace more powerful
than the world has ever seen.
(Pailiament gaoe President oon Weizsdcker a standing
osdtion)
Mr Pierre Pfliolin, President of the European Parlia-
ment. 
- 
The frequent applause during your speech
and the general assent that has just been shown
demonstrates that you have touched upon many of the
vital concerns of our fusembly which you have reated
in an impressively high-minded manner. You have also
raised some burning questions, including the reform of
our institutions now under consideration and, among
other things, the enlargement of the Powers of our
Parliament, in favour of which you have spoken une-
quivocally.
Your observations, I repeat, are very topical. I trust
they will be heard well beyond this Chamber, and
reach indeed as far as the Intergovernmental Confer-
ence.
(Applause)
At all events they bring us, a[ a difficult time, an
encouragement and comfon of which we had need.
Mr President, I thank you.
(Loud applause)
(Tbe formal sitting closed at 1.1 0 p.m.)
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ANNEX
I. Questions to tbe Commission
Question No 11 by Mr Fitzgerald (H-465/85)
Subject: US visit
The Commissioner for Competition, Social Affairs, Education and Training left Brussels
on 9 May for a six-day visit to the United Scates and stated that he was panicularly inter-
ested in learning from US Labour Secretary, Mr Brok, the lessons which Europe could
accept from American successes in job creation and in equipping young persons f,or a
fast-changing industrial environment.
I/ill the Commissioner make a statement on these aspects of his visir?
Ansaner
During my visit to the United States last May, the newly appointed Secretary for Labour,
the Honourable Villiam Brock was among the senior Administration and Congressional
figures whom I met. \7e had a lengthy and interesting exchange of views on the compara-
ble and conrasting experiences of the US and European economies.
Ve discussed the successful experience of the United States in recenr years in generating
new employment, especially in the services sector. Of panicular interest was the high
degree of labour mobiliry in the United States and the rate of formadon of new small to
medium-sized enterprises. The need to develop skills to avail of new information technol-
ogies was also evident. I explained m Mr Brock the priorities of the Commission in rhe
economic and social field as set out in the Commission's work programme, which was
presented to Parliament last March. Ve talked about the effons within the Community in
the field of training, the significant contribution made by the European Social Fund and
the Commission's desire to develop cooperation among the social parrners on ways of
generating increased employment opponunities. \7e also considered more general issues
of trade and finance, including the need to counrcr protectionisr pressures and the effons
by the Reagan administration to reduce the US budget deficit.
oo*
Question No 21 by Mr Van Miert (H-20t/8t)
Subject: Dumping of radioactive waste
In answer to a written question by a Belgian MP, it was srated recenrly by the Belgian
State Secretary for Engery, Mr Knoops, that the wasre from the Nuclear Energy Research
Centre at Mol will be dumped at sea or, if this solution is no longer acceptable to the
international authorities, stored in structures in shallow waters. This demonsra[es once
again that Belgium has still not put an end to the practice of dumping radioactive waste.
'!7hat 
steps does the Commission plan to take, not least in the lighr of the European Par-
liament's resolution of 16 September 1982 on the storage of nuclear waste in rhe Atlantic
by the Netherlands, Belgium and the United Kingdom, to persuade Belgium ro srop
dumping once and for all?
Answer
The Commission understands that Belgium has not dumped any radioactive wasre ar sea
since the adopdo-n in 1983 by the London Dumping Convention of a resolution calling for
the suspension of all sea dumping of radioactive waste.
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At last month's consultative meeting of the London Dumping Convention the suspension
of such dumping was reaffirmed. Belgium abstained in the vote. The Commission has
asked for clarifiC=ation of their intentions but we have no reason to suPPose that Belgium
will not abide by the resolution.
In the light of the renewal of the suspension, the Commission is examing urgently whether
it wouli be appropriate to make Community proposals on the dumping of radioactive
wastes at sea.
Full account will be taken, in making this decision, of the results of a number of studies
which were presented at last month'Jconsultative meeting of the London Dumping Con-
vention.
**
Question No 22 by Mr tton Wogau (H-232/85)
Subject: Temporary importation of vehicles within the Community
The 'Anna Catharina', a rwo-master registered in Gibraltar, sailing under the British fl-ag
and belonging to the :Handikap-Seglergilde Ravensburg e.V.', a recognized non-profit-
making 
"sioJi"tion, 
was seized'wi*iitsltalian skipp-er by Cutter 5805 of the Guardia di
Finanzla in the pon of Fiumicino in February 1985 for violating the 1955 Geneva agree-
ment on tax exemption for temporarily imported vehicles.
Does the Commission share my view in the light of this case that in order m establish the
internal Community market there is a need to inroduce fonhwith Communiry rules
which allow a vehitle duly taxed and licensed in one Member State to be used in any
other Member State without funher formalities and irrespective of the driver or skipper's
main place of residence?
Ansuter
The Commission has no informarion about the seizure of the boat in question and this
would appear to be a marrcr for the Italian authorities. Under the Commission's proposals
for the to*pl"tion of the internal market, as set out in the \7hite Paper, all means of
rransporr iniluding boats which have been taxed and registered in.one Member State
would be able to clrculate freely throughout the Communiry irrespective of the imponer's
normal place of residence.
At present, however, there are considerable divergences in. the treatment as berween
Member State and, in these circumsrances, Community law allows Member States to res-
trict the use on their territory of vehicles not taxed there to prevent mx avoidance.
Community rules do however already provide for pleasure toats to be rcmporarily
imponed unde, tax exemption on cenain conditions, but this facility does not apply to
boats registered in Gibraltar. The freedom of movement, for which the honourable Mem-
ber presled in his question, can only effectively be achieved by_implementing the pro-
g."rn.. for fiscal aiproximation coniained in the Commission's Vhite Paper on comple-
don of the internal market.
**
Question No 23 by Mr Adamou (H-302/85)
Subject: Turkish infringement of agreement on cotton threads
Turkey has consistently broken the agreement it signed with the Community to restrict its
o*n.*po., of cotron'threads for a period of two years between 1984 and 1985 in a total
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of six EEC Member Sates. Greece is panicularly affected by excessive exporrs of Turkish
cotton threads since they indirectly create problems in the Greek textiles industry by res-
tricting Greek exports ro orher countries in the Communiry.
\flould the Commission state what measures it has taken against these breaches of rhe
agreement by Turkey, which are exacerbating the problems of the textiles industry in the
Communiry?
Answer
The agreement on cotton threads between the Community and Turkish associations of
cotton thread expofters is an informal one, and its successful operation therefore depends
on the willingness of the parties to abide by the terms of the agreement.
In 1984 there was an increased demand for threads and this led the Community to allow
an increase in agreed impon levels. There were, however, a number of cases of unauthor-
ized increases on a considerable scale. In accordance with the arrangemenrs agreed by the
Community and the Turkish associations of cotton thread exponers, rhese excess quanri-
ties were carried over to 1985 and the levels for this year were correspondingly reiuced.
Funher administrative provisions were decided on ar rhe beginning of rhe yeai in order to
control the pattern of impons in a better fashion.
The Commission will meet the Turkish associations of cotton thread exponers in rhe mid-
dle of October in order to review the situation and the possibility of extinding the present
arrangemenm through 1986.
+
**
Question No 2a by SirJames Scou-Hophins (H4aG/85)
Subject: European Social Fund expenditure on training and job crearion schemes
Is it not a fact that the massive cost of the CAP was a major factor in causing the Commis-
sion to announce recently that European Social Fund expenditure on training and job
creation schemes is rc be severely resricted? Is it not a stringe sense of prioritiis that, as
unemployment grows inexorably in many Member States, financial resources designed to
counter this trend are being severely restricted, whilst allowint an area of expe-ndirure
such as agricultural price suppon ro grow and grow and grow? -
Ansanr
I am surprised that the honourable Member should speak of severe resrrictions on supporr
from the Social Fund and that the Commission's reaions for this should be the increaie in
agricultural expendirure.
On the contrary, it is the Commission's view that the structural funds should continue ro
be expanded while 
- 
on the iniriative of the commission 
- 
a ceiling ('guideline,) has
been formulated for agricultural expenditure.
The budget figures_ show that the Social Fund's share of the mtal commirmenr appropria-
tions in the general budget of the Communities rose from 6.30lo in 1984 to 6.6oio'in 1985
aad the Commission's proposal in the preliminary draft budget for 1986 corresponds to a
figure of 6.70/0. As regards paymenrs, it is now admitted rhar the commission h"s pro-
posed an even grearer increase in appropriations.
It should be remembered that the financial guidelines on rhe basis of which agriculrural
expenditure is rc rise at a slower rate than the Community's own revenue will h-ave a sev-
ere curbing effect on the increase in expenditure in the iurrrre. Agricultural expenditure
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Qaestion No 25 by Mr Hutton (H-3)6/8))
Subject: European Organ Donor Card
Vould the Commission agree that a European Organ Donor Card would make the pres-
ent information ner,q/ork on tissue availabiliry work more effectively?
Answer
The Commission shares the views of the honourable Member in that the setting of a Euro-
f."n O.!"n Donor Card would make the present information network on tissues availa-
bility more effective.
The Commission would like to point out that, on 21 December 1983, it addressed rc the
a;";il-; ;;for.d ,."ornmendadon concerning a European-Emergency Health Card.
SrU*.q"*r"o'rhe Parlia-ent's resolutiott of ldNorembei 19841, the Commission has
,r...d to endorse Parliamenr's wish that the Member States be invircd to make the card
;;aill; 
- 
;;;;b i.; ,hor. p.rron, 'suffering diseases or chronic illness 
- 
but also for
;;;;;;;." *io r"'*irh.r'. This initiariwe had been favourably reviewed by the 'Ad Hoc
Committee on a PeoPles' EuroPe'.
The question of combining the European Emergenry 
_Health card with a European
o;;;-D;r;. card *as alriady raised-in the European Parliamcnt during the debate on
rhe former on l5 November 19'8+. However, an amlrrdment in this sense was rejected for
ih. ,."ron that, 'the Organ transplantation problem is irrelevant to this Health Card'.
The Commission will, nevenheless, consider the proposed European 91g"1 Donor card
i" ih.-li;-h;;irh. our"orn. of funher discussions it Council on the Health Card.
will thus fall to under 600/o of the budget in 1986 if the Commission's preliminary draft
budget is adopted.
fu regards future develoPments, the Commission advocated, in its communication to the
Coun"cil and the Parliament of tSJuly 1985 an expenditure control strategy.based on.a
pri". p"riry a.signed to match the supply and demand with regard to agricultural prod-
uce. If the Commission has proposed a'rl.y lo* increase in real terms for the 1986 com-
iirrn.n, appropriations, this is L..rrt" of ihe need to balance Payment and commitment
"pprop.i"tions, 
since there would otherwise be a serious risk that the commitment aPPro-
;;i';il"r 
"ouli not be 
urilized for the simple reason that the payment authorizations were
insufficient.
+
{. rt
Qaestion No 27 by Mrs Jepsen (H-389/85)
Subject: The implications of a Danish impon ban on cage-produced eggs
According to rhe Commission's answer to my oral question No H-695l84(1) on unifotm
-i", so,!*ing rhe consrrucdon of cages for egg-laying hens, the Commission intended
to in,i"re the Ciuncil ro take rapid actidn to est"blith com-on rules on cages for egq-l1f-
ing hens. However, a numbe. of panies in the Danish Folheting are now considering
i;}.;i;; 
"., 
i*po.t ban on cage-pioduced eggs from I January 1985 on the basis, izrer
I See rhe European Parliamenr's resolurion annexed to Background Note
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ali4 of animal welfare provisions, which are supposed to require an increase in the area
available per egg-laying hen.
Vould the Commission state what the implications of such an impon ban in Denmark
would be and does the Commission take tlie view that the ban is contrary to Community
rules on free trading?
Ansaner
The creation of 
.a. 
single market is an objective of the EEC Treaty and facilitating the
achievement-of this objectiv-e is an.ess.ential pan of rhe Commission;s activity. Rny ,inita-
teral 
.action by a Member State which prohibir the imponation of a specific p.oduct is
clearly likely to have a serious impact on the market situition of the product conierned.
,!ny possible exception from the rules of free circularion musr be sricdy interprered. From
this point of view the proposed prohibition menrioned by the honourall. Mirber would
be manifestly conrrary to Anicle 30 of the Treary, and, on first analysis, would not 
"pp.r.to fall undei the possibilities for exception enuisajed uy Rnicte iioi rr,. Treaty.
Question No 29 by Mr Alaoanos (H-4t9/8t)
Subject: Freedom of movemenr of architects within rhe Community
In accordance with an EEC directive, the Member Srates of rhe Community are required
to inroduce the necessary legislation to allow rhe free movemenr of archirccts within the
Communiry.
Vould the Commission state, with regard rc the application of this directive in Greece,
what steps can be taken to prevent an increase in'unemploymenr among architects in
Greece 
- 
a sector where unemployment is already high 
-, 
whar criteria c-an be used for
recognizing the diplomas.of 
.colleges and universiti." ,rith compulsory periods of study ofIess than five years and, finally, what measures can be mken ro'protei i.o- the effecis of
this directive the thousands of Greeks or ethnic Greeks who are graduates of universities
in socialist and orher non-community countries when they..turnio Greece?
Ansuer
The adoption of_the architecm'directive afrer 17 years of discussions marks an imponant
step forward in rhe free movement of professional persons.
This directive tTs at giving every citizen of Europe possessing one of the qualifications
set out in the Directive the right to exercise his profession irithe Member State of his
choice.
The honourable Member's first^question implies that mutual recognition of diplomas
would create.unem-ployment in Greece, presumably as a resulr of siinificant and'unbal-
anced migration of architects towards Greece. There is no .."ron"ro believe that this
would happen: and the honourable Member adduces no argumenrs ro suppon his fears.
The Commission believes that on th.e contrary the directive iill provide baianced ;-pl;y-
ment-oPPortunities for architects throughout the Community.'The Commission 
""nnf,therefore accePt that it would c.erte employment difficulties for Greek archirects.
As far as the nature and length of smdies in architecture is concerned, rhere has never
been.any question of enabling diplomas not equivalent to universiry qualifications aJ
acquired after the full implementation of the directive, to benefir from'mutual ,ecognition.
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As far as Greek nationals with architect diplomas obtained in 3rd countries are concerned,
the EEC Treaty affords no means of enabling them to benefit from the mutual recognition
of diplomas.
Nevenheless, ro meer the difficulties encountered by Community citizens who hold dipto-
mas from third counries, rhe Commission has undLnaken to put forward a specific pro-
posal on this by the end of the year.
Similarly the Treary does not provide for the homogenis. Ttre Council has, however,
adoprcj a declaration addressed to the Member States isking that such Persons be treated
as favourably as possible.
**
Question No 30 by Mr Romeos (H-461/85)
Subject: New regime for starch
The reorgani z^Lio1 of the regime for starch will wipe out many indusries whose produc-
tion i, int".rrded primarily for"the protected sector, such as the foodsruffs industry. These
grave consequences are inevitable iince these industries will lose the suppon they now rec-
ceive through production refunds.
\rould the Commission state whether it has considered the economic and social problems
which this poliry will engender?
Ansuter
The Commission does not share the view that the new starch regime will wipe out many
industries. On the conrary, the reform seeks to place Communiry industries on an equal
f;;;iry wirh their comperirors in the world market. This aim is achieved by offering cer-
tain iridustrial sectors 
-of 
the Community, which are not protected against impons of
starch-based products, the raw material ar prices applicable on the world market'
The present sysrem of fixed offsetting amounts to an inadequate and.insufficient payment
fo, ti',.se technical uses. On the othei hand, the food industry 
- 
although it is protected
against impons by a levy system 
- 
lssgivs5 the same amount as the non-food sector'
The new arrangemenrs provide for rhe gradual dismantling of the- fixed offsetting system
which currentli oper"t.i but which is not justified in the case of a sector which is pro-
rcft"d 
", 
the fooi industry is. The gradual introduction of the new arrangements.will
allow the food indusry to'adapt without any negative social or. economic repercussions.
The fact is that the CAP arraniemenrs 
- 
in part-icular, import levies and expon refunds
- 
will continue to ensure the vi-ability and expansion of the Community food industry'
*
:l*
Qaestion No 32 by Mr Cbristopher Jackson (H-472/85)
Subject: Populadon control
The Commission's working document on Famine in Africa, prepared for the Development
Council on 23 May 1985,-contained reference to the need to reduce demographic pres-
sure, by the use of Lint control and in certain cases resettling communities.
Can the Commission please state what action is has taken to help those countries which
*irtr io inroduce population policies and whether assistance with population policies will
be provided under-Lom6 III rc those countries which request it?
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Ansaner
The Commission believes that current rates of popularion growth in many developing
countries have a significant impact on their prospecr for funher e"ono.i. and socia-l
development.
The Commission already implemented a number of population-orientated development
projects desig-ned to relieve demographic pressure on densely populated areas through the
opening up of new areas to agricultural production and other activities. Such projecti have
been undenaken in several developing countries 
- 
including Sudan, Cameroon'and Bur-
kina Faso.
As for the question of implementing a more direct approach to reducing populadon
growth through family planning, the Commission's experience in rhis area ii muih more
limited. To date it has only provided co-financing for family planning projects run by
non-governmental organizations.
In addition assistance has been provided through the European Development Fund for the
setting up-and-the im-provement of education and healrh facilities, which will provide the
mainstay.for future family planning activities. Several counries, in pannership with the
Commission, have identified the need to reduce demographic p.esiure as pan of their
development policy. The Commission will consider any iequests by developing counrries
- 
not only ACP 
- 
to undenake suitable acdvides on rheir individual meriti. -
*
rF*
Question No 3 5 by Mr Mallet (H-5 U/S 5)
Subjecr: Extension of STABEX of Afghanistan
The Commission has just put forward a proposal that STABEX be extended to the less
developed countries that are not signatories of the Convendon of Lom6. Among other
countries rhis extension would apply to Afghanistan, which is occupied by thJSoviet
army. In a document on the subject the Commission even claimed that rhe extension of
ST+BEX would be significant for three countries in panicular 
- 
Bangladesh, Haiti and
Afghanistan. can rhe commission confirm this and, if it is t-e, say w-hether ir is appro-
priate to give aid to a counrry occupied by the Soviet Union?
Answer
The honourable Member is referred to the answer given by the Commission on 8 October
1985 to Question No H-421 by Mr Habsburg on rhe same subject.
*
+*
QaestionNo 36 by Mr Pearce (H-tt9/Bt)
Subject: Turkish Republic of Nonhern Cyprus
\7hat conclusions have been reached by the Commission in discussions with the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cypns regarding the allocation of Community aid and trade facili-
ties to it since the election of President Denktash as its president?
Ansuer
As the honourable Member well knows, rhe Communiry recognizes and maintains official
relations solely with the Republic of Cyprus.
ri
++
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Qaestion No 37 by Mr lVurtz (H-522/85)
Subject: Aid for the Palestinian people
Can the Commission say what humanitarian aid has been given by the EEC for Palesdni-
ans living in the occupied territories and refugee camps: the aids granted, the amounts,
aids foriousing, for-healrh, for education, scholarships, etc? Has additional aid been
granted for the-ieconsrruction of the camps devastated by the Israeli invasion and the
fighting in the Lebanese camps?
Answer
1. The European Community has been channelling humanitarian aid to Palestinian refu-
gees throughthe United Narions Relief and Vorks Agency-(UNRYA) which administers
fdr""tion"i, medical and social programmes for some 2 million refugees in five areas: Jor-
dan,'$?'est Bank, Gaza, Syria and Lebanon. Under five successive ECIUNR\7A Conven-
tions during 1972-85, thi Community contributed some 245 million ECU to UNR\7As
feeding ,ni, Inor. recenrly, educational programmes. Communiry a-id rc UNRVA in
1985, 
"under the currenr 1984/86 Convention, is estimated at 31.5 million ECU and has
been allocated as follows:
(i) Education programme: a cash contribution of 17 million ECU for the elemenary rycle
of UNRVA's education programme.
(ii) Feeding protrammes: a contriburion of t+.s million ECU in cash and in kind.
a) Cash contribution of 3.6 million ECU to the operating costs of the supplementary
feeding programme.
b) Food aid, valued at 10.5 million ECU, for the supplementary feeding programme, for
rhe programme of special hardship cases and the feeding in training centres programme. A
cash co-ntribution oi some 0.4 million ECU will also be given to cover internal transpon
and distribution costs.
2. In response to UNR\7A's Lebanon emerge-ncy, appeals since June 1982, the Com-
muniry has provided during 1982-85 addidonal food aid (valued at some 5.5 million ECU)
to Pafestinian refugees in Lebanon: 2 250 tonnes of skimmed milk powder, 1 400 tonnes
ofvegetable oil, z 200 tonnes of cereals and t 000 tonnes of sugar.
The Community also decided last June to grant 0.25 million ECU to UNR\7A to pur-
chase medical supplies for Palestinian refugees suffering from fighting in the Beirut camPs.
Moreover, an imponant pan of Communiry emergency aid given to lrbanon in October
1982 through thi United'Nations Disaster Relief Office (some 400/o of a total 5.8 million
ECL) was "used by UNR\7A for reconstrucdon work in refugee camps and for the pur-
chase of clothing and medical supplies.
3. In addition m humanitarian aid through UNR\7A, the Community has financed a
number of actions in the educational field which have benefited Palestinians in the occu-
pied territories. These include 94 scholarships for studies/training in Europe-and.in neigh-
Louring Arab countries (at a cost of 0.53 million ECU) and co-financing of projects.with
NGO'; mainly for vocational training (European Communiry contribution 3.28 million
ECU).
+
**
Question No 39 by Mr Pitt (H-531/8t)
Subject: \Torker cooperatives
Does the Commission agree that, with so many conventional private companies in.the
EEC having become banfuupt since 1979, there is now an urgent need for new initiatives
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to Promote the formation of new workers' cooperadves and introduce measures to assist
the expansion of existing ones?
Ansaner
The Commission shares the honourable Member's view thar more initiatives are needed to
Promote new worker cooPeradves. At the same dme it does not wish to base its positive
approach on a reference to cases of bankruptcy in the private sector. The significance of
small and medium-sized undertakings (representatives of the worker cooperative often
classify their sector as part of the small and medium-sized undenakings secror) in terms of
economic and employment poliry should not be underestimated. Traditional SMUs are an
essential element of the Community's economic srucrure. Although definitions vary from
one Member State to another, it is estimated that approxim ately 9Oo/o of all companies in
the Community are SMUs and employ almost 50% of the labour force.
The main aims of these additional initiatives to promote and support worker cooperarives
are:
- 
firstly, to give worker cooperatives full access to planned measures to promote SMUs
- 
secondly, to adopt new measures to remove presenr legal, fiscal, social and adminis-
trative obsmcles to the development of worker cooperatives and to include provisions
to.encourage the creation and running of worker cooperatives. This means that prom-
otion measures should take account of the fact that cooperatives are often a form of
self-help for long-term unemployed or rhe conrinuation, by the employees, of com-
panies which have met with difficuldes.
In its communication to the Council in November 1983 on rhe contribution of local
employmen-t initiatives to the combating of unemploymentr the Commission explained the
problem of local employment initiatives and put forward proposals to support them;
worker cooperatives were explicitly included in these proposals.
In its subsequent Resolution of TJune 19842 the Council called on the Member Srates to
adopt as part of their policies and practices specific political guidelines for the promotion
of local employment initiatives.
In the Commission's opinion the recommendations in the Resoludon constitute a sound
basis for new initiatives for worker cooperatives. The Commission gave full deails of the
measures it has mken and work it has staned on since the adoption of the Resolution of
7 lune 1984 in its reply to Vritten Question No 8ll85 by Mr Bersani 3.
Meanwhile the Commission has now received most of the results of the new local consul-
adons and research it has carried out. The Commission will pay special atrention ro rhe
problems of worker cooperatives wh,en assessing rhe results as it did when devising the
consultations and research. A planned Commission report ro the Council on local e.nploy-
ment initiatives will contain rhe consequent conclusions.
*
**
Question No 40 by Mr Maber (H-533/85)
Subject: Disposal of nuclear waste into the Celdc Sea
Regarding the disposal of nuclear waste from the Sellafield Plant in Britain inrc rhe Celtic
Sea, can the Commission state the pan of the Celtic Sea in which these deposits are made,
I COM(83) 662 final 
- 
see Annex.2 See Annex.
, OJ C 228 of 9 September 1 985, pp. 30-32, see Annex.
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rhe quandties and nature of waste involved, the type of disposal containers used, whether
these containers are designed to leak gradually after a cenain number of years and what
their life-span is? Is the Commission considering ways in which rc stop or control dump-
ing of this type and does it consider, in accordance with the 'polluter pays' principle, that
countries producing nuclear waste should be compelled to dispose of it within their own
rcrrircry?
Answer
The question refers to the Celtic Sea in which liquid radioactive effluents from land based
installations are discharged but where no dumping of packaged solid waste takes place.
Dumping of packaged solid waste has taken place at a dumping site in the north-east
Atlantic. Such dumping is covered by the rcrms of the 1972 London Dumping Convention
of which all Member States bur Luxembourg are conracting panies; the Commission has
observership status.
The Convenrion requires any dumping exercise to be subject to a special permit issued by
the competenr narional authorities and recommends regional aBreemenm to funher the
objectives of the Convention.
The OECD muldlateral consultation and surveillance mechanism set up in 1977 consti-
tutes such a regional agreement in respect of the nonh-east Atlanric. All Member States
ere pefty to this mechanism.
In the frame of this mechanism a yearly dumping campaign has been organized from 1977
to 1982 at the so-called nonh-east Atlantic dump site. This site is situated at some 700 km
from the coast of Ireland and Spain.
From 1983 on dumping of radioacdve waste has been suspended, in conformity with the
resolution adopted at the 7th consultative meeting of LDC. in February 1983.
I come now to the specific points raised in the question.
1. Site of dumping
Since 1971 the only dumping site utilized has been en area at about 700 km from Ireland
and Spain, whose average depth is more than 4 000 m.
2. Quantiry and nature of the waste.
The wastes involved in the dumping operations carried out at the north-east Atlandc
dump site are solidified wasrcs of low and intermediate radioactiviry level in packaged
form.
fu ro the quantitie s dumped during the individual yearly dumping campaigns, I would like
to refer the honourable Member to the specific publications of the OECD-NEA, in pani-
cular to the data contained in the recently published 'Review of the continued suitability
of the dumping site for radioactive waste in the nonh-east Atlantic', Paris 1985.
3. Type and characteristics of disposal containers
The containers conform to the NEA guidelines for sea dumping packages. They must
comply with requirements assuring safe handling and ranspon and they must be designed
in such a way as to deliver the wasrc to the seabed without losses (at a depth of about
4 000 m). There are no requirements specific to the containment performance of the pack-
ages once they have reached the seabed. Some of the containers are expected to assure the
containmenr of the waste for long time periods while others may smrt releasing radioactiv-
iry when they have reached the ocean floor.
The hypothesis of immediate release of the radioactivity is at the basis of the safery eval-
uations,
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More information about these aspects can be found in the report of the OECD-NEA
which I quorcd before.
Finally I wish m assure rhe Parliament that the Commission has not forgotten the various
resolutions requesting action in view of banning the dumping of nuclear waste. The Com-
mission is indced considering all aspects of sea dumping of radioactive vaste, panicularly
in the light of the ourcome of the recent Consultative Meeting of Contracting Panies to
the London Dumping Convention of last September. As a matter of fact the meedng
adopted a resolution requesting the Conracting Panies to continue the suspension of
dumping pending completion of additional studies and assessment of political, legal,
economic and social aspecr of the radioactive waste dumping at sea.
The Commission will take the appropriate steps to define a Communiry position in con-
formiry with the existing institutional procedures.
+
1.*
Qrestion No 42 by Mr Staes (H-539/85)
Subject: Qualiry of the Schelde n/aters
Mr Jan hnssens, the Belgian minister with responsibiliry for the environment and warcr
policy in Flanders, intends to bring sewers into service in the near future which will dis-
charge highly pollurcd effluent from chemical factories in Tessenderlo, into the Schelde
River near the border with the Netherlands, without any form of Eeatment. This will
increase the level of radioacdviry (Radium-226),heavy meals, including lead, zinc, mer-
cury, cadmium and phosphates in the Schelde, in some cases in a drastic and therefore
unacceptable way. The waters of the Schelde flow from Belgium into the Netherlands.
Thus toxic and carcinogenic substances are to be discharged into the river close rc and
across the fronder with a neighbouring country and another Communiry Member State.
Repons indicate that the amount of cadmium and phospharc already considerably exceed
the levels with which Belgium is required by the Netherlands to comply for the qualiry of
the water of the Schelde at the point where it crosses the frontierl. These requirements are
laid down in the waterways agreements between the Netherlands and Belgium.
Both from the point of view of good neighbourliness, which must be a basic principle for
the European institutions, and by vinue of the various directives and resolutions of these
same European institutions, it seems obvious that the Council and Commission should
totally reject such a proposal, which has perhaps already become a realiry.
Can the Commission representatives indicate what steps they are going to take or have
already taken to counter this proposal?
Answer
In the Communiry, the discharge of dangerous substances into the aquatic environment is
subject to a sysrcm of prior authorization.
For those subsances which figure on a list on the basis of their toxicity, persistence and
bioaccumulation, the authorization -ranted by the competent national authorities, must
lay down emission standards which have to respect either limt values or qualiry objectives
as defined at Communiry level.
As of 15 October 1985, only mercury discharges from the sector of rhe chloralkali electro-
lysis industry and cadmium discharges have to respect the Community standards. In this
t 1983 Annual Rcpon of the Antwcrp municipal cenre for action against air and s,atcr pollution on
the present qualiry of the watcrs of the Schelde at the frontier with rhe Netherlands.
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respect the Commission has nor yer been informed of the measures aken by Belgium to
regulate the discharge of cadmium and it inrcnds to instigate infringement proceedings
under Anicle 159 of the Treaty if it becomes evident that such measures are lacking.
In the absence of Coi.nmuniry dispositions for the other dangerous subsances the dis-
charge of such subsances must resped the qualiry objectives defined by the Member
States.
In the case evoked by the honourable Member, the Commission has not been informed of
the conditions governing such dumping. It has nevertheless no reason to believe that this
dumping has beln authorised conrary to the existing Belgian legislation which applies in
this mawer.
To conclude, the Commission does nor inrcnd intervening with regard to the Member
State involved. If, however, precise information brings to light that the authorization to
discharge were granted without respecting other Community dispositions it will not hesi-
tate to instigate infraction proceedings.
+{.*
Q*estion No 43 by Mrs Castle (H-541/85)
Subject: Ethnic minorities and the Social Fund
Is the Commission aware that only a very small proportion of schemes financed from the
Social Fund are used to help ethnic minorities although the ethnic communities suffer a
much higher level of unemployment than white workers and consequently greater depri-
vation and poveny?
\Iill the Commission, in approving applications for help from the Social Fund, insist that a
clear proponion of the schemes are earmerked to help ethnic minorities and will it in
paniculai help to combat the very high level of unemployment among Asian workers who
were formerly employed in the rcxtile industry in the nonh-west of England by encourag-
ing and financing craft cooperadves for Asian women and cane cooperatives for Asian
men and thus enable them to use their craft skills?
Ansuter
The Commission's Guidelines for the Management of the Social Fund accord priority to
rhe vocational training, including language tuition, of migrant workers and members of
their families.
Ethnic minorities frequently benefit from this and other priority headings such as, for
example, protrammes for the long-term unemployed or for the employment of women in
jobs in which they are under-represenrcd.
The Commission does nor, however, consider it practicable or desirable to seek to fix pro-
portions of the Fund for panicular categories.
,+
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Question No 44 by Mr Roeknts du Vttier (H-t42/8t)
Subject: Bonn Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species
In view of the entry into force of the Bonn Convention on the Conservation of Migratory
Species, could the Commission provide information on the responsibilities it has assumed
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in this context and on the cooperation existing berween the services responsible for nature
protection and those which already have sructures and projects in the Mediterranean
countries and in Africa?
Ansuer
1. The Bonn Convention has entered into force on the I November 1983. However, the
first meeting of the Contracting Parties will be held from 2l to 26 October 1985 in Bonn.
Therefore it is clear that the Convention has nor started ro work properly unril now.
2. In the fields such as the prorcction of European birds, for which the Community has an
exclusive competence based on the directive on the conservation of birds, the Communiry
itself takes charge of all existing obligations. In the other fields where a mixed comperence
of the Community and its Member States exists, the obligations are shared.
3. For the time being the cooperation with the countries of the Mediterranean Basin in
the field of environment prot€ction is developed in the ad Eoc muldlateral framework of
the Mediterranean Action Plan.
Though the Protocol to the Barcelona Convention concerning specially protected areas
has not yet entered into force, a Centre for protected areas has been established near
Tunis. Its task is m develop guidelines for the selection, establishment and management of
specially protected areas, in view of their adoption by the Contracting Panies.
4. A cenain deal of cooperation has been developed in the framework of MAP concern-
ing the protection of the monk seal and the Mediterranean sea unle. The prorecrion of
these two endangered species has been considered as a matter of priority by the Genoa
Declaration on the second Mediterranean decade at the 4th meeting of the Contracting
Parties of the Barcelona Convention.
In addition, the Commission has financed a study concerning the impact of the consrruc-
tion of a dam for agricultural purposes in the wet zone of Garaet el Ichkeul, which is an
international reserve for migratory birds near Tunis.
5. Under the 946 line of the Communiry budget assigned to 'Ecology in the developing
countries', the Commission contributes also to the funding of cenain nature conseffarion
projects and among them is a project on the population of migratory aquaric birds in
Mauritania (Banc d'Arguin).
6. Moreover, in the nature protection field, the Communiry co-financed the organization
of a seminar for African CITES Panies and a meeting of the Conference's Technical
Committee, held in Brussels in June 1984, where the problems concerning rhe African ele-
phant and Nile crocodile were discussed in depth. The Communiry has financed studies of
the populadon smtus of both species.
ooo
Question No 45 by Mr Di Barolomei (H-544/8t)
Subject: Victims of faulry products
A recent repon by the European Bureau of Consumers' Unions presents an alarming
account of the annual number of accidents caused by faulry products: over 30 000 deaths,
including 8 000 children, and over 40 000 injuries.
In the framework of the proposals aimed ar setring up a genuine European Common Mar-
ket, what measures does the Commission intend to take to ackle rhis serious problem?
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Ansuter
The Commission is perfectly aware of the extent and the seriousness of consumer acci-
dents. The figures quoted by the honourable Member in fact appear in the explanatory
memorandum of the proposal for a Council decision introducing a Community rystem of
information on accidents in which consumer products are involvedl submitted by the
Commission rc the Council.
The Commission is also convinced that a real internal market presupposes the free circula-
tion of safe products. It has, moreover, emphasized this aspect of the question in its com-
munication ro rhe Council entitled New Impetus for Consumer Protection Policy of 27 June
19852.
Similarly, this need for product safery constitutes one of the bases of the new approach rc-
rcchnical harmonization which the Commission has developed in its communication of
31 January 19853 and which the Council has incorporated in its resolution of.7 May 1985.
Indeed one of the fundamental principles, on which the new approach is based, is that
products cannor be put on the market unless they do not endanger the safery of consu-
mers, provided of course that they are installed, maintained properly and used in accord-
ance with their stated purpose: the various directives prescribe the relevant essential safery
requirements to which all these products must conform.
The Commission has already initiated a series of specific actions to reduce consumer acci-
dents and to improve safery, in panicular that of children.
Of these acdons, the following are of special note:
- 
the proposal already mentioned concerning the setting-up of a Communiry system of
information on accidents in which consumer products are involved,
- 
the official inauguration, on 7 March 1985, of the Communiry system for the rapid
exchange of information on dangers arising from the use of consumer products,
adopted by the Council on 2 March 19844,
- 
ongoing discussions on the proposals for directives, both framework and specific,
relating to the safety of toys5,
- 
meerints of expen troups on the problems caused by cenain dangerous imitations of
consumer products,
- 
organization of a European Conference on the Prevention of Accidents to Children
(prevention of accidental poisonings in childhood), which will take place on
21l22 November 1985 (and at which I shall be performing the opening ceremony).
+
**
Question No a6 by Sir Peter Vannech (H-t4t/8t)
Subject: Motor vehicle insurance claims
A constiruent of mine had drawn to my attention the difficulties which are apparently
encountered all too frequently following a road accident in another Member State.
My constituent's British insurers informed him, following an accident in France, that there
ari invariably difficulties in trying to pursue a claim in another EEC Member State and
1 OJ C ll7 of ll May 1985.
'z COM(85) 314 final.I COMiSsi 19 final 
- 
Technical harmonizacion and sandards 
- 
A new approach.
' 
OJ L 70 of 13 March 1984.5 OJ C 203 of29July 1985.
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that even when compensation is fonhcoming the costs of pursuing the claim often exceed
the amount recovered.
Does the Commission atree that this is a most unsatisfactory situation and could it state:
whether under existing Community legislation problems of this son should no longer
arise, and, if this is not the case, what funher legisladve action does the Commission
intend rc take?
Ansuter
Vhen a motorist takes out comprehensive insurance, he should have no difficulry in get-
ting speedy setdement of a claim.
\7hen, however, he is not comprehensively insured the onus of pursuing the other paffy rc
an accident who may be at fault falls on the morcrist himself. It is here rhat delay, often
considerable, occurs. This arises primarily from the time it takes to establish liability which
is commonly dispurcd. Such delays occur whether the panies are in the same counrry or
not: but in the latter case, distance, the cost of communication, language difficulties and
differences in law and practice can add to both dme and expense. There is unfonunately
nothing that Community legislation could do to alter those circumsrances.
The second Moor Insurance Directive when it comes into force will ensure thar adequate
insurance exists to cover third pany claims. IThile this will not significantly speed matters
up, it will help to ensure that compensation can in pan be obtained where fault is estab-
lished.
,6
++
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Question No 48 by Mrs Oppenbeim (H-t47/8r)
Subject: Volume of direct aid to the shipbuilding industry by the Member States
The Communiry's fifth directive on aid to the shipbuilding industry. gontairy provisions
lrying down Communiry rules on the granting of state aid to the shipbuilding industry
und.i,qr,i.l.s 92 and t il of the Treary of Rome . One of these rules is that any arrTti-
menr for providing shipyards in the Member States with government assistance should be
approved'by the eommission. Despite the purpose of these rules there has been quite a
piolif.r"tion of national direct and-indirect aid schemes which are in fact used to suPPort
the shipbuilding industry in the European Community.
\7ill the Commission provide figures on the schemes which each Member State is using to
provide direct or indiiect rt"te 
"id to rhe shipbuilding 
industry and does the Commission
consider that the schemes which have been introduced are compatible with the Com-
muniq/s rules, including those meant to ensure a-gradual approximation of the Member
Statesi economic policies so as to encourage a harmonious development of economic
acdviry in the Communiry and aven disruptive distortions of competition in this crisis sec-
tor?
Ansaner
The honourable Member is concerned by the variery of direct and indirect aids awarded
by rhe Member Starcs to their shipbuilding industry and wonders whether and how the
Commission reacts to them.
I can first assure the honourable Member that the Commission, when appraising aid
schemes to the shipbuilding industry, remains deeply committed to the objectives and con-
ditions laid down in the fifih Council Directive of 28 April 1981 on aid to shipbuilding, i.e.
the achievement of an orderly restructuring of this industry which will be socially sustain-
able and regionally well-balanced and likeiy to lead to a gradual phasing-gu1 of the State
aids. The dlep criiis of the sector these lasi swo years, the acuteness of which varies from
one Member 
-St"t. 
,o anorher, has however led the Commission to allow for some respite
in the degressiviry of the aid intensity required by Anicle 6 of the Directive when aids are
coupled -with dttaited resrructuring plans involving significant 
.capaciry reductions
.*piesr.d as a quantified and verifiabll target rc be achieved by the expiration of the
Directive (31 December 1986).
By doing so however, the Commission pays due attention to an-equal sharing-of the bur-
din of tf,e crisis among Member States and to the prevention of distonions of intra-EEC
competition.
fu to the variery of aids, I share your concern that existing aids of all kinds, be they direct
or indirecs, specific or general,'ought to be aken into account, in so far as these aids
affect the shiibuilding sJcto., as provided for in Anicle 6(2) (2) of the Directive.
Besides, an investigation on this matter is currently undenaken by expens of Member
States and the Corimission. The conclusion to be reached may prove valuable for drafting
the 5th Directive on shipbuilding.
The survey of the existing schemes the honourable Member is asking for does not exist as
such but comprehensive information on the aid schemes approved by the Commission can
be gained from the annual reports on competition and the monthly issues of the Bulletin
of the European Communities.
Furthermore, the Commission submits every yeer to the Council and to the Parliament a
report on the Starc aids given to shipbuilding during the year under consideration.
The honourable Member is invited ro consult the 1983 Document COM(84)236.
The 1984 report will be submined very shonly.
*
,t t+
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Qrestion No 49 by Mr Vemimmen (H-t4S/55)
Subject: Designation of Tokay Pinot as a synonym for the variety Pinot Gris
\7ill the Commission explain the reason for Commission Regulation (EEC) No2337/84
of 10 August 19841 and, bearing in mind the problems 
"onn..i.d with ihe use of the regis-tered designation Tokay, say whether ir can offer a satisfacory solution?
Answer
The Commission has already had occasion to explain the reasons which led ir to discon-
tinue use of the designation Tokay d'Alsace as a synonym for the variery Pinot Gris. The
decision was taken to safeguard rhe principle whereby the name of a wine-producing
region can be used in the name of a wine only if the wine comes from the region in ques-
tion. In this instance, the name Tokay refers to certain wines from a specific region in
north-eastern Hungary.
The Commission's position must be viewed in the context of the currenr review of the
1883 Paris Convention within the Vorld Inrcllectual Properry Organization and the
Council statemenr of 25 March 1979 on the matter.
The arguments put forward by professional bodies in Alsace must also be considered,
since thc region is relucant to give up completely the uaditional use of the word Tokay.
It was for this reason that the Commissioh, after consulting the Member Srates, allowed
the wines in question to be designated Tokay Pinot Gris. The idea is that the use of this
synonym will accustom consumers to Pinot Gris as the name of a vine variery before the
designation Tokay is subsequently removed.
ooo
Qaestion No 50 by Mr loersen (H-553/85)
Subject: Filing of information about chemical substances in Denmark
\7ill the Commission state whether it is satisfied with the regulation which the Danish
Government has just issued concerning the filing of information about chemical subst-
ances?
Ansaner
The Commission received the text of the Danish regulations of 26 September 1985 on
2 October 1985. The text is at present being translated and studied. It is premature ro srare
this at this time whether the new rcxr is, in the Commission's view, comparible with the
requirements of Directive 79 / 831 /EEC.
As far as the Commission understands, the new Danish law has not yer come into effect
since it has not yet been published in the Danish official journal, as provided for in
Anicle 19.
If the Commission finds, after examination of the new text and after it comes into effect,
that Danish legislation complies with the requirements of Directive 79/831/EEC it will
nke the appropriate steps with regards, to the case pending before the Coun concerning
the compatibiliry of the Danish provisions as they are in force ar presenr. If the conclusion
reached is that the new rcxt is not compatible with Directive 79/831/EEC, the Commis-
sion will inform the Court of its conclusions. It might also decide rc act according to
Anicle 169 of the Treary in so far as the new regulations contain clauses which are-not
1 OJL215 of 1l August 1984,p. 9.
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compatible with DirectiveTg/831/EEC but were not included in the case which is pend-
ing before the court.
,t
*rl
Qttestion No 53 bv Mr Ephinidis (H-t74/85)
Subjecr: commission forecasts regarding rhe state of the Greek economy
According to recent Press rePorts, the Commission has made a series of forecasts concern-
ing the deterioration of the Greek economy.
Vhat is the Commission's attitude to this in view of the fact that one of the main factors
*rp.*iUi" f.r this situation, including^for insance the worsening of Greece's balance of
p"y..nts, is Greek accession to the EEC?
l.
Ansaner
It is the Commission's view that the cause of the alarming deterioration of Greece's
i;i;;;; oi fryrn.n* is the country's failure to respond to changes. in the international
.conolni" siru"tion. The country's economy hai rc cope simulaneously with the
;ff*;; of ,t. second oil crisis,'the rising dollar, greater competition from newly
iilu*i"iirirg countries and the crisis in-the shipping sector. The Commission has
expressed itsioncern at the failure to respond to-these problems.on numerous occa-
;iJ* 
""i in panicular in its annual t.pont on the economy. 
This failure inevitably
led to growini pr.rru.. on the balance of-payments, and this pressure became even
ri-ng;r *ith t"hl automatic increase in the burden of interest rates on foreign debt'
The commission would like to poinr out that following its accession.m the com-
*r"iry 
"iJ is a ..sult of common policies - especially 
the agricultural and regional
p.fi"iJr 
- 
Greece has had 
" 
r,., Biin from the Community budget for several-years'
?t ir t 
"r 
amounted ro more than io/o of its gross domestic product every yeer; this is a
*.y l"nriJ"rable figure, quite aparr froT-.l*y burden on the balance of payments
*t i"h ."y be the reiult of accession. In addition, Greece receives. from the European
rru.rr111.* Bank and the New communiry Instrument reduced-interest loans toall-
ing approxim ately lo/o of the gross domestic product'
2.
+
*+
lI. Questions to the Council
Qaestion No 53 by Mr Fknagan (H-442/85)
Subject: Possible levy on blank recording taPe and/or equipment
Is the Council aware that pressures have been brought to bear within the Common Mar-
Li ro i.por. a levy on blank recording tapes and/ o, equipment and if so how would it
;;;;r;;;..p, itr. imposition of suc-h 
" 
i.'.y on blind and visually-impaired people, for
llrJ. ,u"h ,yrr.-r are imponarrt components for communication and education?
Ansaner
On rwo occasions in 1984 the Council and the Ministers for Cultural Affairs meeting
*ittin *r. council discussed the question of private copying, that is_to say the.reProduc-
;i;;;i;;rk" frot.ct.d by copyright, on c"si.tt or.,ideocassette, by private individuals
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for.their personal use. In that context, the idea of a fee, payable on sales of blank casscges
and videocassctt€s or recordingcquipment, was sugtestei as a method of compensating
those who consider rhey have suffered injury as a .es,ilt of private copying.
At the conclusion of the discussion it was agreed to conrinue examining rhis question after
the Commission had submitted its green paper on copyright. That gree-n paper is expected
to appear before the end of the year.
Question No 64 by Mrs Lenass (H-449/St)
Subjcct: EEC Poverty Programme
Vill the Council state what protress is being made by each of the Member States follow-
ing the adoption of a Decision by the.Council in December l9g4 ro combat povery in
deprived urban zones and.impoverished areas, giving prioriry ro cerrain population g.oup,
- 
,hg long-term unemployed, jobless young p"ollt, rhe'elderly, on.-i"r.n, r"Liti.r,
second- generation migran6, refugees, returnlng migrants and the so-""ll.d .marginal;
groups?
Ansuer
As the honourable Member will be aware, the anti-poveny programme is already under
way:-the commission approved5l action-rescarcli projicts ai the beginning'of this
month. The projects range over all Member States and cover underprivillged riban dis-
tricts, impoverished rural areas, rhe unemployed, the elderly, singli-paren-t families and
migrants. They account for 18 million ECU out of a budgir of fs million ECU of this
second protramme.
Under the terms of the decision referred to by the honourable Member, at the end of tggZ
the Commission will submit to the Council and the European Parliament an inrcrim repon
on the first available results of the various operations carried our with financial assistance
from the Communiry.
*rt
Question No 69 by Mr Costanzo (H-t3Z/St)
Subject: Security in the.buildings of the Community institutions in Brussels and safery of
those who work in them or have connecdons with the institutions
Given the size and number.of Communiry institutions situated in Brussels, including many
related bodies which contribute to the large number of foreign digniaries and offi-"ials in
the Belgian capital, and in view of the thieat of new forms-of teirorism as well as pe6y
crime, does the Council 
- 
in conjunction with rhe host countr/s aurhorities 
- 
no, 
"on'-sider itnecessary-to take-funher and, above all, updated and effecdve measures [o tuaran-
rce individual safery and-to keep a check on poisible 'phoney' visitors, including-speciil
street surveillance and safety_measures in rue Belliard, which ioes not offer propl 
""."r,to the E-uroP-9an Parliament building owing to the lack of any security 
"r."'"nd the highspeed of raffic?
Answer
The honourable Member will understand that I cannot publicly elaborate on the details of
the practical steps aken by the securiry depanment oi the iouncil, rhis being rh; ;t
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Qaestion No 70 by Mr Staes (H-540/85)
Subject: Qualiry of the Schelde waters
Mr Jan Lenssens, the Belgian minister with.responsibiliry for the en-vironment and water
p"ii"y ir ii"rai*, inr."ai io bring sewers.intoservice in the near future which will dis-
ii"rd. 
-iigfrfy 
p.ifr,.a effluent fro"m chemical factories in Tessenderlo, into the Schelde
Ri".i n."", t'he border *ith ,h. Netherlands, without any form of treatment' This will
il;;;h" level of radioactiviry (Radium-226), heavy metals, including lead, zinc, mer-
."*. 
""d.ium and 
phosphates'in the Schelde, in some cases in a drastic and theretore
;il]i];i;'*"r-r'r,. 
"I"i.rr of the Schelde flow from Belgium 
into the Netherlands'
Thus toxic and carcinogenic substances are to be discharged-inrc the river close to and
i"ror, ,f" fr"ntier with f neighbouring country and another Communiry Member Starc.
Reports indicate that the amount of cadmium and phosphate aheady considerably exceed
ii,i-r.".rr with which n.rgiri ir r.quired by the Nitherlands m comply for the qualiry of
it. *",.r of the Schelde It the poini where-it crosses the frontierl. These requiremenff are
laid down in the waterw"y, 
"g.....nts becs/een the 
Netherlands and Belgium.
Both from rhe point of view of good neighbourliness, which must be. a basic principle for
;;i;."p."" i'nstitutions, and b"y vinue.6f the various directives and resolutions of these
,"i. iriop.an instituti}r, i, rt.-_r obvious that the Council and Commission should
iriiffy r.;"* such a proposal, which has perhaps aleady become a realiry'
can the council represenratives indicate what steps they are going to take or have already
aken to counter this ProPosal?
Institution for which I am able and aurhorized to ansver. But I can tell him that all the
iurop."n instirutions porr.ir a securiry deparrment respo-nsible for.the protection of per-
;;';J ;;il*y 
",irtri" rheir builiingi. Methods'of 
controlling acoess and other
arrangements are consnntly being adjusrcd and improved'
Responsibiliry for access o EEC buildings in Brussels and for security. outside them lies
;tr[;i; B;Ei"i aurho.ities, who act in ioperation with the securiry departments of the
European institutions.
Ansuer
The Council has not been informed of the proposal referred to by the honourable Mem-
ber.
Moreover, it is not for the Communiry institudons to enforce bilateral agreements
berween Member st"t.r. Ii th.-*.nr of non-cotnpliance with Communiry regulations it
would be the commission's responsibiliry to take the appropriate measures'
I can however assure rhe honourable Member that the problem of wate-r pollyli.on by dis-
"fr*g., of dangerous ,ubri"n".r 
is a prioriry issue for the Council. In addition to the
;;;ir"; 
"[r"[y "aopt.a "on"erning'discharges of .mercury, cadmium and HCH, theiouncil is currently studying a propoial on limiting discharges of four.other subsances:piii, 
"".Uon 
t.rr""hloiidi p.nti"hlorophenol ind chloroform. This proposal also
;;;r il1"i"*ort whereby the directive'can be extended. prompdy to other dangerous
,rtoor..r in the future. I hope your Parliament will soon deliver its opinion on this Pro-
posed directive so thar it can be adopted at an early darc'
*
r++
i ,sg3 A".."1 Repon of the Anrwerp municipal centre-for action.against air Ec watcr pollution on
ffi;#ffifii'ri;i[;;"*; of ihe Schel'de at tle frontier *ith thc Netherlands.
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Qrestion No 7t by Mr Ferrutcio Hsoni (H-ito/8t)
Subject: Amended.proposal for a Direcdve of 2March 1979 concerning commercial
agents and representatives
Since, as would seem frgm $e council's reply to my previous written question on rhe
same subject, one Membcr State has expresiid basii ieservations on the need for the
abovementioned directivc, does the couniil now intend 1o proceed funher, ;;g;ii
nec€ssary, the Member State in question from the list of those ro whom this directii is
addressed?
Ansuer
The Commission based. its proposal for a directive concerning commercial agents and
representatives on Anicles 57(2) and 100 of the Treaty, which riquire unanimit| for it io
be. adoprcd. Anicle 57(2) states rhat this unanimity is'iequired on rn"rr.r, which are the
subject of legisladon in at least one Member State, which ii rhe case in this insrance.
The Council has considered all possible solutions, including the one suggested by the hon-
ourable Member, but when this was examined it imerged tf,at it gave r[i to polilical, legal
and economic problems. The council is continuing *Jrk on thisi.oposal.
+
,++
Question No 72 by Mr Clinton (H-ttG/St)
Subjecr: European Cultural Town
At the meeting of the Minisrcrs responsible for cultural affairs on 28 May 19g5, the Coun-
cil adopted a resolution aimed at.designating a European cultural toorrie"ch y.rr. -outa
the council state the criteria by whichihis toin will be chosen, and by *homl
Ansaxr
Pan II of the Resoludon on th.e European Ciry oJ Culture, referred to by the honourable
Member, sets our the criteria for the ielection of the ciry each year. vlit i, ti.r.;tJ;:
lines,. the Ministers responsible for cultural affairs meeting *irhin the Council uke thedecision on the basis of nominations of cities submitted to th"em by M.ib., st"t.r.
+
++
Ill. Question to tbe Foreign Ministers
Question No 79 by Mrs Fontaine (H_t43/Bt)
Subject: Situation of Christians in Iran
Several t"*,.tg news rePorts r-efer to a serious deterioration in the situation of Christiansin Iran. can rhe Ministers confirm rhese reports, and do rt.y .n"ira.laking 
"ny ".rioion the subject?
Ansuer
ft^r-!* ::tion to explain.in my reply ro MrAdam,s question (No H_48al85) duringthe earlter October part-session, the situadon in Iran with regard to human rights ani
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fundamental freedoms is regularly reviewed by the Foreign Ministers Teeqng in political
"oop.."rion. 
The Ten have-made rePresentations rc the Teheran authorities with pani-
cular reference to the ill-treatment suifered by religious minorities, including Christians in
Iran.
These represennrions and the initiatives which the Ten have aken in other international
boJi"s, su"h as the Commission of Human Rights, reveal the imponance which the Mem-
ber States of the Communiry attach to the prJblem of human rights in Iran' The Ten will
conrinue to follow the matier very closely and will not hesitate to voice their concern
whenever this might be useful during their contacts with the Iranian authorities'
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- 
Madam Presidcnt, at the
opening-of the last pan-session I raised a 
.question
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- 
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(DE) Madam Presidcnt, in
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- 
is a useful noise, I'm not com-
plainine about it, on the conrary it makes me very
i,"ppy,-b"."use it is clearly work to enlarge the Com-
.;;ity. But what about Brussels? How far have the
prepaiadons progressed? I have to work in Brussels
ioo, but it seems, for example, that for an unforeseea-
ble period after enlargement on 1 January, my Parry
Group will have to meet under extremly inadequate
condiiions, which no-one would dare show on screen'
I will not stand for such second-rate treatment in
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IN THE CHAIR: IADY ELLES
Vce-kesi.dent
(Tbe sitting was oPened at I 0 a,m.)
l. APProoal ofminutes
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The minutes of yesterday's sitting have
been distributed. fue there any comments?
Mr Croux (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I noticed yesrcrday the
word soameitre in the French version of my amend-
ment 
- 
No 6, which has since been adopted 
- 
rc the
modon for a resolution on the Inrcrgovernmental
Conference. This was an incorrect ranslation of the
original Durch text which read ooer te- legge4 i' e'
traismettre. I should like it to be properly translated,
since Mr Gocbbels based part of his argument on a
misunderstanding because [. *"s going by the French
text, whereas thi original Durch version reads differ-
endy.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
Mr Croux, I have only the French min-
utes in front of me' 'We shall check whether the word
tr4wmettre in paragraph I has been properly ranslated
in all the other languages.
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pru.ssels any longer. Our governmenm are supposed to
be having talks in Luxembourg on greater iights fo.
the European Parliament, but ihis parliamenf, which
represen$ the peoples of Europe, purs up with work-
ing conditions which no national parliiment would
tolerate.
(Applause)
It is not a quesrion here of Strasbourg or Brussels 
-this isn't being decided here anyway. It will be a long
time before any decisions are made about the Capital
of Europe, which 
- 
under the Treaties 
- 
is to unite
the Communiry institutions in one place. But neither is
there any doubr that we musr be able to work in Brus-
sels for as long as the Commission and Council are
locarcd there.
Therefore, we need suitable working conditions in
Brussels as soon as possible, by which i mean an office
for each Member, suitable mieting rooms for large or
growing Party Groups, and more rooms for the com-
mittees so rhar y/e can hold more meetings at rhe same
time. But we also need a chamber in Brusiels for berter
and special plenary sessions 
- 
dealing with unem-
ployment, for example 
- 
and in order io hold Euro-
Pean contresses there.
I have been asked about the cost. On this point we
propose that at times when Parliament is noi meeting
in Brussels this chamber could be used for orher pur-
poses on a sound economic basis. Thar's something we
could inroduce rhrouthour Europe. But I would also
suggest that my fellow parliamentarians make use of
the. present budget discussions, take the weighry
brrdget documenr, look up the lines covering-thl
'Budget of Parliamenr' and study the sums paid out in
rent. You will be absolutely flabbergasted by the
amounts you see!
It is- high time we stopped rclerating our inadequate
working conditions in Brussels just because we are
afraid to add to the larcnt competition berween Stras-
bourg and Brussels, something which has become a
kind of spon almost.
(Appkuselrom the Socialist Group)
Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam president,
ladies and genrlemen, let me stan by salng that I was
very surprised to find this issue was up for urgenr
debate rcday, 24 October, and that thij motion-had
appeared on the agenda so suddenly.
(Appkusefron the centre and the ight)
Ve have had detailed discussions in the past about our
work locations, and we have the Zagai rcpon, which
was carefully prepared and which decided thar, as a
rule,..the European Parliament's plenary sessions
should be held in Strasbourg and its to**itt e ...t-
ings in Brussels. That is rhe current sate of affairs.
If we want to change this in one fell swoop, then we
will embroil ourselves in the greatest of difficulties.
'!7e know there is a judgement from the European
Coun of Justice greatly constraining the European
Parliament's capaciry ro ac[ on this matter. I would
like to warn all those who believe we can pull things
o.ff by staging a surprise coup, rhar we are hiading f6r
similar legal tangles and that in the end no-onJwiil
achieve his original aim, and that we will in actual fact
become ensnared in legal complications.
Secondly, building yer another plenary chamber would
involve much expenditure. Preparations would have to
be made via the corresponding budget procedures, and
I cannot see how this can be decided straight off this
morning without any prepararions, without any rel-
evant discussions.
(Apphusefron the centre and the right)
Thirdly, I would like to ask you how we would
explain this to the peoples of the European Com-
muniry? We have a veqy nice plenary chamber here in
Strasbourg, we all know that Srasbourg welcomes us
as Members, and that a great deal has bien done here
for this European Parliament.
(Appkusefron the centre and the right)
I just cannot understand how we can do things in this
way without taking any of this into accounr. How will
we explain rhe fact that altough we have this plenary
chamber in Strasbourg and anbrher at our disiosal in
Luxembourg, we, as the Furopean parliament, opr to
incur.funher great expenditurC to build a third plenary
chamber in Brussels!
For this reason I would implore you to reject rhis
motion by a clear majority, or at least paragraph I of
It.
(Appkasefron the centre and the igbt)
Mr Simpson (ED). 
- 
Madam president, Mr von
'!7ogau 
aslts-why lle are discussing this matter today.
The reason for.rheurgency of thishotion is rhe pres-
ent. stage_ of development of parliament,s buiiding
policy in Brussels. It is not a back door manoeuvre. IT
there is no motion and it is not passed rhere will be no
discussion on this. The question of costing and all the
details. will hayg to be gone into in detail quite soon.
But without this motion we cannor take any funher
stePs.
Ve are faced with rhe arrival on l January nexr year
of 84 Spanish and Ponuguese colleagues'and a not
inconsiderable number of Spanish and ponugu"r.
gtaff for the political groups. At present we have-four
buildings in use in Brussels: rhe Rue Belliard, the
Remorqueur, rhe Ardennes 
- 
which is vinually ready
for occupation and where the political groups'will bl
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moving in shortly 
- 
and the Boulevard de l'Empereur
which is being relinquished on 31 March next year.
The Rue Belliard is to be used almost exclusively by
Members and the Remorqueur and the Ardennes by
the political groups. Two more buildings 
- 
the Rae-
mar, berween the Remorqueur and the Ardennes, and
the Van Maerlandt on the opposite side of the Rue
Belliard will be ready if all goes to plan in late 1987
and late 1988 respectively. To bridge the gaP 
- 
as we
do not have enough room to meet our present needs,
let alone to provide one office per Member as we have
in Strasbourg and as was requested by the Bureau as
long ago as September 1980 
- 
we are leasing on a
temporary basis, for three years, offices near the Rue
Belliard premises. These can be relinquished when the
new buildings are completed.
Funhermore, it is generally agreed that to increase the
efficiency of this Parliament further suff will have to
be transferred from Luxembourg, always keeping
within the guidelines laid down by the European
Coun. All these factors bring home the need for an
overall assessment of the future requirements of the
Parliament in Brussels in the medium and long term;
bearing in mind the long delays involved to obain the
necessiry planning permissions and to draw up the
appropriate plans and conffac$. It took rwo years in
Biissils simply to build the bridge between the
Remorqueur and the Belliard.
If the European Parliament feels the need for a con-
ference room of the size indicated in the draft resolu-
tion 
- 
I can only support it for the reasons set out
therein 
- 
then a decision should be made as soon as
possible to allow adequate planning, getting down to
the details, the costs and all the other necessary Pre-
Pararions.
The proposal today will meet many of the needs of the
European Parliament and other bodies in the light of
the nine Communiry languages to be used from Janu-
ary and the growing needs for adequate conference
space in Brussels. I commend this resolution to you.
(Apphuse)
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam President I rise
to speak on behalf of the French Communists and
Alliei, but to tell the truth the same remarks could, for
once, be voiced from other benches, as we have just
heard. I shall not go into the issues in depth. I will just
make some common-sense remarls which, I hope, the
majority of us will be able to supPoft.
Firstly, it seems ro me that at the beginning of this leg-
isladve period we agreed that future urgent debate
agendas would only contain motions for resolutions
concerning events occuring since the previous pan-
session. This criterion was clearly not applied to the
document before us. As far as I know nothing new has
happened in Brussels in the past fonnight which could
all of a sudden justify the construction of a 500-seat
chamber. I might add that to give priority to this mat-
ter in our debate, ahead of the Lebanon hostage issue,
the Middle East peace process, European-Cenral
American relations, the situation in Nicaragua, the
assassination of South African poet Benjamin Moloise,
peace and human rights 
- 
and that's not all, I'm
afraid 
- 
is not a very sensible thing to do.
If this motion for a resolution is adopted we can
hardly blame the press for commenting ironically on-
the European Parliamentarians' rather strange sense of
values.
(Applause)
Secondly, I would remind you that our Assembly
already has elected bodies, representing all Groups,
whose precise job it is to solve the qrye of problem
mentioned in this modon for a resolution. To vote for
this text, which aims in fact to blpass such bodies,
would in my view be a rather rash approach, com-
pletely illogical and probably doomed to failure in the
end.
Thirdly, if the aim is 
- 
under a seemingly harmless
p.ete*i 
- 
to set a milestone with a view to transfer-
ring at least some of our plenary session work to Brus-
sels, if not our Assembly, then I can only say two
things. Firstly, we should call a spade a spade. E ery-
one is free to have his own opinion on the matter, but
let us speak openly. Secondly, and in Particular, we
should not deal with this rype of question in a hurried
manner, we should not make it seem as if there are no
problems involved 
- 
material and financial problems,
staff problems, political problems. At the very least this
issue deserves a thorough study, consultation with
those concerned and well fouded decisions 
- 
in other
words, anphing but a hurried vote obtained under
doubtful conditions during an urgent debate.
Madam President, I do not beliefe in 'lucky-dip'
democrary. \7e will vote against this resolution'
(Apphuse)
Mr de la MalCne (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladies and tenilemen, I do not have much to add to
what has aheady been said. I would simply draw the
attention of the House to the frankness in its
approach.
Ve have to face the issues: people are either for or
against Brussels, but we don't want them rclling us that
itts a question of facilitating enlargement or facilitadng
the work of our House, as my good friend Mr Simp-
son told us. Peoplg are either for or against Brussels,
and should say so.
Secondly, the procedure chosen for such a decision is
dubious at the very least. Vhen I say 'at the very least'
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that is putting it mildly, of course, what I really mean
is that this procedure is absolutely unacceptable. Our
Assembly is a serious institution, and it must study the
problems seriously.
Thirdly, in our House we hear a lor of talk abour
economizing. Ve hear complaints about lack of
money for this, for that, for the Social Fund, and here
at the top of our agenda we have rhe construction of a
600-seat parliamentary chamber 
- 
because that is
what it is 
- 
in Brussels, although we've already got
one. None of this is very frank or very responsible,
Madam President, nor is it acceptable from a proce-
dural point of view. I felt it imponant to make this
point and to have it recorded in the minutes.
(Apphusefrom tbe centre and the ight)
Mr Roelants du Vrvier (ARC). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, although my Group consi-
ders it desirable to have extra facilities in Brussels in
order m hold plenary sessions, I believe it imponant to
sress 
- 
not only on my own behalf as an ecologist
living in Brussels, but also on behalf of my Group 
-that there can be not question of doing this on the
backs of the inhabitants of Brussels.
As you not doubt knotr 
- 
and this can be easily veri-
fied 
- 
the European institutions have progressively
taken over numerous residential areas in Brussels.
Nowadays, even in defiance of town planning regula-
dons which the Belgian authorities should obey,
government-level decisions have been taken for the
compulsory purchase of one of the last remaining resi-
dential areas near the Schuman Roundabout in order
to locate buildings there for the Council of Ministers.
This Parliament cannot, under any circumstances, be a
parry to such a massacre. Ve also believe it is vital for
any visible increase in Parliament's presence to be car-
ried out in consulations with the local inhabitants and
their represenutives.
Brussels has enough areas near the Rue Belliard on
which the Parliament can have a chamber and ancil-
lary facilities, without destroying the building fabric
and thus existing housing.
Many Brussels people nowadays consider rhe Com-
munity to be among those principally rc blame for the
destruction of Brussels. Instead of reinforcing the
European ghetm I suggesr rhar rhis Parliament, if ir is
determined to have new premises built, for its own
use, do it in a spirit of making amends for the damage
done to the city's fabric. It is with this in mind,
Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, that we will
vote for this resolution.
(App lause from Rainboat Group )
Mr Pannella (ND. 
- 
gR) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, it is for the very reasons just men-
tioned that my vote will be against, because for several
years now we have stressed that the issue is one of
developing a European region and not of continuing
to cram other facilities for our Parliament inm this
kind of London suburb which Brussels is now turning
into.
(Laaghter)
Madam President, ladies and tentlemen, the problem
is simple. Greece, Spain and Ponugal have joined in
the meantime, and then there is Italy as well, but
although the Treaties never made provision for the
final seat to be in Brussels, neither for the Commission
nor for the Council 
- 
we have been progressively
concentrating everFhing in Brussels.
Alright, so you can pull off forceful coups based on
cenain interests if you want; Brussels' propeny market
interests do carry enormous weight in this Parliament,
and I say this quite clearly. If the Luxernbourgers are
unable to insist on strict adherence ro rhe Treaties 
-and they have not been able to do this 
- 
they will be
the first to lose out; tough luck. The sysrem is not very
elegant, but elegance isn't compulsory and gets
brushed aside whenever the quesrion of money arises
in our Parliament. 'We have always serrled such mar-
ters without warning through sudden coups.
It is clear that this is not a very elegant situation.
Frankly, I would prefer our French friends and col-
leagues not to get all heated up simply whenever
something is moved out of Strasbourg, jusr as I would
prefer my Luxembourg friends rc act differently and
not simply when they get ir in the neck yet again, and I
would also prefer the President of Parliamenr nor ro
throw punches in the corridors, but to come and
explain his ideas to us instead.
Having said that, we are in favour of a European
region for the Council, the Commission and the Par-
liament within the next 20 years, both for serious rown
and country planning reasons as well as for develop-
ment of a European region, which could quite easily
take in France, Strasbourg, Luxembourg and, maybe,
the Ardennes and a part of Germany. This is quite
conceivable and would be in keeping with modern and
effective methods of town and country planning.
(Appla*sefron the centre and the rigbt)
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, let me
stan by pointing out thar I am not only speaking on
behalf of a very large majority in my own Group, but
also on behalf of rhe Luxembourg Members of the
Socialist Group and the Liberal and Democratic
Group.
I must say that we are appalled by this motion. There
is nothing v/rong in being for one or other of the work
locations; I myself am more in favour of the latter, as
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you know. But the way in which this motion for a
iesoludon has been abled is tantamount rc nothing
less than a coup d'Etat, far removed from accepted
democratic methods and rctally devoid of any polidcal
sense of niceties or sensitiviry. Funhermore, it has no
urgent character whatsoever other than that of sur-
prise and haste. This motion flagrantly contradicts our
bwn decisions; it is absolutley inadmissible from a
legal, budgetary and policy point of view. Indeed, in
July 1981 this Parliament adopted, by a very substan-
iial majoriry, the Zagari resolution on holding the
plenary sessions here in Srasbourg, a decision.which
ihe Luxembourgers did not support but which they
respect as good democrats. The Coun of Justice in
Luiembourg has ruled that Parliament can have
appropiate facilities at its meeting places in keeping
*iitr its work. Here in Strasbourg we have work facili-
ties which are more than appropiate. In Brussels this is
not the case as regards the offices we need, this we
know, but this is not the fault of the Presidency or the
Quaestors of this Parliament. Those responsible are to
be found elsewhere. Our building a third chamber in
Brussels, when we already have two, would certainly
not be understood by our electors. If the chamber in
Strasbourg were unavailable for some reason we could
always use the one in Luxembourg, and no-one here
can say our July pan-session in Luxembourg did not
take place under the best of conditions.
In addition, poliry and budgetary considerations speak
against the resolution submitted by Mr von der Vring.
Ybu know that since l97Owe have had budgetary sov-
ereignry over our own budget, but we only obtained
this sovereignry, this 'gentlemen's agreement" on con-
dition that we would not exceed our budgetary powers
in matters of staff renumeration and the issue of par-
liament's seat. However, there is no doubt that the
texts before us would again raise the question, stir up
the argument about the seat, and run the risk of our
again landing before the Coun ofJusdce.
Finally, this resolution is in no way urgent. It couldn't
have come at a worse moment, i.e. at a time when the
Intergovernmental Conference in Luxembourg is dis-
cussing the future of Europe and extending our Pow--
ers. Neither the governmenm' nor the peoples of
France and Luxembourg would understand the posi-
tion of this Parliament, including the matter of
expanding its powers, if they saw that at a time like
this we had nothing better to do than to squander
money on building a parliamentary chamber despirc
having two already. Therefore, I would very strongly
recommend that our House reject this resolution.
(Applaase from the cente and the igbt)
Mr Price (ED).- Madam President, it has been sug-
gested that this motion challenges the decisions about
our provisional places of work taken on the Zagari
resolution five years ago. It does not! It makes no
change in the arrangements then made for holding our
normal monthly pan-sessions in Strasbourg. Vhat it
does is to deal with our practical accommodation
needs in Brussels which we face next year. That is a
matter of urgency.
Some speakers have suggested that this motion- opens
,p 
" 
.r"* issue; but the Bureau is already heavily
involved in discussing new buildings in Brussels. At
this stage it needs political guidance from the House.
That is what this motion seels to give it.
The proposal also recognizes the Part which this Par-
liamint can play in bringing mgether professional and
other groups of European citizens.'S7e are the repre-
sentati;es of Eutop."n citizens. More and more of
such bodies *ant io be able to tet rcgether, and in
Brussels they do not have large facilities where all the
Community languages are available. !(i'e can make
these facilities available and help to make the citizens'
Europe a reality by providing a multi-purpose.confer-
.n.. 
".ntr. 
for our own needs and those of other citi-
zens in Europe.
This Parliament will gain power if it works effectively'
This modon is designed to enable us to work more
effectively. I hope that this House will suppon it.
(Applaasefrom tbe European Democratic Group)
Mr Chaaterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, la-
dies and gentlemen, it was argued here this morning
that this tuble"t was inadmissible for an urgent debate
because it required long and due consideration' At
every part-sesiion *e hold an urgent debate in which
we iometimes discuss extremely complex problems. I
have never yet heard the argument that we should not
be allowed m decide on these problems.
(Appkuse from the centre and the lefi)
Madam President, as Mr Price has just said, the pres-
ent proposal indeed deserves the particular attention
of this Parliament and of us all, because it concerns
the working conditions of Parliament as a whole and
all of im Members. It is vitally imponant for Parlia-
ment to be able to mee[ as a body at the place where
the executive branch of the Community meets. As long
as Parliament cannot do this, it will be hindered in its
work and im Members will not be able rc do their job
properly. If some people object that suitable buildings
wilfcosi money, and thit will not be appreciated by the
citizens of Europe, then I say that every European citi-
zen does appreciate that the European Parliament
must be able to work under normal conditions. How-
ever, what they do not appreciate are the large addi-
tional costs iniurred by this constant toing and froing
from one place to another!
(Appkusefrom tbe centre and tbe lefi)
To conclude, I would say that those of us who think
that this proposal is directed against Strasbourg are
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turning it on its lread. Clearly, the aim of this resolu-
tion is to acquire more facilities in Brussels for the rea-
sons just menrioned. Personally, I would like to
express my appreciation for all the rouble people have
gone to here in Strasbourg, and I would add that I
very much enjoy coming to Strasbourg for the pan-
sessions. However, this does nor mean that we should
not be able to funcdon in Brussels as a Parliamenr.
Anyone who sees our proposal differently is interprer-
ing in totally incorrectly,
I hope that we as Members of Parliament will do our
dury, and that we will want to carry our our work
under normal conditions. That is what our citizens
expect of us.
(Appkuse fron the centre and tbe lefi)
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, I would just like rc say that I consider
this motion to be inadmissible from a legal point of
view. I would like to remind you that the Luxembourg
financial rulings granted us sovereignry over our
budget on condidon that the sear issue be left alone. . .
(Mixed reactions)
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Aigner, you are talking ro rhe sub-
stance. You are repeating points which have been
raised by other Members on rhis marrer. Of course
you may have rhe floor, but I musr warn you that the
time you speak will be deducted from your Group's
time.
Mr Aigner (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I believe rhe motion is
inadmissible because it might possibly jeopardize the
sovereignty we enjoy. . .
(Mixed reactions)
. . . over our own budget. There is no doubt that build-
ing a plenary chamber affects the sear issue, and for
this reason it is a rather dangerous motion because if
we end up before the Coun of Justice again our own
room for monoeuvre will be restricted still funher.
That is why I think this motion is inadmissible.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Of course, there are many dangerous
subjects discussed in this House, but they are,
nonetheless, admissible.
The debate is closed.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
Mr Pitt (S).- May I draw your anention ro a proce-
dural point which has disturbed me in the past and dis-
turbed me during [he course of the debarc this morn-
ing. I do not expect you ro give me an answer [o this
point now, but I hope you will take it on board and
give me your answer orally or in writing later. It is a
procedural development which I am concerned abour.
It concerns the way in which speakers use rhe speaking
time allocated to them. There are many examples but I
shall only give one example from this morning's
debates. There was, for example, the decision of the
speaker on behalf of the Socialisr Group not to avail of
his speaking dme. But there was a particularly flagrant
example of my concern when you 
- 
and I quote you
exactly 
- 
called Mr Vunz to speak 'for two-and-a-
half minutes on behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group'. Vhen Mr'S7unz began rc speak his exact
words were 'I rise to speak on behalf of the French
Communists and Allies'.
There are anomalies in the way in which people are
using group speaking time and this is not somethint
relating exclusively to this morning. Ir is a general
development which concerns me. Vill the enlarged
Bureau look at this and lay down some guidelines in
view of the way in which group speakers may or may
not be abusing rhe time allocated to them?
President. 
- 
Ve will examine that. Of course, you
will appreciate that rhe time given ro groups for sp,eak-
ing time is a global time and we can only go by the
names submitted to us by secretariats of the groups. It
is not for me, of course, to decide how long any pani-
cular Member speaks.
'!7ith regard rc the Socialist speaker, he personally
requested to have his name withdrawn, as Mr Estgen
had declared that he would be speaking on behalf of
the Luxembourg Members of this Parliament.
Your point has been nored and will be dealt with.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) To avoid any possible
doubt, I should like to poinr our that I spoke with the
atreement of the Communist and Allies Group, even
though the views I expressed were those of the French
Communists. So I would ask anyone who has doubts
in future ro come and talk to us about them as col-
leagues rather than serrle such problems on rheir own.
President. 
- 
Mr Vurrz, it is not for the Chair to
make any judgment as to who is speaking on behalf of
which group. If I have before me a list of people
speaking on behalf of their group, I must accepr thar
that is the decision of the group concerned.
Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Madam President, I have a
totally different point of order.
During the voting you decided that a vote should be
retaken, a decision which I heanily applaud because I
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think it was sensible in the cicumsances. However, we
have had a major difference of practice in recent plen-
ary pan-sessions. You will recall the number of points
of order raised when the leader of the Socialist Group,
Mr Arndt, asked for a vote to be retaken during the
last pan-session because we had had a written request
in writing, properly submitted, for a roll-call vote. The
President on that occasion, despite the fact that the
request for al roll-call vote had been made in due
form, refused to accede to Mr Arndt's request that
that vote should be retaken. Today you have acted
much more pragmatically and much more sensibly,
and I applaud that.
However, could the differences in practice between
the occupants of the Chair at different times now be
referred to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions so that we can get a clear decision on the
circumstances in which a vote can be retaken?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Tomlinson, your point has been
noted. The matter will be referred to the Commimee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions so that it can
give proper guidance to occupants of the Chair on this
particular issue.
Middle East
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resoludon (Doc. B 2-1073/85) by
Mr Romualdi and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European Right, on new methods of com-
bating terrorism;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-110a/85) by
Mrs Veil and others, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the murder of Mr Kling-
hoffer;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc' B 2-1097 /85) by
Mr Didd and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on relaunching the peace progress in the
Middle East;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1121/85) by
Mr Cervetti and others, on peace initiatives in the
Middle East and the Mediterranean;
- 
the motion for a resoludon (Doc. B 2-1069/85) by
Mr Carignon and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European Democratic Alliance, and Mrs
Veil, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, on the hostages in Lebanon;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1091/85) by
Mrs Percy and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the plight of European hostages in
Lebanon;
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc' B 2- 1 I 1 8/85) by
Mr Baudis and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany, on the fate of the
hostages being held in Lebanon.
Mr Almirante (DR).- (17) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, as an Italian I am sorry to have to be
sharyly critical of the government of my country for
its questionable and craven behaviour during the
events connected with the hijacking of the Italian liner
Acbille Laaroby murderous terrorists. But my embar-
rassment is counrcred by the fact that as a funher
result of this behaviour the Italian Government has
fallen, and there is at least a hope that it will be
replaced by government which can indeed speak on
behalf of Europe and the Mediterranean' The Group
of the European Right 
- 
for whom it is my privilege
to speak 
- 
represents France, Greece and Italy: Med-
iterianean Europe, And it is on behalf of this part of
Europe 
- 
which is not only a Europe of social and
economic interests but also the Europe of tradition,
the Europe of civilization 
- 
that I want to Protest in
the strongest terms against the cowardly complicity
which allowed wide freedom of movement to the ter-
rorists led by that bandit Arafat and by that other ban-
dit, Mohammed Abu Abbas, whom the Italian
Government allowed to escape and who turned out 
-
according to the subsequent confessions gleaned from
the terrorists by Italian investigators 
- 
to be the
leader along with Arafat of the Palestinian terrorists.
Freeing Abu Abbas was therefore a crime, an act of
open collusion with criminals who had murdered an
American citizen, and above all it was a political crime
of tremendous significance when you remember that
the aircraft which carried Abu Abbas to freedom was a
Yugoslav machine, evidently made available by Yugo-
slavia to save the life of a terrorist leader. Is there per-
haps anyone here who thinks that a Communist Starc
like Yugoslavia acted on humanitarian grounds, and is
there anyone in this Parliament who can deny, in this
instance, the existence of active collusion and of a
genuine internadonal plot led and mastermined by the
Soviets? Consequently, Madam President, the motion
tabled by the European Right is sound and objective.
\7e call on the Council of Ministers to take, in concer-
tation with the democratic allies of Europe, concrete
and joint measures to promote effective action against
international terrorism.
Mr Di Bartolomei (L). 
- 
(17) Madam President, the
Achille Lauro af.tair has spotlighted the risks and
uncenainties in relations among western countries
over the question of the Middle East. Let me mention
some of them.
There is a risk, which exism in Italy but also in other
countries, of a kind of sympathy for the Arabs which is
based on the justified recognition of the right of the
Palestinians to have a homeland, but which sometimes
leads people rc deny the same right rc the Israelis. The
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risk is there in Italy but it also affects other European
countries, and the risk is that the shonsighted view
will result in a failure to distinguish between those in
the Arab world who are working for peace and for a
fair territorial settlement in the Middle East and those,
on the other hand, who adopt the Palestinian cause as
a pretext for terrorist acts which are blatant attacks on
peace, legitimate aspirations and international law.
There is also the risk 
- 
rhis time in the United States
- 
inherent in a political line which should make cau-
tion a watchword for that great nation, as strong as it
is, but which unfortunately does not always follow
that line. It is a line which must respect the national
integriry of other democratic nations, their rights and
their privileges, especially with regard ro a counrry
such as ltaly, a friend and an ally which has sound and
lasting reasons for remaining so.
At lastly, again in Italy, there is the risk that we may
not be able to distinguish berween the political re-
sponse to the unthinking behaviour of an ally and a
misinterpreted national pride, and with it the risk of
stirring up grim memories from the nationalistic past.
All these risks were present during the short time of
the Achille Laurds interrupted cruise, and what was at
risk was even greater than the lives, how'ever precious,
which were at stake. Perhaps we managed to salvage
the essendal, even though it cost the life of an inno-
cent and defenceless American citizen, Mr Klinghof-
fer. It is to be hoped that justice will take its full course
and that we learn all we can from this confused affair,
beginning with the need to coordinate measures ro
combat rcrrorism, without any posturing or suspicion
on either side of the Atlantic. This is what we call for
in our motion for a resolution.
Mr Didd (S). 
- 
(tf Madam President, once again
our Parliament is called on to say somerhing about rhe
extremely delicate situation in the Middle East. Vhat
is happening there not only results in human uagedy
- 
repeatedly caused by senseless and shocking acts of
terrorism and reprisal which are condemned on all
sides 
- 
but increasingly also threatens the snbility of
the whole Mediterranear, area, with tremendous risks
to Peace.
The motion for a resolution which we have tabled is
not so much an arrempt to condemn yet again these
inhuman acts or to acknowledge the exemplary role of
a Bovernment 
- 
the Italian Government 
- 
in saving
hundreds of people, apan from one who was savagely
murdered and to whose memory we now pay tribute.
At the same time we want to reaffirm the respect for
the dignity and national sovereignry of all the coun-
tries involved and see rhat justice is done with regard
rc those directly responsible for the act of piracy on
board the Achille Laaro.
It is not enough to condemn acts of terrorism and
reprisal. It is not enough rc take any measure which is
needed to combat and eradicate terrorism. You have
to go back to the underlying causes which give rise to
these incidents and which are fundamental rc the situ-
ation in the Middle Easq if you want to put an end to
thern. It is for this reason that we are asking the House
for its support on the urgent need for a European ini-
tiadve which will help to reopen a peace process
which, on the basis of alks, will recognize the inviola-
ble nadonal rights of all the people in the region, from
the Palesdnians to the people and State of Israel.
The European Community has a profound interest in
ensuring that the Mediterranean is an area of peace
and it has to act firmly, albeir in collaboration with
other contries including our allies, rhe United States,
so that there is an ongoing process and dialogue
between those closely involved, those most direcdy
affected on the basis of the Jordanian-Palestinian pro-
posal, which as a proposal seems more realistic and
more likely to guarantee a fair settlement.
To this end, and in line with rhe position outlined by
King Hussein of Jordan, we call on rhe Council to
support the demand for recognition of a Jordanian-
Palestinian delegation including the PLO as legitimare
representatives in the negoriarions, as this is vital for
the successful outcome of any peace talks. !7e are well
aware of the limitations and the contradicitions which
are a feature of this organization but we are equally
convinced that as long as the Palestinians are in exile
- 
as they are now, without a narional territory of
their own on which to establish narional institutions 
-it is unrealistic and politically mistaken nor ro recog-
nize the PLO as rhe legitimate voice of the Palestinian
people.
The Israeli Prime Minisrer, Mr Peres, in his recenr
speech to the United Nadons seemed to reveal an arri-
tude which has become less inflexible lately. It is our
hope that these opponunities 
- 
if such rhey are 
-can be encouraged to the point, perhaps, of creating
the right conditions for the start of the dialogue which
Europe has to foster.
More than expressing opinions, Madam President, our
motion seeks to be a sincere appeal to all involved for
reason to prevail at last and for the first srep to be
taken along the path of negotiation, with mutual
understanding of the orher's problems, for an end to
the dreadful suffering of so many people, nor leasr rhe
Palestinians, and for the guaranteed recognition of
every State, including the State of Israel.
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(17) Madam Presidenq ladies
and gentlemen, in the face of everything that is hap-
pening in the Middle East and in the Mediterranean,
you have to wonder whether there is still room for a
response based on reason and in panicular for a
stronger commitment, more suited to the seriousness
of the situation. You have to wonder whether it is still
possible to seek a fair and genuine peace setrlemenr
which respecm Israel's right to exist in safery and
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affirms the right of the Palestinians to have a home-
land.
Our impression is that the situation in the area is rapid-
ly deteriorating even further with all the dangers that
this implies for the present and for the future' This is
the reasoning behind our motion for a resolution, a
reasoning which is also clearly outlined in the Socialist
motion which has just been introduced by Mr Didd.
Ve want to reiterate here our toal condemnation of
all acts of terrorism and reprisal and of all hostage-
taking. And at this point I want to extend our heanfelt
sympathy to the stricken families who are listening to-
this deb"t.. !7'e want to reiterate our condemnation of
any attempt to use armed force where only a political
solution can provide the answer.
But condemnation on its own is not enough. There is a
need, now for an urgent political initiative to coPe
with the situation. Unfonunately, the impression I
have is that since Venice, instead of following the path
that was outlined then, the Ten have held back, and
unfortunately this impression seems panicularly strong
at the moment. This explains our firm and insistent
call on the Foreign Ministers meeting in polidcal
cooperation to overcome all hesitation and to mke the
necessary steps while there is still time. I must be clear
to everyone that time is now short, and that it is get-
dng shoner and shoner.
Mr Coste-Floret (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, when it comes to violations of
human rights it is not possible to look the other way.
You have rc be untiring in your Protests and do all you
can to remedy a situation which is intolerable. This is
why a fellow member of my group, Mr Carignon, was
the first to take the initiative and write rc the President
of this Parliament to ask for an inter-group delegation
to be sent to Lebanon to talk to the authorities and the
churches, and also to visit the hostages.
A member of hostages have been held for months
now, and they include Europeans: British, Italian and
French. Their situation is made even worse because
the terrorist groups which kidnapped them are hiding
them and refusing m let their embassies communicate
with them.
This is why we too have signed the compromise
motion 
- 
and we are very happy that a broad section
of this Parliament has signed it 
- 
for an inter-group
delegation, but also through him 
- 
because it cannot
be done otherwise 
- 
to visit the hostages. Let me add
that in adopdng this motion for a resolution 
- 
and
many resolutions on Lebanon have been adopted in
the past 
- 
Parliament will be stating not only its
desire to see and end to genocide but also its refusal to
turn its back on the problem of the human rights
which are being violated by Lebanon and by terrorist
groups. It is vital to condemn these acts and to put an
end to them as quickly as possible.
(Appk*sefrom the igbt)
Mrs P6ry (S).- (FR) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, today is the 155th day of imprisonment for
the journalist, Jean-Paul Kauffmann, and the scientist,
Michel Seurat. They have been 156 days of agony for
their wives and children, their family and friends. May
I for a second speak as a woman and as a mother? A
few days ago I met Gr6goire Kauffmann who looked
at me with the eyes of an ll-year-old and asked me if
we could help to free his father. You cannot lie to a
child. I told him we were going to try m do some-
thing, on top of everything else that had been tried.
As long ago as the topical and urgent debate during
the July pan-session, this Parliament vigorously con-
demned this intolerable type of blackmail, hostage-
taking.This assault on libeny is all the more reprehen-
sible in that no one doubts the peaceful intentions of
the victims. Jean-Paul Kauffmann was doing his job as
a journalist in order to bring us the news. 'S7e repeated
our appeal to the Foreign Ministers during the Sep-
tember and earlier October pan-sessions. Today, we
feel that there is a need, with the suPPort of the fami-
lies, to do something more.
The various political groups in this House have pro-
posed sending a parliamentary mission to Lebanon to
meet the President of the Lebanese Parliament and,
through him, the main political and religious leaders in
the country.
I believe chat there is nothing worse than silence and
neglect. Other people may not share this view, but that
is how I feel. The dme has come to arouse public opi-
nion in Europe. Hostage-taking is on the increase,
with American, French, British, Italian and Russian
victims. They are top-qualiry goods which can be bar-
tered at various levels as a means of exchange or
blackmail in this country which is the prize in a con-
flict in which it has no more say. !7e know that peace
and stabiliry in the world may depend on the outcome
of the conflict in the Middle Easr The violence is get-
ting worse. For the first time, we have been shocked
and outraged by the execution of hostages.'!7'e share
the growing anguish of the families and hope we can
help them with all our sympathy but also by doing
something.
I should especially like to express all the admiration I
feel for the courage and resolve of Joelle Kauffmann,
who is listening to this debate from the gallery behind
me and who is leading a delegation consisting of mem-
bers of the hostages' families, their friends 
- 
in pani-
cular, Mr Michel Cantal Dupan, chairman of the sup-
pon committee 
- 
and also the hostages' employers,
Mr Olivier of the CNRS and Mr Jean-Frangois Kahn,
editor of L'Eainement du Jeadi.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
I should like Parliament to take up and echo the
appeal to the Hezbollah kidnappers which Joelle made
three days ago as her husband was beginning his sixth
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month of imprisonment, an appeal which she will
repeat shonly, at half pasr rwelve, ar rhe press confer-
ence organized in this Parliament, and an appeal
which we take up here: Free Jean-PaulKauffmann ahd
Michel Seurat, free all the hostages in Lebanon!
(Apphusefrom the left)
Mrs Fontaine (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Madam President, la-
dies and gentlemen, the 40th anniversary of the United
Nations Organization coincides sadly with the
upsurBe of one of the most odious forms of barbarity,
whereby innocent men and women are held and used
as pavrns in political conflicts. I am of course referring
rc hostage-taking. The fact that governmen$ 
- 
guilty
sometimes of compliciry, sometimes of faintheaned-
ness and sometimes of turning a blind eye 
- 
are
powerless, tends to make an almost everyday occur-
rence of a crime which until recently was the preserve
of bank robbers on the run. Vhat is happening in
Lebanon today proves that not one is safe from the
kidnappers, not even those governmenm which
thought it could only happen to others.
My main reason for speaking today is to suppon the
motion for a resolution tabled by our group on the
fate of Mr Kauffmann, Mr Seurat, Mr Canon, Mr
Fontaine and so many others who for no reason have
been held for months by groups over which, it is
claimed, no one has any control. In addition to the
physical cruelry of their detention, there is also rhe
unbearable menal tormenr of their wives, children and
relatives. Tossed abour, ar the merry of promises and
smooth talk, between hope and anguish, these wives
and reladves have come to Strasbourg today to ask the
European Parliament rc help them effectively, and we
welcome their presence here. It really is up to this Par-
liament, representing as it does 300 million citizens
and strengthened by its democratic ideal and its influ-
ence on the world, ro express its absolute indignation
so that the intolerable is no longer tolerated. A unani-
mous protest by this Parliament musr lead to the
immediate liberation of Mr Kauffmann, Mr Seurat,
Mr Canon, Mr Fontaine and all rhe other hosrages
held in Lebanon. I must once and for all put an end to
hostage-taking, which is a modern form of crime
against humanity.
(Appkuse)
Mr Schinzel (S). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, the bombing of Tunis was an arrempr
by the Israeli Government to torpedo the peace pro-
cess which is getting underway. All of us in this Housejoin in condemning all kinds of terrorism in the world,
but it is paniculary dismaying when a country which
purports to be democratic employs rerrorism as a
means to funher its political aims. Until noll rhe aim
of the Israeli Government, backed by the American
Government, has been [o wear down and sap the
Palestinians to such an extent that their call for a
homeland, self-determination and fundamental human
rights is no longer heard throughout the world. The
Palestinian people have been ground down for
decades.
'$fle as Europeans must be concerned to uphold the
Jordanian-Palestinian initiative, which is ro some
extent a concession by the PLO. Now Israel must at
last make a move. !/hat we should be aiming ar in our
initiative is to have talks with the United States and the
USSR about the problems of the Middle East and pos-
sible solutions to them and to get thinls moving. But
we are appealing not only rc governmenm. As a Parlia-
ment, we have the task of entering into an intensive
dialogue vith the American House of Representatives
on the possible solutions to the problems of the Mid-
dle East.
\fle should seek to bring about a solution based on the
renunciation of force which provides international
guarantees for Israel's borders and for what will then
be the secure homeland of the Palestinians. This his-
rcrical region must ar long last become a place of
peace. It might help us to achieve this aim if there were
an international Marshall Plan, which would at last
give the people in the Middle East hope for the future
after decades of suffering.
'!7e ought also to give positive consideration to the
possibiliry of receiving the Jordanian-Palestinian dele-
gation in Parliamenr and to speak with irs members
about the peace process in the Middle East. After all, it
is our foremost task to help to bring about peace in the
world.
(Applause from the Socialist Groap)
Mr Prag (ED).- Madam President, rhis is a sad dme
in the history of the Middle East with the assassina-
tions of Israelis in Cyprus and Barcelona, the precision
bombing of the PLO Headquarters sourh of Tunis, the
hijacking of the Acbille Lauro, and the murder of a
paraplegic, Mr Klinghoffer.
Yet it is a wrong assumption that stalemate is perma-
nent. History is, in large parr, the story of reversals of
apparently irreversible positions. The first basic prob-
lem is the recognidon of Israel. Surely"the days of set-
tling problems by genocide are gone. The 31/2mil-
lion Jewish Israelis, the Israeli Arabs, the Vest Bank
Arabs are there to stay and musr be rhere to stay. !7hy
should both sides nor srarr out with a clear declaration
to this effecr? It would be no more than a recognition
of realiry, but it would be a big step forward. Terrorist
Broups of course present a much bigger problem. They
are, as we have seen in the PLO and the Lebanon, very
difficult to control. Their leadership find it vinually
impossible to control rhem. They are proliferating,
whether under the umbrella of rhe large organizations
or as small independent organizations in themselves
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and now in the Lebanon they are taking hostages' I
wish that the heartless and ruthless grouPs who take
hostaqes could have heard the appeals of Mrs P6ry
and Irirs Fontaine. But hostage-taking is only a pan of
the wider picture of terrorism which,presents the big-
gest threat to all who atrcmPt to make peace' Here is
6ne major field where, as this Parliament has said dme
and time again, Europe could help by stepping up and
coordinatin'g its meaiures against terrorism, the work
of its securi-ry forces and by the whole series of steps
which have been put forward by thit Parliament'
The other big preliminary obstacle is the choice of
.eoresentativel of th. P"littinian Arabs, Surely diplo-
."", 
""n 
overcome this problem without the contin-
uedihouting from the two sides 
- 
PLO in, PLO out!
Ve shall vote against the Socialist and Communist
Groups' motionsLecause they take sides on this mat-
t.r. Tht proposal made by Mr Peres, to which Mr
Dido refirrei, suggested ihat King Hussein should
talk for the Palestinians. Surely, that is one possible
soludon. Bit it is no use going on saying the PLO must
be represented, the PLO must not be repre.sented' \7e
mustlook for other ways of solving the problem'
Finally, of course, there is the question of.the securiry
of Israel with is highly vulnerable long waistand there
is a solution to thiitoo 
- 
demilitarizadon of the Vest
Bank, backed by continuous checks. I know there are
other problems and Jerusalem is perhaps the biggest'
But there is surely in example of reconciliation and
lenuin. peace in ou, o*n Community. The ending ofih. long'long quarrel between France and Germany
can seffe as an example. In the same way that the
European Communiry has served us in !?'esrcrn
Europe, w'e must find solutions which first take the
heat out of the conflict and let the light in'
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
I should like to call on Parliament today to make a
gesture of principle'
Firstly, it should condemn all hostage-taking. and
declare that it cannot be the way to achieve any objec-
tive, even a just one. You know what we think about
the'problemi of the Middle East. 'S7e consider that
they can only be solved by, recognizing the right of
ea"h of the counries and peoples in the region,
including the Palestinian people, rc live.within secure
and recognized frontiers and to have their own State'
But at the moment there is something which overrides
our views on the subject, namely that the lives of
French, British, Italian, American and Soviet hosta8-es
"re "t 
rirke. And I am sure you realize that I am think-
ing especially of the fate of Mr Kauffmann and Mr
S.lut"t, on whose behalf our Parliament has already
made repeated presentations. This is wh1 my colleague
and friend, Mr Piquet, signed on behalf of our grouP
the modon calling Tor an lnter-gtoup delegation rc be
sent to Lebanon for a humanitarian purpose and irre-
spective of political affiliation.
I hope that Parliament will adopt this modon'
Immediately after the vote I shall get in touch vith the
President oi Parliament so that the delegation can set
out to perform its task as soon as possible.
Mr Nordmarrr. (L). 
- 
(FR) | shall confine myself to
four remarks on the outcome of. the Achille Lauro
hijacking. Firstly, I should like to stress, d€sPite the
denials i.orn ,or. quaners, that the murder of Mr
Leon Klinghoffer wal inspired by anti-semitism' Once
again a rnln has been killed not for what he did but
f& what he was' Once again we have an indication of
that anti-Jewish hatred ln which anti-semitism and
anti-zionism so strangelY meet.
My second remark is to stress that the democracies,
faied with terrorism involving hostage-takingt lte
entitled to defend themselves, and I am pleased that,
for once, terrorist kidnappers will be tried by.a coun
in a democratic country against which their crime was
directed. This is the biginning of a healthy reaction,
which we owe, it must b; said, to the courage of Presi-
dent Reagan and the effectiveness of the American
intervention.
My third remark concerns the true nature of the PLO,
*ft"h h"t become aPParent during this crisis and
which must be sepatatid from Palestinian realiry' PIO
rcrrorism is not-the Palestinian realiry of the ![est
Bank Arabs, and that is why my founh remark deals
with the diplomatic outlook which this new awareness
implies. The Venice resolution, on which we have so
ofien clung, no longer applies, and the Israeli-Jordan-
ian dialogie to sol* the specific problems of territo-
rial dispute and the coexistence of people must now
begin.
I hope that it will have Europe's backing.
Mr Verbeek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) I should like so speak
about the American involvement. '$flhat the United
Sates has done in the Mediterranean this month is
appalling from the point of view of international law'
\frashin[ton used thl Italian base of Sigo-nella in Sicily,
15 km Trom Comizo, to launch its fighter attack
against the Egyptian Passenter aircraft. This demon-
stiates what litili regard the United States has for the
military sovereignry of other NATO member coun-
ries. NATO is-not a suPra-national organization.in
international law, it is nothing but a group oi countrtes
dominated by the United States.
The American air force attack is all the more un-
acceptable because it proves how the Unites States vio-
lates the fundamental sovereignry of other countries,
with or without the complicity of the governments of
the NATO countries. In my country, the Netherlands,
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it is to be decided on I November whether or nor 4g
American cruise missiles are ro be stationed there. The
incident in the Mediterranean demonsrares the basic
illegaliry of American and NATO militarism, which
also poses a nuclear threat. European countries are
betraying their sovereignry by accepting the'destruc-
tive potendal of the USA on their territory.
Mr d'Ormcsson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Madam president,
Beiru has become rhe greatest theatre of crime ever
imagined. It is the cowardice of the Vest which allows
hate and fanaticism to dictate the acrions of the kid-
nappers and murderers. Europe, the source of whose
genius is Christianfuy, can only recover its soul by
ggilg ,o the aid of the Christians in Lebanon and by
fulfilling its raditional mission. Today our group wiil
naturally-be voting for all the modons calling for the
release of the unfonunate hostages of Muslimlanatics.
Mr Paonella (ND. 
- 
@R) Madam President, for
every European hostage we are worried about there
are sure to be, every day, hundreds and rhousands of
people both in the Middle East and elsewhere who are
killed because of their opinions, their ribe or their his-
tory.
I think it is mking a very self-cenrred European view
as well as a very superficial politician's view if we carry
on talking in terms of conflicr between countriei,
while the ma,ior and real problem in the Middle East,
affecdng every woman and every man rhere, is thar of
their libeny and rheir digniry. Ir is the problem of
ensuring that independence actually guarintees free-
dom, democraq and liberry and dois not, as is so
often the case, serve as an alibi for vicious regimes.
At 
- 
the very moment when this Parliament is quirc
lShtlf concerning itself with the European hostagls, I
should simply like ro say rhar as a radical 
- 
an Iialian
radical 
- 
I think that unless a European policy man-
ates_to tuaranree the rights of the Syrians, the right of
the Syrians to live, the right of the Lebanes. to lir.
and-the right to life, freedom and independence, while
at the same time guaranreeing the pilestinians free-
dom. and political democracy, it is quite frankly likely,
Madam President, that we shall ionstantly have rc
bear the consequences of our inability to establish
independence, freedom and digniry together.
Mrs Vcil (L).- (FR) Madam President, ladies and
Bentlemen, on Thursday mornings we ofren wonder
whether our debates are of any use. The day before
one often overhears someone in the corridoi saying
that we are ridiculous with all these urgent debatel
and that we spend too much time on thim, and we
wonder whether there is any point in them.
I. think rhat today- the presence in the public gallery of
the families and friends of the hosages who- are cur-
rently being held in Lebanon answeri these questions.
This is no way implies 
- 
and we have no illusions
about rhis 
- 
that any action we may take will produce
immediare results. Unfortunately we have often
adopted resolutions and no one has listened to us.
But I think that the very fact that we make our vqice
heard, the very fact rhat we are capable of taking
action, even if the House is nor as full as we shoulJ
wish 
- 
and I should like m say rc rhose who are in
the. public gallery that it is unfortunately the way in
which our proceeding are organized which has prev-
ented many of our colleagues from being here 
-shows that we are with you in your hour oi need and
that we would all like to be in the House because we
all want to join you in calling for the liberation of your
relatives !
Your relatives must be freed as a gesrure of humanity
and because the actions of their kidnappers were
inspired by hate and fanaticism
And in ansv/er to Mr Pannella, who asked why we are
acdng ro help Europeans when all these peoples are
suffering, I would say that coming ro the aid of the
hostages does not mean rhar *e aie not interested in
the others.
That is not true! !7e also want ro act ro help the
others, but we know that rhe reason why European
hostages are being held in lrbanon rcday is thai the
kidnappers want ar the same time to put pressure on
our countries, rhar it is the freedom of the whole
world and the independence of all countries thar are at
stake, that it is not the fate of four, five, ten or rwen[y
hostages 
- 
French, American and British 
- 
but free-
dom itself which is ar srake, and we should all realize
that, as long as hostages are held, there will be no
freedom in Europe for any of us.
(Apphuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Wce-President
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr president, ladies
and gendemen, I am speaking in suppon of the motion
tor a resolution tabled by the Liberal and Democratic
Group (Doc. B2-llO4/85), not only because I am a
member of that group but also because I have a pro-
found impression of having been deceived 
- 
an
impression shared by many citizens, by polidcians and
by governmenm 
- 
because many people thought,
incorrectly, that the PLO of yasier- nrafat had-re-
nounced violence and terrorism. But unfonunately the
murder of an elderly invalid provided the sordid iroof
that we.were wrong.-The Achille Lauro may well prove
to be the Titanic of the PLO, its reputaiion and it
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credibiliry. Despite that, the discredit of an orga-
nization does not mean the discredit of an entire peo-
ple, and we wish well to those who are. trying to re-
""rit"r" the 
peace Process and are extending a hand to
King Hussein.
As for the other motion for a resoludon on the larcst
drama in the Middle East, that of the hostages, it is
not so much for me to present it but rc inform its
authors of my reply, after-the Bureau had referred the
matrcr to me'in my capaciry as chairman of the deleg-a-
tion for relations'witlr the Mashreq countries, to the
reouest bv Mr Carignon to send a mission to Lebanon'
\trithout ignoring the difficulties, I rhink that a mission
of this kiid 
"ould 
h"tne a definite and positive impact,
and I informed the Bureau accordingly' kt this be
heard in the House not only by the proponents of the
mission but also by you, Mrs Kauffmann and Mr
Seurat, who listened to our debates. You should know
that Parliament is unanimous in sharing your anguish
and in trying to do everything in its limited Power to
put an ."a io that anguish and to make the religious
maniacs reelize at last ihat God is love and not hate'
(Appkuse from the centre andftom the right)
Prcsident. 
- 
The joint debate is closed'
(In successioe ootes, Parliament reiected.the motionfor a
'resolrtiott, Doc. 82-1073/85; adopted the resolutions
Docs. B2-1104/85, B2'1097/8t, B2-1121/85; and
idopted Amendment No 1r repkcing motions for resolu-
tiois Docs 82-1059/85, B2-1091/8t and B2-1118/85
utitb a neu text)
- 
the modon for a resolution (Doc' B 2-lll5/85) by
Mr Croux and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Party, on the Second Costa Rica
Conference
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,-it is clear
that the most imPortant task facing the Community
with regard to thi situation in Central America is to
finJ a ieaceful soludon to the tensions and conflicts
;il h";. dragged on in this region for centu.ries, and
which still exact a brutal toll in the shape ot aggres-
sion, uiolation of human rights,- suppression of
iirion"t cultures and exploitation by forces totally
uiinr.r.rr.d in the identiry and fundamental social
i."Jt .f Central America, their sole concern being the
".onori. and military 
advantages to be gained from
this region.
Naturally, the Communiry cannot interfere. in the
"urono*y 
and independent democratic development
of Central America. There are enough suPerPou/ers
engaged in such dirry work, whether they be States or
mu"lti"nadonals. Vhai the Community ought to do is to
suDDort those forces that wish to return Central Amer-
i." io th. nations and peoples of Central America'
This Community has always advocated an exPress
ooti* of rurro. for demociary and the Protecdon of
'hurn"n righti. It should not allow itself to become
.nr"ngl.d" in arguments and speculation instead of
comirig down unequivocally in- favour.of democracy,
defencle of human rights and self-sufficiency geared to
the fundamental socll needs of the population, which
have been ignored for centuries.
It is namely toally beside the point to cavil about
whether so-e actiot taken in a Particular country is
democratically acceptable while in a neighbouring
.ounrry r.nt Lf thouiands are tortured and murdered
every 
.'year without anybody paying any Particular
attentlon.
If the Community and this Parliament in particular
*ith to take their irnpott"nt role seriously, they should
ffanslate their repeatedly promised :uPPgrt for the
Contadora initiative into'concrete action, for example
as proposed in my resolution, recognizing that in the
o..r.ni situation ihe Conadora initiadve is the only
to...., approach. Ve should also realize that this so
imponani inidadve 
- 
rc which there is no alternative
- 
is currently under severe threat.
Mr Newens (S). 
- 
It must surely be- clear rc this
House that ii is exremely imponant for Europe to
develop and encourage the growth of political, econo-
mic and cultural relat'ions with the countries of Central
America. It is unfonunate that a number of previous
aBreements with Latin American countries and areas
lriu. b."n very disappoindng in their outcome' Tt-rey
h"u", in fact, .emait id declarations of largely unful-
filled aspiradons.
Central America
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
-the modon for a resolution (Doc' B 
2-1109/85) by
Mr Staes and others, on behalf of the Rainbow Group
on the esablishment of an EEC-Contadora Group
standing conference
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-lll3/85) by
Mr Arndt, on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Cer-
vetti and Mr Piquet, on behalf of the Communist
Group, on the staie of negotiations between the Com-
muniry and the countries of Central America
I Amendment No I tabled by Mrs P6ry and Mr Hansch onLli,iii? ii,. soa"G c'oi,p, Mr Biudis, Mr Abelin, Mr
Bernard-Ravmond, Mr Klepsch and Mr Hab-sburg 
-o-n
b;h;tf ;a;h; croup of the European People's^Partv, Mr
Pras on behalf of ihe European Democratic lJroup,-!1ri'i.i.i.t l.ii"tf of the Cominunist and Allies Group, Mrs
V.]io" U.t rtf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, and
M;-C;;;Fl"tet on behalf of the Group of the European
Democratic Alliance.
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It is extremely imponant, therefore, that the new
cooperauon agreemenr envisaged should include spe_
cific proposals for the expansion of uade and aid with
all the counrries, rhat it should be implemented and
that the. progress on it should be carefully monitored
on behalf of this Parliamenr.
As the resolution indicates, we need, furthermore, rc
take a strong stand in favour of the principles of fiee-
dom, peace and national sovereignry for all the States
in the region, and recognition o-f this bv other inter-
ested panies. This Parliament has given iuppon to the
Contadora initiative and we need to recoinize and
make it clear that we can in no way acquilsce in or
rurn a blind eyc to the flagrant-violaiion in the
national sovereignry of Nicaragua by the Contras and
tormer supporrers of the Somoza dictatorship and that
we utterly condemn the effons of the presjnt United
States Administration to ovefthrow the-sandinistas by
these means.
Most people in this Parliament condemn terrorism.
'!7e 
need- to recognize that suppon for the Contras is
support for terrorism and undeclared war against the
peoples of Nicaragua and can only undermi-ne effons
to establish full democracy in that counry. It will
funhermore hinder the development of relations with
Nicaragua. Europe musr nor accepr thar its involve-
ment in Central America is subjecf to the approval of
the United States of America or any othii outside
power. '!7e have a right ro pursue our own policies in
thts regron.
Our policies should be based upon the fundamental
objective of assisting all the iountries of Central
America to develop as free, independent and demo-
cratic counrries in which the standards of living of all
peoples can be transformed. Anyone who co-nsiders
the abject poveny and degradariorr, in which so many
Central Americans now live, and the serious da-age
being done to their environmenr, must recognize tf,e
need for far-reaching change. Such change is-nor onlyin their inrcresm, but in the interests -of Europ."r,
countries as well, because it greatly increases the
opponunities for trade and other exchanges.
The resolution seff our in a very moderate way the
form in which we should seek to achieve this and, I
hope accordingly, that it will be passed unanimously.
Mr Lenz (PlE). 
- 
(DE) Mr president, my Group
will suppon the joint morion. From the very beginning
w.e. havg always supponed the Contadoia in'iative]
although we know how difficulr it will be ro solve the
conflicts in a region which has again been a cause of
grear concern to us in the past few weeks. Therefore,
we especially welcome the fact rhar what is known as
the Second San Jos6 Conference will be held in Lux-
embourg this November, bringing roterher the Euro_
pean foreign Ministers and thi C-ond'dora States. .We
support the economic and financial measures
requested in the motion as well as the signing of the
Cooperation Treary, but there is one thing wI would
like to point our: we do not think rhe Corincil,s man-
date to the Commission goes far enough. !7e believe
$1t the Communiry musr have rno." o-pponuniry forbringing its influence ro bear, and this is piecisely what
this region expecr of lTestern Europe, because the
European Communiry is considered to be more inde-
pendent of the Superpowers' political influence. !7e
believe the European Communiry should also become
more involved politically and express more clearly its
desire to see democracy and freedom develop. There-
fore, we are nor only in favour of the Europian Com-
munity taking action in future along purely economic
aad political lines, but also of our jointly itepping up
the political pressure so that the people in that critical
pan of the world have the chance of enjoying free-
dom, democraq and a better life.
Mr Baget Bozzo (S). 
- 
(IT) Mr president, I should
like to point out that Contadora might no longer exist
soon. The eanhquake in Mexico may have -tremen-
dous political repercussions in that counrry. There is
no way of knowing what is going to happen in rhe
very country which is the most imponant of those
involved in the Contadora initiativi. Second point:
there has been a coup d'Etat in panama. \7hat dbes it
really. mean? Third point: a counrry which is not
linked to the Contadora group but which is now close
to Ecuador has broken off rilations with Nicaragua.
Founh point: the developing situation in Nicaragua.
The fact is, ladies and gentlemen, thar we are up
against a changing situation and it may well be that the
Contadora initiative, aimed at a peaciful settlement of
the tension among the countries of Central America 
-just rhink of the conflic between El Salvador and
Honduras some ren years ato 
- 
is very quickly reach-
ing a dead end.
This means that it is even more imponant for us, firsr
of all, rc take a direct approach toihe problem of our
relations with rhe Cenral American countries in gen-
eral on the basis of the outcome of the ministlrial
meedng in San Jose. Secondly, we have to look care-
fully at the possibilities, aimi and limitadons of our
poliry.. Thirdly, we have ro ask ourselves if rhis poliry
really bacls up the moral and political principll that
Cenral America is not an area rlserved fir the United
Smtes, and consequenrly we have ro ask ourselves how
far..Parliament is ready to go in risking a moral and
polidcal conflict with the power which is dominant in
this area. \7hat I am trying to say is that the problem
which has been raised by the Contadora group is
hardly likely m be solved by it.
Mr. Kuijpers (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr president, ladies
and gentlemen, the right of peoples ro self-determina_
tion, the struggle for democrary and arms control, rhe
observance of human rights, and non-intervention are
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all principles that guide the effons of the Cantadora
group in their endeavour to reduce tension in Central
America.
Yet it is becoming increasingly clear that the attitude
of the United States, above all towards Nicaragua, will
determine the chances of success. The prospecm are
not rosy. The Reagan administration has sworn the
downfall of a numer of independent governmenff in
the backyard of the United States, and the methods it
employs are not very pretry. Vithout being blind to
thsshoncomings of the regime in Managua, it must be
said that such an anitude is unacceptable. All the more
reason for the Communiry to follow a different path.
The current negotiations on a cooPeration agreement
between the European Community and Central Amer-
ica therefore deserve full suppon. The Communits
should honour to the full the pledge it made at the San
Jos6 Summit in September 1984. It would simply be
unacceptable if it were rc back down and not fulfil its
promise to double aid. It is namely not enough to suP-
port the effons of the Contadora SrouP with words
alone, deeds must follow.
Mr Lflburghs (NI). 
- 
(NZ) No-one can doubt the
imponance of Central America in the current situa-
tion. It is clear that no adequate solution can be found
for each individual country. Only an integral approach
can offer any prospect of change. This region can
become eithei a powderkeg or an examPle for all of
Ladn America and the Third Vorld. A powderkeg if
the conflict continues to be seen as a clash between the
rwo superpowers in which this region is the battlefield.
An example if the peoples concerned can be helped to
arrive at their own model for development. Here,
Europe can play a crucial pan by supponing the
autono*ors development of Central America. This
requires Europe to follow a line independent of the
superpowers. Vill Europe succeed? I hope so.
Mr Van den Heuvel (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
pronouncements made by the European Communiry
bn Central America would make a bulky volume by
nov. Not only Parliament but also the Commission
and the Council of Ministers have supponed the Con-
tadora initiative at all stages, and have issued declara-
tions on the role of the European Communiry in this
region. So far the high point seems to have been the
San Jose Conference in September 1984, when the
Communiry Ministers appear to have laid the founda-
tions for closer cooperation with the region.
Anyone who ist remotely familiar which the situation
in Central America will realize the extent of the influ-
ence exened by the superpower that regards this area
as its backyard, and the exrcnt to which this influence
is feared, Loth publicly and privately. It is therefore
tremendously imponant to develop European initia-
tives in thii area. Unfortunately however, all the
declarations of suppon of the Condatora initiative by
the European Communiry have had little impact so
far. An ag.eement, evidently desired by all the Com-
munity Member States and the countries in the region,
has failed to come about. Those of us who have read
the secret instructions issued by the American State
Depanment have no need to ask what and who is re-
sponsible. It is helpful also in view of the debate later
today in this Parliament, to recall once again that
Nicaragua has so far been the only country that has
had no great problem in agreeing to proposals for an
agreement. It would be good if the political groups
present here would use their contacts in the region to
lxen influence in the right direction. I understand Mrs
Lenz's concern on this point.
The compromise text on the negotiations for a co-
operationagreement has our suPPort, and to underline
this I would add that my grouP also endorses para-
graph 4, which talks of respect for political freedom,
iiuil pea"., national sovereignry and economic solidar-
iry. However, we are not entitled to talk of such mat-
rcrs, Mr President, until we have done our utmost to
crearc the condidons for implementing such principles,
and untit we have said clearly what we think of those
who have done their best to Prevent these conditions
from being established.
I very much fear that what has so far been achieved in
the negotiations on a new cooPeration agreement falls
far short of all the declarations that have been made to
date. Vhenever they need to be translated into con-
crerc aclion, European professions of suppon aPPear
to be qualified somewhat by national penny-pinching.
I would therefore very much like to see Parliament
clearly endorse the present compromise text.
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, for some
time now various attemp$ have been made to sabotage
the Contadora initiative. However, even though it is
abundantly clear which superpower is responsible for
this extremely deplorable acdon, I refuse to name
countries or persons here, even if they may be obvious.
It is more than calamitous for these depleted and
exhausted countries to be constandy dragged into a
power sruggle between the large blocs, which can evi-
dently afford such a sruggle and have the means to
carry it out. This policy of strangulation is criminal
towards the populations of these counries. It is funda-
mentally unjust to compel them to choose between
East or 'V'est, a choice that is absolutely irrelevant to
these populations. The Community should therefore
take resolute action to counrcr this totally unaccePta-
ble polarization in which a small country is irrespon-
sibly forced to become a battlefield for the great Pow-
ers'which always fight out Poc/er srutgles outside
their own borders and compel people of other coun-
uies to die for interests that do not concern them in
the slightest.
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If the citizens of the Community have rheir doubts as
to the sense and effectiveness of the Communiry and
its institutions such as this Parliament, this is not just a
question of the abolidon of internal frontiers and red
tape nor of European identiry cards, driving licences
and motorway names, it is also very much a quesrion
of our proper appreciation of our role in the outstand-
ing problem areas, such as the siruarion in Cenral
America, and our concrerc commitments towards
extremely sensible institutions such as the Contadora
8rouP.
Mr De Clercq, Member of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, the Commission stands by its
view that pacification in Central America can only
come from the region itself and musr rherefore be
sought through negotiarion, not through military
means. It is thus concerned at every increase in tension
and each srcp thar withdraws civil and consritutional
freedoms.
The Commission reirerates its hope that through
negotiation Central America can reach a serrlemenr
ensuring peace and stabiliry within the framework of
democradc pluralism and respect for human rights.
The Commission also reiterates its intenrion to contri-
bute to the efforu made by the Communiry ro achieve
these ends by supponing rhe peace process launched in
1982 with the initiative of the Contadora group and by
stren$hening collaboration both in the political field
and in the field of economic cooperarion. Here, I of
course refer to the framework agreement for econo-
mic, commercial and development cooperarion ini-
tialled in Brussels on 18 October 1985.
In this connecrion, Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Commission confirms rhat it has been con-
ducting negodarions with Cenral America on rhe basis
of the guidelines issued by the Council of Ministers on
23 July 1985. In accordance with these guidelines, the
Commission's proposals do not provide for a doubling
of aid over the next five years. However, they do
allow for a considerable increase in this aid. This
increase must be used preferably to finance projects
that will promore regional integration.
Prcsident. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
(In successioe ootes, Parliament ad,opted resolution Doc.
B 2-1109/85 and Amendment No 1r repkcing rnotions
for resolilions Docs B 2-1113/85 and n Z-t t iStS5 with
4 nea) text.
Terrorist organizations of the cxtremc left and the
extremc right
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 92 ll07/85) by Mrs Veil and Mrs Tove
Nielsen, on behalf of the Liberal and Domocratic
Group, on terrorist organization of the extreme left
and the extreme right.
Mrs Veil (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I shall be extremely brief, but in my opinion
we cannot allow these events in some of our countries
to pass urithout reaction on our parr. I r/ant to talk
about the terrorist activities, rhe acts of violence and
absolutely blind hate, which have again struck a num-
ber of European countries in the last few weeks.
A shon time ago, in connection with rhe hostages in
the Lebanon, I was speaking about the defence of
democrary and freedom and the rhreat to us all from
outside. But we are also threatened from within; this is
the only purpose of these acts of rcrrorism, i. e. to try
to destabilize democrary and impose the law of the
strongest. All we can say is we hope rhar our tovern-
ments will reacr mosr vigorously and that there will be
real cooperation to combar rerrorism 
- 
we have said
this very often, and there is no point in repeating it at
length 
- 
as here too it is our liberty which is ar smke.
(Appkrse)
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we will
be happy to suppon Mrs Veil's morion, but we would
like to make one point: ar a rime when terrorist acts
are occurring here, there and everywhere 
- 
and all of
us who view the situation realistically know very well
that rcrrorism will increase and not decrease 
- 
it is.
somehow very lamentable that we must again say
something Parliament has been repearing conrinuously
for seven years now, i. e. that we will nor get to gripi
with tcrrorism if we do nor agree, ar long lasr, on a
cross-border formula for combating terror.
I would like to say one thing in this connection: in the
past few days there have been some quite emorional
votes, with the losing side saying each rime that Parlia-
ment has again demonstrated its incompetence, and
that preserving unanimiry is perhaps the right thing rc
do because we are allegedly irresponsible.
I would like to note just one thing in response: Parlia-
ment.is open to criticism, but what those who do have
unanimiry 
- 
our governmenr 
- 
ger up to in the
Council in the field of terrorism, and, God knows, this
affects each citizen, is the best example of an irrespon-
sible poliry. Thus, I don't think we should criticize
Parliament so strongly; it is the Council which should
at last wake up to the realities and act accordingly.
(Apphuseftom the centre and the ight)
I Amendmenr No I tabled by Mr Arndt, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Croux, Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken,
Mr Klepsch, Mr Vergeer and Mr Habsbure, on bchalf of
$9 G-roqp of rhe Europcan People's Party] Mr Prag, on
behalf of-thc European Democratic Grorip, Mr Ce"rvetti
and Mr Piquet, on behalf of the Commuhist and Allies
Group, Mr Gawronski, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, and Mr Coste-Floret, on behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance.
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Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I should
like to make the following comments on the motion by
Mrs Veil and Mrs Nielsen on all kinds of terrorist
organizations and the combating of terrorism: terror-
ist organizations and terrorist acts, when they take
place on the rcrritory of other countries, must be
clearly condemned whatever their origin and irrespec-
tive of whether on some occastions they are due rc the
justified indignation of cruelly oppressed peoples'
However, how can we speak at present, Mr President,
about the terrorism of organizations and how can we
close our eyes to a very recent provocative act of State
terrorism committed by a superpower such as the
United States? \7hat right do American miliary air-
craft have to force, in international airspace, a civilian
aircraft belonging rc another country, Eg1pt, and
transporting people of another nationaliry who are to
be sentenced, to land on the territory of a forth coun-
ay, lraly? And what will happen if other countries
engage in this kind of State terrorism?
This is why there should be condemnation of terror-
ism by organizations . . .
President. 
- 
Excuse me, Mr Filinis, but your speaking
time is up.
The debate is closed.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
Nicaragua
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1074/85) by the
Group of the European Right on the situation in
Nicaiagua following the declaration of a state of
emergency and the suspension of all freedom;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1075/85) by Mr
de la Maldne and others, on the situation in Nicara-
gua;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1105/85) by Mrs
Tove Nielsen and Mr Gawronski, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on Central America;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1110/85) by Mrs
Heinrich, on behalf of the Rainbow Group, on the
state of emertency in Nicaragua and the reasons for
the introduction thereof ;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-lll7 /85) by Mr
Langes and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Party, on the situation in Nicara-
gua.
Mr Pordca (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, on the mon-
ument which, at the dawn of the post-Communist era,
will be erecrcd to commemorate the marryrs of the
darkest period in the modern history of humaniry, the-
n"rne of Nicaragua will certainly occuPy a place of
honour among numerous others.
Nicaragua is currently in a dramatic situation, worse
than under Somoza. All public and private freedoms
have been suppressed. The only opposition newsPaPer,
La Prens4 has been banned. Arbitrary arrests, imPri-
sonment based solely on denunciation, and tonure
have become pan of the system, and are.applied vigo-
rously and rynically. The government of Daniel
Onega does not even trust its friends, and the political
police is everywhere. Children denounce their parents
io formidable and disreputable 'Committees of Surv-
eillance'. This is the very image of totalitarian govern-
ment pushed to the brink of Marxist-Leninist logic.
The Catholic Church, originally strangely sympathetic
towards the Sandinista revoludon, is now the principal
force in opposition to the regime. Together with
thream against the clergy and against Archbishop
Bravo of Managua, faced with a population which has
been betrayed and cheated by its so-called liberators
and is turning for refuge rc its clergy, the only ramPart
and the only chance. of salvation for Ni-caragua, the
government is preparing rc establish an official church,
it the service of the Starc and practically without
influence on the masses.
The thousands of Cuban, East German and Soviet
advisors have brought with them a political police
organization, whose methods are the same as those
applied in Africa, Poland and Vietnam. More than
ever, our task is to combat these degrading Commu-
nist procedures, which have become standard and
which attack not only the liberry and digniry of man
but also, and especially, his mind and spirit, through a
process of constant and unrelenting indocrination. It
would be to the credit of our Parliament to beak off all
economic and political links with the pseudo-govern-
ment of Nicaragua, which represents only itself and its
faithful hirelings.
Mr Coste-Floret (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, it is not possible to be in favour of
something and ir opposite at the same time.'$7e con-
demned the Somoza dictatorship because it curbed
cidzens' libenies and we say in our proposal for a
resolution that we approve the principles of the 1979
revolution in that 
- 
and only in that 
- 
they consti-
tuted an opening of the doors to democracy.
The result now is a general suspension of liberties:
freedom of expression, freedom of movement, the
right to strike, postal secrecy and even, for those who
have been denined, the guarantees of habeas corpus.
This we cannot accept.'Sfe condemned Somoza and in
the same say we condemn Ortega. The violation of
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human rights is the same thing wherever it occurs and
whoever is responsible.
Consequently, the vast majoriry of my Group will vote
for the compromise resolution, which I have signed
personally. In this way we will express our condemna-
tion of the suspension of political and civic rights and
all freedoms, as well as our desire to suppon the
effons of the Contadora group to achieve a peaceful
solution to the problem by means of dialogue.
Mr Heinrich (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we have three resolutions before us
sharply condemning the state-of 
- 
emergency crack-
down in Nicaragua.'!7e, too, are saddened by the fact
that the crisis in Nicaragua is getting worse, that this
small nation fiercely fighting for its freedom, is unable
to find peace. But we are also worried by the one-sid-
edness with which this Parliamenr treats the Nicaragua
problem.
In the past few weeks 'Contras' funded, armed,
rained and directed by outsiders, have 
- 
in 12 of
Nicaragua's 15 provinces 
- 
carried out economic
sabotage as well as terrorisr acts against the popula-
tion, and fought some heavy battles wirh governmenr
troops. This fact alone would have prompted any
Vestern Country to proclaim a starc of emergency
ages ago. Each State has a right to defend itself against
oven and coven milinry acrion. Vhat is being covered
up here is the fact thai one day before the-state-of-
emergency crackdown 4 500 mercenaries infiltrated
from abroad had launched a new large-scale offensive,
and another 2 500 mercenaries assembled on rhe Hon-
duran border were preparing to occupy Esteli.
Ve do not understand why this Parliament does not
see the Conras' actions for what they are, i. e. terror-
ism. Ve do nor undersand this House's kow-towing
to U.S. policy. Vhy are people here so silent when it
comes to condemning abvious acts of State terrorism
such as the mining of Nicaragua's porrs by the secret
service of the USA, whose governmenr even has the
audacity to refuse to recognize the ruling of the Inter-
national Coun of Justice in The Hague?
Ve have ofrcn pointed out in the past the hypocrisy
with which here, on the one hand, the . . .
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
(DE) Mrs Heinrich, your speaking time
is up.
Mr Langes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, President
Mitterrand of France said very clearly and unequivo-
cally in Latin America a few days ago that he srongly
criticized the sate of emergency in Nicaragua, and
that this did not conribure to a peaceful senlemenr of
the conflict in that Cenrral American counrry.
The Cardinal of Nicaragua, Obando y Bravo, one of
the leaders of the opposition to Somoza, has said wirh
equal clariry that the Church would not let itself be
initmidated, and would use the pulpit to speak out
against dictatiorship and rhe betrayal of human rights.
There is no hlprocrisy here, Mrs Heinrich, and Par-
liament must send a clear message on this. And there is
something else which must be said in all clariry: Mrs
van den Heuvel calls for dialogue. Of course we need
dialogue, but when the peaceful opposirion in a coun-
try 
- 
over here we have our trade unions, the
Church, the polidcal panies of the Christian Demo-
crats and the Social Democrats, all of which aim to
achieve change through discussion 
- 
if these are un-
able to speak, Mrs Heinrich, because they are in pri-
son, how can dialogue bring about a peaceful solu-
tion? Don't let's kid ourselves! !7e have always con-
demned the Contras, the milita4, atracks; if you will
be so kind as to do the same for El Salvador [hen we
will achieve a peaceful settlement in Cenrral America!
I would ask you to vore for our motion.
(Apphuse)
Mr Hilnsch (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, there is not doubt that we view with con-
cern the fact that the curbing of many civil rights in
Nicaragua due to the prolongation and tightening-up
of the national stare of emergenry, could lead to a
move away from such principles of the Sandinisr
Revolution as pluralism, a mixed economy and non-
alignment.
But we also note rhe enormous protress made by this
country since the Somoza dictatorship was toppled. I
only need to recall the exemplary literacy campaign or
the health sysrem which is now operaring. !7e also see
that since Nicaragua was freed from the Somoza dic-
tatorship the United Stares Governmenr has more or
less done its urmost to disrupt and destroy the peaceful
process of renewing sociery there. They tried to mine
Nicaragua's ports by using their secret service; since
1982 they have spent about 100 million dollars on sup-
porting the counter-revolution; by imposing a trade
embargo they have inflicted losses on Nicaragua's
economy totaling at leasr DM 2 000 thousand million;
and for a long time now rhey have been delaying and
blocking the Contadora peace initative. That is nor the
policy of a peace-loving counrry ois-ti-ois anorher
counrry in this region of Latin America!
For this reason we strongly demand an end to the
USA's policy of destabilization; we condemn the sup-
port for counter-revolutionary aggression from out-
side. Of course 
- 
as I said at the teginning and will
say again 
- 
we regrer that the governmenr of Nicara-
gua has prolonged and tightened up the national starc
of emergency in response ro rhe conrinued pressure
from outside.
\7e call on the Sandinist governmenr rc reverr to rhe
principles of the Sandinist government and Sandinist
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revolution as soon as possible, despite the warlike con-
ditions imponed into the country from outside. But
our task, and that of this European Parliament and the
European Community, is to help the Sandinist's and
Nicaragua to revert to their principles.
(Ciesfrom the ight)
In our view this help should be in the form 
- 
not
solely, but inter alia- of further suppon for the Con-
tadora initative as well as rapid signing of the Cooper-
ation Treaty between the European Community and
Central America, which could contribute to lasting
peace in the region and help combat poverty, as well
as preserve and restore human rights, social justice and
democratic structures.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)
Mr Tuckman (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I was one of
those sent by this Parliament to watch the Nicaraguan
elections last year. I found them technically fair, but I
was extremely worried about what was going on under
the surface. There seemed to be a tug of war between
the Stalinists and those who wanted genuinely to have
a democratic set-up.
I went out there wanting rc believe that the thing was
really moving in the right direction. I hate Somoza as
much as anybody else here, and I certainly do not
want to go back to that. But what do I now find?
Vhat ought I to believe? All the civil righm are abo-
lished and, on the face of it, everything which was
threatened and which we feared seems to have been
put into place.
In those circumstances, one really has to assume that
Mr Onega has decided the time has come when he
can show his Stalinist hand, since there is now no need
to conceal it. I have come to the conclusion that he,
like so many dictators before him, fears his own peo-
ple. I find that sad. I would like to be able to go along
with Mr Hensch and say, yes let us continue to give
these people the benefit of the doubt, but it really does
not seem at all possible. I am very disturbed when I
talk to the opposition parties, panicularly those who
did not take part, who then tell me, we only take pan
in elections in this country 
- 
Nicaragua 
- 
when the
conditions are absolutely right. Sflell, of course, that
plays into the hands of the intending dictators'
So, to summarize, I support the resolution. I want to
be able to believe that the thing can still be turned
round, but I am against any kind of dictatorship. I am
against this abolition of human rights, and I really can-
not go any further in giving the benefit of the doubt rc
people who seem to be going against everything which
this House stands for, whatever the country involved.
(Apphuse from the European Democratic Group)
Mr Cervetti (COM). 
- 
UD Mr President, I would
like to confirm a fundamental principle underlying the
action of Imlian Communists. I am speaking about the
principle that democracy is a universal value. I wish rc
conform this not in the abstract sense, but with specific
reference to the events in Nicaragua, which lead me to
express reservations and criticism on the measures
announced by the government of that country and my
concern at the shadows which they cast. I hope that
these measures will not be applied and that they will be
withdrawn at an early date.
At this point I must add something which concerns not
only the conditions of war in Nicaragua. Putdng for-
ward such a reason, whether jusdfied or not, would
mean some kind of reduction in the strength of an
asset, a value 
- 
democrary 
- 
of which we are un-
tiring defenders and supporters. The point which I
want to add and which I would like you all to remem-
ber, ladies and gentlemen, is that in the situation in
question other principles and values are at stake:
national independence and sovereignty. !fle cannot
really be so naive as not to see that over there in Cen-
tral America there is a move to sdfle sovereignty and
independence. This has cenainly been the troubled
and tormented experience of a small and poor coun-
try. After all, the words expressing the derermination
to sdfle independence and sovereignty have been spo-
ken clearly, and a series of specific supporting mea-
sures have been carried out, both with and without the
use of force, and at both domestic and international
level. On the other hand, it is not possible m establish
a scale of the relevant imponance of the different val-
ues: democracy and freedom on the one hand,
independence and sovereignty on the other. Establish-
ing such a scale means being unilateral and biased and
revealing anything but one's real intentions. Unilateral
and therefore unjust: that is a precise description of
the resolutions which have been tabled in his House,
and if they are not considerably amendend where
appropriate we shall cenainly not be able to support or
vote for them.
Mr Lllburghs (ND. 
- 
NL) Mr President, Nicaragua
has an historic opponunity to follow its own path
towards building a just society. Clearly, the United
States are directly intervening in Nicaragua to force
this country to abandon its own economic and social
development and push it against its will into the sphere
of influence of one superpower or another. Vhether
this will succeed with Nicaragua depends to a large
exrcnt on the attitude of Europe.
I urge the European Parliament rc do im duty and
express its unconditional suppon for the people and
democratically elected government of this country'
This is the only way of ensuring that the experiments
in national development and fair redistribution can be
continued. This is the only way of ensuring that the
trass-roots troups and Christians, who for the first
time on such a large scale have contributed rc the lib-
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eradon and construction of this country, can continue
to play a role and hence provide a guarantee for the
building of a pluralistic Nicaragua. I sherefore supporr
the motion tabled by Mrs Heinrich.
If{r' Glinne (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I agree with
the President of the Council, Mr Jacques Poos, that
we mus[ clearly express our regret at the suspension of
important freedoms in Nicaragua by the Decree of
15 October on [he starc of national emergency, for
obvious reasons of principle and because it represents
a retrograde step. But I also wish to point out to the
House that one week earlier on 7 October the Reagan
Administration announced it would no longer recog-
nize the competence of the International Coun of Jus-
dce in The Hague to judge 'political' disputes. In
future, \Tashington will restrict recognition of the
Court's competence to cases on commercial, legal and
territorial matters submitted to it by the mutual con-
sent of the parties concerned.
Last year the Reagan Administration had abeady
declared that it would no longer accept, for a period
of two years, the Court's authority over Central
American affairs. I deeply regret this attitude on the
pan of the US Government, motivared by the fear that
the International Coun, having declared it inadmissi-
ble, might find in favour of a complaint by Nicaragua
aboutvarious hostile and unacceptable acts on the pan
of the United States (mining of ports, suppon for
armed opposition, embargo etc.) although Vashington
and Managua had not broken off diplomatic relations
and for a time were even involved in bilateral talks.
The state of emergency declared on 15 October is
linked, up to a certain point, to this decision taken by
the Reagan Administration on 7 October. I hope,
however, that European political cooperation will help
m de-escalate this unpleasant situation.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, what
is being said by some people and the crocodile rears
which are being shed about the abolition of cenain
freedoms in Nicaragua wirh rhe proclamarion of a
state of emergency are reminiscent of the Greek say-
ing 'The burglar shouts to frighten the householder',
and by doing so they want to hide the fact thar at the
moment Nicaragua is a basrion of democracy, free-
dom and national independence which is being
besieged in an economic, trade and military war, with
constant intervention by gangs which are organized,
rained and funded by a superpower, ro destroy marcr-
ial production and assassinate and execure people.
Vhat do you wanr this regime to do? How is it to
defend itself? Vhat would you do in your counrries if
you were faced with a similar situation wirh, in addi-
tion, a neighbouring superpower which officially and
openly threatens, prepares and plans a military inter-
vention? Vhat would you do? Does not every nation
possess this sense of self-preservation? Vhy should the
Nicaraguan people not be allowed to take all mea-
sures? Vho is not saddened to see freedom being
abolished? Ve share these sentimenm, but above all
there is the salvation of the Nicaraguan people and the
protection of its independence and its democrary. And
when you say that the regime has abolished freedoms
from such and such.a date, you are unwittingly admit-
ting that these freedoms did exist under the regime of
the Sandinist revoludon. They really did exist, and so
you say that it has abolished them.
(Applaasefrom the lefi)
Mr De Clercq, Member of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, the Com-
mission would like to reiterate the importance it
attaches to the respect of human rights and the rules of
democrary throughout the world. It notes with con-
cern that an emergency situation has led the govern-
ment of Nicaragua to introduce measures which
clearly involve restrictions on basic freedoms.
The Commission also reiterates im determination to
see a peace process established in Central America and
in contributing towards the attainment of this goal in
two ways: it is supponing the Contadora initiative and
is striving towards a situation in which it will be possi-
ble for a cooperation agreement to be concluded
between the Communiry and the countries of Central
America 
- 
an imponant stage having just been
reached with the initialling of the text of the agree-
ment.
President. 
- 
The joinr debate is closed.
(In successioe ootes, Parliament rejected motions for reso-
lutions Docs B2-1074/8t, B2-107t/8t and B2-1105/85
and adopted resolution Doc. B2-1110/85)
Mr von der Vring (S).- (DE) Mr President, follow-
ing this vote may I draw your arrenrion ro rhe fact that
in the past, in line with the Rules of Procedure, ir was
clear in our minds that a correction, an elecronic
check is totally out of order. In cases of doubt we can
only repeat it but not supplement it. This is quite dif-
ferent to a roll-call vote.
If there is a conflict this kind of thing should not be
discussed here. However, I would ask of you that rhe
Bureau formulate rhe rules srrictly, because the Presi-
dent of this House simply says each rime that he will
note the starement, without it having the slightest
impact on the vote, and that is the big difference here.
This only constitutes politeness on his part, not a
change in electronic votes.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, we have gor one more
vote to take. In fact, I said that rhe electronic check
could not be changed. If the result up on the board is
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different from the actual result that I read out, then
obviously that is what we would have to check. There
is no question of having extra votes.
(Parliament adopted resolution Doc. B2-l 1 17/85)
(Tbe sitting anas saspended at 1.05 p. m. and resamed at
3 P.n-)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-President
3. EEClCentral and Eastern Europe (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate of the repon (Doc. A2-111l85), drawn up by
Mr Betdza on behalf of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, on relations between the European Com-
munity and the countries of Central and Eastern
Europel
Mr Valter (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen. Yesterday, the President of the Federdl
Republic of Germany, Richard von '!7'eizslcker,
speaking in this House, said that all told the foreign
political weight of Europe is still not what it could 
-and in our own vital interest 
- 
should be, panicularly
in rhecase of East-!7est relations.
This leads to the basic question at the root of the Bet-
6za repon. In the Community actually using all its
possibilities to make peace in Europe more canain? I
say that it isn't. Peace and security need to be orga-
nized, but here on eanh and not in the stars, as some
people think. However, peace and security are not just
engineered by disarmament talks. Peace and security
become more established as trade, economic and cul-
tural linlrs and environmenul cooperation between
Eastern and Vestern Europe grow closer.
The Community has a number of imponant instru-
ments for this at its disposal. It is, for example, re-
sponsible for concluding external trade agreements. It
would be completely wront to make as little use of
these instrumenrc in the future as in the past. The
European Community has signed external trade and
cooperation agreements with almost all the nations of
the world, but with only one single Eastern European
State. This situation reflects decades of subordination
of European interests, both in the East and in the
Vest, to those of the respective superpowers. It is not
in keeping with our commom European history and
cultural traditions. It is not in keeping with our inter-
ests and 
- 
perhaps even more imponantly 
- 
it is not
in keeping with those of the peoples of Eastern
Europe. Therefore the situation must be changed. In
the past, during the last 15 years, treaties and confer-
ences have triumphed over the irrationalities of the
redrawn frontiers of Europe. This had led to a consi-
derable build-up of trust and laid the foundations
upon which we must now build in order to develop a
new phase in relations between Eastern and Vestern
Europe.
The European Community must play an imponant
role in this phase, and the time seems favourable. The
Soviet Union apparently wants to move on to a new
chapter in its European policy.'!7e welcome the reo-
pening of talks between Comecon and the European
Community. We welcome Mr Gorbachev's smtements
in which he speaks of recognizing the European Com-
munity and we welcome the last letter from the Gen-
eral Secreary of Comecon in which he says that the
establishing of official relations berween Comecon and
the European Community should not affect the sign-
ing of bilateral agreements between individual Eastern
European States and the European Community.
But we also want all this to be put to the test. Ve want
just this to be expressed in the Bettiza repon, which
manages to avoid the question of how relations
between the Community and Comecon should be
organized. It presents a futile conrast between Com-
munity-Comecon relations on the one hand and rela-
dons between the Community and individual Eastern
European States on the other. It is our intention to
change this. Of course there are differences between
the powers and structures of the Community and
Comecon. Of course we are determined that official
relations between the European Communiry and
Comecon should not hinder bilarcral relations between
the Community and individual Eastern European
states. But it is just as clear that the official relations
between the Community and Comecon will have rc be
clarified for any substandal progress on relations with
individual States to be made.
It is not possible rc have one without the other; there-
fore this report must state very clearly that it is time to
normalize relations between the Community and
Comecon, just as it is time to normalize the relations
between the European Community and the individual
States of Eastern Europe.
I would like to repeat President von l7eizsiicker's clo-
sing words yesterday: Superiority is no longer suffi-
cient protection. It can only increase mutual fear and
speed up the arms race. But more weaPons generally
bring more dangers, and not more security. The sensi-
ble use of power in the age of nuclear weaPons neces-
sitates an understanding of the healthy and protective
effect of cooperation across the borders of political
blocks. History, the geopolitical situation and the
basing of weapons in Europe make it easier for us to
understand this, and we must put it into Practice.I See Debates of 23 October 1985.
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Europe is capable. '!fle have nothing to add rc the
President's words and would be pleased if the Socialist
Group's amendments were approved, enabling us to
support the Bettiza report.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, it is my
belief that whenever we are alking about East-'lfest
relations we must always take as a basis the fact that
the division of Europe is the greatest current threat to
international peace and therefore our most imponant
aim must be to end this division and achieve European
reunification.
By far the most serious obsacle rc this is the fact that
the division 
- 
and I wish that Mr'\flalter would fin-
ally stop alking about Eastern and 'Western Europe,
as Mr Goebbels used to do, by the way; it is time we
recognized that there is also a Central Europe and not
just an Eastern and Vestern Europe! 
- 
between the
currendy Easrern-dominared bloc and the free'S7est is
a result of the hegemonistic structures in the former,
and we must realize that the institution known as
Comecon is nothing more than a colonial organization
seeking to exploit the peoples of Eastern Europe!
Therefore we must seriously consider how we can
bypass these structures.
There is a fundamental difference between Comecon
and the European Community. As a result, we must
recognize that we must give prioriry to bilateral re-
lations with those European Nations currently forced
to live under Soviet hegemony.
I7ith this in mind we consider many points in the Bet-
tiza repon to be satisfactory. Of course it could not
contain erverything which we would have wished, and
therefore y/e were pleased rc see the inclusion of the
interpellation on the Baltic States, whose citizens, we
should not forget, are Europeans just like the Ger-
mans, Czechs or Poles. Sfle are under just as much
obligation to them as to the other peoples of Central
Europe, and even token recognition of this is of consi-
derable importance.
Ve will therefore vorc for this report as it stands, as it
is a good repon and serves its purpose precisely. For
this reason we have not tabled any amendments. Hou/-
ever, to to a stage funher, we should not abandon the
concept of self-determination for the peoples of
Europe and the restoration of democrary in those
pans of Europe currently under Soviet control.
Mr Segre (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, while acknowledging the effon and intel-
ligence which Mr Bettiza has put into his report, we
cannot fail to point out that the motion for a resolu-
tion which emerged from the discussions by the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee may well err on the side of cau-
tion and reticence. There is a feeling of hesitant
embarrassment, almost as if in rhe area of EEC-Come-
con relations the Communiry were arguing, as it were,
from a position of weakness. But this is not so. And if
it is not so, why is there this feeling akin to fear? !7ith
regard to the process of economic and political inte-
gration in Vestern Europe, we are faced with almost a
complete about-turn in the attitude which hitheno
prevailed in Moscow. I hope you will allow this to be
pointed out by someone who belongs to a political
group which, when it comes to assessing this process
and where it might lead, as long ago as the 1950s had
one of its first real differences of opinion with the
Soviet leaders. Since then we have not missed any
opponuniry to show our European colours as a way of
indicating 
- 
both to leaders in che East and to those
in the Vest who shared or followed our ideas 
- 
that
an attitude of preconceived hosdlitiy m the construc-
tion of rhe Community reveals a lack of realism and
historical awareness. Even if all rhis has rc be looked
inrc and of course it will have to be looked into prop-
erly and carefully, it is not clear why 
- 
ar rhe very
moment when there is a wind of change from the East
which the EEC and Parliament have always hoped for
- 
there seems to be fear of a bold step instead of a
readiness to encourate and push things forward, so
that some progress is made in this new direction and in
everything 
- 
and it is not inconsiderable 
- 
which
this entails, saning with the recognirion of the histori-
cal link which joins the two sides of rhe Arlantic and
the rejection of any calculated interpretation of these
new depanures. fu I said, you almost ger rhe idea that
v/e are over-hesitant. You have the prospect which
Mr Bettiza outlines in his explanarory sr,arement when
he says that rhere may be a possibiliry of staning talks
for an EEC-Comecon framework agreement which
akes into account, the respective differences in struc-
ture and competence. But this prospec is a vital one,
Mr President.
Ve have therefore reformulated the idea with an
amendment, since we are convinced 
- 
and we hope
that most Members will share our view 
- 
that in any
approach which will obviously favour bilareral re-
lations on trade this Europe of ours will have every-
thingro gain and nothing to lose,. if.it attempts to,give
a positive response rc what should be and indeed are
the common concerns of all Europeans. This Europe
of ours must use the powers it has to prepare a frame-
work whereby, in the full and strict respect for the
independence of each party, we can create a greater
degree of cooperation and rhus of securiry, and ulti-
mately improve the prospects for peace in Europe.
Mr Flanagan (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, in the brief
time I have, I propose to deal only with the situation
between the EEC and Rumania, and that at the
request of the Free Rumanians, who wrote to me ear-
lier this month.
The agreement is mentioned in paragraph 3 of the
motion for a resolution as an example of cooperation
for the benefit of the peoples concerned. In fact, no
benefit has accrued to the people of Rumania. I quote:
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Misery and food shonages have reached at present
degrees unknown even during the worst Stalin period.
Rumania has now not only the lowest per capita income
in Europe but also the worst Stalinist r6gime. Vith a
total disregard for the nation's health, the RSR auth-
orities have reduced heat, light, food and gas supplies
for the public to such a level that the deaths of infants
and elderly people have increased by tens of thousands
during recent severe winters.
A key sentence follows:
At the same time, deliveries for expons, mainly to the
Soviet Union, have increased.
The other matter they referred to is Paragraph A,
which deals with human rights. Referring to human
rights, they say:
May we recall that they are violated in the RSR more
than in any other European totalitarian State.
Ve, therefore, need to recognize that before a Person
has human righm he must. have the right to live, and
instead of posturing in the salons of Sflest Europe, Mr
Gorbachev should instruct his mady in Rumania that
the Rumanian people first of all have the right rc live.
Mr Staes (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the East-
'!(est problem is mainly a problem of concentration of
power and polarization between two blocs. The insane
tonsequerrc.s are clear. It will suffice to point to the
40 miliion annual deaths by starvation in the Third
\7orld and to the I 122 000 Belgian Francs spent
world-wide every second on arms, with NATO coun-
tries incidentally being responsible for the major share,
46.90/0.
The msk of the Community is not rc form a third
power bloc alongside the existing two, but Progres-
iirely m reduce this power concenration. This should
be done by combatting both militarization in the \7est
and the suppression of human righm in the East, but
without increasing polarization.
The populations of East and !7'est have so many com-
mon goals, such as peace and disarmament, meeting
the fundamental needs of society instead of continuing
to waste effon and invention on the milimry and
economic pover struggle, the protecdon of the envi-
ronment, the combatting of the crisis and unemploy-
ment, and the improvement of North-South relations.
These aims should be pursued less through contacts
between States, which will simply reinforce the contin-
uing power struggle, but rather through direct con-
tacts between the populations of East and Vest,
whereby individuals and groups can freely exchange-
experiences and views. This is our main chance of
diimanding the power blocs, which have also split
Europe itself into two.
Mr Pordea (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the rather
complex problem of relations berween the European
Community and the countries of Eastern Europe is set
out in the report we have before us with a cenain real-
ism and the nuances made necessary by its very nature.
I will confine myself to making a few observations on
the matter. Firstly, it is a wise move to place this prob-
lem in a wider context, in panicular as regards human
contacts between the two Europes, which are in realiry
only one. This encompasses cultural and political
aspecm which 
- 
via an exchangc of ideas which one
assumes will be continuous and fruitful 
- 
will make it
easier to give concrete shape to the economic, finan-
cial, industrial and rcchnological cooperation which is
the ultimate goal.
However, and we should be clear in our minds on this
poinq this cannot become a realiry, as is desired on
both sides, as long as the elementary rights of nations
and individuals continue to be scandalously and syste-
matically violated in the East.
Secondly, the preference given rc developing seParate
bilaterial relations with each East European country is
well justified since Comecon's economic structure
bears no resemblance to that of the European Com-
munity. Nevertheless, it is clear that the Soviet Union's
preponderant role 
- 
equivalent to total domination
and excessive control 
- 
within Comecon would, in
the event, come into play in a different way, but in-
evitably so whatever the solution adopted. Stricdy bi-
lateral reladons would lead to a dghtening-up of the
organization's integral structures' whereas any kind of
direct association with Comecon as such would make
Moscow's hold on each of the sarcllite capitals even
tighter.
'\Torried by a cenain newly established flexibility on
the one hand, the communists would reassure them-
selves by tightening up on the other. The allegedly
ideologically-based political and military implicadons
of this dual perspective, which presuPposes a choice
more difficult than one can imagine, leads me to my
third remark, one I have already broached in an oral
question. It is vital for us to make sure that the pro-
posed relations in no way jeopardize the Community's
security, the defence of the \Testern pan of the conti-
nent.
Insofar as they will give rise to negodations of a consi-
derable economic 
- 
and no doubt political 
- 
scoPe 
'
such East-\7est links must be based on the Free
'\florld's supreme interests, which are also those of the
European peoples now in captivity. Vould this mean
some kind of tacit, stabilizing complicity between the
unfortunate nations of the East and the forcunate
Community in the Vest? Isn't this what immediately
springs rc mind here in Strasbourg, in the capitals
behind the Iron Cunain and even 
- 
though this
entails unavoidable risks 
- 
in Moscow? Founhly, it is
desirable, as has been expressly suggested, that 
-
whatever the nature of the relations to be established
- 
the European Community be officially recognized
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by the USSR and Comecon's European members prior
to any dealings. \7e all know that the statute of Vest
Berlin has consrirurcd 
- 
and still constitutes 
- 
a dif-
ficulry in this respect. Therefore, it is not inappropriate
to note once again that the East-'S7est problem is
largely tied up with the German problem.
Finally, I would like to underline a point clearly of les-
ser imponance. The repon quores rhe Austro-Hungar-
ian Empire as a model for a United States of Europe.
In this respect it would be better, if one has to do so at
all, just to quote the Austrian Empire on irs own,
because the other peoples of the Danube Basin 
- 
the
Czechoslovaks, Serbs, Croars, Rumanians 
- 
have
retained the most unpleasant and deep-rooted memo-
ries of the Magyars' institutionalized intolerance, the
poliry of forced denationalization pracrised without
let-up by Budapest to counter the liberating trends
from Vienna, even from the Hofburg itself and which
therefore prevented the Empire from becoming a State
based on the true rule of law.
Anyone familiar with the problems of Eastern Europe
- 
and, closely linked as he is to his native Istria,
Mr Bettiza quite clearly knows a thing or rq/o 
-knows that the broad and deep process of national
emancipation at the beginning of this cenrury was
essential so that a free European associarion of free
peoples and States might one day, after the collapse of
communism, develop to everyone's benefit.
Although we have cenain reservations and do nor
share all of his, in pans, excessive optimism, we believe
that Mr Bettiza's reporr, can serve as a sound depanure
point for the initial negotiations now envisaged with a
view to concluding a basic agreemenr with Eastern
Europe. This could be the symbolic counterpafl ro rhe
work done by the Conference for Security and Coop-
eration in Europe, whose nex[ meering in Vienna in
November 1985 comes at a good rime from rhis point
of view, when all is said and done.
Mr Pelikan (S).- (FR) Mr President, it is both an
advannge and a handicap that our debare on relations
between the Community and rhe Central and Eastern
European counries is taking place at a time when
Mikhail Gorbachev is inroducing a new direction in
Soviet policy.
It is an advantage because Mr Gorbachev's coming-
to-power means an end to the long period of srag-
nation which began under Brezhnev and, therefore,
the advent of change. But it is also a handicap becauseit is too early and difficult to know what kind of
changes Mr Gorbachev will introduce, apafi, from a
new sryle 
- 
which is in ircelf a positive feature 
- 
and
whether he will have anything new to offer.
As for the subject we are discussing today, we are
especially interested to know wherher the new direc-
tion in Soviet poliry will lead ro more political room,
more autonomy, for the countries in Central and East-
ern Europe. Here I agree with my fellow parliamen-
tarians who said that people like the Czechs, the Hun-
garians and the Poles do not see themselves as belong-
ing to the Eastern countries, because rheir traditions,
their history and their culture make them an inregral
pan of our Europe. This would be completely in keep-
ing with the Helsinki FinalAcq which nor only signi-
fies recognition of frontiers after the Second \7orld
'War or commercial and economic contacts, but also,
and in particular, recognition thar all the peoples of
Europe have the right to decide their own desdny.
Therefore, I am in favour of agreements berween gov-
ernmenff in Communiry countries and Central and
Eastern European countries 
- 
economic, cultural and
sciendfic accords (and in orher sec[ors as well) 
- 
just
as I am in favour of agreements between the Com-
munity and Comecon along the lines described by
Commissioner De Clerq yesterday. Nevenheless, I see
cenain weaknesses in the motion for a resolution and
in our deliberations as a whole on East-Vest relations.
I believe that there is too great a tendenry to view
these relations as being more or less exclusively top-
level relations between governmenrs and their repre-
sentatives. But in countries such as Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia, Hungary etc. rhere are parallel societies in the
fields of culture, religion, ecology, peace movemenrs
etc. There are also authentic voices of the people, such
as Chaner 77 in Czechoslovakia, the voice of Solidar-
iry in Poland. S7e must pay great attention ro these
volces.
Thus, I believe that our conracrs with rhese counr,ries
cannot be confined exclusively to agreemenrs between
Bovernments. I would like to conclude by saying that
no real protress will be possible unless the govern-
ments in Central and Eastern Europe change their awi-
tude on respec[ for human rights, which is one of the
Communiry's fundamental values.
I would like to take the opponunity to make an appeal
to these tovernments, and ask them ro make a gesture
of goodwill by releasing political prisoners such as
Michnik and Frasynjuk in Poland, Barek and Javrosky
in Czechoslovakia as well as 
- 
unfonunarely 
- 
many
others.
The meeting between Mr Reagan and Mr Gorbachev
in Geneva is extremely imponant, and we all wish it
success. But we believe it to be even more imponant
for frontiers to be open for ordinary people 
- 
French,
Dutch or Belgian 
- 
so rhar they can meet Polish,
Czechoslovak or Hungarian citizens, and for there to
be more travel, more exchanges between both sides.
Europe can only be builr by free citizens or free coun-
tries. This requires cooperarion between all the Euro-
pean peoples, in freedom and peace.
Mr Mdlet (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, I would like to recall a few simple thoughts
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which should inspire our policy on Central and East-
ern Europe 
- 
let us avoid the inexact term of Eastern
Europe 
- 
and I would like to stan by stressing that
this poliry is not only a commercial one. Its primc
objeitive'is to conriburc to the wellbeing and self-
government of the peoples. Because 
- 
and this is my
first thought 
- 
these peoples form part of Europe,
our cultuie, our history. '!7e must never forget that
Europe does not stop at the Elbe. No, we shall never
resign ourselves to this unatural division.
Secondly, our links with these countries are connected
to the Helsinki Final Act, to all its aspects which 
- 
as
Mr De Clerq rightly pointed out 
- 
are indivisible.
The principles defined in the Third Basket have not
been applied by the other side of what was called and
what sdll is 
- 
unfortunately 
- 
called the 'Iron Cur-
[ain', or the other side of the '\7all of Shame' in Ber-
lin.
Ve do not ask for denunciation of the Helsinki
accords but we must unremittingly insist on their
application.
Thirdly, the Bettiza repon pleads for the development
and flishing-out of bilateral agreements between the
Community and the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe. For technical and political reasons it dismisses
the iiea submitted by cenain people, and put forward
again today, of replacing them by an ove-rall agree-
mlnt bervreen the EEC and Comecon, as if these two
organizadons were not fundamentally different in
structure and their very nature.
Therefore, the approach proposed by the repon
appears to be the only realistic and fruitful one. I want
ro-..p.", this even though others have said it before
me. This is the central problem. The Bettiza repon
provides a satisfactory response to it, and that is why I
withdrew many of my amendments. However, I do
believe that the formulations chosen would have been
better if they had been firmer.
Allow me to conclude by expressing one regret. I
would have liked to have seen the report placing more
stress on the promotion of cultural and human
exchanges between the two Europes. The agreements
to be negotiated should, I believe, include, a section
coveringicooperation' containing provisions making it
possiblJto ptog.ess, albeit step by step, along the path
-of f.e. movement of people and ideas, of closer rela-
sions between private companies or what is left of
them in the East. This is how we will give concrete
expression to our desire to restore Europe's unity 
-of
spirit while waiting for the day, which is no doubt far
off but will surely come, when it can regain its political
unity in freedom and security.
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
nowadays everyone agrees that one of the ways in
which the Community can get of the present crisis is to
intensify international cooPeration, in panicular with
developing counries and the socialist countries. As
regards the latter, it has to be noted that a lot remains
to be dorre. Indeed, it could be considered bizarre that
the Community, which maintains commercial ties with
all countries throughout the world, which concludes
specific atreements with a large number of them, does
not normalize im relations with its closest neighbours.
On the other hard, it noticeable that multiple econo-
mic contacts continue to develop, with the result tiat
we believe the time has come to place such many-sided
relations on a stable legal basis.
East-'Vest exchanges can offer both sides considerable
advantages. It is in this spirit that we welcome the new
possibiliiies emerging within the framework of such
cooPerauon.
The Comecon-initiated exchange of letters berween it
and the Commission last June 
- 
which received a
favourable welcome, I would remind you, by the Min-
isters of the Ten 
- 
as well as the recent declarations
by Mr Gorbachev, the General Secretary of the Com-
munist Pany of the Soviet Union, show that great Pos-
sibilities exist for cooperation, which neither the Com-
mission nor our House can ignore.
The establishment of official relations between the
Community and Comecon 
- 
apart from any commer-
cial or economic advantages this might entail 
- 
would
be a constructive step along the road of European
cooperation, and would give a powerful boost to the
climate of ditente between countries belonging to dif-
ferent economic systems.
The Community still needs to recover total control of
its export policy, so often compromised by American
demands. The repon before us, while welcoming an
improvement and expansion of links with the socialist
countries, nevenheless reduces the scope for this
because it advocates bilateral cooPeration between the
Communiry and each of the individual countries,
which practically rules out any relations within a
Comecon framework.
I do not think the European Parliament should adopt
a restrictive position, especially at a time when Come-
con is demonsrating a desire to overcome institudonal
obstacles. On the contrary, we believe that we should
be seeking to reinforce relations with the socialist
countries, both at a bilateral level and a multilateral
one.
It is our belief that such an agreement between the two
institutions should not jusi simply replace bilateral
aBreements already in existence, but should add to
tliem and thus open uP new fields for cooPeration.
The amendments we have tabled are along these lines.
Mr President, let me end by expressing a wish, i.e. that
the instrument which our House has in order to con-
tribute to reactivating these relations 
- 
the delegation
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for relations with the Easrcrn European countries 
-should play im role to the full in future.
I would add that our final vote will, of course, be dic-
mted by the farc accorded to cenain amendments.
Mr Zargcs (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the deci-
sion of the Comecon States ro reopen the dialogue on
cooperation with the European Communiry, broken
off in 1981, was taken at the Comecon Summit in
Cuba in the summer of last year. At rhe same time it
was agreed to express this in a letter to the Com-
muniry. Vhy, we must ask ourselves rcday, did it take
a year for the letter to arrive? \7hy did it arrive at this
panicular dme, when a new man in rhe Kremlin is get-
ting rid of the old men, consolidating his power with
skill but also with brumliry, and worrying about the
economic crisis in many par6 of Eastern Europe,
including his own country?
Vhy did his predecessor nor arrange for the letter to
be sent? Or at least why was it not done immediately
after the discussion on t'he subject berween the Bulgar-
ian Foreign Minister Christov and our Vice-President
Haferkamp in November 1984, when a request for
something in writing was expressed? A fair and correct
assessment of the matter reveals three imponant rea-
sons.
The first of these is connected with Eastern European
policy, according to which Comecon is in favour of
'creating mutually advantageous relarions between
Comecon and the EEC'. A 'general' declaration is
inrcnded to conrol the relations berween rhe Com-
muniry and the Comecon States, establish a binding
framework and consolidate the Sovier Union's domi-
nant role in Comecon.
Secondly we have the Soviet Union's policy towards
the Vest. On the one hand the new leader in the
Kremlin, Mr Gorbachev, says that he considers his
meeting with the President of the United Stares, Ron-
ald Reagan, in November 1985 to be of decisive
imponance. On the other hand he maintains rhat he
must first exchange opinions with Vestern European
States on the subjects of the Summit. Could this be a
new strategy? It seems ro me rhar the Soviet Union is
trying to establish an apparenrly common position
with individual Member States of the Community in
order to cause strife between them and the USA.
Thirdly, there is the external trade or domestic poliry
motive. In order rc deal with its main task 
"t ho-i,the modernization of the country's industry, Moscow
needs our help.
'!7e must bear these reasons in mind when discussing
Comecon-EEC relations. Ve Christian Democrars are
in favour of reopening the dialogue with Comecon,
but insist on rwo essential conditions:
First, the individual Eastern European Stares'freedom
of action must not be resricted. We cannot and must
not accept any diciplining of Comecon States by Mos-
cow. Secondly Moscow musr nor be allowed to drive a
wedge berween us and the USA, our most important
paftner and friend. There is no security for us without
the USA, therefore this policy must not be put ar risk
by negotiations berween Comecon and the EEC. To
do that would be risking our freedom.
(Applaase)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the last
paragraph of a motion for a resolution normally takes
the form of a standard instrucrion to rhe Presidenry to
forward the resolution to various bodies, but I rhink
that in the case of this modon for a resolution by
Mr Bettiza the last paragraph is rather interesting,
since it instructs the Presidency to forward the resolu-
tion to the Commission, rhe Council and only some of
the Comecon countries, leaving our rhe Soviet Union
and even Comecon as an organization, while the
motion for a resolution is supposed to be about re-
lations between the European Economic Community
and the countries of Easrern Europe.
I think that this point illustrates the one-sidedness and
prejudice which inspire the whole morion. From this
point of view it does nor consrirure any advance 
-and may even be a step backwards 
- 
on rhe similar
resolution adopted in 1982, which was of course a
completely different period as regards the interna-
tional climate and when rhe imponant initatives which
have now been taken by Comecon and its member
countries did not exist.
Of course the rapponeur sets out various artuments,
but I think that rhey are nor panicularly valid. One
such argument is that Comecon is not composed of
countries which have about rhe same level of develop-
ment and that it is dominated by one counrry, rhe
Soviet Union. I do not know whether rhe rapporreur,
who comes from Ialy, finds this convincing, but I
think that at leasr for those of us who come from
Greece it is clear that such a situtation, i.e. this differ-
ence in level, actually exisrs, a[ least in the case of rhe
EEC, and we cannot advance it as an argumenr for not
cooperadng with Comecon.
There is the argument that Comecon and rhe EEC are
different kinds of organizations, and this is indeed
rue. If Comecon were an organizarion based on capi-
alist integration and the EEC were an organization
based on socialist intergration, we feel that things
would be simpler and would not require such debare.
The problem of human righm has also been raised. But
the question of whether human righm are or are not
being violated has norhing m do with whether the
relations berween these two organizadons are to be
bilateral or multilateral.
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Lastly, from this point of view we consider that che
realiim and the initatives which have come from
Comecon and the Soviet Union will have to be
matched by similar realism and initatives from the
European Economic Community, with a view to
developing relations without any preconditions, e'g.
the propoial in paragraph 2 that rade relations should
be bilatlral. A constructive debate can be started and a
number of problems can be solved so that relations can
be developed to the mutual advantage of both sides, in
equaliry, with a serious attemPt to tackle problems,
without dishonesry and without interference in inter-
nal affairs, and these relations will be positive both for
the international climate and for the economies of
both sides.
Mr Christopher Beazley (ED).- Mr President, I was
rather surprised by that last speech by Mr Alavanos.
His remarks would indicate that he is more royalist
than the King. He suggests that the European Com-
munity may not in fact deal directly with Eastern
European Governments unless they have the,express
permission of the Soviet Uniton to do so. I undersand
bf 
"ou.r. 
Mr Alavanos' point, the reality of the fact
that the Soviet Union has, of course' a preponderant
position ois-,i-ais Eastern European countries. I do not
ihink this is the moment to condemn that' But I have
to say, on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
that ihe Beniza report proPoses some extremely sensi-
ble and needed suggestions ztis-i-ttis the other half of
Europe. And I do not share Mr Alavanos' enthusiasm
for knocking on the door of the Kremlin before we
may ask thi citizens of Czechoslovakia, Poland or
Rumania whether or not we may have contact with
them, which we must,.
Of course, we understand the present situation the
division of Europe which President \fleizsiicker
referred to yesrcrday. But as he said, the division of
Germany 
"nd 
th. division of Europe is not the final
page in ihit srcry. The Bettiza rePon very realistically
ir[g.ttt the next step forward, and on behalf of my
group I welcome the fact that we may speak to other
Eu.op.ant without asking the Americans or the Rus-
sians for their permission.
Mr Alavanos spoke about the Greek position. I do not
speak here about the British position. I do not rePre-
sent a British group but a European one. May I remind
the House that Great Britain declared war in 1939
because Polish rcrritory was violated. On behalf of
many British people and many of my constituents I
wouid remind Mr Alavanos that Plymouth is linked
with Gdynia in Poland. There are many Polish people
who have voted for me to rePresent them in this
House and they do not share the view that they have
to knock on the door of the Kremlin first. They
remember that they fought for a free Europe which we
represent in this House. They do not share the view
thit we must go to the superpowers first to ask their
permission. Suiely as Europeans we have the right and
indeed the duty to approach other European peoples'
'I7e must have a direct contact, people to people, not
an indirect contact through Heads of State or Govern-
ment and nor through suPerpowers. Therefore, on
behalf of the European Democratic Group 
- 
com-
prising Danish, British and, very soon- now,. Spanish
M.*b..t 
- 
I welcome this very sensible and realistic
approach. !7e do not' as the President of the Federal
Iiepublic reminded us yesterday, regard the division of
Euiope as the final chapter in this sad story.
(Applause from the Earopean Democratic Group)
Mr Bettiza (L), rapporteur.- (IT) As rapporteur for
the Political Affairs Committee, Mr President, I wish
to thank the Members who spoke in this debate. I was
delighrcd to note that, as far as I could gather, most of
the ipeakers 
- 
even if they were critical oj-the repon
- 
regarded it as realistic and pragmatic, offering 
- 
as
Mr Beazley said 
- 
a first step forward towards possi-
ble, further steps at a later stage, depending on how
the fascinating picture develops in this continent of
ours.
At this point, Mr President, I just want to make.one or
r*ro pointt. I especially want to thank Mr Mallet for
withirawing his amendmenr' as this is something
which will lonsiderably facilicate the debate in the
House.
I also want to put Mr Pordea's mind at rest, since it
seems he may have read the old draft of the report. In
the final version I deleted all reference rc the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, since I realized there could be
somJproblem with the 'Hungarian' pan in the coun-
tries bltween Transylvania and the Danube delta.
As for Mr Segre, I am happy that he picked out the
fact that .y .ipon expresses the hope that one day the
two organizations may achieve 
- 
quite aPart from the
bilateral relations which are mentioned in today's
report 
- 
a kind of framework agreement which will
lead to more significant relations between the two
sides, also in the areas advocated by Mr Mallet: scien-
tific exchanges, student exchanges, business
exchanges. In this way we could expand contacts not
only between government 
- 
as Mr Pelikan said 
-but-also between people in the two halves of Europe.
Just before I come to the end of this shon comment on
ihis interesting debate, I want to say something to the
Members of the European Left. I am giving them that
name in this Parliament, without distinguishing among
the various groups. Their representatives played an
active pan in drafting this repon in committee. As far
as posrlbl. 
- 
and politics is the an of the possible 
- 
I
triid rc bear in mind their proposals and their sugges-
tions.
As you know, any vote in a parliament always entails a
cenain amount of risk. I should not like any amend-
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ment put forward by the European Left and rejected
by the House 
- 
either because it failed to find .sup-
port or for any other reason 
- 
to have an adverse
effect on what I hope will be a vote of the entire
House on such a vital matter. To my mind, this has
nothing to do with pany politics; it is a matter of his-
torical, political and European significance, a matrer
of the relations berween the rwo halves of this conti-
nent of ours.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
4. Agicaharal incomes
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the repon (Doc. A2-
122/85), drawn up by Mr Maher on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on
trends in agricultural incomes in rhe Community.
Mr Maher (L), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, first of all
I am very pleased that the Commissioner for Agricul-
ture is present this afternoon. The subject we are deal-
ing with is a very imponant subject, not only for farm-
ers 
- 
those engaged directly in farming 
- 
but also
for probably four times that number of people who are
engaged in the upstream and downsrream of agricul-
ture.
And added to that it could be said that whole secrions
of the rural communities throughout our member
counries are influenced by the situarion in relation to
farm income.
Could I also draw atrention to the fact that the level of
farm income, as determined by the supporr mecha-
nisms operated by the European Community, has an
impact on what happens inside the Member States.
Past experience indicates that if farm incomes are seri-
ously affected as a resulr of measures taken at Euro-
pean level, inevitably narional aids or national mea-
sures are introduced. Ve only have to point to the
recent example of rhe reacrion of the German Govern-
ment to the Commission's proposal on rhe reduction
of grain prices. The German Government refused ro
atree to this because it saw that its own grain farmers
were going to be seriously affected as a result. I think
that is an indication of what could happen if farmers'
incomes are seriously affected by decisions taken at
European level.
Farm income is also extremely imponant because, if
national aids are inroduced, if there is more national
support, agriculrural poliry becomes less and less a
Community policy. The less it is a Community policy,
the greater the danger there is to im future. Again,
because of the imponance of the agricultural poliry in
the context of other policies, the future of the whole
Communiry is also endangered. So it is a very impor-
tant element.
Might I also draw arrenrion to the fact thar the ques-
don of farmers' income is going to rake on new impor-
tace in the wake of enlargement. Vith Spain and Por-
tugal coming in, we are going ro see a very large
increase in the proponion of farmers in the Com-
munity- an increase, in facr, of.570/0. This because in
Spain those actively engaged in agriculture repre-
sent 200/0, and in Ponugal 32o/o of the population. \7e
are going to see a vast increase in the numbers of
farmers in the new Community. Therefore, the prob-
lem of farm incomes is going to become more acure.
Indeed, in that conrexr I have ro commenr that the
provisions made in the budget, panicularly according
to the Council's proposals, are exremely worrying. It
is quirc clear rhat rhese provisions are inadequare ro
cover the situation in Spain and Ponugal in relation to
the production of wine, fruit, vegetables, olive erc. It
would appear as if, as a consequence of this, the Span-
ish and Ponuguese will be ner contributors, instead of
beneficiaries under the new policy.
In my repon, Mr President, I wanr to draw attention
to the Commission's work since I did the last repon
on the effects of inflation on farm incomes some years
ago, and to compliment the Commission on the pro-
gress they have made in refining the mechanisms used
to get additional and more precise information. That,
in fact, is helping us greatly to achieve a poliry that is
more precise, more fair and more just. Having said
that, of course, we still have a long way to go. For
instance, of the eight-and-a-half million farmers in the
Community, only 35 000 are taken as a sample. I do
not think that is a represenrive enough sample.
The other point I wanr ro make in passing, Mr Presi-
dent, is that, in spite of all the discussion about
women's rights, no account has been taken of the situ-
adon of women in agriculture and the work rhat
women do on farms. They are about the only wives of
any profession who actually work in rhe profession
and make a contriburion.
Mr President, I am drawing artention also to some sa-
lient points, panicularly the position of pan-time
farmers. Here I think ir is imponant to look-- and I
am urging the Commission to look 
- 
at the situation
of pan-time farmers, to see how the policy could be
made more fair and apply more equitably to farmers in
this category. I am drawing a clear distinction berc/een
those farmers whose farms are so small that they have
to seek alternarive employment in another injustry,
perhaps in forestry or some other industry, and thoie
professional people who happen ro own a farm on the
side and for whom farming is a subsidiaqy source of
income. There is quite a difference between those rwo
categories. I think it is exceedingly imponant to illu-
strarc the difference between the two and to try and
devote the available resources to the genuinely small
farmer than towards rhe large ones.
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I am really not commenting greatly on the question of
quotas. I notice there are at least one or two amend-
ments on this subject. But I feel that we have to give
quoas a trial, at least insofar as they have been applied
so far, to see what effect they are going to have.
Mr President, I have to draw attention also to the
question of alrcrnative forms of production. Vhen we
t"lk about controlling production in the dairy sector'
the sugar sector 
- 
indeed, there are indications there
will bi controls in other sectors that will seriously
affect the income level of farmers 
- 
we should
remember the need to give them alternative uses for
land. Otherwise we are forcing their incomes down-
wards with catastrophic effects for some of them.
Indeed, I notice in passing, looking at the figures, that
while we have eight-and-a-half million farmers now,
rcn years ago we had 16 million. It shows the very
rapii drop ihere is in farming as a consequence of
operating an industry that is not attractive. To give
th.- 
"ltetn"tives, 
I urge that we seriously and
urgently need to make final decisions in relation to an
afforestation policy that would give new opponunities
to the farmer, provided, of course, that we can arrange
the financial package in such a sray that there will be
an income available to the farmer from the time he
sows the tree undl it can be harvested. That is the only
c/ay.
Could I ask the Commission perhaps to push on with
research into other alternadve methods of using land
in order to give the farmer an opponunity to improve
his income without, at the same time, making the sur-
plus situation worse.
I end, Mr President, by remarking that it is almost
impossible to operate a common poliry that is favoura-
ble and fair to all farmers without having an integrated
monetary poliry, and without integrating funher the
economies- of the European Communiry. Otherwise
there are glaring differences between the fonunes of
farmers in one country as against another.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, in twenty
years the CAP has proved unable to redress, even in
pan, the imbalance-between farmers' incomes in dif-
i...nt p"n of the Community. A ratio of 1:20 divides
the incomes of. the 250/o of farmers who are best off
from the 250lo who have least' It would clearly be
unfair to make the EAGGF guarantee solely responsi-
ble for a disparity on this scale' It is nevenheless clear
that the aims pursued by the signatories to the Treaty
of Rome, who spoke of fair incomes, have not been
achieved. The diiparity ratio in incomes varies from I
to 8 dependint on the size of the farm. It varies in
accordance with the wealth of the regions and it has
been noted that EAGGF Buarantee suPPort varies, for
example, on a ratio of 1:30 between Greece and the
Nethirlands and of 1:7 between Imly and the Nether-
lands. Similarly, suppon varies on a ratio of 1:15
between Meditlrranean production and that of Nonh-
ern Europe. That being the case, it is not suprising that
supluses are produced, which cost a lot of money rc
store, and thit a number of farmers are making really
unwarranted profits.
Conversely, other areas of production show shortfalls
- 
and I am thinking specifically of sheepmeat in
which the same unwarranted profits are being made
on account of the inefficiency of some common mar-
kedng organizations in spirc of the cost of these pro-
ducts to the Community's impon budget.
It is absolutely essential that these disparities in income
should disappear. Anicle 39 of the Treaty of Rome
requires it, iocial justice requires it and the durabiliry,
credibility and effeciency of the CAP also require it.
Let us, however, get back to basics. Vithout agricul-
ture there would 6e no CAP. For there rc be agricul-
ture there must be farmers, in other words people
whose work is rewarded fairly and on a scale which
permits them rc live in dignity and which rePresents
th. f-itt of their labour, the working of the land. This
call is even more justified when you think that the pro-
ponion farmers receive from the sale of foodstuffs
irpr.r.nrt less than 30% of the price payed by the
consumer.
Put another way' price policy must remain a central
issue in the structuring of farmers' incomes. Further-
more, a policy to lower prices, such as has frequently
been considered, even backed up by direct income
suppon, is unacceptable. It would sePararc prices from
incomes. It would make agriculture an aid sector. The
durabiliry of such a poliry is also far from clear. The
e*t.nt of the aid would be much greater a burden than
the current EAGGF is to the Community budget and
would come up for review e\ery year. Such a poliry
would create two-tier agriculture which would be a
source of social strife and also be economically ineffi-
cient, leading to the overexpansion of a few under-
takings in thi wake of which we would see a whole
trail of new unemployed and bankruptcies such as
those witnessed in the United States.
The family undertaking is also the farm type best
suited rc Europe. !7ays and means must be found to
conserve and fosrcr this model. A policy of differen-
tiated prices to reflect the quantities produced would
gu".rnt.. a reasonable income for the small and
medium-sized enterprises. It would offer farmers an
incentive to avoid excessive increases in their produc-
tion capaciry and would encourage them to make best
use of the capacity they have.
The reduction of axes, the move towards production
which is more economic because it is not based on sur-
pluses and is better guaranteed and rc play the hand of
quality against that of quantity are also factors which
*ntrib.rrl. to ensuring a reasonable income and to the
pursuit of economic effi.i.n"y as Part of a balanced
production structure
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Backed up by an intelligent structural policy and social
support measures applied only where absolutely neces-
sary to offser natural disadvantages in production con-
ditions 
- 
and I am thinking panicularly of mountain-
ous areas and the poorer regions 
- 
such a poliry
based on differentiated prices would combine in the
best possible way social justice and agriculrural com-
Petrtlveness.
(Apphuse)
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, without
having arranged anything in advance, Mr Eyraud and
myself in fact have the same quesrion: what are rhe
causes of rhe considerable differences in income
between farm holdings, nor merely in the Community
but even in rhe same region? The common agricultural
poliry applies to all, however. Ir is therefore imponanr
for Parliament to hold an annual discussion of the
problem, its causes and the action we can take to rec-
tify it.
Firstly, there are great differences berween holdings
within the Community. And rhe quesdon here is: must
the Greek or Italian farmer earn as much as the Durch
or English farmer? The answer is clearly no. However,
Greek, Italian and Dutch farmers should earn incomes
equivalent ro those of their fellow citizens in their re-
spective countries or regions. They are namely faced
with the cost of living in their own countries: the
Greek cost of living does not happen rc be the same as
in the Nerherlands. Ve therefore need m pey a great
deal of attention ro rhese 'exrernal' income disparities.
Vhen Mr Maher notes in paragraph l l of his resolu-
tion that incomes are in general higher in the northern
than in the southern regions of the Communiry, this is
correct, bur also normal, since this also applies to
incomes outside agriculture. Ve must therefore ensure
that the Greek or Italian farmer can keep up with the
income of his non-farming neighbour.
Much greater, however, are the 'internal' income dis-
parities. The gap within the same region or counrry
between one farmer or another is constantly increas-
ing. For example, a study by the Belgian Institute for
Agricultural Economics showed that the mosr prospe-
rous 100/o of farms earned 27 imes as much as the
poorest 100/0.
The reasons for these differences were investigated.
The factors looked ar were annual price fluctuaiions,
the agricultural region in terms of its soil, climate,
marketing opponuniries and infrastrucrure, rhe size
and type of holding, and farm management, covering
both intellectual and manual effort. And what was rhi
result? 160/o of the disparity in incomes is due to size
and type of holding, 170/o to price flucruarions and
chance, 30lo to the region, while 70% of the disparity
is accounted for by farm management. Neither dre size
of holding nor the region derermines farm income. It
is management. $7'e musr therefore intensify our
effons in resped of education, vocadonal training and
information. !7e should ser aside more funds for ini-
tiatives directly aimed at enabling farmers ro practise
their profession ro oprimum effect.
Finally, a word abour the shtemenr in the resolution
to the effect that no more rhan 600/o of Community
agricultural funds actually reach farmers and that
approximately 400/o are absorbed by associated profes-
sions and industries. If these figures are correcr, and I
have my doubts, rhe situation can be improved by
stronger supporr for agricultural cooperatives, thus
ensuring that pan of this 400/o directly reaches farmers
as members of such a cooperatives. Here too, the
European institutions should give greater atrention
and support to this form of professional solidariry.
To conclude, I would like to say on behalf of my
Group, Mr President, rhar we congratulate Mr Maher
on his repon. Ve recognize his competence and his
solidarity and affinity with the farmer. This is some-
thing we have nored earlier in the farming organiza-
tions. He has prepared a good report and our Group
will therefore supporr it unanimously.
(Applause fron the centre)
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr President, like Mr Marck, I
would like to congratulate the rapponeur, Mr Maher,
on his repon. I believe it is a well produced and an
imponant reporr. It covers many topics and, for the
first time that I can recall, it has received a grear deal
of suppon in the Committee on Agriculure. It is not
often that we ter such agreement in the Commirtee on
Agriculture, and my group will be happy ro supporr
the Maher repon roday.
I am glad that inflarion has been generally reduced in
the European Community, because that has been one
of the major causes in the past of some of the income
disparities. Now we are to have the opponunity of
seeing a greater degree of stabiliry, let us have hope
for the furure ar this time of difficulty for the CAp. It
ls a dme of difficulry. As we know, rhere is to be a
reduced level of finance available in the future to agri-
culture because of the agreement reached at Fonaine-
bleau last year; but it is imponant thar we adapt the
common agriculrural poliry for the future so rhat rhe
expenditure available to us is controllable. Up to now,
one of the major problems of the CAP has- been the
lack of control over rhe finance going to agriculture
- 
the open-ended commirment. At the samJ time, of
course, thar policy has failed to improve farm incomes,
basically because we have only had one insrrumenr 
-the single pricing policy 
- 
as an effecdve mechanism.
I agree with what has already been said in rhis debate
about regional disparities 
- 
even, as Mr Marck says,
very often disparities berween neighbouring farms. Iiut
there are one or two important issues on which we
must have more detailed informadon from rhe Com-
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mission in future. I hope the Commissioner will be
able to give us some details and better undersmnding
of the pan-time farmer situation in the Community' I
believe-the situation is such at the moment that a num-
ber of small farmers already have an income elsewhere
and that income is not being taken into account in the
overall situation, which it must be if we are to make
better use of the finance available to agriculturalists
generally. Of course, the situation of small farms is a
very, ver/ difficult one; one which my-grouP recoS-
nizls beiause we, certainly, understand that agricul-
ture, whilst it is going to have less finance available to
it, must, in fact, stifl be the basis of a rural- poliry'
Therefore, we shall need more instruments, because
we do not want to see a rural decline.
Mr To--aso Rossi (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President,
ladies and gendemen, Mr Maher deserves a lot of
praise for thi thorough and fair analysis contained in
hir r.po.t on trends in agricultural incomes. A.panicu-
larly iignificant part of the report, as we see it, is the
.ecognition of the fact that the downturn in agricul-
t,r."l-in"o..s, in both relative and absolute rcrms, is a
direct consequence of the lack of any coordination of
overall economic policies and monetary policies'
A sound agricultural policy cannot be conceived in
purely sectoral terms or, worse still, 
-in corporatisti.r.i. No. can there be any thought of continuing to
rely on price mechanisms for the development of agri-
cuitu.al'and a positive trend in farm incomes' This
policy has not only led to the well-known but intolera-
Ll" ph.norn.non of surpluses but it has also aggra-
vated the disparities which Article 39 of the EEC
Treaty sought to deal with and eliminate.
The lass-favoured areas of the Communiry have not
changed. Indeed, the disparities are getdng even worse
and ii'rey are going to concinue to get.worse with the
accession of Spain and Portugal to the Communiry,
unless new policies are introduced' If this is the situa-
tion, it is nbt a question of asking for more aid for
these areas, because we have akeady got nowhere
along that road. It is a matter of looking- for a new
idea-and a new apProach in agricultural policy' This is
why the need for CAP reform 
- 
which is now
acctpted by everyone or, we can say, by.almost every-
one 
- 
is an objective need which must lead to a stra-
tegy which can tuarantee a definite future for Euro-
pelan agricultr.e. The Green Paper submitted by. !h9
'Cornrni-.tiot 
acknowledges an imponant fact which
we s/ant to emphasize here: the fact is that we cannot
go on as befori. This is correct; indeed, it is more than
Iorr."r. The problem, however, is how to follow up
the recognition of this fact by drawing-up.a policy
based on a careful and calibrated use of price varia-
dons and by shifting Community action firmly
towards sructural elements with the aim of achieving
a new balance in production. In this respect, direct
income support must be pan of a definite plan; it must
not simply'provide aid but there have to be definirc
production objectives which are consistent with the
need to improve quality, lower costs and provide ade-
quat. suppbn for alternative croPs in which the Com-
munity runs a deficit.
If the less-favoured areas of the Community are prop-
erlv helped throush structural action, I believe that
they can help signi-ficantly in overcoming our difficul-
ties, especialiy in the case of deficit products. !fle shall
be voting in favour of thc Maher rePort, because we
feel thai it is a major contribution towards steering
discussion of CAP reform in the right direction, so
that we can arrive at a neur strategy for the common
agricultural policy.
Mrs Martin (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like first of all, as previous speak-
Irs haue also done, to congratulate Mr Maher on his
repon and on the qualiry of the proposals contained in
ir.
This report on farmers' incomes has come at an aPPro-
oriate mo-ent since consideration of the problem of
iarmers' incomes at this time when a reform of the
common agricultural policy is being prepared and dis-
cussed cannot but clarify the debate and guide our
thoughts and proposals in the right direction.
Ve cannot now fail to see that contrary to the aims of
the Treaty of Rome farmers' incomes over the last rcn
years have fallen considerably and that this fall con-
ceals deep disparities between farmers, products and
regions in the Community and we cannot run the risk
of allowing these dispanies to continue.
Like the rapporteur I am convinced that a prices poliry
must be .eiained as the principal means of conrolling
agricultural incomes. And I should like to exPress a
w:arning here to all those 
- 
including those here
today I who feel the need to reduce 
-price levels
drasiically in the interesm of consumers, forgetting in
so doing'that the price of agricultural raw material is
,.rpontlbl. g.net"lly only for a very small pan of the
priie of finished food product. Forgetting, too, that
bnlv 60% of the EAGGF funds are paid to producers
and that even within the EAGGF there are a number
of products which are not strictly speaking agricultural
products.
Such an approach would inevitably lead to the rapid
disappearanle of very many farmers, in particular in
difficult areas where there are aheady frequent prob-
lems of desenification and, for all that, without satis-
fuing consumer requirements, either as regards prices,
fL. It. world martet rates to which reference is fre-
quendy made are at their current level because the
iroduition underlying these- prices is subsidized pro-
iuction, as regardi qualiry, for the qualiry we know in
Europe is not- al*ays thit displayed by t!: imponed
p.odu"ts. Risks exisi. Recent accidents in France with
impotted horsemeat should be a lesson to us all'
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As Mr Maher has already proposed, we musr now fi-
nalize this pricing policy at Communiry level by struc-
tural measures aimed at all producrion sectors, all
regions or all undenakings, where possible, so that the
slippage can be corrected and by coordinated action in
a variety of areas aimed at reducing producrion costs
which, panicularly over rhe pa$ few years, have been
rising faster than prices. Lastly, by direcr income sub-
sidy to all farmers for whom the above rwo rypes of
action would ineffective.
However, we should beware of being excessively
generalistic on such a sysrem. Apan from the fact that
such a system can only affect rhose who claim to live
by their labour, it vould not be the most cost-effective
of systems and what we would be sriving [o save rhe
consumer could in fact cost the tax payer a lot.
I should like in conclusion to sffess rhe need to take
every necessar7 srcp ro promore the development of
the biotechnologies, in agriculture itself and in the
agri-foodstuffs sector. The biotechnologies offer a
way of reducing production and processing cosm but
also, in the long term and if research is sufficiently
well advanced, of stemming surplus production and
promoting the production of crops in which there is
currently a shortfall.
During our session on the new technologies a number
of expens agreed that our entry into the technological
era would be more successful if industry and agricul-
ture could release the added values and the wealrh we
so urgenrly require. It is exactly these added values
which can be acquired by introducing new rechnolo-
gies, in particular the biotechnologies, to agriculture.
It is there that I see, in spite of the depression in which
we find ourselves today and which hangs over rhe
future of agriculture, a glimmer of hope which we
should seize and foster.
Mr Mouchel (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, knowing
Mr Maher as I do, I am not at all surprised that he
should have tabled a good repoft. Nevenheless, I, too,
should like to congratulate him on it.
In his repon he refers rc the fall in agricultural
incomes throughout rhe Communiry. Farmers and
those who depend indirectly on agriculture apaft, I do
not think that the situtation is causing panic in the
masses. Nevenheless, those who work rhe land are
entitled to a fair income.
The situtation is panicularly worrying for those who
have no source of income other than fiom agriculrure.
Nor is the situtation insignificant for other areas of the
economy and, ir is on this score ar least that I feel the
problem deserves our full attendon. For young farmers
and farmer's children the low level of income is an
incitement to leave the land and swell the employment
market which is already sarurarcd. The result is the
loss of land the desertificarion of a number of farming
areas. Generally speaking agricultural income does not
accurately reflect the sirutation, and this anomaly has
been pointed out in the repon and made clear by a
number of speakers, because rhere are considerable
gaps between individual farmers, individual products,
individual regions and these gaps are not always justi-
fied. It is a matter of urgency to draw the attention of
the Commission, the Council as well as that of the
Member States to this situtation and to the need to
take measures to increase agricultural added values 
-by fixing agricultural prices at correc levels, by reduc-
ing financial burdens, by reducing tax liabilities and by
providing credit facilities, in other words the loans
required to modernize agriculture. These loans should
be long-term loans at a low rate of interest.
Agriculture is in some way in a situtation similar to
that of the heavy industries which cannor carry rhe
burden of high interest rates. Let me give you an
example. If the value of annual agricultural production
represenrc 500/o of the capital cosr of this production,
interest paid at the rate of 100/o represents 2Oo/o of
production costs. The situtation is totally reversed for
a Eadesman whose turnover is five times that of his
capital outlay. In his case a lOo/o interest rare corres-
ponds to only 20/o of the final cost of the product. This
difference is nor always adequately appreciated. Now,
if we do not make allowance for this situtation we run
the risk of selling off agriculture as a valuable asset of
the European Economic Communiry.
Redressing the balance of production must not entail
farmers going ro rhe wall. A climate musr be created in
which those areas where underproduction exists can
be developed. Reference has already been made to
mutton, for which we have a poor regulation and a
poor poliry which are unfair, ar least in some coun-
tries, to those who would like ro concenrrate on this
product which is a deficit one. The same problem
exists for horsemeat. !7'e cannor really call inio ques-
tion the Community regulation because there ii no
regulation. There is neverrheless a problem to be
solved because ir is not normal for farmers to be un-
able 
.ro d.evelop underproduction areas without beingpenalized for it.
As far as the oil fruits and high-protein producrs are
concerned there remains much to be done. I know
steps have been taken but there are still major shon-
falls in rhese areas. As regards other products which I
have not mentioned roday we cannor simply be con-
tent with satisfying our own needs. l7hile'for some
products market ourlets are available or could be made
available, for others structural surpluses exist.
How can these tricky problems be resolved? I feel rhe
introduction of quoas is not the right solution. Qustas
consolidare the rich in their wealth and condemn ro
penury and rhe second order rhose who were late
staners. They freeze the status quo and are a shackle
to the dynamic. A berter approach is rc find soludons
which involve the farming community in the pursuir of
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new outlets, either by exponing or by selling to indus-
try while at the same time finding a fair means of
spreading the additional financial burden involved.
The economic development of the European Com-
muniry is achieved by dynamic Processes' This is also
true of agriculture, which is one of our richest assets.
If the fall in farmers' incomes is in itself a cause for
concern, the under-utilization of this asset entails far
more serious consequences for the Community.
I should like in conclusion to express the hope that we
are all convinced of the need to avoid committing such
a serious mistake.
Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, I also prize Mr Maher's repon for its sound ana-
lysis of the problem. Many different issues are sPot-
lighted: the overall decline in agricultural income and
the intensification of disparities both within agricul-
ture and between different countries and different
regions. It also demonstrates that those facing the
most serious problems are small scale farming units
and panicularly those in disadvantaged redons.
Nevenheless, Mr Maher, the repon also conceals one
fact, namely that farmers are in a more serious predi-
cament than is indicated by this repon.
250/o of all EEC farms are no longer profitable. 500/o
are living on their capital. In other words, they have to
run down their assets because their income is insuffi-
cient to support the family 
- 
and is not just the lack
of an income, farmers are a dying breed. Although I
have often quoted the statistic here, I hope it has lost
none of its impact: every two minutes, one of the
EEC's farms toes out of business. That represents
250 OOO farms, 300 000 jobs, people that then swell the
sad army of what is now more than 14 million unem-
ployed.
The source of these problems has been widely
researched 
- 
Mr Marck has panicularly distinguished
himself by calculating these in Percentage rcrms 
- 
but
in view of the serious of agriculture, I consider it quite
cynical to suggest that poor education and training is
the reason and that if farmers, the EEC, or whoever it
might be, ensured adequate training that this would
then safeguard farmers' livelihoods. That is simply not
correct! More and more are being dragged down into
the whirlpool including farms espousing
Mr Marck'i philosophy, those expanding and profita-
ble farming units that consider themselves above the
dangers facing small farms 
- 
yes, there are.still some
high- incomes-in farming but they are also threatened
by this vortex. They must understand that every.small
farm that toes out of business is another nail in the
coffin of other, expanding farms. Every such farm
makes successful rationalization that much harder.
Little dme need be wasted in searching for the under-
lying causes. They are obvious: in real terms, there is
an annual fall of berween I and 20lo in prices for agri-
cultural products and the Commission's reform ProPo-
sal involves les a drastic increase in this rate (meaning
that farmers will leave the land in even Sreater num-
bers), on the grounds that there are too many pro-
ducers. That is quite wrong: far from there being too
many farm producers, there are too few! Farms have,
howlue., been forced into growth and overproduction
as the only way of safeguarding their income. \7e
.ust .eu..ie this trend and not try, as the Commission
and Mr Andriessen with his Green Paper are trying to
do, attempt to establish Europe as an exPort-Power
using the ih."pest possible raw materials from farmers
and thus putting the latter's livelihood at risk. Rather,
we should set limits to farm production in small and
medium-sized agricultural unim. Ve need drastically
higher agricultuial prices and you know 
- 
after all, I
have proposed it often enough 
- 
that these must
applyio ihe lower-level production units. 'Sfle need a
si"tid p.i". system that will preserve small and
medium-sized agricultural unim and stop the trend
towards a more indusrialized agriculture'
This is the key demand of the entire alternative-agri-
culture movement in Europe. Such a system has
already been introduced in a number of counries and
I may return to this subject in a declaration on the
vorc.'This would be one realway to help and with
goodwill it would be possible.'!(i e are clever enough to
[et this done but, Mr Andriessen, there has been a
deliberate decision not to take this route, because a
different trend is favoured.
IN THE CHAIR: MR SEEFELD
Wce-President
Mr de Camaret (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Mr
Maher's report comes at an imponant time for the
agricultural- community. Farmers' incomes have fallen
again in 1985 and, m take only France, my own coun-
t[, 
"t an example, this year's fall 
has been one of
8.20/0.
The fall is the result of the various factors mentioned
in the repon. \[ith your permission I shall mendon
them once again. The fall in production volume, in
panicular milk, beef and veal with its direct knock-on
iff..t on farmers' incomes; the practical stagnation of
product prices accompanied by substantial 
.increases in
inter.edi"te costs and social security burden; an
lastly, the infringement of Community preferences and
general CAP regulations.
To this list must be added the budgetary consraints
which cannot but worsen the situation of farmers.
Farmers are often accused of complaining too much
and not accepting that a heavy burden is resting on the
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European economy. But, on the pretext that they have
no means of applying pressure on rhe governmenr,
mus[ they be treated as ourcasm from rhis economy?
Do they not work as orhers do and often more than
others do to ensure that Europe is practically self-suf-
ficient in animal and crop production? On this score
the aims set our in the Treades have been achieved.
'$7'e must pay tribute to Mr Maher for having skillfully
put forward solutions yhich are fair and reasonable to
remedy this situtation.
His repon clearly sets our the limits of the CAP which
is closely geared ro orher policies so rhar the price dev-
ice alone could not, by irelf, solve farmers' problems.
Vill these proposals be heard by the other institurions
and, what is more imponant, by our Minisrcrs for
Agriculture? There are grounds for doubt.
Is the Community setting out to kill off Green Europe
at rhe very momenr that Spain and Ponugal, both fun-
damentally agricultural counrries, are coming inlo our
Common Marker? Is the Community trying to sacrif-
ice its farmers ar a rime when it has 13 million unem-
ployed? Is the Communiry running down irs agricul-
tural and commercial capacity ar a time when two
thousand million of the Eanh's population are suffer-
ing from smrvarion? !7e in the Group of the European
Right feel 
- 
and this view is shared by the farmers'
organizations 
- 
rhat rhe operadon of the CAP must
be reviewed and young farmers setring up in business
given a chance to succeed.
Ve know that within 15years half of today's farms
will have disappeared. Noatis the time ro act, not only
in the interesm of the eight million farmers in Europe
but also, and primarily, in the inreresm of the Com-
munity as a whole.
Mr Romeos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Mr Maher's
admirable repon really comes ar the right momenr, not
only for the reasons which have been stressed by orher
Members bur also because it coincides with the debates
on the review of the common agricultural poliry. It is
being debated barely two monrhs before the definitive
accession of Spain and Portugal, which are mainly
agricultural counries, and personally I think that it
should also be linked to the debates on European
union which are taking place both in the inrergovern-
mental conference and in Parliament.
The remarks made by the rapponeur himself illustrate
the reality which has been created by the application
of the CAP to agricultural incomes. There is a very
wide gap which ir has been impossible to reduce.
There is no doubt that the application of the CAP has
actually brought about an increase in agricultural
incomes, although not equivalenr ro rhe rise in
incomes in other sectors, but the most imporrant thing
is that this increase in agricultural incomes throughoui
Europe has not been equally distributed, with che
result that the imbalance which already exisrcd even
before the application of the CAP is being mainained.
As is pointed out in the reporr, the way in which price
poliry has been implemenred, together with rhe inabil-
ity to promoce and implement a structural policy to
improve the structures of, in parricular, the regions
which are in difficulties, has produced precisely the
result which is described in the report and on which all
those who have spoken so far have agreed. The CAP
was based from the ou6et on market forces, and that
is why it has not eliminared the inequalities, which
have reached a rario of 1 in 30. The differences
between the regions remain considerable and we are
bound ro srare rhar the positive results of the CAP
have not been shared equally among the various
regions.
Ve consider that the implementation of a regional
price poliry, as the Commission and others seem to be
proposing, cannor improve the situation which we all
see today, since low prices, unless they are accompa-
nied by direct and general subsidies for the necessary
structural changes in the problem iegions, will main-
tain the inequalities in income. And it does not seem
that any progress will be made with such a poliry
when in the 1985 budget we have such a small parrici-
pation by the EAGGF Guidance Section. Vhat is
more, this inequaliry will be maintained unless low
prices are accompanied by positive measures ro sup-
pon low incomes. Low prices cannor be put forward
as a policy measure unless there is a serious effort
beforehand to reduce producrion cosrs in rhe Com-
munity. The reducdon of expenditure on the guaran-
[ee section will not be achieved even in the long term
unless price poliry forms pan of a broader guidance
policy. The horizontal fixing of uniform prices and aid
cannot succeed in protecting agricultural incomes
unless the infladon rate in each country is taken into
account as a major factor, and this is not sufficiently
stressed in Mr Maher's report.
Lastly, the scope for alternative employment, to which
the repon refers, in order to supplement farmers'
incomes is very limited in the disadvantaged regions,
and it is precisely there thar farmers' incomes are low.
I should not like, Mr President, to make any other 
-I would say positive 
- 
commenrs on the report, but I
should like to point our rhar orher measures should be
prop-osed in addition to those proposed in the report:
reinforcing collective action by farmers and assiiting
the better organization of production units, assisting
plans for modernization, improvement and develop-
ment, assisring yount people who are rying rc go into
farming, providing interesr-rate subsidies- and other
credit facilities with a view rc reducing producdon
costs, providing regional and financial incentives for
setting up agricultural engineering cooperadves, and
introducing new technologies.
I shall conclude by stressing that the adoption of rhis
report by Parliament is a message rc the Commission
and the Council on the direction which the review of
the CAP should take. It also confirms what we all
accept, namely that wirhout the convergence of our
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economies 
- 
beginning with the basic sector of agri-
culture 
- 
we cannot seriously talk of a united Europe
with equal members.
Mr Raftery (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, first of all, Iike
previous speakers, I would like to congratulate my
irish colleague, Mr Maher, on producing this fine
rePort.
Agriculture, unfortunately, has become the victim of
iJo*n success not only in Europe but in all the devel-
oped countries, excluding the USSR, 
-and indeed in
most developing countries of the world. Apan from
Africa, food strrpluses now exist almost everywhere,
even in India and China. These two counries, with
almost two billion people, lived with famine and the
threat of famine foi centuries but are now exPorting
wheat and rice as a consequence of the success of
'S7estern policies and '!flestern rcchnologies applied
skilfully where other systems had failed them.
In Europe, despite a drop of almost 12 million in the
,,umberi enga[ed in farming, food producdon has
increased dramatically in the last 20years. Increased
output per hectare, per animal and- per labour unit as a
result of new technology means that we can produce
more than sufficient food with less farmers, less farm
animals and less farm land. The consequence of this,
in the absence of genuine expon markets, is and will
continue m be downward pressure on prices for farm
produce, which in turn will continue to depress farm
incomes funher.
The Maher repon has shown quite clearly how farm
incomes have dropped significantly in real terms over
the past 10 years,-despite the continuous exodus of
farmers from farming throughout the Communiry and
despirc the massive lrr"t"rt"s in productivity' In the
light of the food supply,situation in Europe and
w"orldwide, we can expect this exodus to continue and
it may even accelerate, especially from-the disadvan-
taged areas unless urgent srcPs are taken.to enable
faimers to survive in these areas' The social consequ-
ences of this continued exodus for both urban and
rural communities will be very detrimental indeed,
oanicularly in areas of high unemployment such as
ireland. Such a development would cenainly lead to
increased national funding for farmers which would
eventually undermine the common agricultural policy,
thereby undermining the real foundation of the Com-
munity.
In these circumstances the Commission's proposals to
use the price mechanism as a means of solving the
food surplus problems should be firmly resisted for the
following te"iont. Firstly, there is no solid evidence to
show thal dropping prices will cut agricultural output'
On the contrr.y, ihere is considerable evidence that
the opposite could h"pp.n as a result- of farmers, parti-
culariy those in the more favoured areas, trying to
maintain income by increasing outPut.
Secondly, there is ample evidence that depressing
p.icer *ill increase the exodus from farming in the
poor.. areas. A policy of depressing prices will simply
gir. ut more iurpluses, less farmers, 
. 
longer dole
[u.u.t and mounting social problems..Already unem-ploy-.nt, as we know, is cosdng the Communiry
.ount.i.t 500/o more than the common agricultural
policy. This report, however, rightly suggests that the
price'mechanism alone cannot solve the income prob-
ie.s of these disadvantaged areas. Clearly, other
means will have to be found. But let me make it clear
that my colleagues and I in the Chrisdan-Democratic
Group are opposed to financial handouts as a means
of heiping small farmers. '!7e want something more
imaginative. ln short, we want a reform of the CAP to
give us a policy more apProPriate to the.circumstances
of today, while maintaining and ProtectlnB the Pnncl-
ples on which the common agricultural policy was
founded.
A common agricultural policy designed to meet the
need of the 1960s could not possibly be appropriate
for the 1980s and 1990s, given the passage of dme and
the rapidity of technological change. Producing prod-
ucts which are in surplus, I would suggest' such as
milk and beef, from land unsuited for that Purpose,
whether it be in the wetlands of the'!flest of Ireland or
in the highlands of the Alps, cenainly does not make
sense when one considers that these areas are very
suitable for the production of a commodity such as
timber, which is in deficit. Equally, continuing to
produce cereals on soils capable of producing proteins
which are in deficit does not seem very sensible.
Clearly, we need some reorientation of policy to
.n"oui"g. alternative uses for land and to produce
productiwhich are in deficit, such as timber, proteins,
fibres and fuel crops. Likewise, we must put more
emphasis on finding alternative uses, such as fuel and
biodegradable plastics, for products in surplus, pani-
cularly grain.
The lack of imagination on the pan of the Commis-
sion in this resplct is deplorable. Furthermore, the
continuous reference to bringing prices in the Com-
munity inrc line with world prices overlook the fact
that world prices for food commodities are exreme-ly
volatile and invariably anificial. It also ignores, in the
case of grain, the huge differences which exist in terms
of farm-structures, soils, climate and policies between
the USA, the country which is setting the world prices
for cereals, and the EEC' On the other hand, I am
pleased by some suggesdons in the Commission's
'G.een 
Paper relating to supplementary means of help-
ing income in the poorer regions, such as the promo-.
don of tourism, iquaculture, crafts, environmental
protection, etc.
'\7hile these can be imponant, they should be seen as a
supplement to fair prices for agricultural produce, not,
as-f think the Commission sees them, as a substitute
for fair prices. Secondly, the funding for such schemes
should t ot 
"o*. 
out of the agricultural budget' It
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would be more appropriate, I believe, to have rhem
funded from the Regional and Social Funds.
Mrs Jepsen (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, assessing
trends in agricultural incomes is without doubt a sensi-
ble and correct idea. The only thing is thar one should
take care, when examining a single subject, nor ro
become buried in detail and thereby miss the wood for
the trees. For example, this repon is in my view over-
meticulous, and will hence be impracticable.
Ve Danish Conservatives wish to take this opporrun-
ity to caution against schemes that increase bureau-
c.acy and do not benefit agriculture. The primary msk
of the European Parliamenr is to formulate an effec-
tive agricultural policy that is reflected by incomes.
Our future agricultural policy must, in a modified
form, be just as successful as the policy we have had
up to now. However, comperirion is increasing both
externally and internally. S7e must therefore take even
greater care not to leave the actual producer in the
cold when seeing to all the various other inrerests. In
future, farmers 
- 
both large and small 
- 
who can
find that combination of costs which offers the best
chance of economic success should be rewarded as a
matter of course by being allowed rc produce accord-
ing to demand and abiliry. Quota arrangemen$ are
thus the vorsr merhod of restricting production; it is
better to have graduated intervention arrangements
over a transitional period until output has adjusted to
the market and until qualiry has become a more
imponant factor.
Having said this, we naturally acknowledge our dury
to tuaranrce all farmers a reasonable income. There
are Breat differences berween the individual Member
Starcs, so there is a need for suppon measures in
regions where ir is impossible to effectively maintain
incomes at a reasonable level. However, care should
be taken to distinguish this social policy 
- 
as it should
be called in my view 
- 
from agriculrural poliry pro-
per. Here too, we will continue ro argue thar any sup-
port measures introduced should be transitional
arrangements to be phased our as and when a more
appropriate sructure is created.
Ve also recognize that there may be a need to main-
tain and supporr unviable farmlands for environmental
reasons. Conservation is increasing in imponance and
will make financial demands. The Communiry should
perhaps consider direct aid for increased investment in
this area. This repon has gone inro a lot of detail, and
since we regard it as a working paper in conjunction
with the Commission's Green Paper, we will vote for
it. However, on no account should we let future agri-
cultural policy be remembered as a policy that suffo-
cated.all initiative and pleasure at work in a jungle of
subsidies and social schemes! Insread, let us remember
that becoming a farmer is a free decision, and farming
is and rem-ains a free profession like all other indepenl
dent professions, where such freedom naturally
involves risk but where you really do have a chance if
you do your best and know your stuff.
(Apphase)
Mr Fernrccio Pisoni (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President,
ladies and genrlemen, this is not the first time that Par-
liament has discussed agricultural incomes in the
Community. Ve need to take a new look at the meth-
ods used undl now, in view of the steady dererioration
of farm incomes in comparison with those in other
secters and the inability of the CAP's traditional meth-
ods to meet rhe challenge of a farm sector which has
to cope more and more with the internadonal Com-
muniry market. The Maher reporr comes ar a dme
when the instirutional bodies, the polirical panies and
farmers' professional organizations are busy reviewing
the strategy for a reform of the CAP in a different
light from the pasr.
Vhen agricultural prices for 1985-1986 were fixed,
Parliarnent adopted an amendment by the Group of
the European People's Pany. It was an amendment
which I myself had tabled and the indea had come
from Italy's National Confederation of Farmers, ro
which I am proud to belong. Our amendment stressed
the need for CAP reform to offer definite prospecr
for agriculture with regard ro incomes and the conrin-
ued existence of farming activities. The text that was
adopted in facr sared that the agricultural community
needs secure medium and long-term prospects and
therefore the necessary instruments musr be devised as
soon as possible ro ensure that in this spherc the com-
mon agricultural poliry achieves the objectives of the
EEC Treaty, panicularly those listed in Anicle 39.
Among those objectives, we are focusing attenrion
today on the problem of reasonable incomes.
Ve are fairly happy with this repon and we should
like rc echo previous speakers and congratulate Mr
Maher for his detailed analysis and for some of the
points he made. However, rhe reporr does not go into
all the aspects which have ro be considered if there is
rc be an improvement in farm incomes. It provides a
political opponunity which must not be losr if we want
to make a positive impact on farmers' incomes,
whether rhey are full-time or pan-dme farmers. The
range of actions covered and the criricism of the dis-
partides in incomes which still exist in some regions of
the Communiry highlighr the problem of how to gu"r-
antee a reasonable income to the least fonunate farm-
ers against a background of CAP measures which are
increasingly resricrive and subjecr rc budgetary res-
tralnB.
It is clear that we have to be realistic and not kid our-
selves, and what we have to do is to make the best use
of the available financial resources and to coordinate
in a better fashion the means which we currenrly have
at our disposal, alrhough these are not the only ones to
be used. You are not going ro Buaranree agricultural
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incomes by fixing production quoms and co-responsi-
biliry levies. These measures penalize in particular the
poorer farmers who live in the least-favoured areas
where it is not eary to find alternative forms of prod-
uction, but they also penalize the family-run farms
which the new CAP should be helping insrcad of forc-
ing out of business. In fact, what should be done is to
give these farms a leading role in the prodriction pro-
iesr ot rc bring them together in cooperatives so that
production cosrc are reduced and they can comPete
more effectively.
It is our view that it is quirc feasible to think along the
lines of a flexible and interacting scheme for market
prices and, where necessary, direct income suppon for
i"..ers, especially in the least-favoured areas. If you
simply adjust prices without providing suitable and
p.op.r income support for farmers, there is a risk that
yoJ 
".. 
going to kill off those farm holdings which
exist and operate in mountain areas and in the least-
favoured regions. An agricultural poliry concentrating
on big farms and vast yields would not only be re-
mendously cosdy in social terms but it would also push
farms out of business and produce territorial dispari-
ties which would be hard to remedy. In the current
debate on the Green Paper and on how rc remedy the
contradictions which have apparent in the common
agricultural policy untit now, our staning-point should
be the income to which farmers are undeniably enti-
ded and which they cannot do without.
(Appkuse)
Mr Andriesset, Vce'President of the Commission. 
-(NZ) Mr President, I think that it is quite correct to
devote a separate report to trends in agricultural
incomes in the Communiry. Clearly, these trends are
and should be cenral to any agricultural policy.
Moreover, it is important to acquire a ProPer insight
into the disparities in farmer's incomes between
regions and berween holdings. Naturally, we need a
prope. satistical underpinning, and I think that Mr
Maher's report has the merit of tackling the statistical
and farm management aspects of the problem as well
as the question of incomes as such.
fu far as th€ latter is concerned, I regret somewhat
that this debate is being held in isolation and not in
conjunction with the more general debate we will be
holding on the perspectives for the common agricul-
tural policy, on the basis of the Green Paper published
a few- months ago by the Commission. This debate 
-
as is evident from a number of observations made here
- 
is, as it were, a kind of preliminary exercise, but
clearly it is difficult for me to respond now to the
,rr-erous practical suggestions in anticipation of the
more geneial debate. Firstly because I have not yet fin-
ished my consultations and I regard today's debate as
pan of this process. Secondly because we h.ave not yet
iormally disiussed the Tolman rePort' which 
- 
I hope
and trust 
- 
will appear on the agenda in the near
future. However, this debarc does give me the oPPor-
tunity, Mr President, to make some commenm on the
situaiion and development of incomes in agriculture.
First of all, the concept of agricultural income itself.
There are several definitions, and their meanings and
hence resulc are not always identical, so in response
to requests, for example by the European Parliament
- 
namely during the debate on an earlier rePon by
the sams rapponeur 
- 
the Commission has been
endeavouring thes. patt two years to PrePare' in addi-
tion to the usual dam on agricultural incomes, a com-
prehensive document providing all kinds of informa-
tion and intended for a wider audience. It is encourag-
ing for me to note that both the rapporteur and the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food appre-
ciate this initiative and the effons we have made in
recent years to meet requests for beuer, and more
detailed' information. Thai does not alter the fact that
there are sdll a number of misunderstandings, that
interpretations occasionally differ widely and that
theri sometimes appear to be differences between the
Comission's figures and those from other sources.
Mr President, I am not going to start a technical
debate today on all these sntisdcal matters. I just want
to say one thing, namely that all the figures used by
the iommission are based on figures we obtain from
the nadonal stadstical offices or authorities. Ve pro-
cess this information in accordance with a Particular
method, a method approved by all the Member States,
in order to arrive at a ProPer comparison begween
these various Member States. Sometimes, national off-
ices produce statistics that are at variance with those
prepired by the Commission, but this difference is
'oftio 
only 
^pp"t..tt 
in that differing concePts or defi-
nitions are biing used. For that reason, we have devel-
oped a com-on method, and no statistics 1e pu-b-
liihed unless they have also been approved by the
Member States. That being said, Mr President, I ack-
nowledge, together with the raPPoneur and most of
those who have spoken in this debarc, that agricultural
incomes in the Community have not always developed
satisfactorily in the past 10 years. It could be pointed
out that in'comparable situations in other industrial-
ized countries agricultural incomes have undergone
even more dramatic developments over the same
period, falling by even 20 to 300/0. This is cenainly
ilso because these countries have not had a common
agricultural poliry as we know it, but this does not
alte. the faci that in the Community as well agricul-
tural incomes have become less stable than before,
although we have been able to avoid the enormous
price/income fluctations found in other countries.
\flhat is the origin of this insabiliry? In the first inst-
ance, the sreather has played an imponant role: at
times excellent, at times bad. Secondly, there are the
terms of trade in agriculture, i. e. the relationship
between the prices received by producers and the
prices paid for intermediate consumPtion.
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This has worsened when output has increased consi-
derably from one year ro rhe nexr, but has not always
recovered when output has settled at a more normal
level.
Yet when the effect of these annual fluctuations is eli-
minated, a slight recovery in incomes may be observed
in the Community over the past three years. And a
comparison wirh the previous three years reveals an
even clearer improvement. In the long term, admit-
tedly, the trend, as noted in the repon, is less favoura-
ble.
It should also be borne in mind that the situadon on
the agricultural markets has significantly worsened in
the Community over the past ren years. It is precisely
during this period that surpluses first arose or assumed
sizeable proporrions for most products in the Com-
munity. And clearly, the increasingly difficult market
situation necessarily had an adverse effect on producer
prices, although price and market policy did nevenhe-
less prevent a collapse of producer prices in the Com-
munity. Moreover, these surpluses could not fail to
have repercussions for agriculture and the common
market and prices poliry. In the period just past, we
have been forced to take increasing accounr of factors
other than agricultural incomes, such as the equili-
brium of agricultural markets.
Mr President, if I may, I would like to say somerhing
more specific on agricultural incomes. I think rhar the
debate on agricultural policy has overemphasized
institutional prices, giving the impression that these are
the only factors determining the development of agri-
culture. Agricultural incomes in the Community are
not determined solely by guarantee prices for a num-
ber of major producm. Incomes as such still continue
to be determined by rhe prices obtained on rhe marker.
Farmers are still enrepreneurs and managemenr meth-
ods can have a crucial impact on income trends. Mr
Marck rightly drew attention rc this point.
It is still the case that a market with a certain equili-
brium between supply and demand offers the best
guaranrce for better prices for produce and hence
higher incomes. A significanr percenrage of total out-
put in European agriculture is found in sectors where,
although there is exrernal prorecrion, supporr for the
internal market plays a much less important role. As
for example, in the entire animal processing secror.
And also honiculture. The mosr important guarantees
for those acdve in these sectors in fact come from the
operation of the free common market. One cannot jusr
look at the output side, one must also pay arrcnrion to
the cost aspects and the quality of the producr.
I therefore consider that our market rules in the Com-
muniry should take more accounr of the added value
provided by a true qualiry product. Thus in my view it
will not do m give what is in fact feed wheat the same
guarantee as bread wheat. In practice, it is also a fact
that the incomes of European farmers do not follow
EEC guarantee prices. Having fallen considerably in
1983, average agricultural incomes in rhe Communiry
rose in 198a by 3.8% in real rerms, even though there
was scarcely any increase in ECU prices.
Secondly, when using srarisrics some care must be
taken in choosing the base year. Accordingly, it is not
justifiable in my view ro compare 1973 
- 
a peak year
- 
with an extremely unfavourable year, 1983.I there-
fore think that we have to take such factors into
account when making comparisons.
If we compare averate agricultural incomes over rhe
past three years,1982,1983, l984,with the figures for
the three previous years 
- 
which I have just referred
to 
- 
we see rhar agricultural incomes in the Com-
munity rose on averate by over 60/o in real terms. For
one country there was a slight drop, namely Italy. And
in Germany the increase was lower. I concede that,
but I am talking here about a period in which incomes
outside agriculture also undeniably declined in terms
of purchasing power.
Mr President, in saying this I do not wish m claim that
European agriculture is doing well. However, I do
wanr to poinr out that there are a number of factors
apart from just guarantee prices which determine
lncomes.
Mr President, during this debate many have talked of
measures that could or should be taken ro do some-
thing about agricultural incomes. The Commission
considers, and has said so in its Green Paper, that we
must continue with a poliry in which market prices
play a major role in aligning supply and demand
within the common agricultural policy. But it is not
saying just this, as has again been suggesred in this
debate by some honourable Members. The Commis-
sion does not aim to give the economic objectives of
the common agriculrural poliry priority over its social
goals. And neither does it think that the latter can be
achieved solely via prices poliry, irc view being that
they should be achieved mainly rhrough other instru-
ments of the common agricultural poliry: supplemen-
tary measures, structural policy, socio-structural
policy, regional poliry and others, and I note with
satisfaction rhat we are agreed on this point.
Mr President, I also agree with those who'have said
that our starring point must be the maintenance of the
family farm as rhe cornerstone and basis of rhe com-
mon agricultural poliry. The problem will be to find
ways and means of realizingthis aim.
Mr President, in these comments I have confined
myself to the incomes situation. I look forward with
great expecration to the wider debate with the honour-
able Members of rhis House on the problems of agri-
culture as such and its future development.
Mr Maher (L), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I want to
thank all those who rook pan in the debate and who
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contributed to it. I include in that the Commissioner
for Agriculture.
There are just a few points I wanted rc pick up which
perhaps were not emphasized originally, namely on
rhe question of unemployment and the consequences
of unemployment caused by excessively low farm
incomes. It is inevitable that if farm incomes are low,
people leave the industry and seek other forms of
employment. I think we have got to do the sums on
that. Ve have got to look at the cost that involves' I
think that when dicussing agricultural poliry we tend
to make inadequate estimates or analyses. I am afraid
that the Commission even in its review might now be
guilty of that. I put it to Commissioner Andriessen that
I think it is your responsibiliry in the Commission to
weigh up the cost of the changes you are proposing so
tharwe will begin to see and begin to show the Euro-
pean axpayer whether in fact what vre are doing now
is more or less expensive in terms of the total cost, not
only to the Communiry but in terms of the consequent
costs arising in Member States as a result of making
the changes. After all, if you are buying a Particular
model of motorcar the only {/ay you have of deciding
whether the price is cheap or dear is to compare it
with other models. Often we have no other model. Ve
say that the CAP is very expensive but by whar crite-
rion do we say it is expensive? !7hat is the alternative
and what would the cost be?
Could I also make a point that I spoke in my report
about the cooperative question. I say to Mr Marck
that what I was really referring to there was that while
cooperatives have a lot of work to do in helping farm-
ers in the marketing and processing and transportation
sectors, there is also a lot they need to do inside the
farmgate. Very many small farmers are totally over-
capiialized owning independent sets of machinery and
equipment [hat cannot be jusdfied' If 
.there was a
cooperatwe opera[ron where they could share many of
these pieces of equipment and machines, their costs
would- be reduced. After all, cutdng the costs of the
farm inputs and the farm services also increases
income and in a more effective way, than by increasing
prices.
I am glad also that the question of food aid was men-
tioned because again I think people say too glibly that
we want to get a balance between supply and demand
and yet they ask what we are going to do about the
hunger in the world. If we do not have any surpluses,
whai do we have to disribute? Ve have rc have sur-
pluses in order m be able to meet the requirements of
people who are less fonunate than ourselves. I think
that point needs to be made now.
Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf made one good point and I
would like to pick it up. Many people think that by
reducing the number of farmers and making farms [ar-
ger you solve the problem. If that was the case the
I"r-.rt of the United States would have no problems
whatever, panicularly in the mid-\7est where the
farms cover vast territories. Yet they are in deep trou-
ble. So it is quite clear that you do not solve the prob-
lems of farmers by giving them very large farms. In
fact, you are, if anything making the situation worse.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
5. Counterfeit goods
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on the
- 
report (Doc.A2-115185), drawn up by Mrs van
Rooy on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(COU1a+lzos final 
- 
Doc.2-1540/84) for a regulation
laying down measures to discourage the release for free
circuladon of counterfeit goods;
- 
report (Doc. A2-i 19/85), drawn up by Mr Tur-
n.r on behalf of the Committee on Legal Affairs
and Citizens' Rights, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(COM(84)705 final 
- 
Doc.2-1540/84) for a regulation
laying down measures rc discourage the release for free
circulation of counterfeit goods;
- 
report (Doc. A2-l 15/85), drawn up by Mrs van
Rooy on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on international trade in
counterfeit goods.
Mrc van Rooy (PPE), rapPorteuf. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, in order to illustrate that
trade in counterfeit products is not a theoretical but
extremely concrete problem, I am standing here before
you dressed entirely in counterfeit goods confiscated
in Europe. I would naturally like to emphasize that I
do not normally wear these clothes, I am doing this
merely to underline the seriousness of the problem.
Trade in counterfeit products has risen dramatically in
recent years. It is not just the volume that has
increased, the range of counterfeit products has
expanded as well. Such trade is no longer limited to
luiury goods, such as watches and cosmetics; on the
contrary, recent years have also seen counterfeit goods
among pharmaceuticals, car pans, medical equipment
and computers, to mention but a few.
Because trade in counterfeit goods happens to be
illegal, there are naturally no official figures, only esti-
maies. Thus the Inrcrnational Chamber of Commerce
estimarcs that total world trade in counterfeit products
amounts to around 50 OOO million US dollars. French
industry reckons that it loses as much as 5 000 million
French Francs a year, while the Swiss watch industry
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estimates its losses ar I 000 million Swiss Francs per
year. For the EEC as a whole, we may cenainly
assume a figure of several thousand million ECU a
year.
Of course, this trade in counterfeits is in the first place
exremely damaging ro brand name manufacrurers
here in Europe. They lose sales not just on their
domestic markets but also on expoft marke6, since the
rade in counterfeits flourishes outside Europe as well.
As the qualiry of counterfeit products is often poor,
these manufacturers can moreover lose their repua-
tions into the bargain, which again reduces sales.
However, counterfeits harm the consumer as well,
even though the opponuniry of buying cheap producs
seems attracrive at first sight. For these counterfeits are
often poor in qualiry, and funhermore the consumer
usually has no redress if the purchased product proves
rc be defecdve, because the counrerfeit producer can-
not normally be traced. Nevenheless, the most impor-
tant consideradon is that counterfeit products can also
be dangerous to the consumer. In my reporr, I lisr a
whole range of dangerous counterfeit products, which
have been found on the European market as well. I
can mention a few: children's roys that turned out to
be inflammable, brake pans that proved nor ro work,
and medical equipment, such as hean pumps, that
contained counrerfeir pafts. Counrerfeit drugs for dia-
betics have also been found on the German market;
such counterfeit pharmaceudcals represenr an
extremely worrying problem particularly in developing
countries. There is only one word to describe this kind
of trade at the expense of the health of rhe consumer:
it is absolutely criminal and therefore needs to be vigo-
rously combatted.
However, the trade in more innocent counterfeits,
such as luxury goods, can in no way be condoned
either. Trade in these counterfeit products happens to
be so profitable because the costs are so low. The costs
are low because counterfeit producers do not have to
pay either for research and developmenr or for mar-
keting, because they live off the brand name as paras-
ites. Ve must therefore regard trade-mark counterfeit-
ing as a form of theft pure and simple. No more, no
less.
The Commirree on External Economic Relations
therefore feels that counterfeiting should be combated
more effectively not only in the interests of rhe con-
sumer and the brand name manufacturer, but also in
the in[eresr of society as a whole.
This must be done at different levels. First of all at
international level, because the rade in counterfeit
goods distons comperirion and hence seriously dis-
rupts international trade. This subject needs 'to be
raised in the new GATI round. A draft GAfi code
has already been published. However, ratification and
implementadon will take time. Ve cannot afford to
wait. A European policy must be developed as well.
And the first thing rhe Communiry should do is to
make better use of its powers in the field of trade
policy by incorporating safeguards against counterfeit-
ing in trade agreemenrs with rhird countries. The US
does this and not without effect.
Ve must acknowledge that panly under American
pressure a number of South-East Asian countries have
fonunately been taking more effective action against
counterfeiting in recent years. I am thinking in pani-
cular of Hong Kong, Taiwan and also Singapore.
However, the Communiry can also examine ways of
using its new trade policy instrument against countries
that do not do enough to combat counterfeidng. After
all, this damages the expon interests of European
industry and the new insrrument is designed precisely
to protect these interests.
Since many counterfeit goods conrinue ro come from
third counries, we must see rhat controls are tight-
ened at external fronriers. The Committee on External
Economic Relations therefore fully suppons the objec-
tive of the Commission's proposal for a regulation,
namely to raise an effective barrier against counterfeir
products imponed from outside the Community. I
would nevenheless emphasize that this regulation
must be regarded as a first srcp on the way to securing
better protecrion for intellectual properry rights.
The regulation does in fact have a number of limita-
dons: firstly, it gives cusroms authorities the power to
check impons only if they come from third countries.
This limitation is nevenheless justified. The Com-
mittee on External Economic Relations shares the
Commission's view that this regulation should not
apply rc intra-Community trade because this would
run counter ro rhe aim of achieving the internal mar-
ketby 1992. Our goal musr be more effective controls
at. external frontiers and fewer conrols at internal
frontiers.
Does this novr mean rhat the Committee on External
Economic Relations is not convinced of the need to do
something about counrerfeiting wirhin the Com-
munity? No, of course not, but we need other instru-
ments to do this, we need rc look at different methods.
Ve musr face the fact that in most of the Member
States the sancrions are much too mild and the penal-
ties not severe enough rc deter counterfeir raders,
cenainly not when we remember rhat a large pan of
this rade is in the hands of international crimi, drug
dealers erc., who will really nor be deterred-by I
3-month prison sentence. Hence our call for the Mim-
ber Stares to give higher prioriry to this problem and
to impose heavier penalries.
Another limitation of the proposal is rhat ir only covers
trade-mark counterfeiting and thus does not apply to
other forms of piraq, for example in rhe field oi 
"opy-right. Naturally, such piracy also needs to be combit-
ed, but not by means of this regulation. For we must
realise that this regulation in irself will considerably
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increase the workload of the customs services, and it
will be far from simple for them to derect trade-mark
counterfeiting when we consider that currendy only
around 5olo o1 imported goods are physically checked.
The Committee on External Economic Relations thus
proposes that the customs services should first acquire
.*pe.ien"" in fighting trade-mark counterfeiting. If
thi regulation functions sadsfactorily, it can-perhaps
then be amended m include copyright counterfeiting.
I will not go into the other amendments tabled by the
Comminei on External Economic Relations because
they speak for themselves. I would only like to stress
that it-is extremely imponant that confiscated counter-
feit goods should as a rule be destroyed. This is the
orrfgu"t"ntee that these goods really will be taken
oui oT circulation and not cause harm to the legal
trade-mark owner. Only in exceptional cases should
other procedures be permitted. This is a point that is
insuffitiently highlighted in the reguladon as proposed
by the Commission, which allows far too many exceP-
tions. \7e therefore consider that this needs to be
amended.
Finally, Mr President, I have a criticism rc make of the
procedure followed by the Bureau in connection with
ihis regulation, namely its appointment of two raPPor-
teu.r. -Fonrnately, my colleague, Mr Turner, of tlle
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, and
I were able to work together in a pleasant and con-
structive manner' but normally speaking we must
neveftheless say that it is extremely inefficient to
appoint tc/o rapporteurs' I hope this remains a unique
caie in the history of this House, and that m/o raPPor-
teurs will never again be appointed for one and the
same subject.
Mr Turner (EDI, rapportear. 
- 
Mr President, may. I
first of all say that it was a very rewarding relationship
that the tq/o raPPorteurs had, but also a very undesira-
ble one becausi of the effon and trouble we had to go
to to get the same rePorts and same amendments' All
our committees had to be very patient with us as we
to'ed and fro'ed across the wo committees. I hope it
will not happen again especially as this is a regulation
which comes automatically into effect'
However, we have agreed entirely on what ve are
going to propose. Counterfeiting is not a legal expres--
iion-.*"tp, for coins but it is very seriously wrong if
honest manufacturers, raders and consumers are
badly affected because goods can be produced which
"r. 
ti-iI". or idendcal rc well-known goods with
rade-marks which are identical or almost identical to
the trade-marks of the true owner. !7e have Put down
amendments to deal with both of those matters rather
more precisely than the Commission has done' The
dangei, as Mis van Rooy says, is that you often get
mec-hanical pans for cars and machinery which are
actually subitandard. However, quite apart {rom that
it is a fraud perperated on the consumer and an abuse
of the trade-mark owners' proper rights in terms of
loss of sales and repuation.
Mr President, this regulation does not affect substan-
tive trademark law which is a much wider right and is
now being harmonized in the EEC where one can
have confisingly similar trade-marls but not ones that
are almost idintical. There an honest dispute often
arises between two rePutable companies as to who is
entided to use a panicular trade-mark and whether
one has gone a little too close to the other or not'
Now thoie are honest disputes in the courts and they
are rctally different from the question of 
-counterfeit-
ing, wheie the manufacture of the atlegcd counrcrfeit
mlterial is actually atrcmPting to deceive the public'
This regulation, therefore, does not in fact affect sub-
stantivJlaw at all. The rights of the trade-mark owner
who is suffering loss because of counterfeit goods are
thoroughly covered in substantive law under trade-
mark l.rw'as it exists now in each Member State and
soon will be harmonized throughout the EEC. There
are, however, practical difficulties when goods come
in because they a.e so difficult to identify 
- 
unlike in
the case of a glnuine dispute between two honest trad-
ers. They muit be stopped at the frontier. Hence this is
a propoial for using the customs officers to Prevent
countlrfeit goods coming in across the external fron-
tier.
Now it is not possible, as Mrs van Rooy said, to set up
barriers within the EEC, on the same basis in the inter-
nal market, to stop counterfeit goods being produced
within the EEC.
Therefore, neither of us can accept Amendment No 13
by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
.nd Contu..r Protection. fu I say, very soon we shall
have a common law in the EEC on Eade-marks and it
will be perfectly possible for, say, a trader who feels he
has bein aggtieued in France by something that has
happened in Italy to sue in Imly unde-r a common
trad-e-mark law. That is quite different from the case
of, say, a Frenchman who is aggrieved by something
which has happened far away outside the EEC in the
Third \7orld, where he cannot, of course, get at the
person who has circulated the counterfeit.goods. That
is the first amendment that I am afraid we cannot
accePt.
The second one is Amendment No 14, which says that
designs and styles should also be included. Now, one
."nnot do that, because there is a perfect right in very
many cases to coPy things that are on the market. You
dont have an auiomatic right rc Prevent somebody
copying your goods on the market, unless you have a
reiistei.d design or a copyright or some intellectual
pr"op.rty right. So, it is not possible rc include
meihanisms for dealing with designs and sryles'
Amendment No 14 also raises the question of copy-
right. There it is possible to have provisions.,- because
cJpyright is a righi, though it is difficult to rcll without
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a case in the coun exactly whether a copyright has
been infringed or not because it is very complex law.
For that matter we both agree rhat this matter should
be held over to a later stage, and it may very well be,
as Mrs van Rooy has just said, that it will not be the
customs officers or rhe mechanism of the cusroms
which will be used to deal with copyright.
Finally, Amendment Noll, which Mrs van Rooy
referred to obliquely, calls for the destruction in all
cases of goods that are counterfeir and have been
mken off the market. Ve really cannor accept rhis
form of wording, because many counterfeit goods may
be made of valuable marcrials such as learher or even
gold or anything you like. Of course, it is not pracrica-
ble to destroy them. Once they are confiscarcd, it must
be absolutely cenain that they do not get back onro
the market in a counterfeit form. That is all that is
required. Therefore, we advise against Amendmenr
No 1l by the Committee on rhe Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection.
Mr Besse (S). 
- 
(FR), draaghaman of an opinion for
the Committee on Economig Monetary Affairs and
Industial Policy. 
- 
Ladies and genrlemen, I shall nor
dwell on the variety and scale of counterfeit goods
which, today, affecr not only luxury irems but also
eve-ry are^ of industrial, agricultural and cultural activ-
iry.
I shall limit myself for the short time allowed to
reminding the House of the economic and social con-
sequences of counterfeit goods and to calling upon
you to consider the Commission's draft regulation as
well as making a few additional suggestions.
First, the economic and social consequences of coun-
rcrfeit goods and, first and foremost, their negative
effect on turnover. Falling rurnover in companies as a
result of counterfeit goods is widespread. Total world
trade in counterfeit goods amounts to 60 000 million
dollars. The scale of rhe loss for the EEC can be put ar
several thousand million ECU per year. To these
losses must be added the cost of investigation and pro-
secution of the forgers, esrimated at l-50/o of rurnover
depending on the firms concerned.
$econd, the loss of prestige. The most serious effects
are still the loss of reputation and of cusromers in the
wake of the appearance of counterfeit goods.
Lastly, in relation to rhis first aspect, the loss of jobs.
Job losses are estimared in the EEC at close to 100 000
at least. And our Community stands idly by as its
brand names are plundered.
In March 1984 during the French Presidency a memo-
randum stressing the urgency of this problem was sub-
mitted to the Council of Ministers. Companies in the
Community can no longer be left exposed to face a
network of increasingly well-organized forgers, pani-
cularly the SMEs who, unlike the big multinationals,
do not have the means to protect themselves.
Second, the commission's draft regulation. The Com-
mission has submitted a draft which, to its great credit,
proposes Community controls ro cover this field.
\7hen this regulation comes into force the holders of a
trade-mark will enjoy similar protecdon against coun-
terfeit goods throughout the Community. This prorec-
don will provide the customs authorities with the
power to take action at the Communiq/s external bor-
ders to prevent the circulation of suspicious merchan-
dise and, where applicable, to provide for its confisca-
uon.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Indusrial Policy, of which I am and have been the
draughtsman of an opinion, has by and large given im
seal of approval to this draft regulation. This instru-
ment is nevenheless limircd in is scope and we have
put forward in our opinion a number of additional
proposals on which I would like to base my conclud-
ing remarks.
These additional proposals relare to practical aspecrs
of the fight against the forger, ro rhe prevention of
forgery and to international action of a general nature.
As regards the practical aspecrs, the draft reguladon
relates only to trade-marks. It should be quickly
backed up by other proposals to provide more effec-
dve protection against the film forger, the recording
pirates and patenr forgers who are a threat to the cul-
tural and scientific heritage of the Community.
Member States must also harmonize and consolidate
their legislation so rhar without jeopardizing the crea-
tion of an internal market the production and market-
ing of counterfeit goods can be curbed within the
Community.
My second remark concerns prevention. Ve feel prev-
ention is essenrial. The suppression of counterfeit
goods can only ever be effective in isolated cases. The
problem musr be tackled at source. The forgers net-
work is complex and the problem is difficult rc pin
down. Prevention of forgery presupposes closely
coordinated measures by all the authoriries concerrred.
The Communiry must ser up a data base on trade-
marks which can facilitiate anreriority searches and, by
vinue of the information held, perform crosschecking
and selecdve efficient controls at the borders.
My third remark concerns international acrion. Here,
too, the Community must also seek to protect itself
against counterfeit goods by incorporating safeguards
clauses in any commercial agreemenm it signs and,
where applicable, apply economic sanctions ro rhose
countries which take no acrion against the forger.
Coordinated and determined acrion on rhe pan of the
Communiry cannor but srrengrhen its position in the
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third round of GATT talks aimed at adopting a code
of practice in this field.
Essentially, these ideas are, I am happy to say, con-
tained in the two reports tabled and I would draw
your particular attendon to the qualiry of the.work of
M.s uan Rooy, who is a member of our committee.
In conclusions, I should nevenheless like to stress the
need for the Communiry to provide not only the legal
instruments but also the rcchnical tools 
- 
the data
bases, a number of which are in the Process of being
set up, which are needed quickly so that they can be
used 
- to provide a better means of thwaning the
development of counterfeit goods.
It is equally essential while on this subject for the
Council to idopt without delay the regulation on the
Communiry trade-mark which by a single registration
procedure will protect the trade-mark holder through-
out the Community.
Mrs Jaclson (EDI, drafisman of an opinion for the
Committee ofl the Enoironment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection. 
- 
Mr President, our Committee
was consulted rather late in the day, and I apologise to
the House that our opinion is not in written form but
in the form of amendments to the Turner rePort.
The consumer has of course, as a number of people
have said, a very valid interest in seeing that counter-
feiting is brought under control. Therefore we wel-
come the regulation, but we have tabled amendments
to it where we feel that it is unsatisfactory. \[e would
very much like to hear the Commissioner's reaction to
our amendments.
The best thing I can do in the short time available to
me is to try to explain them.
Amendment No 10 to Anicle 1(2) of the regulation
differs from the amendment proposed by the Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights. Ve are
concerned about goods bearing trademarks that are
deliberately designed to be nearly identical to existing
ones. For'.*rrple, Haig Vhisky spelt 'Haige' and
looking exactly the same as Haig'l7hisky but not the
real thing. \(i would like to see such goods brought
within thi scope of this reguladon. Ve do not knou/
whether what we are proposing is the right way to do
it, but we would like to hear from the Commission
whether it is possible to do so.
Amendment No11 to Anicle5(l) has been abled
because we simply don't understand what the Com-
mission means when it saYs:
Confiscated goods shall be disposed of oumide the chan-
nels of commerce in a manner which minimizes harm to
the trademark owner.
Does that mean that the Commission proposes that
fake Chanel perfume should be given away to old
folk's homes? I can think of other examPles, but I
would like to hear from the Commission exactly what
it means by this. In our view, any such act of allowing
onto the market in some way or another counterfeit
goods allows those goods to substitute for the real
thing.
Amendment No 12 seels to delete Anicle 7. This is
largely because we don't understand Anicle 7, which
reads:
This regulation shall not apply to small quantities of
goods rileased for free circulation for personal use and
not intended for sale.
That seems to mean that counterfeiting should be
allowed if you don't do too much of it' Again, there is
a problem'of substitudon for the real non-counterfeit
goods if you allow any release of counterfeit goods
6nto the market for free circulation. Vhat /oes it
mean, Commissioner? !7e would be very interested to
hear.
\fle have put down two brief amendments to the
motion foi a resolution. Ve would like to hear from
the Commission 
- 
and this is why we have put in
Amendment No 13 
- 
exactly how we can deal with
counterfeit goods originating within the Community.
As regards Amendment No 14 to the motion for a
resoluiion, we would like to see this regulation as a
first step towards more effective Protection of intellec-
tual property. \7e hope to hear from the Commission
e*acily what its next stePs in this area will be.
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
Mr President' we are facing in the
Communiry a major problem with regard to counter-
feit goods and one that is likely to increase in the
future. \[e need to be aware of that.
In the United Smtes, counterteft car pans have a mar-
ket of US$ 3 000 million eachyear. These parts, which
come from Taiwan and India, are often ineffective and
a safety hazarrd. But we equally need to be aware of
the potential job losses within the European Com-
munity.
Europe has been reasonably well protected in the past
because of a tight distribution nework in car pans.
But that may not necessarily be so in the future. Cer-
tainly, the manufacturers of these counterfeit goods in
this area are already turning towards Europe. They are
curretutly responsible for direct losses of 100 million
ECU per yelr, which is equivalent to the loss of an
esrimared 5 000 jobs in Europe.
But not only do we have to try and stop the. import
and produciion of counterfeit goods through trade
agreC-ents, particularly with countries.like Taiwan,
S6uth Korea-and India where many of the counrcrfeit
goods are produced; we also have to consider- and it
is one of the points that has not been raised 
- 
the sale
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of counterfeit goods purponing to be of European ori-
gin and sold in third countries.
'!7e have the example of goods made in Taiwan,
exponed from Taiwan to Japan and undermining the
market there for European goods because rhey acru-
ally purpon to be European products. \7e must take
this up not only wirh the Taiwanese but also with the
Japanese and other counrries where these fake Euro-
pean goods are sold, because this also affects our mar-
kets.
Ve need to be aware, at the same time, that there are
counterfeit goods produced within the Communiry
and sold within the Communiry. I think we need to
take action togerher. I agree u/ith a lot of what has
been said already by other speakers. Nevenheless, I do
think that there are areas where there are difficulties
with the report as it is currently presented.
For example, I personally have a cassette which is sup-
posed to come from Europe but was counterfeited in
Taiwan and exponed to Japan, where I bought it. The
price of rhar cassette in Taiwan was $ 1.50, in Japan it
was $3, whereas the genuine European anicle cost
$ tO. llhe qualiry of that casserre is not in f.acr any
worse than that of the commercial cassette would be.
The companies, rhe trade unions and the Communiry
need to undenake the appropriate public relations
exercise to demonstrare ro the people of Europe rhat
the shon-term gains from buying these counterfeit
goods are far outweighed by rhe long-rcrm losses that
actually will effect their countries.
But equally, I would like to give two warnings. Cost
differentials berween audio and video counterflim are,
as I have just said, very high. But I feel it is also incum-
bent on rhe manufacturers ro try and reduce these cost
differentials, because too often people feel rhat what is
actually being argued is that we should be using the
law to maintain, in some cases, monopoly profits.
Equally, it should not be seen as a way of stopping the
consumer from purchasing goods which though they
are similar, are in fact nor counrerfeits. Ve are talking
about goods that prercnd to be something other than
they.are, and not talking about goods whiih happen rc
be cheaper and on some occasions berrcr, but happen
rc be imported. Some people would cenainly liki m
see a form of impon control on rhe prerext of prevent-
ing counterfeiting.
Mr Zahorka (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, we have
already heard some amazing examples of counterfeit-
ing. I would like to add that a counrcrfeit chip was
once .esponsible for delaying the launch of the 0nited
States space shutde. Perhaps some technically-gifted
person would sometime like to check for counterfeit
parts in our voting system.
Luxury goods, technical componens and increasing
numbers of everyday anicles are being counterfeited
with enormously destructive consequences for the
employment market. I would like m restrict my
remarks to those aspecs involving foreign trade.
Firstly, I would like to mke what is rather an unusual
step here and compliment rhe Commission. In June
1983, the Commission took the initiative by writing to
GATT, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
\7e favour inclusion of the EEC proposal in the next
round of GATI alks and a breakrhrough would be
possible if the Communiry were m take concerted act-
ion with im trading parrner, the United States. A con-
sensus could quickly be reached on this poinr and I
re8ret commen$ from the Asean countries to the
effect that they do nor favour inclusion of this ques-
tion in the nexr round of multilateral trade discussions
- 
perhaps on rhe grounds that all the earlier decisions
of the Tokyo Round should first be implemented.
The EEC has recently decided, approximarely a year
earlier than scheduled under the Tokyo agreemenr, ro
take steps to reduce cusroms duties. This therefore
gives us good grounds to demand faster action on
trade and counterfeit goods from our trading partners
in the Far East. The need for a European trade-mark
cannot better be highlighted than by rhis phenomenon
of counterfeit trade. I consider that European mea-
sures to protect manufacturers should begin with this
point 
- 
nor jusr trade-marks but also protecred
designs and anything else that can quickly be achieved.
I belicve that there has been protress in the self-regu-
latory mechanisms of international trade. This is
demonstrated by the case of Taiwan which until a few
years ago was synonymous with such imitation prod-
ucts as brands of textiles, toys, car accessories, spons
anicles and electronic goods. More Rolex watches
used to be produced in the Far East than in Switzer-
land. By passing appropriate legislation, Taiwan has
put an amazingly rapid end to most of these practices
and, in so doing, has set a good example ro the enrire
reElon.
Hong Kong, Japan, Thailand, China, the Philippines,
Indonesia and also Brazil, Argentina and, ro an
increasing exrenr, Mexico appear in a less favourable
light when in comes ro their panicipation in the world
market. A fall in counterfeiting in one area, such as in
Taiwan, is accompanied by rapid growth in other
areas. There is always a market for such products! It is
simply a marrcr of where laws are being suitably strin-
gently applied and where not.
I want ro emphasize rhat our approach involves
neither prorecrionism nor rhe erection of trade bar-
riers. On the contrary, any counrry tolerating imita-
tions has ro be made aw'are thar irs access to-foreign
marker will be made more difficult even for genuine
producrs. Moreover, a counry will be less likely to
attact foreitn investmenr, licences and know-how'if it
does not properly prorect inrellectual propefty and fair
trading.
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Mr President, on behalf of my group, I would like to
thank Yvonne van Rooy and her colleagues on the
other committee for passing on this positive encour-
agement to the Commission. I trust that this report
will stimulate a high-qualiry European internal market
as well as fair trading worldwide.
Demc Shelagh Roberts (ED).- Mr President, I con-
gratulate Mrs van Rooy and Mr Turner on the excel-
lent work which they have both done on the proposal
for a reguladon and Mrs van Rooy on her fuller
rePort.
In my capacity as chairman of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, may I endorse the Pro-
tess which both the rapponeurs made at the decision
of the Bureau to refer this repon to two committees. It
does so happen that Mrs van Rooy and Mr Turner
were able to work together quite admirably in happy
accord, but the situation might have been otherwise. I
do think that the more sensible course to follow is to
refer a report to one committee and to invite the other
committees to give an opinion.
On behalf of my group, I commend very much Mrs
van Roo/s report on inrcrnational trade in counterfeit
goods to the House. I recommend the House to read
the explanatory statement which contains some
extremely interesting, albeit alarming, information
about the trade in counterfeit goods.
Mrs van Rooy organized a very effecdve public hear-
ing for the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions in Brussels, where we gathered a lot of evidence
which enabled her to prepare this report. You will
have seen this evening that Mrs van Rooy is a great
believer in visual aids and has most effectively demon-
strated here the dangers of counterfeiting.
I do not think it is necessary for me to go into any
deail on the hazards to health and safery. They have
been referred rc by the rapporteurs and they are con-
ained in the repon. Likewise, I do not feel it is neces-
sary to go into detail about the fact, counterfeiters are
srcaling 
- 
and that is not too strong a word to Put on
it. They are robbing the product of the money that has
been put into research and marketing by the manufac-
turers of the original goods. In the process, they may
undermine the panicular industry. If they do that, jobs
will be lost. So there are dangers in terms of health,
safety and jobs.
I hope the Commission will accePt the amendments
which the Committee on External Economic Reladons
and the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens'
Rights have put forward to the ProPosal for a regula-
tion 
- 
welcome though the regulation is in any event
- 
and I hope they wilt accePt the amendment which
seeks to srengthen and toughen it.
I also hope that the Commission will be able to assure
us that it will take on board the recommendations in
Mrs van Rooy's report that we should use our clout in
terms of negotiating with the countries which turn a
blind eye or, indeed, somedmes encourage the manu-
facture of counterfeit goods; that we will use our clout
in rade negotiations in order rc try to reduce this
menace.
The United States has already been effective in this
respect. The danger, as I see it, is that if counterfeiters
cannot get their goods into the United States they may
be all the more anxious rc get them into the European
Community.
I also hope that the governments of the Member States
will mke on board the recommendations which are
contained in Mrs van Rooy's report, because, unfor-
tunately, we have to admit that our hands are not
clean in this matter. There are examples of counter-
feiting within the Community. I would like to see
member tovernments taking firm action in this res-
Pect.
Insofar as there is a consumer interest which might be
thought to be at variance with the proposals before the
House tonight 
- 
Mr Ford referred in his starcment to
the fact that there are plenry of consumers who, of
course, will be very happy to obtain a perfectly satis-
factory commodiry at a reduced price 
- 
my message
to consumers is this: if, in fact, the commodity turns
out not to be perfectly satisfactory, they will have no
comeback, no means of redress whatsoever against the
manufacturer of the genuine anicle.
The second thought I would like.to leave in the minds
of such consumers is this: by obtaining a bargain for
yourself by buying counterfeit goods, you in fact
destroy jobs in Europe in the long term. You, the con-
sumer who has bought the counterfeit goods, will be
the poorer for so doing.
On behalf of my group, I commend the repon to the
House.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ALBER
Wce-President
President. 
- 
The debate will now be adjourned for
voting time.
6. Votes
REPORT (DOC. A2-ttt/s,s), DRAVN UP BY
MR BETTZA ON BEHALF OF THE
POLITICAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, ON
RELATIONS BETIWEEN THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY AND THE COUNTRIES OF
CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
Explanations ofztote
Mr Bmno Friedrich (S). 
- 
(DE) | should like to
explain why Mr Jiri Pelikan and I are voting in favour
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of the Bettiza report although possibly most of my
Group will be abstaining.
I remember very clearly what the former President,
Mrs 'Veiss, said at the opening of Parliament in 1979.
She said that we could not speak for the whole of
Europe and that we should nor forget Eastern Europe.
This Parliament has been to New Zealand, Kampu-
chea and Greenland in the past but since its consriru-
tion the Bureau has not approved a single mission to a
country in Eastern Europe. Vhat this means is that we
have treated a pan of Europe as if it were a political
steppe between the Danube, the Elbe and Vladivostok.
The Bettiza repon could have offered this Parliamenr
a fine opponuniry for seeking and finding a large
majority. But I agree with you thar there can be no
immediate relations ben/een the EEC and Comecon.
There must first be narional relations. It is totally
wrong for the Committee on Political Affairs to reject
the motion which includes the Soviet Union in this
process because this way you will achieve nothing.
You could have established whether Gorbachev's
statemenrc for Europe were meant to be taken ser-
iously. You could have made a tesrure. It is imponant
that this first step should be mken and we see rhe Bet-
tiza report as such a step. It was nor rhe fault of the
rapponeur. Mr Pelikan and myself are voting in
favour in anticipation that within a yeer you will have
been proved wront.
Mr Serge (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my group I want ro say rhar
we shall abstain from voting, in view of the outcome
of the vote on the amendments.
'Ve should have liked ro vore in favour of this repon
but we feel rhat one or rwo of rhe ideas thar have
emerged here have confirmed a cenain lack of cour-
age and initiative, when the resolution could instead
have provided an encouragemenr and another step
forward for the change which is to be desired in rela-
tions between the EEC and Comecon. Ve feel that an
opportunity has been lost. By abstaining, we wanr ro
indicate that, in the future as well, we inrend to advo-
cate a proper examination of actual intentions and a
controlled expansion of the opponunities for coopera-
tion in various fields.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Ve shall vote
against this repon, and our reasons for doing so are
simple. \7hat is stated both in the motion for a resolu-
tion and in the explanarory srarement is different from
what is stated by the rapponeur and cenain other
Members who suppon the motion. They are not seek-
ing to achieve genuine relations berween the two pans
of Europe but are mking a selective approach with a
view to achieving different aims, and there is an
underlying anti-Sovietism which is expressed some-
times funively and sometimes openly. !7e do not think
that this helps to create commercial, economic, cul-
tural and other linls. \7e also find other contradic-
tions in this repon. !7e suppon the idea of bilateral
relations berween the EEC and Socialist countries, and
such relations would be helped along by a framework
agreement. The rejection of this idea confirms what
the real, underhand aims of this repon are, and this is
why we shall vote against it.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)t
ooo
REPORT (DOC. A2-122/ts), DRAVN UP By
MR MAHER ON BEHALF OF THE
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, ON
TRENDS IN AGRICULTURAL INCOMES IN
THE COMMUNITY
Explanations ofoote
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
I have been a Member of this
Parliament for six years and this is only the second
time I have stood up m give an explanation of vote
and I have listened m hours and hours of them.
I support this report. I was very impressed by rhe
almost unanimous agreement the repon has received
both in plenary sitting and in committee. But I have to
ask myself on what we are all agreed. I think ir is the
fact that this report is a catalogue of the problems,
rather than proposals for solutions. It is a very good
catalogue of what is wrong with agriculture. However,
when the time comes for us to sit down and work out
solutions, the camaraderie will not be nearly so evi-
dent. \fle all know, after years of the common agricul-
tural poliry, that there are tremendous variations aris-
ing from climate, panicular farming sysrems, different
economic policies in Member States, and so on. But
even where products and climate are similar, there can
be serious disparities. For insrance, rhere is a differ-
ence of 300/o between the prices secured by Irish farm-
ers for their products and the prices obtained by their
counterpans on the Continent. This is what seriously
concerns me. I come from a region peopled by half the
farmers of Ireland and those farmers only succeed in
gefiing one-quarrer of the aid that comes to Ireland
through the CAP. I do not agree with this poliry.
Mr Maher has introduced two new elemenrs. One
concerns paft-time farmers, rhe other differentiated
income supporr. Bur neither is explained and neither is
rTtI 
-pf,o..u.*"r,
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm Nos 2,3,5-7 and 17;
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 4, 8-13, 18-21 and
23-26.
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conclusive and we would have a tremendous row if Mr
Maher were to stand up and say exacdy what he
meant. Ve would not have any agreement at all. I can
support the repon as a catalogue of the problems but I
look forward to the proposals for solutions.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
report and the motion for a resolution on agricultural
incomes by the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food is accurate and contains positive ideas for
tackling the problem, and so we shall vote for it. 'S7e
should like, however, to make certain commenm both
on the problem of agricultural production and on the
measures for safeguarding agricultural incomes, espe-
cially as regards Greece and the special nature of its
agricultural economy.
Firstly, q/e agree with the implementation of a system
of direct subsidies to farmers, but we are radically
opposed to a parallel reduction in production and the
planned removal of farmers from their land, as pro-
posed in the Commission's Green Paper. S7hat we
want to see is direct subsidies being accompanied by a
rise in agricultural production.
Secondly, agricultural policy must encourage agricul-
tural cooperadves to extend their activities rc Process-
ing and marketing their products, so that the subsidies
and aid to support agricultural products go to the
farmers and not rc the people in related sectors such as
manufacturers, traders and imponers.
Thirdly, the system on which farmers' incomes mainly
depend must be based on the cost of production and
allow the producer a reasonable profit. Account must
also be taken of the level of inflation in each country'
and farmers' incomes must be supplemented by appro-
priate subsidies so that producers who have high costs
can cover their losses.
Mr Verbcek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) 1985 has seen the EEC
show even more clearly that it is farm-orientated 
-
although the important thing is the market not the
farmers. Responding to the market means copying the
United States and the Reagan administration 
- 
fur-
ther reductions in farmers' incomes, funher economic
exploitation of them, pushing down prices and then
dumping on the world market. Responding to the
world mlrket means driving out of existance those few
small, vulnerable, local markets that still survive and,
with them, the local farmers. That's the course now
adoprcd by the EEC and the United States. Is it a
rational one? It is the logic of the agro-industries, the
agro-bankers and of the giant farming units co,mpris-
ing that supermarket mechanism. It will mean the loss
oi a funher 3 million long-established small family
farms 
- 
and even that is not the end of the story.
Mr Andriessen spoke again this afternoon as if it was
the only alternative, as if this is what market forces
demand: the hidden hand, the secret weaPon, the
black hand of capitalists. Ladies and gentlemen, this is
a kind of planning but a completely capitalist one, bas-
ing everything on planned desruction instead of on
the age-old, fine network of food production' I will
therefore abstain.
Mr Graefe zu Baringdorf (ARC). 
- 
(DE) I willvote
in favour of this repon bacause I know from the Com-
mittee that the rapponeur is committed rc the farming
community by his mentality and way of thinking.
My vote in favour will however be a reluctant one
because as I mentioned earlier he has omitted refer-
ences to the dramatic situation in agriculture that has
been created by the Communities' agricultural policy
and deliberately engineered by those responsible. It
has been frequently repearcd that farmers are inade-
quately trained. Nonsense! This gives rise to hopes
that by better training all farmers could be kept in
productive farming. The current agricultural policy
precludes this. It is enough to look at production
trends in the growth farms to see what surpluses
would result.
The hopes placed in cooperatives are deceptive, not to
say false: the cooperatives have grown into giant capi-
talist undenakings over which the farmers have no
control and which no longer represen[ the interests of
the farming community but those of its own business
and its managers.
In my view 
- 
and, Mr Maher, you know what I think
- 
the best solution is that offered by price differentia-
tion, by a system of graduated prices which pays
smaller farmers more for their products so that their
work is rewarded. This is the major problem' Farmers
work is undervalued. It is no longer rewarded' The
iepon should specify this as a solution and not all the
others which though admittedly of relevance are not
central to the issue.
The central issue is that farmers live from the prices
they obtain and these prices must cover their produc-
tion costs. This must be made applicable to small farms
too and not only to rationalized production because
industrialized production leads to the use of chemicals
which destroy the environment and adversely affect
food quality.
Mrs Ewing (RDE), in utiting. 
- 
Farmers cannot all
be dealt with fairly by the same rules. Some farmers,
like mine in the Highlands and Islands, are marginal
farmers, disadvantaged by distance from markets, sour
soil and severe climate. For example, catde have to be
indoors for twice or three times as long as in other
pans of the EEC.
Ve either have to face up to a two-tier CAP or we
have to have structural programmes such as the Pro-
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posed structural programme passed by the European
Parliament and agreed to by the Commission but
never introduced. Farmers' incomes in my area are
'breadline'. There are no Rolls-Royces rhere and
sometimes no motor cars.
It is time that the CAP acknowledged the diversiry of
the situation, such that in some disadvantaged areas of
the Communiry farmers' incomes are often on rhe
same level as social securiry allowances.
( Parliament adopted tbe re so lution)t
7 . Counterfeit goods (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe continuation of thejoint debate on counterfeit goods (Docs.A2-115185,
I2-tt6/85 and A2-1 t9/85).
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, trade
in counterfeit goods has been assuming ever-increas-
ing proportions in recent years. Earlier, this problem
panicularly affected the luxury indusrry, for example
expensive watches and cosmetics. Technological
development has since meanr rhar piracy of rade-
marks has extended to much larger sectors, for exam-
ple the manufacture of pans for cars and aircrafr. This
is a problem that concerns all of us and the Com-
muniq/s many companies. I might mention a specific
example from my country, Denmark, the counterfeir-
ing of the world-famous lrgo bricls. There are many
other examples as well.
It is important to emphasize that the fight against
counrcrfeit goods is nor jusr, a quesrion of protecdng
indusrial propeffy rights, even though these are
imponant in themselves. In the broadest sense, rhis is a
question that concerns us all. The manufacture and
sale of counterfeit goods very frequently involves
breaches of labour, tax and social legislation for exam-
ple. If one adds that counterfeit goods are very often
of a poorer qualiry than the originals, it is quite clear
that consumers are not just being led up the garden
path, they are also very often exposed to health
hazards.
'!7e in the Liberal Group therefore welcome the Com-
mission's proposal for a regulation. If the Commission
takes note of Parliament's amendments, the introduc-
tion of such a regulation will be an important step
towards prevendng the access of counterfeit goods to
Communiry markets.
At the same time, it is important to emphasize 
- 
as do
the repons 
- 
that proposals to allow rhe cusroms
I The rapponeurwas:
- 
IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos l, 2, 5 a;od 6;
- 
AGAINST Amendmenr No 3.
authorities to suspend the release of counterfeit goods
imponed from third countries are not enough. It is just
as important to tighrcn the national laws in the coun-
tries where counterfeit goods are manufactured. The
Communiry must therefore ensure in future that safe-
guards against the infringement of trade-marks are
incorporated when concluding trade agreemenrc or
granting general preferences.
In this connection, the Communiry should naturally
also press for the inclusion of this subject on the
agenda for the fonhcoming GATT negotiations.
Finally, I would like to say something about the
amendments tabled to the reports. Although the Lib-
eral Group suppons the vast majority of amendmenr,
there is one we cannot support. This is amendment
No 13 tabled by the Committee on the Environment,
Health and Consumer Protection. The reason vre can-
not support this amendment is not because we do not
agree that steps should be taken to restrict the sale of
counterfeit goods originating within the Communiry
as well. However, a proposal rc allow the customs
authorities within the Communiry to take action
against such goods would mean stepping up customs
conffols between the Communiry's Member Starcs.
This is the opposite of what we wanr. If we are to have
the internal market functioning by 1992 
- 
which is
our aim 
- 
there can be no point in creating additional
customs formalities between rhe Member States.
Instead, we should call on the Commission to streng-
then coordination with a view to tightening existing
national legislation oudawing the manufacture and
sale of counrcrfeit goods.
A second example I could mention in this connecrion
is the United States, where the infringement of a
rade-mark can be punished by a fine of berween
250 000 and 5 million dollars and up to 5 years impri-
sonment. Ve perhaps do not need to go so far in the
Communiry, but a tightening of legislation is quirc
clearly required.
Mr Fitzgcrald (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I warmly wel-
come Mrs van Rooy's report on internarional srade in
counterfeit goods. It clearly identifies an area of clan-
destine activiry that has been ignored for far too long.
I also complimenr Mr Turner for his suppon.
The dimensions of the problem of internarional trade
in counterfeit goods, goods which are sold as if they
were the original product, are well ser our in borh the
explanatory smtement and the resolution. I have no
hesitation in strongly supponing the initiation of stern
action to eliminate this trade, including the confisca-
tion and desrruction of such goods and the prosecu-
tion of those who produced them. Acion musr be
coordinated, not only at Communiry and Member
State level, but also on rhe widest possible interna-
tional scale, including GATT and the Customs Coop-
eration Council, as well as trade agreements wirh rhird
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countries. Counterfeiters deprive the owners of the
genuine product of their legitimarc income and rights
and make a mockery of all the resources charmelled
into research and development, the costs involved in
marketing and selling a product, whether it be in the
clothing and textile sectors, compu[ers or beverages.
Vhether we are talking about a manufadurer in Ire-
land or elsewhere, the appearance of a pirated version
means lost sales, lost jobs, coun actions 
- 
often pro-
tracted and costly 
- 
loss of good will, reputadon and
markets. The consumer is in effect robbed and cheated
and sometimes lives are endangered by faulry prod-
ucts, including medical supplies.
I call on the Commission to request from each Mem-
ber State a detailed repon of known cases involving
counterfeiting. At least 100 000 jobs are estimated to
have been lost in the Communiry as a result of this
practice. The value of such trade in the EEC is put at
ieveral million ECU each year. In the northern pan of
my country, in Newry, a fine of ! 700 was recently
imposed on a wholesale wine and spirits disributor for
using false labels and diluting alcohol. Throughout
Europe, rogue Irish coffees are sold. Irish coffee ori-
ginated in Ireland; it can only be made with Irish
whiskey; and all too often what is described and sold
as Irish coffee is, in fact, coffee made with neutral
spirits. I call on the Commission rc introduce measures
directed at (a) the elimination of such deceptions
being perpetrated against consumers, and (b) ensuring
that beverages which contain a raditional spirit and
which carry the same geographical designation as that
spirit, such as Irish coffee, thereby implying to the
consumer that the beverage contains such a spirit, be
protected.
In Germany, a whisky was produced which claimed to
be Irish and to have been distilled by a company in Ire-
land. No such company was ever registered in Ireland.
The product was withdrawn as a result of legal adion.
Cream liqueurs also originated in lreland. Their entry
onto the market has created a significandy new and
important use for dairy products. This can only be
welcome in the light of concern over excess dairy cap-
acity. Irish cream liqueurs are now known worldwide.
However, in the light of the repon we are discussing,
the following should be noted: this leading Irish prod-
uct has rogue imitations in Spain. Everything but the
contents are vinually identical. Legal action is pending
against two producers in Spain. Because of impon
controls in that country, which I hope will disappear
when Spain joins the Communiry, Irish producers are
restricted to exports of only 30 000 cases a year. If the
controls had not existed, this panicular firm could
have expected to reble its sales. Instead, Spanish imi-
Btors moved in to provide a counterfeit product for
the additional market. The loss to the Irish manufac-
turer of the additional Spanish market is estimated at
bemreen one and one-and-a-half million pounds at
expon-price levels 
- 
probably double the value at
retail prices.
In conclusion, there must be no sanctuary for such
counterfeiters.
Mr Rogdla (S). 
- 
(DE) This is a serious problem
and I agree with all those here who pointed out that
major economic values are at risk. I cannot however
help feeling that some European industries are also
guilry of thieving here and there on foreign markets
and putting counterfeit goods into circulation.
Let me also recount a personal experience. You know
that I am on good terms with the customs officers.
Vhen recently my son cleared merchandise from Bra-
zil 
- 
namely a wedding present 
- 
in Antwerp on the
customs forms accompanying the merchandise was
written 'Best regards to Dieter Rogalla.'!7e are staying
Put!'.
(Laughter)
These regards were from the customs officers and this
brings me to the subject, namely the work which gen-
uine customs officers in this Communiry could do, in
other words protect this customs union ois-d-ttis third
countries as required by Anicle 9. These duties to pro-
tect include protection against counterfeit goods and
not only as regards rade-marks but also as regards
other protectable rights such as copyrights. It is there-
fore quite logical that the Socialist Group, as Mr Ford
has already pointed out, is lending its full support to
these reports which have been drawn up by the famil-
iar team of van Rooy and Turner. !7e should like to
put on record that the customs authorities have capa-
ble, well-trained officers who would have no difficulry
in solving this problem, both for trade-marks and
copyright. It is therefore wrong to say that it would be
difficult to extend these regulations quickly to areas
other than trade-marks. I should like to express a
panicular request that this be done and would like to
mention in panicular the high calibre of the customs
authorities.
Here again we have an indication of the imponance of
a common customs authority because there is an
obvious need to ensure a Communiry-wide standard
procedure for tackling the counterfeiters of trade-
marks. Methods must be uniformly coordinated
throughout the Community and I find it panicularly
gratifying that the Commission has indicated at var-
ious places in the rcxt the emergence of a common
procedure by pointing out that either the customs
authorities or the Commission could take the neces-
sary steps and, lastly, that the Commission has
expressed assurances that any problems in the imple-
mentation can be overcome without jeopardizing the
Community's economy. I welcome this contribution to
a consolidated customs union. And I call upon the
Commission to ensure that when protection vis-ri-ois
third countries is being esnblished, internal mobility is
improved and fully implemented without delay.
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Mrs Fontaine (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, counrer-
feit goods are really an international scurge. Ir is only
when you remember that counterfeit producm on rhe
world market now accounr for berween 3 and 90/o and
that these products are nor only luxury articles but
also now include high technology 
- 
medicines, chem-
icals, software 
- 
as has been clearly shown in the
repons and pointed out by a number of speakers that
you begin to appreciate the scale and seriousness of
the problem.
The counterfeit goods are harmful in two ways. They
harm the firm whose name they usurp by undermining
their reputation and reducing their sales. However,
they also create serious risks for the consumer, in
panicular when spare parts or chemical products are
concerned.
Lastly, it would seem that the economic consequences
of counterfeit goods are not inconsiderable. The
reports tabled also add some panicularly interesting
figures on the economic consequences.
I should just like to add that the rade in engine spare
parts by itself has led to the loss of 6 000 jobs in
Europe. The French perfumers estimate their losses at
100/o of their annual turnover.
The Commission's proposal for a regulation, together
with the amendments mbled by Mrs van Rooy and Mr
Turner, is a decisive step towards beating counterfei-
ters and I fully support the proposals of these two
excellent reports.
I should just like to concentrate on [wo aspects. The
first aspect is the scope of the regulation. The scope is
limited because the regulation will apply only to prod-
ucts originating in third countries which have not yet
been put in full circuladon. fu things currently stand
and given the need to create the vast internal market in
the communiry it is admissible that the procedure
envisaged by the Commission does not relate to prod-
ucff from the Member States. Ve fully realise, how-
ever, that counterfeit goods produced inside the Com-
muniry cannot be ignored and I therefore approve the
sugtesdon in Mrs van Rooy's report which called for a
strengthening of the relevant national legislation.
Second, considering that the damage is done mainly
by third country markets counterfeit goods cannot be
effectively tackled other than by closer international
cooperation. Enhanced legal protection for Com-
muniry industries can only come from international
trade negotiations. It is therefore also essential to
coordinate action on this level.
A series of converging and mutually complemenary
measures at Communiry, international as well as
national level are needed to tackle the growing and
multi-faceted curse which counterfeit goods represent.
And I welcome the major srcp put forward here today.
Mr I(lby (ED).- Mr President, the pernicious trade
in counterfeit products now accounts for an estimated
30/o of world trade. In the Communiry alone, we have
lost an esrimated 100 000 jobs owing rc this under-
handed trade practice, including jobs in my own con-
stituency of Nottinghamshire.
Important as the job losses are, there are, however,
other equally imponant considerations. The first 
-and I believe this to be the most imponant considera-
tion of all 
- 
is that counterfeit products are a tross
deception of the public. The aim of the counrcrfeitei is
to deceive. It is to deceive the unsuspecting buyer into
believing that the product in question is the genuine
anicle produced by the genuine producer when it
manifestly is not.
Secondly, it is grossly unfair to the genuine producer,
who not only loses sales on the world market, with the
consequent job losses, but also finds the public's faith
in the qualiry and reliability of the genuine product
destroyed. In other words, this pracdce undermines
the genuine trade-mark.
If you buy a set of brake-linings marked 'Ferodo', you
expect your brakes to comply with the strict sandards
observed by the genuine producer. You cenainly do
not expect your car to take more than twice the stop-
ping-distance under maximum brake-load. And yet
unsuspecting members of the public in my own coun-
try have been killed as a result of fitting such counter-
feit products.
If you buy a patented medicine which you have come
to rely upon to give you relief, you do not expecr to be
subjected to a violent reacrion. But this is precisely
what has happened to many unsuspecting members of
the public who have been duped by counterfeit phar-
maceutical products.
Ve cannot stop others from attempting to copy some-
body's product, but when that copied product is then
marketed under the genuine producer's trade-mark,
the aim is crystal clear: it is to deceive rhe public.
'!7hen that counterfeit product also fails ro meer rhe
genuine producer's quality, reliability and safery stan-
dards, the pracdce becomes highly dangerous to the
public at large.
The Commission's proposals, supponed by Mrs van
Rooy's excellent repon,.are the first significanr steps
in an attempt to arrest this pernicious practice. If the
proposals fail rc achieve their object, then I, for one,
would suppon much tougher measures in the future,
such as those introduced by the Chinese Governmenr.
In its determination to stamp our the trade in counter-
feit products, that country can send rop manatemen[
in the offending company to prison for up to five
years. Unscrupulous managers may be prepared to
take illegal risls when the penalty for being found out
is only a reladvely minor fine on the company itself.
But managers do think swice when they know rhat rhe
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final result of taking such risks may well be their being
sent to prison.
Much as I suppon the proposals, I hasten to add that
if we do not stop this pernicious practice with this set
of proposals, then I, for one, would fully suPport
much tougher measures in the future, including the
banning of such companies in non-Communiry coun-
tries from trading with the EEC for uP to two years.
Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (RDE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
on behalf of the Group of the European Democratic
Alliance I should like to summarize the reasons why
we support Mrs van Rooy's rePort on international
trade in counterfeit goods.
Basically, counterfeit goods represent unfair comPeti-
tion and theft to the detriment of the genuine prod-
ucers. The number of counterfeit goods is increasing
sharply, both in terms of quality and quantity, since
the high rcchnology industries are now also affected
- 
electronics, information technology etc.
In social terms the international trade in counterfeit
goods is the cause, within the Community, of a serious
level of unemployment direcdy attribuable to the fall
in turnover of the genuine producers.
From the point of view of the European consumer,
and a number of members have already stressed this
point for it is imponant as it runs counter to the
generally held view, is that it is an illusion to believe
that the consumer will benefit from lower prices as a
result of the counterfeiter's work. Experience has
shown that in the final analysis the more expensive
products which are accordingly of a higher qualiry
offer bemer value for money.
Ve fully supon the measures put forward to tackle the
counterfeircr, in panicular the proPosal that the cus-
toms authorities at the Community's external frontiers
play an active role, the establishment of an arrange-
ment in the Communiry under which the holders of a
trade-mark would be reated identically in each of the
Member States, the priority given to the control of
counterfeit goods coming from third countries, as this
priority must be given in a market which claims to be a
ieal internal market and, lastly, the legal definition of
a European trade-mark so that only one regisration
procedure will be needed.
The RDE group will therefore vote in favour of Mrs
van Rooy's and Mr Turner's rePorts, which have been
tabled at a time when the urgenry of the problem calls
for swift action to protect our interests.
Mr Ryan (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, this is a very ser-
ious debate. There is no need for me to repeat what
has already been so well written and said in the course
of the argumentation. If, therefore, I direct my atten-
tion to another aspect of it, I hope that the raPPoneur'
for whom I have the greatest of respect 
- 
and all rap-
pofleurs, I should say 
- 
will understand why I am
directing attention to a matter which needs the atten-
tion of the Bureau of this Parliament and of the
Quaestors.
I have read all the repons assiduously and I must
admit that I had great difficulry in finding any new
points emerging between the basic document that the
Commission originally produced and what was subse-
quently written about it by the rapporteurs, including
the draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy.
I am appalled to think that today we are considering
three repons, each of which has attached to it the
same eight-page appendix, to wit, the opinion of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Indusrial Poliry. Three times we have the one set of
words put before us. I must congratulate the author,
Mr Besse, on this very wide distribution of his literary
words. I believe it must be one of the best-sellers in
Europe at the present time. Not only can he compose
something but he can have its distribution trebled at
the expense of the European taxpayer.
The time has come when we ought to reform our Pro-
cedures in Parliament. If we want our views rc be res-
pected, we should present them in a way which com-
mands respect. That does not require that when you
tell the ffuth, you have to repeat it three times over. It
is appalling that we have had something that is so
crassly stupid and extremely wasteful, not to mention
the fact that it is very boring to find yourself reading
the same thoughts again and again.
Mr President, I am sorry I have had to use two min-
utes of my precious time in order to draw attention to
that, but it is one example of exreme waste in this
Parliament vrhich must be attended to if we are to
have our working methods respected.
I endorse the views of all the rapponeurs, but I have
one panicular point to Put to Mr Turner. In his
amendments to the Commission's proposal he wants to
limit counterfeiting to idendcal anicles. I do not think
that goes far enough. There are some names that
spring to mind, and I would just refer to one of which
his own country is justifiably proud. The name Rolls-
Royce could be applied to a large number of articles
which Rolls-Royce do not manufacture. This could
lead people to believe that they do manufacture them.
If those products were inferior, it could undoubtedly
damage the reputation of that firm. I think the Com-
mission is right to extend the idea of protection
beyond identical anicles.
In general, Mr President, I am in toal agreement with
all three reports and with the atmched opinion.
Lord Cockfield Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, this is a subject of great importance
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both rc industry and to consumers, and the wide
degree of interest in the subject is well demonstrared
by the number, variery and importance of the speeches
that we have heard this evening. I am panicularly
grateful to Mrs van Rooy and the Commirree on
External Economic Relations and ro Mr Turner and
the Committee on l,egal Affairs and Citizens' Righr,
both for the way that rhey have illuminated this prob-
lem and for their supporr for the Commission's propo-
sals. That supporr has, indeed, been demonstrared to
exist in all parts of the House and extend across all
panies and all interesrs.
The regulation introduces Communiry measures
aimed at protecting rhe Communiry more effectively
against imports of counterfeit goods from third coun-
tries. That such measures are necessary is shown by
the increased volume of imponed counrerfeit goods in
recent years. The divergent rules in force in the indivi-
dual Member States clearly have not been an effective
deterrent.
The regulation takes effect at the point that counter-
feit goods first enter the Communiry. It deliberately
does not cover trade in counrerfeit goods which are
already in free circulation within the Community. The
proper working of the Community internal market
requires that goods, whether genuine or counterfeit,
which are already in free circulation in the Com-
munity should not be subjecr ro rhe kind of restrictions
proposed in the present regulation. A qualitatively dif-
ferent approach is needed to deal with counterfeit
goods already in free circulation within the Com-
munity. I am glad to see rhar both committees recot-
nize this distinction.
The regulation will make a major contribution to solv-
ing the serious problems caused by imports of counter-
feit goods from third counrries. Sales of such goods
within the Community harm the repurarions and liveli-
hoods of manufacturers and traders alike. These
goods are often of an inferior qualiry. They prejudice
the interesm of consumers and can constitute serious
hazards rc public health and safety.
Under the terms of the regulation, a rade-mark
owner can apply in writing to rhe cusroms aurhoriries
in one or more Member Sntes for the release for free
circulation of counterfeit goods to be suspended. Of
course, he must first have valid grounds for suspecting
that an attempr to import such goods is likely. \7here
the rademark involved is a Communiry trade-mark,
its owner may apply to the Commission, which in rurn
will inform all Member States concerned. Vhere a
customs office establishes that goods entered for free
circulation correspond to the descripdon of rhe coun-
terfeit goods conained in the application, it will sus-
pend their release until it is conclusively esablished
whether or nor the goods are counterfeit.
\7here ir is established rhat the goods are counterfeir,
they should as a normal rule be confiscared. I would
assure the committees that no new non-tariff barriers
to legitimate uade will be created as a result of the
reguladon.
The rvro committees have suggested a number of
amendments to the proposal that are intended rc make
the procedure more effective. Apan from the amend-
ment tabled to Anicle 5(2), to which I will come back
in a moment, the Commission can accepr rhe aim of all
the other amendments tabled by the rapporteurs of
these committees. If the House atrees, the Commis-
sion will redraft the relevant articles using Parliament's
suggestions as a basis. This will, I hope, meet a number
of the points raised by Mrs van Rooy.
As far as Anicle 5(2) is concerned, I fear that I cannot
at this stage accept its deletion. At least one Member
State attaches considerable importance to this provi-
sion, which may be used only in exceptional cases: for
example, where confiscation is deemed to be a sanc-
tion out of all proponion to the offence committed.
An example might be where the imponer did not
know that the goods were counterfeit. But it is impor-
tant, in this connection, to make the point that
Anicle 5(2) specifically provides that, where rhe goods
are not confiscated, the importer and others con-
cerned shall be deprived of any benefit.
Apan from the amendments tabled by the rwo rappor-
teurs, to which I have just referred, two amendments
have been tabled by the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Prorection. They
concern the second subparagraph of Article 5(1) and
Anicle 7. I am afraid rhar these rwo amendments go
too far and would not be acceptable rc the Commis-
sion. May I say why. The second subparagraph of
Anicle 5(1): the amendmenr would say rhat goods
which are counterfeit musr be destroyed. Ve agree
with the views of the rwo rapporreurs who say that it is
sufficient if the goods are disposed of outside the
channels of commerce, and in a way which minimizes
loss to the trade-mark owner. I agree with the points
made here by Mr Turner in his speech.
The second of these amendmenrs which the Commis-
sion could nor accepr is for the delerion of Anicle Z,
which says that rhe procedures are nor to apply in the
case of small quantities of goods imponed by private
individuals. The reason, quite simply, is rhe impossibil-
iry of policing such provisions in cases of this narure,
for example, a visitor who returns from the Far East
and who happens to be wearing a counterfeit watch,
or in possession of a counrerfeit fountain pen. Both the
GATI itself and the United States legislation have a
similar provision to rhe one proposed in the regulation.
The Committee on rhe Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protecdon has also tabled rwo amend-
ments to the motion for a resolution. In his speech, Mr
Turner referred to these amendments. One concerns
counterfeiting within the Communiry. Vhile I agree
with the need to undenake action in relation to this
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problem, such action could not be similar to the rules
proposed in the regulation. As this point was raised by
a number of speakers, including Mrs Jaclson and Mrs
Nielsen, perhaps I might explain this point in rather
grearcr detail.
The possibilities for combating counterfeiting would
be improved by the adoption of uniform substantive
Communiry legislation such as that proposed for the
Communiry trade-mark and for the Communiry
parcnt. A further step would be to study the possibility
of legal sanctions provided by national laws. The
Green Paper on copyright problems, which the Com-
mission intends to publish shortly, will include a
detailed examination of possibilities in the context of
audio-visual piracrl. Many of these are capable of more
general application outside the copyright field. The
Green Paper will accordingly constitute the next step
in developing Communiry poliry in this area'
The other amendment proposed by the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection concerns measures covering counterfeit designs
and sryles and copyright infringement. The Commis-
sion is not opposed to the idea of extending the cover-
age of the regulation, but it is felt that it is advisable rc
start with trade-marks. Once some experience has
been gained, the posibiliry of im extension to other
contractual property right" will be examined. The
main concern will be that any extension of the scope
of the qystem should be workable in practice for the
customs authorities and should not create new tariff
barriers.
The repons of the two committees sutgest that imple-
menting regulations should include specific rules on
the form and nature of the security required rc indem-
nify the competent authorities or comPensate the
importer for any loss or damage resulting from abuses
of the procedures. The reports also suggest that imple-
menting regulations should include specific rules on
the level of the fees covering the administrative costs. I
can confirm that the implemendng regulations will
indeed fix such specific rules, and I agree that the level
of the fees should be reasonable, and should be the
same throughout the Communiry. I hope that with this
assurance, and with the explanations and comments I
have given, Parliament will accept the proposed regu-
lation.
Mr President, may I now turn to the second van Rooy
report, namely, that dealing with international trade in
counterfeit goods. I am grateful to Mrs van Rooy and
to the Committee on External Economic Relations for
having submitted useful reflections and proposals on
the problems of inrcrnational trade in counterfeit
goods, and, indeed, to all of those honourable Mem-
bers who have given vigorous support to what she has
said, panicularly to Dame Shelagh Robens and Mrs
Fontaine.
It is difficult, I am afraid, to reach international con-
sensus in this mamer. This is demonstrated by the fact
that very litde headway has been made in the GATT
since November 1982 when a working SrouP was
established to examine this question. This working
group has not yet finished its repon due to differences
of opinion between the panies on the resPective com-
petencies of the GATT and other specialized agencies
such as the \7orld Inrcllectual Properry Organization.
The Commission is aware of the ever-increasing
dimensions of the problem and has from the outset
been in favour of dealing with the issue within the
GATT. Funhermore, it has stressed that the wider
commercial policy implications of intellectual ProPeny
equally deserve consideration. Ve are also following
the discussions in the United States Congress to rein-
force the exisdng remedies to protect intellectual pro-
peny righm, and in panicular the bill introduced by
Senator-Lautenberg to amend the Tariff Act of 1930
to increase protection of intellectual property rights.
'!(i'e are in agreement, therefore, with Parliament's
suggestions on tackling this problem. As I have said,
we agree that action should be taken within the GATI
rc dell with the matter. Ve will continue our effons
to get agreement to this approach. \7e shall also exam-
ine, as requested by the committee, how this problem
can be dealt with in the framework of future agree-
men$ entered into by the Communiry.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
mken at the next vodng time.
8. EEC/Albania
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A2-
ll4/85), drawn up by Mr Tzounis on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on
economic and trade reladons between the EEC and
Albania.
Mr Tzounis (PPE), rdpporter4r. 
- 
(GR) Mr Presi-
dent, I should like rc start by pointing out that there is
a revised Greek text of the motion for a resolution, in
which the numbering is different from that referred to
in some of the amendments. The only authentic text in
Greek is the revised one, and this will help to avoid
misunderstandings when it comes to the vote tomor-
row.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the rePort which I
have the honour to present to the House does not of
course claim to be authoritative, and there are many
reasons for this: Albania's self-imposed isolation, the
secrecy with which it surrounds its internal develop-
ments in almost all fields of public life, and the diffi-
culry of visiting the country 
- 
all this means that all
thai becomes public is fragmented and incomplete data
which are unsuitable for substantive assessmenr, and
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hence for drawing reasoned conclusions, and even
more unsuitable for drawing up forecasts, which are in
any case always fraught with risk. Despire this, the
geographical position of the country, rhe geopolitical
conditions affecting it, the well-known events of the
last few decades and, in panicular, the changes which
occurred in its top leadership ar rhe sraft of this year
- 
all this paints a picture, albeit very incomplete,
which I believe warran$ the attention and even the
interest of the Community.
Its proximiry to Greece and Yugoslavia and its situa-
tion at the mouth of the Adriatic, which allows it to
control entrance to rhar sea ar rhe Sraits of Otranto, is
such that im foreign poliry cannot leave the Com-
munity uninterested. The frequent changes in econo-
mic direction and the successive and cenainly not acci-
dental alignments wirh increasingly distant parrons 
-the list of possible alliances would now appear to be
exhausted after the breaking-off of relations with rhe
People's Republic of China 
- 
have destroyed the
carefully cultivated myth of the aunrchic development
of the country, but at the same time they open up cer-
tain prospects for cooperadon with the Community
and the individual Member Stares. Although rhese
prospects are undoubredly limited, in view of the
smallness of the Albanian market and rhe small poten-
tial of the economy, the Communiry has every interest
in encouraging them. Vhar is more, the structural
weaknesses of the Albanian economy and rhe ideologi-
cal constrainm which have been translarcd into prac-
dce in the form of legal and, frequently, even consritu-
tional provisions 
- 
which cannot be expected to dis-
apper in the foreseeable future 
- 
represent major
barriers to the developmenr nor only of its external
economic relations, but also of its economy in general.
Finally, and of pardcular importance, {re violations of
human rights in general, and specifically of the size-
able and internationally recongnized Greek minority
- 
a minority ethnically linked with a Member Sate of
the Community 
- 
about which there are numerous
and authentic reports, create addirional difficulties
which must not be underestimated and which cannor
leave unmoved this Parliament which must make
known its sensitivity on rhese marters.
There are, however, indications that under the pres-
sure of its own needs and its well understood interesm
Albania is today more disposed to introduce some
slight measure of balance into its foreign relations.
The pattern of its foreign trade over the last few years
is one indication of this, and its albeit still hesitant
willingness to enter inro more substandal relarions in
the field of economic, educational and cultural
exchanges displays a welcome rend towards realism.
Moreover, public pronouncemenm indicate that
Albania is willing to normalize its relations with Mem-
ber States such as the United Kingdom and the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany with which they do not ar
present have diplomatic links. Does all this portend
radical changes in policy? The Albanian leaders them-
selves deny this vehemently, but that is no reason for
the Communiry not to take note, not to register these
developments and not ro reacr readily to any openings
wherever they may be.
Those, finally, are the conclusions of my repon. The
Community must not be forced into action, but it must
at all times be ready ro show its good will and to
accept in good faith and wirhout self-interest any rea-
sonable approach which may be decided upon by the
Albanian leadership. At the same rime, of course, rhe
Community must 
- 
as its principles dictate 
- 
con-
tinue to declare im keen interest in respect for human
rights in Albania and in rhe fate of the Greek minority
in Nonhern Epirus.
(Applausefrom tbe centre and the right)
Mr Seeler (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, Albania today is for many people politically
and economically something of an unknown quantiry
on [he map of Europe. There will be some who will
associate with this counrry memories of their youth
when they u/ere enrhusiasric readers of "In the Land
of the Skipetars" by the author Karl May, who was
very popular with young readers and others the
decades of dictatorship of Enver Hoxha and most of
us probably belong to rhe larter group.
For a time Albania was a sffonghold of Stalinism and
for a time an ourposr for the Chinese form of Com-
munist dictatorship but throughour this time Albania
has remained a pan of Europe which one man as dic-
tator ruled an entire people and rreated rhem like his
ow'n Pnvate ProPeny.
Marx, Engels and, I feel, Lenin too, would turn in
their graves if rhey knew what has happened in the
past fev decades in their name: cenruries of Turkish
rule followed by a few decades of more or less chaotic
independence then under the rule of rhe Ialian Fas-
cists and now for more rhan 40 years a Stalinist dicta-
rcrship 
- 
that has been the fare of this small Balkan
Stare.
Ve should not forger rhat Albania is a pan of Europe
and each of us is in some q/ay co-responsible for it. \Ze
must therefore do everything in our power ro ensure
that gradually and carefully relations with this counry
are improved and help Albania ro take im place in the
European communiry of peoples.
It is above all our Greek colleagues who are pafticu-
larly interested in improved relations berween rhe
Communiry and Albania for there are several hundred
thousand Greeks who are living as an internationally
recognised minoriry in southern Albania. I therefore
find it regrettable that in Greece there is a public
squabble over rhe correcr way of improving relations
between the Community and Albania. It is all the more
regrettable that a non-pardsan and completely legiti-
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mate difference of opinion was allowed to find its way
out of the meeting of the Committee on External
Economic Relations.
Our prime concern must be to demonstrate our will-
ingnCss to enter into discussions, and by extension, to
develop and improve our relations with Albania.
Nobody wanr to go and curry favour in Tirana.
However, if there are signs of an increased willingness
there to establish contact with us the long-term result
- 
for both sides 
- 
could be extremely useful 
- 
for
the people of Albania as well. My group will therefore
support Mr Tzounis' balanced rePort.
Mr Targes (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemin, my Group wholeheartedly su-ppons Mr
fzounis' report. Although Albania is not of any major
imponance to the Community, and is unlikely to be so
in future, we should nevertheless do everything to
ensure that properly established relations become pos-
sible. This political principle must be included in any
repon by tlie Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions.
Ve all know that we will have to live with a divided
Europe for sometime to come. It is our duty to over-
come this division and to examine current poliry con-
stantly rc see how this inhuman division can be dis-
marrt[ed because it is our goal rc unite Europe and,
when all is said and done, this goal cannot be achieved
undl a united Europe also includes those countries on
the other side of the Iron Cunain. Until this goal is
achieved we will have to live with a divided Europe
and we must seek to do everything in our power to
ease the lot of the people on the other side of the Iron
Cunain, which of course includes Albania, and to
minimise economic and political differences and ten-
sions in general. This is why we are lending our suP-
port to Mr Tzounis' report.
However, I cannot deny that in the light of new infor-
mation I doubt whether paragraph rwo, in which it is
stated that the European Parliament notes with
interest Albania's efforts to esmblish new trade rela-
tions with several Community countries is applicable.
These effons to esnblish contact with the European
Community or with individual Member States are in
my view not much in evidence.
Perhaps the first sign of contact with Yugoslavia is a
signal. As we know, during the past few weeks a
Yigoslavian journalist obtained an entry visa for the
firsi time in many, many years. Let us hope that grea-
ter flexibiliry will be demonstrated with regard to
Yugoslavia and that this flexibiliry will lead to the
gradual and profound changes that are necessary.
In the talks which will be held we should however
make it clear that the climate for such relations will be
improved once this country has changed some of its
laws which for us are as incomprehensible as they are
unacceptable. !7hat other counry has an Anicle 37 in
its conititution, which has been valid since 1976, in
conjunction with a paragraph 55 of the criminal code
p.ol,ibiring 
"ny .iligious activiry under pain ofi*t .*. penalties 
- 
including the death penalty?
\flhere else is there a Decree No 59112 with provisions
for internal exile for an indefinite period and without
a trail for anyone who represents a danger to the
social order?
Family liability applies in panicular for the relatives of
prornin.nt poiitiCal detainees.'S7e learn from Yugosla-
ui"n tou."it that as a Percentage of the population
there are more prisoners in Albania than in any other
European counry.
If the new leaders really desire to oPen the country to
the Vest 
- 
and rc the European Community 
- 
as
referred to in paragraph two so that the export of
Albanian agricultural produce, oil derivitives and ores
can be promoted thus freeing the country from its
immensi poverty, any such development must go hand
in hand with a complete reversal, of the Stalinist meth-
ods I mentioned earlier. I should like to stress this
point with all due clariry while at the same time
emphasising that we will support Mr Tzounis' report
for the reasons I have outlined.
Mr Howell (ED). 
- 
Mr President, in entering this
debate on Albania, I am aware that delicate negotia-
tions between national governments and the Albanian
authorities are already under way. Our debate will, I
hope, positively influence those negotiations as an
.*prettiot of the view of the people of free Europe.
My group very much welcomes Mr Tzounis' repon
"r,d 
ip..ion"liy pay tribute to his forthright approach
to thq issue before us tonight. He has demonstrated
that very clearly in his presentation. Albania occupies a
unique 
-position, in a social, historical and political
sense, within the family of Europe. It rcday faces new
and unique problems in its effons to develop and to
play a fuil pan in today's troubled world. To meet that
new challenge Albania will, I believe, with a new
enlightenment soon look closer at the world just
beyond its borders. Ve seek to help to encourage that
new adventure for Albania 
- 
an adventure we know
will not be easy. '$7'e cannot ignore some of that coun-
try's internal difficulties, panicularly in regard- to cer-
tain minority Broups and those who seek the freedom
to practise the religion of their choice.
Nevenheless, we wish to encourage change in that
country by association, not isolation. Hence we wish
flesh io be placed on this resolution by offering
Albania preferential trading conditions with the Com-
munity is the beginning of a new process of under-
standing. Ve are concerned that all negotiations relat-
ing to trade be conducted at Community level, while
"t1h" s"rn" 
time wishing to see new diplomatic rela-
tionships between Albania and individual Member
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States. In panicular, we look for a gradual increase in
the accessibiliry of Albania to rcurists as perhaps the
best method of destroying the myths that suriound
this forgorten and semi-secrer counrry.
In the past there have been many difficulties between a
number of Communiry countries and Albania 
- 
nor
least Britain. Those historical arguments still infect our
relations today. The time has arrived when those diffi-
culties should be put behind us and a new horizon
explored. The Tzounis repon does just that. !7e ask
the Commission and Council to take note and look
positively ar ways and means of offering aid to a new
Albania. The possibilities are profound. -
Mr Rossetti (COM). 
- 
(m Mr President,ladies and
gendemen, as rhe rapporreur pointed out, Albania is in
f.act a fairly small rading paftner of the countries of
the European Community. If, in spite of this fact, it
was drought that it mighr be a good idea to draw up a
report_outlining the European Parliament's position
towards this country, it was in my view for two rea-
sons.
Firstly, there is Albania's imponance, which goes far
beyond its rade relations. The position of Albania
makes it a vital and strategic point on the Mediterra-
le.a1 m1p. Europe cannor disregard what this counrrythinls abour the problems of the area.
Secondly, the internal situation in Albania is likely to
change, both politically and economically, from-the
generally closed atdtude which prevailed until very
recently. There is one objective fact which encourages
this: as the rapponeur told us, in the next 15 years ihe
population of Albania is due to increase by 250/0.
Greater growth in the figures for national product will
be increasingly needed, and it will be difficult rc
achieve rhis without expanding trade and economic
relations with other countries, so that exports can
make 
,up for economic weaknesses and imports can
meet the increase in domestic demand.
H.owever, if you look at the siruadon carefully, you
will see that there is another subjective, political
reason for the Albanian leaders to widen theiitrading
links with the countries of the Communiry, and hope-
fully in the future wirh the Communiry as such.
Signs of a more oumrard-looking policy have been evi-
dent recently. A few weeks ago a new irade atreemen[
was signed wirh Italy; negoriarions on an agree-ent
have been going on for some monrhs with thi United
Kingdom; orher recenr agreemenm provide for the
supply of electricity and the opening of new frontier
crossings with Greece; the new railway line to yugos-
lavia has been finished; rhere have been new depar-
tures in rhe cultural field as well, with an increaiing
number of Albanian studens at universities in Italy;
there is a_ plan for allowing visits to Albania by rcur
groups who vdll use the Trieste-Durres ferry which
staned operation 
- 
and this rco is a sign of change 
-a couple of years ago and which for the momCnt is
used for lorries.
Many of these initiatives are becoming realiry thanls
to the special efforu of cenain Community countries,
such as Greece and Italy. I think that it is right to ack-
nowledge this in the resolution. Nevenheless, these
efforts have found an echo in the cautious but positive
attitude of the Albanian aurhorities.
Consequently, I feel that it is right for the European
Parliamenr to encourage all rhis. And it should be
done as part of a broader picture, and nor simply from
the point of view of trade. The idea should beio make
the Mediterranean a sea of peace, a sea which joins
rather than divides people.
Basically, the aim we have to work towards is one of
stability in the Mediteranean, while of course respecr-
ing the principles of equality, independence and non-
interference in the domesric affairs of the various
countries. The rapporteur is right to point out, in the
excellent explanatory sratemenr which accompanies
the resolurion, that while it is only human to hope for
positive developmenm the unexpected could very well
!"pp.n. He is even more co.reci when he says that theCommuniry musr monitor evenrs carefully and formu-
late a policy which will discourage any disruption of
peacc and the status quoin the Balkans. Consequently,
we thought it would be a good idea m nble an ,rn.nd-
ment which makes specific reference to this point in
the explanatory smrcmenr, and we hope that ih. ,"p-
porteur will view it as a constructive sutgesrion.
Even though Albania today is not ready ro have rela-
tions with any economic group but only with indivi-
dual countries, it would also be 
" 
good idea for rhe
Community to make it clear that it is ready to deal
with Albania in the same way as with other non-Com-
munity countries in the Mediterranean.
By way of showing our consffucrive attitude, we have
withdrawn the amendments Nos 7 and 8 which we
had mbled. At the same time, I should like to point out
ro rhe rapporreur rwo areas in his repon whith might
unfonunarely cause rhe Albanians m adopt a harle,
line. The firsr concerns recital A which refirs to uade
relations between Albania and the EEC, because at the
momenr there is rade only between Albania and the
countries of rhe Community. Secondly, there are rwo
r.eferences in the report to possible iooperation; we
like the idea, bur it is one which is imposiible ar pres-
ent under the legislation and constitution of Albania.
It might be more helpful to speak of collaboration, Mr
Tzounis, without in any way weakening the Com-
-yli.y willingness which, I feel, we all suppon. It goes
withou-t saying that we regard this repon highlylnd
we shall be voting in favour of it.
Mr Schwdba-Hoth (ARC). 
- 
(DE)'!?'e Greens are
somewhat amazed and surprised by the tone of
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cenainry with which former speakers have assessed
this repon on trade reladons with Albania. There are
in our view a number of inconsistencies. Vhile fully
realising that trade can be used in a fundamental way
to p.o-ot peace, we also know that rade formed the
baiis of colonial relations and that at the Present time
there are neocolonial relations which are based on
trade.
It is however suange 
- 
and I say that as somebody
who has been here for just over a year 
- 
that sud-
denly the 'enclaves' in the world, which currently
belong to no economic system or block are on the
agenda here under the heading of trade reladons. Ve
hive already debated trade relations with Taiwan and
Hong Kong and now it is the turn of Albania.
I have reservadons. From the Left I hear Mr Seeler
recommending that we do not 'acutry favour' and I
hear on the fught Mr Zarges calling for 'properly
ordered relations'. I also have a feeling that an attemPt
is being made here m exploit the situation as it exists
in Albinia at the present moment. Enver Hoxha is
dead and the political sysrcm is accordingly more frag-
ile.
As we all know, over the past few years Albania has
been making considerable effort in foreign trade with
the result that exports from Albania to the Communiry
quadrupled between 1974 and 1983 while exPorts
fiom tlie Community rc Albania rebled in the same
period. However, I also feel that as a trading super-
power the Communiry is discovering-areas where it
t"n g.t a foothold to prevent other trading suPer Pow-
.rr tiking over. It looks to me as if a claim was being
staked.
And why? Let's be honest! The major powers in the
Communiry want to see Albania remain outside the
Varsaw Pact. They also want to benefit from the
almost 5OO OOO kVh which is the amount of power
that Greece and Yugoslavia imponed in 1979. They
want to exploit the power vacuum and lastly, get their
hands on ihe chromium. As you know and as the
repon also stated Albania is the world's third largest
chiomium producer and the world's second largest
exporter. In 1980, 955 000 tonnes of chromium were
exponed, of which 800/o went to countries in the
Vest.
Two days ago there were rePorts in the press to the
effect that South Africa, which is the major non-Com-
munist chromium supplier in the world, was respond-
ing to the reduction in trade relations and the imposi-
tion of sanctions by us by stopping its expons to the
Communiry, in panicular to Great Britain, and the
USA. I believe that the Community needs this chrom-
ium because chromium is essential to the armaments
industry.
Chromium is used in steelmaking and in aircraft and
vehicle construction. I feel too that this unanimous
approval should be accompanied by a few words of
*arning because it is simply not sufficient 9o s1y 'fan-
tastic, ore are delighted that this backward Albania is
now closer to being integrated into our economic rys-
tem!'
Mr Christopher Beazley (ED). 
- 
On a point of
order, Mr President, is it correct that persons in the
public gallery may not applaud debates in this House?
I ask for your ruling.
President. 
- 
Js5, that is right. I did not see it or hear
it myself; I should otherwise have objected.
Mr Howell (ED). 
- 
May we ask that strangers be
removed if they take pan in a debate in this way? They
are not there to take pan in debates. They are there to
witness what is going on. Perhaps the ushers should
take note and take the appropriate action.
President. 
- 
I should like to remind listeners in the
gallery that no expression of approval or disagreement
is allowed.
Mr Schwalba-Hoth (ARC). 
- 
(DE) I think the
House ought to be delighted that there are a couple of
dozen poor souls who are lisrcning to us in the gallery.
In this respect, Mr President, I applaud the clever way
you dealt with the situation.
President. 
- 
The Rules of Procedure take precedence
over your personal view.
Mrs Pantazi (S).- (GR) Mr President, the rcpic of
the repon by Mr Tzounis takes on Particular signific-
ance today since for the first dme the European Par-
liament is devoting a special debate rc the relations
between the Communiry and Albania. Funhermore, if
we examine the latest developments in Albania's exter-
nal relations, ve note that, more than any other, the
moment is highly.conducive to such a debate. Of
course we cannot ignore the fact that this is a com-
pletely unilateral initiative, and this being so, we are
a*a.i of all the resenations on the effectiveness of
such an initiadve. This does not mean, however, that
today's debate cannot be a positive first step- towards
the gradual resumpdon of relations between the Com-
,rnity and Albania. It is well known that isolation
from ihe inrcrnational stage has been Albania's politi-
cal choice in recent decades. However, the far-reach-
ing changes which have been aking place recently in
Albania's external relations lead us to the conclusion
that the Albanians are tending to ake a more differen-
tiated approach to this choice. The fact that bilateral
""onornii reladons 
have been established between
Albania and cenain Communiry countries, panicularly
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Greece, Italy, France and Vest Germany, is tangible
proof of this. And since these are four Member States
of the Community, I think that if the Communiry as a
whole is going to deal with this question, it will have
to adopt a caudous and well-thought-out approach.
The Community's srrategy will have to be geared
towards seeking areas of common interest, which
means tha[ relations will have to be producdve and
mutually profiable, avoiding any kind of interference
in the politics of a sovereign state. If we really wish rc
institute a new form of relations, the Communiry's
approach m Albania musr nor be based on a policy of
preconditions. If we look at the course adopted by
Albania since the war, ir is clear that the country is not
susceptible to interference and pressure of rhis kind.
On the other hand, we think that the Community will
have to pursue to a greater exrent a sraregy of positive
inducement rowards Albania. '$7e consider thar rhe
bilateral relations berween Greece and Albania which
have emerged in the last three years may be considered
as a model for the Communiry. Furrhermore, it is per-
haps useful to draw anention to a few poinw. For the
first dme, ladies and genrlemen, rhere has been an
exchange of visits by rhe Foreign Minisrers of the two
countries. Agreements have already been signed on
transport, educational and scientific cooperarion, lhe
easing of postal restricrions, and telecommunications.
Especially in the field of cultural cooperarion and the
Greek-Albanian educational programme, Greek lec-
turers have already tone ro GjirokastEr to teach at the
pedagogical institure rhere. The Kakavia border cross-
ing has been opened after 40 years, and cooperation
berween the two countries on tourism is abour to be
introduced. This constitures considerable progress in
relations between the two counrries, and it is basically
due to the poliry of positive inducement pursued by
Greece. In the past orher Greek governmenr have
tried other ways and means, but these have always
failed miserably.
I should now like m make the following commenrs on
the motion for a resolution contained in the repon by
Mr Tsounis, and in parricular paragraph 5, which
refers to the Greek minority. Ve consider that the
fundamental problems of the Greek minority 
- 
i.e.
freedom of movement, cultural needs, education, etc.
- 
can only be settled in a climate of murual trusr,
which can only be created by developing Greek-
Albanian relations. The fact that in a public speech
Enver Hoxha himself encouraged the Greek minority
to presefle their language and their national traditions
leads us ro rhe conclusion that the more these relations
are developed the more the atmosphere will be
improved and this improvemenr will be felt by the
Greek minority living in Albania.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, we should like to state
that we shall vote for rhe repon by Mr Tzounis wirh
one reservarion. \rith regard to paragraphT, we
should like to stare that although we do not welcome
actions like those referred to in this paragraph, we
nevertheless consider rhat references to rhis kind of
incident are nor conducive to promoting better rela-
tions with Albania.
Mr Ford (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am delighted that
even amongst a small audience we are having a debate
on Albania, because the fact that we are having a
debate owes ar leasr something to myself as the origin-
ator of the Rule 47 motion for a resolurion on rhe sub-
ject.
I am probably one of the few Members of this Parlia-
ment, if not the only Member, ro have visited Albania
- 
I went there 15 years ago.
'!7hat 
we are mlking about, as far as I am concerned, is
not economic relations with Albania, which accounm
at the momenr for 0.030/o of impons m and expons
from the Community. It is a poor counrry, the poorest
country in Europe. Thaq of course, is not the faulr of
the presenr regime, but rhe fault of the colonial heri-
ta8e...
( Laughter from tbe igbt)
.-. . ovgr the past years. I see no reason why poverry
should be thought of as being entirely the fault of the
regimes that are in power. This means that I hold no
particular brief for rhe currenr Albanian regime or any
previous Albanian regimes.
Vhat we are talking abour is, if you like, political, and
it is political in the sense that Albania is in transition.
Since I originally tabled the motion for a resolution
twelve months ago 
- 
and I was told at the time that
Albania was a very sratic regime, norhing was going to
change 
- 
we have, at leasr in Albanian terms, seen
major changes already. !7e have had the death of
Enver Hoxha and we have had the developments and
the alks which are going on about bilateral trade rela-
tions. It is imponant that the Communiry involves
itself in deciding and opening up the opponunities that
are available to Albania.
There was, however, evidence before the death of
Enver Hoxha that there were facrions within the
Albanian Pany of Labour. There were, and still are,
tensions there between the technocrats, the realists 
-those who wanr ro move somewhere along the path of
the Chinese (15 years ago u/e would have bein told
there was lirtle prospect of change in China) 
- 
and
the Stalinists and the ideologues who want to mainain
Albania where it is. That was shown by the death of
Mehmet Shehu. Now we have a new leader whose
contradictory staremenr 
- 
and they are contradic-
tory, at least as reponed in the Yugoslav press 
- 
seem
to me to indicate that there are similar struggles, fac-
tional alignmenrc within the Albanian Parry of Labour
now. Vhat we have ro demonstrate to rhe Albanians
through our vorc 
- 
and I shall be supponing the
report, even though I have reservations about para-
graph 7 
- 
is that Europe is available and will extind a
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hand if the Albanians wish to take it up. Ve do not
want to insist. \7e want to say to the Albanians that if
they want to start opening up the country along the
Chinese road, we are there and willing to help them,
rather than forcing them into other directions which
would actually pose major problems for Europe.
The strategic importance of Albania is undeniable. Ve
must bear that in mind when we make our decision on
this repon.
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, first of all I would like to thank Mr Tzounis
for the clear, concise and well-balanced repon which
he has presented and to express my appreciation of his
contribution and the contributions of the other hon-
ourable members to this debate today.
I have very little rc add to the statement of facts
included in this report. The Commission shares the
rapporteur's view and wishes to see the necessary con-
ditions established for the development of economic
and trade relations between the Community and
Albania.
The Commission, indeed, has followed with interest
the recent improvement in economic relations between
Albania and a number of Community states. Some of
those developmenm were referred to in the course of
the debate which has taken place today. The Commis-
sion believes that it is quite natural that this improve-
ment should be extended to relations with the Com-
muniry as such as opposed to the individual Member
States. The Commissioner has been asked during the
course of this debate today for careful examinadon of
possible positive developments.
I should like rc point out that on a number of occa-
sions the Community has already expressed willing-
ness to put relations with the state-trading countries in
Eastern Europe, including Albania, on a normal foot-
ing. Albania also received the outline agreement sent
to-all the state-trading countries of Eastern Europe in
1974. At that dme the sending of this outline agree-
ment represented the Commissions signal, so to speak,
of its readiness to open negotiations with each of those
countries with a view to concluding a trade agreement.
To date the Albanian Government has not reacted to
this offer or made any comment in regard to it. But I
would like to take the opponunity, on behalf of the
Commission and the Community, to confirm that this
offer is still open and that the Communiry for its part
is still open and that the Community for its pan is still
witling to look at all possible ways of improving our
relations with Albania. \7e are ready, as asked in the
resolution, to encourage any stePs Albania might take
in this direction, and in this sense I think that I am
expressing a view which is entirely in accord with the
views which have been expressed during the course of
this debate.
However, one point stands out very clearly in Mr
Tzounis' report; namely, that the economic policies
currently pursued by Albania's leaders do not encour-
age 
- 
io-put it mitdly 
- 
the development of its for-
elgn trade. Ve do not wish to become involved in
Albania's domestic politics, but it is clear that the
Albanian leadership's economic poliry constitutes one
of the determining factors for the development of rela-
tions in the future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
(The sitting was suspended at 8 p.m. and resumed at
9 p.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vce-President
9. Commission Delegations in tbe ACP counties and
Maghreb and Mashreq
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mrs Daly,
on behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, on the imponance of the delegations of
the Commission of the European Communities in the
ACP countries and the Maghreb and Mashreq coun-
tries and the satus of the overseas staff of the EAC
(Doc. L2-92/85).
Mrs Ddy (EDI, rapportetr. 
- 
Mr President, I have
much pleasure in presenting my first rePort to this Par-
liament, which is based on a Rule 47 resolution on the
importance of Commission delegations in the ACP,
Maghreb and Mashreq countries and Israel and the
status of the overseas staff of the European Associa-
tion for Cooperation.
The repon examines in panicular the role of Commis-
sion delegations in the light of their increased respon-
sibiliry and their vital function in the implemenution
of Community development policies. It also takes
account of recent developments with regard to the sta-
tute of European Association for Cooperation staff.
Staff of the European Communiry delegations in ACP
and MMI countries are employed by the European
Association for Cooperation, which was established in
1954, when the Yaound6 Convention came into force'
It is a non-profit-making association under Belgian
law. It is responsible for recruiting and managing dele-
gates, advisirs and agents as well as the other staff of
the delegations in associated developing countries.
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The Association is governed by an administrative
council composed of Commission officials. The role of
the EAC has been developing consistently since the
organization's inception in 1964. At presenr rhe
delegate in each counry is responsible for general
representation of the Commission and the prepararion,
technical and financial control of all projects as well as
their day-to-day supervision and ulrimate evaluation.
Delegates play an even more crucial role in the local
distribudon and management of emergenry and food
aid. Indeed the air bridge in the Sudan was conceived
and is being organized by the Commission delegation
in that country. In countries operating food strategies
in conjunction with the Commission, the delegation
has a panicularly imponant role. Food strategies are
established jointly by the country concerned and the
Commission, and the daily implementadon of the stra-
rcgy devolves on the delegation snff.
In July 1976 the Commission announced its intention
of making overseas staff in the ACP and MMI delega-
tions civil servan6, indicating that the integration pro-
cedure would be scheduled over four consecurive
budgetary years. That was in luly 1976. However, in
the overwhelming majoriry of cases this has not hap-
pened. In 1983, 55 staff members of the EAC head-
quarters at all levels in Brussels were rirularized with
the support of this Parliament. Representations of the
overseas staff maintained that they should immediately
have the same conditions of service, i.e. job securiry
and European Community pensions, as had been
agreed for their 55 colleagues in the Logistic Service in
Brussels.
The initial response from the Commission was nega-
tive, whereupon 182 senior delegadon staff members
introduced a lawsuit at the European Coun of Justicein December 1983. However, they felt ir would be
preferable to reach atreement rarher rhan fight in the
Court, and followint some encouraging discussions
with the Commission in 1984, their plaintiffs have left
the coun procedure pending while awaitint rhe our-
come of current negotiations.
The staff of the EEC delegations should be tirularized
to increase their job securiry and strengthen the posi-
don of delegarcs and rheir saff when dealing wirh dif-
ficult situations which could arise in the course of their
work. Titularization would also allow exchange
between DG VIII in Brussels and delegations overseas.
I feel also that the Communiry should take account of
their increased responsibilities and reflect these in
civil-service status. \flhile basic salaries for the A and B
grades of EAC staff are equivalent ro those of Com-
mission officials, social securiry benefits are notably
inferior, despite the fact that pension contribudons are
identical. This is panicularly true in resped of pension
rights and dependanm' allowances in the case of death.
'!7e feel that this is a gross injusrice.
On 5 December 1984 the Commission again took a
decision of principle in favour of integration and in
1985 reconfirmed the intention ro dtularize the offi-
cials in question, but has insisted on prior modificadon
of the European Community Saff Regulations. The
Commission has also refused the principle of retroac-
tivity with regard to pension righm, and has not asked
for posts in the 1986 preliminary draft budget for the
titularization of EAC staff on the ground that new
posts are required for incoming Spanish and
Ponuguese officials. Members of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation feel that the Commis-
sion should demonstrate its good faith and in fact seek
those posts in the 1985 budget. Ve have therefore
tabled an amendment to the draft budget to titularize
all EAC staff 
- 
A and B grades in panicular.
The responsibiliry for titularization of EAC staff now
lies with the Director General for Administrarion,
DG IX. That is a change and they have assured me
that they wish to amend the Staff Regulations govern-
ing the terms of employment of all exrra-Communiry
staff, including those in delegations to indusrialized
countries. Proposals regarding the modifications in
question are currently before the Commission, and the
Staff Regulations Committee has now been consulted.
The Director-General of Administration has informed
me that provided the Commission and different insri-
tutions atree to the proposed Staff Regularion modifi-
cations, a reque$ will be made in the 1987 preliminary
draft budget for the posts required. Our amendment
has been abled to demonstrate our view that funher
procrastination by the Commission will not be roler-
ated.
A major point of concern to the staff of the EAC is rhe
unsatisfactory nature of their current retiremenr pen-
sion arrangements. EAC contractuals contribute to
OSSOM, which is a Belgian public social security and
pension fund for overseas employees. Even though
delegates' contributions ro OSSOM are equivalent to
those paid by Community officials to the Communiqy's
pension fund, social security benefits, as I said before,
are considerably less. This is quite unacceptable. Given
the age of many of rhe saff 
- 
lO2 are over 50 years
old and 51 are over 55 years old 
- 
it is vital that pen-
sion rights be transferred sadsfactorily to the Com-
muniry Fund following titularization.
'!7e hope that Parliament and rhe Commission willjoindy approach the Belgian Government concerning
the unsatisfactory management of this pension fund.
I7e do nor find it acceptable that people are actually
receiving less in pension benefirc than would accrue
from the capital transferred immediately.
Finally, the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion recognizes the vital role of delegations in ACP
and MMI States and we feel rhat rhey must be aided in
carrying out their tashs in a climate of better securiry
of employment. I would ask Parliament to suppon this
repon and the amendment from Mrs Rabbethge
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regarding training. I should like to thank the Legal
Affairs Committee, and particularly the draftsman of
its opinion, Mr Hoon, as well as the staff of the
Development Committee for their support in the pre-
paration of this repon.
(Apphuse)
Mr Hoon (Sl, drafisman of the opinion of the Legal
Affairs Committee.- Mr President, I begin by congra-
tulating Mrs Daly on the thoroughness of her repon
and on the qualiry of her presentadon this evening.
I speak to this report on behalf of the Lrgal Affairs
Committee, which prepared an opinion on its legal
implications. There have in the past been some consi-
deiable controversies over the legal status of the staff
of the European Association for Cooperation. The
essential legal question raised in Mrs Daly's rePort is
whether or not they should be integrated inm the
Communiry system as civil servants and, if so, on what
terms. Such a change as she mentioned would signifi-
cantly enhance their employment satus, panicularly in
respect of their pension rights. The Present difficulties,
to 
" 
g.."t exrcnt, began in 1983 when the 55 Head-
quani.s staff of the European Association were estab-
lished as Community civil servants' The Overseas staff
- 
the subject, in effect, of Mrs Daly's repon 
- 
not
surprisingly wish to enjoy similar employment status.
Indied, ihere seemed no panicular reason at the time
why there should have been any distinction made
berween them.
As a consequence, the Overseas Staff staned legal pro-
ceedings before the European Coun rc have their pos-
ition considered, with a view to having the Coun
decide whether or not they were similarly entitled to
be treated as Communiry civil servants. That action
brought by 182 members of the Overseas Staff, though
sdll before the Court, is awaiting a political solution,
which we are considering, and it is clearly to be hoped
that as a result of our discussions there will be a rapid
setdement of che political problem, making any funher
legal proceedings unnecessary.
The matter was funher legally complicated by the pro-
ceedings brought by the Headquarters Staff of the
European fusociation rc have their pension arrange-
ments reconsidered. Having been made Communiry
civil servants, they wanted their pension arrangements
to be made retrospective to the start of their service
with the European-Association, irrespective, that is, of
the date of their incorporation as European civil ser-
vants.
Those proceedings gave rise to the Salerno Decision
deliverid by the Coun in July of this year, which not
surprisingly denied the claim to retrospectiviry and
upheld the Commission's view that this was not Per-
missible. \Tithout a specific commitment to retrosPec-
tiviry, it is clear from that decision of the Coun that it
cannot be read into the employment status of these
particular employees of the Communiry and is unlikely
io be read into any other employees' contracts with
the Community.
In conclusion, therefore, providing appropriate
amendments are made to the Saff Regulations, there
is nothing to prevent the incorporadon of these
employees of the European Association as Community
civil servants. Such a change, the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee concluded, was essentially a political rather
than a legal decision but one to be welcomed, never-
theless, ai a signal of the Communiry's determination
to take seriously its role in development and its rela-
tions with other parts of the world.
(Applaase)
Mrs Schmit (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, when I first read Mrs Daly's rePort I found
i-t a limle technical, even somewhat technocratic' The
man or woman in the street, our voters, will certainly
not know what to make of such things as the EAC,
DG VIII, ONGs, etc. But, despite the hackneyed for-
mulations and learned tediousness of the jargon used
in all our resolutions and reports, what we have here is
a fundamental issue which commands the suppon of
rhe Socialist Group.
People who say 'official' very often, unfonunately,
think in a negative manner of 'bureaucrat'. !7e should
not forget, however, that a good official 
- 
and that's
the only kind we want 
- 
is above all the good execu-
tor of a good idea and a good concePt' And we rc
have a good concept, that of European development
and cooperation policy, which we want to set aPart
from poit-colonial, neo-colonial reflexes and from the
domineering ambidons and military strategies of the
suPerPovers.
In line with the rapporteur's ideas, I am not opposed
to including in the repon the current and future Com-
mission delegations in the non-associarcd developing
countries. Nevertheless, I would like to see the initial
emphasis being placed on the delegations in the ACP
and South Mediterranean countries, and that 
-
where the non-associated countries are concerned 
-the embassies of the Ten (soon to be melve) Com-
muniry Member States do more in this field.
As for the ACP and the Maghreb and Mashreq coun-
tries, I have said 'yes' to the establishment of Com-
muniry delegation staff because this would, as it were,
provide a kind of higher status for, and recognition of,
ihe on-the-spot work done as pan of our development
and cooperaiion policy. I say'yes' to social justice and
social security for staff who, in conuast to previous
colonial adventurers, are not afraid to call themselves
idealists funhering the good cause of our continent,
and are ready to work together with other idealists, bI
which I mean the non-governmental organizations. I
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say 'yes' to exchanges of officials from DG VIII in
Brussels and the future delegation officials referred to
here.
Excuse me one touch of irony. The proposed
exchange reminds me a limle of the methods of, and
ideas behind, China's Cultural Revoludon; applied
with a little more wisdom, it will contriburc not only
to decentralizarion 
- 
something I am all for 
- 
but
also to on-the-job training and a mutual exchange of
instructive experience. It will also help rc maintain
abroad a realistic evaluation of the European institu-
tions' scope for voluntary financial aid. It might avoid
the 'pen-pusher' mentaliry developing in Brussels with
its nervous, hopeless and frustrating ineffectiveness,
without any real feeling for the fundamental problems
and for the differenr cultures to be found in the coun-
tries concerned. On the other hand, on no account do
I want to see rhis reporr, among other things, leading
to an invading army of officials and bureaucrats with-
out any sense of calling, our for their own personal
gain or to impose on our non-European panners ela-
borate, and as a consequence, srcrile theories or hare-
brained schemes.
I have received numerous specific complaints on rhis
score from personal friends in the Third \7orld.
Neither do I want to see officials on European mis-
sions who surround themselves, at the expense of
European taxpayers, with the kind of very unsavoury
luxury so much loved by the former colonisers.
I shall close by expressing my appreciation for the
Daly repon in general, as well as for the opinion of
the Committee on Legal Affairs and Cidzens' Rights
in particular, from which I quote:
\Thilst this repon by the Committee on Development
and Cooperation clearly touches and concerns a num-
ber of legal issues, the outstanding substantive ques-
tion of whether certain overseas smff of the European
fusociation for Cooperation should be given the status
of European Communiry officials is essentially a polit-
ical decision to be determined according ro rhe needs
of development policy.
This, ladies and gentlemen, is a reasonable approach,
one which we supporr and which is wonhy of our Par-
liament.
Mr Sutherland Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I am grateful to all the contributors to this
debate. I am also panicularly grateful ro Mrs Daly for
her repon. Subject only to some nuances, the Com-
mission welcomes the motion for a resolution before
the House and the supporr it proposes that Parliament
should give to the titularization of the staff currently
serving in the 60 or so delegations of the European
Association for Cooperation.
Ve look forward ro rhe conrinuation of this suppon
when we come forward shonly with the detailed pro-
posal for the modification of the Staff Regulations
necessary for us to accomplish the aim of titularization
and also when this proposal comes before the Council
of Minisrcrs for final decision. I was somewhar sur-
prised by the rather vituperative commenr on procras-
tination by the Commission. I can assure Mrs Daly
that there has not been and will not be any procrastin-
ation as far as this Commission is concerned.
There are a couple of nuances that I would like to take
up, as I indicated initially. The first of these is that the
problem is wider than thar of the staff of the AEC
delegations. The motion for a resolution nores the dif-
ficulties in non-ACP developing countries, but in prac-
tice the Community is represented, as has been
pointed out by some speakers, worldwide by delega-
tions managed by the Commission covering a wide
spectrum of situations and needs. At present we have
to try to manage the staff in these delegations under at
least two sets of different rules, the AEC Statute and
the Communiry's Staff Regulations, the latter being
quite unsuited for the conditions of service in coun-
tries such as Chad, Nigeria, Brazil and even Japan. Ve
need a management framework which will apply to all
these delegations, so that we can give the same condi-
tions of service to all staff outside the Community
adapted to the needs of the country in which they are
serving.
The second nuance concerns timing. As rhe Com-
mittee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights has recog-
nized, dtularization of AEC delegation staff is not
possible undl the Staff Regulations have been modi-
fied. The Commission submitted a draft of its propo-
sals to the interinstitutional Staff Regulations Com-
mittee in July. It hopes to be able ro pur it ro the
Council and to Parliamenr in a few weeks, once rhe
opinion of this committee is available. However, there
is no practical possibiliry of a decision on this proposal
until late into the second half of nexr year ar the very
earliest. This is why the Commission has set the objec-
dve of an implementing date of l January 1982 wirh
the request for the necessary posrs in the budget for
that year. The motion for a resolution proposes to
Parliament ro creare the posts in the 1986 budget. I
must very clearly underline that rhe crearion of rhese
posts cannor of itself lead to rhe titularization of the
staff concerned. On the orher hand, I can again under-
line the Commission's firm wish to go ahead as fast as
possible. I also confirm that the crearion of the posts is
of itself without any budgetary cosr.
The third poinr that the Commission wishes to make
concerns the proposal ro extend the scheme for trai-
nees within the AEC ser our in paragraph 14 of the
motion for a resolurion. \7e do nor agree that the cov-
erage of this scheme should be enlarged rc include
nadonals of the ACP countries. The LomE Convention
already includes important actions for the raining of
nationals of the ACP countries. Ir is nor appropriate to
include such nationals in our delegations which
administer aid towards the ACP srates. The AEC is a
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small organization which can only absorb a limited
number of trainees. Priority should be given in this
context rc candidates from all the Member States, of
which the resolution itself rightly underlines the
imponance.
The last comment I want to make concerns the pen-
sions of the existing AEC staff. The Commission is
aware of this problem and considers that the concern
of the AEC staff is legitimate. The principle of non-
retroactiviry is one accepted by all the institutions,
including Parliament. '$7i cannot change- it now for
this group without being unfair to many others, but we
willieek-with the Belgian authorities a solution which
is fair and in full conformity with Community law. \7e
welcome the suppon of Parliament to this end.
'!7hile discussing a radical change in the existing struc-
ture of Community representation in the ACP coun-
tries, I should like to pay tribute to all those who have
played a part in the system which has existed for 20
yeirs. In regard to some of the comments relating to
ihose who have served the system, I would like to say
that the experience of the Commission has been almost
universallyone of applause for the assistance which we
have receit ed from-our delegates. It is no criticism of
their efforts that the dme should now be ripe for
change. On the contrary' this is confirmation of the
solidity and efficienry of what they have constructed'
'!7'e must seek to retain all that is best in the system
they have created. The Commission is grateful to Par-
liament for recognizing this, and we look'forward to
working with you to accomplish the changes that are
now appropriate.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
This is more a point of clarifica-
tion, Mr President, than a point of order.
During his speech the Commissioner referred several
times to something called titularization. Now I am
Dretw sure that thJre is no such word in the English
i"ngu"g.. I would like to ask you, Mr President, as
you share a common language with Commissioner
Sutherland, whether you could kindly explain, for the
benefit of myself and others who are not exPert in
these matters, what titularization means.
President. 
- 
Before I call on the Commissioner to
give the explanation, though this is not, of course, a
ierruine point of order, I would remind you that your
iolleague, Mrs Daly, mentioned it on numerous occa-
sions. In fact, it is built into her rePort. I am very
sorry, Mr'!7elsh, that you did not get around to read-
ing it, because it is averyvaluable rePort.
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
Velsh, I would have expected you of all people to
know that the very best English has always been spo-
ken in Ireland. If you want to know the correct termi-
nology to be used in any debate of this kind, come to
me ii'future and I will Put you right. Titularization is
the word that is properly used in the debate. I will give
you an explanation of its derivation at a later stage in
the evening.
President. 
- 
If that does not measure up, I have no
doubt that Mrs Daly wilt fill in. It is in paragraph 8 of
her report.
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
lO. Generalized Tanff Preferences Scheme
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc'
Al25/85) by Mrs Heinrich, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperadon, on
I. the communication from the Commission to the
Council on the review of the European Com-
munity's generalized tariff preferences scheme
(COM(8s) 203 final 
- 
Doc. C 2-41/85)
and
II. the proposal from the Commission rc the Council
fixing the Community's generalized tariff-prefer-
encei scheme for 1985 (COM(85) 425 final 
-Doc. C 2-85/85)
Mrs Heinrich (ARC), rdPPorteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, I hardly dare to go on to say 'ladies, and gentle-
men', becauie there is barely anyone left here. The
generalized ariff preferences scheme affects those
Ieveloping countriis not directly covered by. other
p.eferince agreements such as Lom6 or the Mediterra-
ne^n 
"gr".*ents and 
therefore panicularly concerns
the deviloping countries of Asia and Latin America,
together with Rumania, China and the colonies of
Member States and third countries.
There has been a gradual move towards differentiation
of the generalized tariff preferences scheme, the most
imponant such change in the scheme, which dates
from 1981, being thaibeneficiary countries are differ-
entiated on the 6asis of their level of development and
on the extent, to which the product concerned has been
processed. However, only a small minoriry of coun-
tries has been able to take advantage of this system.
The rcn counfiies benefitting most from ariff prefer-
ences currently absorb 800/o of these so that the poo-
rest developing countries and those least able to com-
pete find ih"i th. quotas have been very largely
Lxhausted and that they are faced with the common
external tariff. For this reason, the Commission has
proposed a new and more extensive form of differen-
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tiadon which would allow the withdrawal of prefer-
ences for those produc$ that now compete so success-
fully on internadonal markets that theycould continue
rc be profitably exponed without any preference.
The Committee on Development and Cooperadon has
decided that it is too early ro evaluate this more exten-
sive differentiation and wishes to wait undl it becomes
clear exactly what consequences the measure will have
and how it will affect trade patterns. If, after examina-
tion, it appears that preferences can be withdrawn,
there must be an individual examination of the entire
situation in the country concerned.
The commitree also urges rhar preferences be retained
for those countries deeply in debt. Our committee also
criticises the Commission for not incorporating in any
yay in ir proposal the resolution by the European
Parliament urging that newly industrialized countries
also offer tariff preferences to developing countries in
order to stimulate their expon trade.
Our committee is panicularly critical of the Commis-
sion's proposals when it comes to their handling of rhe
less advanced developing counries. Not only aie there
no concrere proposals with respect to rhis group of
countries, but the proposals do not specifically include
the products concerned, which are panicularly agri-
cultural ones. Your rapponeur believes that not only is
the charge of protectionism justified but also the much
more serious criticism that the industrialized countries
of the Communiry are panly responsible, through the
very structure of their trade, for the hunger existing in
many developing countries. Thus large areas of 
- 
ier-
tile ground in developing countries are used for expon
products and, because Communiry products governed
by the CAP are excluded from the general tiriff pre-
ferences, large fenile areas in these iountries are used
to produce non-CAP products, for example cartle fod-
der 
- 
with all the attendenr consequencts in terms of
the Communiry surplus production, for example of
beef, and in damage to the environment both in the
Community and in the developing counrries.
lurning my artention ro monoculrures, rhe European
Parliament has repeatedly emphasised that the iariff
p-references_scheme can help developing countries only
if processed as well as unprocessed agricultural prod-
ucts are included. The Commitrce on Development
and Cooperation, and Parliament, have repeatedly
urged this in the past and the commitree now.repea$
that call to extend tariffpreferences to CAP products.
Moreover, our committee again urges greater ran-
sparency in the preference system to allow developing
counffies ro remain fully informed about the remain-
ing quota quantities. That could be done by supplying
the social panners with betrcr information and iilrdif-
ficult to understand why this was nor done long ago.
Resear-ch is being coniucted inrc the most cJmp"li-
cated forms of communications technology, yet data
on rade panerns is said to be very difficult to obtain!
In the presenr reporr, the Committee on Developmenr
and Cooperadon again urges rhar those developing
countries accorded tariff preferences comply with the
international minimum standards for working hours,
working conditions and social security laid down in
the conventions of the International Labour Organ-
ization. It also asks that rhe social panners be involved
in the monitoring of the situation. The only reacdon
from the Commission to this demand by'our com-
mirtee and by Parliamenr has been ro say that the
Council rejects any en-bloc move ro make tariff pre-
ferences dependent on rhe observance of ILO condi-
tions.
Although we are quite aware that the Council pays
little attention to Parliament's decisions, this is an iisue
that makes one painfully aware of Parliament's pover-
lessness. Nevenheless, the committee has - again
included this demand in the presenr reporr..
If I may express my personal opinion, I believe it is
highly inconsistent for the Council rc talk about
democracy all the time yet to ignore democratic reso-
lutions when they concern working conditions in the
developing counrries with which the Community
trades and equally inconsistent to have a completely
untroubled conscience while talking of social securiry
and justice.
(Apphuse)
Mr Cohen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of
the socialist group, I can state rhat we agree with the
main thrust of the Commission's proposal on general-
ized ariff preferences because the system haiunder-
gone some improvement panicularly with respect to
the poorest counrries although we consider tirat the
system sdll includes too few processed agricultural
products.
Vhile in agreemenr with the principal fearures, we
object to the major innovation, differentiation. Ve
favour differentiation if it means that poor countries
can benefit ro a grearer exrenr bur we are against if it
means robbint rhe poor to improve things slightly for
th-e_p-oorest. That is, of coursi, 
"n 
un""i.pta6le ?orm
of differentiadon.
Ve also find it quite unacceptable that the Commis-
sion should propose this when not only the poorest but
also poor developing countries are saddled wirh a debt
problem unparalled in history. It is for this reason, and
panly thanks to the conribution of the Socialist
Group, that the report.of the Committee on develop-
ment and cooperation has taken its present form. \i/e
did indeed wanr to delay judgement on rhe new form
of differentiation proposed by-the Commission and we
will therefore vote en-bloc against any amendments
attempdng to have differendation included after all.
Ve believe that the sysrem as it now exists contains
enough escape clauses ro cope with any problems that
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may crop up. It is a unilarcral system we have esmb-
lished and at no stage has there been any consulation
with developing countries. \7e have, therefore, our-
selves written release clauses inrc the system. The
worst of these is undoubtedly that preferences are
granted in the form of tariff quoas which means that
the rystem applies inrinsic quanticative limits.
Moreover, and quite obviously when one considers
rhat it is a unilateral system, there is no multilateral
body capable of impartially judging whether the
release cl"rt"s have been fairly used. All in all, we
believe that these aspects render it quite unnecessary
to make funher refincments to the system such as
those the Commission has proposed for this year.
Once again, we aBree to a very large extent with the
proposals for improvements on the product side, in
bther words with the Commission's nevr ProPosals, but
reiterate our standpoint that we cannot accePt the new
form of differentiadon. Ve want to see the draft reso-
ludon submitted by the Committee on Development
and Cooperation left in its present form and will vote
accordingly tomorrow.
Mr Zahorka (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, this
almost empty House! I can soundly recommend the
Commission;s proposals as bedtime reading for
anyone suffering from insomnia. They are more excit-
ing than some detective novels and anyone who can
gei through so much PaPei just discussing tariffs and
Sorders must have experienced an almost physical
pleasure in drafting cenain Passages where a vinue is
made of complexiry.
Our group will vote for the rePort but I would like to
take ihis opportunity of making a number of funda-
mental comments on the generalized tariff preferences
scheme. I think an extensive debate, providing a criti-
cal examination of the entire system, is a good idea
and assume that we are in principle opposed to tariffs
as an outdarcd economic instrument.
If tariffs did not exist, we would have no need rc dis-
cuss tariff preferences. The European Communiry is
currently a world leader in the struggle to achieve
global fiee trade and it will be playing a key.role in the
freparation and execution of the next round of GATI
ialk. It is a moot point whether the system for gener-
alized ariff preferences can, in the long-rcrm, still
prove a useful form of development aid. and. I would
iik to cite, in a very abstract form, the view of a
growing number of economists who have increasing
doubts on this point.
It is precisely the very Poores[ countries that we must
rnan"g. to help with our development policy and rc
that &tent I am quite delighted to hear demands for
the inclusion of primary agricultural products. I am
not sure what some supPorters of our agricultural
poliry will think about it nor do I know whether,
when it comes to the point, this proposal will win the
d^y.
Vhat is obvious is that a trend must be set whereby
even the newly industrialized countries will grant nriff
preferences to the least developed countries. On this
point, the Commission's proposal is rather inadeqg-arc
and there is still a failure to provide a properly differ-
endated definition of a developing country.
In my view, the Commission has taken the correc act-
ion by introducing the last tariff cut agreed at Tokyo a
year earlier than planned, on I January 1985..By cut-
iing tariffs earlier than it was required to do, the EEC
haidefinitely made a concrete contribution to limiting
prorcctionist tendencies and, if we are honest, we must
iecognize that the generalized tariff preferences
scheire is but an attempt to retaln 
- 
be it in a limited
form 
- 
an existing protectionist system.
My comments are meant as a stimulus to a thorough
deLarc in this Parliament on the lessons learnt from
the generalized tariff preferences scheme and on how
it hai affected the ACP states and European industry.
To bring in here the earlier discussions on counter-
feiting, i think we should also discuss whether such
clauses shouldn't be included as Part of a package
deal, esublishing a linkage between the granting of
cenain tariff preferences and, for example, such things
as a judicial structure to combat counterfeiting and
other similarly reprehensible phenomena.
I want to emphasize my suPPort for stronger differen-
tiation by ih. Co.*rnity, associated with self-
criticism and an examination of this foreign trade
instrument. I say that not as a member of the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation but as a
member of the Committee on External Economic
Relations 
- 
which perhaps adopa a different view
point 
- 
but a critical examination of the generalized
iariff preference system is unavoidable if one takes
into aicount the financial situation in many developing
countries and one's desire rc strengthen their econom-
ies. \7e will nevenheless Vote for this rePort, though
with more reservation than in the past, but a more crit-
ical approach will be necessaly in the future.
(Applause)
Mr Peter Beezley (ED). 
- 
Mr President, my trouP
will suppon the Commission proposals and the Hein-
rich repon on GSP.'!7'e are not, of course, clear as to
hbw, in paragraph 9 of the Heinrich rePort, considera-
tion given to ecology aspecm can be incorporated into
diffeientiation, but this is a detail in relation rc the
important principle which this repon embodies.
'\7'hat concerns us, however, is to ensure that GSP is
made to work effecdvely in the way intended and that
it should not be used as a back door to a new
approach to a form of trading agreement outside of
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GATI. GSP is a well-founded derogation from
GATI. Once developing countries have moved for-
ward beyond the point at which rhe special GSP
arrantements are necessary, these arrangemenm can-
not be further extended in time or quantity. It must
not be the case that 'once a developing counry,
always a developing counrry'.
The criteria on the basis of which GSP is granted must
be scrupulously respected. The basis for GSP musr
continue to be a product-by-product basis, for exam-
ple, the GDP per head of a counrry may be low, but
that country may be sitting on an oil well or a gas field
and have exceprional advantages in panicular prod-
ucts.
The Communiry may well be able to take limircd
quantities of a product benefiting from Generalized
Special Tariff Preferences, but it could well be disas-
trous for the Communiry to increase these quantities
under GSP terms. Hence it is right thar the nexr sreps
in this valuable scheme should be concenrrated on
helping the less-privileged countries and nor rhose
whose economies have staned to take off, i.e. where
the favourable rerms may be beginning to have unde-
sirable effecr on the Communiry's industry and trade.
My group suppons the contendon in the opinion of
she Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and Industrial Policy on this repofl rhar'differentia-
tion in ffeatmenr between the most competitive devel-
oping countries and the poorer ones should be made
sharper where the original aspecm of GSP have been
achieved'. It is essential for Parliament [o monitor
where the actual pracrice of GSP is living up to its
objectives, and rhat there is a sadsfacrory review of
preferential limits for sensitive industries. This requires
up-to-date knowledge of product requirements by
markets and relative cosr basis.
Finally, I wish to consider regional agreemenm and
cumulative origin. The situation is very much depend-
ent on individual circumstances. It may be reasonable,
for example, in the ASEAN region ro permit cumula-
tive origin in panicular products. This, however,
would not be the case with the Gulf states in oil and
gas-based products. Once counrries or regions have
progressed up to lhe limit of GSP in panicular prod-
ucts, they must be considered as parr of a world trad-
ing system with the necessary disciplines which that
implies. The likelihood of establishing free-trade area
agreemenm with ex-GSP countries is small because the
advantages which that rype of agreemen[ tran6 musr
cover all products and be totally reciprocal. So, GSP
must remain GSP and be consistently re-orientated to
the poorer nations.
Mr Iversen (COM). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, on
Tuesday my party colleague from the Danish Socialist
People's Party, Mrs Boserup, spoke about rhe Dimi-
triadis repon on the European Investment Bank. We
repudiated the gross exploitation of the developing
countries by a Community body in clawing back prof-
its from projects financed by the EIB in order to fund
projects in the Member States.
I would, therefore, like ro commend Brigitre Heinrich
today on her repon. Ve have always advocated thar
the rich countries should show solidariry with the poor
countries. Ve also call for this solidariry to be trans-
lated into financial aid for these countries. \7e have
likewise supported rhe demand by the developing
countries for the introduction of a new world econo-
mic order, which would for example enable develop-
ing counries to obtain reasonable prices for their
products. Although what we have here is nor a new
world economic order, we do have a whole range of
extremely sensible proposals. Ve suppon the demand
for priority rc be given ro rhe leasr developed counrries
over those countries who have already reached a more
advanced level of development.
Finally, I would like to praise the rapponeur for call-
ing for consideration to be given ro ways of incorpor-
ating ecological aspects in the differenrarion of the
scheme. Even if we are in no doubr whatsoever that
the Communiry is currently the main beneficary of
cooperation with the developing counrries, and will
continue to be so for may years to come, v/e appre-
ciate the ideas pur forward by the rapponeur, and we
will suppon this repon.
Mr Sutherland, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, on behalf of the Commission I would like
to thank the European Parliament for its continuing
interest in the Community's scheme of generalized
preferences and for its suppon for the Commission's
effons not merely to maintain but to improve the
scheme.
The objectives of the GSP are, of course, to help those
countries to speed up their rate of economic growth by
offering them an incentive to industrialize in the form
of preferential access to the markets of the developed
counuies. The Communiry's GSP scheme has been an
undoubted success over the years. Impons which
receive GSP benefir have grown from less than I bil-
lion ECU in 1972 ro more than 12 % billion ECU in
1984. Perhaps it is no harm to remind ourselves of that
fact at rhe commencemenr of this speech.
As we are now half-way through the second ren year
period 
- 
the decade from l98ito l99O _ir has been
appropriare to undenake a mid-term review and, in
particular, to examine whether the imponanr remo-
delling of rhe machinery of preferential limits under-
taken in 1981 is realizing its objectives: in other
words, whether it is achieving a better balance in the
distribution of GSP benefits between beneficiary
countries.
Our proposals are inrended to do a number of differ-
ent things. Firsr of all, to translate into deailed draft
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legislation the general ideas published in the Commis-
sion's mid-term review document and to provide for
the panicipadon for the first time in an EEC-GSP
scheme of Spain and Ponugal, although only with
effect from I March 1985.
The purpose of any review must be to ensure that the
scheme continues to respond to evolving circum-
stances, both inside the Communiry and in our trade
relations with the beneficiary countries themselves.
The Commission's own conclusions have been that the
changes introduced into the scheme in 1981 
- 
the
individualization of preferential limits which enable
simultaneous access to be guaranteed to each supply-
ing country and a more sophisdcated differentiation in
the allocation of benefits to be applied, more closely
tailored to the real needs and attainments of the indi-
vidual developing countries 
- 
have resulted in an
encouraging shift in the pattern of utilizadon. The dis-
ribution of GSP benefits is now less concentrated
among a relatively small number of countries than in
the scheme of any other major OECD donor.
The Commission believes, therefore, that in most cir-
cumsances it is still appropriate to continue to use the
existing techniques of differentiation. However, it has
also concluded that the Community must now con-
sider how rc respond to the emergence, as yet only on
a small scale but likely to grow in the future, in a
handful of the most advanced developing countries of
suppliers of manufactured products which in any
objective sense are so fully comPetitive that they no
longer need the advantage provided by GSP to retain
theii position in the market but which, by cliing to the
privileges of the GSP, might actually block the possi-
biliry of improvements for other less-advanced coun-
tries.
Mrs Heinrich, the rapponeur of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, says that judgment
should be suspended on the Commission's proposal to
meet this situation by introducing limited product-
country exclusions. I believe that not merely is the
proposal fully justified but that it ought to be seen as
an inevitable progression in a logical and consistent
policy.
If I may remind Members of Parliament, the Com-
munity has since 1975 applied a number of different
rcchniques of differentiation in the allocation of ben-
efits on sensitive products; but this application has
been with a common philosophy: differentiation
should be applied only to the particular products or
sectors which are defined as sensitive. That is because
of the concern felt by Community industry and the
fact that that industry has rc undergo painful struc-
tural adjustments which 
^re 
ag9raYatad by the Pressure
of impons, panicularly from GSP beneficiary coun-
tries. This process of differentiation would also iden-
tify those especially competitive suppliers from whom
prlferential impons would be strictly controlled.
To identify situations where, for a particular product,
an exponing country can no longer be regarded as
needing GSP entry, the Commission has proposed cri-
teria which we believe to be objective, fair and tran-
sparent: GSP withdrawal only in regard to products
for which the supplfng country (a) has already been
previously identified as highly comPedtive and has
iherefore been made subject to the strict form of pre-
ferential control of an individual quota, or (b) has now
demonstrated the attainment of full competitiviry
within the EC industry, either by being responsible by
irelf for at least 2Oo/o ol the EC's rcal impons from
third countries or by its expons of the product exceed-
ing the value of the quota more than ten times over the
ayera1e of the two years 1982-1983. The application
of theie criteria would lead in 1985 to a grand rctal of
no more than 26 product-country exclusions affecting
four countries: Hong Kong with 12 products,
South Korea with 10, Brazil and Singapore with rwo
producm each. The maximum value of GSP imporu
disqualified would have been 62709 650 ECU in the
EC;s GSP scheme of this year. The total value of
imports from the four countries of the 26 quota prod-
ucts in 1982 was 2.2 billion ECU, or 35 times thc value
of these quotas.
As examples, the quota for shoes from Brazil was
3.5 million ECU, while rctal imports were 59 million.
The quota for radio and TV sets from Singapore was
2.5 million ECU, while toml impons were 293 million
ECU.
So far I have direcrcd my remarks to the question as to
whether the exports of the countries affected by the 26
product-country exclusions are likely to suffer from
the stop. However, to put the Commission's proposals
in their true perspective, it is necessary to aPPreciate
fully that this is only one element in a total package
which we believe, if adopted, would create a substan-
tial overall improvement in the possibilides of prefer-
ential access to the EC market.
Far from having any protectionist motivation, the
Commission itself has recalled that the Communiry
has repeatedly pledged itself rc improve access for
developing countries' exports and, in panicular, to
improve the GSP.
The counterpan to this small number of product-
country exclusions is a set of complementary measures
which aim to go well beyond maintaining the value of
the EC's offer in real terms and actually set out to
rejuvenate the system. The Commission proposes to
achieve this through a substantial liberalization of the
scheme for other suppliers and on other products,
combined with a wholesale reevaluation of preferential
limits and the adoption of a new formula to ensure
buoyanry and future growth. This would lead to the
abolition of an unprecedented number of quotas as
well as to outright transfers of products to the non-
sensitive list and increases in the values of preferential
limits going far beyond the often rather timid and
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over-cautious levels of increases adopted by the Coun-
cil in recent years.
However, precisely because this exercise would
involve replacing so many strict controls, either by
flexible ceilings or completely open-ended sysrems, it
is not possible to quantify in advance the likely value
of these increased GSP imporu. 'V'e are, however,
confident that for nearly every product in question,
potendal suppliers able to take advantage of such
openings already exist in other, not so advanced devel-
oping countries. They cannot get their chances unless
we atree m clear the way fast by accepting rhese
limited exclusions.
I would like to refer now very briefly to Amendment
No I abled by Mr Herman. Vith this additional
information I hope that Parliament can now give its
backing to the amendment ro paragraph 7 put forward
by Mr Herman and Mrs De Backer-van Ocken and
give its unqualified support to the Commission's pro-
posals rc carry the Communiq/s presenr policy of diff-
erentiarion funher with rhe introduction of limircd
product-country exclusions on the basis of criteria
which are objective and transparent and which would
be more than balanced by substantial liberalization and
improvements for other suppliers and in orher secrors.
There are a couple of other poinu that I would like ro
make in conclusion. Vhile sharing the generous desire
of Parliament to seek additional ways of helping least
developed countries to raise their rates of economic
trowth, in particular by removing any obstacles to
enry to the EEC market, I have to say that the Com-
mission has difficulties in seeing vhat funher measures
could be introduced within the framework of GSP
policy and its agreed objectives.
The Communiry has in fact led all other OECD don-
ors in liberalizing access for this group of countries,
which for several years now have been eligible for
completely dury-free access for all manufactured and
semi-manufactured indusrial products, including tex-
tiles, and have been exempted from the reintroduction
of duties under preferential limits.
In the agricultural sector, unlike other developing
countries, least developing countries also receive
dury-free entry, and the 1983 product coverage vas
vinually doubled to put them nearly on a par wirh the
ACP states. The Commission's proposals for the 1985
GSP scheme would, in fact, complete rhar exercise,
and it is not feasible to go funher than this. Over the
years since l97l the GSP offer in the agricultural sec-
tor for developing counrries orher than the least devel-
oped has been transformed vinually out of recognition
by the inclusion of many tropical fruits, herbs and
spices, vegetable oils erc., although we have to remain
careful not rc denude the advantages given to ACP
states of any value. The GSP now does also include
some products covered by the common agricultural
policy, notably tobacco, and the Commission is pro-
posing for 1986 to include cenain citrus fruits. \flhat is
technically impossible, however, is to reconcile a
mechanism which is fixed on an annual basis, such as a
tariff reduction, with the kind of variable charges that
are used to regulate the market for some of the most
important basic commodities covered by the CAP,
such as cereals, meat, dairy products and sugar. This is
what the draft resolution appears to be calling for.
Like other GSP donors, the Community has warched
with sympathy the renewed interest in moves to pro-
mote trade between developing countries and to set up
a global system of rade preferences berwenn them.
\7hile we hope that any sysrem that eventually
emertes is governed by rules that are fair and tran-
sparent, we have to recognize that these discussions
and later negotiations are going to be conduced by
the developing countries largely by themselves, per-
haps under the auspices of UNCTAD, with ourselves
on the sidelines. The same arguments rhar have led the
Commission to reject introducing the concept of reci-
procity inrc the GSP apply equally strongly to condi-
tioning GSP eligibility or improvemenr on the most
advanced developing countries opening their markets
first of all to poorer developing countries.
'Vith 
regard rc the point raised on ILO smndards. On
the subject of conditioning GSP eligibiliry to the
observance of cenain minimum ILO standards, the
Commission tried for six successive years, berween
1979 and 1984, to persuade the Member States to
examine ideas put forward in a communication
inspired by Mr Cheysson himself in 1978. Each year
this proposal was rejected out of hand. Vith no appar-
ent prospect of a change of hean among Member
States, the Commission has regretfully abandoned this
concePt.
Finally, on the issue of cumularion of origin, I would
like to dispel some misunderstandings. The system of
panial cumulation of origin for the benefir of the three
regional troups Asia, ASEAN and the Andean group
in the Cenral American common marker has been
applied by the Commission since 1975. However, fol-
lowing criticisms, in panicular by ASEAN, that rhe
system of panial cumulation did not go far enough,
the Council, on the basis of proposals put forward by
the Commission, has this week adopted a new regula-
tion which not merely presenr the rules much more
clearly but will provide for full cumulation berween
the countries in these groupings of all originating
products used at any srage in the manufacturing pro-
cess.
Mr President, the length of my speech is in itself a
demonstration of the many facer and complexities of
the Commission's scheme. In spite of several artempw
to simplify it, a considerable effon is required on the
pan of exponers and rade officials in developing
countries to masrcr its details. The drafr resolution
once again calls for the stepping up of information and
training on the GSP to improve undersgnding and
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utilization of the scheme. I must remind you, however,
that last year the very modest funding for GSP infor-
mation was slashed by 410/0, which left the Commis-
sion no choice but to cuc back drastically on its
actions. If the enhanced opportunities which the Com-
mission believes would result from the adoption of its
proposals are to be taken up, it is imperative that this
budget line be restored rc the 1984 level in real terms,
as the Commission has proposed for the 1985 budget.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
Thc debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
ll. Bee-keeping
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A2-
9l/85) by Mr Menens, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on the promotion of
bee-keeping in the Communiry.
Mr Mertens (PPE), rdpporteilr. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen. If the European Parlia-
ment were to look for a suitable mascot as a symbol of
its work, I would recommend choosing the bee. Vhy
the bee? Firstly, the bee has the wonderful ability to
construct and maintain its own sate.
(Appkase)
Secondly, the bee is world-famous as a hard-working
insect, you all know the expression "busy as a bee".
Thirdly, their work results in natural products that are
not only tasty but also possess significant healing pro-
penies. I will come back to this later. Founhly, the bee
can, if necessary, sting and, fifthly, its remarkable lin-
guistic skills allow it to make itself extremely well
understood among its peers.
I mentioned a valuable natural product and I would
like rc give a few examples. !7hen the children in my
family had colds, our mother gave us hot milk and
honey which soon got rid of the cold. Everyone knows
how beneficial honey is rc the nerves and for the
energy balance of the body. Fewer are aware that
beeswax is an efficient remedy for pollen-induced hay
fever and probably only a handful know that honey is
the best reatment if, during a beach holiday, they cut
themselves on a shell. The sealing-wax sometimes
produced by bees is panicularly effective against
immune deficiencies. Imagine the future prospects for
this!
Finally, those women settint panicular store by their
appearance and wanting a young, firm skin should
apply a beeswax face mask and o!, regardless of their
age, the skin will become attractive, sweetly-perfumed
and taut.
AII rhis is, however, perhaps not even the most vital
conribution by bees which is, almost cenainly, that
their activities keep plants alive since approximately
80% of rees and plants are dependent on cross-polli-
nation. This is one of the bee's roles in orchards and
other crops as well as, and this needs stressing, in wild
plants. It is precisely by this cross-pollination that it
maintains an ecological balance or even permits ecol-
ogical progress, aids the survival of the animal king-
dom and provides birds, insects and butterllies with
food by fenilizing wild plants. The importance of this
explains the common practice of granting incentives to
bee-keepers to operarc in orcharding areas.
To give a few figures on the scale of bee-keeping in
the European Community, we have approximately
360 OOO bee-keepers, running some 4.7 million hives,
producing approximately 50 000 tonnes of honey val-
ued at around 200 million ECU. Impressive as that
figure is, we are not self-sufficient in honey and can
indeed cover no more than 30% of our needs. That's a
great pity, particularly in view of the valuable product
produced by our bees and also perhaps in view of the
competition posed to our bee-keepers by impons from
other countries with better climates such as Eastern
Europe, South America, China or Australia.
It is panicularly regrettable that recent years have seen
a huge reduction in bee-keeping (it has declined by
approximately a third) in spite of the useful activities
of bees. \7hy has this occurred? The answer is that this
small and indusrious insect has very many natural
enemies 
- 
not only an unfavourable climate but also
diseases. In panicular, I would mention the Varroa
mite which reached here from the East in 1977 and has
spread enormously, destroying numerous hives. There
is insufficient time to discuss control measures but I
would like to say that it is a very dangerous disease
because normal and non-harmful pesticides are inade-
qua[e to control it. ![e also have no idea how we can
deal with a second phenomenon, that of the killer
bees. An additional problem, panicularly in previous
years, has been the number of bees killed by pesticides.
Although one can definitely say that there has been a
great improvement in this field, much still remains to
be done.
For a number of years now, the Commission has prov-
ided gratifying amounts of aid for bee-keeping with
grants, in ECU, for each hive and has supplied sugar
for addidonal winter feed. These grants have, how-
ever, not fully satisfied even the Commission since the
aid is too thinly spread and has not yielded the desired
results. It has, therefore, decided to adopt a different
approach to give more affective aid and to supPort
bee-keepers in a fair way.
'$[hat has now happened, however, is that the Com-
mission's initial calculations have shown that the
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budget must be increased by a facor of 25 if this is to
be done properly. Such a change, though, cannot be
brought about just like that. In this context, the Com-
mittce on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food has tried, in
the form of the repon now being discussed, to encour-
age the Commission to take acdon in a number of
fields.
This aid will principally be directcd to bee breeding,
especially the breeding of queens. Farming folk say
that the bull is half the herd buq as all bee-keepers
know, the queen is proportionally much more impor-
tant than that.
The Communiry should also be active in marketing
and by providing information and training especially
for young bee-keepers and pollination advisers who
can then be involved in pest-control measures.
Ve urge the Commission to take prompt steps to put a
precise proposal on this issue before the Council. I
would like to turn now to turo panicular points men-
tioned in the amendments. Our sugtestion that grants
should be channelled through national organizations
does not mean that we want to exclude alarge number
of regional organizadons or individual bee-keepers.
That is not the case and I would like to stress rhe
point.
Some members, any my colleague Mr Stavrou will
soon address this point, believe that it would be best
simply to continue the existing aid schemes. I believe
that this would be ineffective and that we should adapt
as quickly as possible to the new trend.
Most of the modons can be ignored because they are
included in our repon. If the Committee on Agricul-
ture, Fisheries and Food has found it possible to vote
unanimously for this repon, I can in fact only recom-
mend that Parliament does the same.
(Apphuse)
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
our rapporteur and ladies and genrlemen, I very much
want to thank Mr Menens for his honeyed words
which have a very feminist ring rc them. If one thinks
for a moment of Maeterlinck, the Belgian author, it is
even a story with a political moral because Maeter-
linck has shown how sensible it would be for human
sociery to model itself on thar of the bees.
Although he lisrcd a long series of arguments in favour
of bees, I believe that Mr Menens nevenheless missed
out one. In the area where I live, nonh of Antwerp in
a heathland region, svarms of wild bees sometimes
settle between the shutters and the window of a house,
leaving behind a honeycomb ten cenrimerres thick 
-this being seen as a rymbol of good luck for sub-
sequent generations. I believe that as a rymbol it is
found as early as in the Odyssey and in the Bible:
where bees thrive, people must also be happy.
Leaving that aside, however, I would like to make a
couple of comments from the point of view of the con-
sumer. I think that it is panicularly imponant for con-
sumers to be provided with a clear description of the
honey product being sold. The quality of honey varies
depending on where it is harvested and the time of
year. There is no abstract criterion for honey quality
but aste is definitely one of the major aspects. Spring
honey, autumn honey and honey tasting of lime, rose-
mary, heather and thyme all vary greatly in composi-
tion, keeping qualities and smell. I consider it impor-
tant that consumers know the exact source of the
product and at what time of year it was harvested and
that consumers would, therefore, benefit greatly from
having this information.
The rapponeur has focused attention on the medical
qualities of honey and how these may be used in
natural healing. I believe that these qualities are,
indeed, recognized here in Europe and this is what
makes any kind of industrial production of honey
unacceptable and has prompted my amendment calling
for action against the bee 'industry' and against what
one could almost call a 'battery-bee' system, such as
one finds in the Eastern European countries, for
example, where bees are fed with sugar. It is of course
quite wrong to give the name 'honey' to a product of
what is in effect a small-scale industry, simply placing
a bowl of sugar in front of a hive so that it will be con-
cened into honey. That could be better done in a fac-
tory. I urge the recognition and protection of bee-
keeping, especially in some remote areas of Member
States where completely natural methods are used to
make ourtanding products.
Mr Miihlen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, whilst con-
gratulating our colleague Meinolf Menens on his
excellent report, which broadly speaking has my
approval, I would like to make a number of observa-
tions.
First of all, in common with many bee-keepers, I
regret that the aid regulation expired in mid-1984 and
that since then there has been a void. It is not yet
known exactly how this will be filled, and the insecur-
iry and lack of information about the future system
thus continue to cause worry in the bee-keeping
world.
Secondly, whilst regretting that rhe old sugar aid rys-
tem canno[ be retained on an improved basis, I am of
the opinion that the new sysrem, wharcver its nature,
must take inrc account the complexiry of the structure
of bee-keeping in different countries. And whatever
the circumstances, it should not be limited ro rhe
introduction of structural aids from which only pro-
fessional bee-keepers will profit, but it must also 
- 
or
rather above all 
- 
encourage the activities of those
who merely engate in bee-keeping as a hobby.
Thirdly, I would like to support the rapponeur and
welcome the interest in a Commission projecr to
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promote training. In my country the government is of
the opinion that it is necessary to lower the age struc-
ture of bee-keepers and is nking steps in the same
direction. The Commission's suppon is of course
essential.
Finally, you will appreciate that the bee-keepers in my
country are worried about the spread of varroa dis-
ease. I have already submitted a written quesdon to
the Commission on this subject and very much hope
that it will be able to provide me with information on
the most recent results of its research in this area.
In conclusion, I would like to express my suppon for
extending action on bee-keeping to the honey market
and the promotion of quality honey. I would of course
have litde understanding for any thwarting, by the
Commission, of activities to promote the Luxembourg
national brand of honey, as happened in the case of
butter.
These, Mr President, were the observations which I
wanted to make.
Mrs Jepsen (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, at this late
hour, the debate is lent great significance by the hum-
ble bee and I would also like to weigh in with a few
complimentary remarks.
I will not, as in the rapporteur's report, mourn the
passing of the annual subsidy on each hive. This is an
absolutely shining example of the consumer's willing-
ness to pay even quite a high price provided the prod-
uct is of good quality. I am therefore quite satisfied
that we should channel the aid into the fields cited
under consideration 4 of the report.
\7e can, of course, seek to increase bee populations in
the long-rcrm since we all recognize how indispensible
bees are in maintaining the ecological balance.'!7'e are,
however, in no doubt that the best aid we can offer
bee-keepers is in the form of effective marketing. The
qualiry sandards of Community honey are so high
that it will always find a market in preference to many
imponed products.'!7e can secure an adequate market
for our producers by giving the consumer adequate
certainry that our products have not undergone any
reatment that might reduce the healthgiving proper-
ties for which apicultural products are renowned.
I hope that Mr Mertens' mother, when she gave him
honey as a child, was aware that honey cannot be
heated to more than 49 degrees without losing its
medicinal propenies. It would appear that she did
know about this. Ve can aid our producers by inform-
ing consumers that this is a quality product which, for
example, has not been heated, as is done in some
places because it improves the consistency of the
honey and makes it less dense 
- 
though at the cost of
a decrease in its medicinal powers.
That there is also a need for training in this specialized
and quite complex profession, seems perfectly obvious.
The repon has our full support where it recommends
the commitment of financial resources rc research and
development. !fle Danish conservatives believe that the
obvious role for the Community is in sponsoring
research in all fields and that money is far better used
in this way than in the form of across-the-board subsi-
dies.
I would like to close by regretting that so few col-
leagues were able to hear Mr Menens' inspiring
introduction tonight which formed a stimulating and
sincere supplement to what was already a good report.
Mr Boutos (RDE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like rc begin by congratulating
Mr Menens on his admirable report, with which he
has demonstrated that in addition to the realism of his
ideas he has poetic leanings, which help to further the
matter we are discussing today.
All the previous speakers have described bees and
honey in glowing terms. Their mouths dripped honey,
as we would say in Greece. But I am afraid that lre are
taking a romantic approach to the problem, and this
shows, as does the repon by Mr Menens, that lre are
not ackling it seriously enough. !7e all accept that
nowadays bees and honey have also been adversely
affected by the development of our technological civi-
lization, by the use of plant protection products, and
by the adulteration of the product through the exces-
sive use of sugar, which means that honey is not prod-
uced entirely with natural substances. Vhile Mr Mer-
tens comes to the conclusion that the aid granted up to
1984 was insufficient to increase honey production, he
has reservations about proposing m the Commission
an amount which would adequately help bee-keepers
and bees.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like to
say that among the welter of expenditure on our agri-
culture poliry it should be possible to find a sum 
- 
a
few tens of millions of ECU 
- 
to subsidize a product
which is produced in the Communiry and is superior
to all the corresponding imported kinds, whether they
come from Eastern Europe or elsewhere. Ve have
already admitted that the honey we produce covers
barely 300/o of our requirements, and yet we are hesi-
tating to aid bee-keeping. I think we must overcome
this hesitation, overcome our inhibitions and, as a Par-
liament, take an overall decision.
Therefore I do not at all share Mr Menens'view that
the matter is dealt with fully by his repon and that it
contains all possible proposals, and I would ask Mr
Menens to be favourable towards the amendment
which I have abled and according to which aid to
bee-keeping should be several times more than that
granrcd hitheno. This is a necessary measure.
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I should like to make one last comment, Mr President.
Honey production naturally varies from place to
place, and when we speak about honey, we must speak
about pure honey which comes from the various plants
and shrubs which grow naturally and without the use
of other substances. However much the sugar industry
is subsidized, what interests us is not aiding the sugar
industries via bee-keeping, but helping bee-keepers to
produce pure, high-qualiry honey.
Mr Marck (PPE). 
- 
(NL) As you see, Mr President,
the EPP Group is very well represented this evening
- 
not just because Mr Menens is speaking, since he
really needs no suppon, but because we atach a greet
deal of imponance to everfhing concerned with
honey and bee-keeping.
The bee-keepers of all European countries want to
make a concened attack on this dreadful disease
which endangers, and threatens to destroy, the bee
population. All possible action should be taken at a
European level to combat varroic acarine disease and
this will require financial resources beyond the scope
of the bee-keepers themselves. Although purely ama-
teur producers are a thing of the past, most bee-keep-
ing is still on a small scale and usually provides only a
second income.
Finance must be made available both to condnue fur-
ther scientific research and rc meet pan of the costs of
combatting varroic acarine disease. Scientific research
will continue to be necessary if the disease is to be
eradicated and further research is essential because the
current control method is either not sufficiently effec-
dve or poses health dangers. Incidentally, as with
many pesticides, the quesdon arises of harmonization
of European legislation and the various national regu-
lations. \Vhy are cenain pesticides permimed in one
Member State and forbidden in another?
More direct financial aid must be made available since
without it bee-keeping will disappear in spite of the
high qualiry of its products.
The bee-keepers in my own country demand a signifi-
cant increase in aid to 3 ECU per hive. Unless this is
done, they will have to abandon bee-keeping since
treatment against the varroa mite has to be carried out
in three consecudve years if it is to have any success.
Aid for bee-keeping also benefits agriculture in gen-
eral and the ecology; as Mr Menens has so abun-
dantly shown. The bee-keepers demand that the aid-
allocation system also take into account their own
representative organizational structures which may
vary from one country to another. Incidenally, it is to
the advantage of the consumer because European
honey is of panicular high qualiry. \7e hope that the
Commissioner will not prove indifferent to the effons
of more than 360 000 European bee-keepers; if neces-
sary, we can sveeten him up with a nice pot of honey.
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I have been stung
into aking pan in this debate this evening by the
strong feelings which bee-keepers in the south of Scot-
land have expressed ever since the ending of the pre-
vious Commission scheme to help see bees through the
dreary Scottish winter.
Although the Commission thought that the cost of
that scheme ourweighed its benefits, it was certainly
popular with bee-keepers. In Scotland, as you will
know, Mr President, we have a great many advan-
tages, but sunny winters are not among them. A way
of levelling the conditions which Scottish bee-keepers
face in comparison with our more fortunate brethern
in the sunnier southern countries of the Community
must be fully justified in ensuring fair competition.
Ir is especially hard for Scottish bee-keepers not only
rc have to put up with cold, wet winters 
- 
and this
year panicularly, a long wet summer 
- 
but also to see
bee-keepers in the Mediterranean area aided through
the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes, as well as
having the Good Lord's bountiful sunshine.
The Communiry only produces 300/o of its own honey,
and it must make sense to help small farmers in pani-
cular to obtain a diversified income from something
the Communiry actually needs, instead of going half-
way round the world to Australia, to China, to Mex-
ico and even to Cuba of all places to get it. If we are
serious about encouraging honey production, I believe
that we also have to be serious about encouraging a
code of conduct at a European level so that bee-keep-
ers can be notified in advance of crop spraying, which
can wipe out whole hives at a time.
Other Members have alked about the need to coordi-
nare the work being done to eradicate the varroa mite
at a European level. That must make sense, for it must
be our aim to remove this scourge from European bee-
keeping.
Mr President, I hope this report will sting the Com-
mission into effecdve action. There are swarms of bee-
keepers, not only in Scotland but throughout the
Community, who can make use of assistance.
Although the bees' methods of production have not
changed with the onward rush of modern technology,
may I suggest to Mr Menens two other reasons why
Parliament should approve of bees: they indulge in no
restrictive practices and they are immune to trade
union restraints.
Mr President, I hope that the support of this House
will create a bvzz of activiry in the hives of the south
of Scotland and all over Europe.
( Laugh te r and app lau s e )
Mr Kuiipen (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, a late-night debate on such a subject
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may seem unimponant but bees are extremely impor-
tant in Europe because, after all, there are more bee-
keepers than there are residents of the Grand-Duchy
of Luxembourg.
A swarm of bees is, Mr Andriessen, an example of
what Europe ought to be: orderly, sharing the same
experiences and working rcgether. On a personal
level, though doubtless less so in your own case, I find
it a bit irritating that a swarm of bees is led by a queen.
On the other hand, I find the colour of bees and wasps
panicularly attractive and you can hardly grudge me
this as a Fleming. Do not, however, forget that they
can also sting!
In all seriousness now, Mr Andriessen, I would like to
urge all Member States to make suitable areas
available to bees, for example alongside motorways
and railways. In Europe, there are so many hectares of
uncultivated ground with all kinds of flowers to make
bees feel at home. It would be a unique srcp for
Europe to return to one of the oldest forms of land
use, namely bee-keeping.
Finally, I would like to comment on the value of the
product. During the war, we.had to make do with an
anificial s\reetener. The Menens repon describes the
various propenies of honey and one can also think of
certain desen peoples who can survive for generations
on hot wa[er, certain kinds of tea, and honey. Vithout
wishing to attack the conventional sugar industries, I
feel that honey, and the bee with all its sweetness and
prickliness, neveftheless deserves our attention at this
late hour.
Mr Stavrou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the ima-
ginative way in which Mr Mertens has presented his
repon this evening is, in my view, worth far more than
many other argumenrc which we have heard dme and
again in this House. Mr Menens reminded Mrs Van
Hemeldonck of the famous work by Maeterlinck,
which gives a most accurate description of the life of
bees. And I too am reminded of another famours work
by a French priest, who at the end of the 1Sth Century
described the powerful Catholic state of Syros in the
Aegean and decided to call it Tbe Bees in order to give
an accurate picture of its excellent organization.
The repon by Mr Menens on the promotion of bee-
keeping in the countries of the European Economic
Community is the culmination, as you know, of a ser-
ies of motions for resolutions which have gone before
and the desiderata of which are reflected, in my view,
clearly and accurately in the rapporteur's text.
The altogether meticulous presentation of the prob-
lems currently affecting bee-keeping in the Com-
muniry, the statistical basis of the data provided, and
the listing of the measures proposed for improving this
production sector, do not leave much room for criti-
cism. Mr Menens has drawn up his repon like
someone who is familiar with the problems of bee-
keeping and who feels for the people whose livelihood
it is. To the usefulness of bee-keeping, Mr,President,
and to the propenies of the really precious 
- 
at least
from the health point of view 
- 
product which honey
is, perhaps we should add the large amounts of foreign
currency which the Community can acquire by assist-
ing the development of bee-keeping in its Member
States.
Mr President, I haven't enough time to comment fur-
ther on the report before us, but I should just like to
dwell on one of its more imponant sections, which
concerns the use of plant Prorcction products. I
wanted in fact to ask the Commissioner to take into
account that the use of such substances does not have
the same effects in all the countries and that in many
cases their harmful influence is a function of the cli-
matic conditions which prevail in each of them. I think
thar this fact could usefully be poinrcd out to the
Council of Ministers so that when it is exercising its
power to adopt the Commission's proposals it will take
account of the special nature of each country as
regards geographical and climatic conditions, and of
course in such a way as to permit the use of different
amounts of these plant prorcction products depending
on the particular case.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to say that
these measures really need to be adopted urgently
since I think that we have dragged our feet unpardon-
ably on this question.
Mr Andriessen%ce-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, in closing this debate I must
regretfully conclude that the Community is not what
the Old Testament would call 'a land of milk and
honey'. Ve have too much milk and too little honey.
(Laugbter)
I therefore believe that we will have to send out other
scouts in search of a happy future for the Community
beyond im borders.
'\flhat has impressed me in this debate is that bees have
struck a cermin poetic chord in this wonhy Parlia-
ment. It does my hean good to see that in view of all
the difficult debates on agricultural policy that we
have had here and undoubmbly will have in the future.
After all, it is an imponant issue. Amongst all the
budgetary problems, butter mountains, wine lakes and
meat mountains that we have, it is perhaps not so easy
to convey the message that attention also has to be
paid to that small and subtle presence that plays such a
significant role in the achievement of quality etc. It has
also struck me that one speaker said this evening that
sugar w'as used in the past to bring bees through the
winter and that bees, in the form of the high-qualiry
product that they can supply, conribute to the sugar
problem in the Communiry. That confronts one with
the mutual links between individual problems.
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Vhat can the Commission now do in response to this
debate and to the excellent repon tabled this evening
by your wonhy rapponeur? I do not wanl to devote
too much time at the moment rc this debate and will
therefore make a couple of concrete comments on the
Commission's current approach rc the problem of
maintaining the bee-keeping industry and what action
can be aken by the Communiry with respect to bees.
One thing is certain, we are in agreement with those
suggesting that it would be advisable to drop specific
direct measures in favour of emphasizing general mea-
sures to benefit bee-keepers. The Commission adopted
that view in 1958 and repeated it in a repon to the
Council in September 1984. On this issue, I think
there are no major differences beween us but some
may perhaps exist on the issue of the form to be taken
by these measures and here a distinction must be
drawn between preventitive and sales-promotion mea-
sures on the one hand and these intended to streng-
then and improve production.
As far as the preventitive measures are concerned,
some members have spoken of varroic acarine disease
and I am delighted to announce here that the Com-
mission has recently given its approval for a continua-
tion of research into this as part of the pluriannual
programme to coordinate agricultural research. In
addition to what I have already mentioned, this pro-
gramme also includes research into problems asso-
ciated with any residues resulting from the use of cer-
tain acaricides and the exchange at Community level
of research results. The Green Paper, which nowadays
must crop up in vinually every debate in this Parlia-
ment on agricultural issues, points out that phytopath-
ological research must be stimulated. I must, however,
make one point and that is that such action is only
possible if the budget allocates additional resources to
agricultural research.
The Council of Ministers will also have to take a deci-
sion on rhe draft directive on the marketing of phFo-
pharmaceutical products. This directive will provide
the framework for the later definition of adequate cri-
teria to ensure the protection of bees.
As for the remaining issues, I believe that it must be
possible to make better use than in the past of mea-
sures in the field of structural policy to improve prod-
uction and marketing, including raining and refresher
courses for bee-keepers. Incidentally, the Council
agreed with the Commission's viewpoint by adopting
the Commission's report on bee-keeping in October
1984.
I believe that existing Communiry regulations and
measures concerning the processing and marketing of
agricultural products 
- 
the well-known Regulation
355/77 and others 
- 
do offer possibilities, not least of
which is a systematic approach in the form of the inrc-
grated Mediterranean programmes. My staff will of
course keep in contact with the industrial sectors con-
cerned to ensure optimal use of these options.
The Luxembourg member has spoken of the use of a
rade name and, among other things, expressed the
hope that we will not do with bees what we did with
the trade mark'Luxembourg butter'. Now here I think
that there is a difference. The basis of the Commis-
sion's opposition to Luxembourg's action was that
imponed milk should not be used rc make trade-
marked'Luxembourg butter'. Since bee swarms, how-
ever, are completely indifferent to frontiers, it will not
be possible m apply the same criteria m honey
imponed from areas oumide Luxembourg. I therefore
believe that the honorable Member from Luxembourg
need have no fear that the Commission will prove dif-
ficult in this way.
Finally, I would like rc comment on the amendments
and particularly amendment number two which sug-
gests replacing 'having regard to' by'stung into action
by'. I find that an exceptionally appropiate amendment
to a motion concerned with bee-keeping! I can only
hope that Parliament has not felt too stung [his eve-
ning by my comments on the motion.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
13. Table oliaes
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A
2-90/85) by Mr Filinis, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on rhe crearion of a
common organization of the market in table olives and
the establishment of a register of olive culdvation in
Greece.
Mr Filinis (COM), rdp?ortear. 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
after our late debate on bee-keeping we now come to
the debate on olives, which may nor be as su/eer as
honey but which have their own excellent qualities and
their own material and ancient cultural value. Table
olives are an agricultural product which employs a
large number of farmers in the southernmosr regions
of the Communiry of twelve, by which I mean some
hundreds of thousands. It should of course be pointed
out that in those regions of Mediterranean counrf,ies
where the single-crop cultivation of olives predomi-
nates, olives are the main source of income for a large
number of producers. Funhermore, the development
of able olive culrivation in recent years has replaced
certain difficult crops in the Community such as
tobacco and cereals. In addition, able olives are often
grown in hill or mountain areas which cannot be used
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for other crops. If olive groves were to be grubbed up
or destroyed, it would cause untold ecological damage
and would increase unemployment in the towns. Table
olives are a high-quality product from the point of
view of nutrition, taste and health value. They are
widely consumed in the countries where they are
produced and are a delicacy in countries where con-
sumer expenditure is high. More generally, olive
growing in the Mediterranean region is, as Mr Bat-
tersby so apdy put it, as deeply rooted in the remote
past as Mediterranean civilization itself. It is no coin-
cidence that the olive branch has from the earliest
times symbolizedpeace and hope and has been used to
crown the victors in the peaceful competition of the
Olympic Games.
The Communiry of ten produced about 1000/o of its
own requiremenr for table olives, whereas in the
Community of twelve this figure will be 1400/0, which
will create problems in marketing the product and in
safeguarding the incomes of growers. However, we
should not be unduly worried since table olives are a
dynamic Community expon product which, subject to
funher improvement, safeguarding of special Com-
munity varieties, a Community policy, advertising and
facilitating the commercial movement of finished
products, will presumably help to increase the Com-
munity's share of the world olive market. It should be
mentioned that the improvement of the quality of able
olives will lead to increased sales of the finished prod-
ucts and will ease the burden on the Community
budget for subsidies to olive oil production and olive
storage.
Ladies and gentlemen, when table olives are covered
by the provisions of the CAP, it will reduce the num-
ber of products from the southernmost regions of the
Community which are not covered in this way. This
will give the producers in these regions a feeling of
justice and satisfaction that they are being treated in
the same way as all their counterparts in the Com-
munity. '!/e think ultimately that the Community
should select a suitable sysrcm for a common organ-
ization of the market in order to safeguard producers'
incomes, prorcct the product from competition from
third countries, and ensure that the product is
absorbed by the market, that procedures are simpli-
fied, that the Community market is fully supervised,
and that a system of common market is introduced
which results in minimum expenditure from the Com-
muniry budget. The Commission therefore needs to
draw up and present to the Council a proposal for a
regulation on the setting up of a common organization
of the market which will definitely take account of the
conditions actually obtained in the Communiry of
twelve and which will at the same time be achieved as
quickly as possible so that the regulation is adoprcd
within the binding deadlines provided for under the
Treaty of Accession of Greece to the EuroPean Com-
munity. And I would urge Vice-President Andriessen
to tell Parliament when the proposal will be submitted
to the Council so that there is enough dme for a regu-
lation on table olives to be laid down.
I should like to conclude, Mr President, with a few
words on the drawing up of a register of olive produc-
tion in Greece. This definitely needs to be done since
Greece is, in practice, the only olive-producing coun-
try in the Community of twelve which does not yet
have such a register. Funhermore, the procedure for
submitting proposals so that a start can be made on
drawing up the register must be carried out in such a
way that it is also possible to draw up a land register in
the regions concerned. In addition, sums have already
been withheld for this purpose from Greek farmers,
and it is essential that from the next financial year this
money should be available to subsidize the drawing up
of the register of olive cultivation.
Mr Romeos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I shall be
brief both because Mr Filinis has already put forward
the main points of the problem and because the ques-
tion is well known, panicularly to the Commissioner,
Mr Andriessen. The report by Mr Filinis is simply an
updating of a question for which the Community ha1
an obligation under the Association Agreement with
Greece.
Mr Filinis asked the Commissioner for a binding dead-
line for proceeding with the regulation. I too should
like to repeat this request, and the Commissioner's
answer will show us to what extent what we fear or
believe is true, namely that there is a conscious and
deliberate effort to delay the progress of a regulation
which, as far as we know, has been ready for many
months. For we must all accept that' in addition to the
need for the organization of the market in table olives,
the present situation is unfair and producers in the
same regions are being unequally treated. Since there
is a common organization of the market in olive oil,
we see that the Common Market provides olive oil
producers with all the necessary Protection for their
product and their incomes, but table olive producers in
the same region do not have any protection at all, and
this is because 
- 
at least on the surface 
- 
there seems
to be a delay in publishing the relevant regulation'
I should like to ask just one question on the current
negotiations with the International Olive Oil Council:
does the Council consider that a new international
atreement on olive oil should also cover table olives?
Mr Stavrou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, at the risk
of also being called a romantic, I should like to begin
by reminding you of a remarkable engraver at the
beginning of the last century' the well-known French
eng.ruer Alexandre Fragonard, who depicted an
"nii..rt Greek banqueting 
scene in which a magnifi-
cent bowl of able olives figures predominandy.
The report by Mr Filinis really is a praisewonhy effon
to preie*e a healthy, natural and high-quality prod-
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uct, an effon which we should do all we can ro sup-
port so that olives regain the position they deserve in
today's European and world diet.
Among the mass of all kinds of adulterared products
which flood the food market and are extremely dan-
gerous for the human organism, as Mrs Van Rooy so
graphically described to us only this morning, Mr
Filinis reminds us in his text that table olives, both
fresh and processed, keep their nutritional componenm
intact and thereby broaden the range of healthy prod-
ucts which advanced societies would do well to con-
sume, while at the same time they consrirute a valuable
addition to the list of products which are sent to Third
Vorld countries as food aid capable of saving people
from starvation.
For such a product, Mr President, the incomes of
growers are among the lowest we heard about this
morning in the debate on rhe Maher repoft. I would
point out in this respect thar in mosr cases the cost of
gathering the fruit is made prohibitive by the lack of
even an elementary technical infrastructure.
In view of this fact, Mr President, I should like rc add
a few words about the second secrion of the Filinis
report, which concerns the establishment of a register
of olive cultivation. I am convinced rhar the inroduc-
don and operation of such a register will be the begin-
ning of the improvement and modernization of this
important branch of Mediterranean production in the
Communiry. This will open the way ro the application
in this field of the very latest methods of biotechnol-
ogy, which this production secror so gready needs. In
this way thousands of poor agricultural holdings
would be able to be incorporated into Community
production and concentrate on quality rarher rhan
quantity, which they are currently vainly trying to
increase so as to achieve a decent income. These are
holdings, Mr President, which for many years have
been struggling with primitive methods to combat des-
tructive diseases such as that caused by the olive fly
and have been endeavouring with what methods they
have to maintain high qualiry in this exquisite product.
Mr President, I am particularly glad this evening
because the repon by Mr Filinis brings to an end, ar
least as far as Parliament is concerned, a procedure
which began 
^year ago with a morion for a resolutionwhich I had the honour of tabling rogerher with Mr
Boutos and which was followed up by rwo orher
motions for resolutions by Mr Romeos on the same
subject.
For this reason my group will vote for this repon as ir
stands.
Mr Battersby (ED). 
- 
(GR) This evening I shall also
be very brief. Mr Filinis stated that the room of olive
trees go as deep as the culrure of Greece and rhe Med-
itcrranean peoples, and this is a very imponant truth.
And I must tell you that rhe roots of Greek culture are
deep in the hean of Europe.
(The speaher continued in Englkh)
However, Mr President, my group welcomes the
Filinis repon in that it underlines the importance of
olive cultivation, historical, contemporary and furure,
to our European civilization and to Community agri-
culture. It also emphasizes the rapidly growing impon-
ance of the Mediterranean region in our Communiry,
especially in the context of enlargement.
Thc olive is also a vital component in the social fabric
of the Mediterranean region. There are today 1.2 mil-
lion olive producers in the Communiry. Soon, with the
accession of Spain and Ponugal, this will be in the
region of 2 million, mainly small farmers living on
poor land which can grow few, if any, alternative
crops. It is therefore vital that we supporr our olive
producers to the maximum possible and practical
degree. If we do not and if olive cultivadon collapses,
then we will be faced with a disastrous increase in
rural unemployment. However, in supporting the olive
sector, which will cost the Community I billion ECU
next year and, once Spain and Ponugal are fully inte-
grated, in the region of t.S billion ECU a year, we
must have effecdve conuol over the use of Community
taxpayers' money.
The rapponeur has rightly emphasized the urgent
need for a register of olive producers in Greece. No
sysrcm can work effectively without a verifiable regis-
ter of producers and accurate production returns. Ver-
ifiable registers must be established in Greece, Italy,
France, Spain and Ponugal so that all Communiry
producers are registered, so rhar production can be
checked and so that aid can be directed rc the prod-
ucers in greatest need.
!7eak legislation without conffols, without accurare
registers or without effective inspection, can only lead
rc fraud. l:'aly already withholds approximarely l5o/o
of olive oil suppon paymenrs in anticipation of fraud
or of suspected over-enrhusiastic applications. Such
measures would be unnecessary if we had effective
controls.
I now turn to my amendmenm. The purpose of the
amendmenr I have tabled is to emphasize the fact that
when Spain and Portugal enrer rhe Communiry in rwo
months time, they musr nor be omiucd from or discri-
minated against in legislation prepared before acces-
sion. AIso the fact rhat they musr be incorporated as
equals in any future legislation on olives, be it table
olives or olive oil. They must have the same rights and
obligadons, including the obligation to establish prod-
ucer registers, as all other olive producers in the Com-
muniry.
I think Mr Filinis may consider that these amendmenrs
are too restrictive and thar'black and green' should
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read'black and otler' olives. However, I hope he will
support them in the spirit in which they are submitted.
Mr Boutos (RDE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, I am pleased with the content of the Filinis
repon and should like to say that my group will give it
its unreserved support, although just a very few com-
men6 are called for. I should also like to say how
pleased I am that this repon is the outcome of an inita-
tive which I myself took together with Mr Stavrou a
year ago and which has lead to today's debate' In
subsance the repon by Mr Filinis does nothing more
than remind Parliament, and through Parliament the
Commission, that there has been an excessive delay in
meeting the commitment entered into by the Com-
muniry to set up a market organization for table
olives, a commitment. which was given at the same
time as the agreement on Greece's accession to the
Community. Let us not forget that this commitment
was part of an overall 'package' of arrangements in
which the advantages and disadvantages of Greece's
accession to the Communiry had been weighed up.
Thus the failure to meet this commitment alters the
rcrms on which Greece joined the European Com-
muniry. I also think, Mr President, that if this special
and specific commitment m Greek producers of table
ofiveJis met, it will also smooth the way for any future
arrantements on olives as a result of the enlargement
of the Communiry.
I should like to take this opportunity of expressing my
surprise at what Mr Battersby has just said, namely
that establishing a single market will cost the Com-
muniry about a million ECU a year and that this
amount will increase to one and a half million ECU
when Spain and Porugal join. If, as he now informs
me, he also meant the cost of protecting oil, I would
say that he is talking about two seperate things, since
the funds in respect of oil are already being paid, and
we are alking here not about olive oil but about edible
oils, which are a completely different product and the
protection of which will only amount to a fraction of
what it will cost the Community to protect olive oil. I
think Mr Bamersby will agree with me on this. As
other members have remarked, Mr President, we must
not forget that we are talking about a high-quality
product of undoubted nutridonal and health value
which is in deficit in our Community. If we calculate
impons and expons of edible oils from the third coun-
tries with which the Communiry has special agree-
ments, we see that at present we are imponing rather
large quantities of such oils from the countries of the
southern Mediterranean.
Irt us not forget either, Mr President, that as dme
goes. by the consumption o{ rcp-quality edible oils
contlnues to lncrease, and this mainly means' as we
know, black olives rather than green.
Mr President, much has been said about producers'
incomes and the possibilities of alternative productions
to replace olive cultivation. \Zhat I should like to point
out is how imponant olives and olive trees are for the
social and cultural development of many Medircrra-
nean countries, and particularly Greece. Let us not
forget that the olive tree withstands the ravages of
time just like peace, which it symbolizes.
I should like to conclude by reminding you that the
emblem of the goddess of wisdom, Athena, was the
olive, which was worshipped in the ancient Athenian
Republic, and that in the Athenian Republic of Solon
and Pericles it was thought that anyone who destroyed
olive trees incurred the wrath of the gods. So people
took care to impose the supreme punishment in such
cases. I would not wish my remark to be considered as
a personal reference to Mr Andriessen, whom we
expect to take suitable measures to Protect olives' !7e
".i not threatening the Commissioner with punish-ment, but we shall Present him with an olive q/reath
when his proposals achieve progress towards the
introduction of a common market organization.
Mr Andriessen, Vce-Presi.dent of tbe Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, the themes of our discussions this
evening, whether about bees or olives, are obviously
ones *ith an enormously long history 
- 
one could
almost say archaic concepts intertwined with our cul-
ture.
In lsrael, I have seen olive trees reputed to date from
the time of Christ and listening this evening to discus-
sions on the olive problem, I have a feeling that it
takes us right back in the culture and history of
Europe and of Greece. Nevenheless, I must offer my
apologies for the delay in issuing our rePort on the
situation in the Community and particularly in Greece,
as we promised rc do at the time of the accession. That
repon has been delayed partly because the common
market for table olives has been greatly affected by the
accession to the Community of Spain and Ponugal,
quite apan from the fact that the officials concerned
with this study have also had rc spend time devising a
great number of practical regulations and directives
related to the accession.
Vhat I can at any rate promise Parliament is that the
report, which is mentioned in the relevant Treary texts
and associated documents, will very soon be submitted
to Parliament. I have the feeling, Mr President, that
the viewpoint of the speakers this evening, panicularly
the rapponeur whom I would like rc congratulate on
his deicription and analysis of the situation, may differ
from that of the Commission. In the Commission's
view, existing tex$ do not state with absolute certainry
that the Community is obliged to establish a common
organization of the market in table olives and to take
thi relevant additional measures. There is one definite
obligation and that is to describe the situation as it is,
to determine any relevant measures that are required
and rc submit these to the Council of Ministers for
discussion so that any necessary decisions can be
taken.
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I am not saying that the Commission does not intend
to produce such proposals but only that the Commis-
sion is not convinced that it is required to do so. In
any case, if the Commission decides that such propo-
sals must be made, it will do so within the framework
of the repon promised by the Commission at the time
of Greece's accession.
So much, Mr President, for a common organization of
the market, aid to producers etc. The Commission is
studying the matter and.I cannot therefore make sub-
santive comments on these problems this evening.
I would like to make a second comment concerning
the national register of olive producers. I agree with
the comments this evening that such a register is
urgently needed. Unfonunately, a problem has
cropped up that makes it impossible for Greece to
apply the methods foreseen in the directive for prod-
ucing this register. In effect, the directive assumes rhar
a land register aheady exists but at present this is true
of only approximately 200/o of Greece. The intention
of the Greek government 
- 
with the approval of the
Commission 
- 
is to undertake the simultaneous
establishment of a register of olive producers and a
national land register and that, of course, will incur
additional costs, work and problems.
'!7hat 
we have done is the following. Ve have estab-
lished links between the Commission, the Joint
Research Centre and the appropriate authorities in
Greece in order to find a solution to the rcchnical and
financial problems associated with the issues I have
just mentioned as well as to ge[ saned as soon as pos-
sible on the creation of the register of olive producers.
To sum up the situation, the Commission is doing all it
can to combine, as is wished by the Greek govern-
ment, the creation of a register of olive producers with
the more extensive work of establishing a national
land register.
In summing up, Mr President, I would like to say that
the Commission goes along with a number of items in
the repon, that it will very soon submit to the Council
the repon which it, and the Community, undertook to
produce and that it will include in this repon its view
of any regulations that will be needed after I January
1985 with respect to Community production of able
olives.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vorc will be mken at the next voting time.
(The sitting uas closed at I 1.25 p.m.)t
I Agendafor the next sitting: see Minutes.
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Afier adoption of Amendment No 9.
Mr Hcrmao (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Before we vorc on the
motion for a resolution can we, under and Pursuant to
Rule 36, (1) ask the Commission what action it intends
to take on our amendments?
President 
- 
That will clearly be a bit difficult since
the Commissioner present is not the one responsible
for this report. He has been briefed, but he is not com-
percnt on all aspects.
Commissioner can you say something in reply to this
question?
Mr An&iessen" Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(NZ) Mr President, with regard to Compromise
Amendments Nos l0 and 15 the Commission cannot
accept what is said in the last senrcnce of these amend-
ments. I shall read it in English since I have the Eng-
lish text in front of me:
Vhere the goods are similar to goods to which the
proprietor of a registered trade-mark has applied
that rade-mark.
Mr Turner (ED).- Mr President, may I say that last
night Commissioner Cockfield accepted all the
l. Votes
Report (Doc. A 2'116/851by Mrs van Rooy, on behalf
of thc Committec on Extemal Economic Relations, on
tfie proposal from the Commission to the Council
(COM(s+) 705 final 
- 
Doc. 2alao/ul for a regula-
iion laying down measures to discourage the release for
free circuletion of counterfeit goods.
And
Report (Doc. A z-llg/t5l by Mr Turner, on behalf of
the Commiaee on Legd Affairs and Citizens' Rights,
on the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(COM(84)-705 final 
- 
Doo2'1540/84) for 1 regufa-
iion laying down measures to discourege the release for
free circulation of counterfeit goods.
1 Aoorooal of minutes 
- 
Membership of committees 
-iiq*st for'urgent debate 
- 
Petitions'- Procedure withott
report: see Minutes.
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amendments of the two committees except the amend-
ment which deleted paragraph 5(2) of the regulation,
that is Amendmenr No 8. He rejected the amendments
of the other committees.
President 
- 
That would be a requesr under
Rule 36(2).
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) None the less, it is
necessary to clarify rhis. If a Commissioner informed
us yesrcrday evening that he accepted this amendment
and rejeced another amendmenr and this morning
another Commissioner rclls us that he accepr an
amendment which is nor the same as the amendment
acceprcd yesterday, we need rc know who is speaking
on behalf of the Commission.
Mr Andriessct. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Commis-
sion always spealcs with one voice even when there are
different speakers. I can therefore state rhat, according
to my information 
- 
I was not here myself 
- 
my col-
league, Lord Cockfield, stated yesterday evening that
he accepted the thrust of the amendmenr bur nor rhe
actual wording. I have expressed reservarions regard-
ing the sentence which I have just read out and I am
not going back on them.
Motionfor d resolution
Exphnations ofoote
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr Presidenr, I
adopt this motion for a resolution which takes a sand
on real problems which have serious implicarions for
the economy and trade.
I am sorry that the Committee on rhe Environmenr,
Public Health and Consumer Prorection was only
given the opponuniry ar the lasr minute to table
amendments on a problem about which we ourselves
had some reseryations, reladng ro very imponant top-
ics which deserved to be discussed in greater detail.
The fact that trade in counterfeir goods affects the
weakest sections of rhe consumer population and cer-
tainly those who are least informed should have been
enough to convince us rhar the problem should have
been tackled [ogether with the consumers themselves
to ensure that Communiry decisions would be more
successful in their scope and application.
( Parliament adopted t he re s o lation)l, 2
ooo
' 
fu th. **king of thc motions for resolutions was the
same a single vore was taken on both.2 The rapponcurspoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos l, 3 ro ll and
15;
- 
AGAINSTAmendments Nos 12 to 14.
Repon (Doc. A 2-115/85) by Mrs vin Rooy on behalf
of the Committee on External Economic Reladons on
international rade in counterfeit goods: adoptedr
Repon (Doc. A 2-ll4/85) by Mr Tzounis on behalf of
the Commiuee on External Economic Relarions on
economic and rade relations bercreen the EEC and
Albania.
Expknations ofoote
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we
the representatives of the Communist Pany of Greece
wish to srare our position on various matters as dic-
tated by cenain principles and by our fundamental
view regarding our counrry's membership of the Com-
muniry. It is well known that we are opposed to mem-
bership and would like our counrry to withdraw.
Despite this position, however, we have no desire for
our country ro cease developing its reladons with the
Communiry as a whole, or with each of the individual
Member States: indeed, quirc the conrrary is true. On
the basis of this same posirion, then, we suppon EEC
initiatives in favour of developing relations with third
countries, in this case Albania.
Consequently, we agree with the resolution insofar as
it aims to develop relarions with Albania. Ve do, how-
ever, have cenain reservations, principally concerning
paragraphs 6 andT of the resolution.
The minorities problem is raised in paragraph 5 in
such a way as to suggesr that its solution is a prere-
quisite for the initiarion and developmenr of relations,
the outcome being rhat this repon makes the goal of
improved relations more difficult ro achieve. Again,
we are concerned at the reference to the Greek minor-
ity in that counrry, as uie believe the introduction of a
subject over which this Parliamenr has no competence
to be inappropriate. This is a problem which should be
settled by the panies concerned, through constant and
intensified contacr berween rhem. If our quite genuine
interest in this minority is presented as some son of
precondition, we fear that the desired development of
relations may become more difficult m realize. \7e
want life to be easier for the Greek minoriry there, but
paragraph 5 stands in rhe way of this.
Our second reservation concerns the second-last para-
graph, paragraphT, which once again makes an
assumption concerning a border incident in which two
people were killed. The rapporteur fails to explain
these swo killings on a cerrain border in the explana-
tory.starcment of the report. Mr President, it is gen-
eral knowledge rhat borders exist even berween Com-
t Therapponcurspokc:
- 
AGAINST Amendment No l.
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muniry countries and that such incidents sometimes
occur on these borders. These incidents have never
been used as excuses, pretexts, or conditions govern-
ing the exisrcnce or development of relations. They do
not constiturc an insurmountable problem. However,
the wording of paragraph 7 appears to attach condi-
tions to, and to obstruct rhe basic objective of the
resolution, which is the development of relations. This
is why I say that we have doubts concerning para-
graphs 6 and7.
Consequendy, for these two reasons, we shall neither
vote for, nor against, the repon. \7e, the rePresenta-
dves of the Communist Parry of Greece, share the fol-
lowing specific concern: since our amendments have
been iejected, paragraphs 6 and 7 do not funher the
aims of the resolution, but rather contradict and
obstruct the initiative for the establishment and
development of relations with Albania, on a basis of
equality and mutual benefit.
Mr Rossetti (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, I should
like to have it entered in the minutes that the Com-
munist and allies Group suPPon the Tzounis repon. I
should like also to point out that Mr Ephremidis is
expres-sing only the position of the Greek members of
the Crimmunist and allies Group.
President. 
- 
Thank you for your comment, it will be
norcd in the minutes.
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR), (in afiting). Ve shall
vote in favour of the report by Mr Tzounis on econo-
mic and trade relations between the EEC and Albania.
However, I must express my retret and our conse-
quent reservations over the fact that cenain amend-
ments, which would funher the panicular and positive
aim of the repon, were not adopted. In fact, the draft
motion contains opinions of a political nature (e.g.
recital D of the preamble) which are quite inappro-
priate, and phrases which appear to set conditions, all
bf *t i.h 
"ould 
be inrcrpreted as showing a lack of real
desire to restore EEC/Albanian relations.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)l
Report (Doc. A 2-92/t5) by Mrs Daln on bchalf of
thC Co-mittec on Development and Cooperation, on
thc importence of thc delegations of the Com'ission in
the AbP countries and the Maghreb and Mashreq
countrics and the status of tf,e overseas staff of the
EAC.I adoptedz
**
The raoooneur sooke:
- 
AG'AINST Amendments Nos 1, 3/rev, 4/rev, 6/rev
andT /rerr.
The raoooneur sooke:
- 
AGAINST Ahendment No 1.
Report (Doc. A 2-125/851by Mn Heinrich on behalf
of the Committe on Development and Cooperation on
the proposds from the Commission to thc Council on
I. the communication on thc review of tf,e European
Communiqy's Generalized Tariff Prcfercnces
Scheme (COM(85) 203 final 
- 
Doc. C 2'4t/tsl
U. ftxing the Communit/s Generalized Tariff Prefcr-
eo""i Sch"-e for 19t5 (COM(85) 425 find 
-
Doc. C 2-s5/t5); adoPted
Repon (Doc. A 2-91/85) by Mr Menens on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, on
the promotion of bee-keeping in the European Com-
munity.
ExPknations ofttote
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR).Mr President, we
consider Mr Mertens' repon and motion for a resolu-
tion on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on
the promotion of bee-keeping in the Communiry, to
be generally positive. Ve do, however, wish.to make a
rruib"t of 
-observations 
and proposals, in the light of
the suggestions made by Greek bee-keepers.
\7e feel it to be essential that the implementation of
Regulation 1196/81 should be extended for at least
an&h.r 5 years. At the same time, aid should be
increased to 3 ECU per hive in production, the aim
being to set up and activate development Programmes
by bee-keepers' cooperatives. A further 5 ECU per
hive in production should be made available to cover
tra.rspon costs for nomadic bee-keepers. \7ith respect
to this question, we have submitted an amendment to
the draft 1986 Communiry budget, suggesting the
allocadon of 5 million ECU under Anicle 184 for
bee-keeping. As regards the use of pesticides, we
believe that the panicular features of each country,
soit and climatic conditions, importance of crops, etc.
should be taken into account when considering the
approval and circulation of suitable pesticides which
do not pose any health risls, so that they not only
enhance the conditions in which bee-keeping can
flourish, but also prorcct the environment.
Mr Romeos (S).- (GR)' Mr President, this repon is
cenainly positive, and indeed we shall vote in favour
of it. However, I regret the fact that the raPPofteur
has omitted two of the basic points contained in the
motion which I proposed and on which the repon is
based, and that rwo amendments drawn up today by
my colleague, Mr Adamou, and by Mrs Lizin were not
adopted. I also regret that although the repon accur-
arcly identifies and describes the problems facing bee-
I Mr Verbeek, the deputizing rapporteur, spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OFAmendmentNo I'
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keeping, in the final analysis ir fails to put forward any
clear measures, such as extending the implementadon
of the existing regulation or increasing aid, measures
which many colleagues have proposed.
Frankly, I am also sorry rhar this Parliamenr has
shown what I can only describe as very limited sympa-
thy for a small but importanr group of producers, by
today refusing to adopt these proposals 
- 
which
involve such a small amount 
- 
while we have so fre-
quently approved millions of ECU for other products,
here in this same Assembly. The other reseffarion,
which has been expressed just now by Mr Adamou,
and by other speakers yesterday, concerns para-
graph 10 on pesticides. It should be our aim, especially
where honey is concerned, m avoid the use of pesti-
cides as far as possible. I cannot therefore understand
why a single decision on rhe use of pesdcides should
be imposed throughout the Communiry. I feel some
discrimination should exist in this area.
Mr Filinis (COM). 
- 
(GR), (in witing). !/hile vot-
ing for the repon by .y colleague, Mr Menens, I
should like to stress rhe need for bee-keeping in the
Community to be protected, panicularly in my coun-
try where it is faced with a real danger of tocal col-
lapse. Disease, fire and drought have broughr about
such losses to producers that to conrinue this activity is
becoming ever more difficult and uneconomic. The
disappearance of wooded and pasture land means that
constant movement of swarms from one area to
another, involving disrances of more than 500 km
from the producer's place of residence, is essenrial.
The statistics reveal rhe graviry of the situarion: it
seems that the production of honey in Greece has
fallen in the last five years from 13 000 to 12 000
tonnes, or in percentage rerms, by approximately 80/0.
However, looking beyond the panicular problems of
Greek producers, the bee-keeping secror in general
has recently been facing illegal competirion from sub-
sidies and qualitatively low-grade honeys imponed
from third counrries, and an incomprehensible lapse
on the pan of the comperenr aurhoriries.
The relevant Community legislation is not being
enforced, and cenain support measures are being
dropped just at the ve{y momenr when they are mosr
needed. !7e appeal to the Commission to display the
commitmenr that is required to prevenr the bee disap-
pearing altogether from the narions of the Com-
munity. \7e seek the reactivation of the system of sup-
port for hives, an increase in aid from 1 ECU to
3 ECU per hive, and an annual aid allocation of
5 ECU per hive ro cover the costs of relocating
swarms.
Ve also seek stricter enforcement of the relevant
Communiry direcdve so that consumers may be more
aware of the type and qualiry of the honey they are
buying, and to protect Communiry production from
impons of low-grade and non-standardized honey.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)t
Report (Doc. A 2-90/85) by Mr Filinis on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food on thc
creation of a co--on organization of the market in
table olives and the establishment of a register of olive
cultivation in Greece.
Expknation ofoote
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR), (in uiting). The table
olive is an imponant agricultural product for Greece.
It accounts for 50/o of total agricultural production,
and 200 thousand families are involved in olive prod-
uction, putting in 7 million working days a year
berween cultivation and harvesting.
Greece produces an average of approximately
70 thousand ronnes of able olives ayear, representing
120/o of world production, which amounrs ro
600 thousand ronnes. Vhile the quality is excellent 
-Greek table olives are considered to be the best natur-
ally blackened olives in the world 
- 
problems exist
concerning prorccrion and the disposal of produce.
To be more specific, ar a rime when the Communiry is
suffering from a shortage of able olives amounting to
80 thousand tonnes, it has only been imponing 10 700
tonnes a year from Greece over the last five years.
This is only 13.50/0, with the balance being made up
from third counrries. It is almosr cenain rhat the situJ-
tion regarding Greek table olives will deteriorate
markedly as from 1. 1. 1985, when Spain and Ponugaljoin the Community, since Spain produces 150 thou-
sand tonnes of table olives, and Ponugal a funher
30 thousand [onnes.
In view of this situation, the representatives of the
cooperative and trade union organizations, meeting
together in joint consultation, at rhe initiative of
YESASE, the Greek farmers' union coordinating
body, have expressed their fears and doubts about thi
future of the able olive in the common market. These
fears have been justified by rhe fate of other Greek
agricultural products, I 700 000 tonnes of which have
so far been buried in the ground. Ve share those fears.
And we are looking for measures ro be taken (guaran-
teed prices, protected incomes, export development,
protection for cooperative organizations and prod-
I The rapponeur spoke:
- 
IN FAVOUR OFAmendmentNo5.
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos 1 ro 4 and 7 to 10,
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ucers' groups) which will aid processing and market-
lng.
However, we agree with the proposal for the estab-
lishment of a regisrcr of olive production in Greece,
much more than the 7.5 million drachmas the Com-
munity has put aside for this purpose from the olive oil
subsidies.
(Parliament adopted tbe resohtion)l
2. Borrowings for the purpose of promoting inaestment
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. A 2-
123/85) by Mr Chiusano, on behalf of the Commiuee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Indusrial
Policy, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(COM(85) 250final 
- 
Doc. C2-53/85) for a
Council decision empowering the Commission to
borrow under the New Community Instrument
for the purpose of promoting investment within
the Communiry.
Mr Chiusano (PPE), tutpPortear. 
- 
(IT) Mr Presi-
dent, Parliament has been asked for its opinion on the
Commission's request to the Council for authorization
ro conrract loans of I 500 million ECU to cover the
resources required by the NCI which have now run
our The Committee on Economic and Moneary
Affairs, supponed by the favourable opinion of the
Committee on Budgets, is responding positively rc this
request. It seems apropriate to stress that the Commis-
sion's initiative contains three completely new ele-
men$ on which Parliament should reflect and give a
favourable opinion.
First, new allocations in NCI4 are destined for SMUs,
which include not only industrial undertakings but
also rcrtiary sector undertakings.
Second, a panicularly innovative step is the admission
by the Commission that, along with tangible assets,
which had hitheno been the only point of reference
for the tuarantee of loans, other elements for guaran-
teeing loans may be taken into account, such as intan-
gible assets, intellectual asseff, patents, know-how, lic-
inces, c,rt.en[ research, projects' This seems to me to
bring the Commission's oPerative methods in its sup-
ponlnd financing of SMUs into line with practices in
ih. rnott advanced industrialized countries.
Third, the national financial intermediaries, through
whom the Commission operates, may now transform
loans provided by NCIa into shares in the capital of
wiilinf and needy SMUs. In the light of these three
1 TheraoooncursDoke:
- 
w' hevOUR OF Amendments Nos I to !, 5 and 7 .
- 
AGAINSTAmendmenu Nos 5, 8 to 10.
posidve elements I believe that the European Parlia-
ment is in a position to respond favourably to the
Commission's request.
In its document, Parliament nevertheless stressed rwo
points: first, as Parliament has always suggested, it will
L. n"c.tt"ry to ensure finally that the 
-Commission's
financial operations are provided for officially in the
Communiry budget. Second, the Commission will
have to provide- Parliament with better means of
checking that the new criteria laid down by 
-these 
pro-
posals for the granting of loans are in fact being
applied by the national intermediaries to which they
"ii .ntruit.d, and that the actual granting of loans tothe undertakings is being carried out accordingly.
I do not think I have anything to add to these remarks
but simply to recommend that Parliament should vorc
in favour of the Commission's request.
Mr Bonaccini (COM), drafisman of an opinion of the
Committee on Energy, Researcb and Technology. 
-(17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in line with
the Committee on Budgets, the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology also expressed a favourable
opinion, orally however, because lack of time prev-
ented a report from being drawn uP.
I should like to make a few remarks on one point only.
First, our Committee believes that this rype of financ-
ing operadon should be made Permanent. Providing
f- ttiit operation through instalments, as was done
this time, means neglecting a requirement which was
made clear recently during the seminar on new tech-
nology. Research is not something which can be veri-
fied plriodically. It is a Permanent obligation of which
the iinal aim ihould bL the practical application of
research in indusry.
There is another consideration which Mr Chiusano
stressed just now, that of capital, oPerations to panici-
pate in risk capital.
To state the matter clearly, these are very specialized
operations in regard to which the Commission fore-
,i., 
" 
,.t."tch need which cannot simply be made
available in the form of deferrals of interest Payments
or in other forms which usually figure in the Com-
munity loans policy.
I am delighted by the presence of Commissioner
Andriessen because it is time we realized that, in cer-
min areas, our participation in risk capital is an opera-
tion without seiuriry. This seems to me to be the case
in other countries, at least, which are often taken as
examples of research incentive. It would be interesting
to heir the Commissioner's reply. I should be espe-
cially interested to know, in this respect, how sub-
sequent regulations will be conceived and applied.
Otherwise,-this vote and favourable opinion which I
am expressing on behalf of the Committee on Energy
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and my political group, I repeat, would be significantly
altered by elements which reduce the scope and effi-
ciency and, therefore, the permanenr nature of these
oPerations.
Mr Metten (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my group is in
favour of the new Communiry instrument designed to
encourage investment within the Communiry, for sev-
eral reasons: not only does it encourage industry but
also job opponunities; this instrumenr had hitheno
been of grearcsr benefit to the SMUs, and NCI4 is
catering for rhem exclusively; the grear interest which
the SMUs have in this Communiry instrument clearly
illustrates the insufficiency of national instruments
destined for SMUs, and consequendy, the useful and
complementary role played by the Community.
'$7e welcome the suppon especially for firms investing
in new technology 
- 
and certainly against the back-
ground of the imponanr technology debate which
took place this month 
- 
and also the presenr merhod
of financing expenditure on R and D. This is impor-
tant because up till now the use of research methods
by the SMUs weakened rhe European reseach infras-
tructure. This is why the new possibiliry afforded m
banls to use loans provided at narional level for parti-
cipation in risk capiral is a positive step. A son of risk
capital was in fact created which did not involve risk.
Life is really not yer a bed of roses for the New Com-
munity Instrument. The scope of NCI4 is far roo nar-
row and it will soon be exhausted. The NCI4 loans,
although they are guaranrced by the Communiry
budget, still do nor figure in the budget itself, and this
has negative consequences for the budgetary power of
this Parliament. Furthermore, Parliament has insuffi-
cient means of checking whether the banks, acrint as
intermediaries, are really acting in accordance with
Community criteria. Although there was a favourable
reacdon to the NCI, my group is not very happy about
its scope nor about the possibiliry of Parliament's
influence and control. However, we have decided to
adopt Mr Chiusano's excellent repon because it takes
these aspects into account.
Mr P. Beazley (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, my group sup-
pons the Commission's proposals for NIC4 subject to
the very imponant additional proposals expressed in
the rapponeur's resolurion and the opinions of the
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology. Ve should like an assur-
ance that the Commission will take these additional
proposals inro accounr in application of NIC4.
Mr Andriesscn, We-President of the Commission. 
-(NL) Mr President, the Commission is naturally espe-
cially pleased about the general approval given to the
report, both in the first-rate analysis by the rapponeur
and the speeches we have just heard. I can confine
myself to a single remark on rhe resolution and rhe
necessary operation.
First, the Commission sdll believes that the NCI is one
of the most imponant insruments at our disposal in
the Communiry to achieve rhe developmenr we wish rc
obtain.
Second, the concentration of NCI4 on SMUs clearly
illustrates how much imponance the Commission
attaches, in running the Communiry, to this imponant
sector which is crucial to job creadon. '$7e are pleased
that the Parliament agrees with this.
Third, the Commission, as rhe rapponeur has so
clearly explained, wanted visibly to extend the applica-
tion of NCI4 so as to funher ,increase its efficiency.
The Commission is pleased to note that it is now pos-
sible rc include research and energy projects in its
financial operarions,
'!7ith 
reference ro rhe quesrion asked by Mr Bonaccini,
I must add here and now that NCI4 always refers ro
loans and not ro specific subsidies. Thus, the loans
cannot be considered as unsecured and they musr be
setded or reimbursed under the conditions laid down.
This debate has clearly shown that the scope of NCI4
is not large enough. I think that wirh the amount prov-
ided for we can reasonably honour the applications
which we might expect.
You are aware rhar this New Community Instrument
did not get off to an easy stan. Since its igrplementa-
tion we have made available 4 million ECU. \7e think
that even in a Communiry of Twelve, taking into
account the integrated Mediterranean package, this
amount should be sufficient ro meer the requirements.
I suppon Parliament's insistence on rhe provision, in
one way or anorher, of the necessary budgetary
amoun6. Although Parliament and the Commission
agree on this matrcr, it has not yet been possible to
convince the Council that this position is justified. But
the Commission suppons the opinion expressed on
this matter both in the repon and in the speeches we
have heard.
As far as controls on banks are concerned and the
ways in which the insrumenr was pur into effect, I
should like to say the following. I should like to
declare on behalf of the Commission that more precise
and rystematic information abour rhe individual loans
which were extended by financial agents should be
supplied to different undenakings in order to bring
about the extension of Parliament's controlling powers
which has rightly been requested.
Mr President, I think I have answered the most impor-
tant it€ms on the agenda. I should like to conclude by
thanking the Parliament's rapporreur for his enlight-
ened and positive position on rhe advancemeni of
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NCI4. Ir is my earnest hope that the continued opera- 3. Adjournment of the session
tion of this instrument at a time when we are looking
to the SMUs to make an imponant conribution to
economic development will help the funher extension 
. r
of thecommunityanditseconomicd.u.lopnl.ni.------ President.-- I declare adjourned the session of the
European Parliament.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
(Tlte sitting was closed at 9.55 a.m.)t
(Parliament adopted tbe re so lution)
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